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I. Statement of Purpose
.Sponsored by the National Institute of Military Justice, a private non
profit organization dedicated to the fair administration of military justice, this
Conunission was formed on the occasion of the 50 th anniversary of the Uniform
Code of Military Justice, the greatest reform in the history of United States
military law.} The UCMJ was drafted in the aftermath of World War II, at a time
when protecting the rights of military personnel was foremost in the minds of
lawmakers. The outcry of veterans' organizations and bar associations made
legislators aware of the arbitrary and summary nature of many of the two
million courts-martial held during the war. By setting a higher standard of due
process for servicemembers accused of crimes, the UCMJ, augmented by
significant revisions in 1968 and 1983, became a model for criminal justice. It
protected accused servicemembers against self-incrimination fifteen years before
Miranda v. Arizona, provided for extensive pretrial screening investigations,
permitted relatively broad access to free counsel, and incorporated many of the
best features of federal and state criminal justice systems.
This landmark legislation created the fairest and most just system of
courts-martial in any country in 1951. But the UCMJ has failed to keep pace with
the standards of procedural justice adhered to not only in the United States, but
in a growing number of countries around the world, in 2001. The UCMJ governs
a criminal justice system with jurisdiction over millions of United States citizens,
including members of the National Guard, reserves, retired military personnel,
and the active-duty force, yet the Code has not been subjected to thorough or
external scrutiny for thirty years. The last comprehensive study of courts-martial
took place in 1971, when Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird, troubled by
allegations of racism at courts-martial, appointed a task force to study the
As the initial aJU10uncement of the Commission explained: "The Uniform Code of Military
Justice was approved on May 5,1950 and took effect on May 31,1951. In § 556 of the Floyd D.
Spence National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2001, Congress commemorated the
50 th anniversary of the Code. Among other things, Congress noted that it had 'enacted major
revisions of the [Code] in 1968 and 1983 and, in addition, has amended the code from time to
time over the years as practice under the code indicated a need for updating the substance or
procedure of the law of military justice.' Section 556 asks the President to issue a suitable
proclamation and 'calls upon the Department of Defense, the Armed Forces, and the United
States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces and interested organizations and members of the
bar and the public to commemorate the occasion of [the] anniversary with ceremonies and
activities befitting its importance.' Believing that an integral part of those activities should be an
appraisal of the current operation of the Code and an evaluation of the need for change, the
National Institute of Military Justice is sponsoring a Commission on the 50th A1U1iversary of the
Uniform Code of Military Justice, in coordination with The George Washington University Law
School."
1
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publicized its hearings largely by word-of-mouth-heard testimony from citizens
who traveled to Washington, D.C., from states around the country, including
those who came from Washington, Colorado, Massachusetts, and Louisiana to
make their voices heard, joining hundreds who submitted written comments.
In order to address this need for public scrutiny and reform, the
Commission began its work by soliciting comments in order to formulate a list of
topics to be addressed. 6 Thereafter, a public hearing was held on Tuesday,
March 13, 2001, at The George Washington University Law SchooJ.7 More than
250 individuals, representing themselves and more than a dozen organizations,
submitted written comments to the Commission. Nineteen testified in person. s
This Report, intended for submission to the House and Senate Committees on
Armed Services, the Secretary of Defense, the Service Secretaries, and the Code
Committee, was prepared to convey the results of the hearing and the
Commission's deliberations about military justice to those who can help the
UCMJ live up to its promise when it was implemented in 1951.
In this Report, the Commissioners seek to:
(1) Provide a record of submissions and testimony;
(2) Make specific recommendations for improvement; and
(3) Identify issues warranting further study and consideration.
The Commission's work is not intended to substitute for congressional
hearings or officially sponsored government studies of military justice, both of
which the Commissioners would heartily welcome. However, the depth and
breadth of the Commission's experience should make any observer pause before
dismissing its recommendations. Chaired by the Honorable Walter T. Cox III,
the Commission's cumulative experience with the armed forces and the law
exceeds 150 years. Its members have served in the uniforms of the United States
Army, Navy, Air Force, and Coast Guard and are members of multiple bars.
They have practiced, studied, taught-and made-military law under the UCMJ.
Judge Cox, in addition to serving in the United States Army, has been a
Judge of the South Carolina Circuit Court and an Acting Associate Justice of the
Supreme Court of South Carolina, and has served on the United States Court of
6 This list of topics, reflecting the concerns of the Commissioners as well as those who submitted
suggestions for topics, is at Appendix A.

7 The proceedings were recorded on videotape. Copies may be ordered by contacting Mr.
Andrew Laurence, Media Center Supervisor, The George Washington University School of Law,
Jacob Burns Law Library, 716 20th Street N.W., Washington, D.C., 20052.
8 See

Appendix C for the submissions and Appendix B for the list of witnesses.
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Military Appeals and the United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces,
including four years as Chief Judge. Captain Guy R. Abbate, Jr., JAGC, USN
(Ret), a senior instructor at the Naval Justice School and a consultant to the
Defense Institute of International Legal Studies and the Naval Justice School,
served in the Navy Judge Advocate General's Corps for 20 years. Professor
Mary M. Cheh is the Elyce Zenoff Research Professor of Law at The George
Washington University Law School and a member of the Rules Advisory
Committee of the United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces. A
former Judge Advocate General of the Navy and a veteran of 28 years of service,
Rear Admiral John S. Jenkins, JAGC, USN (Ret), is Senior Associate Dean for
Administrative Affairs at The George Washington University Law School.
Lieutenant Colonel Frank J. Spinner, USAF (Ret), represents military personnel in
court-martial trials and appeals as an attorney in private practice after retiring
from the United States Air Force Judge Advocate General's Department in 1994.
Before setting forth its recommendations, the Commission wishes to
acknowledge the unique atmosphere in which military justice operates. During
hostilities or emergencies, it is axiomatic that commanders must enjoy full and
immediate disciplinary authority over those placed under their command. The
Commission believes that none of its suggestions will interfere with the
recognized need of commanding officers to function decisively and effectively
during times of war as well as peace.

II. Executive Summary
The Commission recommends immediate action to address four problem
areas of court-martial practice and procedure. These recommendations,
addressed at length in Part III below, are:
1. Modify the pretrial role of the convening authority in both selecting
court-martial members and making other pre-trial legal decisions that best
rest within the purview of a sitting military judge.
2. Increase the independence, availability, and responsibilities of military
judges.
3. Implement additional protections in death penalty cases.
4. Repeal the rape and sodomy provisions of the Uniform Code of
Military Justice, 10 U.S.c. §§ 920 & 925, and the offenses specified under
the general article, 10 U.S.c. § 134, that concern criminal sexual
misconduct. Replace them with a comprehensive Criminal Sexual
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Conduct Article, such as is found in the Model Penal Code or Title 18 of
the United States Code.
Other issues warrant consideration as well. Part IV lists several concerns
of the Commission, including the proper role of the staff judge advocate, the
question of fairness in administrative processes, the wisdom of the Feres doctrine
in light of present-day tort practice, the sentencing authority of military judges,
the trial instructions used in cases of conscientious objection, and the jurisdiction
of military appellate courts. Further study and more extensive hearings would
help to resolve the many questions that plague servicemembers and military
legal practitioners who confront these important areas of military law.
Consistent with its emphasis on enhancing the perceived and actual
fairness of military justice under the UCMJ, the Commission also urges the
adoption of a more open process for studying and altering the UCMJ as
necessary. The current system of recommending changes to the Code, which
involves closed meetings and little opportunity for input from civilian and
military practitioners, has failed to encourage much-needed reform while
contributing to a public image of courts-martial as immune from external
scrutiny. Implementing a more transparent process to consider changes to court
martial rules and procedures would correct the impression that the military
justice system is unresponsive to the legitimate concerns of the public.

III. Recommendations
The Commission identified four areas in need of immediate attention,
based on its first-hand observations as well as the submissions received and the
testimony heard. We recommend the following changes be effected as soon as
possible:
A. Modify the pretrial role of the convening authority in both selecting
court-martial members and making other pre-trial legal decisions that
best rest within the purview of a sitting military judge.

As many witnesses before the Commission pointed out, the far-reaching
role of commanding officers in the court-martial process remains the greatest
barrier to operating a fair system of criminal justice within the armed forces.
Fifty years into the legal regime implemented by the UCMJ, commanding
officers still loom over courts-martial, able to intervene and affect the outcomes
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of trials ina variety of ways. The Commission recognizes that in order to
maintain a disciplinary system as well as a justice system commanders must
have a significant role in the prosecution of crime at courts-martial. But this role
must not be permitted to undermine the standard of due process to which
servicemembers are entitled.
The submissions that appear in Appendix B describe many possible ways
to reduce the impression of unfairness created by the role of convening
authorities in military criminal justice. The question of what role such
authorities should play in the disciplinary and criminal structure of the modern
armed forces warrants further study. But based on the Commission's experience,
and on the input received in submissions and testimony, there is one action that
should be taken immediately: Convening authorities must not be permitted to
select the members of courts-martial.
There is no aspect of military criminal procedures that diverges further
from civilian practice, or creates a greater impression of improper influence, than
the antiquated process of panel selection. The current practice is an invitation to
mischief. It permits-indeed, requires-a convening authority to choose the
persons responsible for determining the guilt or innocence of a servicemember
who has been investigated and prosecuted at the order of that same authority.
The Commission trusts the judgment of convening authorities as well as the
officers and enlisted members who are appointed to serve on courts-martial. But
there is no reason to preserve a practice that creates such a strong il1).pression of,
and opportunity for, corruption of the trial process by commanders and staff
judge advocates. Members of courts-martial should be chosen at random from a
list of eligible servicemembers prepared by the convening authority, taking into
account operational needs as well as the limitations on rank, enlisted or officer
status, and same-unit considerations currently followed in the selection of
members. Article 25 of the UCMJ should be amended to require this
improvement in the fundamental fairness of court-martial procedure.
While the selection of panel members is clearly the focal point for the
perception of improper command influence, the present Code entrusts to the
convening authority numerous other pretrial decisions that also contribute to a
perception of unfairness. For example, the travel of witnesses to Article 32
hearings, pretrial scientific testing of evidence, and investigative assistance for
both the government and the defense are just a few of the common instances in
which the convening authority controls the pretrial process and can withhold or
grant approval based on personal preference rather than a legal standard. While
the responsibility for such matters shifts to the military judge upon referral to
court-martial, the delays created before the trial begins undermine due process
for both sides at a court-martial. The need for the availability of a sitting judge,
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from at least the moment of preferral of the charges, is discussed at length in
III.B. below, but it is the perception that the convening authority can manipulate
the pretrial process to the advantage of either side that mandates this change in
authority over pretrial legal matters. This issue goes to the core of a
serviceperson's rights to due process and equal protection under the law.
Pretrial decisions involve legal judgments that can-and often do-affect the
outcome of trials. For that reason, like the selection of panel members, decisions
on pretrial matters should be removed from the purview of the convening
authority and placed within the authority of a military judge.
The Commission is aware of the 1999-2000 comprehensive study
completed by the Joint Service Committee on Military Justice of the Department
of Defense, which concluded that the present allocation of responsibility among
convening authorities and military judges should be retained. We respectfully
disagree with the conclusions reached by that body. The combined power of the
convening authority to determine which charges shall be preferred, the level of
court-martial, and the venue where the charges will be tried, coupled with the
idea that this same convening authority selects the members of the court-martial
to try the cases, is unacceptable in a society that deems due process of law to be
the bulwark of a fair justice system.

B. Increase the independence, availability and responsibilities of
military judges.

Complaints against the military justice system have long been fueled by
allegations that military judges are neither sufficiently independent nor
empowered enough to act as effective, impartial arbiters at trial. Since the
adoption of the UCMJ, the authority of military judges (initially "law officers"
under the 1950 UCMJ) has gradually increased, to the point where many judges
now possess, either by regulation or by custom and tradition of the services, at
least some modicum of judicial independence. The Commission is convinced
that further and innovative change is needed to complete the process of making
military trial and appellate judges full-fledged adjudicators of criminal law and
procedure.
The Commission believes that three immediate changes would enhance
the military judiciary and its ability to accomplish its mission and, at the same
time, provide greater protections for accused persons. The changes would also
enhance the prosecutors' ability to process courts-martial in an orderly and
effective fashion. First, the Commission recommends the creation of standing
judicial circuits, composed of tenured judges and empowered to manage courts
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martial within geographic regions. Variants of this system are already in use in
some regions and branches of the service, but it is crucial that a judge be
identified and made available to all accused servicemembers, as well as to the
prosecution, after charges are preferred. Under the current system, neither
defense counsel nor prosecutors have a judicial authority to whom to tum until
very close to the date of trial. This creates delay, inefficiency, and injustice, or at a
minimum, the perception of injustice, as described in IILA. above.
Second, establishing fixed terms of office for military judges would also
enhance the overall independence of the military judiciary. The Joint Service
Committee of the Department of Defense in a recent report to the Code
Committee recognized that this was desirable and feasible, but stopped short of
recommending a legislative fix. The Commission believes that increased judicial
independence is critical, given the central role of judges in upholding the
standards of due process, preserving public confidence in the fairness of courts
martial, and bringing United States military justice closer to the standards being
set by other military criminal justice systems around the world.
Third, either the President through his rule making authority, or Congress
through legislation, should establish clear processes and procedures for collateral
attack on courts-martial and authorize appellate military courts to both stay trial
proceedings and to conduct hearings on said matters within their jurisdiction.
The present ad hoc system of appellate courts ordering post-trial hearings
without any clear guidelines or procedures is contrary to the practice of the
United States District Courts and state trial courts throughout the l~md.

c.

Implement additional protections in death penalty cases.

Given the increased scrutiny focused on capital litigation in the United
States, the operation of the death penalty in the armed forces deserves close
attention. Opponents of capital punishment have raised substantial questions of
whether the modern military needs a death penalty, particularly during
peacetime (an issue that the Commission feels deserves further study), but even
the most ardent supporters of the death penalty accept the critical need for
procedural fairness in capital cases. The Commission recommends that three
steps be taken to improve capital litigation in the military:
1. Require a court-martial panel of 12 members.
2. Require an anti-discrimination instruction.
3. Address the issue of inadequate 'Counsel by studying alternatives to the
current method of supplying defense counsel.
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Among all of the United States criminal jurisdictions that may impose a
sentence of death, only at a court-martial does that sentence not require the
verdict of a twelve-person jury. A general court may adjudge death with as few
as five members, an anomaly that corrupts the legitimacy of both panel selection
and the verdict itself. 9 Because citizens in uniform deserve no less consideration
than their civilian peers, the UCMJ should be amended to require twelve
members in capital cases. Already the Manual for Courts-Martial requires
special procedures for capital courts-martial, and the Court of Appeals for the
Armed Forces has recognized the burdens that capital litigation imposes on both
accused servicemembers and the resources of military justice. Requiring twelve
members to serve on capital courts-martial (and implementing our first
recommendation overall, calling for random selection of eligible members)
would raise the standard of procedural justice for accused servicemembers to the
level already established in civilian capital litigation.
Like requiring twelve-member panels in capital cases, our second
recommendation could be implemented without major cost or change in existing
procedures. We recommend that military judges instruct panels in capital cases
that they may not consider the race of the accused servicemember or the
victim(s) in deciding whether to impose death. 10 The racial disparities of military
death row mirror the disparities evident in civilian criminal jurisdictions that
impose death. Of the six servicemembers currently on military death row, four
are African American, one is a native Pacific Islander, and one is white; all were
convictedJor killing white victims. An explicit instruction prior to sentencing
would remind courts-martial of the importance of ensuring racial justice amid
the high stakes and emotions of capital cases.
Addressing the Commission's third concern is more difficult, but no less
important, than addressing the issues of panel size and racial disparities in the
administration of the military death penalty. Inadequate counsel is a serious
threat to the fairness and legitimacy of capital courts-martial, made worse at
court-martial by the fact that so few military lawyers have experience in
defending capital cases. The current system of providing and funding defense
counsel shortchanges accused servicemembers who face the ultimate penalty. It
has been long recognized by every U.S. jurisdiction with a death penalty that
only qualified attorneys may conduct death penalty cases. The paucity of
military death penalty referrals, combined with the diversity of experience that is
9 See

the submissions of the Bar Association of the District of Columbia and the American Civil
Liberties Union for a full explication of the ramifications of the unfixed, small size of capital
courts-martial.
10 For

models of such an instruction, see 21 U.s.c. § 848(0) (1988) and 18 U.S.c. § 3593 (f) (1994).
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required of a successful military attorney, leaves the military's legal corps unable
to develop the skills and experience necessary to represent both sides properly.
The Commission believes that Congress should study and consider the feasibility
of providing a dedicated source of external funding for experienced defense
counsel if military capital litigation continues to be a feature of courts-martial in
the 21 st century.

D. Repeal the rape and sodomy provisions of the Uniform Code of
Military Justice, 10 U.S.c. §§ 920 & 925, and the offenses specified under
the general article, 10 U.S.c. § 134, that concern criminal sexual
misconduct. Replace them with a comprehensive Criminal Sexual
Conduct Article, such as is found in the Model Penal Code or Title 18 of
the United States Code.
Of all of the topics that appeared on the Commission's long list of possible
areas for consideration, the issue of prosecuting consensual sex offenses attracted
the greatest number of responses from both individuals and organizations. The
Commission concurs with the majority of these assessments in recommending
that consensual sodomy and adultery be eliminated as separate offenses in the
UCMJ and the Manual for Courts-Martial. Although popular acceptance of
various sexual behaviors has changed dramatically in the fifty years since the
UCMJ became effective, the Commission accepts that there remain instances in
which consensual sexual activity, including that which is currently prosecuted
under Articles 125 and 134, may constitute criminal acts in a military context.
Virtually all such acts, however, could be prosecuted without the use of
provisions specifically targeting sodomy and adultery. Furthermore, the well
known fact that most adulterous or sodomitical acts committed by consenting
and often married (to each other) military personnel are not prosecuted at court
martial creates a powerful perception that prosecution of this sexual behavior is
treated in an arbitrary, even vindictive, manner. This perception has been at the
core of the military sex scandals of the last decade.
Because it is crucial that servicemembers are both made aware of and held
accountable for sexual activities that interfere with military missions, undermine
morale and trust within military units, or exploit the hierarchy of the military
rank structure, the Commission recommends that a new statute be drafted to
replace the current provisions. Many issues presented in the modem context
simply do not fit the current statutes. For example, adultery, indecent exposure,
indecent acts, unprotected sexual intercourse by an HIV-positive servicemember,
wrongful cohabitation, fraternization, and numerous other offenses are not
specified in the Uniform Code of Military Justice but are instead prosecuted
under the general article of the Code as "conduct prejudicial to good order and
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discipline or service discrediting conduct." The same is true of incest, the sexual
abuse of minors, pandering or pornography.
A comprehensive Criminal Sexual Conduct statute would more
realistically reflect the offenses that should be proscribed under military law.
The new statute would reconfigure the entire field of "Criminal Sexual Conduct"
in the military context, replacing the outdated "rape and carnal knowledge,"
"sodomy," and general article offenses with a modern statute similar to the laws
adopted by many states and in Title 18 of the United States Code. ll The
Commission urges that the new statute recognize that military rank and
organization may produce an atmosphere where sexual conduct, although
apparently consensual on its face, should be proscribed as coercive sexual
misconduct. There are many models from civilian life that make similar legal
distinctions, including laws that govern sexual activity between teachers and
students, doctors and patients/probationers and counselors, and corrections
officers and prisoners. The Commission believes that this type of statute is
appropriate and relevant in a military organization with its attendant
subordinate-superior and special trust relationships.

IV. Discussion of Additional Issues
The Commission stands ready to assist in the implementation of the
recommendations set forth above. These proposals, however, do not exhaust the
need for reform within the military justice system. Additional matters worthy of
further consideration include:
A. Staff Judge Advocates. The impression that staff judge advocates
(SJA's) possess too much authority over the court-martial process is nearly as
damaging to perceptions of military justice as the over-involvement of convening
authorities at trial. The broad authority granted some staff judge advocates
creates a number of unwanted, contradictory images of courts-martial: that over
zealous prosecutors can pursue charges at will and are rewarded for aggressive
prosecution, that convening authorities routinely disregard the legal advice of
their SJA's in order to pursue unwarranted or even vindictive prosecutions, and
that lawyers, rather than line officers, control the military justice apparatus. Staff
judge advocates, who act as counsel to commanding officers and not as
independent authorities, should not exert influence once charges are preferred,

11 See, e.g., 18 V.S.c.A. §§ 2241 & 2242 (2000); Model Penal Code § 213 (1962). Numerous states
have enacted similar statutes.
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should work out plea bargains only upon approval of the convening authority,
and deserve a clear picture of what their responsibilities are.
It has been recognized since the adoption of the UCMJ that the

invidiousness of command influence strikes at the heart of the fairness of the
process. Too often, however, critics have focused exclusively on the
inappropriate actions of convening authorities in pointing out instances of
command influence that violate Article 36 of the UCM]. In reality, the threat is as
likely to come from SJA's and "others subject to the Code," see Article 36 (b), as
from convening authorities. The Code and the Manual for Courts-Martial should
be amended to stress the need for impartiality, fairness and transparency on the
part of staff judge advocates as well as all attorneys, investigators, and other
command personnel involved in the court-martial process. These amendments
should be drafted so as to make clear that violation of these principles as well as
the trust inherent in these tasks is punishable under the UCMJ.
B. Administrative processes. The Commission's focus is on military
criminal justice, but we would be remiss in ignoring the impression of unfairness
created by the growing use of administrative discharge action in lieu of court
martial. While the services must be afforded considerable latitude to manage
their personnel, there is no denying that administrative action, from non-judicial
punishment to administrative withdrawal of qualifications, certifications, and
promotion opportunities, can have a devastating effect on an individual's
enlistment or career. The misuse, or the perception of misuse, of these
administrative processes subverts the fundamental protections of the UCMJ,
destroying the notion of fundamental fairness that is so critical to a professional
military force. The Commission recognizes that an aggrieved servicemember
may seek administrative redress at either the appropriate military administrative
appeal board or in federal court, but in most instances these processes cannot
make these individuals whole. Rarely can servicemembers be returned to
normal career tracks once they have been unfairly administratively sanctioned
and fallen behind their career peer groups. Thus, the Commission recommends
an overall review of the military disciplinary system should consider, and, where
necessary, reform, the administrative disciplinary and sanctioning process.
Three aspects of the current system in particular concern the Commission.
First, the manner in which discharges are characterized is a relic of the past and
should be updated to reflect contemporary realities. The current U.S. military is
a volunteer-mercenary force, not a conscripted armed force. It may be sufficient
simply to "fire" a servicemember who does not conform to the standards and
norms of military service rather than stigmatizing that person with a negative
discharge. This shift in the characterization of military discharges would permit
servicemembers to receive veterans' entitlements based on criteria such as their
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length of good service and whether they were medically disabled while on active
duty, rather than relying on an arcane hierarchy of discharge categories.
Second, the current system encourages disparate treatment of
servicemembers: One member may be administratively discharged for felonious
conduct, such as use of controlled substances, and another subjected to court
martial for the same offense. The member who is tried by a court-martial ends
up with a federal criminal felony record, the other none. Such widely varying
punishments are inconsistent with the UCMJ's fundamental goal of
standardizing and modernizing criminal sanctions in the armed forces and
should be corrected.
Finally, the current system does not provide ready access to the federal
courts or other appellate review. Consideration should be given to providing for
military appellate review of administrative discharges. The military appellate
courts are already in place and are capable of reviewing administrative
discharges in a manner similar to their current review of court-martial
convictions. Likewise, the United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces
could review the military appellate courts upon petition in the same way that it
currently reviews courts-martial convictions.
C. Feres Doctrine. The Commission was not chartered with the idea that
our study would include matters such as the Feres Doctrine. However, given
that it was articulated the same year that the UCMJ was adopted, and that many
former servicemembers have been frustrated by its constraints on their ability to
pursue apparently legitimate claims against the armed forces, many of which
bear little if any relation to the performance of military duties or obedience to
orders on their merits, the Commission believes that a study of this doctrine is
warranted. An examination of the claims that have been barred by the doctrine,
and a comparison of servicemembers' rights to those of other citizens, could
reform military legal doctrine in light of present day realities and modern tort
practice. Revisiting the Feres Doctrine would also signal to servicemembers that
the United States government is committed to promoting fairness and justice in
resolving military personnel matters.
D. Sentencing. The Commission believes the sentencing process at court
martial deserves further review. Suggestions for reform have ranged from the
use of sentencing guidelines to making military judges responsible for all
sentencing. An anomaly of the court-martial sentencing process is that a military
accused may request to be sentenced by military judge alone only if he or she
elects to be tried without court members. The Commission urges Congress to
authorize a military accused to permit the military judge to pass on a sentence
even if a trial has proceeded before court members. Further, the Commission
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recommends that serious consideration and study be given to making military
judges responsible for all sentencing in all cases, and to granting military judges
the authority to suspend all or part of a court-martial sentence. Such judicial
powers are closely related to the Commission's suggestion that the military
judges be given enhanced independence and authority to manage pretrial
matters.
E. Instruction on conscientious objection. The armed forces' current
management of conscientious objectors is hindered by inadequate trial
instructions and administrative shortcomings, both of which the Commission
believes should be addressed. Protecting the rights of conscientious objectors is a
particular concern at court-martial, where an individual who has professed
principled opposition to military service is judged by persons who have
embraced that very service. Military judges should issue clear instructions
explaining the legal status and responsibilities of a servicemember who has made
a claim of conscientious objection but is awaiting a decision on his or her status.
The services should also study ways to coordinate better the criminal and
administrative processes in these cases, particularly when criminal charges are
brought against a servicemember whose discharge for conscientious objection is
pending.
F. Jurisdiction of the military appellate courts. In the aftermath of the

Supreme Court's decision to limit the authority of the United States Court of
Appeals for the Armed Forces in Clinton v. Goldsmith,12 the Co~ssion
believes that further study to clarify the jurisdiction of appellate courts should be
undertaken. 13 However, if the authority of military judges were enhanced as
suggested above in III.B., the question of appellate jurisdiction would begin to
resolve itself, since military appeals courts clearly possess authority under the
UCMJ to review the rulings of military judges at trial.
G. Pre-trial and trial procedures. The Commission received a number of
suggestions concerning improvements to the actual trial process. For example,
many submissions suggested that the Article 32 officer should be either a
military judge or a field grade judge advocate with enhanced powers to issue
12 See Clinton v. Goldsmith, 526 U.S. 529 (1999) (holding that the United States Court of Appeals
for the Armed Forces did not have jurisdiction under the All Writs Act to prevent the Air Force
from dropping a convicted servicemember from its rolls).

13 Challenges to the jurisdiction of the court have proliferated since Clinton v. Goldsmith, creating
uncertainty about the legitimacy of the court's much-needed authority over many aspects of
military justice. See, e.g., United States v. White, 54 M.J. 469 (2001); United States v. Sanchez, 53
M.J. 393 (2000); United States v. Salahuddin, 54 M.J. 918 (A.F.Ct.Crim.App., 2001); Ponder v.
Stone, 54 M.J. 613 (N.M.Ct.Crim.App., 2000); United States v. Kinsch,54 M.J. 641 (Army
Ct.Crim.App., 2000); United States v. Ouimette, 52 M.J. 691 (C.G.Ct.Crirn.App., 2000).
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subpoenas, and to make binding recommendations to dismiss charges where no
probable cause was found. Others recommended increasing the number of
peremptory challenges for both the government and the defense, permitting
lawyer voir dire, granting military judges contempt power over both military
personnel and civilians during trial, and allowing witnesses to be sworn by
either military judges or clerks. The Commission takes no position regarding
these suggestions, but believes that like many of the other issues presented, these
comments are worthy of further study and full consideration.

v.
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Appendix A: List of Topics

COMMISSION ON THE 50TH ANNIVERSARY
OF
THE UNIFORM CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE
. Topics for Consideration

I. NEED FOR CONGRESSIONAL REVIEW
A. Do societal and systemic changes in the demographics and organization of the
Armed Forces since the enactment of the Uniform Code ofMilitary Justice justifY
a complete Congressional overhaul of the system?
B. Do any or all of the following indicate a need for revisiting the Uniform Code of
Military Justice? 
1. Greater number ofwomen in uniform
2. Volunteer forces
3. Modern war doctrine
4. Joint service commands
5. Multinational commands
6. Many service members are married and have dependent children
7. Many military operations abroad without declaration ofWar
8. Civilians accompanying services abroad
9. International interest in human rights
10. International changes in military codes ofjustice
11. Impact ofthe International Criminal Court
12. Evolving international human rights standards
13. Technological changes, e.g., as they apply to command and control issues
14. Information age changes, such as the access and shift to an Internet and
electronic banking society
IS. Increased long-term peacekeeping operations
16. Evolving standards ofprivacy/seXliality
17. Better educated force

C. Do the experiences in Vietnam, Southwest Asia. Bosnia, or other operations
demonstrate a need for study of changes that would make the system work better
in operational theaters in time of war?

II. JURlSDICTION (IN PERSONAM & SUBJECT MA'ITER)
A. Should civilians ever be subject to court-martial jurisdiction?
B. Should there be exclusive jurisdiction over military members for all crimes, state,
federal and military?
C. Should jurisdiction over military members in peacetime be restricted to service
connected offenses?
D. Should jurisdiction over death penalty cases be limited to service-connected
offenses in peacetime?

E. Should jurisdiction over retirees or those on the temporary disability retired list
(TORL) be limited?
F. Does Article 17 need to be revised in recognition ofthe fact that joint commands
are now common?
G. Do Articles 1 and 2 ofthe Uniform Code ofMilitary Justice need to be
reevaluated in light ofincreased command authority?

III. ORGANIZATION OF THE MILITARY JUSTICE SYSTEM
A. CONVENING AUTHORITY
Should the role ofthe Convening Authority be changed in the following ways? 
1. Should court members be randomly selected by a jury commission or by a
random computer selection process?
2. Should Congress create an independent Court-Martial Command and
provide that decisions to prosecute be made by a legal officer serving as
the equivalent of a "district attorney?"
3. Should this "district attorney" make pre-trial agreements?
4. Should funding for courts-martial, including expenses for experts,
witnesses, etc., be centralized in each service rather than as a budget item
for convening authorities?
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5. Should the convening authority retain clemency powers, both with respect
to findings and sentence, or should his powers be limited?

B. ARTICLE 32 INVESTIGATIONS
Should the Article 32 investigation be changed in the following ways?
1. Should the requirements for an Article 32 investigation be repealed and a
preliminary hearing substituted therefore?
2. Should all Article 32 proceedings be recorded and a partial or complete
verbatim transcript be prepared at the request of either the government or
the defense?
3. If an Article 32 investigating officer returns a finding of"no probable
cause," should that finding bar subsequent prosecution?
4. What avenue of appeal should be available to the government in the event
of a finding of"no probable cause?"

C. JURISDICTION OF COURTS-MARTIAL
1. Should courts-martial be standing courts, such as Federal District Courts,
having continuing jurisdiction over service members within the court
martial district?
2. Should military judges have the power to rule on all requests for release
from pre-trial confinement, search warrants, requests for witnesses, or
expert witnesses?
3. Should military judges oversee the jury commission in the selection of
court members rather than leave the administration ofthe process to the
staffjudge advocate and the convening authority?
4. Should an enlisted military accused continue to have the right to be tried
by a court composed of at least one-third enlisted members from a unit
other than his own under Article 25(c), or is the right to be tried by a
military judge alone sufficient to protect the enlisted accused's interests in
justice?
5. Should courts-martial be convened with an increased required number of
members for each court, e.g., a special court-martial required to have at
least 6 members and a general court-martial required to have at least 9
members?
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7. Should court-martials sitting in judgment of capital offenses be
composed of 12 members?

D. MILITARY JUDGES, TRIAL AND DEFENSE COUNSEL
1. How and by whom should military judges be selected?
2. Should civilians be permitted to serve as military judges?
3. Should military judges serve for a fixed tenn and be subject to a separate
pay and allowance scale not fixed by military rank or grade?
4. How should military judges be disciplined or removed from office?
5. Should civilians be allowed to serve as trial counsel (e.g., Assistant United
States Attorneys, Department of Justice attorneys, etc.)?
6. Should there be minimum standards for defense counsel in capital cases?
7. Should the practice of supervisors rating military trial judges be
tenninated?
8. Should military judges have explicit power to hold counsel in contempt
for abusing process during any portion of military proceedings?
9. Should there be a separate trial defense service required by statute for each .
service?

IV. CRIMES AND OFFENSES
A. Should Articles 133 and 134 be repealed and instead new punitive articles
adopted to enact into the Code those offenses described or enumerated by the
President in the Manual for Courts-Martial?

B. Should there be a distinction in degree and maximum punishment for the offenses
of being raped by an acquaintance and being raped by a stranger?
C. Should Congress enact a modem criminal sexual misconduct statute similar to the
Model Penal Code and repeal the current statutes on rape and sodomy?
D. Should Congress enact an offense that proscribes relationships between and
among officers and enlisted personnel, e.g., fraternization, undue familiarity,
adultery?
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E. Should Congress repeal Article 88 that prohibits officers from criticizing certain
public officials or at least limit this article to active-duty personnel?
F. Should Congress modify Article 46 to authorize contempt procedures for
witnesses and participants in the Court-Martial, both military and civilian?
G. Should offenses based upon a simple negligence element be deleted from the
Uniform Code of Military Justice?
H. Should a punitive article prohibiting child neglect and abuse be adopted?
I.

Should Article 124, Dueling, be eliminated from the Code?

J.

Should the definition of grievous bodily harm under Article 128 be revised?

K. Should consensual sodomy be decriminalized?
L. Should adultery be eliminated as an offense, or in the alternative, specifically
codified so that it is only a crime under circumstances that directly affect "good
order and discipline?"

v.

SENTENCING AND PUNISHMENTS
A Should capital punishment be eliminated for peacetime offenses?
B. Should a service member have the option of being tried by a COUJ1-martial of
members on the question of guilt or innocence but be sentenced by a military
judge following a conviction?
C. Should member sentencing be abolished?
D. Should sentencing guidelines be adopted in order to eliminate the need for a
contested sentencing proceeding?
E. Should pre-trial agreements be binding on both parties thus eliminating the need
for a sentencing hearing?
F. Should sentencing in time of war always be by judge alone, except in capital
cases?
G. Should the requirement to produce witnesses for sentencing proceedings in time
of war be abolished?

H. Should new sentencing considerations be authorized, such as community service,
suspension of eligibility for promotion or pay increases, required counseling for
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violent or sex offenders, or other measures that would return a convicted accused
to duty rather than incarceration, discharge, or dismissal from service?

I.

Should a military judge have the right to suspend a sentence and adjudge a
probationary sentence?

J.

Should the military judge or his successor in office retain jurisdiction over the
accused until the sentence is satisfactorily served?

K. Should a sentence ordering separation from the service without loss of either
retirement of other service-connected benefits be authorized?
L. Should the Code be reevaluated in light of the fact that most accused members
have families, and thus existing punishments may not be the most effective in
meeting discipline goals?
M Should enhanced punishments for certain offenses committed during times ofwar
(e.g., desertion) be reevaluated in recognition ofthe frequent deployment of
forces to hostile areas not technically qualifYing as war?
N. Should a provision to allow consideration for expungement of a conviction after a .
specified number ofyears be enacted?
O. Would adoption of any sentencing guidelines be fruitless in light of the reality
that most accuseds do not become repeat offenders due to separation proceedings?
P. Should sentencing procedures be made more equitable by pem1itting reduction in
rank or loss of numbers for all officers as a valid punishment?

VI. EVIDENCE
A Should evidence ofgood military character be barred at the findings portion of
courts-martial?
B. Should exculpatory defense polygraph evidence be allowed?
C. Should pleas without admissions of guilt be permitted at courts-martial as they are

in most jurisdictions?
D. Should conscientious objection be a permissible affirmative defense?

VII. TRIAL PROCESS
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A. Should the military judge, rather than trial counsel, administer the oath to
~itnesses?

B. Should voir dire of coun members by the attorneys be a matter of right?
C. Should more peremptory chaJJenges be authorized to an accused and the
government?

D. Should Racial Justice Act instructions be required in capital couns-martial?
E. Should a jury of twelve members be required to sentence a service member to
death?

VIII. APPEALS
A. Should the government have the right to appeal a decision ofthe Courts of
Criminal Appeals and eliminate the Judge Advocate General certification
process?

B. Should the Courts ofCriminal Appeals be eliminated or their function reduced to
reviewing the record for appropriateness of sentence?
C. By whom should military Courts ofCriminal Appeals Judges be selected, and
should their service be for a fixed tenn of office?
D. Should Senior Judges of the United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces
and retired military judges be allowed to serve on the Courts of Criminal Appeals
without being recalled to active duty?
E. Should an accused have to file a Notice of Appeal in order to have his case
considered by a Court ofCriminal Appeals?
F. Should there be threshold requirements before an appeal is automatic to the Court
of Criminal Appeals, such as a sentence to 5 years or more?
G. Should there be an automatic right ofappeal to the Court of Criminal Appeals in a
guilty plea case, or should an accused Notice his Intent to Appeal?
H. Should a decision of a Court ofCriminal Appeals ever be rendered by fewer than
three judges?
I.

Should every judge who sits on an appeal at a Court of Criminal Appeals certify
that he or she has read the entire record of trial at the time a decision is rendered?
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1. Should there be a deferral of confinement if an appellate issue could result in an
acquittal or if a new trial could be ordered, as is allowed by the bail process in
many jurisdictions?
K. Should the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces dismiss a petition if no issues
are assigned for review?
L. Should the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces be required to hear all appeals
where a sentence to 5 years' confinement or more is rendered?

M. Should there be a right to oral argument before the appellate courts upon request
of an accused or by the government?
N. Should the number ofjudges on the Court of Appeals for the Anned Forces be
reduced to three in order to comport with all other federal courts of appeals?

O. Would it be appropriate to limit membership on military courts of appeals to
retired judge advocates who are voluntarily recalled to active duty for a term of
years?
P. Should the practice of supervisors rating military appellate judges be abolished?

IX. ARTICLE 15 PUNISHMENT
A Should Article 15, Non Judicial punishment, be repealed or amended?
1. To abolish the right ofthe service member to refuse punishment
for minor infractions with serious limitations upon available
punishments
2. To abolish the right ofappea.l for minor infractions but allow
an Article 138 complaint or IG complaint if the service member feels
aggrieved
3. To forbid a record of non-judicial punishment for minor
infractions from becoming a part of a member's service record and making
the results inadmissible in other judicial or administrative proceedings
including bar to reenlistment, promotion boards, etc.
4. To create a military magistrate by statute with the power to
adjudicate more serious but albeit minor allegations of misconduct
referred to the magistrate by an accused's commander with the power to
order punishment under circumstances similar to existing non judicial
punishment with the corresponding right to refuse such punishment and
demand a trial. The results of the proceedings would become part of the
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member's record. Also, adjudication by the magistrate would bar further
prosecution under double jeopardy rules.
B. Should the 1950 Naval exceptions (e.g., paragraph 132, MCM implementing
Article 15(b), Uniform Code of Military Justice) that deny Naval and Coast
Guard personnel the right to demand trial by court-martial be extended to
unified commanders whose units may be deployed under similar
circumstances?
C. Should the Naval exceptions, e.g., Article 15(a)(2)(B)(F), be repealed?

x.

SUMMARY COURTS-MARTIAL
A Should Article 20, Uniform Code ofMilitary Justice, be amended to (a) pennit
punishment of officers and (b) extend the scope of enlisted punishment?
B. Should the summary court-martial be" abolished?

IX. POST CONVICTION

A. Should the UCMJ be amended to provide a comprehensive statutory?
scheme for collateral attacks on courts-martial similar to the one found
in Title 28 U.S.C.A for Habeas Corpus in federal district courts and in
"Post Conviction ReliefActs" ofthe various states?
B. Should the holdings in United States v. Dubay and its progeny be
codified in the UCMJ to provide jurisdiction and authority for military
judges to entertain collateral attacks on courts-martial?
C. Should military judge advocates be authorized by statute to
represent military defendants in civilian federal district courts and
appeals courts?
D. If a comprehensive post conviction relief scheme is adopted in
the UCMJ, should that provide the exclusive remedy for a military
defendant or should "habeas corpus" in a Federal district Court be
thereafter available?

MISCELLANEOUS
A. Should the Code Committee be abolished?
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B. Should retired regular officers, if qualified by education and experience, be

eligible for appointment to the United States Court of Appeals for the Armed
Forces?
C. Should the political balance test for appointees to the United States Court of
Appeals for the Armed Forces be repealed?

D. Should there be certification requirements by the Courts of Criminal Appeal and
the United States Court of Appeals for the Anned Forces for appellate counsel?
E. Should all military judges and military lawyers be required to maintain active

status in good standing as a member of a state bar or the District ofColumbia
Bar?
F. Should the Code Committee or the United States Court of Appeals for the Armed
Forces be given the additional responsibility of administering a single military bar
with uniform standards of professional responsibility thereby replacing the
requirement that military members be admitted to a state bar?
G. Should the rulemaking contemplated by Article 36 be conducted by a broad-based
advisory connnittee with civilian as well as military membership?
H. Should the trial and appellate defense services be consolidated into one defense

service for each service, or should there be a consolidated defense service for all
services?
I. Should the creation ofindependent investigative support for militarY defense
counsel be made statutory?
J. Should JAG officers or Law Specialists be required to serve at least one year as

trial counsels who litigate a minimum amount of cases before being assigned as
defense counsels in order to provide more effective counsel to enlisted personnel,
who usually cannot afford civilian representation?
K. Should Board of Corrections for Military Records (BCMR) decisions be

reviewable as a matter of right to a federal court, such as the Court of Appeals for
the Anned Forces?
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The Bar Association of the District of Columbia
March 13, 200~

COMMISSION ON THE 50TH ANNIVERSARY
OF THE UNIFORM CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE
(The Cox Commission)

Statement of Kevin 1. Barry
Judge Cox and Members of the Commission:
Good Morning.
My name is Kevin Barry. I am a retired Coast Guard Law Specialist. While on
Active Duty I served in a variety of operational and legal assignments. My military
justice positions included duties as trial counsel, defense counsel, staffjudge advocate,
and military judge. I served as Chief Trial Judge for the Coast Guard for two years, and
for three years as an appellate military judge on the Coast Guard Court of Military
Review.
It is a privilege for me to appear here this morning as a representative of the Bar
Association of the District of Columbia, and to explain and amplify our written
submissions to the Commission. We have three documents we are presenting. First is a
two page "Resolution" adopted by the BADC Board of Directors which sets forth our
principal issues and recommendations for change to the military justice system. The
second is a 10 page document entitled "General Comments and Recommendations"
which again states, and further explains the positions set forth in the Resolution. Finally,
we offer a 33 page document entitled "Specific Questions, Perspectives and Matters for
Consideration" which has been prepared by the BADC's Military Law Committee,
which is intended not to provide any further "recommendations" or "answers," but rather
to offer food for thought and to raise some of the questions that should be asked, as the
Commission attempts to reach its own recommendations regarding each of the
Commission's published "Topics for Consideration."
In the time I have been given, I will focus on the BADe's Resolution and on its
Recommendations, which for the most part highlight concerns which have been voiced
about this system for decades.
There is little doubt that in 1950, when the Uniform Code of Military Justice was
enacted, it was' both evolutionary and revolutionary. The refonns it put in place, while
viewed with some trepidation by many practitioners of the day, proved to be ahead of
their time, and we now view the UCMJ, as implemented, as the most advanced, most fair,
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most just, system of military justice then existing in the world. The United States did
what it has so often done in its history: it established itself as the leader, setting the
standard for military justice systems for years to come.
The reforms enacted in 1968 further advanced this system, establishing a military
judiciary to oversee the system, and extending attorney counsel rights to all special and
general courts-martial. The system had grown and matured, and continued to serve as a
model for all the world to follow.
However, even though we may view it as the best military justice system of its
day, it is quite clear that even in the late 1960's and early 1970's, this was a seriously
flawed and deficient system. In 1972, the leading military justice system authority of his
day, and arguably of the last 50 years, Major General Kenneth Hodson, wrote several law
review articles strongly urging substantial further reform to this system. One he titled
"Abolish or Change." It seems clear that he believed that we either needed to
fundamentally change the system, or abandon it entirely. What is scary is that we have
done neither. Most of his urgent reforms remain today no more than aspirations.
.

-.

The Bar Association of the District of Columbia urges that there be a serious
review of this system by the Administration and by Congress, and that General Hodson's
recommendations be the starting point for that effort. We join with the American Bar
Association in adding a key recommendation to General Hodson's list, that a moratorium
on capital punishment be imposed until this system can be brought up to a standard
which will justify the conclusion that the system operates fairly and justly in accordance
with the ABA's several standards and guidelines.
What are the principal recommendations? Let me summarize.
First, in this system, the convening authority, the commander who exercises
prosecutorial discretion, still hand picks the court-martial "panel," the jury which decides
guilt or innocence and determines the punishment. The analogy would be for the United
States Attorney, the government's chief prosecutor, to be able to hand pick the actual
members of the jury for a criminal trial in federal district court, and to do so entirely from
employees of the Department of Justice, indeed from employees on his or her own staff.
Of course, we all intuitively know that such an arrangement would be so outrageously
illegal and unfair as to be not only unethical, but unconstitutional as well. Any attorney
who even attempted to influence the venire would be subject to professional discipline if
not criminal prosecution. Yet, in the military justice system, the attorney who advises the
convening authority, and who supervises the trial counsel, typically hand picks the entire
panel, and presents that list of prospective members to the convening authority, who
either selects from that list, or approves the list as presented. And this has been held to
be legal. The question is, whether the American people view it as either fair or just. We
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do not believe that they do.
This is a system still without standing courts, and without judges who are
appointed by the President with tenns of office, salary protection, and full judicial
powers.
This is a system which still makes court rules utilizing a small Department of
Defense committee which operates largely in secret.
There is a test I suggest, to evaluate just how flawed this system is. This is it. If
any of the inmates at the Disciplinary Barracks at Fort. Leavenworth were able to appeal
his conviction under the constitutional criminal justice standards applicable to persons
tried in federal district court or in every state in this nation, the conviction would be set
aside. Every single one.
But of course, this is not a civilian system; it is military, and the rules are different.
So consider this.
If any of those same inmates were able to appeal her conviction under the norms
ofjustice and fairness applicable to the military justice systems operated by the United
Kingdom, or Canada, or Australia, or Turkey, or many of the rest of the world's civilized
nations, the conviction would be set aside. If it had jurisdiction, the European Court of
Human Rights would fmd our system as unfair and unjust as it found Britain's fonner
'
system, which was fundamentally identical to our current system.
If the minimum standards of fundamental fairness applicable in every other
criminal justice system in this country, and in most of our allies' military justice systems
were applied, Leavenworth would be a ghost town! Not a single conviction could be
sustained. That to me is shocking.
And what about the six members on death row at Leavenworth? Will we one day
execute one or more of them, convicted under such deplorably inadequate and outdated
procedures? When they would be guaranteed a new trial in all those other systems?
That thought should make your heart stop..
And even if these are determined to be legal and valid convictions, as they are
being found by the Court of Appeals for the Anned Forces and the Supreme Court, can
we say with any degree of certainty and reliability that these members would have been
sentenced to death had they had more experienced and qualified defense teams which
met the ABA guidelines? Or can we say that the sentence would have been affirmed had
these members not suffered from the "ungoverned revolving door" of appellate defense
counsel such as was condemned by Judge Wiss in his dissent in Loving? I challenge all
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who consider this system to answer these questions candidly, and I absolutely suggest
that the necessary certainty and reliability regarding the death sentence is simply not
present.
I believe that this is the only justice system specifically excepted by the ABA from
its guidelines for qualifications of counsel in capital cases. I also understand that that
exception was put into place because it was viewed at the time as too difficult and costly
for the services to be able to meet the guidelines. Well much water has gone under the
keel in the last two decades. I suspect that if those guidelines were to be adopted today,
an exception to allow capital cases in this system for its convenience, or due to the
perceived cost, would not be included. Saving the military services the dollars and
resources that would be needed to adequately train their attorneys is a poor excuse when
the cost is that someone would face death who might not have with a better trained and
more experienced lawyer.
We all believe we have the best anned forces in the world: the best Navy and
Anny, the best Air Force, the best Marine Corps and, of course, a Coast Guard which
stands as the model for Coast Guards around the world. This is as it should be. Once, on
a day we now celebrate 50 years later, we also had the best military justice system, a
model for all to follow. But we have now lost that position, and in the last two decades
this system has gone to the bottom of the pile - to a position so low that our procedures
would be held to violate fundamental human rights if applied in most other modem
military justice systems. Yet, as you noted in your recent message Judge Cox, you've
heard from many in the "establishment" who will not testify here today, but who have
communicated with you that they are "satisfied with the status quo." I'm sure if these
current and fonner members did come today, they would tell you that the system "ain't
broke" so "don't fix it." Well, those who would say that are terribly wrong.
This Commission is the first non-governmental organization to review this system
in at least three decades, and is probably the first comprehensive review of this system in
its 50 year history. It is sorely needed and long overdue. We trust that your work will
lead to further in-depth studies by others, including the Administration and the Congress,
and that the end result will be that we will no longer have to hold our heads in shame at
how far we have fallen, but rather will be what we want to be, and say we are. What we
want to be is a model for the world to emulate. What we say we are is a system of real
mSTICE.Regrettably, right now we are neither.
Thank you very much.

The Bar Association of the District of Columbia
Military Law Committee
Cox Commission Statement for the Record of
Philip D. Cave, CDR, JAGC, USN (Ret.)
107 North Payne St.
Alexandria, VA 223~4
March 13, 200f

Commission on the 50th Anniversary
Of the Uniform Code of Military Justice
(The "Cox Commission)
Good morning. Judge Cox, Members of the Commission, I am pleased to be
here on behalf of the Bar Association of the District of Columbia, and on behalf of the
men and women who serve in the armed forces of the United States.
As you know, I am a retired Navy judge advocate, now in private practice in
Alexandria, Virginia.
I have been associated with military justice for more than 23 years.
I have served a total of almost nine years as a trial counsel, defense counsel,
and a supervising attorney while on active duty. I have also served three years as the
Deputy Director of the Navy-Marine Corps Appellate Defense Division. At other .
times I have been a staffjudge advocate advising commanders. In the last years of
my service I was involved with military justice policy and practice, particularly
through the DoD Joint Service Committee on Military Justice and the Navy
Clemency & Parole Board.
The recent tragic events surrounding the collision of the USS GREENVILLE
has drawn media attention once again. And so too has the case involving Petty
Officer Daniel King.
1. The Virginia Pilot reports that a legal defense fund has been set up for
Commander Scott Waddle, CO of USSGREENVILLE - Because "While Waddle has
been furnished legal representation by the Navy, he believes that counsel is
inexperienced and inadequate, his appeal for different counsel (read !Me) has been
denied. He has since retained civilian counsel. (March 3,2001, Legal Fund Created
for Commander ofSub Greeneville, the Virginian-pilot.)
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The underlying issue here is the right to Individual Military Counsel,
which as Captain Barry has pointed out, has been reduced to no meaningful right at
all. Further, is the experience level of the judge advocates, and the persons who
supervise and/or train them.
2. The Christian Science Monitor Asks "How Just Is Military Justice?" (Brad
Knickerbocker, How Just Is Us Militazy Justice? Christian Science Monitor,
03/05/2001.)
3. Petty Officer King was released a few days ago after about 18 months in
pretrial confmement. Along the way there were significant issues of the prosecution
denying King access to his counsel. There were other issues involving the classified
nature of the evidence and materials involved in the case. Several points: Compare
that to the current situation involving FBI agent Hanssen. Plato Catcheris and
another experienced attorney,judge recently issued a protective order under the
Classified Information Procedures Act (CIPA).
Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes said that. "A System of Justice
must Not Only Be Good, but it must Be Seen to Be Good."
MGen Kenneth J. Hodson, Perspective: the Manual for Courts-martial- 1984,
57 Mil. L. Rev. 7 (197x). "Discipline is enhanced far more by a belief that a soldier
can get fair treatment than it is by any system of iron-fisted military justice which
appears to be unfair."
In each of those cases the treatment of a senior officer has led to the
questioning of the fairness of military justice. Today we want to speak to you on
behalf of the service-member who doesn't normally have that opportunity to speak.
Captain Barry has spoken primarily about the history and philosophy
surrounding what we know as the Uniform Code of Military Justice and Military
Justice. I want to focus my remarks more toward the practical aspects of how we
might achieve a more just system. For the first 175 years the military judicial system
was intended to secure obedience to the commander. The form ofjustice was
different to that ordinarily found in civilian criminal trials. That is no longer true for
many of the courts-martials held today. Not all of these cases affect good order and
discipline.

'*

There are two systems a disciplinary (justice) and a criminal (justice)
system. The existence of the two systems has very different and very substantial
consequences for the service-member accused of an offense. My remarks today focus
on the court-martial system, the criminal justice system. Some system of immediate
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and prompt discipline is necessary and appropriate. Those service-members charged
with minor offenses and who have potential for further service do end up in the
disciplinary justice system. Alternatively, those charged with serious offenses are
effectively "discharged" from the unit and put into the criminal justice system. At
that point the commander's interest in good order and discipline is minimal.
Excising the accused from the unit and assuring a prosecution is the most the
commander does and can do.

*

The commander, to the greatest extent possible must be removed from any
part, let alone influence in a court-martial, once the decision is made to seek a court
martial.

* Jurisdiction should be strictly limited to cases occurring overseas, in

military ships, or on military aircraft. In addition, jurisdiction should be limited to
cases where another service-member is the victim or the crime is against military
property.
Once the commander has decided on a criminal trial the case must be
transferred to an independent prosecuting authority who will act in the same manner
as the United States Attorney. However, that attorney's role in the defense counsel
preparation and presentation of a case should be removed.
Administration of the court-martial process should fall to an independent
administrative officer and clerk of court, in the same manner as found in the United
States District Court. They could, but need not, be the same entity. ,
The accused should have access to an independent defense counsel, possibly
from a "joint defense command." That defense counsel should be supervised by an
experienced litigator who has the funding and the authority to ensure proper
resources are provided to the defense counsel. At a minimum this should include
access to an independent investigator, who has a badge and who has access to data.
There is a general recognition amongst the Service judge advocates that the cases
heard are more complex and that their counsel do not always have the requisite
experience. Therefore the !MC right should be expanded closer to what it used to be
(worldwide, based purely on scheduling).
The Ungoverned Revolving Door of Defense Counsel should be addressed. In
United States v: Loving, 41 M.j. 213, 320 (199)(Wiss, J., dissenting), seven
appellate counsel represented appellant in the court of military review; five
others represented him in this court. it is unclear at times who was the lead
counsel in the court of military review because counsel is not required by that
court's rules of practice and procedure or by the court's internal operating
procedure (see rule 26, Court of Military Review Rules of Practice And
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Procedure, 22 M.J. CXXXVIII) to file a motion for leave to withdraw if the
reason for withdrawal was reassignment outside the defense appellate division
and if the chief of that division assigns new counsel from within the division.

**

There should be a standing judiciary where judges, with tenure, are
assigned to a judicial circuit. There should be two levels ofjudge. A military
magistrate judge should be permitted to decide all pretrial issues, including search
authorizations, suppression motions, confinement hearings, and Article 32
investigations. The military magistrate judge should be permitted to accept guilty
pleas and impose a sentence in certain cases.
A second tier trial judiciary, with tenure, should then be available. The
judiciary could be composed of a combination of military officers, civilians, and judge
advocate recalled for the purpose.

*

The trial judge should retain jurisdication over the case from start to end.
The end being docketing at the Court of Criminal Appeals. The trial judge should
have the power to issue orders and writs to ensure the fair and orderly process of the
trial and to ensure the fair and orderly process of the post-trial processing of the case.
The trial judge should be able to hold post-trial hearings for any reason including a
motion for a new trial or for post-trial release from confinement.
The second, and only other input, of the commander to a court-martial should
be a decision on executive clemency, to include return to duty. We have addressed in
detail in our written submissions the need to make punishments mo:r:e flexible, less
stigmatizing, and with a shorter term effect.
The present post-trial review process should be retained, but with significant
improvement, not the least being tenure for the judges. Lost in the humor of the
telling, was a not too subtle point of Judge James Baker's anecdote about his reserve
officer commission. "How do I give up my commission?" -- because I am very
conscious that this Court is a civilian court. (Retirement of Hon. Thomas A.
Granahan, Clerk, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces, CAAF, 1 March 2001. )

*

The ability of the military member to seek federal review of her court
martial via habeas corpus petitions should be retained. An Article III court hears the
case, and the substantial benefits of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure are available
in such actions.
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Re: Topics Ill.C.6; V.A; VII.D; VII.E (Military Death Penalty)
I. The ACLU's Interest
The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) is a nationwide, nonprofit, !10npartisan
organization with nearly 300,000 members. Since its founding in 1920, the ACLU has devoted its
resources and energies to protecting the constitutional rights and individual liberties of all
Americans. The ACLU has sought to protect servicmembers' rights by providing a civilian
perspective on the military justice system. The ACLU has participated as amicus curiae in many
important military cases and has testified before Congress on a number of military justice matters,
including Senator Ervin's 1996 hearings on servicemembers' constitutional rights. The ACLU of
Maryland is particularly concerned with protecting the rights of servicemembers who are tried in
capital cases because one of the six servicemembers on military death row is from Maryland.
II. Should Capital Punishment be Eliminated for Peacetime Offenses?
(Topic V.A)
The ACLU recommends the elimination of capital punishment for peacetime offenses. A
peacetime death penalty is unnecessary for maintaining good order and discipline, diverts military
justice resources that would be better used for other purposes, and subjects servicemembers to the
ultimate criminal sanction without the benefit of important constitutional protections they would
enjoy in civilian proceedings. The availability of life without parole further diminishes any
justification for a peacetime military death penalty.
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A. The military death penalty is unnecessaryfor good order and discipline

The United States Marine Corps has not carried out an execution since 1817.
LIEUTENANT COLONEL GARY D. SOLIS, USMC, MARINEs AND Mn..ITARY LAW IN VlE1NAM:
TRIAL BY FIRE 7 (1989). In the years since, the Marine Corps has developed a world-wide
reputation for good order and discipline. The Marine Corps example belies any notion that the
death penalty is necessary to build and maintain an effective fighting force.
Throughout this nation's history, peacetime military executions have been exceedingly
rare. Since the end of the Korean conflict, the U.S. military has executed only 12
servicemembers, none since 1961. The military death penalty is simply not the linchpin of good
order and discipline.
B. The military death penalty consumes huge quantities ofmilitaryjustice resources

Several of the Commission members are personally familiar with the enormous investment
of military justice. resources that have been sunk into capital cases. The military has received little
in return. Since the military death penalty was revived in 1984, the Court of Appeals for the
Anned Forces has affirmed two death sentences (Loving and Gray), while setting aside four
(Thomas, Simoy, Curtis, and Murphy) and affirming an intermediate appellate court ruling setting
aside a fifth (Dock). The resources that were devoted to these and other failed capital
prosecutions would have been better spent ensuring speedy trial and review for other
servicemembers. The resulting needless system-wide delay also hanns the anned services
themselves, as their available end strengths are reduced by the number of servicemembers on
appellate leave at the end of each fiscal year. Without each military death penalty case consuming
literally thousands of hours each year, backlogs would be reduced and processing times reduced.
C. The military death penalty is not limited by important procedural safeguards
The military justice system is, overall, fair and accurate. On a day-to-day basis, the
military justice system dispenses justice better than do many, if not most, state criminal courts.
The military justice system, however, has its peculiarities, several of which threaten its ability to
impose the death penalty fairly. Chief among these are the lack of a right to a randomly-selected
jury and the lack of a right to a twelve-member jury. Commentators are in virtually complete
accord that the greatest fault of the military justice system is the convening authority's selection of
court-martial members. As the Chairman of the Commission has noted, it is "the most vulnerable
aspect of the court-martial system; the easiest for the critics to attack." United States v. Smith, 27
MJ. 242, 252 (C.M.A. 1988) (Cox, J., concurring). Regardless of whether courts-martial
handpicked by the convening authority are fair enough to convict and confine servicemembers,
they are not sufficiently fair to take a servicemember's life. In a capital case, the accused does not
have the option ofbeing tried by an independent military judge. See DCMJ art. 18, 10 U.S.C. §
818 (2000). Rather, he or she must be tried by members personally selected by the same general
or admiral who chose to seek a death sentence. Convening authorities or their staffs have
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sometimes misused the power to select court-martial panels. See, e.g., United States v. Hi/ow, 32
M.J. 439 (C.M.A. 1991); United States v. Smith, 27 M.J. 242 (C.M.A. 1988). The particularly
egregious court stacking in Smith "would never have been uncovered if the [convening
authority's] legal clerk had not been taking a college course from the civilian defense counsel."
Id at 252 (Cox, J., concurring). Such a fortuity is unlikely to occur in many cases. A system so
vulnerable to surreptitious manipulation lacks the appearance offairness necessary to take a
person's life.
Most military capital offenses could be tried capitally either in a U.S. district court or a
state court. A recent federal law even extends U.S. district court jurisdiction to offenses
committed by servicemembers overseas. See 18 U.S.C. §§ 3261-3267 (2000). Thus, for some
overseas military capital offenses, the United States could seek a death sentence by
administratively discharging the servicemember, see id. at § 3261(d)(I), and trying him or her in a
U.S. district court, where all of the Bill of Rights' protections are fully available.
D. Life without parole is a viable alternative to the military death penalty

For potentially-capital offenses committed since November 1997, the punishment of life
without possibility of parole is available. See UCMJ art. 5630 10 U.S.C. § 56a (2000). Since
Congress adopted the life without parole option, no servicemember has been sentenced to death.
The availability of life without parole and the possibility of civilian capital prosecution for many
. death-eligible military offenses render the military death penalty unnecessary.
In. Should Courts-Martial Be Required to Have 12 Members for Capital Cases?
(Topics III.C.6, VII.E)
.
The ACLU recommends that capital courts-martial have a fixed number of members and
that the number be set at twelve.
A. Capital court-martial panels should have twelve members
While some states use juries with as few as six members in ordinary criminal cases, "no
State provides for less than 12 jurors [in capital cases]-a fact that suggests implicit recognition
of the value of the larger body as a means of legitimizing society's decision to impose the death
penalty." Williams v. Florida, 399 U.S. 78, 103 (1970). Capital courts-martial, however, have no
fixed size. The only size requirements are that at least five members sit in the case and, if an
enlisted accused so requests, at least one-third of the members be enlisted. In practice, the size of
capital court-martial panels varies considerably.. The panels that condemned the six
servicemembers on military death row today ranged in size from six to twelve members.
The military's departure from the universal civilian practice is particularly worrisome
because some empirical studies have suggested that twelve-member juries are more likely to reach
accurate results than are smaller juries. See generally David Kaye, And Then There Were Twelve:
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Statistical Reasoning, the Supreme Court, and the Size ofthe Jury, 68 CALIF. L. REv. 1004,
1019-21 (1980). A five-member civilian jury would be unconstitutional in any trial that could
result in more than six months' confinement. See Ballew v. Georgia, 435 U.S. 223 (1978);
Baldwin v. New York, 399 U.S. 66 (1970). Yet a five-member court-martial can impose death.
Five-member courts-martial have not always been permissible. The 1775 Articles of War
governing the Continental Anny required that general courts-martial consist of thirteen officers.
Articles of War of June 30, 1775, art. 33,2 J. Cont. Congo 111,117 (1775). Congress authorized
courts-martial with as few as five members in 1786, after finding that some Anny detaclunents
had an insufficient number of officers to convene a thirteen-member court-martial. Articles of
May 31, 1786,30 J. Cont. Congo 316 (1786). At that time, when only commissioned officers
could serve as court-martial members, the entire Anny contained fewer than forty officers.
Richard Kohn, Eagle and Sword 70 (1975). While five-member courts-martial were a necessity in
1786, they are not today. The authorized strength for Department of Defense active duty forces
on September 30,2000 was 1,385,432. Nat'l De£. Auth. Act for Fiscal Year 2000, Pub. L. No.
106-65, § 401, 113 Stat. 512,585 (1999). Obtaining twelve court-martial members from among
well more than one million active duty personnel, including approximately 200,000 commissioned
officers, would pose no burden on the American military.
Requiring twelve-member capital panels would also be consistent with Congress'
preference for military procedural rules that mirror those used in U.S. district courts. See UCMJ
art. 36, 10 U.S.c. § 836.
B. Capital court-martial panels should be offixed size
A particularly disturbing aspect of the current court-martial size rules is the lack ofa fixed
number of members, whatever that fixed number may be. A death sentence can result only if the
members unanimously convict the accused of a death-eligible offense, unanimously find the
existence of a designated aggravating factor, unanimously conclude that the aggravating
circumstances substantially outweigh the mitigating circumstances, and unanimously conclude that
death is the appropriate punishment. See United States v. Simoy, 50 M.J. 1, 2 (1998). Thus, with
a twelve-member court-martial, the government must win forty-eight votes to obtain a death
sentence. Where only six members sit on the panel the government need win only twenty-four
votes. The crucial impact of panel size is apparent. See United States v. Simoy, 46 M.J. 592, 625
(A.F. Ct. Crim. App. 1996) (Morgan, l, concurring), rev'd, 50 M.l 1 (1998).
The combination ofthe requirement for unanimity and the variable panel size creates an
inherent bias for the government in the impaneling process. Because smaller panels favor the
government, the government has an incentive to voir dire the members and exercise challenges
vigorously. The defense, on the other hand, has an incentive not to engage in voir dire or
challenges. The system transforms the facially-neutral voir dire and challenge procedures into
weapons wielded exclusively by the trial counsel. Capital court-martial panels tilting toward the
government are the inevitable result.
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In addition to producing biased panels, the lack of a fixed number of members allows an
arbitrary factor to influence who is sentenced to death. Common sense suggests that the number
of members impaneled at the end of voir dire and challenges will vary directly with the number of
members originally detailed to the court-martial. But convening authorities have no guidance
concerning how many members to appoint to capital cases beyond the requirement that the final
panel include at least five members. The variable nature of court-martial panel size also
introduces an arbitrary and irrational factor into the death penalty sentencing decision. Imagine
two co-conspirators being tried for the same murder. What if one was tried before a six-member
panel while the other was tried before a twelve-member panel? The resulting unfairness is facially
obvious, yet such a scenario could easily occur in the military justice system. The likelihood of a
military defendant being sentenced to death is impacted greatly by the convening authority's
unconstrained discretion, the very definition of arbitrariness.
Accordingly, either a Rule for Court-Martial or a UCMJ amendment should be adopted
setting a fixed size for capital court-martial panels. In keeping with universal civilian practice,
that fixed number should be twelve.
IV. Should Racial Justice Act Instructions Be Required in Capital Cases?
(Topic VII.D)
The ACLU recommends that an anti-discrimination instruction be required in military
capital cases. The percentage of minorities on military death row is higher than in any state in the
country, and is only six-tenths of one percent lower than on federal death row. See NAACP
LEGAL DEFENSE AND EDUCATIONAL FUND, INc., DEArnRow, U.S.A. (Winter 2001). The racial
disparity on federal death row has prompted a study by the Department of Justice. No
comparable study has been conducted of the racial disparity on military death row. Measures
must be adopted to address the military death penalty system's persistent racial disparity.
Of the six servicemembers on death row, four are African-American, one is a native
Pacific Islander, and one is white. Thus, an incredible 83.34 percent of the military death row
inmates are racial minorities. Such over representation of minorities on military death row has
persisted for decades. For example, in 1983, when the Court ofMilitary Appeals' Matthews
decision led to the reversal of every military death sentence, seven servicemembers were on
military death row. NAACP LEGAL DEFENSE AND EDUCATIONAL FUND, DEATII Row, U.S.A. 598
(Dec. 20, 1983). Five were African-American, one was Latino, and only one was white, id, a
startlingly similar demographic breakdown to military death row today. Of the twelve
servicemembers executed since the Uniform Code of Military Justice's adoption, eleven were
African-American. See Dwight Sullivan, Military Death Row: Separate, Not Equal, NAT'L L.J.,
Nov. 6, 1995, at AI9-A20. Even during World War II, when African-Americans constituted only
a small percentage of the military, 55 of70 U.S. servicemembers executed in Europe were
African-American. See.generally 1. Robert Lilly, Dirty Details: Executing U.S. Soldiers During
World War II, 42 CRIME & DELINQUENCY 491 (1996). Thus, for more than haIfa century,
minorities have comprised a disproportionate percentage of the military accused sentenced to
death and a disproportionate percentage of the servicemembers who have actually been executed.
The military death penalty system also demonstrates a second racial disparity: the records
in military death penalty cases establish that every servicemember on death row today was
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convicted of killing a white person. This is consistent with civilian studies establishing that the
victim's race is one of the key factors in detennining who is sentenced to life and who is
sentenced to death. In its comprehensive review of empirical research on race and capital
punishment, the General Accounting Office (GAO) found, "In 82 percent of the studies, race of
victim was found to influence the likelihood ofbeing charged with capital murder or receiving the
death penalty, i.e., those who murdered whites were found to be more likely to be sentenced to
death than those who murdered blacks." GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, DEATIi PENALTY
SENTENCING: RESEARCHlNDICATES PATTERN OF RACIAL DISPARITIES 5 (1990), reprinted at 136
CONGo REc. 12267, 12268 (1990). The GAO concluded that the evidence shows a "pattern" of
"racial disparities in the charging, sentencing, and imposition of the death penalty after the
Furman decision." Id at 5, 136 CONGo REc. at 12268.
Nothing could be more debilitating to any system ofjustice than the existence of racial
discrimination. Even the mere appearance of racial discrimination can scuttle the public's
confidence in a justice system. "Discrimination on the basis of race, odious in all aspects, is
especially pernicious in the administration ofjustice." Rose v. Mitchell, 442 U.S. 545, 555
(1979). Protecting the criminal justice system from racism is particularly important in the
military. As Judge Wiss wrote, "Racial discrimination is anathema to the military justice system.
It ought not-and it will not-be tolerated in any form. Courts oflaw may not be able to cure the
personal bedevilment of racial prejudice; but courts of law can and must ensure that such human
bigotry and insensitivity do not rot public and governmental institutions." United States v.
Greene, 36 MJ. 274, 282 (C.M.A. 1993) (Wiss, 1., concurring).
One step in addressing the military death penalty system's persistent racial disparities
would be to require an instruction that race may not be taken into account in capital courts
martial. Two separate federal statutes require an anti-discrimination instruction in civilian capital
cases tried in U.S. district courts. In the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988, Congress required that in
capital cases prosecuted under that statute, "the court shall instruct the jury that in its
consideration of whether the sentence of death is justified it shall not consider the race . . . of the
defendant or the victim." 21 U.S.C. § 848(0) (2000). Congress further required the judge to
instruct the jury that it may not "recommend a sentence of death unless it has concluded that it
would recommend a sentence of death for the crime in question no matter what the race . . . of the
defendant, or the victim, may be." Id Finally, Congress required each juror to sign a certificate
stating that he or she did not consider prohibited factors, including race, and that his or her
sentencing decision would have been the same regardless of the defendant's and victim's race. Id
Congress was so concerned with the effect of race on federal death sentences that six years later,
it required federal district court judges to give an anti-discrimination instruction in all capital jury
trials as a "[s]pecial precaution to ensure against discrimination." 18 U.S.C. § 3593(f) (2000).
Neither of those statutes applies directly to the military. However, in United States v.
Curtis, the Court ofMilitary Appeals indicated that the instruction mandated by 21 U.S.C. §
848(0) "certainly seems desirable." 32 MJ. 252, 268 n.21 (C.M.A.), cert. denied, 502 U.S. 952
(1991). The Commission should recommend that either the President or Congress require a
similar instruction in military justice cases. The Commission should also consider other means of
addressing the persistent racial disparities on military death row, including calling for a multiple
regression analysis to more carefully scrutinize the effect of the accused's and the victim's race on
military death sentences.
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Testimony of William Galvin
Center on Conscience & War
(NISBCO)
I am testifying concerning item I B 12 on the agenda: Do evolving International Human Rights
Standards indicate a need for revisiting the code?
Article 18 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (adopted in 1948) declares "Everyone
shall have the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion". In 1966, this human right
was codified in Article 18 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. This is a
treaty which was signed by the US, confinned by the Senate, and is therefore binding on
military courts as is any act of Congress. (U.S. Constitution, Article VI)
In 1993, the UN Human Rights Committee (which was established to interpret the legal
implications of the International Covenants), ruled inter alia that "a right of conscientious
objection can be derived from Article 18 and that, when this right is recognized by law...there
should be no discrimination against conscientious objectors because they have failed to perfonn
military service." [General Comment (No.22(48)) of the United Nations Human Rights
Committee, adopted at its 48 th session in 1993.] This was affinned by the Human Rights
Commission (by consensus) on March 8,1995. (E/CNA/RES/1995/83)
According to US military policy, conscientious objectors(CO) who make proper application and
document their claim should be discharged. It is a rather lengthy process, which includes written
application, several interviews, and reports going up the chain of command. The process usually
takes at least six months, although a year or longer is not unusual. During this time, according to
military regulations, conscientious objectors are required to obey all lawful orders, and perfonn
their duties as expected.
Military regulations do provide that, whenever possible, a conscientious objector should be
placed in duties that conflict as little as possible with their stated beliefs. But military necessity
is always of primary concern. Under current policies conscientious objectors do not have the
right to insist that they be assigned to certain duties, although they can submit a request for
particular assignments they would find less objectionable. But they cannot demand a transfer to
another unit, and they may not be able to prevent their transfer to another duty station or
deployment to a combat zone.
Courts have, upon occasion, ruled in favor of conscientious objectors who have disobeyed orders
that violated their beliefs. But courts have provided this protection only in certain, very limited
circumstances. [See U. S. v. Noyd, 18 U.S.C. M. A. 483, 40 C. M. R. 195 (1967). Parisi v.
Davidson, 405 U.S. 34 (1972)]
This situation often results in severe conflicts of conscience for conscientious objectors while
their claims are pending. They know that failure to obey lawful orders will result in loss of
veterans' benefits, but it may also result in court martial, and will probably result in their

conscientious objector applications being put on hold while charges for violating the UCMJ are
being processed.
Some conscientious objectors even fear that obeying orders that are given to them may be seen
as evidence of their insincerity as conscientious objectors. Although a conscientious objector
application cannot be turned down simply because the applicant obeyed orders, this is
nevertheless a real dilemma for some.
Conscientious objectors in America have faced varying degrees of harassment and abuse since
colonial times. During World War I alone, at least 17 conscientious objectors died in US military
prisons, mostly because of abuse or neglect. While the current policy of discharging
conscientious objectors is a vast improvement over policies in effect prior to 1962, current
military policies still fall short of international human rights standards. Here are a few examples
that demonstrate the problem.
In the case of Cole v. Commanding Officer [747 F. 2d 217 (4 th Cir. 1984)(en bane)], after
applying and going through all of her interviews, Leslie Cole was recommended for discharge as
a conscientious objector. While her claim was pending, she refused to wear the uniform and
obey orders to perform noncombatant duties, because any continuing participation in the military
violated her beliefs. She was court-martialed, and once in prison, not allowed to wear her
civilian clothes. Because she refused to wear the uniform, she was held in prison wrapped in a
sheet. She was not allowed visitors (including clergy and, initially, legal counsel) because she
didn't have clothes on.
But her main problem was that the Navy stopped processing her conscientiousobjector claim.
Her choices were either to violate military regulations to be faithful to her beliefs, or to obey
orders that violated her beliefs so that the Navy would process her for discharge as a
conscientious objector. She ultimately received a Bad Conduct Discharge after confinement for
refusing an order.
During the Gulf War, discharge processing for any reason, including conscientious objection,
was suspended under the "Stop-Loss Order". This forced many conscientious objectors who had
been struggling with the conflicts between 'duty to God' and 'duty to country' to violate military
law. George Morse was among those who were court martialed for refusing to obey orders,
specifically an order to assist his unit in preparing for deployment to the Gulf. In an interview
Morse stated that he had become a CO after his re-enlistment four years earlier, but that he had
been prepared to serve his full tenn until he received orders to Saudi Arabia.
George Morse was the first Gulf War conscientious objector to be adopted by Amnesty
International as a prisoner of conscience. When Amnesty International announced its decision to
adopt George and other Gulf War COs, it stated that the UN Commission on Human Rights had
recognized conscientious objection to military service as a legitimate exercise of the right to
freedom of thought, conscience, and religion. "We believe that is a right at all times-before
joining the army, while in training, or even during war," Amnesty International said. AI later
adopted other Gulf War conscientious objectors, including some of the 26 conscientious
objectors imprisoned at Camp Lejeune.

In U.S. y Morse [34 MJ. 677 (ACMR, 1992)] the court looked at very specific Army
regulations relating to conscientious objection. The standing regulation governing CO discharges
(AR 600-43 paragraph 2-10) reads in part, "persons who have submitted applications for
conscientious objector status will be retained in their units and assigned duties providing
minimum practicable conflicts with their asserted beliefs, pending a final decision on their
applications. Reassignment orders received after the submission of an application will be
delayed until the approval authority makes a final determination....A person who receives orders
for reassignment but has not submitted the application, ... may not apply for conscientious
objector status until he or she arrives at the new permanent duty station."
To implement the "Stop-Loss Order", the Army issued a special message in October of 1990:
Desert Shield Personnel Message #3 I-Personnel Applying for Conscientious Objector Status.
The message provided that for the purposes of AR 600-43 paragraph 2-1 Oc, the term
reassignment includes "the deployment of personnel away from their present duty location." It
further provided "Notice of 'reassignment' to include an alert for deployment, temporarily
precludes soldiers from submitting applications for conscientious objector status until after they
have arrived at their new duty location." Simply stated, that meant that conscientious objectors
were required to report to the Gulf before they were able to apply for discharge.
George Morse's conviction for refusing orders was ultimately upheld. The court ruled that the
'Special Personnel Message' requiring deployment before being able to apply for conscientious
objector discharge was legitimate. George served five months in confinement and received a Bad
Conduct Discharge.
The court decisions upholding the military's suspension of CO discharge processing during the
Gulf War created tremendous problems for scores of military service membe[s, in all branches,
who ended up in military jails. Most COs felt they had no choice other than to violate the law.
Many of these conscientious objectors reported harassment and abuse, some even reported being
beat up. (See attachment- letter from James E. Summers) In the cases of Eric Larsen and Kevin
Sparrock (two of the 26 COs imprisoned at Lejeune) the Marine prosecutors requested the death
penalty for desertion in time of war.
There is probably no way to know exactly how many conscientious objectors were affected by
this policy. The Boston Globe reported at the time that there were over 2,500 COs seeking
discharge from the US military!
More recently, the case of Dr. Dennis Lipton demonstrates how current military law fans short
of international human rights standards when it comes to protecting the rights of conscientious
objectors. In 1993, Dennis Lipton signed an agreement with the Air Force by which his medical
school expenses were paid in exchange for service after he became a doctor. During his third
year of Medical School, working in an inner city emergency room, he saw firsthand the effects
of violence on the human body while treating gunshot and knife wounds. In January 1997, he
treated a World War II fighter pilot who had never fully recovered from his experiences.
In May of 1997, while listening to a sermon in church, Dr. Lipton's conscientious objector
beliefs crystalized. He realized that his Christian faith would not permit him to continue serving

in an institution that caused the destruction of human life, and shonly thereafter he applied for
discharge as a conscientious objector. Although he received a positive repon from the chaplain,
the investigating officer felt he was insincere. Ultimately his claim was turned down, and while
his petition for a writ of habeas corpus was pending, Dr. Lipton was ordered to repon for active
duty. He reponed, but refused to wear the uniform or to train. He was coun-manialed and
sentenced to five days confinement, given a dismissal, and fined $60,000. After the Air Force
turned down Dr. Lipton's CO application, he filed a petition for a writ of habeas corpus which
the district coun denied. The Court of Appeals later affirmed. [Lipton v. Peters, No. 00-50200
(5 th Cir. Dec. 1, 2000))
In one currently pending conscientious objector case of which I am personaJJy aware, the
command has consistently provided inaccurate information to the conscientious objector
applicant. The command seemed to be making up its own standards for what should qualify.
Even though the record clearly demonstrates that he is a conscientious objector, and both his
investigating officer and his commanding officer have written in their reports that he is sincere in
his CO beliefs, they are both recommending that his claim be denied. HopefuJJy those further up
the chain of command will look at this and see that the record indicates this young man should in
fact be discharged. But in the meantime, while his claim is pending, his commander is now
threatening to transfer him to duty on a combat ship. Should that happen, he will feel compeJJed
by his conscience to refuse the order. He would then be facing aJJ of the penalties mentioned
above: loss of veterans' benefits, court-martial, and suspension of processing on his
conscientious objector claim.
The UCMJ should be revisited in light of evolving international human rights standards. IdeaJJy,
an article should be added to the UCMJ that reflects International Human Rights Law,
specifically, "there should be no discrimination against conscientious objectors because they
have failed to perform military service." However, this commission should be aware that
adoption of conscientious objection as an affirmative defense to refusing orders (item IV D on
the agenda) would be a substantial step in the right direction. I urge you to ensure that this kind
of protection is included in your official recommendations for revision of the UCMJ.
RespectfuJJy submitted,
William Galvin
Counseling Coordinator
Center on Conscience & War
1830 Connecticut Ave. NW
Washington, DC 20009
202-483-2220
202-483-1 246(fax)
nisbco@nisbco.org

Excerpts from a letter written in March, 1991, by one of the
conscientious objectors being held at Camp LeJeune
My name is James E. Summers, Jr. 1 am a Lance Corporal in the United States Marine
Reserves. I joined the reserves two and a half years ago at the age of eighteen. 1 was a
senior in high school at the time.
Within the last two years, 1 have had a strong change within my conscience. I do not
believe in taking another man's life. Because of these deeply held feelings, I applied for
conscientious objector status on November 27, 1990. My reserve unit was mobilized and
sent to Saudi Arabia.
I tried to report to my reserve unit and be processed as a CO, but my superior officers
threatened to "beat me and see if 1 was really a conscientious objector." I felt that my life
would be in danger. I could not report.
1 turned myself in to the mercy of the Marine Corps on December 26, 1990 at my reserve
center in Jacksonville, Florida. My command immediately flew me to Camp Lejeune,
North Carolina. I have been confined here ever since. I am far from completing the CO
process.
My commanding general, General Cooper, has openly said that he would like to see all of
the conscientious objectors get the maximum amount of time in federal prison.
During the first week of January 1991, my parents received an extremely threatening letter
at their motel while visiting me at Camp Lejeune. This letter threatened my fa,mily's lives
as well as mine. My family immediately packed their belongings and went home.
Three of the conscientious objectors being confined here at Camp Lejeune have had
nervous breakdowns because of the extreme amount of mental torture that we face on a
daily basis.
On March 8, 1991, I was forcefully taken to the brig. My superior NCOs did not tell me
why I was going to prison, nor did they call my attorneys to inform them of the situation. I
spent five days in a maximum security cell.
The prison guards were constantly making fun of me because 1 was a conscientious
objector. I was considered dangerous and an escape risk. There were always four guards
escorting me within the prison. I always had leg irons and hand cuffs on. My arms were
chained around my waist.
After five days of being in maximum security I had an investigating officer hearing.
.During this hearing the appointed investigating officer concluded that I should have never
been there in the first place. I was released from prison and sent back to my holding unit on
the base.

I believe in the freedom our country was founded upon and that every American citizen has
the right to life, liberty, and pursuit of happiness.
Yes, I did sign a contract with the military, however, I am willing to fulfill the remainder of
my contract in any civilian govemmentjob as long as it does not conflict with my beliefs
or support the"war machine."
On June 5James Summers received a 14 month sentence in the brig at Camp LeJeune
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Ie Introduction
Good morning Commission members.
I am here today to provide a "Point Paper" with respect to the Commission's topic issue:

"Should decisions of the Boards for Correction of Mititary and Naval Records
be reviewable by the United States Court of Appeals "for the Armed Forces?"
Due to time constraints, I will be brief with this Introduction.
I am Jeffrey A. Trueman, founder of "VERPA". We are a collaboration of Arilerican citizens, to
include veterans, our families and friends, who believe the military system. ofjustice is unfair and
lacks accountability.
For the record, I do not claim to be an expert in military justice, however, having served
honorably for 11 1/2 years in the United States Navy and in my work as a veterans' rights
advocate, I speak on behalfofmany veterans and their loved ones. Real people, with real
Constitutional issues denied redress by the federal courts and the United States Congress, arising
out of"miIitary service".
To advocate our point for reform ofthe miIitary's system ofjustice, our present mission is to
educate the American People of the "Feres Doctrine". In summary, we believe the "Doctrine"
denies servicemembers "equal protection" under the United SIDles Constitution and allows
human and civil rights abuses in the Armed Forces to go unchecked.
If it interests this Commission, and the Public, a complete explanation ofVERPA and our mission
can be reviewed at our web site: lVlVlV.vema.tpub.com.

Now that I have briefly explained VERPA, there is a nexus between the ''Feres Doctrine" and the
administration ofjustice under the Uniform Code ofMilitary Justice (UCMJ). The two laws are
intertwined.
For the Commission's information, I have attached to this point paper two exlnbits we feel are
pertinent and relevant for true reforms of the UCMJ to be undertaken. These OlD', (1), VERPA's
nationwide petition to reform or repeal the "Doctrine" and (2), VERPA's first book, "Beyond the
Scope ofJustice: The Chilling Effec/s ofthe Foes Doctrine. "
I would like to thank the Commission, and all other organizations who made this historical event
possible so that I could speak here today, on behalfof my brother and sister veterans and their

fiunilies.

n. Nexus Between Tbe UCMJ & BCMRs
A. Purpose Of The UCMJ
The UCMJ was designed to insure a military judicial system which balanced the need to maintain
discipline in the anned forces and the desire to give servicemembers accused ofcrime rights,
paralleling as nearly as possible the rights enjoyed by accused persons in the civilian community.

Moreover, the UeMJ and its "administrative" system ofjustice exists to provide commanders and
supervisors the means necessary to ensure military core values, and to remove those who are
"disruptive to good order and discipline".
To connect the UCMJ and BCMR systems for the purposes ofthis presentation, let me pose a
briefhypothetical question. This question will tie in with our answer to the Commission's topic
issue and proposed reforms in the later.

"If a military member with till "exemplllry record" proceeds under Artick 1380/the
UCMJ tlIId alleges a COnutUlndel' is abusing his or her powers, fIIUl un/OVOrtlble
personnel tu:tions in viollltion o//ederallllw (re: The Militgrv Whistleblower
Protection Act), are undertaken by the c01tl1lUl1Uler, thus, results in the member's
wrongful termination/rom the tlI7IIeti/orces, where does thld member sukjustice?"
The answer, under existing federal law, is that the member must proceed to the BCMRs. Let me
explain briefly the "mandate" ofBoards:

B. Mandate Of The
Board For Correction Of Military Records (BCMRsl
According to Public Low. Title 10. U.S.C Sections 1034 and 1552. the fimction of the BCMRs
is to determine the existence ofmaterial error or injustice in the m.iIitary records ofcurrent or
fonner members of the United States Armed Forces. Hence, the Boards' mandate is to decide" by a
preponderance of the evidence before it, whether a petitioner's claim ofmateria.l error or injustice
merits correction.
Obviously, for the Commission to include the topic issue as to whether oversight of the BCMRs
are necessary, I am guessing, many other veterans who petitioned these Boards feel they were
denied justice.
It is VERPA's position that indeed, these Boards are in desperate need ofoversight.
For example, these Boards are claimed to be an "independent" administrative review authority
under Congressional mandate, to correct material error or injustice in a servicemember's record.
The legal "yardstick" to determine an error or injustice in a m.iIitary records is predicated on the
"preponderance ofthe evidence". For those active duty military personnel, veterans and citizens
who do not know what this means, let me explain:
"Preponderance ofthe e'Videna is a genend standard ofproof in civU C/lSt!S, Evidence
prepo1Ulertlte where it is more convincing to the trier [offtICtSJ thtm the opposing
evidence. " EviUnce Sec. 339 (4th Ed. 1992). It thus, refers to proof which leat/s the
trier offacts to find that the existence ofthefact in issue is more probably Ihtm not. "

Having stated the above, let me now address the Commission's topic issue.

ID. Commission's Topic Issue
To address the Commission's topic issue as to whether or not, the decisions ofthe BCMRs
should be reviewed by an appellant authority, mainly, the United States Com of Appeals
for the Armed Forces, the short answer is "YES".
It is the position ofthe Pentagon that "even the IIfJpetUll1Il:eofimproprieties" will not be
tolerated. Let me proceed, keeping in mind the "hypothetical question" I presented in
Discussion Topic I A.
Upon a wrongful discharge a veteran must apply for correction at the B~ unless,
proceeding with that remedy would be futile.
Going back to the hypothetical question. The military member was discharged for
proceeding under Article 138 and follow on communications under the Military
Whistleblower Act. Let me point out one serious conflict ofinterest that the veteran will
filce under the present system.
In the Article 138 process, the final determining authority as to the merits
ofa charge ofabuse ofpower is the Assistant Secretary, Manpower &.
Reserve Affilirs (M&RA), for each uniform department. If the complainant
is denied redress, it is a dead issue under the UCMJ.
Now, the conflict.
Although, BCMRs are allegedly "independent" as I previously stated, are they really? For
the record, BCMRs are "supervised" by the Assistant Secretary, M&RA for their
respective departments. Is this not a conflict ofinterest?
Overall, for a veteran to obtain "justice" at a BCMR in the wake ofa retaliatory discharge,

and who utilizes the Article 138 UCMJ process and Military \Vhistleblower Protection
Act, the BCMR would have to overturn its supervisory officials' findings. This is without
question highly unlikely.
My point, BCMRs are controlled by the "rule ofrank" versus the "rule oflaw". Ifthis
charge seems "out ofline", I can only suggest this Commission send out surveys to alI
veterans who sought justice under the BCMR system.
I am 100% confident, issues ofdenial of "due process" under this system, be it Wlure of
evidence to be introduced into the record, fillse infonnation accepted by the Boards to
defend their departments, etc., etc., only due to the lack of "checks and balances" on these
Boards, is a very genuine justice issue.
Therefore, in short, oversight ofthese Boards are long overdue.

IV. Proposed Reforms Under The
UCMJ & BCMRs Systems Of Justice
The following proposed reforms are respectfully submitted to the Commission for consideration
and potential incorporation into its Report to the President and Congress of the United States.
They are intended to strengthen the administration ofjustice within the United States Armed
Forces.
I will be briefon each proposed reform. However, if the Commission would like a more precise
explanation, I will be glad to provide this information in the future.

A. Repeal Of UCMJ Article 138
WIth the enactment ofthe MUm Whistleblower Protection Act fMWBPAb Public Ltzw. Tdl(
10. u.S.C Section 1034, this Article is nuD and void. Under the MWBPA, serviCemembers are
provided a legal right to circumvent their chain ofcommands and report fraud, waste aDd abuse
directly to the Department of DefeDse Inspector GenenL

B. Consolidation of BMCRs
The present system allows for too many conflicts ofinterest. Hence, the BCMRs should be
consolidate under the command and its decisions must be reviewed by the United States Court of
Appeals for the Anned Forces. Moreover, "term limits" ofBCMR' members must be instituted.

C. Consolidation of Military Inspectors Generals

am

The present system allows for too many conflicts of interests, lack of "independence" with regard
to investigating claims offraud, waste and abuse. The system, is severely undermanned and
:financially wasteful. Hence, aD military departmental IG should be consolidated under the direct
supervision of the Department of Defense Inspector General.

D. Amendments to the
Military Wbistleblower Protection Act
(1)
Rename the Act to "MUittuy Ethiclll ResiUers Act". The reason being the term
"Whistleblower" is associated with terms like "nark, rat". Military "Ethical
Resisters" place "duty, honor, country" first, over their own personal careers
and safety.
Amend the Act to state; "Ifa correction board :fiUls to act within 180 days of
application, automatic appeal to the United States Court of Appeals for the Armed
Forces is authorized." In the event ofa fiUled appeal, servicemembers may proceed
to the United States Supreme Court for final decision.
(2)

(3)

Evidence reflecting a member ofa BCMR has obstructed the administration
ofjustice, petitioner granted the Tight to file a criminal complaint with
the Department ofJustice. (Re: Inspectors Genei'm Act 0(1978)

Enlisted members reinstated in the wake of wrongful discharge under the
Act, are granted full military pay and benefits, retroactive to the date of
their wrongful termination. Military officials who are fOlDld to have violated
a servicemember's rights under this statute, are to be ordered to stand trial
at a general courts martial or if retired, recalled to active duty u> stand trial. In the
event, a military official is found guilty ofviolating the Act, in addition to any
punitive sentence by the courts martial, that member will be required to pay the
costs associated with investigating the claim 1Ulder the Act.
(4)

(5)
Disseminate at semiannual "Military Rights & RespoDsibiUty" seminars,
confidential command surveys to determine a precise number of military
personnel who reasonably believe fraud, waste or abuse is present at their
respective commands. Consolidate command surveys under the jurisdiction of
the Department of Defense Inspectors General, Office of Special Inquires
Directorate.

Although, many more proposed amendments to the present law can be instituted, the above
proposed reforms can be easily instituted, to ensure "checks and balances" within the military's
administrative justice system.

D. Conclusion
Military Justice & The Feres Doctrine
For as long as the Pentagon has been standing, as long as the Uniform Code of Military Justice
bas been the governing law ofthe military, the "Feres Doctrine" has been a cover for the "lack of
accountability" for high ranking officials who abuse their power in the United States Armed
Forces.
For an overwhelming majority ofAmericans to include active duty and reserve military personnel,
veterans and their loved ones, the "Feres Doctrine" is virtually an unknown Jaw. And this is the
way, those in government want it to be! To sum it up, it is simply an·' unjust Jaw that has allowed
for baIf-a-century ofhuman or constitutional rights abuses ofour loved ODeS serving this nation.
As for the nexus between military justice and the "Doctrine", as long as this law remains on the
books, continued systemic abuses within the military's criminal and administrative disciplinaJy
systems and the denial ofservicemembers' guaranteed right to "due process" under the Fifth
Amendment of the United States Constitution, will continue.

Ofcourse, we at VERPA intend to change this for the "good of the nation". As cited in the
Exhibits of this "Point Paper", we will allow both our nationwide petition and our first boo~
"Beyond the Scope of Justice", to be the vehicle for the American people to decide, ifthe "Feres
Doctrine" should be reformed or repealed.
'
Are we not all here for the same reason? To ensure "justice" in the United States Armed Forces is

always a top priority for the good ofom nation.
I can assme the American People this much •.. to ignore the "Peres Doctrine" and the many
injustices it has brought with it, from atomic testing of the 1950, to the present "anthrax
injustice", it just might effect you one day. For example, the "draft" is being considered once
again.

For many millions ofus veterans and om loved ones, the damage is done. We have lost many
h"berty interests, including the uhimate h"berty interest, "the human life", due to the United States
Congress' fiWme to act and reform the "Peres Doctrine".
Iftrue reforms of the military justice system is to be undertaken, the wrongs of the past must be
righted. To obtain a fun understanding of the wrongs I speak about, go to our on-line petition at
www.verpa.tpub.com. y ~u be the judge.
Many have asked me, ifVERPA's petition demanding compensation for SO years ofinjustices

under the "Feres Doctrine" is it realistic? My simple response is this; "Ifwe can send other
nations billions ofdollars each year for whatever reasons we do, then, yes, there is money to
compensate veterans or their surviving loved ones who have faced "grave injustices" under the
"Feres Doctrine".
Now, that I have spoken on behalfofall honorable men and WOIDllO in the United States Armed
Forces and my "adopted" brothers and sisters in the "veterans community", too many to name, but
DOne forgotten, I would like to close this presentation on a personal note.
On January 13, 1994, after serving my COWltry for 11 1/2 years, with a meritorious record, the
Clinton Navy Department claimed I was no longer:fit to serve my country. The reason being, I
suffered from an alleged "parinoid thought process" brought on by the abuse of alcohol So be it.
I found out too late about the Feres Doctrine.
However, little did those who maliciously attacked my character and and career, realize that just
prior to my enlisting into the United States Navy in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, I had a talk with
my mentor, Vietnam Veteran and "adopted big brother", Stephen C. Condi
In short, Steve told me the pros and cons ofmilitary life. He further told me that I did not have to
go in the military and be a tough guy or a hero, just to learn something I could use in civilian fife if
I left the service. Getting to the point. He also told me something I carried with me throughout
my career and that is; "Ifyou ever become a "leader, always take care of those under your
direction."

Well, on the evening ofJanuary 13, 1994, just hours after I was wrongfully terminated from the
Navy Department, I went to see Steve to tell him the news. Thirty seconds after arriving at his
work, I heard the following words, "Oh my God, they just found Steve dead in his apartment."
From that very moment, I vowed to do my part to make a change for the good of future miiltaJy
members and their fiunilies. I am simply quarterbacking the "effort" on behalfof many others who
have been betrayed by those who held and still hold power in the United States government.

In closing, I find it quite appropriate to quote the greatest Commander-in-Cbiefin the history of
om nation. General George Washington.
In 1775, at the New York Legislature, General Washington stated these words:
"When we assumed the Solider, we did not lay aside the CitizeD."

God bless America and God Ble
American Veteran and Our ~~
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Petition to President/Congress of the United States
Sponsored by: Veterans Equal Rights Protection Advoc.

Since December 1950, American servicemembers have been denied "equal
protection" under the United States Constitution as a result of the U.S.
Supreme Court's decision known as the "Feres Doctrine". This law,
prohibits servicemembers with legitimate claims of "intentional torts and
medical malpractice", arising from service to our nation, access to the
federal judiciary to address these type of injuries/injustices. In all, the
doctrine allows for human/constitutional rights violations and corruption
within the United States Armed Forces to go unchecked.

Our goal is to reform the "Feres Doctrine" by educating the American
public of its virtually unknown existance, by initiating a five year, fifty
I state, petition drive. Our specific goals include, (1), compelling the U. S. "
i Congress and President to reform the law to prevent future
i human/constitutional rights violations of servicemembers who report fraud.,
Iwaste and abuse for the good of the nation, and (2), passage of."special
"j legislation" to financially compensate servicemembers and/or their
! surviving family members, who can prove a bona fide injmy/injustice by .
i the preponderance of the evidence, under the doctrine was denied judicial
review, due to this wrongly decided U.S. Supreme ColD1 decision.

!

i For example, some issues we believe are directly connected to the
; doctrine's "incident to service" bar on "intentional torts and medical ;
~ malpractice" include, but are not limited to the following: (1) Atomic:
; testing, (2) LSD testing, (3) Agent Orange, (4), Anthrax vaccines, and (5), ;
i human rights abuses within the military's mental health system to silence.:
: and discredit servicemembers who report fraud, waste and abuse for the :
i good of the nation. Overall, it is estimated that hundreds of thousands if not ;
: millions of former military personnel, have been denied equal protection 1
: under the U.S. Constitution to protect their careers and liberty interests, due :
; to malicious "political decisions" of military/civilian leaders in the :
i Department ofDefense, in the wake of the "Feres" decision.
'
; Upon the completion of our Petition drive, its demands and signatures will ;
i be forwarded to the Congress and President of the United States for ;
: appropriate action.

----------_._-------------------------
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The .Nationwide Petition :Drive To.Reform/Repeal Thc:Fer~ Doctrine
SponsoRd by: Veterans Equal Rights Protection Advoc.

Join us in fighting for reforms and/or repeal of the "Feres Doctrine" by
signing our Petition, to prevent human/constitutional rights violations of
American citizens serving in the United States Armed Forces.

To sign your name under this petition, please fill out the following form
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By submitting this f-orm you express your support of this petition and give
your permission to publish on the electronic Ust of Signatures the
follOWing information you provided: a) your name, b) city, state and
country of your residence, c) link to your web site, and d) your
comment. If you do not want some of this information to be made
public, you should not provide it on this tonn.

i

Submit Signature

,
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Veterans Equal Rights Protection Advoc.
P.O Box 3213, Duluth, Minnesota 55803, USA
Phone: 218-728-0718
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13 MARCH 2001

Good morning Chairman Judge Cox and members of the Commission. I am
happy to join you and others this morning to address the issue of military justice

fifty years later after the codification of the Unifonn Code of Military Justice.

Mr. Chainllan, my name is Robert V. Brannum, I am president of The
Bloomingdale Fund, a 50 I (c)(3), community service organization. The mission of
the Fund originally was to promote and to support educational, religious and other
community service activities. However, in response to personal observations and
conversations with others in the military, the issue of military justice has become
an important issue. The Fund is pleased to join the efforts of the National Institute
for Military Justice as an advocate for a "fair, equitable, effective military justice
system."

My comments will address the broad issue of the unfairness and
unconstitutionality of UCMJ Nonjudicial Punishment proceedings. I:"fowever, I
must preface my remarks by strongly commending the National Institute for
Military Justice and the George Washington School of Law for bringing together
this Commission and opening it to the public for comment. Your actions are in
contrast to those of The Code Committee and The Joint Service on Military
Justice, which have not displayed any concrete openness for public participation in
its deliberations. Their meetings are not open to the public and they do not pennit
oral public comments.

I am certain there are many senior military officers and military commanders
around the world who would rather this Commission was not meeting and or that
the works of this Commission is limited in its circulation and impact. If there is
one commitment I make today is to pledge that at the end of the day I will continue
2

my efforts for military justice for all, without regard to the awful four-letter word
that begins with "R" - RANK as well as RACE.
Mr. Chainnan, members of the Commission, the time has come for military
justice to receive the same attention as a military quality oflife issue as pay,
housing, training," weapon system or other matters relating to the national defense.
America's military justice system has been corrupted by undue command influence
and an outdated, ifnot unwarranted view that a commander's judgment cannot be
second- guessed. You may ask the question, '"On what basis do I make this
statement?" Let me say respond this way, according to the Secretary of the Air
Force, the Air Force Inspector General and the Air Force Chief of Military Law,
that Air Force members do not have an explicit right to know the name their
accuser and may be mislead about the name of their accuser. This is now the
written Air Force policy regarding military justice.

Mr. Chainnan, members of the Commission, it is time that the members of
the United States Senate and the House of Representatives realize that America's
military justice system is flawed and portions, such as the Non Judicial Punishment
proceedings are, in my judgment applied unequally and unconstitutionally_ It is
time military command convening authorities realize that the Uniform Code of
Military Justice is not comprised into separate and unequal volumes to be applied
separately and unconstitutionally. It is time that military commanders end the
practice of issuing Article 15 without regard to truth, fairness and justice merely
because their personal ego has been offended. It is time that every military
commander and every military officer realized that ifhe or she spent as much time
fight for justice for all and challenged his officer kin-folk, publicly for their
of1enses against lower ranking members, there would be less injustice in the
military.
3

It is time our nation's civilian and military leaders understood that colonels
\'

1/

and generals do not display courage, character and integrity by making examples
of those at the bottom, while making deals with those at top of the military chain of
command. It is time we all recognized that higher pay and better housing may help
in" recruitment, but a stronger display of a fair military system ofjustice is what
will help retention.

Mr. Chairman it is intellectually dishonest and morally bankrupt for any
military commander to expect that those who serve in America's military should
be expected to sacrifice certain privileges of citizenship and their lives defending
freedom, democracy and justice for others, but not for themselves. It is the
supreme act of hypocrisy for any military commander or officer to order
subordinates into battles around the world in the name of democracy, only to
hijack it from him or her at home.

If it is wrong for the President of Bosnia to order others to commence the
execution of defenseless people, then it is equally wrong for the Commander of the
lih Air Force, Davis Monthan Air Force base, AZ to declare someone guilty
before trial and all the evidence has been presented. If it is wrong for China to
impose punishment on those who have not heen found guilty of any crime, then it
is equally wrong for the Commander of the 49 th Support Group, Holloman Air
Force Base, NM. If it is wrong for the leaders of Iraq, Cuba,
Korea to

su~ject

Ru~sia

and North

its people unlawful arrest and detainment, then it is equally wrong

for military commanders of the Air Combat Command, Langley Air Force Base,
VA, Seymour Johnson Air Force Base, NC, Holloman Air For Base, and other
military officers in the United States Air Force.

4

If the rule oflaw, respect for America's civilian and military justice systems,
and an unwavering commitment to the fundamental principle ofjustice are the
bedrock upon which this nation is founded, then when on behalf of the Secretary of
the Air Force, the Chief of the Air Force Military Justice Division asserts, as a
matter of UCMJ policy that the Air Force does not have a requirement to disclose
the name of the accuser to any defendant in nonjudicial punishment proceedings
under the Unifonn Code of Military Justice -- it must be condemned uniformly.

Mr. Chainllan, our elected and appointed officers who stand before the

American people and visit military instaJIations around the world professing
support for America's military, yet close their eyes and hardened their hearts to
military injustice are charlatans. Military Staff Judge Advocates who support or are
silent to undue command influence and military injustice and refuse to honor their
commitment to the law and to the principle ofjustice, dishonor not only Madison,
Jefferson, Washington and Lincoln, they dishonor the legacies oftbeir mothers and
their fathers. Senior military commanders who will offer a subordinate to the alter
of injustice to protect his or her ego, the status quo and ascension to power is
neither a faithful servant to his country or to his God. Groping for testosterone
should not be confused with defending the Testaments.

Mr. Chainnan, the challenge for this Commission is not to meet and to make
recommendations to improve the overall administration of the military justice
system. I submit the real challenges will come later when the Commission's
recommendations are faced with an entrenched military culture resistant to change
and that fight any modifications to its base of power. Even the various services
boards of military correction and review lack the authoritative ability to provide
true service-wide military justice. While correction boards may correct one

member's record, no correction is binding on any commander. In other-words, a
commander at base B may conduct the same offense toward service member B,
even after the correction board has over the wrongful acts of the commander at
base A against service member A.

TIle recommendations that are drawn from the discussions and statements
made today will be meaningless unless there is an admission by those who benefit
by maintaining the status quo that the system is flawed. Not only is it evident that
Chairman Hugh Shelton and Vice Chairman Richard Myers of the Joint Chiefs,
General Eric K. Shinseki, Anny Chief, General James. L. Jones, Commandant,
Marine Corps, General Michael E.Ryan, Air Force Chief, and Admiral Vern Clark,
Chief, Naval Operations have turned their backs toward military justice, but also
and appallingly so too have the traditional private military support organizations
who claim to fight for the men and women in uniform.

Is military justice not an important issue to the members of "The Military
Coalition?" Do organizations such as the Air Force Association, the Enlisted
Association of the National Guard of the United States, the National Guard
Association of the United States, the Marine Corps League, Reserve Officers
Association, Veterans of Foreign Wars, Air Force Sergeants Association,
Association of the United States Army, Navy League of the United States, and the
Retired Officers Association feel that there is not any military injustice? It is
ironic that the same military support organizations that back in November 2000
were sending letters to any Florida official they could find, holding press
conferences and appearing on friendly talk shows declaring the right of every
service member to have his or her vote counted are silent on the issue ofjustice for
everyone in the military. It is further ironic that those who campaigned on a
6

platfonn of a strong military and pledged to enhance the military quality of life for
those in the military and only in office for 53 days have decided that no one within
the Department of Defense has any time to meet and to discuss military justice.

In 1954 the United States Supreme Court ruled educational segregation in
the public school system to be unequal and unconstitutional. Yet, in 2001, for
many school systems the goal of equal education is still a struggle, just as in the
military the goal of military justice. The Supreme Court was able to change the
law; however, the Supreme Court was not able to change the hearts of those
resistant to the principles ofjustice and equality. Those who are silent to military
injustice, regardless of rank and position are just ali guilty as the person who
engages in military injustice. Sadly and similarly as in the Dred Scott decision, in
this new millennium and in today's military, there are many military commanders
who feel there are no rights that any commander is bound to respect. It is obvious
today our military leaders have failed in their responsibilities to defend justice
insofar our military personnel are concerned.

While extolling the virtues of character, integrity and honor in their public
statements, behind closed doors our leaders have undennined the principles of due
process, equal protection and fairness. Many cOJTlmanders and higher military
officials have conspired to manipulate the military justice system to the
disadvantage of the unsuspecting service member. Through deception and
concealment military commanders have abused their position to deny America's
military the kind ofjustice system they defend around the world.

What can we do? If, among us there is new found commitment to military
justice, then we can and we must resist. We must call and write to the members of
7

the Senate and House Anned Services committees. We must call and write to the
Secretary of the Defense and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff We must
let them know that military justice is an important issue and is critical to our
national defense. When the President names his nominees to be Secretary of the
Air Force and Army, as well as his selections for promotion to 1-4 star general, we
must let Senator Trent Lon, Senate Majority Leader, and Senator John Warner,
Chair of the Senate Anned Services Committee, that each must be questioned
about their commitment to military justice. Mr. Chairman, I find it odd that
Senators Lott and Warner arc able to the need and the importance to write to the
Secretary of Defense to express their concerns about all Army soldiers wearing
Black Berets, but they can't find the ink and paper to express any concern about
military justice.

We can also write letters to the editors and place advertisements in national
publications serving the military community (Air Force Times, Army Times, and
Navy Times). We should also contact the David Martins of CBS News, the Jamie
Mclntyres of CNN as well as the Army, Air Force, and Navy Times that military
justice is an important issue to inform the American people.

Mr. Chairman, we all come here today joined in one simple purpose - to
support justice for all in the military. The tight for military justice, as is the fight
for racial justice, will not be easy. Both adversaries and friends will tell us we can
win against an entrenched military culture opposed to change. But if I understand
the American system of government correctly, it is the people that govern the
military - not the other way around. If I understand the American system of
government right, it is the people who elect the members of the Congress to work
for us - not the other way around. We can no longer let our political and military
8

leaders remain silent to the issue of military justice. We must always fight for
what is right. And everyone in the Air Force, Anny, Marines Corps, Navy, and the
Coast Guard has a right to justice. Kalil Gibran wrote that mercy is to be given to
the guilty; justice is all an innocent man requires.

We must see to it that our military commanders don't forget it.
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Our new· .senior civilian and
military leaders must focus on
military justice as a national de
fense concern. Defense Secretary
Donald Rumsfeld should direct
each branch of service to conduct
a serious top-down review of the
military justice' system. Now is
the time that the issue of mili
tary justice receives as much at·
tention
the issues of military
pay, veterans' benefits, housing,
education, 'military readiness,
mobility requirements, recruit
ing and retention.
As the Supreme Court has indi
cated, those who serve in uni
fonn do not abrogate any of their
constitutional rights' to due
process, eq\l81 protection and jus
tice while. defending freedom and
democraCy for. ofh.ers. Military
commanders are not divine be
ings whose rulings. are apostolic
finalities'rA'subordinate's obedi
ence to any" higher military au
thoritydoell not give a comman
der the right'ito disregard his
protected rightS Under the Con
stitution and to ignore the princi
pals of justice and .fai~ess con
tained in the Uniform Code of
Military Justice.
1b attract the brightest and
maintain the best in the:military,
the:new defense secretary must
focus on the lack of a fair, equi
table and effective military jus
tice system. RUIll;8feld must ex-

as

See LmDIS next page

tend his intellectual outreach
past the traditional protected
few ~l\staining a system that
protects abusivl~ commanders
from accountability. The current
institutional structure will re
sist any change that provides
~reat('r d lie-process prott!ctions
to service members. Initiating
and introducin~ new policies
that will alter the wrongful be
havior of commanders will come
up against powerful resistance.
However, if the military is to
serve as a beacon of moral val
ues, pcrsonlll inte~rity ·:lnd
character, then those who com
mand cannot lead without
them.
Justice is a military quality
of-life and national defense
jSSU(~. Ignoring it is a threat to
national security.
.
Robert Y. Brannum
President, The Bloomingdnle Fund
Washington, D.C.

An open letter as • pUblic senrlc:e fD De,MI1ment of O.fen.. Sec:nmty
WIN'.", S. Cohen. AI, FOIf'A Secretary F. WhIaM Peten. AI, Fon» ChIef
01 Staff Ben--' 1I1dwe1 £ Ryan. HudqlMtfWS, AI, CoInbft
General John P. Jumper••nd other U. S. AI, Fon:e General 0ftIe:ers

c:omm.nd

Justice Is A Milituy Quality ofLife Issue
Sirs and General Officers, the U.S. Supreme Court
baa ruled, -.a.,r otirns i" ."i/irm NJ' Mt be nri....~uJcf
kg ridzu sj,,~.u M.Mle tho k4ft tIpffrJ their orti/M"
,lptbts. • In spice of that, some commanden, in prouaing
meiJ' sdf-mtercsa have ignored Air Force aemce mcmbcn'
Constitutional due proocss rigba and omer rigba under.the
armed forces Uniform Code of Miliary Justice.

Justia: as a miliary quality of life issue has bc:e:o
disregarded. not solely because some Air Force commi!...dcn
are blind to miliary injustices, but ramer out of far. Tber
fear aqy c:bange would challenge their saac:d and outdated
interprecation that a commander's judgment must DC¥U be
questioned. Particularly by lower r.anking peI'SOnnel.
..
A past study revealed many enlisted and junior
lime respect for their semor commandcn.
Many are viewed as too willing to run ovcr theirmothcn
with a bus to advance their military careen. Sadly. very few
commandcrs are willing to censure fellow commanders.
office~ hold

Ladies and Gendemcn. if you will not aa now to
defend and support basic Constitutional duc process rigba
for all ofAmerica's Air Force members, who will? If DOW is
not the time. when? The struggle for justice and freedom
ncver ends and it is not always easy. What will you do?
De JlkwwniyrWe Fuac4 I-.
P.

o. Btl« 9177.1- ..~ DC ~177.1
Em.JJ:~

December 25.2000
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Statement ofRobinson O. Everett
Before Cox Commission on Military Justice

Judge Cox and members of the Commission: I feel privileged to be allowed to discuss
with you today some possible changes in military justice. You have undertaken an important
study and at a crucial time. There have been no congressional hearings on military justice in the
recent past; and now that we are nearing the completion of fifty years since the Unifonn Code
took effect in May 1951, a review is in order. Moreover, in recent months there have been some
high visibility investigations and trials with military justice implications. Finally, some recent
changes made in military justice systems in several other countries provide significant
alternatives that should be considered for our own system. Hopefully, you will achieve some
significant results just as Senator Ervin did in the 1960's when his Subcommittee on
Constitutional Rights studied military justice - a study for which I served as a counsel and later
as a consultant..
In any event, I have some suggestions to make. The first is that a change be made in the
current UCMJ provisions whereunder in general and special courts-martial an accused either is
tried by the court martial members and, if convicted, sentenced by these members or else is tried
by the military judge and, if convicted, sentenced by the judge. The Uniform Code provides no
specific option for an accused to be tried by the members and, if convicted, to be sentenced then
by the judge.
I am not advocating now that in all cases sentencing be done by the military judge, but
only that the accused be provided the option to have his or her guilt determined by the members
and, if convicted, nonetheless choose to have any sentencing done by the judge. You may ask
me why not go further and have all sentences determined by the judge- as occurs in criminal
trials in federal district courts and in most state courts? Perhaps to some extent I am a
traditionalist in wishing to retain for an accused the opportunity to be sentenced by his comrades
if they have found him guilty, rather than to be sentenced by a judge who may be unfamiliar with
local conditions and may even come from another Armed Service. In any event, for the present
I would prefer giving the accused the choice I have suggested, rather than eliminating all
sentencing by court-martial members.
Some might argue that an accused already has an implicit right to waive sentencing by
the court-martial members or, at the least, that an accused may enter an agreement with the
Government - with the military judge's cC?nsent-for sentencing to be done by the judge, although
guilt has been determined by the court martial members. Even if this contention is accepted, it
would still be best to have this option clearly authorized by the Uniform Code.

What are the disadvantages of providing this option to an accused? Some may contend
that it will discourage an accused from electing to waive trial by court members in order to
assure sentencing will be done by a judge if the accused is convicted. I would reply that this is
an inadequate justification and that an accused who disputes his or her guilt should not be under
pressure to waive trial by court-martial members in order to obtain sentencing by a military
judge.
In connection with sentencing, I should note that when sentencing is done by a military
judge, I have no objection if the judge refers to the sentencing guidelines used in the federal
courts for analogous crimes, but I oppose the suggestion some have made that mandatory
sentencing guidelines should be used in courts-martial in order to provide predictability. In my
view such predictability would come at too high a price and I would prefer to continue the
present system which places reliance on the judgment and experience of court-martial members
and military judges.-with the additional safeguard that appropriateness of sentences is subject to
review by the Courts of Criminal Appeals.
Random selection of court-martial members has been recommended by some but was not
favored by a Department of Defense commission that recently made a report on the subject. To
some extent I share that commission's apparent concern about possible interference with niilitary
operations if court members are selected randomly. I suspect, however, that this ongoing
prospect of interference has been exaggerated. For the present I would suggest that random
selection be specifically authorized for use by a convening authority who chooses to do so
instead of using the criteria for selection set out in the Unifonn Code. Perhaps a convening
authority already has the power to use random selection; and I believe that random selection has
been used a few times on a test basis. However, if so, the convening authority's power should be
made more explicit. Let me also emphasize that I strongly favor decisions of the Court of
Appeals for the Armed Forces which discourage a convening authority from selecting court
members with a purpose to achieve a particular result - a practice which I believe was widespread
in earlier times.
In its consideration of petitions for review the Court of Military Appeals - now the Court
of Appeals for the Armed Forces-has been paternalistic in many ways. Frequently it has
considered issues not specifically raised by an accused or his counsel; and the doctrine of waiver
has not been vigorously applied with respect to errors unassigned by the defense counsel. Some
have criticized this practice; but I believe that it accords with Congressional intent and helps
maintain confidence in the fairness of the military justice system.
For many years the Court of Military Appeals - now Court of Appeals for the Armed
Forces - considered that Congress had assigned it a supervisory power and responsibility with
respect to the military justice system. Per~aps the pioneer opinion in that regard was rendered in
United States v. Bevilacqua. 18 USCMA 10,39 CMR 10 (1968). I took a similar view in Unger
v. Ziemniak,27 MJ. 349 (1989), which involved the court-martial of a female naval officer who

refused to provide a urine specimen for analysis. The accused was being tried by a special court
martial and therefore, if convicted, was not facing a sentence which would have made her case
eligible for appellate review by our Court. Lt. Unger petitioned our Court for an extraordinary
writ to prohibit her trial, and relying in part on the All Writs Act, 28 U.S.C. § 1651 (a), our Court
considered the petition but denied it on the merits.
Another case involving a petition for extraordinary relief arose when the members of the
Navy-Marine Corps Court of Military Review sought and obtained from the Court of Military
Appeals an extraordinary writ prohibiting the Secretary of Defense or his subordinates from
questioning these military appellate judges about their reasons for setting aside the homicide
convictions of Dr. Billig, a naval surgeon, several of whose patients had died at Bethesda Naval
Hospital. United States Navy-Marine Corns Court ofMilitarv Review v. Carlucci, 26 M.J. 328
(CMA 1988). See also Cooke v. Orser, 12 M.l 335 (CMA 1982); McPhail v. U.S., 1 M.J. 457,
460 (CMA 1976); U.S. v. Frischholz, 16 USCMA 150, 151-2,36 CMR 306, 307-8 ( 1966).
A recent decision by the Supreme Court in Clinton v. Goldsmith 119 S.Ct. 1538 (1999), has
created uncertainty as to the scope of the authority of the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces
in cases like this. Perhaps because I wrote the opinion reversed in the Goldsmith case, see 48
M.J. 84 (CMA 1998) I disagree with the result reached there; and I think that even under the
existing provisions of the Uniform Code of Military Justice, a strong argument can be made that
the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces had implicit authority to issue the writ that was
ultimately set aside. cfDames and Moore v. Regan, U.S. 453 U.S. 654 (1981) More important, I
would suggest that Congress should now explicitly confer upon that Court a broad supervisory
role as to military justice and provide it broad power to grant extraordinary relief as to any court
martial proceeding or Article 32 investigation. In California and some other states extraordinary
writs -such as writs of mandamus and writs of prohibition - are an important part of the judicial
review process. I would recommend that the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces be granted
similar powers to those exercised by appellate courts in those states.
Admittedly, conferring explicit supervisory responsibility over military justice would
increase the Court's workload. However, my examination of the current workload-as reflected in
the attachment hereto - indicates to me that this increase would not result in an undue burden on
the Court.
I have two other proposals related to the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces. First, I
would recommend that centralized judicial review be provided as to military administrative
action and that such review be channeled through the Correction Boards directly to the Court of
Appeals for the Armed Forces. My analogy would be to the procedure for review of personnel
action involving federal employees, whereunder a Board conducts initial review and appeal is
directly to the Federal Circuit.
Currently there is often great confusion as to the proper procedure to be employed by a
servicemember who believes he or she has been wronged by military administrative actions
concerning such matters as promotion, separation, and characterization of a discharge. As was
recently acknowledged by a DOD Commission established at the direction of Congress, currently

there is confusion as to the proper forum, exhaustion of remedies, and other matters relating to
such claims. In my view centralized review of such claims would be fairer and more expeditious
- especially if the centralized review included discretionary judicial review by the Court of
Appeals for the Anned Forces. The expertise of that Court as to matters affecting
servicemembers and the experience of its judges and staff would facilitate fair and quick
consideration of errors in military administrative actions affecting servicemembers. Although
the workload of the Court would be increased, I believe that this increase could also be
accommodated.
Finally, to resurrect a proposal that goes back to a time even preceding enactment of the Unifonn
Code, I would urge that the judges of the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces be granted
Article III status - i.e., life tenure. Since the judges' pay during active service already is
equivalent to that of Federal Circuit Court judges, no extra cost would result in that regard; but
the judges would not face the current uncertainty as to reappointment. Moreover, if given Article
III status, the judges would participate in the Judicial Conference and be brought more fully into
the federal judicial mainstream.
Those then are a few suggestions that I hope will be of some value. Let me close by reiterating
my appreciation of the important service this commission is rendering and of the opportunity to
appear before you.

Attachment To Everett Statement
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FOR THE ARMED FORCES
45D E Street, Northwest
Washington, DC 20442-0001
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William A. DeCicco
Clerk

TEL: (202) 761.5210
FAX: (202) 761·7004

March 7, 2001
BY FAX
MEMORANDUM FOR SENIOR JUDGE EVERETT
Dear Senior Judge Everett,
Judge Sullivan asked me to forward statistics to you regarding
the number of oral arguments and opinions issued by the Court for
the past 15 years. The following is provided:
Fiscal Year
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
1989
1988
1987
1986
1985

Oral Arguments

Opinions Issued

81 (completed &
scheduled)
113
116
131
115
116
112
144
122
124
112
100
89
86
112
82
102

9 (to date)
110
123
129
113
118
111,
144
129
129
125
105
120
130
134
105
76

I hope this is information is responsive to your inquiry.
Bar
graphs of the above can be found at 50 MJ'XCI-XCII and 53 MJ CXI
CXII.
Sincerely,

';&4;a~

William A. DeCicco
Clerk of Court

Comments Submitted By Servicemembers Legal Defense Network
to the Cox Commission on the 50th Anniversary of
the Uniform Code of Military Justice

1.

Introduction and Summary
Servicemembers Legal Defense Network (SLDN) respectfully submits the following

comments urging the Cox Commission to recommend repeal of Article 125 of the Unifonn Code
of Military Justice, 10 U.S.c. §925, criminalizing consensual sodomy (oral and anal sex)
between adults. The comments specifically address the following Topics for Consideration
posed by the Commission:
I.

Need for Congressional Review
B.

IV.

Do[es any or all of the] following indicate a need for revisiting the
Code?
12.
Evolving international human rights standards
16.
Evolving standards of privacy/sexuality

Crimes and Offenses
C.

Should Congress enact a modem criminal sexual misconduct
statute similar to the Model Penal Code and repeal the current
statutes on rape and sodomy?

K.

Should consensual sodomy be decriminalized?

The Commission should recommend decriminalization of Article 125 because it
undermines good order, discipline and morale in our armed services. Article 125 disrupts unit
cohesion by prohibiting sexual conduct engaged in by the majority of service members and
because it is selectively enforced against service members. 'Our military commanders should not
devote scarce military resources to policing the bedrooms of those who defend our country.

Article 125 is a throwback to English common law that has long since been abandoned by the
militaries of the original NATO countries, including Great Britain on whose law ours relies.
Repeal of Article 125 in no way impedes our military from punishing sexual misconduct
under other Articles, including assault, harassment, or sexual conduct committed under
aggravating circumstances. Assault, harassment, rape, and sex in the barracks clearly disrupt the
unit and should be prohibited. Consensual adult conduct done in private, however, should not be
proscribed. Indeed, repealing an archaic law out of step with evolving standards of international
human rights, privacy and sexuality will legitimize the UCMJ as a continued source of fair and
appropriate law governing our armed forces.
Servicemembers Legal Defense Network, founded in 1993, is a legal aid and watch dog
organization for those harmed by "Don't Ask, Don't Tell, Don't Pursue, Don't Harass," 10
U.S.c. §624. SLDN has directly assisted 2600 service members since 1993 1 who have faced
harassment, investigation, and discharge under the policy, often times in direct violation of the
investigative limits contained in current law. 2 SLDN has also assisted service members who
have been criminally prosecuted or threatened with criminal prosecution for consensual sexual
conduct, including sodomy.3 SLDN's experience in matters of military justice leads us. to.
conclude that the Cox Commission should recommend to Congress the repeal of Article 125.

I SLDN successfully pressed for accountability for the murder ofPFC Barry Winchell. See G.1. Who Killed Gay is
Sentenced to Life, N.Y. Times, Dec. 10, 1999. SLDN also successfully litigated the attempted discharge of Master
Chief Petty Officer Timothy McVeigh who allegedly held an anonymous America Online account containing a
profile with the word "gay" in it. See Elaine Herscher, Navy Barredfrom Booting Sailor It Says is Gay, S.F. ebron.,
Jan. 27,1998, at A3.
2 See STACEY L. SOBEL ET AL., CONDUCT UNBECOMING: THE SEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT ON "DON'T ASK, DON'T
TELL, DON'T PURSUE, DON'T HARASS," "Executive Summary," 1-7 (2001).
3 See C. DIXON OSBURN, ET AL., CONDUCT UNBECOMING: THE THIRD ANNUAL REPORT ON "DON'T ASK, DoN"T
TELL, DON'T PURSUE, DON'T HARASS," p.13 (1997).

2

II.

Article 125 Prohibits Conduct Engaged in by the Majority of Service Members

A.

Article 125 Definition a/Sodomy

Article 125 prohibits conduct engaged in by the majority of service members. "While
sodomy, including oral sex, is not the same thing as heterosexuality, the vast majority of
heterosexuals engage in sodomy as defined in Article 125 4 and the Manual for Courts-Martial. 5
Article 125 prohibits both same gender and opposite gender oral and anal sex, regardless of
whether activity is in private, between consenting adults, or even between husband and wife. 6
The penalties under Article 125 are severe. Consensual sodomy is punishable by
"[d]ishonorable discharge, forfeiture of all pay and allowances, and confinement for 5 years.,,7
This is equivalent to the punishment for such serious offenses as arson of a value of more than
$100 and housebreaking. 8 The punishment for sodomy is more severe than the punishment for
negligent homicide, extortion, assault upon a child under 16 years, and aggravated assault with a
means other than a loaded firearm. 9

4

Article 125 provides:
(a) Any person subject to this chapter who engages in unnatural carnal
copulation with another person of the same or opposite sex or with an animal is
guilty of sodomy. Penetration, however slight, is sufficient to complete the
offense.
(b) Any person found guilty of sodomy shall be punished as a court-martial may
direct.

10 U.S.C. § 925
Manual for Courts- Martial, United States, Pt. IV, ~51e(2) at IV-76 (1995 ed.).
6 See. United States v. Scoby, 5 M.J. 160 (C.M.A. 1978); United States v. Harris, 8 M.J. 52 (C.M.A. 1979).
7 Manual for Courts-Martial, United States, Pt. IV, ~51 e(4), at IV-79 (2000 ed.).
8 [d. at ~52e(2)(a), at IV-80; id. at ~56e, at IV-88.
9 !d. at ~85e, at IV-110 ; id. at ~53e, at IV-81; id. at ~54e(7), (8), at IV-85.
5
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B.

Article 125 Conduct is Engaged in by a Majority ofService Members

The sexual acts proscribed by Article 125 are normal, healthy sexual activities regularly
engaged in by most service members. According to the RAND Institute, one of the most
preeminent military research institutes, the vast majority .of American men and women engage in
oral sex. 1O A significant number also engage in anal sex. II According to RAND, it is reasonable
to assume that the majority of military personnel, both married and unmarried, engage in
sodomy. 12

C.

Article 125 Undermines Good Order, Discipline and Morale Because the Law Is
Inconsistent with Practice

Military laws that are not consistent with military practice undermine good order,
discipline and morale. There is a wide gulf between what Article 125 prohibits and what service
members actually do. The tension between law and practice delegitimizes the law.

D.

Article 125 Undermines Good Order, Discipline and Morale By Forcing Service
Members To Lie

Article 125 also undermines good order, discipline and morale by forcing service
members to hide, lie, evade and dissemble about their sexual conduct.

13

Service honor codes

10 Sexual Orientation and U.S. Military Personnel Policy: Options and Assessments, RAND pp. 56 (1993); Evan
Wolfson and Robert S. Mower, When The Police Are In Our Bedrooms, Shouldn't the Courts Go In After Them?:
An Update on The Fight Against "Sodomy" Laws, 21 Fordham Urb. L.J.997, 1029 (1994). See also Robert
Mitchell et aI., Sex in America 139-141 (1994).
II Sexual Orientation and U.S. Military Personnel Policy: Options and Assessments, RAND pp. at 60-61
(1993)(Approximately 20% of men engage in anal sex).
12/d. at 58
13 See Diane H. Mazur, Sex and Lies: Rules ofEthics, Rules ofEvidence, and Our Conflicted Views on the
Significance ofHonesty, 14 NO J.L. Ethic & Pub Pol'y 679, 688-690 (2000).
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stress the importance of honor, integrity and candor.

14

It makes a mockery ofinstiIling honesty

and integrity when most service members frequently commit what the UCMJ views as a serious
offense subject to severe punishment. Service members receive the message that honesty and
integrity are selective virtues - that hypocrisy is sometimes acceptable. Retaining the sodomy
offense strongly contradicts and negates the armed services reliance on honesty and integrity.

III.

Selective Enforcement Undermines the Legitimacy of the UCMJ
Since the vast majority of service members are engaging in sexual acts prohibited by

Article 125, there is little room to dispute that the provision is selectively enforced. Indeed, the
military has conceded that Article 125 is selectively enforced. IS
Selective enforcement leads to abuse of the provision. It is too easy for a jilted lover or
an angry roommate to bring allegations of sodomy and end the career of a service member for
engaging in consensual sexual activity. 16 Commanders too may abuse Article 125 by forcing
service members to resign, not re-enlist, or face administrative discharge in lieu'of criminal
charges for consensual sexual conduct. Article 125 becomes the Damocles sword hanging over
every service member's head if they cross someone.
Permitting some service members to violate Article 125 and punishing others runs
counter to basic concepts of military functioning. Rules in the military are not discretionary. It
is vital to good order and discipline in the armed services that lawful rules and orders be
followed without question and without exception. 17 Article 125, however, is a rule that is not

14 Anny: "Integrity: Do What's Right, Legally and Morally" at www.anny.miI/95div/values/army_values.htm; Air
Force: "Integrity First" at www.af.mil/lib/policy/letters/pI97-03.htm; Navy: "Honor: Be honest and truthful in our
dealings with each other" at www.chinfo.navy.mil/navpalib/traditions/html/corvalu.html.
IS See generally Hatheway v. Secretary oJtlle Army, 641 F.2d 1376 (1981) cert. den. 454 U.S. 864 (1981).
16 See U.S. v. Fagg, supra; U.s. v. Hall, supra.
17 See 10 U.S.C.§888-892.
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followed and that is not universally enforced. This selective enforcement delegitimazes Article
125 and with it the UCMJ.

IV.

Sexual Mores Have Changed Making Article 125 Obsolete
The beliefs about sexuality that lead to the prohibition against consensual sodomy have

long since been abandoned. As discussed above, most people engage in acts prohibited by
Article 125 and consider them normal, sexual activity. The historical underpinnings of Article
125 h.ave also eroded, rendering the law irrelevant today.
In 1775, the Continental Congress adopted, without much analysis, the British Articles of
War totidem verbis to guide our nascent Army and Navy.18 The British Articles of War
incorporated by use and custom British common law which included the felonies of murder,
suicide, manslaughter, burglary, arson, robbery, larceny, rape, sodomy and mayhem. '9 The
United States armed forces did not explicitly criminalize sodomy until it adopted the Articles of
War in the 1920's. In the 1920's, the Articles of War began to expressly lisnhe common law
felonies. 2o The armed forces made no findings regarding sodomy, but simply adopted the earlier
reliance on British common law and custom.

Valle, J, Rocks and Shoals. Order and Discipline in the Old Navy 1800-1861, p 40-41.
LaFave and Scott, Criminal Law, Page 59, Section 9 (West, 1972); Winthrop, William,_Mi/itary LaU" and
Precedents, 2nd edition, 1886, 671-672
20 The 1928 Anny Manual for Courts Martial, in the Articles of War lists the chargeable offenses under Article 93 :
18
19

Any persons subject to military law who commit manslaughter,
mayhem, arson, burglary, housebreaking, robbery, larceny,
embezzlement, perjury, forgery, sodomy, assault with intent to
commit any felony, assault with intent to do bodily hanri with
a dangerous weapon, instrument or other thing, or assault with
intent to do bodily harm, shall be punished as court martial
may direct.

6

In adopting the UCMJ, 50 years ago, Congress also made no findings regarding the need
to eliminate privately performed consensual sexual acts. 21 Once again, the drafters of the UCMJ
were simply attempting to make the punitive articles of the military codes uniform and reflective
of current law. The drafters looked to current military law and the laws of Maryland and the
District ofColombia. 22 Indeed, express reference was made to the D.C. Code and some of the
language of the D.C. Code section prohibiting sodomy was used in Article 125. 23 In 1949, when
Article 125 was drafted and proposed, Maryland and D.C. had prohibitions against sodomy, as
did all 50 states.
Times have changed. Today, 34 states, including significantly Maryland and D.C., have
gotten rid of the prohibitions against sodomy. Only 16 states continue to have prohibitions
against sodomy - with challenges to the prohibition in 2 of those states. 24 Most of the original
NATO countries no longer have prohibitions against sodomy, including the United Kingdom, a
key source of the original prohibition against sodomy in the armed forces. 25 The Model Penal
Code too has-disapproved the regulation of consensual sex between adults, including acts
currently prohibited by Article 125. 26

Scoby, 5 M.J. at 165.
Harris. 8 M.J. at 58.
23Id.
24 Lambda Legal Defense and Education Fund, State by State Sodomy Law Update, (2000)(at http://
lambdalegal.org/cgi-bin/pages/documents/record?record=275). Four States have sodomy provisions that address
only same gendered partners: Arkansas, Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas (a Texas Court of Appeals overturned the
Sodomy Law in 2000, that case is being appealed). Twelve States have provisions that address same and cross
gendered partners: Alabama, Arizona, Florida, Idaho, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Mississippi, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Utah and Virginia.
25 See International Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Commission. Sodomy Fact Sheet: A Global Overview:
Criminalization and Decriminalization ofHomosexual Acts, (1999)(at www.iglhrc.org); Aaron Belkin and R. L.
Evans, The Effects ofIncluding Gay and Lesbian Soldiers in the British Armed Forces: Appraising the Evidence, pg
9 (Nov. 2000) (unpublished manuscript on file with the Center for the Study of Sexual Minorities in the Military,
University of Califomia at Santa Barbara and www.gaymilitary.ucsb.edu).
26 See II Model Penal Code § 213.2 at 357 et seq. (1980 Revised Comments).
21

22
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As one military court opined 27 :
Perhaps the time has come to change Article 125, perhaps not. But this
court is not in the position to answer Justice Holmes's eloquent and oft
quoted plaint: • It is revolting to have no better reason for a rule of law
than that so it was laid down in the time of Henry IV. It is still more
revolting if the grounds laid down have vanished long since, and the rule
simply persists from the blind imitation of the past." Holmes, The Path of
the Law, 10 HarV. L. Rev. 457, 469 (1897) ...As the Court of Military
Appeals and we have said in circumstances similar to these, such decisions
are for Congress, not this court. [citations omitted]28
It is time for Congress to review the prohibition against sodomy. It is time now for this old
chestnut within the UCMJ to go the way of flogging and rum rations and be removed.

V.

Conclusion
There is no legitimate military purpose for regulating consensual private sexual behavior.

The military's mission requires the maintenance of good order and discipline. Prohibiting
consensual, private, non-commercial sexual acts between adults does not serve this purpose. The
military does have a legitimate interest in prohibiting sexual acts that do effect good order and
discipline, such as assault, sexual harassment and sexual conduct committed under aggravating
circumstances. Article 125's prohibitions are overly broad to achieve this purpose. In light of
the significant problems of selective enforcement created by Article 125, the fact that the sexual
acts prohibited by Article 125 are normal, healthy behaviors engaged in by most service

n United States v. Hall, 34 M.J. 695 (A.C.M.R. 1991) The court upheld the conviction of a male officer for sodomy
with a woman. The key factual question before both military judge and the appellate body was whether the video
tape used as evidence against the army officer depicted him engaging in vaginal intercourse by means of rear entry
or anal intercourse.
28 !d. at 704. See also United Stales v. Henderson, 34 M.J. 174 (C.M.A 1992)(The court found that a service
member could be convicted of an Article 125 offense for engaging in private, noncommercial, consensual
heterosexual fellatio. The court, in noting it did not have the authority to strike down Article 125, also noted that
"[t]he Legislative Branch is free to modify its statute ifit chooses, and the Executive could limit prosecution.");
United Stales v. Fagg, 34. MJ. 179 (C.M.A. 1992)(The court upheld the Article 125 conviction of an airman for
consensual, private, noncommercial, adult oral sex noting "we may sympathize with the accused regarding th~
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members and the fact that most of the States and NATO countries have repealed sodomy
provisions, it is clear that the time has come to repeal the UCMJ's prohibition of consensual
sodomy.

Respectfully submitted,
Servicemembers Legal Defense Network
PO Box 65301 - Washington DC 20035-5301
202.328.3244 - fax 202.797.1635
sldn@sldn.org - http://www.sldn.org

Bridget Wilson
Rosenstein, Wilson & Dean
1901 First Ave., Suite 300
San Diego, CA 92101
(619)232-8377-(619)238-8376
bjwlaw@aoI.com

particular conviction for what was unquestionable consensual conduct. Nevertheless, we detect no indication from
the Supreme Court which permits us to override the intent of Congress.")
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Citizens Against Military Injustice

C.A.M.L
308 161st. SW #A
Lynnwood, Wa.
98037-6611

"injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere. We are caught in
an inescapable network ofmutuality, tied in a single garment ofdestiny.
Whatever afficts one directly, afficts all indirectly. ..
-Marting Luther King. Jr.
Letterfrom the Birmingham Jail

CAMI was established as a non-profit organization in May of2000 and founded by Glenda Ewing of Washing
ton State. CAMI's mission is to provide pertinent information, resources, help and support to all military per
sonnel who have been or about to be charged with a crime under the Military System of Justice and further, to
assist inmates, loved ones and family members whose lives have been affected by the justice system of the
United States Military.
•

AMI is supported by friends, family members concerned citizens, professional and non-professional alike, and
who are in agreement to the individual rights of every citizen ofthe United States under the XIV Amendment of
the Constitution, regardless of military involvement, and believe that each citizen should and indeed must, be
entitled to a fair and unbiased trial by his peers according to rank and which would include the proper defense
by a qualified and experienced trial attorney without fear of retaliation or loss of rank.

In remembering the Military Justice Act of 1968, signed by President Lyndon B. Johnson, he stated and we

quote ''the man who dons the uniform of this country today, does not discard tbe right to fair treatment

under law". In recent years, the meaning behind this statement seems to have been overlooked or set aside and
the progress of reformed court-martial has sunk to an all time low.
Our goals are to remove any undue command influence from the Commanding Officer in the quest for truth,

carni98037@Yahoo.com

and to bring accountability to the Criminal Investigative Division and in addition, to provide service men!
women with a better trained and unbiased Inspector General, especially in the area oflaw. To have separa
tion between the prosecution and defense teams so as not to be influenced in the pursuit ofjustice or by the
real or implied threat of retaliation by loss ofrank.

CAMI joins with the United States Council of Veteran Affairs (USCOVA .org) and Military Corruption.
com in applauding this commission for undertaking the solemn and awesome responsibility ofthoroughly
examining the UeMJ and initiating the change that will finally bring the code and the military justice sys
tem into the 21 century. After a fifty-year history, the time for change is now.
In the presentation to follow, I will cite comments from citizens ofthis country directly affected by the mili
tary justice system and list the highlights oftheir stories of indignation. In doing so, I believe we can affirm
with an resounding YES to answer the first ofthe commissions questions on whether there is a need for a
congressional review of the military justice system and in fact, a complete overhaul.

Mission Statement
To provide pertinent infonnation, resources, help and support to all military personal who
have been charged or are about to charged with a crime under the Military System of
Justice. To assist and provide infonnation to inmates, loved ones and:family members
whose lives have been affected by the Justice System of the United States Military

Who We Are-What We Believe In
We are friends, family members and concerned citizens, professional and
non-professional alike who are in agreement to the individual rights of every
citizen ofthe United States regardless of military involvement and believe
that each individual should and indeed must be entitled to a fair and unbiased
trial by his peers according to rank and which would include the proper
defense by a qualified and experienced trial attorney without fear of
retaliation or loss ofrank. We are loyal and patriotic citizens who do not
wish to diminish the importance of or the integrity of the Anned Forces of
the united States.

1.

We believe that every member ofthe military has the right, as a

citizen ofthe United States ofAmerica, to a fair and impartial trial by a 12
member jury oftheir peers (according to rank).

2.

We believe that the accused has the right and the military has the

obligation to provide an experienced and qualified legal defense team
without the undue influence ofthe commanding officer.

3.

We believe the accused has the right to a defense team not regulated

or influenced by the senior rank ofthe prosecution and as such should be a
separate entity.

4.

We believe that the practice of Court-Martial is unconstitutional

under it's present guidelines.

5.

We believe that every member ofthe military is innocent until proven

guilty by a fair and impartial military justice system.

Our Goal

1.

Through the portal of our website, to attract the attention ofthe media

and all concerned citizens in a combined effort

to bring about sweeping

change to the current system ofmilitary justice.

2.

To remove undue influence from commanding officers in the pursuit

of finding truth.

3.

To bring accountability to the Criminal Investigative Division (C.I.D.)

and in addition, to provide service members with a better trained and

unbiased Inspector General, especially in the area ofLaw, to serve all levels
oftroops.
4.

To separate the prosecution and the defense teams so as not to be

influenced in the pursuit ofjustice or by the implied

threat of retaliation

by loss of rank.

5.

To create a system ofjustice the protects the rights ofthe accused as

well as those ofthe victim.

6.
guilty.

To affinn the right ofevery invidual that one is innocent until proven
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My name is Glenda Ewing, and I come before you today with the privilege of giving a
voice to countless Americans who have none. The name ofmy organization is CAM!,
Citizens Against Military Injustice. Born out of grief: fueled by anger, watered with tears,
and sustained by passion. Each day, stories of abuse by the system, destroyed and
financially devastated families, heartbreak and loss of family life pour into our site over
the Internet. I am today, not without the dream that with the help of other organizations
such as Military Corruption and The United States Council of Veteran Affairs, committed
to truth and justice that change in the UCMJ will be affected. Our country was founded
on the principals ofjustice and equality under the law. What we are seeing today is quite
a different reality.

The bible says, that if we have faith as a mustard seed, we have the power within us to
move mountains. The justice system ofthe United States Military is my mountain,
gentlemen, and I am here today with one purpose and that is to move you.

Our country is hopelessly divided, angered beyond reason and quickly becoming
immune to the stories that unfold in our daily newspapers and the media. Even more so,
with the Internet, as story after story of injustice in our military system and government
surfaces from the highest levels of authority.

Military justice for the majority is prefabricated according to the wishes ofthe local
Commander, and the ''trial'' is tantamount to a verdict of guilty. How could any trial be
considered fair, when the Convening Authority by right, oftitle is given the power to
select the judge, the attorneys and the jury members. It may go unsaid, but the mentality

is that if the Convening Authority, sees fit to bring about a court-martial, the accused, can
be assumed to be guilty.

These are the conditions under which countless Americans are subjected to each
year.

Is Military Law On A Different Scale?
A system that often marches to its own drummer

In an article published in the San Diego Union Tribune on March 14, 1993 just 3 days
before a 20 year old Lcpl. was to be sentenced in the:first capital murder case at Camp
Pendleton in 27 years, David Schlueter, a former Army lawyer who was then a professor
at St Mary's University School ofLaw in San Antonio, Texas, was quoted as saying "I

do believe that on the whole, the system is DESIGNED to be fair. It would be a
mistake to take an incident or a group of incidents out of thousands and thousands
of cases tried and say the system is not fair."
More to the point, Camp Pendleton's Col. Mark Haiman, Marine Corp senior circuit
judge and appointed to hear the landmark case, states: "To anyone who says our system

is a railroad, I'll spit in their eye because it's just not true." Critics however, are not
deterred by the insistence ofmilitary officials.
Says Robert Rivkin, a former Army lawyer who is now in private military practice, "I

find the system to be incorrigibly corrupt." He goes on with others to say that hundred
of convictions have been reversed on appeal because of unlawful command influence and
they argue that they can find no case of a commanding officer who, in tum, has

suffered prosecution for the act.
What it says to others and me is that for the military, there are two distinct sets oflaw.
You're either in a category that is above it or beneath it. What does that do to the

families of these men and women? It destroys them. It shatters their lives. It depletes
their life savings, it forces wives and children into the streets and onto the welfare rolls, it
causes a bitterness deep within the soul ofhumanity that feels powerless against the
mighty forces within our military system that seek to destroy the very roots of the
constitution on which this country was founded. There seems to be no end to the lies and
deception that we, as American citizens are asked to swallow as a bitter pill everyday of
our lives. When will it end? Who will have the courage to. stand up against these mighty

powers that appear to have no oversight and say ENOUGH! Abraham Lincoln bad a
dream to free the slaves. John F. Kennedy bad a dream for justice. Martin Luther King
bad a dream to bring equality to this country. Although a bullet brought these men down
and a country to it's knees, the dream will not be stopped. Military Corruption, USCOVA
and CAM! all have a dream. Our dream is for the injustice in our military system to stop
and the rights and lives ofmen and women to be restored. We ask that a Government that
asks the ultimate from it's citizens in the taking oftheir youngest and brightest young
people, to fight for this country on foreign shores, will at the very least protect them and
afford them the best possible defense as is the right of every American citizen. Ifthe
military cannot or will not provide well-trained and experienced counse~ then they have
NO business in the business of court-martial. Innocent until PROVEN guilty by an
impartial judge, and jury whose only goal is to seek out the truth without fear of
retaliation, loss ofrank: or undue command influence.

FOR THE ACCUSED there is no
1. Bail
2. No trial by peers
3. No guarantee of an impartial judge or jury
4. No guarantee of an experienced defense attorney

Command Influence
Definition of:

Unlawful command in:t1uence has been called "the mortal enemy of
Military justice" and it i9 =ertainly the scourge of a system that requires
Commander involvemtnt at all levels and in every disciplinary action that
can be taken against a soldier.

It is defined as the unlawful assertion of authority that interferes
with the fair and just administration of military justice under the UCMJ.
Article 37, UCMJ, was written into the Uniform Code of Military Justice
to ensure that commanders did not unlawfully influence the disposition
of charges or otherwise poison the justice process. It acknowledges
that commanders do have a wide range of authority in the military justice
arena but requires that they act with discretion and independence when
enforcing good order and discipline.

Most of all in this area:
Commanders must remember that they are judicial authorities and that some of the
judgments and practices on which they rely in the operational setting
are inappropriate or counter-productive to the fair administration of
Justice under the UCMJ.
There are three populations that commanders should keep in mind when considering
whether their conduct has the potential to unlawfully influence the judicial process:
subordinate commanders, court-martial panel members, and potential witnesses.
Subordinate conunanders are required to make independent recommendations regarding
the disposition of cases or to make the decisions to dispose of them at their levels, as the
Manual for Courts-Martial requires that all cases be disposed of at the lowest appropriate
level.

EXAMPLES:

Subordinates were complaining about the way a superior officer had handled a certain
matter. Later it was found that a junior officer was sitting in the courtroom relaying all
testimony to the conunander. ALL who testified said they were NOT inhibited in their
testimony. WHO ARE WE TRYING TO KID?

In another case, a general wrote a scathing letter about DWI's on post, saying "there will
be NO second chances". Naturally, EVERY commander said they did not take that as
pressuring them to take a certain action on DWI's. AGAIN, WHO ARE THEY

KIDDING?

Article 37 of the Code of Military Justice
UNLAWFULLY INFLUENCING ACTION OF COURT

No authority convening a general, special, or summary court-martial, nor any other
commanding officer, may censure, reprimand, or admonish the court or any member,
military judge, or counsel thereof, with respect to the findings or sentence adjudged
by the court, or with respect to any other exercises of its or his functions in the
conduct of the proceedings. No person subject to this chapter may attempt to coerce
or, by any unauthorized means, influence the action ofa court-martial or any other
military tnbunal or any member thereof, in reaching the findings or sentence in any
case, or the action of any convening, approving, or reviewing authority with respect
to his judicial acts.

We would suggest that in serious crimes, the accused be completely removed from all
possibilities of the assumption of comniand influence by implementing a separate and
distinct criminal justice system. Point of view being that the convening authority that
refers charges for court-martial, also hand picks the judge, panel members, defense and
prosecution How-can anyone even suggest -thatfairness and impartiality will be imparted

to the accused?

In a speech to the Judge advocates General's School in 1991, David Schlueter suggested
that a commander's influence in picking potential jury members at the very least looks

bad.

Real life examples of command influence alive, well and
flourishing in America today:
(See attached documents to be submitted for the record)

1. VICTIM: Died March 2, 1988 while forced to participate in sea rescue training at
the Naval Air Station in Pensacola, Florida.

2. VICTIM: sentenced to 6 months for taking medication prescnbed by her dentist
by a military justice system that allows authorities to play accuser,judge and jury.
(Article by Jack Anderson and Michael Binstein, appeared in the Washington Post
on April 14, 1994)

3. VICTIM: Arrested by civilian authorities offbase after an accusation of rape by a
female soldier. After sworn testimony and absence of evidence from a rape kit
test, the case was thrown out. The commander aggressively pursued the matter
and the accused was brought to a court-martial where he was found guilty of rape.

4. VICTIM: Looking at the: loss of a military career and deserved pension over a
love affair gone bad, she eventually took her own life after the military drug her
personal life out for all the world to see and labeled her "dishonorable" even
though she told the truth.

5. VICTIM: While assigned as a battalion logistics officer in Germany, he
investigated the loss of combat equipment. Upon finding evidence ofmassive

theft that affected combat readiness, he was forced to go over the head ofhis
superior to report his findings. He was relieved ofhis duties, reassigned, given a
poor evaluation and threatened with court-martial.

6. VICTIl\1: with a twenty-year stellar record, convicted of rape with no physical,
witness or evidentiary testimony. Wile and daughters are labeled "victim
witnesses" and unable to have contact with him.

7. VICTIl\1: Accused ofrape while stationed in Bahrain and sentenced to 9 years at
Fort Leavenworth. Accuser had regular sex with several individuals including a
married Navy man, fearful of charges of adultery with the woman, he denied the
relationship and together they accused.

8. VICTIM: Began serving a 3D-year prison term for the rape and stabbing ofa
woman near Quantico. A shocking miscarriage ofjustice that pinned the black
marine with the crime. Court-martialed and convicted, Scott maintained his
innocence but his pleas went unanswered until a civil rights activist, Lori Jackson
(now deceased) together with Scott's attorney, went to war against-the US Marine
Corp to acquit the man who was railroaded by a racist military system

9. VICTIM: Accused by an AWOL marine who was granted immunity, and later
convicted on pre-meditated murder and conspiracy and sentenced to life
imprisonment at Fort Leavenworth, Ks. Eyewitness testimony of eleven marines
were called "Elvis Sightings" by the prosecution.

1 D.John M ullahy; A classic example of how the military's judicial system is
manipulated by officers with personal vendettas.

11.Walter Fitzpatrick ill, former Lt. Commander of the USS Man; falsely
accused and convicted ofmisappropriation offunds after receiving approval to send

staff members to the commanders funeral in Greece who had been assassinated while
touring there. With evidence in hand to send TOP military officials to prison, he is
still fighting the system to have his name cleared after ten long years.

Nine years ago this May, my family and I were living what most would call a normal life.
We worked hard, we paid our taxes, and we were living in our new home. We anxiously
awaited the homecoming our youngest son, a proud Marine who was on his way home to
be married. In my worst nightmare I could not begin to know the terror that filled my life
that warm day in May when he was arrested and falsely accused of the murder ofa fellow
Marine. Little did I know then that the nightmare, which began with the accusation of an
AWOL Marine, would eventually propel me into attempting to find an explanation for
the injustice and the horror ofwitnessing a military court-martial where the life ofmy son
hung in the balance ofa capital conviction?

Known Facts

•

11 eye witness marines immediately came forward with their statements

•

45 minutes of unaccounted for time

•

44 minutes of driving time alone

•

42 items taken from car and sent to the U.S. Army crime lab.

•

No signs ofblood found on clothes or in the car

•

No weapon found

•

A commanding officer who stated that EVERYONE on base KNEW he was

guilty
•

A-government witness who gave false credentials and, who was denounced by his
superiors, as a liar for hire, yet was paid $25000 for his testimony.

•

5 accusers known to each other chose to say nothing until the body was
discovered. Two did not come forward until 4 months later

•

Levis that were found to be void ofblood and unwashed upon examination by the
Anny crime lab, mysteriously show up in court 8 months after sitting In an
evidence locker smelling freshly laundered with visible signs ofblood. Blood by
the way which could NOT be typed and was not DNA tested.

•

A victim who was only slightly known to the accused, well known to the
accusers, and stabbed 46 times. A body drained of blood but little to none found
at the scene.

•

An autopsy that failed to conduct specific and crucial tests, took no body

temperature, and washed away any forensics evidence, stated that the victim had
been dead POSSIBLY longer than 24 hours but not LIKELY.
•

A body that was found almost 70 hours after the government alleges he died yet
amazingly, still in a state ofrigor mortis, and untouched in an area crawling with
coyotes.

•

An investigating officer who held the article 32 hearing, stepped out ofhis role of

impartiality when he gave the prosecution, the card of a forensics blood specialist
and suggested that they bring him in to examine the jeans for blood even though
the Governments own anny crime lab found none, and the California state police
and highway patrol refused to look at the evidence upon hearing ofthe initial
findings. The defense was not notified of this specialist until just before he
appeared at trial and only on appeal was it learned by the defense of the role of
the investigating officer.
•

Who just prior to his arrest and upon seeing flashing lights in his rear view mirror
innocently asked his fiancee ifhe had run a stop sign or something?
I must ask a question. What is the meaning ofREASONABLE DOUBT?

I need not go 00.1 suppose we should consider ourselves lucky. He missed receiving the
death penalty by 2 votes. He is currently serving a life sentence at Fort Leavenworth. His
defense counsel was promoted to Major. Trial counsel was promoted to a :full colonel
The judge retired with honors.

On March 18 on the FOX channel, the network premier showing of the made for TV
movie, A Glimpse ofHell based on the book by Charles Thompson will air. It's the story
and cover-up ofthe explosion in gun turret #2 aboard the battleship USS IOWA in which
3 explosions ultimately claimed the lives of47 men
John Mullahy
RECIPE of a Navy Cover-up

I.Blame it on a dead soldier whose name was Clayton Hartwig.
2. Lie, saying he was Gay to drum up anti-gay sentiment

3.Destroy the life and career ofthe man who risked his life to save the ship and crew.
4.A11owa US Navel officer to lie to Spanish dignitaries through a translator.
5.Promote the naval offices that caused it all.
The explosion aboard the USS Iowa is not unlike what happens in the lives ofcountless
Americans each year as family members and loved ones ofthe military's accused are
court-martialed in this country at the unbelievable rate of 10,000+ a year with a
conviction rate of95 to 98%. On a par, gentlemen with communist China.

In Closing
Suspicion, Distrust, iron fisted, secretive, out ofcontrol, fearful, not to be trusted,
arrogant, single minded, tyrimnical. Are these words being used to descnbe some third
world power or government? No. These words are being used throughout this country to
descn"be the current conditions and beliefs held by its citizens about the military justice
system.

Over the years, serious flaws in the military system ofjustice have given rise to the
attention of congress and the desperate need for reform. Indeed, decrees and judgments
handed down by the Supreme Court have seriously attempted to halt the miscarriage of
justice running rampant and seemingly beyond control in this country. All but a precious
few of these ''patches'' to the system have been altered and their effectiveness seriously
diminished. Year after year, day after day, story after story, we are witnesses to the
callousness, indifference and general attitude of"catch me if you can" by our military.
We hear of the minor and major indiscretions of the commands from one part ofthe
world to another. We listen in shock and unbeliefas cover-up after cover-up, one lie at a
time assaults our senses and ultimately gives rise in the deepest part of our souls to
outrage and indignation! Then comes the clincher. The military then hands us up their
version ofthe biblical sacrificial lamb. Usually, the lowest rank on the totem pole of
power to be held publicly accountable for all ofthe sins ofthe current situation. Should
he or she attempt to deny the charges brought against them, the tyrant swings into action,
using every power available to them to destroying everything and every explanation in
it's path that is accusatory to their version ofthe facts. The "lamb" has no chance of
survival. He is sacrificed for the openly held belief of "for the good and discipline ofthe
service". The sacrificial lamb I charge is your son, daughter or grandchild or mine. Your
life has just come to an end but you don't know it yet. Everything you believed to be true,
all that you've sacrificed for thru the years is trashed, but you don't know it yet. All of
your attempts to find truth and justice for your sacrificed loved one are useless, but you
don't yet know that. For you, the light at the end of the tunnel is the speeding train called
court-martial powered by the unlimited resources offuel and unchallenged power of the
military justice system.
I am not a learned scholar. I do not have a background in law, I am not trained as a public
speaker but I cannot be quiet. I am but one voice speaking the heartfelt sentiments of
many, crying out for truth and justice for our accused and convicted loved ones. The
mentality that speaks to 'The good and discipline of the service at all cost' has just
slipped beyond the realm and boundaries ofthe military justice system and into the
civilian and private lives of its citizens.

Who can stop it? Who will challenge the power of the train? Many have tried but power

is hard to let go of. This most powerful country in the world is still living in the 17th
century, dusting the cobwebs of outdated law books from past English tyrannical kings in
a determined effort to maintain it's grip on the citizens of this country. I doubt very much
that that was in the thoughts and minds ofthose who drafted our constitution.

The Declaration of Independence reads, "We hold these truths to be self-evident, that
all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable
Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit ofHappiness.-That to secure
these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the
consent ofthe governed, --That whenever any form of Government becomes destructive
ofthese ends, it is the Right ofthe People to alter or to abolish it."

The First Amendment to the Constitution, says that Congress shall make no law
abridging the freedom of speech, or ofthe press; or the right of the people peaceably to
assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.

The first sentence of the Code of Induction begins with "I will uphold the
Constitution".

ARTICLE VI reads: In all prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy
and PUBLIC trial, by an IIv1PARTIAL JURy of the State and district wherein the crime
shall have been committed.

Are we to believe that our constitutional rights are to be left in the dust with the stroke of
a pen upon induction into the Armed Forces? If that is to be so, then CAMI suggests that

DISCLOSURE, which has become so powerful a word in our Government, be carefully
and honestly explained to any new inductee and or their family members if a signature is
to be required for them to join. Let's stop feeding the young and impressionable promises
of college educations and glamorous travel adventures. Let's tell them the truth. Sign
here and pray that you're one ofthe FEW GOOD MEN. Ob, by the way, does your

family have enough money to hire the best legal defense team that money can buy cause

in our world, your first offense is your last offense and we're most likely going to convict
you and we're going to use any and everything we can get our hands on to do it whether
it's truthful or not. In other words, screw up kid and you're on your way to Leavenworth.

Here is the question. What if your daughter, son or grandchild were this day enlisted in a
branch of the armed forces and unthinkable though it may be, was accused of a crime.
What if you really, truthfully believ~d as countless Americans have in the past that justice
would prevail and that rank or influence would not or could not be an option in the
possible outcome or dispensation of sentence or acquittal? Would you then offer up a
sigh ofrelief when extended the generous offer offree counsel accompanied by the
words ''there is no evidence" or rather would fear creep into your soul as you empty yoU!
bank. accounts, mortgage your home and gather all manner of money to assemble the best
legal defense in the world that your money could buy.

There is nothing that can frighten me enough to sidestep my mission for Justice. I have
been to the valley of the shadow of death and I fear no evil or the power of the DCM!.

I thought I was alone. I believed I was the only one and then I learned the truth. My son's
case was not special, it wasn't even unique. We were just one more fatality ofthe DCMJ
that claimed not only the life of my son but my marriage, my:fumily, my other children,
my home, my business and my freedom. It radiates outward into all areas of my life and
countless others like me like the shock waves of an earthquake. Ten years later still
impacting my relationships, my children and my career.

Are lives ofthe innocent and their :fumilies worth fighting for? Are the words "and
Liberty and Justice for all" worth fighting for? YES, a resounding yes!

If the articles of the DCMJ stand for justice as much as they stand for the "Good and
discipline of the service, then let JUSTICE prevail at al cost.

There is a well know quote that states, "Better 10 men should go free than one who is
innocent be unjustly convicted"
The military version is slightly different. It reads, "Better that 10 innocent men be
convicted than one who is guilty go free."

That should be the priority of the United States Anned Forces. Right from the start. That
would truly be for the good and discipline of the service.

In the movie A FEW GOD MEN, Jack Nickelson said we couldn't handle the truth. I'm.
here today to tell you that not only can we handle it, we are starved for it. We demand it
I

and we will not be intimidated under pressure or back down until we:find it!

"Injustice will not be destroyed until those who are not affected by it are just as
outraged as those who are."
....Author unknown

C.A.M.I. (Citizens Against Military Injustice)
Written Comments
Submitted by Glenda Ewing
March 13,2001

To the:

COMMISSION ON THE 50TH ANNIVERSARY OF
THE UNIFORM CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE
(The "Cox Commission")

Topics for Consideration
To: The Honorable Walter T. Cox, Ill, Senior Judge, United States Court of Appeals for
the Armed Forces, Chair, and the Honorable Members, ofthe Commission on the Fiftieth
Anniversary of the Uniform Code of Military Justice..

In the pages that presentation to follow, I will cite comments from citizens ofthis
country directly affected by the military justice system and list the highlights of their
stories of indignation. In doing so, I believe we can affirm with an resounding YES to
answer the first of the commissions questions on whether there is a need for a
congressional review of the military justice system and in fact, a c:omplete overhaul.

My name is Glenda Ewing and I come before you today with the privilege of giving a
voice to countless Americans who have none. The name of my organization is CAMI,
Citizens Against Military Injustice. I began this organization not even a year ago with my
own meager funds and the with the help of an acquaintance, knowledgeable in web
design, with just a burning desire to provide information and help to others who might
find themselves where my family did 9 years ago. To date, it has become far more than
that as the stories of abuse, destroyed and financially devastated families, heartbreak and
loss offamily life pour into our site over the internet. I am today, not without the dream
that with the help of other organizations committed to truth and justice that change in the
UCMJ will be affected. Military justice for the majority is prefabricated according to the
wishes of the local Commander and the ''trial'' is tantamount to a verdict of guilty. How
could any trial be considered fair when the Convening Authority by right of title is given
the power to select the jU<;lge, the attorneys and the jury members. It may go unsaid, but
,

the mentality is that if the Convening Authority sees fit to bring about a court-martial, the
accused can be assumed to be guilty.

Is Military Law On A Different Scale?
A system that often marches to its own drummer

In an article published in the San Diego Union Tribune on March 14, 1993 just 3 days
before 20 year old, Kevin Holt was to be sentenced in the first capital murder case at
Camp Pendleton in 27 years, David Schlueter, a fonner Anny lawyer who was then a
professor at St Mary's University School ofLaw in San Antonio, Texas, was quoted as

saying "I do believe that on the whole, the system is designed to be fair. It would be a

mistake to take an incident or a group of incidents out of thousands and thousands
of cases tried and say the system is not fair."

More to the point, Camp Pendletons Col. Mark Haiman, Marine Corp senior circuit judge
and appointed to hear the Holt case, huffs: "To anyone who says our system is a

railroad, I'll spit in their eye because it's just not true." Critics however, are not
deterred by the insistance of military officials.
Says Robert Rivkin, a former Army lawyer who is now in private military practice, "I

find the system to be incorrigibly corrupt." He goes on with others to say that hundred
of convictions have been reversed on appeal because of unlawful command influence and
they argue that they can find no case of a commanding officer who, in tum, has

suffered prosecution for the act.

These are the conditions under which countless Americans are
subjected to each year.

What does that do to the families of these men and women? It destroys them. It shatters
their lives. It depletes their life savings, it forces wives and children into the streets and
onto the welfare rolls, it causes a bitterness deep within the soul ofhumanity that feels
powerless against the mighty forces within our military system that seek to destroy the
very roots ofthe constitution on which this country was founded. There seems to be no
end to the lies and deception that we, as American citizens are asked to swallow as a

bitter pill everyday of our lives. When will it end? Who will have the courage to stand up
against these mighty powers that appear to have no oversight and say ENOUGH!
Abraham Lincoln had a dream to free the slaves. John F. Kennedy had a dream for
justice. Martin Luther King had a dream to bring equality to this country. Although a
bullet brought these men down and a country to it's knees, the dream will not be stopped.
Military Corruption, USCOVA and CAMI all have a dream. Our dream is for the
injustice in our military system to stop and the rights and lives of men and women to be
restored. We ask that a Government that asks the ultimate from it's citizens in the taking
of their youngest and brightest young people, to fight for this country on foreign shores,

will at the very least protect them and afford them the best possible defense as is the right
of every American citizen. Innocent until PROVEN guilty by an impartial judge, and jury
whose only goal is to seek out the truth without fear of retaliation, loss of rank: or undue
command influence.

Command Influence
Definition of:

Unlawful command influence has been called "the mortal enemy of
Military justice" and it is certainly the scourge of a system that requires
Commander involvement at all levels and in every disciplinary action that
can be taken against a soldier.

It is defined as the unlawful assertion of authority that interferes

with the fair and just administration of military justice under the UeMJ.
Article 37, UCMJ, was written into the Uniform Code of Military Justice
to ensure that commanders did not unlawfully influence the disposition
of charges or otherwise poison the justice process. It acknowledges
that commanders do have a wide range of authority in the military justice
arena but requires that they act with discretion and independence when
enforcing good order and discipline. Most of all in this area

Commanders must remember that they are judicial authorities and that some of the
Judgments and practices on which they rely in the operational setting
are inappropriate or counter-productive to the fair administration of
Justice under the UCMJ.
There are three populations that commanders should keep in mind when
considering whether their conduct has the potential to unlawfully
influence the judicial process: subordinate commanders, court-martial panel
members, and potential witnesses. Subordinate commanders are required to
make independent recommendations regarding the disposition of cases or
to make the decisions to dispose ofthem at their levels, as the Manual
for Courts-Martial requires that all cases be disposed of at the lowest
appropriate level.

Article 37 of the Code of Military Justice

UNLAWFULLY INFLUENCING ACTION OF COURT
No authority convening a general, special, or summary court-martial, nor any other
commanding officer, may censure, reprimand, or admonish the court or any member,
military judge, or counsel thereot: with respect to the findings or sentence adjudged
by the court, or with respect to any other exercises of its or his functions in the

conduct of the proceedings. No person subject to this chapter may attempt to coerce
or, by any unauthorized means, influence the action ofa court-martial or any other
military tribunal or any member thereof: in reaching the findings or sentence in any
case, or the action of any convening, approving, or reviewing authority with respect
to his judicial acts.
The foregoing provisions of the subsection shall not apply with respect to:

1. General instructional or informational courses in military justice if such courses
are designed solely for the purpose of instructing members ofa command in the
substantive and procedural aspects of courts-martial, or

2.

To statements and instructions given in open court by the military judge,
president of a special court-martial, or counsel.

We would suggest that in serious crimes, the accused be completely removed from all
possibilities of the assumption of command influence by implementing a separate and
distinct criminal justice system Point of view being that the convening authority that
refers charges for court-martial, also hand picks the judge, panel members, defense and
prosecution How can anyone even suggest that fairness and impartiality will be imparted

to the accused? .

Each year 95-98°,10 of accused defendants are convicted. Military justice is
prefabricated according to the 'generally' known wishes ofthe commander. The trial is
now tantamount to a verdict of guilty.

Real life examples of command influence alive, well and flourishing in
America today:

(See attached documents to be submitted for the record)

1. Lee Mirecki (deceased) Ainnan Recruit in the United States Navy: Died March
2, 1988 while participating in sea rescue training at the Naval Air Station in
Pensacola, Florida.

2. Air Force Capt. Carla Lancaster: sentenced to 6 months for taking medication
prescribed by her dentist by a military justice system that allows authorities to
play accuser, judge and jury. (Article by Jack Anderson and Michael Binstein,
appeared in the Washington Post on April 14, 1994)

3. Brian Adams US Army: Arrested by civilian authorities offbase after an
accusation of rape by a female soldier. After sworn testimony and and absence of
evidence from a rape kit test, the case was thrown out. The commander at Fort
Drum aggressively pursued the matter and Brian was brought to a court-martial
where he was found guilty of rape.

4. Lt. Col; Karen (Dwyer) Tew, US Air Force: Looking at the loss 'of a military
career and deserved pension over a love affair gone bad, eventually took her own
life after the military drug her personal life out for all the world to see and labeled
her "dishonorable" even though she told the truth.

5. Peter Cole, Major, U.S.Army: While assigned as a battalion logistics officer in
Germany, he investigated he loss of combat equipment. Upon finding evidence of
massive theft that affected combat readiness, he was forced to go over the head of
his superior to report his findings. He was·relieved ofhis duties, reassigned, given
a poor evaluation and threatened with court-martial.

6. Ray Olafson Physician, US Navy: with a twenty-year stellar record, convicted of
rape with no physical, witness or evidentiary testimony. Wife and daughters are
labeled ''victim witnesses" and unable to have contact with him.

7. Donald Bramlett; US NAVY: Accused of rape while stationed in Bahrain and
sentenced to 9 years at Fort Leavenworth. Accuser had regular sex with several
individuals but when a married Navy man, fearful ofcharges of adultery with the
woman, denied the relationship and together accused Bramlett.

8. Marine Corporal Lindsey Scott, began serving a 30-year prison term for the
rape and stabbing ofa woman near Quantico. A shocking miscarriage ofjustice
that pinned the black marine with the crime. Court-martialed and convicted, Scott
maintained his innocence but his pleas went unanswered until a civil rights
activist, Lori Jackson (now deceased) together with Scott's attorney, went to war
against the US Marine Corp to acquit the man who was railroaded by a racist
military system.

9. Clayton Lonetree, former Marine Sgt; Convicted ofespionage by court-martial
while stationed as a guard at the US embassy in Moscow. Served 12 years at the
USDB. Many agree that later convicted Aldrich Ames, an American official of
the CIA who was entrusted with discovering Soviet spies and who himself
became one ofthe most successful double agents for the Soviet Union and Russ~
quietly stood by while Lonetree took the blame.

10. Kevin Holt, former LCPL US Marines; falsely accused by an AWOL marine
and later convicted on pre-meditated murder and conspiracy and sentenced to life
imprisonment at Fort Leavenworth, Ks. Eyewitness testimony of eleven marines
were called "Elvis Sightings" by the prosecution.

11. John Mullahy, US Navy; A classic example ofhow the military's judicial
system is manipulated by officers with personal vendettas.
12. Walter Fitzpatrick In, former Lt. Commander of the USS Mars; falsely
accused and convicted of misappropriation of funds after receiving approval to send

staff members to the commanders funeral in Greece who had been assassinated while
touring there. With evidence in hand to send TOP military officials to prison, he is
still fighting the system to have his name cleared after ten long years.

Kevin Holt
Nine yea rs ago this May, my family and I were living what most would call a
normal life. We worked hard, we paid our taxes, and we were living in our new home.
We anxiously awaited the homecoming our youngest son Kevin, a proud Marine who
was on his way home to be married. In my worst nightmare I could not begin to know the
terror that filled my life that warm day in May when Kevin was arrested and falsely
accused of the murder of a fellow Marine. Little did I know then that the nightmare,
which began with the accusation of an AWOL Marine, would eventually propel me into
attempting to find an explanation for the injustice and the horror of witnessing a military
court-martial where the life of my son hung in the balance ofa capitol conviction? Little
did I know that my aggression in these matters would eventually lead me to form an
organization on behalfof the victims of military injustice. Little did I know that my
passion for justice would bring me before you today as a voice for the people ofthis
country who are fed up with the way military justice is metered out to it's own.
Hopelessly divided, angered beyond reason and immune to the lies and deceit of each
story that unfolds in our daily newspapers and the media.

Undisputed Facts
•

11 eye witness marines immediately came forward with their statements

•

45 minutes of unaccounted for time

•

44 minutes of driving time alone

•

42 items taken from car and sent to crime lab.

•

No blood found on clothes

•

No weapon found

•

A government theory that defies the imagination

•

A commanding officer who stated that EVERYONE on base KNEW he was
guilty

•

A government witness who gave false credentials and, who was denounced by his
superiors, as a liar for hire, yet was paid $25000 for his testimony.

•

5 accusers known to each other chose to say nothing until the body was
discovered. Two did not come forward until 4 months later. What changed their
mind?

•

Levis that were found to be void of blood and unwashed upon examination by the
Army crime lab, mysteriously show up in court 8 months after sitting in an
evidence locker smelling freshly laundered with visible signs of blood. Blood by
the way which could NOT be typed and was not DNA tested.

•

A victim who was only slightly known to the accused, well known to the
accusers, and stabbed 46 times.

•

An autopsy that stated that the victim had been dead POSSIBLY longer than 24

hours.
•

A body that was found almost 70 hours after the government alleges he died yet
still in a state of rigor mortis, and untouched in an area crawling with coyotes.

•

Who just prior to his arrest and upon seeing flashing lights in his rear view mirror
asked his fiancee if he had run a stop sign or something?

•

An investigating officer who held the article 32 hearing, stepped out ofhis role of

impartiality when he gave the prosecution, the card of a forensics blood specialist
and suggested that they bring him in to examine the jeans for blood even though
the Governments own anny crime lab found none, and the California state police
and highway patrol refused to look at the evidence upon hearing of the initial
findings. The defense was not notified ofthis specialist until just before he
appeared at trial and only on appeal was it learned by the defense of the role of
the investigating officer.

The list goes on and on and on. Kevin missed receiving the death penalty by 2 votes. He
is currently serving a life sentence at Fort Leavenworth. His defense council was
promoted to Major. Trial counsel was promoted to a full colonel. The judge retired with
honors.
On March 18 on the FOX channe~ the network premier showing of the made for TV
. movie, A Glimpse of Hell based on the book by Charles Thompson will air. It's the story
and cover-up ofthe explosion in gun turret #2 aboard the battleship USS IOWA in which
3 explosions ultimately claimed the lives of47 men.

John Mullahy

RECIPE ofa Navy Cover-up
I.Blame it on a dead soldier whose name was Clayton Hartwig.
2. Lie, saying he was Gay to drum up anti-gay sentiment
3.Destroy the life and career of the man who risked his life to save the ship
and crew.
4.Allow a US Navel officer to lie to Spanish dignitaries through a translator.
5.Promote the naval offices that caused it all.

The explosion aboard the USS Iowa is not unlike what happens in the lives
of countless Americans each year as family members and loved ones of the
military's accused are court-martialed in this country at the unbelievable rate

of 10,000+ a year with a conviction rate of95 to 98%. On a par, gentlemen
with communist China.

INCLOSING
Suspicion, Distrust, iron fisted, secretive, out of control, fearful, not to be trusted,
arrogant, single minded, tyrannical. Are these words being used to describe some third
world power or government? No. These words are being used throughout this country to
describe the current conditions and beliefs held by its citizens about the military justice
system.

What Does Websters Have To Say
TYRANNY: Despotic rule- the unjust and cruel exercise ofpower of any sort. An
oppressive or cruel ruler. An arbitrary and absolute ruler who took power by force.

SUSPECT: To believe someone guilty of something to his discredit without conclusive
proof-to form a notion of someone not necessarily based on fact.

FEAR: The intuitive emotion aroused by impending or seeming danger. Anxiety, danger,
to be afraid of.

SECRETIVE: The state ofbeing secret-kept from the knowledge of-bidden-known only
to the initiated. Something kept from the knowledge of others. Something wbich has not
been explained. Hidden or not obvious.

Over the years, serious flaws in the military system ofjustice have given rise to the
attention of congress and the desperate need for reform. Indeed, decrees and judgments
handed down by the Supreme Court have seriously attempted to halt the miscarriage of
justice running rampant and seemingly beyond control in this country. All but a precious
few of these ''patches'' to the system have been altered and their effectiveness seriously

diminished. Year after year, day after day, story after story, we are witnesses to the
callousness, indifference and general attitude of"catch me if you can" by our military.
We hear of the minor and major indiscretions of the commands from one part of the
world to another. We listen in shock and unbeliefas cover-up after cover-up, one lie at a
time assaults our senses and ultimately gives rise in the deepest part of our souls to
outrage and indignation! Then comes the clincher. The military then hands us up their
version ofthe biblical sacrificial lamb. Usually, the lowest rank on the totem pole of
power to be held publicly accountable for all ofthe sins ofthe current situation. Should
he or she attempt to deny the charges brought against them, the tyrant swings into action,
using every power available to them to destroying everything and every explanation in
it's path that is accusatory to their version ofthe facts. The "lamb" has no chance of
survival. He is sacrificed for the openly held beliefof ''for the good and order ofthe
service". The sacrificial lamb I charge is your son, daughter or grandchild or mine. Your
life has just come to an end but you don't know it yet. Everything you believed to be true,
all that you've sacrificed for thru the years is trashed, but you don't know it yet. All of
your attempts to find truth and justice for your sacrificed loved one are useless, but you
don't yet know that. For you, the light at the end ofthe tunnel is the speeding train called
court-martial powered by the unlimited resources offuel and unchallenged'power of the
military justice system
I am not a learned scholar. I do not have a background in law, I am not trained as a public
speaker but I cannot stay home and be quiet. I am but one voice speaking the heartfelt
sentiments of many, crying out for truth and justice for our accused and convicted loved
ones. The mentality that speaks to 'The good and discipline ofthe service at all cost' has
just slipped beyond the realm and boundaries ofthe military justice system and into the
civilian and private lives of its citizens.
Who can stop it? Who will challenge the power ofthe train? Many have tried but power
is hard to let go of. This most powerful country in the world is still living in the 17th
century, dusting the cobwebs of outdated law books from past English tyrannical kings in
a determined effort to maintain it's grip on the citizens of this country. I doubt very much
that that was in the thoughts and minds of those who drafted our constitution.

I ask you to carefully consider one question. For you who have served on or for the
highest courts in the military system. Is it possible that your eyes and ears have escaped
the reality to the ruthlessness of the system? I doubt it or you would not be here today.

Article 1 of our Constitution reads, ''No man shall make any law to diminish the
individual rights of its citizens".
The first sentence ofthe Code oflnduction begins with "I will uphold the Constitution".

Are we to believe that our constitutional rights are to be left in the dust with the stroke of
a pen upon induction into the Armed Forces? If that is to be so, then CAM! suggests that
DISCLOSURE, which has become so powerful a word in our Government, be carefully
and honestly explained to any new inductee and or their family members if a signature is
to be required for them to join. Let's stop feeding the young and impressionable promises
of college educations and glamorous travel adventures. Let's tell them the truth. Sign
here and pray that you're one ofthe FEW GOOD MEN. Ob, by the way, does your
family have enough money to hire the best legal defense team that money can buy cause
we're most likely going to convict you and we're going to use any and everything we can
get our hands on to do it whether it's truthful or not. In other words, screw up kid and
you're on your way to Leavenworth.

Here is the question. What if your daughter, son or grandchild were this day enlisted in a
branch of the armed forces and unthinkable though it may be, was accused of a crime.
What if you really, truthfully believed as countless Americans have in the past that justice
would prevail and that rank or influence would not or could not be a fraction in the
possible outcome or dispensation of sentence or acquittal? Would you then offer up a
sigh ofrelief when extended the generous offer of free counsel accompanied by the
words ''there is no evidence" or rather would fear creep into your soul as you empty your
bank accounts, mortgage your home and gather all manner of money to assemble the best
legal defense in the world that your money could buy?

There is nothing that can frighten me enough to sidestep my mission for Justice. I have
been to the valley of the shadow of death and I fear no evil or the power of the UCMJ.

I thought I was alone. I believed I was the only one and then I learned the truth. My son's
case was not special, it wasn't even unique. We were just one more fatality of the UCMJ
that claimed not only the life of my son but my marriage, my family, my other children,
my home, my business and my freedom. It radiates outward into all areas of my life and
countless others like me, like the shock waves ofan earthquake. Ten years later still
impacting my relationships, my children and my career.

Are lives ofthe innocent and their families worth fighting for? Are the words "and
Liberty and Justice for all" worth fighting for? YES, a resounding yes!

Ifthe articles ofthe UCMJ stand for justice as much as they stand for the "Good and
discipline ofthe service, then let JUSTICE prevail at al cost.

"Better all men should go free than one who is innocent should be unjustly convicted"

That should be the priority ofthe United States Armed Forces. That would truly be for
the good and discipline of the service.

In the movie A FEW GOD MEN, Jack Nickleson said we couldn't handle the truth. Not
only can we handle it, we are starved for it. We demand it and we will not be intimidated
under pressure or back down until we find it!

"Injustice will not be destroyed until those who are not
affected by it
are just as outraged as those who are. "
.•..Author unknown
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Forget the Bill of Rights and civilian concepts of a justice system, including the presumption of
innocence until proven guilty. The Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ) was designed and is
perpetuated primarily to reinforce the command structure.
Lance Corporal Kevin Holt, USMC, was arrested by the
San Diego Sheriff's Department on May 17, 1992 while
home on leave in Washington State. He was on his way
home from church with his fiancee, whom he was due to
marry in three days. He was 21 years old.
He was charged with the stabbing murder of fellow
marine Brent Arthurs in an alleged cover-up of the theft
of a trailer and the deceased's motorcycle. The military
took over the case soon after.
Holt acknowledged his participation in the theft and his
second-hand knowledge of a related insurance scam. He
has, however, steadfastly maintained his innocence of the
murder charge, and continues to do so, even though a
confession would offer his only hope of a commuted
sentence.

The Government's Theory
On a Friday evening, Holt lured Corporal Arthurs to a remote area in San Diego county where
he stabbed him 46 times to conceal the theft and scam. He subsequently, according to the
government witnesses, offered them a detailed account of the murder. A_45-minute window
on that Friday night is specifically cited in the record as the time of the murder.

The Defense Theory
On that Friday evening, Holt assisted the victim and the others involved in the theft scam (the
chief prosecution witnesses) to move and hide the motorcycle until Arthurs (the murder
Victim) could collect the insurance money. Holt departed on leave to Washington on Saturday
morning to get married.
No less than eleven marines testified that they knew Arthurs and had either seen or spoken
to him on Saturday! One had even had breakfast with him. All eleven were dismissed by the
govemment as "Elvis sightings".
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The Key Government Witnesses
1). A Marine Corps deserter and confessed liar and thief with an obsession for motorcycles,
who was granted immunity by the government for his damning testimony. He was in
possession of the stolen motorcycle at the time of Holt's arrest.
During closing argument in Holt's trial, the prosecutors referred to their star witness as "a liar,
a thief and slimeball".
2). A fellow marine and cohort of the deserter, Arthurs and the motorcycle group. A man
obsessed with knives and killing who had boasted to a female marine about knifing a man in
Tennessee, taking pictures of the blood trail, and showing them off to anyone who cared to
see them.
3). His 16-year-old girlfriend, who married him two weeks after the murder. She called police
a week after the body was found and gave explicit details of the murder saying that Holt had
volunteered them to her.
Draw your own conclusions.

Some Anomalies

There are holes in this case big enough to drive an Abrams tank through! For the full appeal
petition, detailing the eight legal errors in the government's case, see the APPEAL, page.
Here are just a few:
•

The abovementioned government witnesses testified that Holt told them he was
"covered" with blood after the killing. His clothes and torn-apart car were thoroughly
analyzed by the US Army forensic laboratory which found NO blood or fiber evidence.

•

The government countered this setback in their case by hiring a highly dubiOUS
(according to his professional peers) civilian, ''forensic expert", for the princely fee of
$25,000, to testify that he had found blood spatters that the US Army Crime Lab had
missed and San Diego Sheriff's Department.
NOTE 1: the defense's investigation bUdget, allocated by the Convening Authority, was
only $5,000 for this entire capital case!
NOTE 2: This expert's "evidence" was the government's key and only material
evidence against Holt.

•

The junior of the two officers assigned to Holt's defense, who did all the interviewing
and hands-on work with witnesses, was inexplicably reassigned and reposted to
Washington, DC, just days before the trial.

•

Privately and at his own expense, this officer flew to california to testify at the
Court-Martial in Holt's defense. He was denied access to the base.

•

There are many more anomalies (see APPEAL).

Kevin Holt is now 29 years old. He will remain in the Detention Barracks at Fort Leavenworth,
Kansas until he is at least 40 years old. Unless, of course, he decides to confess to a crime he
maintains, and the record strongly indicates, he did not commit.

If you still have doubts, read Kevin's open letter to CAMI, posted October 27, 200, on
the Letters to CAMI page.

Final Words
In the US military, a fair trial is only as fair as its overriding military purpose. See the Justice?
section of this site for more on this.
Accordin to the Government Accounting Office in 1978: "The military justice system presents
obstacles to the impartial delivery of justice... Problems with the defense and trial counsel
organizations in the services further contribute to a perception that military justice is uneven,
unfair, and of low priority."
Nothing has substantially changed since then.

"Discipline and Good Order" take precedence over truth.
The Convening Authority (CA) in a military justice action is usually the accused's Commanding
Officer (CO), who, with the advice of his/her legal advisor, also controls:
•

The direction, management and funding of the investigation (which may be changed to
suit his/her purpose, as in the prosecution's funding in the Kevin Holt case)

•

The charges laid against the accused (the more charges, the greater the chance of

•

Selection of the jury (panel) members and alternates, also their future careers in light

•

The career futures of the judges and counsels involved (through his/her networking

conviction-the shotgun approach)
of their findings
influence and the lack of tenure for military judges).
•

The "message" communicated to his/her unit, and to the military in general, by the
outcome of the case. Typically, a CO will direct the case to demonstrate his/her
toughness on crime and assertion of disciplinary policy.

•

In a supreme irony, the CA is also the first level of appeal!

Military Justice is an internal matter.

The military's justice system is rarely exposed to civilian scrutiny. As a tool of command, the
system is kept "in-house" as far as possible.
Only the most egregious cases are likely to be accepted by the civilian Court of Military
Appeals and even fewer will ever reach the Federal Appeal Courts.
The majority of appeal cases will go as far as the Courts of Military Review, composed of
military judges who are, regardless of judicial training, active duty officers of their respective
services, with their careers on the line.

Disparity in Sentencing.
Sentencing in the military is NOT subject to sentencing guidelines, as It is for civilians. The
judge in the case can allow no mitigating factors.
Sentences are decided by the panel (jury) which delivered the verdict. As discussed above,
the panel is inevitably swayed by the intent and thrust of the Convening AuthOrity.

.

And so it goes.
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Citiz~ns

Against Military Injustice (CAMI)

This snide by John Hany Watson was published August 3, 2000 in Kevin Holt's hometown newspaper, The Edmonds Paper.

Local Mother Fights Back Against Military Justice System
by John Harry Watson.
On May 17, 1992, 21-year-old U.S. Marine Corps Lance Corporal Kevin Holt was home in Edmonds
on leave from Camp Pendleton, California. He was to be married three days later and the future
looked bright indeed for the young Gulf War veteran.
In the morning, he and his fiancee attended Westgate Chapel, where Kevin had been an active
member of the choir and congregation. After services, they went shopping for their wedding rings.
His brother stated that he had never seen Kevin so happy and light hearted.
About 5 p.m., the couple set out toward his father's house for a barbecue. Kevin noticed that a police
car was following them. He asked his fiancee if he had run a stop sign or something. She said she
didn't think so. Obligingly he pulled over to the side of the road.
Kevin had no reason to be alarmed until police surrounded his car and took him to the ground at
gunpoint &endash; beginning a liVing nightmare which continues more than 8 years later.
Holt was arrested and charged by the San Diego Sheriff's department for the brutal slaying of a
fellow Marine at Camp Pendleton. The victim had been stabbed 46 times.
His principal accuser was another Marine, an erstwhile "friend", who, although absent without leave
and in possession of the victim's stolen motorcycle at the time of the arrest, was granted full
immunity by the government to testify against Kevin. Even the prosecutor called him a "slimeball
who was not used to telling the truth".
In a still controversial move, the San Diego Sheriff's department, after its initial crime scene
investigation (which was in an unincorporated area outside the Camp Pendleton perimeters), turned
the case over to the military &endash; the beginning of the end for Kevin, who was subsequently
convicted on all charges and, narrowly escaping the death penalty, was sentenced to life in prison
without the possibility of parole. He is now 29 years old.
Court-Martial
The investigations, hearings and court-martial offer a horrifying picture of a "justice" system
carefully insulated from public scrutiny which produces a 95% conviction rate in more than 10,000
cases per year &endash; numbers equaled only by the People's Republic of China!
The full details of the Holt case require a book (which is in the works). FollOWing are just a few of the
salient points:
• The government contended that the murder took place in a 44 minute window on a Friday evening
before Kevin was to return home on leave. No less than eleven Marines, who knew the victim but did
not know Kevin personally, testified that they had seen the victim (one even had breakfast with him)
on the following Saturday and Sunday, when Kevin's whereabouts were fully accounted for.
The government dismissed all eleven out of hand as "Elvis sightings."
• Immediately after Holt's arrest, police seized 42 items from his mother's home, including his car
and the pair of jeans he allegedly wore at the murder scene. After careful forensic analysis, the jeans
were found to be devoid of any blood or fiber evidence by both the San Diego Sheriff's department
and the U.S. Army'S own high-tech crime lab.
Faced with this setback, the government paid $25,000 to a civilian "blood spatter expert" who, sure

enough, "found" blood stains. When the jeans appeared at court-martial they exhibited an obvious
large brown spot in the crotch area and their condition differed in several important ways from that
testified to by the original crime lab technicians, even including the contents of the pockets.

~Dr. Herbert McDonnell, a world-wide authority on blood spatter analysis who provided initial training
to the government's "blood spatter expert", later described him as a "Frankenstein monster, liar for
hire, whore and charlatan," and noted that he "has no scientific background."

At the time of the post-trial investigation, this same "expert" was under investigation by a Grand
Jury for allegedly tampering with evidence and accepting bribes in an unrelated civilian case.
• The two key government witnesses, self-confessed liars and thieves, testified that Holt had
voluntarily confessed to them a full account of the murder including the detail that he was "covered
with blood" afterwards. Other than the jeans as noted above, no blood was found on any of Holt's
clothing, possessions or in his car, which was literally torn apart for forensic examination and had
not been cleaned in several weeks.
In interviews conducted as part of a post-trial investigation by an independent attorney, these two
witnesses were less sure about Kevin's confession and each pointed the finger at the other as the
possible perpetrator!
• The victim was required to be at formation on the Saturday morning following his alleged murder.
Formation attendance is routinely recorded in the unit diary. Interestingly, said diary was "missing"
at the court-martial. Had it been presented in evidence, of course, it would have blown the
government's entire case.
The anomalies go on and on. In the words of that same attorney: "To point out every conceivable
error committed in this trial and all matters properly to be raised before appellate courts would turn
this submission into a book."

~Even a book would not have made any difference in the subsequent appeals through the military

system: each court dismissed the appeals and upheld the sentence. Holt's attorney, William Cassara
of Augusta, Georgia, has requested an appeal to the United States Supreme Court.
Rea Iity Check

Readers, especially those who have served or are serving in the military, may find this story
incredible. Indeed, one of the most alarming aspects of the military justice system is how little is
known about it, even by service members. A recent message from another victim of military injustice
begins, "I had been in the Air Force for 19 years with an outstanding service record and quite
frankly, had no knowledge of the military injustice system." That's how it is!
A Mother Speaks Out
In "An Open Letter to the Parents of Graduates and the Community of Edmonds", Kevin's mother,
Glenda EWing, writes:
"After nine years of intimidation by the Military, I have decided to bring to the attention of the public
a story so outrageous that it defies the imagination. Remembering that someone had once said to
me, "don't get mad; get even", I have taken the heartbreak and the knowledge that I have learned
and have formed an organization called CAMI (Citizens Against Military Injustice), dedicated to
prOViding help, resources and information to anyone who may find themselves where I did on May
17th, 1992. Our web address is www.militaryinjustice.org.
This story will affect thousands of Americans as it will bring insight to the fact that if their son or
at some point decide to go into the military, they will need to know, as I did not,
'that civil rights as we know them, go out the window with the stroke of the pen!
~daughter should

This story is about child abuse on a different level... This is a system where judges and juries are
"conditioned" to decide the outcome "for the good of the service". The military justice system is
conducted completely in-house with no objective overview!
This is a story of the rape of just one American and local family as it struggles against a system that
has become so hungry for convictions and so used to covering up that it all but ignores the evidence
and in fact, may even create it's own. We must endure this financial and emotional assault while
watching the military brush aside it's own misconduct and in many instances, promote the wrong
doers."
"Kevin refuses to give up hope that he will eventually be found innocent. His attitude and outlook on
his future (whatever that may be) is a continual source of inspiration to those around him in prison
and to the many families and friends that he consistently maintains contact with," writes Glenda
Ewing.
"Kevin has repeatedly told me that he will NOT confess to a crime that he did not commit simply to
have his sentence reduced. He says that the only thing he has left which the military cannot take
away, are his honor and integrity. Having sacrificed so much, he will not give those up for anyone or
any reason.
I am finding my way through life the best I can with the cards I have been dealt. I believe that God
has given me an opportunity to use this terrible situation to bring help to others through our website
and CAMI. It is a comfort to me that Kevin is so full of the 'peace that passes all understanding'. That
of believing and trusting God for his future. As his mom, I can do no less.
If you or someone you know is suffering with the injustices of the Military Justice System, please tell
them that help is available. If you would like to send a tax free donation in order to lend your
support, the address is CAMI, 308 161st SW, Lynnwood, WA 98037 or visit our website at
www.militaryinjustice.org...
Citizens Against Military Injustice
In its very brief existence, CAMI is already making waves, not least among the, inmates and staff at
the U.S. Detention Barracks in Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, where Kevin is incarcerated.
The website has provided valuable support information and competent legal resources to those in
need of them and who would otherwise be in the dark. Two online forums are linked to the site: a
General Discussion of Military Justice and an Inmate Support forum, both of which have been active.
It also provides a great deal more detail on the Kevin Holt case and others, including press articles,
suggested reading and links to related sites.
The organization was founded and continues to exist on a shoestring and is urgently seeking
support, especially from the local community, to continue and expand its efforts towards meaningful
reform of the military justice system. It is the only active organization of its kind in existence.
A National Shame
While this is a local story, Edmonds is far from the only town in America to have lost a son or
daughter to military injustice. Probably the most shocking statistic I have heard, corroborated by
qualified lawyers, is -this: of the -military prison -population, approximately one third are innocent of
the crimes for which they were convicted, one third are serving excessive sentences, and only one
third are appropriately sentenced.
In the military, justice is only as just as it serves command intention. It is being ruthlessly applied,
as you read this, to some of America's brightest sons and daughters "for the good of the service".
This is indeed a national shame which must be uncovered, confronted and changed at any cost.
The movie "A Few Good Men" just scratched the surface of what Kevin Holt calls "America's dirty

little secret". However, it's portrayal of a convening authority (Jack Nicholson), stuck in a warring
past and arrogantly oblivious to fundamental democratic principles, is chillingly accurate.
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Is military law on a different scale?
A system that often marches to own drummer.
Each year, thousands of members of the armed services worldwide are marched through the military justice system,
suffering consequences ranging from extra duty to the death penalty.
It is a unique process of law and order that is designed to discipline and to punish. Separate from the civilian courts, the
military justice system in many respects marches to its own drummer; and many question whetherjustice·is as much a part
of the process as it is a part of its title.
Yes, defenders assure, there are constitutional rights in the military. And some rights, they argue -- like the right to a
lawyer regardless of financial status -- are more meaningful in the service thi:1n in the civilian courts.
"I do believe that on the whole, the system is designed to be fair,· said David Schlueter, a former Army lawyer who is now 8
professor at St. Mary'S University School of Law in San Antonio, Texas.

"It would be a mistake to take an incident or a group of incidents -- out of thousands and thousands of cases tried -- and
say the system is not fair," Schlueter said.
Even more to the point, Camp Pendleton's Col. Mark Haiman, the Marine Corps' senior circuit judge for the western states,
huffs: "To anyone who says our system is a railroad, I'll spit in their eye because it's just not true."

Complaints of unfairness
Critics, however, are not deterred by the insistence of military officials.
In papers and books with titles like "Military Justice is an Oxymoron· and ·Milltary Justice is to Justice as Military Music is.·to
Music,· these critics complain of what they say are problems with jury selection, unlawful influence of top commanders,
inexperienced defense attorneys and the questionabte independence of military judges",
Says Robert Rivkin, a former Army lawyer, who is now in private military practice in San Frandsco; ·1 find the system /.0 be
incorrigibly corrupt.·
Uke cases in civilian court, the sexy, serious crimes are the military offenses that make headlines,
For example, beginning tomorrow, attention will once again be focused on Marine Lance Col. Kevin Holt. who was conVicted
of murdering a fellow Marine from Camp Pendleton last spring. He will appear for sentencing before the jury that found him
guilty last month, and could receive the death penalty.
In Tokyo, the general court-martial of Navy Airman Apprentice Terry Helvey, set for next month, has attracted international
interest for its undertones of gay-bashing. Helvey is accused of beating to death a homosexual sailor in a restroom near the
U.S. naval base in southwestern Japan.
And then there is the Tailhook scandal, the sexual-abuse debacle for which as many as 180 officers may be punished. The
final investigative report, naming alleged offenders, has been held up until a secretary of the Navy is nominated by
President Clinton, officials say.

A different set of laws
The penal code governing service personnel is the Uniform Code of Military Justice, which describes different punishments
and leaves Wide discretion with commanding officers to decide what charges should be filed and how they should be
litigated.
The code contains 58 articles that deal with two kinds of-offenses: those that are similar to civilian crimes, such as murder
and rape; and those that are unique to the military, like nconduct unbecoming an officer and a gentleman,n "improper
hazarding of a vessel" and "misbehavior before the enemy."
Eleven offenses, including murder, rape and war crimes, can result in the death penalty, which is carried out by lethal
injection.
The least harsh punishment is non-punitive and can be a lecture, extra duty, or a letter or reprimand. The next step is
non-judiCial punishment, which results in an Article 15 hearing by a superior officer to sort the facts, decide guilt and impose
punishments limited to restriction, reduction in pay grade or docked pay.

Criminal cases of escalating seriousness are usually handled in courts-martial, which come in three forms: summary, for
petty offenses;, special for offenses that are similar to misdemeanors; and general, for felon-type offenses.
~ A commanding officer, after co~su.ltati?n with lawyers, decides which court-martial is appropriate. Each carries varying
, degrees of punishment, up to life rn pnson or death.

In the early stages, an accused offender is assigned military defense counsel. The accused also can request an available
military lawyer from any service branch or hire a private lawyer.
Once a commander "prefers" charges, or recommends them in writing, an Article 32 investigation is called. This
investigation, similar to a federal grand jury proceeding or a state preliminary hearing, is held to determine through
witnesses and evidence if there is enough evidence to warrant a trial.
Unlike a grand jury proceeding, the accused is present with counsel during the hearing and can question witnesses and
present evidence. If the evidence is adequate, the process moves to trial by military judge or jury, or to a negotiated guilty
plea.
Jurors, called court members, decide both guilt and sentence. They are allowed to ask questions through the judge of
witnesses, a practice that is not allowed in civilian courts.
There must be five people on a jury at a general court-martial, though there may be more. Only a two-thirds vote is
generally necessary to convict.
That can work in favor of the accused because if there is less than a two-thirds vote to convict, the accused is automatically
found not guilty. Deadlocked juries, common in civilian cases, are almost unheard of in military trials.
In a secORd phase- of the court-martial. the jury votes an a sentence.

More rights tban in civilian courts
Defenders of the military system, like Haiman of Camp Pendleton and San Diego Navy Cmdr. Stephen Epstein, can provide
lists of rights that apply more extensively to the accused in the services than those in civilian courts.
They cite the rights of free counsel through appeal, mandatory appeal in serious cases, extensive access to prosecutors'
evidence, truly speedy trials and full participation in pretrial investigative hearings as among the most significant
~ safeguards.
Critics, however, look at overall justice and attack what they see as deferential treatment of high-rcmking officers. While.'
defenders deny that this is consistently the case.. dettad:Drs eontend· that superior officers often are dealt with in
administrative ways for offenses that would earn a lower-ranking service member a court-martial.
Critics also repeatedly assail what is referred to as unlawful command influence.. which is iUegaJ. inftueDcing of a tria. by a
commanding officer. Backers d the system say this is not commonplace, and not always intentional.·
Rivkin and others, however, say that hundreds of convictions have been reversed on appeal because of unlawful command
influence, and they argue that they can find no case of a commanding officer who, in tum, has suffered prosecution for the
act.
Haiman says he makes sure defense attorneys, who some say may be less than effective because of promotion pressures,
are doing their jobs zealously.
And as far as his judges' independence, which is questioned for the same reasons, Haiman says: "I tell the (judges he
assigns to cases) that if anyone approaches you, you come and tell your Uncle Mark because I'll have their hearts out of
their body."
One aspect of the system that draws the most fire from critics is the jurv-selection process.
In the military, the commanding officer, the one who has recommended criminal charges, selects the jury members based
on such things as age, rank and experience. Although the jurors can be challenged by the attorneys and removed by a
judge, some detractors insist the end result is a panel hand-picked by the commander.

Calls for reform
Though supporters say military juries are "blue-ribbon panels" of well-educated officers who take their jobs seriously, even
some supporters of the system concede that a change in the jury-selection process might be warranted.
For example, Schlueter suggested in a speech to the Judge Advocate General's School in 1991 that a commander's influence
in picking potential jury members at least "looks bad."
He suggested a random computer-selection process among qualified officers, something roughly akin to the civilian court

practice. Schlueter said, "I cannot believe that the same ingenuity that coordinated the massive airstrike in the Middle East
could not be used to select court members for a court-martial when a service members liberty and property interests are at
stake."
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Letter to C.A.M.I.
September 10,2000
Dear C.A.MI.,

My name is Kevin Holt and I was a marine. I have been confined at the United States
Disciplinary Barracks in Fort Leavenworth Kansas for almost nine years. I was tried and
convicted of premeditated murder and sentenced to confmement for life.
What, you may ask. is so extraordinary about that? I was convicted on the testimony of
two fellow marines, one of which was facing other charges. and their wives who testified that
I told them I did it and one piece of evidence the appeals court has stated was uobviously"
tampered with.
Not enough? How about eleven marines who were best friends with the deceased and
had never met me before the trial testifying on my behalf that I could not have committed the
crime because they either saw. spoke with, and in one case even ate breakfast with the
deceased after the prosecution claims I murdered him.
Still not enough? How about the fact that the police seized over forty-two items
including my Chevy Blazer. and turned them over to the anny's own crime lab who could fmd
NOmING of evidentiary value using sophisticated techniques and multiple examiners,
prompting the prosecutor to find a hired gun, liar for hire. a Frankenstein monster" as stated
by Dr. Herbert MacDonnell, America's preeminent forensic scientist,. The man who wrote the
book on forensics.
U ..

I do not have enough room in my cell to accommodate my entire record of trial so I sent it
to my attorney to keep from paying the costs of having it copied. Until a couple of months ago. I
kept all briefs by both sides and the decisions from the courts for each level. A copy of the
record for myself would have been redundant as we were pursuing the top eight issues of my
case. These eight were the most important and we felt that if the courts were!1't going to see
justice done with them, then there would be no justice. At the present time it seems the court has
decided against justice in favor of the government's image ofinfallibiIity.
Please keep in mind that I was only a young marine when I was arrested and while I
did get around, as far as this whole judicial thing goes I am completely lost. I haven't had the
best of help with my lawyers but my recent one, Bill Cassara, seems to be working hard to the
best of his abilities with a screwed up system. I assume that most people think that when you
get locked up you instantly know all about the law. That is not the case. I've tried and all the
double speak in the law books confuses and angers me. Try as I might, I can't seem to understand
how the decisions from the court make sense.
Some people have a very hard time understanding why I make the decisions I make or
behave the way I do. I spoke with a reporter once and he told my mom he thought I was guilty
because I wasn't yelling and screaming. I am not a person who wears his emotions on his sleeve. I
do not believe that that is what being a man is all about. I also don't see any benefit to
screaming at the walls and beating my head against the cell door. It does not change the
situation one bit and only creates more stress that only does damage. I read of a man once who
screamed his heart out and was Tmally released only to die of a heart attack shortly after.

1

My view on life seems to be against the grain of the general populace and seems to upset
people or to make them look at me queerly. I hope that reading this may help you to
understand a little about who I am and what CA.M.I is all about My honor means more to me
than my freedom. I could probably get out of prison much sooner but to do so I would have to sell
myself out and I won't do that. I will never admit to something I didn't do. Each morning when I
get up. I must look at myself in the mirror. I must be able to live with what I see. What good is
freedom if you can't even look yourself in the face without disgust. Some people probably
wouldn't care. I do. I do not by to sway people with how I act. I only ask people to look at the
facts in my case and judge me by them.
Why didn't the eleven marines scream for my release after I was found guilty? I assume
was convicted, there
must have been evidence to support it, the prosecution merely being wrong about the time of the
murder. But then again, these are good marines and we believe what they were told because the
government wouldn't lie to us. I don't believe that anyone ever contacted them or the jury to
show them the discrepancies with the "expert" witnesses that lied about their credentials or
for that matter were never qualified in the field in which they testified. Wouldn't that be fun?
I wonder what they would say.
it is because they didn't see the trial and bought into the belief that if I

My chasers (guards) that sat with me for all the sessions were outraged with the
decision and decided to get out of the military. Why not get involved? Look around you. As long
as people have food to shove in their faces and television to watch they are happy and
complacent. Why rock the boat? Why get involved in something that doesn't affect their lives.
That is your answer. People are lazy.
The San Diego Coroner's office did an autopsy but surprise, surprise: they recorded over
the tapes so they were not available for a capitol pUnishment murder case. The report was
written by memory and very sketchy. Samples were taken but never tested. Ocular fluid could
have easily given a time of death but it was not tested even though a sample was taken. 1be
body was never checked for a temperature, only the coroners hand on the body and the result of
"cool to the touch" was given I could go into rigor mortis but that would take more pages and my
mom has already done that study. We've become experts in time of death study. Not something
I ever wanted to learn.

As to how they came to the forty-four minute time frame, it was the only period of time
that entire weekend that I was alone without an alibi. But even that shouldn't have mattered
because it takes more than forty-four minutes to drive to the murder scene and back while
speeding and making aU the lights let alone stopping to murder someone and then washing up.
Luckily for the government, facts are irrelevant in their courts.
As far as the murder weapons go, ...Yes, I did say WEAPONS. One knife was about six
and one half inches long with a blade on one side and flat on the other. thought to be a bayonet
while the other was about four and one half inches long, sharpened on both sides. Oddly
enough. exactly like a boot knife that one of the marines that testified against me, stabbed a
man in Memphis with, but that seems to keep getting overlooked.
What would I do if I had six months of freedom knowing that at the end I would be
returned to prison? I'd track down every investigative reporter that I could find and sit on their
doorstep until they listened to me. Other than-that, I do not know. Who do you go to when the
government has committed a crime against you and you have no money? I guess you would have
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to rely on the populace's greed for intrigue and governmental misdeed to get a reporter to create
pressure.
My congressmen and senators are only interested in their careers, not what's righL But
that is pretty much what political animals are all abouL They don't make a move unless it
makes them look good to the masses. Politics is about the many, not the few. Our country has
gotten away from the idea of letting a few guilty go free to ensure that no innocent man goes to
prison. Now we throw them all away and let an overworked court system figure it out.
I used to love America. I used to believe we were a great nation. I believed in this
country so much that I was willing to die for it. Now I see the rot eating at the core. I'm not as
cynical as you might think or filled with hate for what has been done to me. I just choose to
open my eyes to the reality of what is happening to our country instead of being spoon fed the
trash people watch on lV. I still love this country, I just don't respect it or it's leaders anymore.
I don't ask you to believe a word I say. I would prefer if you looked at everything in my
case as if you were pro-govenunent Do not listen to my opinions or my family's. Look for
yourself and make your own decisions. Read both sides and weigh it for yourself. I have made
sure that both the prosecution's and defense's arguments throughout my appeals were recorded
verbatim on this web site not only to prove that I have nothing to hide but also that you, the
public, can see what a travesty the military has made of the legal system, condenmed by their
own words. (Find those documents here).
I hope that you will read the things written on this site with the thought of .. How
would I feel if this were my son/daughter?" If any of you have friends or family in the military
it could very easily happen to you and them also. Remember, the military is only interested in
what is good for the service, not justice. I seem to remember being taught that our country was
founded on freedom. justice, and rights that protected us from oppressive govenunenL
If you feel anger, good. It should anger you. It should make you see the insidious evil in
a judicial system run by the military with little or no oversight by our REAL judicial system
My hope is that you will get involved and show your disapproval and disgust in this system,
not for me but for your families, friends, and any young person thinking ofjoining the military.
We need a change and only by YOU getting involved will that happen. C.A.MJ. is not about or
for me. It is too late for me but not for others. Don't let this system destroy the life of someone
you know.

Take care and God bless.
Sincerely,
Kevin M. Holt
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Recipe of a Navy Cover-up:
1. Blame it on a dead sailor;
2. Lie, saying he was gay to drum up anti-gay sentiment;
3. Ruin the guy who saved the ship and crew;
4. Allow a U.S. naval officer to lie to Spanish
dignitaries through a translator;
5. And promote the naval officers who caused it all...

Shame on you Navy!!
In an effort to let the world know America was "back" militarily speaking, old WWII battleships were brought out
of mothballs for duty on the high seas because of the awesome power these battlewagons could
deliver. Military observers say there is nothing more devastating, short of a nuclear blast, than an
__
all night naval bombardment. A row of battleships has the ability to literally change the contours
..
: of the land. One of the mightiest of these dreadnoughts was the USS IOWA and she was
underway April 19, 1989. It was a day that many would never forget and others would never live
lJ . ...,,-:-....~ through. It started off as a great day for Clayton Hartwig. His tour of duty was over and he was
. . ._
.
going home. His sea bag was packed as he awaited a helicopter for his departure. To keep him
'"
from impatiently pacing the floor, the Senior Chief Zieggler (Clay's supervisor) asked Clayton if he
would go to gun turret #2 and show Lawrence, his replacement, what his duties were for one last training session.

-.
,

m

There were unauthorized experiments that were approved by Admiral Milligan concerning, among other things,
the chemistry of the gunpowder. The ships captain, Fred Moosally, and John Mullahy were unaware of the
experiments being conducted. Bags that held the gunpowder were originally designed to be the detonating device
having a red patch on one end that was the primer. In that important function, the bags that contained the gun
powder played a critical role in launching 2700 lb. projectiles 25 miles. Crazy as it sounds, no bags had been
manufactured since 1954. Master Chief Skelly, acting with the approval of Adm. Milligan conducted 31 unauthorized
experiments that were prohibited in 1939; this according to the books; "Explosion Aboard the Iowa" by Richard
Schwoebel and "A Glimpse of Hell" by Charles Thompson. Mullahy was not aware of the experiments until six
months after the explosion. The gunpowder was blended in Hawthorne, Nevada with older black pOWder, some of
which had been manufactured 75 years prior in 1917. (I'm not kidding) An investigation later would reveal that a
floating barge of gunpowder in bags were left in the sun for several days contributing to their instability. Old bags
(meaning old detonating devices) and, mixed gunpowder with crap that was 75 years old; became a recipe for
disaster. Gun turret #2 exploded aboard the battleship USS IOWA; actually, there were three explosions which
Ultimately claimed the lives of 47 men. Master Chief Skelly was the SUbject of an Article 15 hearing where he was
fined 1 month's pay that was suspended. (one month's pay suspended for his involvement in the loss of 47 lives and
millions of dollars in damage to the ship)
John Mullahy was in turret#2 moving ammunition in a magazine, six decks underneath. While others in the area
scrambled for safety, Mullahy beat opened hatches to release three men trapped in a
compartment full of fire and smoke. Immediately follOWing their escape, a secondary explosion
occurred that surely would have killed all three. Mullahy then carried Lt. Blackie who had
passed out from the smoke and gas fumes from damage control central to the forward battle
station saving yet another life. He then groped and crawled through smoke to activate
sprinklers and flood the powder room. It was an act, people say, saved the ship and a crew of
over a thousand lives. John would later be awarded the Navy & Marine Corps Medal for saving
Lt. Blackie. He was never recognized for saving the other three men. MUllahy was never fUlly
credited for what he did that day. USCOVA feels his heroism and quick thinking ranks right up
there with Congressional Medal of Honor recipients. And, while he was receiving accolades
from one part of the Navy; he was receiving a belly full of harassment from an out-of-control

female commanding officer in another part of the Navy.
Ironically, Mullahy should not have been certified to move munitions aboard Iowa because he had just recently
M:>een let out of jail (brig, in navy jargon) prior to reporting to the USS IOWA. What in the world was John doing in
l'Iail? His wife decided to bug out in a cowardly way after he departed on a cruise with the USS Forrestal some years
back. She lied to the court telling the judge that she did not know where here husband was. She knew where he
was an what ship he was on. Not knowing he was divorced, Mullahy was not eligible for the extra housing allowance
offered to married personnel. When he finally became aware he wife had divorced him, he obtained copies of the
divorce decree. In typical bureaucratic fashion, Navy offICials refused to accept his paperwork because they were
not originals. Frustrated with trying to do the right thing - John said, "What the hell - I give up" and continued to
collect the extra housing allowance. It would become a legal tripwire that would bite John badly.
Turn the clock back a bit further and let's introduce Lt Cmdr. Patricia Rios, only child of Admiral Barrow. In 1986,
Mullahy was stationed at a Spanish military base in Cartagena, Spain. His commanding officer was Lt. Cmdr. Rios
who, one day, ordered MUllahy to paint over warning signs on dangerous explosives an move them in his own car
without a highway escort, in direct violation of U.S. military and Spanish regulations. His refusal exposed Rios to be
bumbling and inept, something she would not soon forget. USCOVA is in possession of a statement by Lcdr. Perry
D. Driver who investigated the overall explosive ordinance handling and safety program for Naval Station Rota,
Spain and the Cartagena Detachment. Inspector Driver slammed Patricia Rios in a 25 count indictment citing
violations of international laws, Navy regulations and the breaking of the Treaty between the United States and
Spain. It was enough to relieve Rios of her command but send her to jail as well.
Rios saw her opportunity to get even in several ways. As the OIC of the Cartagena detachment, Rios, just for
spite, denied Mullay's wife a dependents 10 card. This is noted in another sworn statement by Navy lawyer, Eric
Johnson. Then, she really went out of control when she ordered Mullahy court-martialed for $3,800 of married
housing allowance she stated was fraudulently received. Rios also ordered that MUllahy pay back TAD (temporary
additional dUty) funds. Mullahy was on a TAD assignment from Cartagena, Spain to NAS Rota waiting to be
court-martialed; 550 miles away. He was TAD for 8 months, when manual says that naval personnel may only be
on a TAD assignment for a maximum of 6 months. MUllahy was being docked $100/mo. to pay his debt back but
that wasn't good enough. Rios ordered $2900 be returned to John so the Navy could court-martial him. In reality,
~Mullahy did not owe $3800; he only owed the difference which was $900. While John M. Mullahy was recognized
'for his heroic efforts to save the USS Iowa, Patricia Rios was doing her level best to destroy him for reporting her
incompetence to naval inspectors. This demonstrates what can happen when a commanding offICer is hell bent on
getting even. The only reason any of this has come to light is because of MUllahy's efforts to save the entire crew by
getting to those sprinklers before the rest of the gunpowder blew up. Remember what happened to the USS
Arizona in Pearl Harbor when a bomb hit her forward magazine. In less than a few minutes she was sent to the
bottom.
For those of you who served, or, are serving in the Navy - think very hard; when is the last time you ever heard of
anyone being sent to a general court-martial who did not receive at least a BCD (bad conduct discharge). Mullahy was
the only sailor at the Philadelphia Brig who was ever returned to duty as far back as USCOVA can remember! Do you
think the Navy knew this was a personal vendetta and just went along with Il Based on the Navy's track record alone,
this case really stinks of a system that caters to the whim of any officer who is out to punish someone for personal
reasons. Patricia used the military judicial system, and sadly, the system allowed her to use judicial powers granted to
her by her rank to destroy this good American.

The Iowa incident wasn't the only place Mullahy distinguished himself. On page 110 of the record of trial, during
Mullahy's court martial, there was a stipulation to another heroic event which occurred during the Vietnamese
refuge evacuation. As people were boarding a truck a wire was tripped connected to a hand grenade. It was booby
trapped to kill. Mullahy dove for the grenade catching it before the spoon came up. He never received any medal for
that life saving action but there was a brief mention of it in his court-martial proceeding.
Now, if you know nothing else from USCOVA's website, you should know how America's military judicial system
can be twisted to yield any desired result. They threatened and bullied Mullahy to confess to something he really felt
he was not guilty of. The conviction rate in the U.S. military is 95-98%, which happens to be the same rate of
convictions in China, another totalitarian regime. Off he went to jail for 5 months. Mullahy has the distinction of being
the only sailor in American history who received a commendation while in jail for his outstanding work while
incarcerated in a naval brig. After his stint in the "big house," Mullahy was transferred to the USS Iowa in Norfolk, VA
in 1988. The Navy was not through beating up on John; ordering him to reimburse the Navy for cash advances he
received for food and housing while awaiting his court-martial. Part of his punishment also included a reduction in
pay grade. Demands for reimbursement whittled his paycheck down to nothing. Within two years of retirement, the

Navy wanted even more "blood" from John Mullahy. Lt. Cmdr. Rios decided to administratively discharge Mullahy
as an "undesirable" because he was found guilty at a court-martial; a court-martial she conjured up. Rios decided to
blow off her chain of command and go directly to Washington to make the discharge a reality; the mark of a fine
naval officer. By bypassing the chain of command, she was unaware of Mullahy heroic efforts on the USS Iowa
which saved the American dreadnought.
After news accounts of his heroic action from the explosions on the Iowa surfaced, the Navy started to realize the
stupid mistakes they had done. On orders from the Pentagon Mullahy was immediately promoted. Captain lang, a
Navy lawyer filed motions on his behalf in an Illinois court to move the date of his divorce from 1982 to 1987 when
he was notified that he was indeed divorced. Sadly and wrongfully, his court-martial was never reversed and he
retired as gunner's mate 1st class. The Navy attempted to bribe him with an additional promotion to the pay grade of
chief petty officer if he would suborn pe~ury and say that Clayton Hartwig was a gay sailor who committed suicide.
The truth was, unauthorized experiments and leaving the gunpowder on barges in the sun created an unstable
chemistry and whammy; 47 souls are lost. The Navy, scrambling to hide their own misconduct put the admiral in
charge of the investigation who signed off on the unauthorized experiments. It's the old game of the fox guarding the
hen house. Hey, let's blame it on a dead sailor, nobody will know. But people discovered the deception. Hartwig's
family got an attorney and the FBI crime lab stated they could find no detonation device in the wreckage that
allegedly was used by Clayton Hartwig to commit suicide and take everyone with him. like a submarine, Navy's lies
were starting to surface.
John Mullahy retired from the Navy and settled down in Spain. He is married to a citizen of Spain who is a nurse.
~~~. He got a job and, except being denied a well deserved promotion to chief petty officer;
life was pretty good. Suddenly, without warning, his retirement checks stopped! It turns
out someone fraudulently reported him dead. He believes and USCOVA believes it
was either Rios or one of her father's friends who did the dirty deed. Adm. Barrow
dropped dead of a heart attack in 1990 while running around the Pentagon. After
months of hassles trying to prove to the world that you're still alive, Ms. Shirley Higgins
of Congressman Bass's office, Concord, NH was successful in restoring Mullahy's
retirement checks.
Newly promoted, "Captain" Patricia Rios, who is married to a Spanish Naval officer,
got final revenge. At a huge gathering of dignitaries, Rios persuaded one of her friends,
Ms. Armeda Tommasi, who was the official translator for the 6th Fleet, to make
.:/;.. outrageous and false statements before a crowd of dignitaries designed to slander and
impugn the good name of John Mullahy who lived and worked in the city. In other words, all the "movers and
shakers" of the area were fed a pack of lies by translator Tommasi who relied on her friend's (Rios) information as
being correct. Tommasi made the false statements saying that she had obtained the information from an "Official of
. the United States Governmenf' and a "representative of the Naval Investigative Service." She was referring to her
friend Capt. Patricia Rios. But those lies paled in comparison to the lie that followed. Incredibly, Tommasi spoke into
the microphone for all the dignitaries to hear, blaming the deaths of the Iowa's 47 dead on John M. Mullahy.
Instead of praising John, she condem ned him with the following words; "1 AM THE OFFICIAL U. S. NA W
REPRESENTATIVE AND THIS IS THE OFFICIAL POSITION OF THE UNITED STATES NAW AND THE NAVAL
INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE THAT JOHN MULLAHY WAS A SUSPECT IN THE MASS MURDER OF 47 MEN IN
GUN TURRET #2 ON THE USS IOWA 88-61. "In attendance at the party were the U.S. Ambassador, Commander
U.S. 6th Fleet, the mayor and numerous other important local and foreign officials. Upon hearing what happened,
the Naval Investigative Service, denying Rios was their representative, asked Tommasi where she received her
outrageously false information. Tommasi told investigators she got her information from Captain Patricia Rios.
Within 7 hours of that statement, two days before Christmas 1994, John Mullahy was fired from his job. To
USCOVA's best information; as a result of the evil plan of Patricia Rios, Mullahy is still struggling financially to this
day. Tommasi received formal counseling for her involvement in perpetrating the lies and MUllahy received an
apology from the commanding offICer of Naval Station Rota, Spain.
The United States Navy tried to cover-up the Iowa disaster with; a bogus investigation by a Navy admiral; by
suborning perjury in attempting to bribe Mullahy to support the official assertion that Hartwig was gay and suicidal,
by allowing a navy captain and a civil service employee to mislead the Great Nation of Spain. Adding insult to injury,
the Navy promoted Rios regardless of what she did or said. What a country! Doesn't it make you proud to be an
American?

United States Navy Captain, Patricia Rios, is a bald face liar. She deserves to have *her* retirement checks
stopped. Even the commanding officer of the USS Iowa said her statement was preposterous. When John Mullahy
checked aboard the USS Iowa fresh out of jail, the commanding officer told him, if you do a good job here, we'll
I forget about what happened in the past. Iowa's commanding officer never reneged on this commitment and has
continued to support Mullahy to this day. In a report sent from Atlantic Fleet commander, Adm. Powell Carter to the
Commander of US Forces Europe, the inspector general, Rear Adm. Paul G. Chabot wrote that Lt. Cmdr. Patricia
Rios, "made deliberate efforts to ruin the career and reputation of John M. Mullahy when he was assigned to her
command two years ago."
Lessons learned? If you are not in the military. don't go in. If you are in. get out. Until real reforms are made
to preclude someone like Rios or her daddy'S friends from attacking good men like John Mullahy; the military of the
United States is not a healthy place to be either physically, mentally, or financially. John Mullahy had never even
heard of the Military Whistleblowers Protection Act until he contacted USCOVA in November 2000. What the hell
good is a law when no one knows of its existence and those who know about it refuse to enforce the will of
Congress. You see, the law was passed to make it look like our government supports the efforts of whistleblowers.
The reality is quite different. For those who would like to write John Mullahy: johnmu@teleline.es
You can write to your Congressional representative -letters do count. Don't write to them to inform them; they
already know. Their staffers hear all the ugly stories and pass the information on to their respective Member of
Congress. It's more important to write, not to inform but, to let them know that you know what happened and that
you're not happy about it. If enough letters are written, things will change. One or two letters are ignored but millions
of letters are seriously considered. Write one a month. The message there is that you are mad this month and you
were mad last month. Elected offICials count on the public having a "short memory." If you have a long memory and
remind them of it every month until something changes; things will change.
Note: John M. Mullahy is submitting a sworn statement to USCOVA categorically stating that all the Infonnatlon provided above Is the
truth. We invite Capt. Rios and her friend Ms. Tommasi to submit sworn statements as well. USCOVA Is In possession of a letter
written by the commanding officer of the USS Iowa at the time of the explosion and quoted relevant segments. Additionally, we invite
the United States Navy or anyone having personal knowledge of the Iowa incident or issues concerning John M. Mullahy to submit
sworn statements either supporting or rebutting his assertions.

(posted Nov 4. 2000). USS IOWA- ACCUSED READY TO DIE FOR mE TRUTH!
I don't know if anything can be done in my case or not. but at least one more person knows about iL I hope
the below letter that I sent to SECNAV last year does not make me sound like I'm crazy. but it's the
truth. It can be checked out and verified in several places. It still goes on as I am still unemployed. It is
even mentioned in the book" A GLIMPSE OF HELL" By Charles Thompson. If you are interested let me
know at IOHNPAULA@ONO.COM or
john M. Mullahy
jimenez De La Espada N31-4A
30203 Cartagena. Spain
telephone: 34-968-081356
Rios and officers like Rios are allowed to get away with everything. because there is nothing in place
to protect some one reporting a senior officer. I have been fighting the Navy for years and I cannot give
into them.
8 October 1999

Secretary of the Navy
2000 Navy Pentagon
Washington D.C. 20350-2000
U.S.A.

Mr. Secretary.
As you are well aware there is a personnel vendetta that has been waged against me and I am the
Victim. Enough is Enough. I and my wife and two children. john and Paula have paid dearly over the
years. But No More!
The Navy's position is to not answer any correspondence from my Senator (Senator Robert Smith. N.H.)
who was really not too interested in the first place. a member of his staff a Mr. james Downs said he
would not help me. Which shocked me because the request for his assistance came from Congressman
Bass. Also you have not replied to my Congressman's (Congressman Charles Bass. of Concord. N.H.)
request and inquires. Mrs. S. Higgins of the Congressman's Concord office said even though every one in
and out of the Navy has said this is indeed a vendetta and that I have told the TRUTH there is
nothing more the Congressman's office can do. This is unacceptable.
You have not replied to any of my correspondence including my letter of 8 May 1998 to you when I
returned All my Medals. Ribbons. Awards. Citations and Insignias to you. and my Children's United
States Passports back to the Department of State all because of this Vendetta You could have at least
acknowledged receipt as Professional Courtesy. On june 1. 1999 I tried to solidt the assistance of RADM
john Hutson the Navy judge Advocate General,. but as normal I received No response.
The Navy's position is basically ignore him and he will go away. you can never be more wrong. I CAN
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AND WILL NOT WALK AWAY OR GO AWAY. Too much has been said and done to my family and
myself for that to happen. Even in the recent released book by Charles Thompson •A GLIMPSE OF
HELL" on pages 263. 264 and 265 that in 1989 Admiral Ming Chang (the Navy Inspector General) and
Rear Admiral Paul G. Chabot (Inspector General CINCLANTFL1') informed Admirals Trost. Frank
Kelso. Mike Boorda. Leon Eddeny and Admiral Richard Milligan that Lt. Cmdr Patricia Rios "Made
deliberate efforts to Ruin the Career and Reputation of Gunners Mate John M Mullahy Jr." that I told
the truth and that this was a personnel vendetta being carried out by Lt. Cmdr. Patricia Rios. Yet
nothing was done to stop this from continuing and putting an end to it all or to correct the injustices that
have been done to me. Instead the Navy chose to do nothing and let it continue and tum a blind eye on
the whole matter. Admiral Barrow, Rios'S father I know at the time had some influence on the matter.
It should also be noted that Admiral Barrow was a classmate of both Admirals Trost: Kelso and
Eddney. How convenient!
I was sent to a General Court Martial for Misappropriation of Government Funds (collecting Married
BEQ). My first wife left while I was on a 6 Month Mediterranean Deployment on the U.S.S. Forrestal.
She. my first wife, divorced me without my knowledge or any notification. So I collected Married BEQ
until I found out about the Divorce. I tried on several occasions to stop my BEQ (see statements of CDR
Carol Hiers. GMTC George Haight. Senior Chief Tim Schoulting which you have) and was told I could
not stop my Married BEQ without the Original Divorce papers, which I did not have.
I was told the morning of my Court-Martial that I was going to be found Guilty because I did not write a
Personal Letter to the Commanding Officer of Naval Finance Center Cleveland and I would get Two
Years in the Brig and a Bad Conduct Discharge or Pled Guilty and get only 6 months in the Brig and be
allowed to retire. Even though $2900.00 of $4000.00 of the Married BEQ was paid back Rios gave me
back the $2900.00 that payback was not possible not even in a lump sum. GAG Investigation) My
Father-in-Law even offered to write a check or pay cash. but was told No by Rios that I was to be
Court-Martailed. I did not have a Captains Mast or any counseling I went straight to a General Court
Martial. When I was at TPU Norfolk after the Iowa Accident Naval Finance Center Cleveland stated
that I did Not have to repay the Married BEQ as it was NOT MY FAULT as I tried to comply With
NAVPERS 1070/602 BAQ/VHA entitlements. So where the Crime. JAG says I'M Guilty and Naval
Finance says its not my fault. So what was the Misappropriation if Cleveland has made this ruling in
1989 about my case?
.
'
The day I returned from my Honeymoon I was sent to Naval Station Rota on Technical Arrest Orders
and waited 8 Months for my Court-Martial. The maximum time for Technical Arrest Orders is 6 Months.
I was Court-Martialed any way. My HazMat Certification pulled by Rios. ALL my schools canceled by
Rios GAG Investigation). The day my ex-wife divorced me I was off the coast of Lebanon. Where there
was a 40 mm explosion on the U.S.S. Forrestal. I was in surgery having scrap metal removed from the
right side of my body. Notification of my divorce was printed in the Zion. 111. Press which is printed on
Fridays only. The Soldiers and Sailors Relief Act was waived to Court-Martial me.
In 1975 during the fall of Vietnam I was TAD to Special Operations (EOD/UDT). I was stationed at
Security Gungle Patrol) NAVMAG Subic. Near the end of a covert operation I jumped on a grenade in a
truck that we were getting into and saved 4 other sailor's lives (Court-Martial transcripts page 110). I
caught the grenade in the air before the spoon came up. It was wired to the gas tank. I then wrapped my
belt around it for disposal (I never received the medal I was told I was going to get for that). In 1987
Lcdr. Rios told everyone that I was crazy for what I did. That normal people don't do stupid things. My
second Attorney for my one and only Court-Martial looked at it as I saved lives and it should count for
something.
The day of my Court-Martial my wife was given 24 hours to vacate our 3-bedroom house not by housing
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but by Rios so my wife was put out on the street. Lcdr. Rios told JAG Investigation that she changed my
3-bedroom house into a barracks with no one to put in it of course. According to your JAG Investigation
my wife should never have been removed, but stayed there until I received new orders after the Brig.
The day of my Court-Martial NONE of my witnesses could be located in the Navy. But ALL came
forward after the news of the Iowa Accident and ALL still very much in the Navy. This is another
. reason why I pled guilty. No witnesses to prove that I tried to stop my BEQ OAG Investigation). The
day before my Court-Martial my lawyer was changed because Lt. johnson was ordered to stop trying to
help me so much and if he continued he was going to be transferred to Legal Aid OAG Investigation).
Plus my civilian lawyer was not allowed on the base the morning of my Court-Martial.
Lcdr.. Rios denied my wife a Dependents ill Card, Exchange, Commissary and ALL other privileges
OAG Investigation) (my wife comes from a Spanish Navy Officers family) and my wife works then and
now in the Spanish Navy Hospital. Lcdr. Rios REFUSED to give sponsorship to my wife. So therefore I
paid to relocate my wife when I was in the Brig. Tommasi (one of Rios's friends) made false statements
to Naval Station Rota StaffJudge Advocate about me All her statements were disregarded

The JAG Investigations that were completed by CINCNAVEUR are above criminal actions. not counting
two statements made by one of the Investigating Officers, a Lcdr.. Perry Driver. which confmned
EVERYTHING.
As you know I appeared before the Investigations Subcommittee of the Anned Services Committee in
December 1989. The Chairman Nichias Mavroules wrote "there appears to be interference in his
personal life, allegedly by a Military Officer, that goes well beyond what is proper. All of this has
occurred under the cloud of his charging this superior officer with violations of ammunition safety
procedures and possible violation of the status of forces agreement in Spain" (I was as you know the
Weapons Officer in Cartagena). This letter was sent to your office and I did not ask for his assistance.
but it was welcomed.
I have been refused Navy Legal Assistance in this matter from Naval Station Rota "I don't want to get
involved in this nightmare, sorry"
I am not left with a way out or any options, so now I will do what I have to do. For the Officers I have
listed above will attest to that I have done every thing I have said I will do. I hope that something is
done so this never happens to anyone ever again in the Navy.
This is not a game and it is defInitely not any way amusing as some of your people may think, because I
do not see anything funny about this situation at all. You have taken away my livelihood and ALL
prospects of me ever being employed here again. You have marked me as a MASS MURDERER OF 47
OF MY FELLOW SHIPMATES, and said that "I BLEW-UP TURRET TWO on the U.S.S. IOWA B8-61.
I received a letter from the Commanding Officer of Naval Station Rota, Spain apologizing for the
False and Misleading Statements made by Ms. Aremda Tommasi (she Ms Tommasi stated in your own
JAG Investigation said that she received ALL her information about me from Cmdr. Patricia B. Rios),
however I lost my job about 7 hours after these statements were made about me. Nothing was done to
correct the damage that was done in all the Communities (Cartagena & Benidorm) that Ms Tommasi
told these LIES to was informed that they were in fact lies. So therefore I lost my Job.
This includes a Formal Function between the United States Navy and the Spanish Navy where Sixth
Fleet was present in person at this occasion. Ms Tommasi stated at this function to all she came in
contact with: "THAT I AM THE OFFICIAL U.S. NAVY REPRESENTATIVE AND 1HIS IS THE
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OFFICIAL POSITION OF TI-IE U.S. NAVY AND 1HE NAVAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE" THAT I
OOHN MULLAHY) WAS A SUSPECTED MASS MURDERER AND THAT I BLEW UP TURRET TWO
ON THE U.S.S. IOWA BB-61 AND SEVERAL FALSE ACCUSATIONS. (SEE JAG INVESTIGATION)
This is why NO ONE will hire me until this is cleared up. Now my children will be dragged into this
nightmare and this is why I am writing this letter so that the truth will once and for all come out
either willingly or not. The choice is yours to correct the injustices that have been committed.
You have twice taken everything we own and put us in a life of poverty. We have been DENIED our
supposed benefits as a result of this vendetta. I was even denied to mail a letter with the correct
postage on it, and just prior to Christmas of 1997 I was reported dead and my pay stopped and it is
extremely important that nothing happens to my Retired Pay as it goes to buy medicine for my son, and
the benefits I don't have but should have were stopped. (Congressman Bass's Office Mrs. S. Higgins got
my retirement pay restarted for me). INCREDIBLE!
Cmdr Rios wrote to ALL my Creditors (see JAG Investigation) and told them that because of my Court
Martial I was now a Convicted Felon (Ford took my truck, I was three payments ahead. Sears, j.C.
Pennys, my Bank, Visa to name some but not all). She opened ALL my Mail for what I don't know (again
see JAG Investigation). My wife refused a Dependents ID card from Rios (again JAG Investigation). All
because I refused an illegal order from Lcdr. Rios that started this witch-hunt.
I was ordered in front of 8 other military personnel to go to San Javier Airport and direct a C130 U.S. Air
Force aircraft from the Hot spot to the Civilian Terminal and not to tell anyone what I was doing.
Spray Paint over ALL EXPLOSIVE MARKINGS and place the explosives in my personal pick-up truck
(Ford F-150). Drive the explosives (C4 Plastic Explosive NALC M757 approx. 2000 lbs., blasting caps
NALC M131, approx. 50 each. Small Arms Ammo approx. 10.000 rounds of 9mm and 7.62 and some hand
grenades). Rios forgot to get Diplomatic Clearance for the aircraft. I was also ordered to move the
above explosives over Spanish roads WITHOUT informing the Spanish Government for escorts and No
placards, from San Javier to Cartagena approx. 35 miles, needless to say I refused the order and
reported the matter to Captain Kennedy at CINCNAVEUR who called Rios to London.
When Rios returned from London it all started and has never stopped OAG Investigation and "A
GLIMPSE OF HELL" pages 263 and 264). All though I do not agree with everything your Investigations
say (as they are sanitized or watered down) they ALL have said I have told the truth. This is why I do
not understand the Navy's position, one would think the Navy would want to clear it up, and make
good what was done in the Navy's name and on Official Functions it would be good PRo
I have kept my word to try and find a peaceful solution to this nightmare but time has run out. I have
tried by going to the Navy and its JAG Investigations. I have gone to lawyers at my own expense, I have
tried going to my Senator and my Congressman, but to no avail. I am quite sure you will ask what
happened the best way is to ask people who have first hand knowledge: Captain Shrecengaust (Ret.).
Captain Paul Hanley (Ret), Captain Fred Moosally (Ret), Captain Deborah Burnette (Ret). Admiral
Ellis (Ret JAG) to name a few.
So now this has two ways it can go! I either come out even or I lose. There are no in-betWeens, there's is
no compromise. I get what I have lost as a direct result of Rios and Tommasi's vendetta and lies, which
everyone in the Navy has acknowledged, is true, that is why I can't understand what the problem is to
repair the damage that has been done. My Court-Martial overturned and restore me to the rank I
should have been, get or give me employment at the same salary I was when I was frred ($43,000.00 a
year), recoup my lost wages ($217,000.00 for-lost wages, $630 Lawyers fees, $7.000.00 phone bills and
$14,000.00 for my Pick-up truck).
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If I lose the United States Navy WILL HAVE TO Kll..L ME. so that the truth will come out for my
children. This has got to end- it cannot go on like this. The truth WILL come out one way or another for
my children's sake; there is NO WAY they become involved in this mess. On each occasion they seek
me out, as Cartagena is 550 miles from Naval Station Rota. They receive counseling and I pay through
the nose. I cannot understand why the Navy does not think that it is a little strange that this was all
done by the same two people before and after my Court-Martial.
IDos came after me while I was in the Brig, on the U.S.S. IOWA, while I was at TPU Norfolk, on the
U.S.S. Kermedyand after I retired from the Navy. This vendetta has continued to the present day. The
Navy either condones Rios and Tommasi's actions or just turns a blind eye to the whole matter. Do you
think it is too much of a coincidence that all these things where done by the SAME TWO PEOPLE. and
nobody can see there is something a tad wrong with this situation. Special Agent Tom Goodman says
"what a nightmare" But either way I live or die it is your decisionI But it ends NOWI
The above is not everything that has happened as you can see from your own JAG Investigations. I am
fInished with all your Investigations as nothing ever happens except that I am always the loser, and
they get counseled.
If your decision is that the U.S.Navy will have to kill me. then I am willing to die over all that has

been done. There is no other way that I can protect my family and to fIght back. If I do not hear from you
in a reasonable amount of time I will take it, as your decision is that I lose. I pray that when my

children are old enough they will avenge me. This situation will go on NO more.

john M. Mullahy jr.
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DONNELLY
MASSACHUSETTS
ELEVENTH DISTRICT
March 23, 1990
Honorable H. Lawrence Garrett
Secretary
Navy Department
The Pentagon
Washington, D.C. 202:50-1000

RE:

GMGI John M. Mullahy, Jr. SS# 025 44 1321
Dear Mr.. Secretary:

I am writing on behalf of John M. requesting my assistance.
Mullahy who has recently contacted me
GMGI Mullahy is seeking to be considered for the rank of Chief: I know that you are
aware ofhis
gallant action in the gun turret aboard the
U.S.S. Iowa last April. It is my belief that a series of events have occurred in his Naval
career over
which he had no control. While serving in Spain prior to his assignment to the Iowa, he
had alleged
wrongdoing on the part ofa superior officer in handling munitions and annaments. It is
my understanding
this investigation is ongoing, and that GMGI Mullahy's accusations are proving to be
true. As a result of
his action retalitory action was taken against him by his superior officer resulting in a
court martial and a
confinement in the brig despite his offers to rectify any indebtedness he might have had
to the Navy.
GMGI Mullahy'sjob perfonnance throughout his career has been outstanding and his
loyalty. to the Navy
is above reproach. His bravery last April 19 indicates to me that he is an individual we
can take pride
in having in our Armed Forces. I firmly believe that the disciplinary actions that had been
taken
against him should be rectified and that he should be given the chance to advance as if

this had

never occurred.
I would appreciate any comments you might have regarding this matter. Thank you for
your attention to
this matter.
Sincerely,

BRIAN DONNELLY
Member of Congress
436 CANNON HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING
WASmNGTON, D.C. 20515
9202) 225-3215
2301 JOHN F. KENNEDY FEDERAL BUILDING
805 -ON. MA. 02203
(617; 223-0036
47 WASHINGTON STREET
OUINCY, MA. 02189
(617) 472-1800
CI MAIN STREET
-ROCKTON. MA. 02401
-617P 583-6300
TOLL-FREE LINE TO
WASHINGTON
1-800-424-9112

JOHN M. MULLAHY JR
CIRAMON Y CAJAL N22-7G
30204 CARTAGENA, MURCIA SPAIN

SECRETARY OF THE NAVY
2000 NAVY PENTAGON
WASHiNGTON D.C. 20350-2000
VIA: CIDEF OF NAVAL PERSONEL, 2000 NAVY PENTAGON,
WASIDNGTON
D.C.
COMNAVSTHFFT, U.S.S. LA SALLE, iN PORT CARTAGENA SPAIN
IT IS WITH DEEP REGRET THAT I RETURN TO YOU THE NAVY &
MARINE CORPS MEDAL AND CITATION ALONG WITH THE BELOW LIST OF
MEDALS, CITATIONS, RIBBONS AND INSIGNIAS. SINCE I HAVE BEEN
LABLED BY MS ARMEDA TOMMASI, A CIVILIAN EMPLOYEE OF TIffi
MORALE, WELFARE, AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT, OF NAVAL
STATION ROTA AS A SUSPECTED MASS MURDERER, THAT I BLEW UP
TURRET TWO ON THE U.S.S. IOWA BB-61, AND SEVERAL OTHER FALSE
ACCUSATIONS ALL DONE IN THE NAME OF THE UNiTED STATES NAVY,
WHILE ON AN OFFICAL U.S. NAVY FUNCTION. THE NAVY HAD
INVESTAGATED ALL OF THIS AND SENT ME AN APOLOGY. HOWEVER AN
APOLOGY DOES NOT GET ME MY JOB BACK, NOR DOES IT RESTORE MY
REPUTATION iN BOTH CARTAGENA AND BENJDORM FORM THE LIES SHE
(MS TOMMASI) HAS BEEN TELLiNG (EVEN FROM YOUR OWN MS AND JAG
INVESTAGATIONS BOTH FOUND TO BE TRUE) AND REPLACE TIffi LOST
INCOME ($167,000.00 TO PRESENT DATE) THAT I AND MY FAMILY HAVE
LOST. SINCE I WAS REPORTED DEAD JUST BEFORE CHRISTMAS OF LAST
YEAR MY PAY & BENIFITS STOPED (MY PAY WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN
RESTORED AS FAST AS IT WAS IF IT HAD NOT BEEN FOR THE ASSISTANCE
MS mGGINS OF CONGRESSMAN BASS'S CONCORD N.H. OFFICE) I WAS NOT
TOLD WHO REPORTED ME DEAD BUT I HAVE MY OWN SUSPICIONS.
I HAVE APPLIED FOR MY NEW SPANISH RES IDENCIA WITH THE REASON
OF POLITICAL PROSECUTION FROM THE UNITED STATES NAVY AND HAS
BEEN APPROVEDJ HAVE RETURNED MY CIDLDRENS PASSPORTS TO THE
DEPARTMENT.OF STATE.
WE WILL BE MOVING AT THE END OF THE SUMMER I \VILL NOT GIVE A
FORWARDING ADDRESS TO THE NAVY FOR THE PROTECTION OF MY
CHILDREN.
\V}ffiN I DIE I DO NOT WANT A UNITED STATES FLAG PUT ON MY COFFIN

I WAS TAUGHT THE FLAG WAS TO BE RESPECTED AND NOT SOMETHING
TO BE ASHAMED OF.
WHEN THE NAVY REPAIRS THE DAMAGE THAT WAS DONE, RECUPE MY
LOSES AND WHEN I AM
EMPLOYED YOU CAN RETURN THE ABOVE.
I AM PRESENTLY TALKING TO rv.m..PEDRO GARCIA-PREFASI A REPORTER
FOR ONE OF THE NATIONAL SPANISH NEWSPAPERS IT WILL NOT BE A
PLEASENT STORY.

INSIGNIA, MEDALS, AND RIBBONS:
ENLISTED SURFACE WARFARE INSIGNIA
AIR WARFARE INSIGNIA
NAVY & MARINE CORPS MEDAL & CITATION
NAVY ACHIEVEMANT MEDAL & CITATION
GOOD CONDUCT MEDAL WrrHREE BRONZE STARS
NAVY EXPEDITIONARY MEDAL W/ONE BRONZE STAR
NATIONAL DEFENSE SERVICE MEDAL W/ONE BRONZE STAR
ARMED FORCES EXPEDITIONARY MEDAL
VIET-NAM SERVICE MEDAL WITHREE BRONZE STARS
HUMANITARIAN SERVICE MEDAL W/ONE BRONZE STAR
MULTINATIONAL FORCE AND OBSERVERS MEDAL
VIET-NAM CAMPAIGN MEDAL
VIET-NAM CROSS OF GALLANTRY MEDAL
SOUTHWEST ASIAN SERVICE MEDAL
KUWAIT LIBERATION MEDAL (SAUDI ARABIA)
KUWAIT LIBERATION MEDAL (KUWAID
PISTOL EXPERT MEDAL
RIFLE EXPERT MEDAL
COMBAT ACTION RIBBON
PRESIDENTIAL UNIT COMMENDATION RIBBON
NAVY UNIT COMMENDATION RIBBON
MERITORIOUS UNIT COMMENDATION RIBBON
BATTLE "E" RIBBON
OVERSEAS SERVICE RIBBON
SEA SERVICE RIBBON W/SILVER STAR
NAVY RECRUITING RIBBON
NAVY RECRUITING BADGE W ITWOBRONZE STARS
I AM ALSO ENCLOSING SOME OTHER CORRESPONDENCE THAT I SENT TO

MY
SENATO AND CONGRESSMAN

50 MEMBER'S LAST NAME, INITIALS
PERIOD OF REPORT
-25-44-1321
MULLIAHY, J. M. JR.

51 SSN
52From 89FE5281

54 DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
A
CLEANLINESS AND PRESERVATION OF TURRET TWO A 1G/5- TRIPLE GUM T
INCLUDE MAGAZINE SECURITY PATROL INPORT AND UNDERWAY.
LTARYDUTIES

4-1
55 SPECIAL ACillEVEMENTS
SillPS EMPLOYMENT INCLUDE:
FLEETEX 3-89, PVST ST MARTEN, NEW
ORLEANS
PETTY OFFICER
56 EVALUATION COMMENTS
MULLAHYISANEXTREMELY
DEPENDABLE AND ENTHUSIASTIC WORKER. HE HAS AN EXCELLENT
PROFESSIONAL
BACKGROUND"AND PUTS THIS KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE TO GOOD
USE WHEN CONFRONTED
WITH NOT ONLY EVERYDAY PROBLEMS, BUT SITUATIONS wmCH ARE
UNUSUAL. PETTY OFFICER
MULLAHY IS LEVEL, HEADED AND INITIATES ALL REQUIRED ACTION IN A
CALM, COLLECTED AND
CONFIDENT' MANNER. HE CONTINUOUSLY DEMONSTRATES AN
EXCEPTIONALLY illGH DEGREE OF
,
PROFESSIONALISM.
illS SPECIFIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS INCLUDE:,
SINGLED HANDEDLY RESCUED THREE SillPMATES FROM THE-FIRE
AND SMOKE-FILLED ANNULAR
SPACE DURING THE FIRE FIGHTING EFFORT FOLLOWING THE EXPLOSION
IN TURRET'TWO.
FOUND illS WAY THROUGH NUMEROUS SMOKE-FILLED
COMPARTMENTS DOWN TO DAMAGE
CONTROL CENTRAL TO ACTIVATE SPRINKLERS TO TURRET TWO
MAGAZINES AND POWDERS FLATS,
WITHOUT.ANY TYPE OF BREATillNG DEVICE AFTER DAMAGE CONTROL
CENTRAL AND BEEN ORDERED
TO EVACUATE DUE TO SMOKE.
FOLLOWING THE TURRET TWO EXPLOSION, HE VOLUNTEERED FOR
CASUALTY IDENTIFICATION - A
TASK HE COMPLETED WITH COMPLETE PROFESSIONALISM.-'

I
I
- COORDINATED LOGISTICS FOR REPAIR: TEAMS DURING AFTERMATH Ofj
TURRET, 2.. EXPLOSION AND
SUPERVISED THREE TURRET REPAIR TEAMS.

TRAINED ALL REPAIR PARTIES ONBOARD IOWA IN THE
OPERATION OF ALL THREE TURRET
SPRINKLERS SYSTEMS.
MERITORIOUSLY ADVANCED TO GUNNERS 'MATE GUNS
SECOND CLASS FOR ACTIONS
DEMONSTRATED DURING THE EXPLOSION AND AFTERMATH OF TURRET
TWO.
PETTY OFFICER MULLAHY LEAVES IOWA KNOWING HE MADE
SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS TO MAIN
BATTERY IN THE SHORT TIME HE WAS STATIONED ABOARD-BAITLESIIIP
IOWA. HE DISTINGUISHED
lllMSELF AMONG THE FINEST OF BATTLESlllP SAILORS. IN TillS HE
DISPLAYED LEADERSillP SKILLS
EXHIBITED BY THE FINEST PROFESSIONALS. PETTY OFFICER MULLAHY
HAS EARNED MY HIGHEST
RECOMMENDATION FOR POSITIONS OF GREATER RESPONSIBILITY AND IS
STRONGLY RECOMMENDED
RETENTION IN UNITED STATES NAVAL SERVICE. '

www.militaryinjustice.org
(October 27,2000).

Crushing the Family - the Military Method.

My husband. a Navy Physician with a 20 year stellar record was convicted of rape with no physical,
witness or evidentiary testimony. Two of our daughters have been labeled "victim witnesses" while 3 of
our other children are allowed to write. talk and visit with their father. The sixth child (a girl) and
the only minor. wanted to visit but when my husband requested that he was told she had to write to
Leavenworth to request the right to visit.
Now get this one- they have declared me a Victim Witness also. When Leavenworth was asked why
by my husband's lawyer they were told "she is an indirect victim". The reason they were asked about
this is that they used this excuse to cut me off from my husband by phone, letters and mail. This is
despite the fact I was allowed to visit along with my three daughters at the Brig in Norfolk. It has
been over one year now since we have been allowed any contact. It will be almost another whole year
till he is home and we can see each other. His sentence was recently suspended for 6 months..We are now.
going for appeal.
NCIS took my husband and my three daughters and myself over the coals with no help from anyone.
My husband's CO even drove us to NCIS. We received no support from anyone and were in a foreign
country at the time. There is a lot more to what happened to us but due to pending appeal with the
Navy-Marine Court of Appeal I will not go into it now. I do not want to do anything to hurt my
husband's chances as he IS an innocent man. He has 3 Meritorious Service medals plus many more
medals and ribbons. When he was SMO on the USS Constellation they got 100% on their Medical IG.
That was the first and last time in history.
Many high ranking officers came to testify on his behalf even when called by the prosecutor to try to
get something negative against him. There was no success at that. The prosecutor harassed and
threatened our three daughters and myself and constantly called our other three children who are in
their late 20's and early 30's even though they have not lived with us for years. Two of those children
told her where to go in different terms. She found one who could be intimidated and worked on him. The
first time I talked to the prosecutor she mentioned the probability my husband would go to jail for
lifel!! Since we were told the most he might be charged with if at all (quote from NelS) I was
devastated and totally confused. Turned out she charged him with two counts of rape among 5 other
charges (only 4 of which he was found guilty 00. None of which he should have been found guilty of.
Anyway the prosecutor set about threatening us and making our lives miserable. She turned one of our
daughters into a basket case and who is only beginning to recover. The prosecutor continued to threaten
me with charges of Obstruction of Justice which she conveyed to me through one son. my husband's
lawyer and by threats to my three daughters and myself. She started this before we even met or before
she even talked to any of us. She harassed my husband's parents also. We were threatened and
harassed during the whole process. She used civilian social services in three states to harass us also.
They were given lies which were confirmed through our civilian lawyer. They were surprised. A
charge of kidnapping was threatened against me indirectly because I took our three girls to
Pennsylvania for Christmas and to spend time with their grandparents so I could go and support my
husband during a horrific time.

I want to say you can not imagine the terror we went through but I know there are many of you out there
who can imagine and I would like to see this stop so no one has to go through this again. NCIS took my
daughter's computer and my own computer which had no evidence of anything in them and yet they are
still at NCIS offices in Iceland. Most inquiries about the computers were ignored by the prosecutor and
the assistant prosecutor when our civilian lawyer repeatedly attempted to get them returned. My
husband's lawyer has been able to find they never left Iceland. We still do not have them back or any
of the other items that were not used for evidence or in court. Those include every single thing they took
from us as NONE of it showed any evidence of the charges.
The military doctor wrote a false report on at least one of my daughters. I was in with her and I know
what she said. He lied on the witness stand. Despite the fact my husband was charged with no crime
against me I was not allowed to sit in on the court martial to give him support. My husband has bipolar
depression II and has Parkinson's which the Navy did not want to diagnose or treat him for (the
Parkinson's that is). I used most of my inheritance money (which was a very large amount) to get my
husband medical treatment and a good civilian lawyer. I am using what is left to defend his honor all
the way to the Supreme Court if I have to.
Family Devastation: My husband is going to be 56 in November. He has both a Ph.D. and an M.D. He
will never be able to work again which is all right with us but hard on him. The prosecutor asked the
court first for a life sentence, dismissal from the military and removal of all medals and ribbons and to
end his pay. By the end of the trial she was asking for 8 years and all the rest. He got 3 years and lost
everything else.
His drugs for his bipolar depression can cost as much as $1,000 a month. We have one daughter in
college who may have to quit unless she can get a job good enough to pay her tuition and living costs.
She is the one they hammered the most trying to get her to testifY against her father. She carries the
emotional scars from all of this. Three of our daughters no longer trust anyone. One breaks into tears if
she hears someone raise their voice as if they might argue with someone. Another spent almost two
years before she would even go into another aisle in a store without leaVing my side. All three of these
girls were very outgoing before and made friends of all ages easily and were popular and well liked by
all who met them.
People need to realize - anyone we can all reach - that not only the military members are being
mistreated (quite an understatement) but also the wives, husbands, parents. children , etc. POW's have
the Geneva Convention - our military guys and gals held in Leavenworth do not have any rights.
One point I find interesting (knowing this from working for years in Navy RelieO if you are married for
10 years of military service to your military spouse and you divorce them or they divorce you the
military member has to pay 1/2 their pay to you (this is retirement pay-assuming they are already
retired). If your military spouse is charged and convicted (railroaded as so aptly put) you get nothing
along with your children who are still minors getting nothing. By the way- none of my daughters have
received any money from any so called- Victim Witness program. Surprised -surprise!! :-) It has been
made known to me if I try to contact my husband he WILL be punished. Nice isn't it?!
It certainly makes you proud to be an American and to know you dedicated 20 years of your life and that
of your family to serve your country. My husband has been respected by all who know him from the

lowest enlisted rank to the highest senior ranking officers. This all started from an anonymous letter in
which my husband's name was spelled wrong (giving somewhat of a clue as to who might have done
this.) Both my husband, -my daughters and I were denied the Tight to see the letter. The UCM} states
you have the right to face your accusers. This does not afford you that right.
How can the Senate and Congress deny all of this. It is time to put all of this on national news
programs- a Blitz if you will. Somehow people need to unite in "numbers too big to ignore". My
daughters and I receive absolutely no information on my husband from Leavenworth. They ignore us as

if we do not exist which they probably do to many others. Thank you for the chance to get part of our
story out.
This is the first time we have found a source for support other than all of our friends who never left our
sides during all of this. To know all of my husband's friends and colleagues supported him and us all the
way mean more to us than any of them will ever know. I hope none of this ever happens to them
(although one has been called in by NCIS recently for an old issue which was supposed to have been
settled many years ago). She is in the Navy (of course) and she spent the whole court martial period
with us there and helped both my husband and myself and our daughters the whole two weeks. She
was sent by her CO who didn't even know us and told he would send her TAD and to stay and support
all of us until we didn't need her anymore. He is the kind of Navy Officer who lets you know there
might still be good people in the senior ranks of the Military.
One last note- my husband and I have been happily married for 34 years now. After 33 years of
marriage we have been separated and completely shut off from each other by the military. Not only
has my husband lost his rights but my daughters and I have as well. What crime did any of us commit?
I can tell you- we have all stood up to the military at times and called them on things they were doing
wrong or illegally. This is a quote from my husband - who over the 20 years kept saying-" you have to
watch what you say because they can come back and hurt you more- they will destroy my career." He
says "No good deed will go unpunished""
.
The anonymous letter. by the way, used his time in Indonesia to try to accuse him of the trumped up
charges. My husband had a Top Secret Clearance done only the year or so before by the same NCIS who
questioned and harassed and threatened all of us. Isn't it strange they gave him the top secret clearance
and yet charged him with things that would have shown up under investigation if they had really
happened?

Mom vs. the United States
Below is the legal breakdown of what happened when Lee's mother (remarried under the name
of Mrs. Elain Kitowski) tried to hold the United States Navy accountable for her son's death. If
you learn nothing else from this tragic incident - know that the government of the United
States will allow your son or daughter to be murdered with absolutely no accountability
whatsoever for those who were the perpetrators. The Supreme Court slogan of "Equal Justice
Under Law" simply does not apply to members of our anned forces.

Kitowski v. United States. No. 90-3744 (11th Cir.May 29, 1991)(per Lively,J. (designated);
Anderson & Roney, JJ., concur), 931 F2d 1526 FTCA: Frees Doctrine. Plaintiffs son, a Navy
airman recruit, died from cardiac failure dUring a simulated water rescue drill in which his
instructors held him under water until he turned blue. The district court dismissed plaintiffs
wrongful death action, holding that the claim was Feres-barred as arising out of activity incident
to service. Plaintiff has appealed, resting principally on the claim that the Supreme Court has
recognized an exception to Feres for "egregious conduct." The court disagrees, noting that
plaintiff's interpretation draws its only support from the dissent of Justice Sandra Day O'Connor in
Stanley, infra. Although as many as three members of the Stanley court might agree to this
exception in an FTCA case, this is not the majority opinion of the High Court, and hence this
court is unable to recognize it. Since the decedent clearly died while on active duty in a drill that
was incident to service, the claim is barred, despite the extreme circumstances surrounding his
death.
For appellant: Martin H. Levin, Levin, Middlebrooks, Mabie, Thomas, Mayes & Mitchell, 226 S.
Palafax St., Pensacola, FL 32581 (904) 435-7000
For appellee: Michael P. Finney, AUSA, 100 N. Palafox St.,
Pensacola, FL 32501 (904) 434-3251
Cases Discussed:
Feres v. U.S., 340 U.S. 135 (1950)
U.S. v. Johnson, 481 U.S. 681,15 MLR 2214 (1987)
U.S. v. Stanley, 483 U.S. 669, 15 MLR 2320 (1987)
Before ANDERSON, Circuit Judge, and RONEY and LIVELY, Senior Circuit Judges.
LIVELY, Senior Circuit JUdge:
This is a suit under the Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA), 28 U.S.C. 1346(b), 2671-80 (1988), by
the mother of a Navy enlisted man who died during a training exercise. The complaint
sought damages for wrongful death. The district court determined that it laced subject matter
jurisdiction and dismissed the action. The district court reached this conclusion by applying the
holding in
Feres v. United States, 340 U.S. 135; 71"S. Ct. 153,"95 L. Ed. "152 (1950), which states that the
FTCA does not permit claims for injuries to active duty military personnel that "arise out of or
are in the course of activity incident to service." Id. At 146, 71 S. Ct. at 159. On appeal the
plaintiff argues that the Feres doctrine does not bar an action under the FTCA when the acts
causing injury to active duty military personnel are "egregious." Finding no authority for such an
exception Feres, we affirm.

The facts are not in dispute. Lee Mirecki was an Airman Recruit in the United States Navy. He
died on March 2, 1988, while participating in sea rescue training at the Naval Air Station
in Pensacola, Florida. Mirecki enlisted in the Navy and entered active duty in 1987. Under his
~ enlistment contract, he was guaranteed specialized training as an Aviation Anti-Submarine
Warfare Operator (AW). According to this agreement, if Mirecki became ineligible to continue the
specialized training due to some personal fact of which he was unaware, he could choose either
to be reassigned to another program or to be separated from the Navy.
As part of his specialized training as an AW, Mirecki was required to complete a program at the
Rescue Swimmer School (RSS) at the Naval Air Station in Pensacola. Before beginning the
course at the RSS, he signed an agreement that permitted him to drop the course on request at
any time, generally referred to as "drop-on-request" or "DOR." If he dropped the course, he would
no longer be eligible for AW training and would have to decide at that time whether he
wished reassignment or discharge from the Navy. The RSS program involved rigorous training to
prepare recruits for retrieving downed aircraft carrier-based airmen under wartime conditions.
As part of the RSS program, the recruits must participate in a drill known as "sharks and daisies,"
in which students, wearing only swim fins and no safety equipment, swim in a circle with their
hands behind their backs. Instructors grab the students in either a front or rear head hold in an
attempt to simulate panicking victims in need of rescue. If a student correctly performs the
release procedure, he continues swimming in a circle and other instructors repeat the scenario. If
a student fails to perform the maneuver correctly, he is given additional instruction:
Mirecki had a fear acquired in childhood of being held under the water, and this fear prevented
him from succeeding in the sharks and daisies drill. In February 1988 Mirecki was unable to
complete the drill and voluntarily withdrew from the RSS. At that time, he underwent a series of
~ physical and psychological exams and was placed on "medical hold." Soon thereafter, Mirecki
exercised his option to return to the RSS program, allegedly because of pressure from RSS
instructors. Mirecki was re-enrolled in the RSS class, and on the day of his death, March 2, 1988,
he was once again undergoing the rigors of the sharks and daisies drill. According to the plaintiff,
at least two of the instructors on dUty that day were aware of Mirecki's earlier problem with the
drill. Once again, Mirecki had extreme difficulty with the drill and requested that he be dropped
from the course and not be forced to re-enter the pool. Instead of honoring his request, the
instructors seized him and forced him back into the water, and began "smurfing" him-holding
him under the water until he was unconscious and had turned blue. At this time, other recruits
were commanded to line up, tum their backs and sing the national anthem. After being held
under the water for a considerable length of time, Mirecki died from heart arrhythmia, ventricular
fibrillation and decreased oxygen.
In addition to the foregoing facts surrounding Mirecki's death, the complaint alleged that for two
months after Mirecki's death, the Navy maintained that his death was caused by accidental
drowning. After hearing from other trainees who were present that day at the pool that the navy
was not revealing all the circumstances of Mirecki's death, the family contacted members of
Congress and the press. After several inquiries from the press and members of Congress, the
Navy finally admitted the circumstances surrounding Mirecki's death. On January 25, 1990,
Mirecki's mother, Elain Kitowski, as personal representative of his estate, filed this wrongful
death action under the Federal Tort Claims Act in district court for the Southern District of
Florida. She appeals from the judgment of dismissal.
In Feres the Supreme Court held that the government "is not liable under the Federal Tort Claims

Act for injuries to servicemen where the injuries arise out of or are in the course of activity
incident to service." 340 U.S. at 146, 71 S. Ct. at 159. Feres announced a judicially created
immunity doctrine that had the effect of limiting the general waiver of governmental immunity for
tort established by the FTCA.
In applying Feres, this court has identified three factors to be considered in determining whether
the particular activity of a member of a military service at the time of injury is "incident to service."
These factors are...

(1) the duty status of the service member
(2) the place where the injury occurred
(3) the activity the serviceman was engaged in at the time of injury
Pierce v. United States, 813F.2d 349, 353 (11th Cir.1987); Parker v. United States, 611 F.2d
1007, 1013 (5th Cir.1980) (The Eleventh Circuit in Boner v. City of Richard, 661 F.2d 1206, 1207
(11th Cir.1981) (en ban) adopted as precedents decisions of the former Fifth Circuit
rendered prior to October 1, 1981.) In this case the district court held, "the undisputed facts
establish that decedent was on active duty participating in training exercises at NAS when the
fatal injury was inflicted, and thus such injuries were obviously incident to his duties in the USN.
The plaintiff makes three arguments on appeal: (1) that her son had been effectively discharged
at the time of his death; (2) that the Supreme Court has recognized an exception to the Feres
doctrine where the conduct of military superiors is egregious; and (3)that Feres should be
overruled.
A. Turning to the third argument first, we clearly have no authority to overrule a decision of the
Supreme Court. In Feres, Justice Jackson noted that if the Court had misinterpreted the FTCA,
"at least Congress possesses a ready remedy." 340U.S. at 138, 71 S. Ct. at 155. In the more
than forty years since Feres, Congress has not indicated that Feres misinterpreted the Act.
Furthermore, the Supreme Court has continued to apply Feres strictly when lower courts have
sought to give the "doctrine" more elasticity in cases where the facts were different from those
considered in Feres. See, e.g., United States v. Johnson, 481 U.S. 681, 107 S. Ct. 2063, 95
L.Ed.2d648 (1987); United States v. Stanley, 483 U.S.669, 107 S. Ct. 3054, 97 L.Ed.2d 550
(1987). It is true that there now appears to be some support on the Supreme Court for overruling
Feres. See Justice Scalia's dissent in Johnson, 481 U.S. at6i92-703, 107 S. Ct. at 2069-2075. It
seems clear, however, that a majority of the Justices do not agree at this time.
B. With respect to the first argument, the only conclusion can be that Mirecki was on active duty
at the time he started RSS training again on March 2, 1988. He had not been discharged from
the Navy or even transferred from the RSS program. If we assume that his oral request to "DOR"
was effective to remove him from the program, he continued be a Navy serviceman until a
decision was made either to discharge him or to transfer him to other duties. He could not effect
his discharge unilaterally by merely withdrawing from the RSS program.
C. In making his second argument-that there is an exception Feres where egregious conduct
causes an injury-the plaintiff contends that a careful reading of recent Supreme Court decisions
supports her position. We disagree. Justice O'Connor, dissenting in Stanley, wrote that, in her
view, "conduct of the type alleged in this case is so far beyond the bounds of human decency
that as a matter of law it simply cannot be considered a part of the military mission." 483 UK. S.
at 709, 107 S. Ct. at 3065. The conduct referred to was subjecting a soldier to medical

experimentation without his knowledge or consent.
The Supreme Court considered Stanley only as a direct action for violation of constitutional rights

~as recognized in Bivens v. Six Unknown Federal Narcotics Agents, 403 U.S. 388, 91 S. Ct. 1999,
29 L.Ed.2d 619 (1971), not as an FTCA case. The majority in Stanley, however, did not apply the
Feres rationale and held that "no Bivens remedy is available for injuries that 'arise out of or are in
the course of activity incident to service.''' 483 U.S. at 684, 107 S. Ct. at 3064. Thus, Stanley
forecloses a direct Bivens-type action by a member of the military if the injury results from an
activity incident to service. Justice O'Connor would hold that injury resulting from conduct
"beyond the abounds of human decency" just cannot be considered "incident to service" because
such conduct is not part of the military mission.
Presumably Justice O'Connor would apply the same reasoning to similar conduct in an FTCA
case. Furthermore, Justices Marshall and Stevens, who joined Justice Brennan's dissent in
Stanley on the ground that military discipline should not be a "special factor counseling hesitation"
when a remedy is required for a constitutional violation, might agree to an "egregious conduct"
exception to Feres. Nevertheless, a majority of the Supreme Court has not established such an
exception and this court is powerless to do so.
Three separate appeals were decided in Feres. The common denominator of the cases was that
a person on active duty had "sustained injury due to negligence of other in the armed
forces." 340 U.S. at 138, 71 S. Ct. at 155. Although the instructors intentionally subjected Mirecki
to "smurfin," his death resulted from their negligence in persisting in that exercise, not from
an intention kill him. The Supreme Court and the lower federal courts have wrestled with the
application of the "doctrine" in numerous cases since it was announced. Despite the extreme
circumstances surrounding Mirecki's death, we cannot escape the fact his death arose out of an
~ activity incident to his military service. All three factors applied by this court in determining
whether an activity is incident to service were present: Mirecki was on active dUty; his death
occurred on a Navy base; and he was engaged in a prescribed training exercise. AFFIRM.
Comments by a legal beagle (name withheld) to those conducting their own research...
Bivens is the name of the plaintiff (person suing) in a landmark U.S. Supreme Court case that permits suits for
money damages to be filed against federal officials for violations of constitutional rights. There has been a number
of subsequent U.S. Supreme Court decisions involving "Bivens-type" cases since the original Bivens decision. The
problem with a military member trying to use a "Bivens-type" case to go after another military member is that
the U.S. Supreme Court pretty much appears to have shut down this line of attack by using the rationale of the
Feres doctrine. The case in which this was done was Chappell v. Wallace, a 1983 Supreme Court case
concerning enlisted military personnel who tried to sue superior offICers for money damages for constitutional
violations. The legal citation to Chappell is 462 U.S. 296 (1983). The legal citation to Bivens v. Six Unknown
Federal Narcotics Agents is 403 U.S. 388 (1971). Anyone in the military thinking about a "Bivens-type" case should
also read United States v. Stanley, 483 U.S. 669 (1987), the Supreme Court decision that shut down the law suit
of the former Army sergeant who was unknowingly given LSD in military experiments testing the effects of the mind
bending drug on human SUbjects.
There is a terrific Web site named Findlaw that has (among other· things) free copies·ofU.S. Supreme Court
decisions from 1893 to present. Anyone interested in reading the law should consider researching this web site.
Whafs really needed is a comprehensive, legally sawy Web page (with statutes, DOD Directives, regUlations, court
cases, whistleblower info, articles, etc) for military personnel who find themselves in conflict with the system-but
that would take a lot of time to do and keep current). Suggestion: check out Findlaw. On the Findlaw search form
for Supreme Court case law, type in the citation for Chappell, and take a look at the case. If you are historically
inclined, take a look at Parker v. Levy, 417 U.S. 733 (1974), to see what happened to an Army doctor during the
Vietnam era.

Citizens Against Military Injustice (CAMI)

This anide by Jack Anderson and Michael Binstein appeared in the Washington Post on April 14, 1994.

Military Injustice
by Jack Anderson and Michael Binstein
Air Force Capt. Carla lancaster learned the hard way that taking your medicine in the military can
get you thrown in jail. For taking medication prescribed by her dentist, lancaster was sentenced to
six months in jail by a military justice system that allows the military authorities to play accuser,
judge and jury.
lancaster's crime: swallowing two pain pills, left over from earlier wisdom-tooth surgery, to ease
suffering from a hip injury. Under military justice, that amounted to illegal use of a controlled
substance.
lancaster was just one victim of a military justice system that convicts 95 percent of the people it
tries - a rate on par with that of communist China.

As Congress debates the crime bill this week - amid a damor to stop coddling criminals - military
justice stands in Draconian contrast to the civilian system.
Carolyn Dock, executive director of Members Opposed to the Maltreatment of Service Members,
hears daily from up to six families of people in the service who relate miscarriages of justice under
military law. Many families who have had a taste of the system charge that it gives military
commanders czar-like power.
"The problem is that the system is susceptible to abuse, one retired naval judge told our associate,
Andrew Conte. "I sat on a number of cases where the commander's influence was painfully obvious
to me... improper command influence is possible and occurs with disturbing frequency when the
commander gets interested in a case.
II

II

Commanders should be motivated by concerns for discipline. But they can be blinded by petty
politics and personal pique. The commander who convenes a court-martial also selects the jury
members, who often serve under him and whose promotions he controls.
Officers accused of certain crimes are treated more delicately than enlisted members. An Air Force
lieutenant general who was found guilty in 1990 of sexual misconduct with a subordinate - a crime
.that typically carries a bad conduct charge, jail time and a federal conviction - was allowed to quietly
resign.
The three Navy admirals who failed to investigate the Tailhook scandal, a military crime in itself, also
were allowed to resign without receiving a court-martial.
Congress has not enacted changes to the Uniform Code of Military Justice since the early 1980s.
"Congress does nothing," Dock told us. "I cannot quite figure it out.
II

Rep. John Conyers Jr. (D-Mich.); chairman of the Government Operations Committee, has been
working at reforming the military justice system case by case, and is considering hearings on
overhauling the system. "If the services want to continue to recruit the best people," he told us,
"there must be confidence that the military justice system is fair. To have a strong military in
America cannot mean to deny people their rights under due process."
After lancaster served one month of her sentence in the stockade, a military appeals court
overturned the conviction. "I don't think it's an unfair system, to tell you the truth, a pentagon
spokesman told us. "I don't think it's that much different from the civilian system... You do need... a
II

set of iaws by which peopie must abide, and you need to be abie to enforce those lcv\ls. ,.

Home ! About CAMI i Kevin Holt ! ~ ! Legal Briefs! other Cases ! Your StOry ! Contact CAMI ! SupPOrt CAMI ! Letters to CAMI
Helpl ! Charges Pending! Article 32b ! Court-Martial! Why Civilian Attorney
Resources! Civilian Attorneys I Organizations & Links
Military Justice? ! The System, Media! Reading! Military Justice Forum
Inmate Matters! Incarceration! Fl. Leavenworth ! Inmate Support

Karen (Dwyer) Tew
Lt. Col., U.S. Air Force
No sadder tale was ever told than the story of Karen Tew. We cannot begin
to tell her story better than this web site:
http://members.aol.com/mkraft2233/ Take your time please, and read all of
what has been made available concerning the horrible story that drove a
good woman and military officer to take her own life.
Looking at the loss of a military career and a truly deserved military pension
all over a love affair gone bad was too much for Karen to accept. The
military did what they could to drag her personal life out for all the world to
see and label her as being "dishonorable" even though she told the truth.
The military "blood sport" of exposure always seems to be more fun to
military prosecutors when a woman is in the cross-hairs. The higher percentage of prosecutions
of women as opposed to men are a testament to this fact.
The Air Force will, predictably, counter with, "She was not a good military officer - her admission
of guilt proved it." Well, my right wing friends, that just won't cut it, because USCOVA knows
what goes on in Washington DC. We know of the sexual games being done all over the world by
military officers who are the same ones convening court-martials against people like Karen. Until
the military and Congress remove from their ranks (senior ranks) all of the adulterers and
fraternizers, they have no standing to pass jUdgment on anyone. USCOVA remembers vividly
when one of the members of the CMA (court of military appeals) was arrested in Washington for
propositioning a male prostitute in a washroom. What a joke! The American People need to wake
up and view the harm being committed in their name.
Note: We are not affiliated with any other web site other than to recommend that our readers check other
sites to possibly obtain additional information that we are not privy to. If you have any additional
information or you see something which is incorrect anywhere in the USCOVA web site, please contact us
immediately: uscova@earthlink.net

Meet Lt. Col. Karen Dwyer Tew, USAF
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This college picture is the first picture we have been able to locate. Karen attended college from 1974-78.
(I f anyone has more photos of Karen he or she can share , we would be extremely grateful fur any help.
Also, ifthere is a way to access official military photos of personnel, please, e-mail us - Thank You, in advance.)

Lt. Col. Karen Dwyer Tew worked diligently for the U.S. Air Force for nearly twenty years until she was
ruthlessly court martialled for adultery and committed suicide to save her family and the balance of dignity
the Air Force did not rob from her. Meanwhile, others higher ranking in the military, up to and including
the Commander in Chiefofthe Anned Forces, suffer punishment far less severe for more serious
infractions than lower ranking officers. This inequality in the distribution ofJustice is further illustration
ofthe need for change. This Website is dedicated to her memory and to the assurance that never again will
women in the Air Force be singled out for persecution because they are frail human beings instead ofthe
robots the Air Force would have them be.

"Never doubt that a small group Oft/lOuglltful citizens can cllange tile world.
Indeed, it is tile only tiling that ever Ilas. "
Margaret Mead
Make a Difference!

9/1/00 Update Notice: We have linked out site to two new organizations, USCOVA.org and
MilitaryCorruption.com. Both these organizations have endorsed our efforts in Karen's memory and both
are operated by former and retired military personnnel. They have a wealth of experience to share and a
visit to their respective sites is well worth your while. Our other links, such as STAMP and Military
Whistleblowers are still working very hard to make the lives of our military personnel better. This effort
requires the participation of all our fellow citizens.
Please, let your voices be heard.
Michael

Dateline NBC Mav 26, 1998 Transcript
Time Magazine Article June 1997
Fed News April 17, 1997

Recent evidence of change to the Adultery Policy!
Military May Soften Adulterv Policy (AlP Wire) July 19, 1998
Pentagon May Change Adultery Policy (AlP Wire) July 20, 1998
Weeks later, regrettably, the Department ofDefense canceled these progressive initiatives
officially, but trends suggest that there is progress on an effective basis, but the decision is
left to the commanding officers. This is not a policy change from the top.
Our Letter to Senator James Inhofe(R-Ok)
Our Request for Air Force Infonnation through Senator Inhofe's office
(Still no answers or even response as ofthis update.)

What we know
What we don't know
Our positions
How you can help
How to contact me
What the world thinks
Links

What we know
• Karen Dwyer was born on November 12, 1955 in St. Charles, Missouri (St. Louis area).
• She was married to Randy Tew.
• She was the first woman accepted into the Air Force Academy two years before the first female
cadets attended classes.
• She had two daughters.
• Karen Tew pleaded guilty to all charges against her on March 11, 1997 and was convicted after 38
minutes ofdeliberation by an Air Force court martial jury.
• Karen Tew died March 16, 1997, five days after her court-martial conviction for two counts of
Adultery, one count of Sodomy, and one count ofFratemization.
• Karen Tew is buried in Memorial Gardens. in her hometown ofSt. Charles, Missouri. In February,
1999, her family were finally able to persuade the military to mark her grave site with proper "foot
stone" grave marker.

What we don't know
• Why women in the Air Force are prosecuted for Adultery at a rate 3 times that ofmen.
• Why, ifLt. Col. Tew was charged with Adultery, Sodomy and Fraternization was she not also
charged with Conduct Unbecoming an Officer? IfAdultery will earn an officer a dismissal from the

Air Force and a dishonorable discharge, why is it not conduct unbecoming an officer?
• Why, after one and a halfyears, is Karen Tew buried in an unmarked grave after receiving a funeral
with "full military honors"?
• Was Karen Tew more valuable dead than alive?
• Why has the Air Force refused to respond to ANY of our inquiries?

Our Positions
1.) Adultery must be removed from the Uniform Code of Military Justice.
Adultery, as a criminal offense which can subject a defendant to thousands of dollars in fines, dismissal
from service without benefits and even years ofimprisonment is not, in and ofitselfthe type ofoffense the
military should be pursuing with tax dollars.
This is not to say that we support or condone adultery, we simply believe limited tax dollar resources are
better spent on other things. Adultery is an issue between spouses for which there is ample redress through
the civil courts.
The investigation and prosecution ofKaren Tew for Adultery did not support and may have detracted
from American military readiness because the Air Force squandered her talents and tax dollars.
2.) Sodomy must be removed from the Uniform Code of Military Justice. .
Sodomy, as defined in the Unifonn Code ofMilitary Justice as any unnatural sexual act, with partners of
the opposite sex., the same sex., or sex with animals. In 1997 and 1998, Sodomy, under this definition, is a
crime for which there are not enough penal institutions to accommodate all the lawbreakers. Today,
Sodomy is a criminal offense principally incorporated in a series of charges, utilized strategically by the
prosecution to humiliate and demoralize defendants. Who among us would be pleased to have one's
intimate sexual behavior graphically recounted in open court before friends and family?
~ The investigation and prosecution ofKaren Tew for Sodomy did not support and may have detracted from
American military readiness because the Air Force squandered her talents and tax dollars.
3.) Fraternization must be amended as a criminal offense in the Uniform Codeof Military Justice to
be reserved for cases of overreaching.
Overreaching is behavior of one person in a relationship using his superior rank in order to gain undue
influence over the other person which results in a detriment to the military branch or has an affect on
morale of in either persons' unit or department.
Concerning Karen Tew, no breach of confidentiality was argued or proven. No violation ofmilitary
efficiency was argued or proven. No impact on the morale ofthe parties or others was argued or proven,
and no influence over either party by the other was attempted, exercised, argued or proven. No breach or
potential breach ofnational security was argued or proven by the Air Force prosecutors.
The investigation and prosecution ofKaren Tew for Fraternization did not support and may have detracted
from American military readiness because the Air Force squandered her talents and tax dollars.

What the world thinks
Hail to the Chief but help the Wretched Souls. Daily News
. Sydney Morning Herald Features
ABC News Poll

How you can help
• First, please, take the time to read all the infonnation on this site.
• Download and copy the sample letter to your political representatives. Send letters to

•
•
•
•

each ofyour representatives emphasizing your support of our positions.
Email copies ofyour correspondence to us so that we can show support for our
positions to our political representatives.
Call your congressional representatives to follow up on your letters.
Visit this website regularly to keep infonned about updates to this issue.
Tell your friends about our effort. Send this website address to your friends.
Sample letter to your government representative

• Find your Senator or Representative
• Find your Senator or Representative (by state)
• Write to Congress

Useful and Important Links
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

USCOVA - Council of Veterans Affairs
Military Corruption
STAMP (Survivors Take Action Against Abuse by Military Personnel)
Military Law and Justice (non-Department of Defense site)
SUICIDE PREVENTION, American Foundation for Suicide Prevention
Women and Suicide
Pleiades Networks (An Internet Resource for Women)
NOW (National Organization of Women) and the Military
Court-Martial of Kelly Flinn. Lt.. USAF
Airminder Website - (Lots of Links)
Before you enlist in the military Consider This!
Military Whistleblowers (People Organizing for Whistleblower Rights)
Scott AFB
Freedom ofInfonnation Act
Uniform Code of Military Justice
Adultery and History

Interesting Reading
Beyond the Scope ofJustice by Jeffery A. Trueman
Military Justice is to Justice as Military Music is to Music by Robert Sherrill

________....iii*_.

_

How to contact me
Sometimes one person must speak out to make others aware ofan injustice. Karen Tew's stol)' could be
any American. Unless we work together to cause change in the treatment ofmilitary women, Lt. Col. Tew
will have given up her life for nothing. Please, assist my friends and me in convincing our government
representatives that the military have no business in our private lives, even when we choose to defend our
countI)'. Those who join the military need not give up their rights to be happy citizens as well as

productive defenders ofdemocracy. We can make this change together.
I can be reached at mkraft2233(@aoJ.com.
Please bookmark this site and pass it on to a friend.

[Dateline Transcript I Time Mag I Fed News I Sen Inhofe I Karen Tew Home page]
This page has been visited by _

patriotic Americans.

This web page created by S Kraft and Adobe PageMiIl on Macintosh Computers. Last update 9/3/00.

Peter Cole, Major, U.S. Army
When Cole was a young cadet, a high ranking officer put it to him straight.
"Pete," he said, "you're smart enough. If you keep your mouth shut for 20
years, you'll become a General.' But Cole didn't heed his advice.
At West Point, he turned in fellow cadets for drug use. This is something all
cadets were required to do. Few others at West Point viewed the code of
conduct as importantly as Peter Cole. It was a matter of honor; a matter of
right and wrong. This belief system ultimately created a confrontation that
landed him in the psychiatric ward at Walter Reed Army Hospital in
Washington D.C. He retained a military attorney who fought to have his record cleared.
Eventually, he was assigned as a battalion logistics officer in Germany, where he investigated
the loss of combat equipment. He found evidence of massive theft that affected the combat
readiness of the troops stationed there. Cole was forced to go over the head of his superior to
report his findings.
Instead of praise for his diligence, he was abruptly relieved of his duties and reassigned to
nonexistent Army positions. He was given a poor officer evaluation and threatened with
court-martial proceedings. But the DOD inspector general, having been alerted, investigated
Cole's charges. They turned out to be not only true but it revealed the same type of thievery was
occurring Army wide. More than $118 million worth of war material was missing. And that was
just the tip of the iceberg.
This, of course, embarrassed the Army generals whose outrage was directed not at the thieves
but at the officer who exposed it. One general wrote to another: "If you decide to keep him
(Cole), he will probably will require extensive psychiatric counseling." It wasn't Cole's mental
health that concerned them. The behavior of his supervisors caused Cole to suspect they would
delight in his political and professional demise and probably his actual demise. Under pressure,
he resigned. But, he regretted his action to quit and began a legal battle for reinstatement.
USCOVA never heard the end of the story. The last we heard, and that was years ago, he was
serving as an Army major in the Texas National Guard.
Peter Cole was invited along with Michael Tufariello to testify on Capitol Hill in an effort to get
legislation passed to prevent unwarranted psychiatric examinations. Peter, like so many, believed
in the ideals that he was taught of duty, honor and country. The reality is that no one in
Washington believes in those ideals or Peter would have been promoted as one of the Joint
Chiefs. It's just like the illegal immigration into the United States. It hasn't stopped; not because
we can't stop it, it's because no one wants to stop it. Can you think of a more thankless job than
to be a Border Patrol Agent working for a government who just is using you to make the
American people believe that "we're working on this problem." The same is true for graft and
corruption in the military. The American government just wants to convey an image to the
American people that they have a viable military who can handle any foe. USCOVA can tell you
they can't do it with disappearing military equipment. It hasn't stopped because our Congress and
Senate doesn't not want it to stop. Like it or not, we have to deal with facts.
What is upsetting, however, is watching good and decent men and women being savaged by the
very government that they pledged their lives to protect. And the American people stand idly by

and allow these abuses to go on over and over again. Hell, you can't even get people to vote
anymore. Those who endured World War II, the Korean War and Vietnam; it just makes them
sick to their stomachs to witness such apathy. Peter Cole please contact USCOVA. We want an
~ update to your story. We honor you sir.
Portions of the Peter Cole Story were taken from a Pareda Magazine article by Jack Anderson entitled: "How they Punish Heros"

THE MURDER OF PFC. BARRY WINCHELL (October 29,
2000).
From Calvin N. Glover
I grew up in Sulphur and Sterling Oklahoma, and was legally emancipated
by court action at age 16. At age
17, I was paroled from a juvenile detention facility directly into the US
Army. Until my parole ended, at age
18, I reported monthly by phone to my Arizona parole officer.
About eight months after entering the Army (and 3 months or so after
arriving at Fort Campbell); PFC. Barry
Winchell's roommate, SPC. Justin R. Fisher, came to my room to ask me to
kill him. That was the night of
4-5 July 1999. I was already in bed, though not yet asleep.
SPC. Fisher put the request to kill Winchell in terms of a team effort, but
mainly to help me save face in my
unit, because of a fight Winchell and I had had the day before, 3 July 1999.
Perhaps unknown to Fisher;
Winchell and I had reconciled the following day, 4 July 1999 (the night of
which Fisher approached me to kill
Winchell). In fact, Winchell was even teaching me how to juggle.
We had been drinking throughout the day 4 July 1999. I'd gone home, and
was already in bed, when Fisher
appeared (I didn't even know he knew where I lived). SPC. Fisher invited
me to go back to his room, where
he had some more beers available. When we got to his section, I saw
Winchell sleeping outside the room
on a cot. I didn't think anything of it at the time, though I'd never seen or
heard of anyone doing that. I
was told later Winchell was watching the mascot, a dog, but I never saw the
dog anywhere.
Fisher and I went in, and Fisher gave me a beer, which I believe was
drugged. Fisher continued to taunt me.
As I was drinking the beer; Fisher told me to go out and kill Winchell,
handed me a bat, and told me to "go
to it." I didn't want to do it alone; and I told him so, picking up the nearest
weapon to me and handing it to
Fisher. I was so drunk I handed him an umbrella! Then, I sat back down and
kept drinking my beer. In
what couldn't have been more than a few minutes' time, I found myself
standing over Winchell, with the bat

raised over my head, ready to strike.
I wasn't the only one to strike Winchell, though. Evidently concerned I
hadn't killed Winchell, or inflicted
fatal injuries, Fisher clubbed Winchell himsel£ I personally witnessed this.
This is only a fragment of a much larger story alleging command-sanctioned
murder of military
"undesirables", please bookmark this page before follov'I'ing this external

link.

FRATERNIZING A CRIME? (Nov 10, 2000)
Navy Pilot selected for promotion to LCDR Stationed on Naval Reserve
Base. Was a TAR officer (Training
and Administration ofReserves = TAR) Court-martialed 1985. Convicted;
one count of fraternization, one
count of improperly submitting a $75.51 travel claim. Sentence;
Dishonorable Discharge. Chances are very
good that I was targeted and victimized by all those things that CAM:!
battles against including unlawful
command influence.
Attempted to use aviation skills and obtained all my necessary ratings to fly
commercial aircraft but -- no
air carrier would hire me saying the insurance carrier would not allow a
convicted felon in the cockpit. In
1980, Ronald Regan signed in a new manual for courts-martial which
increased the maximum punishment
for fraternization from one year to two years thereby making the infraction a
"crime" and a felony
conviction. For both the fraternization and the travel claim I could have
gotten 7 years or so, I was told.
In what I believe to be a cowardly act, the military has refused to give me
something in writing indicating
my actual discharge. They said it was a "dismissal" but my gov't assigned
attorney said it was indeed a
dishonorable discharge.

I have asked the Pentagon to produce the numbers of officers, broken down
by service branch, who have
been court-martialed where one ofthe charges was either fraternization or
adultery under the Clinton
Administration. I have yet to get that information.

All I ask of CAM:! is to expose the hypocrisy ofmaking fraternization a
"crime."

STILL FIGHTING FOR JUSTICE AFTER 30 YEARSI (Nov
6,2000)
For over the past 30 years I have been fighting for my rights that were
totally ignored by the Air Force when
I was in from May-12-70 to June-8-70. Even though I was accepted into the
military and found in good
sound condition to serve my country I was discharged 28 days later with a
reenlistment code on my DD214 .
ofRE-2 which means medically unfit to serve. Now for so many years I
have been fighting an uphill battle
against the V.A. and the BVA and now:finally in the Court Of Veterans
Appeals.
I contend that I was accepted into the Air Force and 28 days later I come out
with a discharge that I did not
want or ask for. IfI am of sound condition when I am enlisted into the
military and I come out about 28
days later with a reenlistment code that means medically unfit to serve, then
would it not leave you to
believe that I was medically unfit to serve while I was in the military? If so
then I should be entitled to my
service connected disability. BUT NO WAY!!
For the V.A. and the Air Force Board Of Correction Of Military Records
and the BVA and now COVA have all
twisted and turned the facts to deny me the justice that I have so long been
entitled to. To see what so
many other veterans like myself have been put through please go to
http://www.:firebase.net
I just wish that I had had a good quality legal counsel that was standing up
for me and my rights that have
been totally ignored for so many years. Thanks much.
A Proud And Angry Veteran, Rick Kelley.

V.A. ABUSE (Oct 29, 2000)
My husband was a WWlI POW for a year. He was wounded by a German
tank and taken prisoner and the
German surgeon removed his right arm. He past away Sept. 12 of this year
in the VA Hospital in Atlanta.
The VA called me around 6 am on the morning of the 12th and told me my
husband was getting worse. I
called my children and they met me there. Only to be infonned that he
passed away during the night
sometime before 3 am. The man that was sharing the room with my husband
was very upset. He told me
that they let my husband die. And that he and my husband turned on their
lights to call the nurse and no
one would come. He then got out of bed went to the nurses' station and still
no one came for at least
another hour.

ENDURING MYSTERY FROM WWl (Oct 28, 2000)
Right after the first world war, my uncle enlisted in the army lying about his
age. He was only 17. He was
accused of being AWOL and sentenced to Fort Leavenworth, TX. While
being transported from Fort Bliss the
army told my grandparents that he was shot in the leg trying to escape. My
grandparents never heard from
him again.
There have been letters over the years from the war dept., governors, even
one from the president, but
nothing was ever settled. My grandmother went to her grave never knowing
what happened to her young
son.
My mother is now 84 and her one wish is to find out what happened to her
brother. His name was Marvin
Shrote, but he enlisted under the name of Marvin Ridgely. (Ridgely was his
step fathers name).
I have several documents and letters which are yellow with age. I came
upon them while cleaning out my
mother's h6use. I have put her in a nursing home. As I said, I want her to
find out what happened. I will be

more than happy to give you more infonnation should you think you may be
able to help. I know it has
been a long time ago.
Thanks for your time. There is more to the story, but it would take too much
time to write all of it.
If you have any infonnation on this continuing case, please contact Vel Reid

UNCONSTITUTIONAL PROCESS - INAPPROPRIATE
SENTENCING
My husband was sentenced to serve 12 years at the USDB on January 15th
1998. My husband is guilty of
his charges. We typically don't divulge the nature ofhis crime, due to its
nature and society's response to it.
My complaint is this. That had he been a civilian he would have more than
likely only gotten probation or
maybe 3 years imprisonment (which is Kansas law for his crime). Why is it
a person who has served without
incident for 18 years of their lives, and has accepted full responsibility for
his actions, is sentenced so
harshly?
It is because he is investigated, prosecuted, defended, judged and
imprisoned all by the same entity: the
United States Military. In addition, the US Military gets the inmate's
pension and slave labor for several
more years.

When we discussed with the ADC (Area Defense Counsel) the possibility of
getting a civilian attorney we
were discouraged. We of course had no idea where to find one that would
not be a waste ofmoney. The
ADC did not start working on my husband's case until 2 weeks before his
court-martial. The ADC also
refused to allow me to participate in the preparation. After the court-martial,
the ADC switched back to the
JAG office (Judge Advocate Generals). This, in my mind, is not a fair and
impartial trial which in this country
is everyone's constitutional right, with the exception of Military members.
What is even more disturbing is that there are people imprisoned at the
USDB who were charged with a
similar crime as my husband's. But these prisoners have never pled guilty,
and claim to this day their
innocence, but are incarcerated for 30 or more years. They have less chance
for parole because they
"refuse to take responsibility" for their crime. The accusations are more
times than not a "he said! she
said", and yet they find themselves incarcerated for the better part ofthe rest
of their lives.

What ever happened to innocent until proven guilty beyond a reasonable
doubt. In the Military it is guilty
until proven innocent.
There is yet another disturbing fact that I have witnessed in my 2 years here
in Leavenworth. The Guards
apparently need to further punish the inmates. These youngsters, who in
most case were not even born
when my husband enlisted, believe it is their right to further pwwh the
inmates with mind games and
harassment, as well as harassing the inmate's family members.
My understanding from my husband's court-martial was he was sentenced to
12 years imprisonment. Not 12
years plus mind games and harassment or even life-threatening situations.
The life-threatening situations I am speaking ot: in case some ofyou do not
know, is that the USDB is
literally crumbling. There have been incidents of inmates being injured by
falling ceilings. There is toxic lead
in the water. Some inmates have to work with asbestos without proper
protection.
The circulation fans on top of the wings in most cases don't have a motor or
the motor does not work. In
the summer months it typically reaches 103 or more degrees, then add in the
heat index it then reaches
115 degrees. It makes one wonder why is it illegal to leave an anirnallocked
in a car for maybe 10 minutes
in the summer, yet these men/women live in a similar situation 24 hours a
day.
When these issues are raised to the Senate and Congress, we are told that
there is nothing they can do.
Yet they are the ones who developed the UCMJ (Uniform Code of Military
Justice) and we the families are
looked upon as "cry babies" . The UCMJ has not been amended for more
than 30 years. I think it is time
that someone takes the time to seriously look at the injustice in the Military
Court system.

Summary: I served 3 years in the United States Anny. Fr.Drum was my
first duty assignment. It was the worst place to be in. I have
hom'ble feelings toward the military and their leaders as well as officers.
>
> I became pregnant in 1999. Prior to becoming pregnant, I began to
have severe back pains. I thought that it was from the baby's weight.
The military doctor's told me that it was part ofpregnancy and I
believed them. Soon after my child birth in Nov 99, I continued to have back
problems. This is when I brought it to the attention ofthe military
doctors. I was evulated and within a 6 month period, I had gotten
worst. My husband was deployed to Bosnia during my pregnancy and deployed
to Westpoint after his arrival back from Bosnia. I tried to get help
from the Community Health Nurse on Ft. Drum. I tried to get support from
my chain-of-command. From the beginning, my chain-of-command would
give me problems about going to sick call anytime I was hurt or felt sick.
I understand that our mission was first. But no one was going to live
my life for me after I got out the military. Anyway, I was harrassed
about my profiles. My chain-of-command made it possible that I w!
> as given a hard time in my career. My doctor, recommended a
permenant profile after all alternatives were exhausted. I had a very strict
profile. It had me walking only at my own pace and no lifting up to 20
lbs as well as an maximum of working 8 hours in a 24 hour period. My
chain-of-command became ferious ofthis. They made me feel that I was
not hurting. And the harrassment esculated. My platoon sgt started
checking up on my appointments. I was seeing military doctors and
civilian doctors. I could not take all these things going on in my career, I
became very depressed along v.ith anxiety. I tried to get help with
after work child care. No one could help me, I asked my chain-of-command
ifit was possible of sending my husband back from Westpoint. Nothing
that I asked was granted. At the time I had a no lifting over 10 lbs
por:fi1e. My baby was over this limit. Anyway, it became very bitter in
Aug 2000. My supervisor tried to get me to pull a 24 hour staff d!
> uty. I told him that I could not pull this duty due to my profile
(8 hour work day) he told my platoon sgt and commander that I was
disrespectful and was not taking his orders. The follov.ing morning (the day
ofstaff duty) I was called out by my commander and he asked me "If!
went to my doctor the day before to have him put the restriction on my
profile?" I asked him, "what he was trying to pull?" I didn't
understand what he was trying to do. He made me feel that I ordered a medical
officer to alter my profile. He immediately, became upset and ordered
me to go to his office. In his offce was my supervisor, platoon sgt,
and myself. I was ready to sit down but he said that I had to stand.
He began yelling at me and asked me why I was questioning his Integrity.
I replied by saying "Where is my integrity?" He went on to say that I
was just a specialist and that I had no say in anything. He was an
officer and could do anything with me. I stood there crying. When!

> I tried to explain myselfhe became ferious and told me to stand at
parade rest and not say a word. He went on saying that if I continued
on with what I was doing that the chain-of-command was not going to
care. All this was with pointing fingers. I feh intimitated and
belittled like I was a prisoner. I told my supervisor, platoon sgt, and
commander that I didn't appreciate how they treated me since my medical
problems started. My supervisor told the commander in my face that
everything that I said was untrue. The commander said he was calling the
Troop Medical Center and was going to talk to my doctor. My orders was I
was pulling duty regardless. I cried hard and wanted to go AWOL. I was
afraid to talk. to any senior NCO's. My first sgt had no idea what was
going on. He was the one that was to know what was going on with his
soldiers. When I left the office, all three shut the door and who knows
what was discussed. I immediately met with the battalion EO repre!
> sentative and she contacted 10. It all came down that I was removed
from my workplace temporarily and put in another platoon in our
battalion. There was an informal investigation. A month passed, the
Battalion commander called me in his office to read his findings to the
investigation. He told me that I got away with alot in my previous workplace
and that I was trying. to pull a tantrum when I didn't get what I
wanted. He believed that I was not harrassed and that I was a soldier. I
had to do my duties. I got nothing out this investigation. To me this
was so that I could be quiet about my situation and keep it on the down
low, where I wouldn't get anyone in trouble. By the way, he said that I
was going to perrnentantly stay in my new platoon. Ifhe didn't think
anything was wrong why did he move me? He had to know that there was
something going on within the chain-of-command. They were all buddies.
In my new platoon, my supervisor abided to my 8 hour work schedule. !
> He made sure I was out of there by 3pm. I am now out. I was given
an honorable discharge medically. I feel that I was harrassed,
discriminated and treated unfairly. I have very bitter feelings of the Armed
Forces.

Summary:
My Daughter SPC-4
; was brutally murdered on March 17, 1987; while
stationed at Fort Carson, Colorado.In 1996 we filed for a copy ofthe CID report under
Freedom of
Information; and received a partial copy. On page 098 of this report it states; that " 10
days after her
death; a soldier confessed to trial counse~ admitting that he had killed SPC-4 _ _
Trial counsel
then told a second Trial Counse~ and the second told a third Trial
Counsel;
Would not
dislose the names of the other counsels involved in releasing the information because
the
CLIENT/ATTORNEY relationship had been breached". So now, years
later
states that"
CIn was ERRONEOUS at the time of events, and wrote a FALSE REPORT". Does the
Army truly
think that we would believe this HOGWASH? Would You?

I am sooooo glad that there is finally a place for the
people of the DB and railroaded Military can speak
out!!! I spent three years at the DB and I than was
transferred to the federal system. I have heard cadre
say that the DB is worse than the Federal system I am
here to say that they are a liar.. I always thought
that the military was totally disregarding everyone's
rights", now that I have something to compare it
to... I KNOW THAT THE MILITARY DISREGAURDED EVERYON'ES
RIGHTS.... If! was to spend the rest of my time in
the military prison I would still.. to this day be in
the hole there...with lost good time for violations..
(what violations you ask????) well homble things
like having a magazine with my name not on it.. or
maybe III forget to take medicine or if I feel real
rebellious I might not shave.. yes I lost about three
to four months for such violations.. I kept them to
prove to my family that I was telling the truth about
what was going on.. right now I am finishing up my
time in a halfway house, I have a computer job and I
am making a comfortable transition to the real world..
I don't see the DB ever helping me or the other
inmates as much as I have at the federal system I
haven't been in trouble within the system since I got
out ofthe DB (while at the DB I couldn't go a month
and sometimes a week with out some garbage violation).

Summary:
My husband and I have some photos that were left to my
husband by his Dad before he passed away in 1980. These photos portray
circumstances surrounding Gen. Billy Mitchell. We have only been doing
research on these photos for about I 1/2 yrs. In this time, we have
reason to believe that these photos, which are very graphic crash scenes,
would have been very useful in his defense, ifhe had been able to have
evidence presented in his 1925 trial. We have also discovered that he
was given a "General Courtmartial" for insubordination, and not a
"Summary courtmartial." The government was probably going to hang him but
for the outcry ofthe American people, he was spared this punishment.
Also we have discovered that Gen. Mitchell had no accuser that was
mentioned in the transcript, even though his lawyers had ask for the accusers
to come forward and none came and the lawyers then ask for Calvin
Coolidge to come forward which the Pres. denied coming. A General Court!
> martial requires all court judges to say "yea" for conviction, in
Gen. Mitchell's case there was 1 abstention.
> Gen. Mitchell died in 1936, in 1946 Pres. Truman had Congress approve
a Patriotic medal to bestow on Gen. Mitchell's family and a promotion
to Maj. Gen. but Pres. Truman did not take it to the:full extent to have
Gen. Mitchell's name cleared.
>
> In 1957, Wm. Mitchell Jr. went before Congress to have his Dad's name
cleared, the Congress sent him to the Sec. ofthe Air Force where he
was denied.
>
> Our question to you is, ifthere was no seperate Air Force
established in 1925, (only Gen. Mitchell's dream of one), how can this decision
be left in the hands of the Air Force Sec. when Gen. Mitchell was in the
U.S. Army at the time ofhis Courtmartial. From where we stand and
from what we have researched his Courtmartial was illegal and should have
never taken place. We are sincerely trying to see what we can do to
have this overturned and give dignity and honor back to his heirs. We
have contacted hundreds ofpeople on the internet and have had fantastic
response expect through Military channels! I know that Gen. Mitchell
was very outspoken with his Superiors but his men meant more and so did
the Security of the USA. His predictions on the attack on Pearl Harbor
were only 15 mins. off and this was years before it actually happened.
.In his trial he was labeledasa "reader of tea leaves" for the
predictions. SUCH A WASTE! SO MANY LIVES LOST BECAUSE OF STUPIDITY.
>
> Is there any way that your organization may be able to help us or
direct us in the right direction? We have contacted state officials and
have heard nothing back.

>

> We have 71 photos in our possession and they tell a story. We have
the Handley page bomber 0/400 #62448 that Billy Mitchell used to bomb the
"Ostfriesland" and a picture ofthe kicking mule and hat in the ring.
The Aircraft crashes are awful and when one lady historian at an Air
Force base saw them, she laughed and said "Isn't that funny," No! it
wasn't men died and a very patriotic man gave up his career to prove that
AMerica's aircraft was obsolete and "Flying coffins." So Sad!

Summary: I was court marshaled in 1995 for approximately 15 charges.
Most ofthe charges were for illegal possession ofprescription pills.
The rest the charges are for B&E into an AFFES warehouse and GolfPro
Shop. After nine months of investigation I was tried and convicted on
all but one charge. I was sentenanced to six years confinement at the
USDB. I spent four years four months there. The last eight months were
served in the hole. Prior to my crime I was an Air Force Security Police
officer (Law Enforcement). I did break into the warehouse, but I did not
commit the remainder of the crimes I was convicted of. I found out very
quickly what kind of a justice system I worked for. Lies cover-ups,
blatant disregard for anyone's rights was and is the norm. My record prior
to the crime was exceptional. I received 5's on all my EPR's. I served
in Desert Storm, Clam and Sword. I participated in almost every unit
and base event. The reason I mention these things is to indicate I !
> was not a "dufile bag" soldier. 'When story lines and events did not
fit into the investigators version of events, they ''made them fit". My
fellow SP's were threatened as was anyone having anything to do with me.
Most ofthe evidence against me was in the form of ''hear say" evidence.
Meaning one person heard something from another person about me. Some
of the story is so far out I have trouble believing it even happened to
me. The worst charge is the drug possession. A roommate and fellow SP
was apprehended because these prescription drugs were found in his
locker. SP investigators were tipped offthe drugs were there by his ex
girlfriend (another SP). When she was informed she could get in trouble as
well (for knowing the drugs were there and not doing her duty) she shut
her and went to see a lawyer. My roommate did the same. A week later
they both carne back to the investigators. They told them the drugs were
mine and I had taken them from a Random Vehicle Inspection. At t!
> his point anything someone said about me was true. I supposedly
buried bodies on the 1st, 4th and 9th holes of the golf course. Evidence
that could had of cleared me was destroyed by investigators. Prints were
taken from the Golf course B&E. They were destroyed after my lawyer
asked that they be matched against my prints. It was viewed as a simple
mistake. There is a great deal more ofthis story to tell, but it takes a
lot out of me in telling it. The USDB .... well that's another story as
well. 'What an ugly place. Fascists are alive and well...in our US Military.
More to follow.

This is all relatively new to me, my husband was involved in the system
for a long time before I met him. His original charges were from when
he was 18 and I met him when he was on parole. We were married three
months before he got picked up on violations, which was also a real
convienent time for the USDB to be making some money from the feds. But I
see a lot of good in what has happened, you mentioned God. I have been
a Christian since I was about 18, and Mike (my husband) was born again
at age 12, lost for a long time and is now strongly on the path again.
He is actually counseling three men that he is with and helping them to
get with God. I know that God is in control of everything, I have
given Him all my problems and I don't worry so very much. I do however
miss my husband something awful, my kids miss him. Somehow I feel that I
am supposed to be doing something, I get so frustrated when I don't get
answers from senators, congress or the media..there is so many stories
to tell and so much reform that has to happen. I want to do what I can
to change this system. I'll write letters until the cows come home, and
I sign my name to all ofthem. I'm scared ofthe system, I'm scared of
the AF and the head guy up in DC..! don't want Mike to be punished for
my actions, but I also am tired ofbeing punished so much for his. He
has paid a huge debt to society. He was charged unfairly and convicted
ofthe wrong crimes. He did commit crimes, there's no doubt of that,
but it wasn't what he was convicted ot: that he didn't do. They know
that...they made an example out ofhirn, and they gave him 30 years to
think about it. I'll tell you the story sometime Glenda, I do trust you,
or I wouldn't have come as far here as I have. I'm scared ofthe
system, and that's part ofwhat drives me, cuz I shouldn't have to be scared
of them. I'm an American, a law abiding American, and I'm scared of my
government, that's scary. Glenda I will do what I can to help CAMI, I
really hope that you contact the Human Rights Watch Group, I think you
are educated more than I am on this and it's a critical moment that I
am scared to mess up. Ifyou have anything that I can do, sittin here
at this computer let me know, I'm up for it, I work full time, have two
kids and I write letters to my husband everyday...but I have time to
help with this, it's very important to me, not just for me and Mike and
my kids, but for everyone that has been, is currently and will someday
be affected by an awful system that ruins lives.
Thanks a lot and please let me know what I can do for CAM!. Also, I
haven't responded to the woman at the Human Rights place, are you going to
comunicate with her, or shall I?

>

C.A.M.I. (Citizens Against Military Injustice)
Written Comments by John M. Mullahy
Submitted By C.A.M.I for The United States Council of Veteran Affairs
(USCOVA)
March 13,2001

To the:

COMMISSION ON THE 50 TH ANNIVERSARY OF
THE UNIFORM CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE
(The Cox Commission)

To: The Honorable Walter T. Cox, III, Senior Judge, United States Court of
Appeals for the Anned Forces, Chair, and the Honorable Members, of the
Commission on the fiftieth Anniversary of the Uniform Code of Military
Justice.

(posted Nov 4, 2000). USS IOWA- ACCUSED READY TO DIE FOR THE TRUTH!
I don't know if anything can be done in my case or not, but at least one more person k!10\1IlS about it. I hope
the below letter that I sent to SECNAV last year does not make me sound like I'm crazy, but it's the
truth, It can be checked out and verified in several places. It still goes on as I am still unemployed, It is
even mentioned in the book· A GLIMPSE OF HELL" By Charles Thompson. If you are interested let me
know at IOHNPAULA@ONO.COM or
john M. Mullahy
jimenez De La Espada N31-4A
30203 Cartagena, Spain
telephone: 34-968-081356
Rios and officers like Rios are allowed to get away with everything, because there is nothing in place
to protect some one reporting a senior officer. I have been fighting the Navy for years and I cannot give
into them.

8 October 1999

Secretary of the Navy
2000 Navy Pentagon
Washington D.C. 20350-2000
U.S.A.
Mr. Secretary,

As you are well aware there is a personnel vendetta that has been waged against me and I am the
Victim. Enough is Enough, I and my wife and two children, john and Paula have paid dearly over the
years, But No More!
The Navy's position is to not answer any correspondence from my Senator (Senator Robert Smith, N.H.)
who was really not too interested in the first place, a member of his staff a Mr. james Downs said he
would not help me. Which shocked me because the request for his assistance came from Congressman
Bass. Also you have not replied to my Congressman's (Congressman Charles Bass, of Concord, N.H.)
request and inquires, Mrs. S. Higgins of the Congressman's Concord office said even though every one in
and out of the Navy has said this is indeed a vendetta and that I have told the TRUTH there is
nothing more the Congressman's office can do. This is unacceptable.
You have not replied to any of my correspondence including my letter of 8 May 1998 to you when I
returned All my Medals, Ribbons, Awards, Citations and Insignias to you, and my Children's United
States Passports back to the Department of State all because of this Vendetta You could have at least
acknowledged receipt as Professional Courtesy. On june I, 1999 I tried to solicit the assistance ofRADM
john Hutson the Navy judge Advocate General,butas.normal I received No response.
The Navy's position is basically ignore him and he will go away, you can never be more wrong. I CAN
1

AND WILL NOT WALK AWAY OR GO AWAY. Too much has been said and done to my family and
myself for that to happen. Even in the recent released book by Charles Thompson A GLIMPSE OF
HELL on pages 263, 264 and 265 that in 1989 Admiral Ming Chang (the Navy Inspector General) and
Rear Admiral Paul G. Chabot (Inspector General CINCLANTFLT) informed Admirals Trost. Frank
Kelso. Mike Boorda. Leon Eddeny and Admiral Richard Milligan that Lt. Cmdr Patricia Rios "Made
deliberate efforts to Ruin the Career and Reputation of Gunners Mate John M. MuIIahy Jr." that I told
the truth and that this was a personnel vendetta being carried out by Lt. Cmdr. Patricia Rios. Yet
nothing was done to stop this from continuing and putting an end to it all or to correct the injustices that
have been done to me. Instead the Navy chose to do nothing and let it continue and turn a blind eye on
the whole matter. Admiral Barrow. Rios's father I know at the time had some influence on the matter.
It should also be noted that Admiral Barrow was a classmate of both Admirals Trost; Kelso and
Eddney. How convenient!
N

N

I was sent to a General Court Martial for Misappropriation of Government Funds (collecting Married
BEQ). My first wife left while I was on a 6 Month Mediterranean Deployment on the U.S.S. Forrestal.
She. my first wife. divorced me without my knowledge or any notification. So I collected Married BEQ
until I found out about the Divorce. I tried on several occasions to stop my BEQ (see statements of CDR
Carol Hiers. GMTC George Haight. Senior Chief Tim Schoulting which you have) and was told I could
not stop my Married BEQ without the Original Divorce papers, which I did not have.
I was told the morning of my Court-Martial that I was going to be found Guilty because I did not write a
Personal Letter to the Commanding Officer of Naval Finance Center Cleveland and I would get Two
Years in the Brig and a Bad Conduct Discharge or Pled Guilty and get only 6 months in the Brig and be
allowed to retire. Even though $2900.00 of $4000.00 of the Married BEQ was paid back Rios gave me
back the $2900.00 that payback was not possible not even in a lump sum. OAG Investigation) My
Father-in-Law even offered to write a check or pay cash, but was told No by Rios that I was to be
Court-Martailed. I did not have a Captains Mast or any counseling I went straight to a General Court
Martial. When I was at TPU Norfolk after the Iowa Accident Naval Finance Center Cleveland stated
that I did Not have to repay the Married BEQ as it was NOT MY FAULT as I tried to comply with
NAVPERS 1070/602 BAQ/VHA entitlements. So where the Crime. JAG says I'M Guilty and Naval
Finance says its not my fault. So what was the Misappropriation if Cleveland has made this ruling in
1989 about my case?
The day I returned from my Honeymoon I was sent to Naval Station Rota on Technical Arrest Orders
and waited 8 Months for my Court-Martial. The maximum time for Technical Arrest Orders is 6 Months,
I was Court-Martialed any way. My HazMat Certification pulled by Rios. ALL my schools canceled by
Rios OAG Investigation). The day my ex-wife divorced me I was off the coast of Lebanon. Where there
was a 40 mm explosion on the U.S.S. Forrestal, I was in surgery having scrap metal removed from the
right side of my body. Notification of my divorce was printed in the Zion. Ill. Press which is printed on
Fridays only. The Soldiers and Sailors Relief Act was waived to Court-Martial me.
In 1975 during the fall of Vietnam I was TAD to Special Operations (EOD/UDT). I was stationed at
Security Oungle Patrol) NAVMAG Subic. Near the end of a covert operation I jumped on a grenade in a
truck that we were getting into and saved 4 other sailor's lives (Court-Martial transcripts page 110). I
caught the grenade in the air before the spoon came up. It was wired to the gas tank. I then wrapped my
belt around it for disposal (I never received the medal I was told I was going to get for that). In 1987
Lcdr. Rios told everyone that I was crazy for what I did. That normal people don't do stupid things. My
second Attorney for my one and only Court-Martial looked at it as I saved lives and it should count for
something.
The day of my Court-Martial my wife was given 24 hours to vacate our 3-bedroom house not by housing
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but by Rios so my wife was put out on the street. Lcdr. Rios told JAG Investigation that she changed my
3-bedroom house into a barracks with no one to put in it of course. According to your JAG Investigation
my wife should never have been removed. but stayed there until I received new orders after the Brig.
The day of my Court-Martial NONE of my witnesses could be located in the Navy. But ALL came
forward after the news of the Iowa Accident and ALL still very much in the Navy. This is another
reason why I pled guilty. No witnesses to prove that I tried to stop my BEQ OAG Investigation). The
day before my Court-Martial my lawyer was changed because Lt. johnson was ordered to stop trying to
help me so much and if he continued he was going to be transferred to Legal Aid OAG Investigation).
Plus my civilian lawyer was not allowed on the base the morning of my Court-Martial.
Lcdr.. Rios denied my wife a Dependents ill Card. Exchange. Commissary and ALL other privileges
OAG Investigation) (my wife comes from a Spanish Navy Officers family) and my wife works then and
now in the Spanish Navy Hospital. Lcdr. Rios REFUSED to give sponsorship to my wife. So therefore I
paid to relocate my wife when I was in the Brig. Tommasi (one of Rios's friends) made false statements
to Naval Station Rota Staff judge Advocate about me All her statements were disregarded
The JAG Investigations that were completed by CINCNAVEUR are above criminal actions. not counting
two statements made by one of the Investigating Officers. a Lcdr.. Perry Driver. which confirmed
EVERYTHING.
As you know I appeared before the Investigations Subcommittee of the Anned Services Committee in
December 1989. The Chairman Nichias Mavroules wrote wthere appears to be interference in his
personal life. allegedly by a Military Officer. that goes well beyond what is proper. All of this has
occurred under the cloud of his charging this superior officer with violations of ammunition safety
procedures and possible violation of the status of forces agreement in Spain" (I was as you know the
Weapons Officer in Cartagena). This letter was sent to your office and I did not ask for his assistance.
but it was welcomed.
I have been refused Navy Legal Assistance in this matter from Naval Station Rota WI don't want to get
involved in this nightmare. sorry"
I am not left with a way out or any options. so now I will do what I have to do. For the Officers I have
listed above will attest to that I have done every thing I have said I will do. I hope that something is
done so this never happens to anyone ever again in the Navy.
This is not a game and it is definitely not any way amusing as some of your people may think. because I
do not see anything funny about this situation at all. You have taken away my livelihood and ALL
prospects of me ever being employed here again. You have marked me as a MASS MURDERER OF 47
OF MY FELLOW SHIPMAlES. and said that WI BLEW-UP TURRET TWO on the U.S.S. IOWA B8-61.
I received a letter from the Commanding Officer of Naval Station Rota, Spain apologizing for the
False and Misleading Statements made by Ms. Aremda Tommasi (she Ms Tommasi stated in your own
JAG Investigation said that she received ALL her information about me from Cmdr. Patricia B. Rios).
however I lost my job about 7 hours after these statements were made about me. Nothing was done to
correct the damage that was done in all the Communities (Cartagena & Benidorm) that Ms Tommasi
told these LIES to was informed that they were in fact lies. So therefore I lost my job.
This includes a Formal Function between the United States Navy and the Spanish Navy where Sixth
Fleet was present in person at this occasion. Ms Tommasi stated at this function to all she came in
contact with: "THAT I AM THE OFFICIAL U.S. NAVY REPRESENTATIVE AND TI-lIS IS THE
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OFFICIAL POSITION OF THE U.S. NAVY AND THE NAVAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE" THAT I
UOHN MULLAHY) WAS A SUSPECTED MASS MURDERER AND THAT I BLEW UP TURRET TWO
ON THE U.S.S. IOWA BB-61 AND SEVERAL FALSE ACCUSATIONS. (SEE JAG INVESTIGATION)
This is why NO ONE will hire me until this is cleared up. Now my children will be dragged into this
nightmare and this is why I am writing this letter so that the truth will once and for all come out
either willingly or not. The choice is yours to correct the injustices that have been committed.
You have twice taken everything we own and put us in a life of poverty. We have been DENIED our
supposed benefits as a result of this vendetta. I was even denied to mail a letter with the correct
postage on it, and just prior to Christmas of 1997 I was reported dead and my pay stopped and it is
extremely important that nothing happens to my Retired Pay as it goes to buy medicine for my son, and
the benefits I don't have but should have were stopped. (Congressman Bass's Office Mrs. S. Higgins got
my retirement pay restarted for me), INCREDIBLE!
Cmdr Rios wrote to ALL my Creditors (see JAG Investigation) and told them that because of my Court
Martial I was now a Convicted Felon (Ford took my truck, I was three payments ahead. Sears, J.C.
Pennys, my Bank, Visa to name some but not all). She opened ALL my Mail for what I don't know (again
see JAG Investigation). My wife refused a Dependents ID card from Rios (again JAG Investigation). All
because I refused an illegal order from Lcdr. Rios that started this witch-hunt.
I was ordered in front of 8 other military personnel to go to San Javier Airport and direct a C130 U.S. Air
Force aircraft from the Hot spot to the Civilian Terminal and not to tell anyone what I was doing.
Spray Paint over ALL EXPLOSIVE MARKINGS and place the explosives in my personal pick-up truck
(Ford F-150). Drive the explosives (C4 Plastic Explosive NALC M757 approx. 2000 Ibs.• blasting caps
NALC M131, approx. 50 each, Small Arms Ammo approx.l0,OOO rounds of9mm and 7.62 and some hand
grenades). Rios forgot to get Diplomatic Clearance for the aircraft. I was also ordered to move the
above explosives over Spanish roads WITHOUT infonning the Spanish Government for escorts and No
placards, from San Javier to Cartagena approx. 35 miles, needless to say I refused the order and
reported the matter to Captain Kennedy at CINCNAVEUR who caIled Rios to London.
When Rios returned from London it all started and has never stopped UAG Inv~tigation and A
GLIMPSE OF HELL" pages 263 and 264). Ail though I do not agree with everything your Investigations
say (as they are sanitized or watered down) they ALL have said I have told the truth. This is why I do
not understand the Navy's position, one would think the Navy would want to clear it up, and make
good what was done in the Navy's name and on Official Functions it would be good PR
U

I have kept my word to try and find a peaceful solution to this nightmare but time has run out. I have
tried by going to the Navy and its JAG Investigations. I have gone to lawyers at my own expense, I have
tried going to my Senator and my Congressman, but to no avail. I am quite sure you will ask what
happened the best way is to ask people who have first hand knowledge: Captain Shrecengaust (Ret.),
Captain Paul Hanley (Ret), Captain Fred Moosally (Ret), Captain Deborah Burnette (Ret). Admiral
Ellis (Ret JAG) to name a few.
So now this has two ways it can go! I either come out even or I lose. There are no in-betweens, there's is
no compromise. I get what I have lost as a direct result ofRios and Tommasi's vendetta and lies, which
everyone in the Navy has acknowledged, is true, that is why I can't understand what the problem is to
repair the damage that has been done. My Court-Martial overturned and restore me to the rank I
should have been, get or give me employment at the same salary I was when I was fired ($43,000.00 a
year), recoup my lost wages ($217.000.00 for lost wages, '$630 Lawyers fees, $7,000.00 phone bills and
$14,000.00 for my Pick-up truck).
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If I lose the United States Navy WIu.. HAVE TO Kll..L .ME, so that the truth will come out for my
children. This has got to end- it cannot go on like this. The truth WILL come out one way or another for
my children's sake; there is NO WAY they become involved in this mess. On each occasion they seek
me out. as Cartagena is 550 miles from Naval Station Rota. They receive counseling and I pay through
the nose. I cannot understand why the Navy does not think that it is a little strange that this was all
done by the same two people before and after my Court-Martial.

Rios came after me while I was in the Brig, on the U.S.S. IOWA, while I was at TPU Norfolk, on the
U.S.S. Kennedy and after I retired from the Navy. This vendetta has continued to the present day. The
Navy either condones Rios and Tommasi's actions or just turns a blind eye to the whole matter. Do you
think it is too much of a coincidence that all these things where done by the SAME TWO PEOPLE, and
nobody can see there is something a tad wrbng with this situation. Special Agent Tom Goodman says
"what a nightmare" But either way I live or die it is your decision! But it ends NOW!
The above is not everything that has happened as you can see from your own JAG Investigations. I am
fmished with all your Investigations as nothing ever happens except that I am always the loser, and
they get counseled.
If your decision is that the U.S.Navy will have to kill me, then I am willing to die over all that has
been done. There is no other way that I can protect my family and to fight back. If I do not hear from you
in a reasonable amount of time I will take it, as your decision is that I lose. I pray that when my
children are old enough they will avenge me. This situation will go on NO more.

John M. Mullahy Jr.
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JOHN M. MULLAHY JR
ClRAMON Y CAJAL N22-7G
30204 CARTAGENA, MURCIA SPAIN

SECRETARY OF THE NAVY
2000 NAVY PENTAGON
WASHiNGTON D.C. 20350-2000
VIA: CillEF OF NAVAL PERSONEL, 2000 NAVY PENTAGON,
WASHINGTON
D.C.
COMNAVSTHFFT, U.S.S. LA SALLE, iN PORT CARTAGENA SPAIN
IT IS WITH DEEP REGRET THAT I RETURN TO YOU THE NAVY &
MARINE CORPS MEDAL AND CITATION ALONG WITH THE BELOW LIST OF
MEDALS, CITATIONS, RIBBONS AND INSIGNIAS. SINCE I HAVE BEEN
LABLED BY MS ARMEDA TOMMASI, A CIVILIAN EMPLOYEE OF THE
MORALE, WELFARE, AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT, OF NAVAL
STATION ROTA AS A SUSPECTED MASS MURDERER, THAT I BLEW UP
TURRET TWO ON THE U.S.S. IOWA BB-61, AND SEVERAL OTHER FALSE
ACCUSATIONS ALL DONE IN THE NAME OF THE UNiTED STATES NAVY,
WIDLE ON AN OFFICAL U.S. NAVY FUNCTION. THE NAVY HAD
INVESTAGATED ALL OF TillS AND SENT ME AN APOLOGY. HOWEVER AN
APOLOGY DOES NOT GET ME MY JOB BACK, NOR DOES IT RESTORE MY
REPUTATION iN BOTH CARTAGENA AND BENJDORM FORM THE LIES SHE
(MS TOMMASI) HAS BEEN TELLiNG (EVEN FROM YOUR OWN MS AND.JAG
INVESTAGATIONS BOTH FOUND TO BE TRUE) AND REPLACE THE LOST
INCOME ($167,000.00 TO PRESENT DATE) THAT I AND MY FAMILY HAVE
LOST. SINCE I WAS REPORTED DEAD mST BEFORE CHRISTMAS OF LAST
YEAR MY PAY & BENIFITS STOPED (MY PAY WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN
RESTORED AS FAST AS IT WAS IF IT HAD NOT BEEN FOR THE ASSISTANCE
MS illGGINS OF CONGRESSMAN BASS'S CONCORD N.H. OFFICE) I WAS NOT
TOLD WHO REPORTED ME DEAD BUT I HAVE MY OWN SUSPICIONS.
I HAVE APPLIED FOR MY NEW SPANISH RES IDENCIA WITH THE REASON
OF POLITICAL PROSECUTION FROM THE UNITED STATES NAVY AND HAS
BEEN APPROVED.I HAVE RETURNED MY CillLDRENS PASSPORTS TO THE
DEPARTMENT OF STATE.
WE WILL BE MOVING AT THE END OF THE SUMMER I WILL NOT GIVE A
FORWARDING ADDRESS TO THE NAVY FOR THE PROTECTION OF MY
CHILDREN.
WHEN I DIE I DO NOT WANT A UNITED STATES FLAG PUT ON MY COFFIN

I WAS TAUGHT THE FLAG WAS TO BE RESPECTED AND NOT SOMETHING
TO BE ASHAMED OF.
WHEN THE NAVY REPAIRS THE DAMAGE THAT WAS DONE, RECUPE MY
LOSES AND WHEN I AM
EMPLOYED YOU CAN RETURN THE ABOVE.
I AM PRESENTLY TALKING TO MR..PEDRO GARCIA-PREFASI A REPORTER
FOR ONE OF THE NATIONAL SPANISH NEWSPAPERS IT WILL NOT BE A
PLEASENT STORY.

INSIGNIA, MEDALS, AND RIBBONS:
ENLISTED SURFACE WARFARE INSIGNIA
AIR WARFARE INSIGNIA
NAVY & MARINE CORPS MEDAL & CITATION
NAVY ACHIEVEMANT MEDAL & CITATION
GOOD CONDUCT MEDAL W/THREE BRONZE STARS
NAVY EXPEDITIONARY MEDAL WIONE BRONZE STAR
NATIONAL DEFENSE SERVICE MEDAL WIONE BRONZE STAR
ARMED FORCES EXPEDITIONARY MEDAL
VIET-NAM SERVICE MEDAL WITHREE BRONZE STARS
HUMANITARIAN SERVICE MEDAL WIONE BRONZE STAR
MULTINATIONAL FORCE AND OBSERVERS MEDAL
VIET-NAM CAMPAIGN MEDAL
VIET-NAM CROSS OF GALLANTRY MEDAL
SOUTHWEST ASIAN SERVICE MEDAL
KUWAIT LIBERATION MEDAL (SAUDI ARABIA)
KUWAIT LIBERATION MEDAL (KUWAIT)
PISTOL EXPERT MEDAL
RIFLE EXPERT MEDAL
COMBAT ACTION RIBBON
PRESIDENTIAL UNIT COMMENDATION RIBBON
NAVY UNIT COMMENDATION RIBBON
MERITORIOUS UNIT COMMENDATION RIBBON
BATTLE "E" RIBBON
OVERSEAS SERVICE RIBBON
SEA SERVICE RIBBON WISILVER STAR
NAVY RECRUITING RIBBON
NAVY RECRUITING BADGE W /TWO BRONZE STARS
I AM ALSO ENCLOSING SOME OTHER CORRESPONDENCE THAT I SENT TO

MY
SENATO AND CONGRESSMAN

DONNELLY
MASSACHUSETTS
ELEVENTH DISTRICT
March 23, 1990
Honorable H. Lawrence Garrett
Secretary
Navy Department
The Pentagon
Washington, D.C. 202:50-1000
RE:

GMGI John M. Mullahy, Jr. SS# 025 44 1321
Dear Mr.. Secretary:

I am writing on behalf of John M. requesting my assistance.
Mullahy who has recently contacted me
GMGI Mullahy is seeking to be considered for the rank of Chief. I know that you are
aware ofhis
gallant action in the gun turret aboard the
U.S.S. Iowa last April. It is my beliefthat a series ofevents have occurred in his Naval
career over
which he had no control. While serving in Spain prior to his assignment to the Iowa, he
had alleged
wrongdoing on the part of a superior officer in handling munitions and armaments. It is
my understanding
this investigation is ongoing, and that GMGI Mullahy's accusations are proving to be
true. As a result of
his action retalitory action was taken against him by his superior officer resulting in a
court martial and a
confinement in the brig despite his offers to rectifY any indebtedness he might have had
to the Navy.
GMGI Mullahy'sjob performance throughout his career has been outstanding and his
IQyalty to the Navy
is above reproach. His bravery last April 19 indicates to me that he is an individual we
can take pride
in having in our Armed Forces. I finnly believe that the disciplinary actions that had been
taken
against him should be rectified and that he should be given the chance to advance as if
this had

never occurred.
I would appreciate any comments you might have regarding this matter. Thank you for
your attention to
this matter.
Sincerely,

BRIAN DONNELLY
Member of Congress
436 CANNON HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20515
9202) 225-3215
2301 JOHN F. KENNEDY FEDERAL BUILDING
805 -ON. MA. 02203
(617; 223-0036
47 WASHINGTON STREET
OUINCY, MA. 02189
(617) 472-1800
CI MAIN STREET
-ROCKTON. MA. 02401
-617P 583-6300
TOLL-FREE LINE TO
WASHINGTON
1-800-424-9112

50 :MEMBER'S LAST NAME, INITIALS
PERIOD OF REPORT
MULLIAHY, J. M. JR.
-25-44-1321

51 SSN
52From 89FE5281

54 DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
A
CLEANLINESS AND PRESERVATION OF TURRET TWO A 1G/5- TRIPLE GUM T
INCLUDE MAGAZINE SECURITY PATROL INPORT AND UNDERWAY.
LTARYDUTIES

4-1
55 SPECIAL ACHIEVEMENTS
SHIPS EMPLOYMENT INCLUDE:
FLEETEX 3-89, PVST ST MARTEN, NEW
ORLEANS
PETTY OFFICER
56 EVALUATION COMMENTS
MULLAHY IS AN EXTREMELY
DEPENDABLE AND ENTHUSIASTIC WORKER. HE HAS AN EXCELLENT
PROFESSIONAL
BACKGROUND"AND PUTS THIS KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE TO GOOD
USE WHEN CONFRONTED
WITH NOT ONLY EVERYDAY PROBLEMS, BUT SITUATIONS WHICH ARE
UNUSUAL. PETTY OFFICER
MULLAHY IS LEVEL, HEADED AND INITIATES ALL REQUIRED ACTION IN A
CALM, COLLECTED AND
CONFIDENT' MANNER. HE CONTINUOUSLY DEMONSTRATES AN
EXCEPTIONALLY HIGH DEGREE OF
'
,
PROFESSIONALISM.
HIS SPECIFIC ACCOMPLISH:MENTS INCLUDE:,
SINGLED HANDEDLY RESCUED THREE SHIPMATES FROM THE-FIRE
AND SMOKE-FILLED ANNULAR
SPACE DURING THE FIRE FIGHTING EFFORT FOLLOWING THE EXPLOSION
IN TURRET'TWO.
FOUND HIS WAY THROUGH NUMEROUS SMOKE-FILLED
COMPARTMENTS DOWN TO DAMAGE
CONTROL CENTRAL TO ACTIVATE SPRINKLERS TO TURRET TWO
MAGAZINES AND POWDERS FLATS,
WITHOUT.ANY TYPE OF BREATHING DEVICE AFTER DAMAGE CONTROL
CENTRAL AND BEEN ORDERED
TO EVACUATE DUE TO SMOKE.
FOLLOWING THE TURRET TWO EXPLOSION, HE VOLUNTEERED FOR
CASUALTY IDENTIFICATION - A
TASK HE COMPLETED WITH COMPLETE PROFESSIONALISM. -'

I
I
- COORDINATED LOGISTICS FOR REPAIR: TEAMS DURING AFTERMATH
TURRET, 2.. EXPLOSION AND
SUPERVISED THREE TURRET REPAIR TEAMS.
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TRAINED ALL REPAIR PARTIES ONBOARD IOWA IN THE
OPERATION OF ALL THREE TURRET
SPRINKLERS SYSTEMS.
MERITORIOUSLY ADVANCED TO GUNNERS 'MATE GUNS
SECOND CLASS FOR ACTIONS
DEMONSTRATED DURING THE EXPLOSION AND AFTERMATH OF TURRET
TWO.
PETTY OFFICER MULLAHY LEAVES IOWA KNOWING HE MADE
SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS TO MAIN
BATTERY IN THE SHORT TIME HE WAS STATIONED ABOARD-BATTLESHIP
IOWA. HE DISTINGUISHED
HIMSELF AMONG THE FINEST OF BATTLESIllP SAILORS. IN TillS HE
DISPLAYED LEADERSIllP SKILLS
EXHIBITED BY THE FINEST PROFESSIONALS. PETTY OFFICER MULLAHY
HAS EARNED MY IllGHEST
RECOMMENDATION FOR POSITIONS OF GREATER RESPONSIBILITY AND IS
STRONGLY RECOMMENDED
RETENTION IN UNITED STATES NAVAL SERVICE.

C.A.M.I. (Citizens Against Military Injustice)
Written Comments by John Harty Watson
Submitted By C.A.M.I
March 13,2001

To the:

COMMISSION ON THE 50 TH ANNIVERSARY OF
THE UNIFORM CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE
(The Cox Commission)

,

To: The Honorable Walter T. Cox, III, Senior Judge, United States Court of
Appeals for the Anned Forces, Chair, and the Honorable Members, of the
Commission on the fiftieth Anniversary ofthe Unifonn Code of Military
Justice.

Citizens Against Military Injustice (CAMI)
This anicle by John Harry WatsOn was published August 3, 2000 in Kevin Holt's hometown newspaper, The Edmonds Paper.

Local Mother Fights Back Against Military Justice System
by John Harry Watson.
On May 17, 1992, 21-year-old U.S. Marine Corps Lance Corporal Kevin Holt was home in Edmonds
on leave from Camp Pendleton, California. He was to be married three days later and the future
looked bright indeed for the young Gulf War veteran.
In the morning, he and his fiancee attended Westgate Chapel, where Kevin had been an active
member of the choir and congregation. After services, they went shopping for their wedding rings.
His brother stated that he had never seen Kevin so happy and light hearted.
About 5 p.m., the couple set out toward his father's house for a barbecue. Kevin noticed that a police
car was following them. He asked his fiancee if he had run a stop sign or something. She said she
didn't think so. Obligingly he pulled over to the side of the road.
Kevin had no reason to be alarmed until police surrounded his car and took him to the ground at
gunpoint &endash; beginning a living nightmare which continues more than 8 years later.
Holt was arrested and charged by the San Diego Sheriff's department for the brutal slaying of a
fellow Marine at Camp Pendleton. The victim had been stabbed 46 times.
His principal accuser was another Marine, an erstwhile "friend", Who, although absent without leave
and in possession of the victim's stolen motorcycle at the time of the arrest, was granted full
immunity by the government to testify against Kevin. Even the prosecutor called him a "slimeball
who was not used to telling the truth".
In a still controversial move, the San Diego Sheriff's department, after its initial crime scene
(which was in an unincorporated area outside the Camp Pendleton perimeters), turned
the case over to the military &endash; the beginning of the end for KeVin, who was subsequently
conVicted on all charges and, narrowly escaping the death penalty, was sentenced to life in prison
without the possibility of parole. He is now 29 years old.
'

~nvestigation

Court-Martial
The investigations, hearings and court-martial offer a horrifying picture of a "justice" system
carefully insulated from public scrutiny which produces a 95% conviction rate in more than 10,000
cases per year &endash; numbers equaled only by the People's Republic of China!
The full details of the Holt case reqUire a book (which is in the works). FollOWing are just a few of the
salient points:
• The government contended that the murder took place in a 44 minute window on a Friday evening
before Kevin was to return home on leave. No less than eleven Marines, who knew the victim but did
not know Kevin personally, testified that they had seen the victim (one even had breakfast with him)
on the follOWing Saturday and Sunday, when Kevin's whereabouts were fully accounted for.
The government dismissed all eleven out of hand as "Elvis sightings."
• Immediately after Holt's arrest, police seized 42 items from his mother's home, including his car
and the pair of jeans he allegedly wore at the murder scene. After careful forensic analysis, the jeans
were found to be devoid of any blood or fiber evidence by both the San Diego Sheriff's department
and the U.S. Army's own high-tech crime lab.

l Faced with this setback, the government paid

$25,000 to a civilian "blood spatter expert" who, sure

enough, "found" blood stains. When the jeans appeared at court-martial they exhibited an obvious
large brown spot in the crotch area and their condition differed in several important ways from that
testified to by the original crime lab technicians, even including the contents of the pockets.
Dr. Herbert McDonnell, a world-wide authority on blood spatter analysis who provided initial training
to the government's "blood spatter expert", later described him as a "Frankenstein monster, liar for
hire, whore and charlatan," and noted that he "has no scientific background."
At the time of the post-trial investigation, this same "expert" was under investigation by a Grand
Jury for allegedly tampering with eVidence and accepting bribes in an unrelated civilian case .
• The two key government witnesses, self-confessed liars and thieves, testified that Holt had
voluntarily confessed to them a full account of the murder including the detail that he was "covered
with blood" afterwards. Other than the jeans as noted above, no blood was found on any of Holt's
clothing, possessions or in his car, which was literally torn apart for forensic examination and had
not been cleaned in several weeks.
In interviews conducted as part of a post-trial investigation by an independent attorney, these two
witnesses were less sure about Kevin's confession and each pointed the finger at the other as the
possible perpetrator!
• The victim was required to be at formation on the Saturday morning following his alleged murder.
Formation attendance is routinely recorded in the unit diary. Interestingly, said diary was "missing"
at the court-martial. Had it been presented in eVidence, of course, it would have blown the
government's entire case.
The anomalies go on and on. In the words of that same attorney: "To point out every conceivable
error committed in this trial and all matters properly to be raised before appellate courts would turn
this submission into a book."
Even a book would not have made any difference in the subsequent appeals through the military
system: each court dismissed the appeals and upheld the sentence. Holt's attorney, William Cassara
of Augusta, Georgia, has requested an appeal to the United States Supreme Court.
Rea Iity Check
Readers, especially those who have served or are serving in the military, may find this story
incredible. Indeed, one of the most alarming aspects of the military justice system is how little is
known about it, even by service members. A recent message from another victim of military injustice
begins, "I had been in the Air Force for 19 years with an outstanding service record and quite
frankly, had no knowledge of the military injustice system." That's how it is!
A Mother Speaks Out
In "An Open Letter to the Parents of Graduates and the Community of Edmonds", Kevin's mother,
Glenda Ewing, writes:
"After nine years of intimidation by the Military, I have decided to bring to the attention of the public
a story so outrageous that it defies the imagination. Remembering that someone had once said to
me, "don't get mad, get even", I have taken the·heartbreakandthe knowledge thatI have learned
and have formed an organization called CAMI (Citizens Against Military Injustice), dedicated to
providing help, resources and information to anyone who may find themselves where I did on May
17th, 1992. Our web address is www.militaryinjustice.org.
This story will affect thousands of Americans as it will bring insight to the fact that if their son or
daughter should at some point decide to go into the military, they will need to know, as I did not,
that civil rights as we know them, go out the window with the stroke of the pen!

This story is about child abuse on a different level... This is a system where judges and juries are
"conditioned" to decide the outcome "for the good of the service". The military justice system is
conducted completely in-house with no objective overview!

~ThiS is a story of the rape of just one American and local family as it struggles against a system that

has become so hungry for convictions and so used to covering up that it all but ignores the evidence
and in fact, may even create it's own. We must endure this financial and emotional assault while
watching the military brush aside it's own misconduct and in many instances, promote the wrong
doers."

"Kevin refuses to give up hope that he will eventually be found innocent. His attitude and outlook on
his future (whatever that may be) is a continual source of inspiration to those around him in prison
and to the many families and friends that he consistently maintains contact with," writes Glenda
Ewing.
"Kevin has repeatedly told me that he will NOT confess to a crime that he did not commit simply to
have his sentence reduced. He says that the only thing he has left which the military cannot take
away, are his honor and integrity. Having sacrificed so much, he will not give those up for anyone or
any reason.
I am finding my way through life the best I can with the cards I have been dealt. I believe that God
has given me an opportunity to use this terrible situation to bring help to others through our website
and CAMI. It is a comfort to me that Kevin is so full of the 'peace that passes all understanding'. That
of believing and trusting God for his future. As his mom, I can do no less.
If you or someone you know is suffering with the injustices of the Military Justice System, please tell
them that help is available. If you would like to send a tax free donation in order to lend your
support, the address is CAMI, 308 161st SW, Lynnwood, WA 98037 or visit our website at
www.militaryinjustice.org...

~

Citizens Against Military Injustice
In its very brief existence, CAMI is already making waves, not least among the, inmates and staff at
the U.S. Detention Barracks in Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, where Kevin is incarcerated.
The website has provided valuable support information and competent legal resources to those in
need of them and who would otherwise be in the dark. Two online forums are linked to the site: a
General Discussion of Military Justice and an Inmate Support forum, both of which have been active.
It also provides a great deal more detail on the Kevin Holt case and others, including press articles,
suggested reading and links to related sites.

The organization was founded and continues to exist on a shoestring and is urgently seeking
support, especially from the local community, to continue and expand its efforts towards meaningful
reform of the military justice system. It is the only active organization of its kind in existence.
A National Shame
While this is a local story, Edmonds is far from the only town in America to have lost a son or
daughter to military injustice. Probably the most shocking statistic I have heard, corroborated by
qualified lawyers, is this: of the.military prisonpopulation"approximately one third are innocent of
the crimes for which they were convicted, one third are serving excessive sentences, and only one
third are appropriately sentenced.
In the military, justice is only as just as it serves command intention. It is being ruthlessly applied,
as you read this, to some of America's brightest sons and daughters "for the good of the service".
This is indeed a national shame which must be uncovered, confronted and changed at any cost.
The movie "A Few Good Men" just scratched the surface of what Kevin Holt calls "America's dirty

little secret". However, it's portrayal of a convening authority (Jack Nicholson), stuck in a warring
past and arrogantly oblivious to fundamental democratic principles, is chillingly accurate.

Home I About CAMI I Kevin Holt ! ~ I Legal Briefs I Other Cases I Your StOry I Contact CAMI I Support CAMII Letters to CAMI
Help! I Charges Pending I Article 32b I Court-Martial I Why Civilian Attorney
Resources I Civilian Attorneys I Organizations & Links
Military Justice? I The SYStem I Media I Reading I Military Justice Forum
Inmate Matters !Incarceration I Ft. Leavenworth !Inmate Support

C.A.M.I. (Citizens Against Military Injustice)
Written Comments by Kevin Holt
Submitted By C.A.M.I
March 13,2001

To the:

COMMISSION ON THE 50TH ANNIVERSARY OF
THE UNIFORM CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE
(The Cox Commission)

To: The Honorable Walter T. Cox, III, Senior Judge, United States Court of
Appeals for the Anned Forces, Chair, and the Honorable Members, of the
Commission on the fiftieth Anniversary ofthe Uniform Code of Military
Justice.

Letter to C.A.M.I.
September 10,2000
Dear C.A.M.I.,
My name is Kevin Holt and I was a marine. I have been confined at the United
States Disciplinary Barracks in Fort Leavenworth Kansas for almost nine years. I was
tried and convicted ofpremeditated murder and sentenced to confinement for life. What,
you may ask, is so extraordinary about that? I was convicted on the testimony oftwo
fellow marines, one of which was facing other charges, and their wives who testified that
I told them I did it and one piece ofevidence the appeals court has stated were
"obviously" tampered with. Not enough? How about eleven marines who were best
friends with the deceased and had never met me before the trail testifYing on my behalf
that I could not have committed the crime because they either saw, spoke with, and in one
. case even ate breakfast with the deceased after the prosecution claims I murdered him.
Still not enough? How about the fact that the police seized over forty-two items
including my Chevy Blazer, and turned them over to the army's own crime lab who could
find NOTHING ofevidentiary value using sophisticated techniques and multiple
examiners, prompting the prosecutor to find a "..hired gun, liar for hire, a Frankenstein
monster" as stated by Dr. Herbert MacDonnell, America's preeminent forensic scientist,.
The man who wrote the book on forensics.
I do not have enough room in my cell to accommodate my entire record oftrial so
I sent it to my attorney to keep from paying the costs ofhaving it copied. Until a couple
of months ago, I kept all briefs by both sides and the decisions from the courts for each
level. A copy ofthe record for myself would have been redundant as we were pursuing
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the top eight issues ofmy case. These eight were the most important and we felt that if
the courts weren't going to see justice done with them, then there would be no justice. At
the present time it seems the court has decided against justice in favor of the
government's image of infallibility.
Please keep in mind that I was only a young marine when I was arrested and
while I did get around, as far as this whole judicial thing goes I am completely lost. I
haven't had the best ofhelp with my lawyers but my recent one, Bill Cassara, seems to be
working hard to the best ofhis abilities with a screwed up system. I assume that most
people think that when you get locked up you instantly know all about the law. That is
not the case. I've tried and all the double speak in the law books confuses and angers me.
Try as I might, I can't seem to understand how the decisions from the court make sense.
Some people have a very hard time understanding why I make the decisions I
make or behave the way I do. I spoke with a reporter once and he told my mom he
thought I was guilty because I wasn't yelling and screaming. I am not a person who
wears his emotions on his sleeve. I do not believe that that is what being a man is all
about. I also don't see any benefit to screaming at the walls and beating my head against
the cell door. It does not change the situation one bit and only creates more stress that
only does damage. I read of a man once who screamed his heart out and was finally
released only to die ofa heart attack shortly after. My view on life seems to be against the
grain ofthe general populace and seems to upset people or to make them look at me
queerly. I hope that reading this may help you to understand a little about who I am and
what C.A.M.I is all about. My honor means more to me than my freedom. I could
probably get out ofprison much sooner but to do so I would have to sell myself out and I
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won't do that. I will never admit to something I didn't do. Each morning when I get up, I
must look at myself in the mirror. I must be able to live with what I see. What good is
freedom if you can't even look yourselfin the face without disgust. Some people
probably wouldn't care. I do. I do not try to sway people with how I act. I only ask people
to look at the facts in my case and judge me by them.
Why didn't the eleven marines scream for my release after I was found guilty? I
assume it is because they didn't see the trial and bought into the belief that if I was
convicted, there must have been evidence to support it, the prosecution merely being
wrong about the time of the murder. But then again, these are good marines and we
believe what they were told because the government wouldn't lie to us. I don't believe
that anyone ever contacted them or the jury to show them the discrepancies with the
"expert" witnesses that lied about their credentials or for that matter were never qualified
in the field in which they testified. Wouldn't that be fun? I wonder what they would say.
My chasers (guards) that sat with me for all the sessions were outraged with the decision
and decided to get out ofthe military. Why not get involved? Look around you. As long
as people have food to shove in their faces and television to watch they are happy and
complacent. Why rock the boat? Why get involved in something that doesn't affecnheir
lives. That is your answer. People are lazy.
The San Diego Coroner's office did an autopsy but surprise, surprise; they
recorded over the tapes so they were not available for a capitol punishment murder case.
The report was written by memory and very sketchy. Samples were taken but never
tested. Ocular fluid could have easily given a time of death but it was not tested even
though a sample was taken. The body was never checked for a temperature, only the
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coroners hand on the body and the result of "cool to the touch" was given. I could go into
rigor mortis but that would take more pages and my mom has already done that study.
We've become experts in time of death study. Not something I ever wanted to learn. As
to how they came to the forty-four minute time frame, it was the only period of time that
entire weekend that I was alone without an altbi. But even that shouldn't have mattered
because it takes more than forty-four minutes to drive to the murder scene and back while
speeding and making all the lights let alone. stopping to murder someone and then
washing up. Luckily for the government, facts are irrelevant in their courts.

As far as the murder weapons go, ... Yes, I did say WEAPONS. One knife was
about six and one halfinches long with a blade on one side and flat on the other, thought
to be a bayonet while the other was about four and one half inches long, sharpened on
both sides. Oddly enough, exactly like a boot knife that Chuck Sheldon, one ofthe
marines that testified against me, stabbed a man in Memphis with, but that seems to keep
getting overlooked.
What would I do if I had six months of freedom knowing that at the end I would
be returned to prison? I'd track down every investigative reporter that I could find and sit
on their doorstep until they listened to me. Other than that, I do not know. Who do you go
to when the government has committed a crime against you and you have no money? I
guess you would have to rely on the populace's greed for intrigue and governmental
misdeed to get a reporter to create pressure. My congressmen and senators are only
interested in their careers, not what's right. But that is pretty much what political animals
are all about. They don't make a move unless it makes them look good to the masses.
Politics is about the many, not the few. Our country has gotten away from the idea of
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letting a few guilty go free to ensure that no innocent man goes to prison. Now we throw
them all away and let an overworked court system figure it out.
I used to love America. I used to believe we were a great nation. I believed in this
country so much that I was willing to die for it. Now I see the rot eating at the core. I'm
not as cynical as you might think or filled with hate for what has been done to me. I just
choose to open my eyes to the reality of what is happening to our country instead of
being spoon fed the trash people watch on TV. I still love this country, I just don't respect
it or it's leaders anymore.
I don't ask you to believe a word I say. I would prefer if you looked at everything

in my case as if you were pro-government. Do not listen to my opinions or my family's.
Look for yourself and make your own decisions. Read both sides and weigh it for
yourself. I have made sure that both the prosecution's and defense's arguments
throughout my appeals were recorded verbatim on this web site not only to prove that I
have nothing to hide but also that you, the public, can see what a travesty the military has
made of the legal system, condemned by their own words.
I hope that you will read the things written on this site with the thought of " How
would I feel if this were my son/daughter?" If any of you have friends or family in the
military it could very easily happen to you and them also. Remember, the military is only

interested in what is good for the service, not justice. I seem to remember being taught
that our country was founded on freedom, justice, and rights that protected us from
oppressive government. If you feel anger, good. It should anger you. It should make you
see the insidious evil in a judicial system run by the military with little or no oversight by
our REAL judicial system. My hope is that you will get involved and show your
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disapproval and disgust in this system, not for me but for your families, friends, and any
young person thinking ofjoining the military. We need a change and only by YOU
getting involved will that happen. C.A.M.I. is not about or for me. It is too late for me
but not for others. Don't let this system destroy the life of someone you know.
Take care and God bless.
Sincerely,
Kevin M. Holt
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C.A.M.I. (Citizens Against Military Injustice)
Written Comments
Submitted By Jose Luis Rodriguez
March 13,2001

To the:

COMMISSION ON THE 50TH ANNIVERSARY OF
THE UNIFORM CODE OF MILITARY JUSTIC.~
(The Cox Commission)

To: The Honorable Walter T. Cox, III, Senior Judge, United States Court of
Appeals for the Armed Forces, Chair, and the Honorable Members, of the
Commission on the fiftieth Anniversary of the Uniform Code of Military
Justice.
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C.A.M.I. (Citizens Against Military Injustice)
Written Comments by Mrs. Mary Latorre
Submitted By C.A.M.I
March 13,2001

To the:

COMMISSION ON THE 50 TH ANNIVERSARY OF
THE UNIFORM CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE
(The Cox Commission)

To: The Honorable Walter T. Cox, ITI, Senior Judge, United States Court of
Appeals for the Anned Forces, Chair, and the Honorable Members, ofthe
Commission on the fiftieth Anniversary ofthe Uniform Code of Military
Justice.

UNCONSTITUTIONAL PROCESS - INAPPROPRIATE
SENTENCING
My husband was sentenced to serve 12 years at the USDB on January 15th
1998. My husband is guilty of
his charges. We typically don't divulge the nature ofhis crime, due to its
nature and society's response to it.
My complaint is this. That had he been a civilian he would have more than
likely only gotten probation or
maybe 3 years imprisonment (which is Kansas law for his crime). Why is it
a person who has served without
incident for 18 years oftheir lives, and has accepted full responsibility for
his actions, is sentenced so
harshly?
It is because he is investigated, prosecuted, defended, judged and
imprisoned all by the same entity: the
United States Military. In addition, the US Military gets the inmate's
pension and slave labor for several
more years.
When we discussed with the ADC (Area Defense Counsel) the possibility of
getting a civilian attorney we
,
were discouraged. We of course had no idea where to find one that would
not be a waste of money. The
ADC did not start working on my husband's case until 2 weeks before his
court-martial. The ADC also
refused to allow me to participate in the preparation. After the court-martial,
the ADC switched back to the
JAG office (Judge Advocate Generals). This, in my mind, is not a fair and
impartial trial which in this country
is everyone's constitutional right, with the exception of Military members.
What is even more disturbing is that there are people imprisoned at the
USDB who were charged with a
similar crime as my husband's. But these prisoners have never pled guilty,
and claim to this day their
innocence, but are incarcerated for 30 or more years. They have less chance
for parole because they
"refuse to take responsibility" for their crime. The accusations are more
times than not a "he said! she
said", and yet they find themselves incarcerated for the better part ofthe rest
oftheir lives.

What ever happened to innocent until proven guilty beyond a reasonable
doubt. In the Military it is guilty
until proven innocent.
There is yet another disturbing fact that I have witnessed in my 2 years here
in Leavenworth. The Guards
apparently need to further punish the inmates. These youngsters, who in
most case were not even born
when my husband enlisted, believe it is their right to further punish the
inmates with mind games and
harassment, as well as harassing the inmate's family members.
My understanding from my husband's court-martial was he was sentenced to
12 years imprisonment. Not 12
years plus mind games and harassment or even life-threatening situations.
The life-threatening situations I am speaking of, in case some ofyou do not
know, is that the USDB is
literally crumbling. There have been incidents of inmates being injured by
falling ceilings. There is toxic lead
in the water. Some inmates have to work with asbestos without proper
protection.
The circulation fans on top of the wings in most cases don't have a motor or
the motor does not work. In
the summer months it typically reaches 103 or more degrees"then add in the
heat index it then reaches
115 degrees. It makes one wonder why is it illegal to leave an animal locked
in a car for maybe 10 minutes
in the summer, yet these men/women live in a similar situation 24 hours a
day.
When these issues are raised to the Senate and Congress, we are told that
there is nothing they can do.
Yet they are the ones who developed the UCMJ (Uniform Code of Military
Justice) and we the families are
looked upon as "cry babies" . The UCMJ has not been amended for more
than 30 years. I think it is time
that someone takes the time to seriously look at the injustice in the Military
Court system.

HARASSMENT CONTINUES AFTER DISCHARGE
In 1993, after over 19 years of outstanding service with the US Air Force I
was accused of sexual misconduct
with my stepdaughter. This supposedly had been going on for several years
in our home with my wife
(ex-wife now) and three other children in the household. The case was word
against word. No physical or
medical evidence, no witnesses, no nothing, because it simply did not
happen.
I had been in the Air Force for 19 years and quite frankly, had no knowledge
ofthe military injustice
system. I was overseas at the time the allegations were made and was
assigned a military "attorney" which
was 2000 miles away. After I realized that I would not get the assistance I
needed through a military_ .
attorney, I atteIilpted to take leave back to the US to retain civilian legal
assistance and my leave was
denied.
My military attorney came in for the Article 32 hearing and the court
martial but did nothing in defense
other than assure me they had no case. I was convicted of most ofthe
charges and specifications despite
the fact that there was nothing other than her word against mine. As a result
I was confined for over three
years, and dishonorably discharged.
I have attempted over the past three years to put all ofthis behind me and
move on with my life but I
have been severely hampered by the walls placed before me.
The Air Force, a year after discharge and release from confinement, came
up with a notice that I was over
paid and demanded payment of $2000. When I attempted to obtain info they
forwarded it to a collection
agency and therefore it shows up on my credit report, further impacting my
. ability to get on with my life. I
figure that they "stole" my retirement which could be estimated at $500,000
and now are hassling me for
money that I do not owe them. The IRS, forwarded my income tax return to
DFAS against the alleged debt
that I do not owe.

Yes I want to do anything in my power to bring the Military Injustice
System to the eyes ofthe public,
through Congressional investigations or whatever other means available.

C.A.M.I. (Citizens Against Military Injustice)
Written Comments by Teresa Bramlett Mansanai
Submitted By C.A.M.I
March 13,2001

To the:

COMMISSION ON THE 50 TH ANNIVERSARY OF
THE UNIFORM CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE
(The Cox Commission)

To: The Honorable Walter T. Cox, III, Senior Judge, United States Court of
Appeals for the Anned Forces, Chair, and the Honorable Members, ofthe
Commission on the fiftieth Anniversary of the Unifonn Code of Military
Justice.

Citizens Againsl:.' .
MilitarY" Injustice
www.militaryinjustice.org

A Mother's Nightmare in Vancouver, Washington
My son was in the Navy, stationed at NAS Bahrain (in the Persian Gulf). He was falsely accused of
rape, found guilty, and sentenced to 9 years. He is now in Fort Leavenworth.
This is a young man who has helped many single mothers and single women; from buying a car for a
young mother and her children, to bUying $200 worth of Girl Scout cookies to help a young scout. There
are many such stories. All those he helped - most had known him for 10 years or more - were willing to
testify on his behalf but only I was approved to fly to Bahrain to testify.

As I tell you OUR story, you be the judge and decide if my son received a fair trial and who are the real
victims.
Rape is a serious crime and I do not wish to make light of it. However, as I said before, this is OUR
story because it affects our whole family - and most of our family has been or is still in the military.
If I would have found CAMI before the Article 32 Hearing, and know what I now know, I think the
outcome would have been different. But since we trusted the military justice system, we went through
EXACTLY what CAMI describes.
To begin with, the 31-year-old "victim" NEVER called police. Instead she called a married Navy guy
she was having regular sex with. This becomes significant later on!
This fellow then called Navy Security who then contacted the Bahrain police. They then held my son
for some time (with no other Americans around), then released him back to the U.S. Navy. During this
time. his 5th Amendment rights were trampled on and this was used against him at court-martial. We
have this fully documented in black and white!
Less than 48 hours after he was accused. an e-mail was sent to ALL personnel on the base. with my son's
name, saying he was accused of rape and requesting witness information. The e-mail included the
plainly prejudicial statement, "There is no greater shame than one of ours gone bad."
After 6 hours, the "victim" was allowed to go. She went directly to the married guy's apartment and
stayed there while he was at work. My son's roommate, trying to get to the bottom of this, went over to
the apartment. She answered the door and invited him in with a smile. As she was telling him her
story. she was cleaning this guy's apartment and cooking his dinner. She was clearly HAPPY to be in
this man's homel The roommate later testified on my son's behalf.
At trial. the married Navy man, who had made no secret of his adulterous affair to his buddies. flat
out lied! The truth would have incriminated him for adultery. And that was acceptable to my son's
defense counsel!
Less than 2 days later. our "victim" had a date with yet another Navy man and had sex with him.
After the event, this guy read the e-mail which had been broadcast and tracked down my son, whom
he'd never met and they had a long conversation. He then went to talk to the investigator. 24 hours
later he came back to talk to my son; he was scared and said that he didn't want to get involved and, if

called to the stand, would neither confrrm nor deny. Who has the power to scare someone that badly?
My son's defense counsel wanted him to take a 3-year plea bargain. At this point my son contacted a
Bahraini lawyer who sent her private investigator for a long discussion with my son. The next day he
came back after talking to the "victim".
She was willing to drop all charges for $13,000 U.S. or if my son would many her and bring her to the
States! The prosecution and defense counsel were informed of this. However, even with a witness, this
was never brought up in the Article 32 hearing or the court-martial!
The "victim" is Lebanese and reads, writes and speaks English very well. She had only lived in
Bahrain for 11 months when the alleged rape took place. And since there was NO forced entry. her
words, she always slept with her door unlocked. Her neighbors in that building always locked their
doors. Again, this was used as evidence against my son!
Now her next-door neighbor - yet another Navy man - who stated he could hear her TV and hear her
talking on the phone, testified he heard nothing on the morning in question.
At the court-martial the "victim" was asked by a juror if she ever told my son "No". Her reply was
"NO". She never told my son no! To make matters worse she was caught lying on the stand MANY
TIMES!
And here's one that no one caught except me, the mother. With all the so-called evidence used against
my son, with her name all over it, it was spelled seven different ways; in two cases changing her name
totally! Didn't anyone check her ID or passport? Didn't the prosecution or even the defense care or even
notice the different spellings?
On the third day of the court-martial, the president of the jury and the presiding judge (both officers)
had lunch together and were in close conversation all the way back to the courtroom. I have never seen
that in our American court system. But then again the military court system is different.
Right now we are preparing for an appeal, so I can't say too much. But there are MANY key factors in
my son's case that should never have even gone to an Article 32, much less a court-martial. I have
-alWays thought that the military was a branch of the United States Government and should have the
same justice system. Boy, was I wrong! It's a whole different ball game, with a set of rules all its own.
Before I let another family member, loved one or friend join the military, I will tell them about my son
and about CAMI. I strongly urge all of you to do the same, or at least have them visit the web site.
We need to slow down the enlistment rate or bring it to a stop until we can get at least a congressional
investigation into military injustice.
Do not wait until this happens to you! It is a living nightmare!

My son was willing to lay down his life for OUR country, OUR freedom. OUR way of life, and OUR
justice system. If my child was willing to die for OUR country, then shouldn't he be entitled to the
SAME justice system that he would lay down his life for?

FOR THE
COX COMMISSION

DONALD D. BRAMLETT
CASE

Presented by C.A.M.I.
.

Speaker
Glenda Ewing

•

For The
Honorable Judge Cox
and
Commission
Let me start with telling you, that I corne from a long line of
military. My father pulled 22 years in the Air Force and my
brother is a Navy Veteran. I had Aunts, Uncles, and cousins in
the military. Since this has happen to my son, Donald Bramlett,
our family is finishing up their time in the military and NOT
re-enlisting. And our other family members are no longer thinking
about joining. Our long line of military heritage has now STOP!!!
No one is now enlisting. And we are now spreading the word NOT
to enlist until the UCMJ can be corrected.
I will be specific on how the UCMJ is being used in my son's
case. This way you can see for yourself and know what I am
telling you is true.
1. The charge of Adultery needs to be removed out of the hands
of the military. This is a personal matter between a husband and
wife. It should be left up to the spouse how they want to handle
this matter. You will find in most cases the spouse forgives the
one who is cheating and tries to move on with their life.
***In my son's case - the 31 year old victim, who was having
regular sex with a married Navy man •••. that she decided to call
HIM instead of the police. In fact she had NO intention of get
ting the Bahrain Police involved. She wanted the attention of
the married Navy man.
In the court-martial and Article 32, this man lied under oath,
saying he never slept with this woman. HER re-action was, she
started crying, she was hurt! But this man told my son, he had
no choice, for if he would have told the truth the Navy would
have court-martial him for adultery. This was acceptable to my
son's defence counsel. They didn't want to get this man in
trouble!
Now you have an idea how the adultery charge works!
2. My son is placed in a one man line up (just HIM). As we
already know, this does NOT happen in our American court system.
It is against the law! Can someone please explain why this is
okay in the military justice system?
3. The violation of the Geneva Convention of 1961. Why does the
military not know this?
***The married Navy man that's my son under his custody, calls
the Security Department, then they decided without NO authoritza
tion to contact the the Bahrain Police, turn my son over to a
foreign government with NO Americans present. When the victim
herself did NOT want the Bahrain Police involved!!!
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Please Note: The victim was NOT from Bahrain, she was from
Lebanon. An important point that will come to light later on.
4. A statement that was taken from a foreign government under
EXTREME duress and coercion (refer to Exhibit 2, page 1, article
3) was exceptable in the court-martial, ruled by the Judge saying
my son would have made a statement anyway. NOT TRUE!!! Once back
in the hands of the Navy (some 6 or 8 hours later), my son was
then read his rights and chose to remain silent and wanted an
attorney. ALL of this is documented!
5. Less that 24 hours later and e-mail went through the Security
Department and later was the talk of the WHOLE base (refer to
Exhibit 3), with my son's name on it, the charges, and a highly
prejudicial statement "There is no greater shame than one of our
gone bad".
***Knowing this the Judge ruled against a change of venus. Saying
my son can recieved a fair trial there!!! Ladies and Gentlemen
you can see for yourself in black and white. Now you be the judge
for yourself. The base is the size of a football stadium and it's
11 months before the court-martial. When I was there, beside my
son, during the court-martial, NOT ONE PERSON passed by my son
without a comment to him. "Keep your head up. I'm praying for
you. This is not right. ETC., ETC." And my son was to recieve a
fair trial there. What do you think?
6.
EXTORTION - (refer to Exhibit 1 in bold lettering and Exhibit
2, page I, article 2), I think this speaks for it's self. Having
witnesses that the victim herself talked too, was NEVER introduce
in as evidence to clear my son and his name.
***Please note that during the 11 months before court-martial,
Donny was giving leave to come home in October of 1998 and again
in December of 1998. And still return to where he was station
after his leave BOTH times to face court-martial. Does this sound
like a guilty person or one who is trying to clear his name?
7.
Evidence and the victim's name - I have brought forward for
you to see for yourself in black and white, only 10 pages, but
there are MANY more. (refer to Exhibit 4, pages 1 thru 10) This
is evidence used against my son in" his court-martial.
***Let me start with first helping to educate you through what I
have found out through my own investigation. I contacted the
Bahrain government. This victim is from Lebanon, she went to
Bahrain and had to registry with the country for alien status, in
order to work there. Through she is from an Islam country and
allow formal and informal spelling of there name, she CANNOT use
that in there country. She can only use the name that she regis
try with, that's it!!! (refer to Exhibit 4, page 7)
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As you can see for yourselves, her name was spelled a few
different ways. In Exhibit 4, page 8 - she had the chance to
correct anything on her statement. Check the top of this page
and then she how she signed it. This is a swore statement. Now
turn to Exhibit 4, page 10 - she has been sworn in under oath
and she how she spells her name now.
Ladies and Gentlemen in the American court system our Hils" have
to be dotted and our "tiS" have to be crossed. There is no excuse
for messy paperwork.
By looking at this evidence doesn't it make
you wonder two questions? First, did anyone see or check the I.D.
of this person? And two, who REALLY is the identity of this
person?
8. Command Influence - Refer to Exhibit 1, page I, paragraph 11.
This is another Navy man, who did not know my son, saw the e-mail
and came forward. Two days AFTER the the so-called crime had
occur. He had a date with the victim, had sex, and by his account
the victim was in good spirits. However, someone in command ~~~~
scared this man. And he never came forward in my son's defence.
And he had first hand knowledge and evidence that could have
clear my son.
In Closing ...•.
If we cannot remove the UCMJ from the military, then is there any
way that a committee could be set-up to monitor the actions of
the justice system in the military? One that is NOT involved with
the military, but still knows the laws?
If we cannot help those who have already gone through this, can
we some how help others BEFORE they go through this? Or at least
help to protect the military men and women from their civil and
constitutional rights being violated?
Young men and women join the Armed Forces everyday. Do you think
they would join if they know that they no longer have any civil
or constitutional rights? Or their rights will be walk allover
on?
As you can see for yourselves, the UCMJ is NOT working the way it
was meant too. And until it does, I will help to educate as many
people as I can about the injustice in the military. And help to
slow down the enlist rate until something can be done about the
military injustice. There are others and WE the American people
are becoming an Army!!!
Thank You for your time.
Sincerely,
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My son was in the Navy, stationed at NAS Bahrain (in the Persian Gulf). He was falsely accused of rape,
found guilty, and sentenced to 9 years. He is now in Fort Leavenworth.
This is a young man who has helped many single mothers and single women; from buying a car for a
young mother and her children, to buying $200 worth of Girl Scout cookies to help a young scout. There
are many such stories. All those he helped - most had known him for 10 years or more - were willing to
testify on his behalf but only I was approved to fly to Bahrain to testify.
As I tell you OUR story, you be the judge and decide if my son received a fair trial and who are the real
victims.
Rape is a serious crime and I do not wish to make light of it. However, as I said before, this is OUR story
because it affects our whole family - and most of our family has been or is still in the military.
If I would have found CAMI before the Article 32 Hearing, and know what I now know, I think the
outcome would have been different. But since we trusted the military justice system, we went through
EXACTLY what CAMI describes.
To begin with, the 31-year-old "victim" NEVER called police. Instead she called a married Navy guy she
was having regular sex with. This becomes significant later on!

•

MILITARy JUSTICE'

This fellow then called Navy Security who then contacted the Bahrain police. They then held my son for
some time (With no other Americans around), then released him back to the U.S. Navy. During this
time, his 5th Amendment rights were trampled on and this was used against him at court-martial. We
have this fully documented in black and white!

•
•
•
•
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Less than 48 hours after he was accused, an e-mail was sent to ALL personnel on the base, with my
son's name, saying he was accused of rape and requesting witness information. The e-mail included the
plainly prejudicial statement, "There is no greater shame than one of ours gone bad."
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After 6 hours, the "victim" was allowed to go. She went directly to the married guy's apartment and
stayed there while he was at work. My son's roommate, trying to get to the bottom of this, went over to
the apartment. She answered the door and invited him in with a smile. As she was telling him her story,
she was cleaning this guy's apartment and cooking his dinner. She was clearly HAPPY to be in this man's
home! The roommate later testified on my son's behalf.
At trial, the married Navy man, who had made no secret of his adulterous affair to his bUddies, flat out
lied! The truth would have incriminated him for adultery. And that was acceptable to my son's defense
counsel!
Less than 2 days later, our "victim" had a date with yet another Navy man and had sex with him. After
the event, this guy read the e-mail which had been broadcast and tracked down my son, whom he'd
never met and they had a long conversation. He then went to talk to the investigator. 24 hours later he
came back to talk to my son; he was scared and said that he didn't want to get involved and, if called to
the stand, would neither confirm nor deny. Who has the power to scare someone that badly?
My son's defense counsel wanted him to take a 3-year plea bargain. At this point my son contacted a
Bahraini lawyer who sent her private investigator for a long discussion with my son. The next day he
came back after talking to the "victim".
She was willing to drop all charges for $13,000 U.S. or if my son would marry her and bring
her to the States! The prosecution and defense counsel were informed of this. However, even with a

witness, this was never brought up in the Article 32 hearing or the court-martial!
The "victim" is Lebanese and reads, writes and speaks English very well. She had only lived in Bahrain
for 11 months when the alleged rape took place. And since there was NO forced entry, her words, she
always slept with her door unlocked. Her neighbors in that building always locked their doors. Again, this
was used as evidence against my son!
Now her next-door neighbor - yet another Navy man - who stated he could hear her TV and hear her
talking on the phone, testified he heard nothing on the moming in question.

•

At the court-martial she was asked by a juror if she ever told my son RNo". Her reply was "NO·. She
never told my son no! To make matters worse she was caught lying on the stand MANY TIMES!
And here's one that no one caught except me, the mother. With all the so-called evidence used against
my son, with her name all over it, it was spelled seven different ways; in two cases changing her name
totally! Didn't anyone check her 10 or passport? Didn't the prosecution or even the defense care or even
notice the different spellings?

E ~H \ t!> I,.

i.

On the third day of the court-martial, the president of the jury and the presiding judge (both officers)
had lunch together and were in close conversation all the way back to the courtroom. I have never seen
that in our American court system. But then again the military court system is different.
Right now we are preparing for an appeal, so I can't say too much. But there are MANY key factors in
my son's case that should never have even gone to an Article 32, much less a court-martial. I have
always thought that the military was a branch of the United States Government and should have the
same justice system. Boy, was I wrong! It's a whole different ball game, with a set of rules all its
own.
Before I let another family member, loved one or friend join the military, I will tell them about my son
and about CAMI. I strongly urge all of you to do the same, or at least have them visit the web site.
We need to slow down the enlistment rate or bring it to a stop until we can get at least a congressional
investigation into military injustice.
Do not walt until this happens to youl It is a living nightmarel
My son was willing to lay down his life for OUR country, OUR freedom, OUR way of life, and OUR justice
system. If my child was willing to die for OUR country, then shouldn't he be entitled to the SAME justice
t
th t h
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As you read this, another U.S. service member is being railroaded

Code all
From:

MMFR Donald D. Bramlett, USN

To:

Admiral Charles W. Moore, Commander, U.S. Naval Forces,
Central Command

SUBJ:

CLEMENCY PETITION - U.S. v. DONALD D. BRAMLETT

1. Sir, I respectfully petition you to exercise discretion as the convening
authority to grant clemency in my case. I respectfully petition you to set
aside my conviction, order a mistrial or a new trial based on the facts as
follows.
2. Sir, I did not rape Huniada Abdulqader nor did I unlawfully enter her
dwelling at any point while stationed at Naval Support Activity, Bahrain.
These allegations came about out of her fear of being sent back to her home
country of. Lebanon and for her financial gain. Sir, in late May of 1999 I
retained the services of a female Bahraini lawyer named Jamila Ali Sulman Who
put me in contact with her own private investigator named Hussan. I spent an
evening speaking with Mr. Hussan. He told me he was going to investigate
these allegations. Mr. Hussan called me the next morning and informed me
that he spoke with Huniada Abdulqader. Mr. Hussan informed me that Miss
Abdulqader stated to him that, 'if I pay her 5,000 Bahraini Dinars she would
drop the charges against me." I told Mr. Hussan to tell Miss Abdulqader
that, 'I would see her in court because I am not paying her any money." Sir,
I told both of my military lawyers about this very serious information.
During the trial her attempt at extortion was not mentioned nor did my
lawyers even question Miss Abdulqader about it.
3. The morning of these allegations I was turned over to a foreign
government by members of NSA Bahrain. Special Agent Jim Kenworthy NCIS, MAl
Hussain COMMAND INVESTIGATIONS, MA2 Durkee COMMAND INVESTIGATIONS, Patrolman
Murchinsen and Patrolman Martin of base security along with two Bahraini
police officers made me walk of the Al Zehara building (a.k.a. Yum Yum Tree)
across the street to the Bahraini Public Safety police station in the Hoora
section of Manama, Bahrain. I was then left there without any representation
from the American Government and placed in the custody of the Bahraini's.
While in the Bahraini's custody, I was subjected to mental and physical abuse
and coercion. I was forced to give the Bahraini's a handwritten statement,
under extreme duress, in order to be turned over to the American Authorities.
I was also interrogated by Colonel Walmsey of the Bahraini Public Safety
police, Criminal Investigation Department. I was then stripped of all my
clothes and left naked until NCIS showed up with a pair of clothes about an
hour later. Sir, I reference (U.S. v. MM3 Bramlett Record of Trial page.
###). This statement from BPS was used against me in trial. After many
hours talking to my lawyers I was talked out of testifying because of the
statement.
4. Sir, I again reference (U.S. v. MM3 Bramlett Record of Trial page ###)
where Chief Lott asked, 'Did you at any point say no?" Miss Abdulqader
admits that she never said no to having sex with me. Furthermore, upon
review of the pictures presented in trial, they do not denote the injuries
sustained by a victim during a violent act of rape, for which I was
wrongfully convicted.

5.

Sir, finally, in reference to (U.S. v. MM3 Bramlett Record of Trial page

###) CAPT Hacth (Presiding Judge) stated that he and CAPT Carlson (Senior

Jury Member) shared lunch together and then walked and talked from the Oasis
restaurant to the courtroom during trail. If nothing else, this violates the
strict professional etiquette required for participating in a General Court
Martial.
6. Sir, as part of the Sec Det I was aware that if the opportunity ever
arose I would have to put my life on the line to corne to your assistance if
we ever received your alarm. I was and am willing to lay my life down for
you and any other member of our command. Sir, I strive to be like your
friend that you told me about on MIA/POW day who was 'Killed in Action" in
Vietnam. I still strive to have the same honor, courage and commitment, as
he, to lay my life down for life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. Sir,
I don't just say these things as I know a good soldier would. I say them
because I come from a long line of military service members. Sir, my heart
is one of a God faring man. I have never hurt any woman nor have I ever
forced myself upon a woman. Sir, this injustice that has taken place is
going to ruin my life. Please, I implore you sir to take action in my case.
I am sorry sir, I do not like to say anyone is responsible for my life, 'For
I am a man." But, in this case sir, my life is in the mercy of your hands.
7. Admiral Moore, I am respectfully requesting that you will set aside the
conviction, order a mistrial or a new trial based on these facts that I have
mentioned. Please sir, allow me to prove my innocence. I thank you humbly
for your attention in this matter, sir.

(t?~~v.;.V
~
><MFR Donald D. Bramlett
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To:
SUbject:

Sheek LCDR, Security Department
PERSONAL CONDUCT

From the Security Officer ." -

..- - 

It saddens me to inform you that on th~~ morning of 20 march 1999,. GM3
Bramlett was taken into custrxfy by B,"~hraini Pubiic Security and accused of
com•• litling a violent rape of a Lebanese woman. Although this case is under
investigation and the crime is only an allegation, Petty Officer Bramlett has been
relieved of all Security duties until further notice. This action was taken because.
of the seriousness of the alleged offense. He has been re-assigned to the base
Master-at-Arms.
..':

Anyone with information regarding his whereabouts on the evening of 19 March
and early morning hours of 20 March 1999, is requested to come forward and
notify the Command Investigations Office. It is alleged that he was extremely
intoxicated and had been with other members of the Security Force prior to the
alleged offense. Irregardless of the outcome, this type of behavior and extreme
level of intoxication are unacceptable. There is no greater shame than one of our
own gone bad..This incident has tainted the reputation of the entire Security
Force and affects each and everyone of us. As keepers of the Pesce; and
~nfcrcaiS UI 'iile iaw our actions, both on and off duty, are scrutinized by all.
Any information you may have concerning Petty Officer Bramlett, rE!gerdless how
insignificant you may feel it is, should be reported to Command Investigations for
determinations.

We have been recognized as the #1 Secl~ity Department in the Navy. '-et't~ live
up to thiQ rep,,~ation, on and off duty. Shipmates take care of shipmates.
Keep up the good work.

SEeD Sends
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Medico Legal Report
Con~mmg~e~mm~on~

MISS. HENIDA ABDEL KADER ADDEL KADER.
P.P. NO. 1498848
At the request ofC.1.D., /, Doctor Ebrahim Mohammed Saleem, Chief
J\iedico-legal Doctor, examined MISS HENIDA A11DEL KADER ABDEL
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2 - Medico Legal ExaminatJo,,:

The examinee was a young lady ofabout 32 years old rather short and 3/im
in good general health. fully conciow and oriented On her e:xamination the
following injuries wertl nOliced
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I now remember Ihal I had illfacl seenlJlY altacker previously. He was a resident 01"
our apartment building and I had seen him in the lin and two months ago whiisl I
was Wilh my friend SCOTT had seen the man very briefly in his flat.

(TI.is statemellt was takell ill my presellce and read to tile victim. SIIe agreed to
tile cOlltellts oltlle statemellt alld siglled it. Taslla E.PICKENS.)

Tasha E.PICKENS/rv1A3/USN/ColJunand Investigations - Tel:724460
Signed:
Hunaida Abdulqader A. Qader
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1, Hunaida P..bdul Qader ll-BDUL QADEP., make the f·:> llo\vir:g free
and voluntary statement to Robert MCFADDEN and Debra
WINSLOW, whom I know to be Special Agents of the U.S. Na~al
Criminal InfJestigative Ser·v·i.r.:e.
I make this sta':emenc of m~'
own free will and without a~y threacs made to me or ~rcmises
extended.
I fully understand tha~ ~his statement is given
-.
.
concerning my knowledge -- ".;., .. -.
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~For the purpose of identification,

! am a white female,
156cm tall (5' 1") and weighing approximately 52-53
kilograms (114-115 pounds).
I have brown hair and brown
eyes.
My date of birth is 16 April 1967.
~~~~~ in
Tripoli, Lebanon.
I have a Lebanese passport and a Bahrain
Citizen population Registry (CPR) card number 67042826.
I
~
have lived in Bahrain for approximately 11 months.
Prior to \--
that I lived in Kuwait fer almost five years.
I am employed
by Yusef Abdul Ghani Trading Company as a shop manager.

work~n the Seef Mall in Bahrain.
I am single and I have
never'been married. My permanent home is in Lebanon where
my parents F~dul Qader (father) and Afaf F~dul Qader
(mother) live.
My home telephone number in Bahrain is 973
293-298.
I reside in flat number 25 in the AI-Zahra
building off of Exhibitions Aver:ue in AI-Hoora, 3ahrain.
lived there since I arrived in Bahrain~

~on 20 March 1999, during the early morning hours, sometime
after 4:00 to 4:30 am, ! was alone and watching the "Super
Movie Channel" in my apartment (as mentioned abo·ve).
I u_=
watched "Circle of Friends" and then "While you Were
;~
Sleeping," turning my television off approximately 20-30
minutes before the end of the second movie (because I have
already seen the last segment of the film).
I heard the
first call to prayer just as I shut my window and turned the
air conditioner (ac) on, as I went to bed.
The lights in my
flat were turned off
v eves and I started to
fall- .... asleep
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This statement consisting of six (6) pages was typed for me
by Special Agent MCF~..DDEN as he, Special Agent WINSLOW, and
I discussed its contents.
I have read and understand the
above statement.
I have been given the opportunity to make
any changes or corrections I desire and to make and place my
initials over the changes or correction. This statement is
true and correct.

(

•

'1Q~~;'!\~ ~\{?~\) u\ . K~ nFR,
Date.;1.1 ~Q.r

99

Time }6e-o

Sworn t~ a~c subscribed before me at NC!S Field Office,
Middle East, Bahrain, on this 21$~ day of March 1999.

WITNESSES:~\..O~ ~j M.a.-r't'1;(f"OO
l
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NAVYAND MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
TRANSATLANTIC JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
UNITED STATES NAVY
GENERAL COURT MARTIAL
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UNITED. STATES
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v.
DONALD D. BRAMLETI
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GOVERNMENT
WI1NESS LIST
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I. The govenunent intends to call tlie fcHowing witnesses in its case-in-chief:
Special Agent !~es ~e~?!()~y, NClS
~"'--.-.pe~B1 Agent D~ug Einsel,'NClS Il /f
peClal Agent MPce Adams, NClS 1/1/"
,./
~-..c:r... ~ H2. "Rebecca KeaniS~ US~,"' COMNAVCENT
. M3 'W:iIliam Scott Alger, USN, ASU Bahrain, Security ~
...»-.Lu....... "Donald Murray, USN;"ASU Bahrain, Medical CliiricPtl
~
~MStg Kimberly Trost, USAF, Joint Task Force South, Ramstein, Gennany ";
iEF'CI Hector N:ilzaro, Naval Support Activity Naples, Security
)
~ ,.~ It"
CDR Deborah Fitzgerald,MC, USN, Naval Medical Center San Dieg
LCDR Ilene.Scanlan, MC, USN, NSA Bahrain, Medical Clinic
! fA C'/-1f). ..
LCDR John Taylor, MC.. USN, NSA Bahrain, Medical Clinic
Ms. Hunaida Abdul Qadar, Civilian
~Col;-V.B. Walmsley, Bahrain Public Security
Ahmed Khan Mohammed Sharif, Bahrain Public Secu .•
tAreef Ebrahim Seyadi, Bahrain Public Securi
Areef Mahmood Ansari, Bahrain Public Security
NfMT Essa Al-Khayyat, Bahrairi Public Security .
¥N/AreefBalachandran P.K., Bahrain Public Security
""Mr. Muhammad Aziz, Bahrain Public Security
/
~Dr. Ebrahim Mohammed Salim, Bahrain Public Security /
71~ LTJG David Long, USN, NSA Bahrain, Security . / /
Dr. Coleman, NSA Bahrain, Familv Service Center ~/
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The Government reserves the right to call rebuttal witnesses as well.

~~

M.C.HOLLEY
LT, JAGC, USNR
Trial Counsel
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HUNAIDA ABDUL-KADER ABDUL-KADER, Civilian, was called as a
witness for the government, was sworn, and testified as follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION
Questions by the government counsel:
Q.

Hunaida, if you could first say your name,

A.

My name is Hunaida Abdul-kader Abdul-kader.

Q.
A.

Okay; and could you spell the last name?
Okay; it's A-B-D-U-L, dash, K-A-D-E-R.

Q.
A.

Okay; and you actually say it twice?
Yeah.

first and

last.

Q.
Okay; all right; I have here a statement that you made
earlier: I'm going to give it to you right now [handing document
to witness]. Are you familiar with that statement?
~
A.
[Examines document and nods head.]
(

'

Q.
Okay: now, did you have an opportunity to review that
statement at the time you signed the statement?
A.
Yes.

REPORTER:
GC:
louder.

I can't he~r what she's answering at all.

Okay, Hunaida, if you could just speak up a little bit

WITNESS:

Okay.

GC: Here, let me move this microphone just a little bit
closer to you [moving microphone].
It doesn't amplify; it just
records what you're saying.
Q.
Okay; did you have an opportunity to read this at the
time you originally signed it?
A.
Yes; I read it; yes.
Q.
today?
A.

And again today, did you have a chance to look over it
Yes: I looked over it.
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Prisoner Rights, the Constitution and the American Judicial System
by Sherry Swiney, December 30, 2000
All citizens of the United States have certain rights which are imposed by the Constitution of the United States. When a
person is convicted of a crime and sentenced to prison, that person remains a citizen and the only right removed is the right
to roam freely in society. His/her right to free speech and due process are not removed. His right to fair treatment and the
basics for living are not removed. His right to individuality is not removed.
In an Opinion of the United States Supreme Court Procunier v. Marinez 416 U.S. 396, 428; 94 S. Ct. 1800, 1818 n. 14,40
LEd 2d 224 (1974) we see the following: ·When the prison gates slam behind an inmate, he does not lose his human
quality; his mind does not become closed to ideas; his intellect does not cease to feed on a free and open interchange of
opinions; his yearning for self-respect does not end nor is quest for self-realization concluded. If anything, the need for
identity and self-respect are more compelling in the dehumanizing prison environment....
The role of the penal system is to hold an offender away from society for the duration dictated by the courts. The role of the
penal system is not to torture and punish. The punishment is the removal from society and loss of freedom. Imprisonment
alone is the punishment. Additional punishment is forbidden by Law.
Prison Administrators are bound by law that there shall be no discrimination on grounds of race, color, sex, language,
religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, religious beliefs, moral percepts, birth or other status
[meaning also the legal reason for the conViction]. According to the United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the
Treatment of Prisoners http://www.hrw.org/advocacy/prisons/un-smrs.htm Prisoners can expect clean liVing conditions,
healthy food and proper medical care.
Except for those limitations that are demonstrably necessitated by the fact of incarceration, all prisoners shall retain the .
human rights and fundamental freedoms set out in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and, where the State
concerned is a party, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, and the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights and the Optional Protocol thereto, as well as such other rights as are set out in other United Nations
covenants. http://www1.umn.edu/humanrts/instree/g2bpt.htm
Medical

~

abuses and neglect are forbidden. The fact that a detained or imprisoned person underwent a medical examination,
he name of the physician and the results of such an examination shall be duly recorded. Access to such records shall be
ensured. Modalities therefore shall be in accordance with relevant rules of domestic law.
http://www1.umn.edu/humanrts/instree/g3bpppdi.htm

Moreover, the role of the penal system is to ·correct" the behavior of the offender in preparation for the day when his/her
duration of imprisonment has ended. This means that every effort is to be taken by the prisons to help every offender
improve their lives.
Okay, those are the Rules that are already in place. If anyone in this Nation knows of any prison that is following any of
these rules, please come forward because all reports coming in from across the Nation indicate that none of these rules are
being followed. This means that all prisons in the United States are in violation of these basic rules for the treatment of
prisoners. People are dying from medical neglect, lack of proper food, physical, mental and psychological abuse.
Most prisons in the United States do not presently work to improve the lives of prisoners and when they are released, they
have nowhere to go but back to prison unless they have a support system on the outside to help them get back on their
feet with jobs, training, education, a place to live, clothes, and other basics needed to re-establish themselves as
law-abiding tax-paying citizens. In addition, our own Society is unforgiving and does not allow a newly released prisoner half
a chance to start over again. The pressures on released prisoners and their families to reduce recidivism are enormous.
What society doesn't realize [yet] is that when a prisoner is released and does not return to prison, crime for that
community, that person, that family, has been reduced. When society turns its back, making it impossible for a soul to begin
again, recidivism necessarily increases which means crilTle is increased.
Is it by design that society refuses to welcome formerly errant citizens who have paid their price, done their time? And is it
by design that the penal system promotes recidivism by dehumanizing, abusing, torturing, or neglecting? It appears that
way. We must all realize that Prison is big business, and therefore it does not "pay· to empty the prisons. Empty prisons are
bad for the bottom-line revenue of the Prison Business. To combat this, to change this, to reduce crime, the Prison Business
could very well thrive as a Rehabilitation Business. But in the end, with our errant citizens being rehabilitated, crime would
become a thing of the past and that business would become defunct. Were we an enlightened society that placed good over
evil, love over wealth, law over corruption, such a promise of corporate demise would be cheered, toasted, promoted and
funded by the American People.
~~stead, those who stand up for measures such as Equal Justice according to Law, Equal Opportunity according to Humanity,
Eve and Compassion, are frequently scorned by the very society who cries out for crime reduction measures that
Clehumanize their own kind, thus defeating their own wishes in the end. When you are treated with disrespect, when you are

abused, when you are neglected, will you then respect in return? When you make a mistake, when you are forgiven, when
you are treated with respect and taught to survive, will you then not be thankful and respectful? Anyone who separates
themselves from safety for a noble cause, is always awarded, and this is Patrick Swiney [Sweeney] and others from the core
of their hearts www.patrickcrusade.org. They care so much about the injustice in this country, that they are willing to put
themselves in jeopardy to expose what's happening to them and so many others. The injustice is revealing to anyone who
has the strength of character to look. Our forefathers had the same heart and this drove them to write the sacred
documents, the United States Constitution and the Bill of Rights, to ensure that this country would never fall into tyranny.
Today, Patriots sing at the top of their lungs to tell We The People that we have fallen into a government that condones
Constitutional Violations with impunity. When The People are afraid of their government, as they are today, we have
tyranny; when the Government is afraid of The People, as it should be, we have freedom and justice for all.
Though it may be Corporations such as the Punishment Industry driving the corruption in America, it is People -- blinded by
money and/or promises of power -- who are responsible for Whow" such corporations treat human beings. We have met the
enemy and It is us. The men, women and children of this era who have learned this Truth, shall not go away, but shall grow.
We shall continue educating the Public who have become blinded, by design, over the years.
There will come a day when Politicians who vote for "tough on crime w rhetoric, including death penalty and severe
punishment rather than treatment and rehabilitation programs, will be voted out of office or prevented from gaining office in
government. Politicians who do not follow their hearts on what's right and just, but who follow their pocketbooks and
dreams of power, shall not be able to rule over The People, but the people shall rule over them as it should be.
When this happens, constitutional violations in our courts that wrongly imprison people and abusive prison environments
shall cease to exist. Errant citizens who are conVicted by unbiased Due Process according to Law, will be removed from
society and they will be treated, educated, and prepared for re-entry into society after their duration in prison has ended -
and they shall not return to prison because they will have learned to respect themselves and other human beings; they will
have learned to survive without taking from others that which is not theirs to take; and an enlightened society will give
them a second chance in Ufe.
The "costWto our society is too high right now, and this must change.
This is the new millennium. Mankind should be evolving as rapidly as its technology is evolving. But Mankind, as a whole, is
still barbaric and cruel. May our heavenly Father have mercy on us all. May we learn now what we will all eventually learn
tomorrow -- that Human Beings deserve to be treated with respect from birth to grave, that mistakes happen, that judging
is wrong when we are not a society who is willing to take responsibility for the faults of others, for we have created a
Monster in society by the mere approval of the injustices, cruelty, and blatant constitutional violations that are bestowed
upon millions of Americans today. Each member of American Society has a responsibility to their own freedom and the
freedom of their neighbors and grandchildren. Until Freedom becomes more important than money, power, and safety, we
shall remain an enslaved society. The rest of the world is watching us to see what we do. America's Society is no longer
respected. Will the American People continue drowning themselves and their children in their own fantasy propaganda,
preferring slavery over independence and freedom? History shall be the judge of that.
Senator Robert F. Kennedy, in the Day of Affirmation Address at the University of Capetown, South Africa, 1966 stated: "It
is from numberless diverse acts of courage and belief that human history is shaped. Each time a man stands up for an ideal,
or acts to improve the lot of others, or strikes out against injustice, he sends forth a tiny ripple of hope, and crossing each
other from a million different centers of energy and daring those ripples [to] build a current which can sweep down the
mightiest walls of oppression and injustice." Was Kennedy a hopeless dreamer or are we strong enough to meet the
challenge of offering hope as enlightened Human Beings rather than continuing down the path of barbarians as de-evolved
homo-sapiens? The choice may not be an easy one, but it is definitely ours -- and ours alone -- to make.
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Judge Cox and Distinguished Commissioners, I should like to give high profile
to the only relevant question before you here today. As a first concern I inquire
ofyou as to how and when we reform the military justice system? Is there
nothing we can do to stop the abuse?
There can be no question about the need.
I come to this Commission to factually report on aspects of my Special Court
Martial - a textbook case in the unlawful exercise of command influence 
represented as the best evidence available and most appropriate to your work
I'm confident you all know, by way of a historical note, the primary evil that the
1951 UCMJ was enacted to correct was unlawful command influence.
Sufficient background to this case is found in sections 1 and 2 of my
supporting documents. Time is not a friend now.
I've placed a copy of my last fitness report in section two instead of the
charge sheets that were advanced to the Article 32 and Trial. Both contain
similar information.
I crossed swords with Navy Rear Admiral John W. Bitoffin 1989 complaining
against his policies and staff. The sword Bitoff used in exacting his vengeance
was the Navy's criminal justice system...and it was a much bigger sword.
On June 28, 1988 the terrorist group November 17 murdered Captain
William Nordeen, Military Attache in Athens, Greece, in a horrific car bomb
attack
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Captain Michael B. Nordeen was commanding officer in USS MARS at the
time.
The two men were brothers.
I was Mike Nordeen' Executive Officer.

Captain Mike Edwards flew to San Diego from our Combat Logistics Group
One staffheadquarters in Oakland temporarily relieving Mike Nordeen. Captain
Nordeen then traveled to Greece to attend to his brother's remains and escort
him home. William Nordeen was buried as a hero with full military honors at the
Arlington National Cemetery on GJuly 1988. A contingent ofUSS MARS' sailors
and wives were in attendance as escorts to the Nordeen family and
representatives of our command.
I could not go as our ship was actively engaged in Refresher Training in San

Diego at the time. My wife attended instead.
14 months later I was Court-Martialed for singularly stealing the money used
to send crewmen and wives to that funeral. Other charges leveled were as
specIous.
Article 98 of the UCMJ reads that any member of the Armed Forces who
"knowingly and intentionally" fails to enforce or comply with any provision of
this chapter regulating the proceedings before, during, or after trial of an
accused: shall be punished as a Court-Martial may direct."
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However, Article 98 is only a theory in that not a single prosecution, much
less conviction, for an Article 98 violation exists on record despite the hard fact
that hundreds of cases have been thrown out on appeal due to its exercise.
Within that context, please consider the following. References can be provided
on request.
Evidencing unlawful command influence in its purest fonn, the Convening
Authority and his StaffJudge Advocate to my trial were at once and
simultaneously, by proof of their own words, the only two men who ever accused
me of wrongdoing. They were, respectively, Rear Admiral John W. Bitoff- then
Commander, Combat Logistics Group ONE, and Lieutenant Timothy W.
Zeller, Judge Advocate General Corps, United States Navy. Neither Bitoff nor
Zeller were aboard MARS to observe first hand events that later lead to charges
and trial.
But Captain Mike Edwards was there, in command and fully aware of the
events surrounding him.
When the September 1989 investigation into the funeral trip began, Mike
Edwards was Bitoff's Chief-of-Staff (or XO). Tim Zeller was the StaffJudge
Advocate to Group ONE, working for both Edwards and Bitoff. It was Edwards
who assigned Zeller as the preliminary investigating officer.
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Zeller would accuse me of stealing over 10 thousand dollars. He was under
orders to notify the Naval Investigative Service that moment of his suspicion.
He did not.
Regulations of the day also required Zeller to divest himself of investigative
duties once finding his own Chief-of-Staff involved in the allegations under
inquiry.
Zeller did not contact the NIS nor did he alert higher authority about the
need for his replacement.
Zeller prepared two investigation reports before trial, both fraudulent. In the
first Zeller declared his continuation as investigating officer even though he was
aware that conduct impennissible.
Zeller then went wrote a memo to Bitoff via Edwards recommending
charges. Captain Edwards called a meeting of the three, tasking Attorney Zeller
to brief the charges for Admiral BitofPs approval. Captain Edwards, as witness
and participant to the events in question, had no business being in attendance at
this gathering.
Admiral Bitoff then directed Zeller to swear and sign for those charges Bitoff
approved. Bitoff and Zeller, by proof of their own words, then and there became
my accusers. After 10 years of silence John Bitoff finally came forward to write in
April 1999 "I brought the charges and I convened the Court-Martial."
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Zeller's second investigation report followed days later. This writing is
significant for tens of reasons. But the two most important are that 1) Zeller
listed our 1988 Morale, Welfare, and Recreation report as evidence he examined.
2) He declared my guilt.
Zeller wrote a third investigation report after trial.
All three reports were secreted until well after the trial was over. Beyond
failure to respond to trial discovery requests, there are six known efforts to
conceal Zeller's investigative work product. His investigation reports were not
available at the Article 32 or at trial. Other documents are being withheld to this
day.
The MARS 1988 MWR report has gone missing. No version of it exists
anywhere and there is no record of it since Zeller's sworn statement to the NIS
in February 1990 certifying its existence. The 1988 MARS MWR report heads a
very long list of documents still missing or destroyed.
Zeller and Bitoff, my accusers, handpicked the defense attorney, a Marine
Corps Captain named Kevin "Andy" Anderson. Anderson conspired with Zeller
and Bitoff to perpetrate a fraud on a military court of which more in a moment.
Zeller and Bitoff also selected the military judge who presided over the
Article 32 Investigation, and later the jury pool from which my jury was selected.
The list of potential and eventual jurors read like the Group ONE social roster
and included men Zeller worked with in adjoining offices during the trial, men I
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knew personally and had complained against, and all men who had their fitness
reports signed by John Bitoff.
The only person not specifically called out by Zeller and Bitoff was the
prosecutor, Lieutenant Matthew Bogoshian.
The Article 32 lasted only a few days around the 1989 Thanksgiving Day
holiday. Captain Edwards was called to testify but not without protest from
Zeller. And testimony from Edwards wasn't Zeller's only concern.
On Thanksgiving Day 1989, Tim Zeller came to work to write a
memorandum attempting 1) to preclude the Article 32 appearance of Captain
Edwards, and 2) replace the prosecutor, Lieutenant Bogoshian, for failure to
take orders and lack of motivation and experience. Zeller wrote this to Bitoff,
"Due to the command influence factor, we specifically did not ask for a certain
Government Counsel. Unfortunately, it seems as though the one we were
assigned lacks not only experience, but also desire...Although there is no
requirement in the Manual for Courts-Martial that a Government Counsel be
assigned at all, the complexity of this case requires the dedication of someone
who desires to win."
Zeller's Thanksgiving Day memo was protected from public view with the
words "Attorney Work Product" typed on top.
Bogoshian stayed on the job leaving Zeller and Bitoff to rely upon Andel"Son
and a stacked jury to achieve a certain conviction.
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Block 18 of the Article 32 Report, asking if reasonable grounds existed to
believe that I had committed the offenses alleged, was checked "NO."
Judge Quigley, a Zeller and Bitoffpuppet, recommended Article 15
nevertheless.
I am going to talk more about Article 15 abuses later. For now I only
want to highlight that, despite claims to the contrary, Article 15 was not
offered before trial as documented in section 10. I would have refused had it
been, correctly, recognizing my guilt predetennined.
Before trial I submitted a request to the Navy Inspector General to
oversee events unfolding which I knew to be unlawful. For that Tim Zeller
accused me of a security violation and reported it to the NIS with Bitoffs
full concurrence. My clearance was later revoked, although no there was no
finding of such a violation, the NIS dropping their inquiry for lack of
evidence.
Zeller typed 7 single-spaced pages with specifications and charges. All at
Bitoers behest. All pure invention and Zeller constructs. All false.
I was convicted ofArticle 92, willful dereliction of duty in the
performance of my duties by failing to follow proper procedures for the
accounting and expenditure of Morale, Welfare, and Recreation funds. To
this day no one has been able to articulate the act, or failure to act, that
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constitutes the delict. I invite your attention, again, to my contemporaneous
fitness report.
There are these important points to make about the trial worth
mentioning now. There was a complete absence of jurisdiction. Accusers
are statutorily disqualified from convening courts and refereeing charges.
The error is jurisdictional and any subsequent proceedings are a nullity in
the eyes of the law.
I was found guilty only of Charge I, Specification 1 earlier declared by the
Military Judge, Captain George Wells, to be deficient. Captain Wells
explains why the Charge fails to state an offense on pages 98 and 99 of the
Record of Trial. The deficiency was not remedied.
Zeller dispatched other attorneys to trial to report back to him on the
day's happenings. Zeller of course was reporting to Bitoff. One of the
counselors was verbally reprimanded when she failed to carry out Zeller's
bidding. Lastly this: I was denied the right to confront my accusers in court.
Neither Bitoff nor Zeller testified.
The post-trial phase is where many skeletons are still buried, the more
damaging secrets aggressively guarded.
Zeller conspired with Captain Anderson, my defense counsel, to
introduce a forged confession into the record. Kevin Anderson wrote it,
typed it, and gave it to Zeller. Zeller then put it into the record as shown in
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section 7. Official inquiry into the forgery has been lukewarm and
halfhearted. We do know this much. The fake confession was printed on the
same machine used by Andy Anderson to print other court documents
Anderson signed using his own name. The font type, style, and size are
identical according to a Naval Criminal Investigative Service report.
Information known only to Anderson at the time appears in the body of the
document, and Anderson had my copy of the Record of Trail and Letter of
Reprimand needed to create the criminal instrument. I possessed neither
witting in that day.
My signature appears at the bottom of this statement.
Post-trial advice has become the crime du-jour as it's been discovered
only within the past six months that the recording of post-trial advice, the
document itself, signed by the attorney providing it, has been illegally
extracted from the Record of Trial
Section 8 begins with a summary of statements made by officials
claiming post-trail advice was made part of the record or was reviewed, but
in all instances, witnesses post-trial advice say supplied by someone other
than Zeller. Rear Admiral Rick Grant went so far as to name an attomey,

Lieutenant T.]. Algiers, but, regrettably, Grant was lying.
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Tim Zeller unlawfully provided post-trial advice. A document, kept secret
for

to years, emerged only last October. It's another memo from Zeller to

Bitoff, one accuser to the other.
Before moving into a discussion of my appeals I make this observation.
Tim Zeller was to my trial what Eddie Murphy has been in many movies, all
characters played by one, always in disguise. Records identify Zeller as a
preliminary investigating officer, accuser, advisor to the Convening
Authority, assistant trial-counsel, and post-trial attorney all on the same
case. I call your attention to the summary of statements leading section 6.
Important to remember, Bitoff and Zeller, Group One for that matter,
were required by clear regulation to divest themselves of all responsibility in
this matter due to the involvement, right or wrong, of their own Chief-of
Staff, Captain Edwards.
John Bitoffs personal interests here also qualified him as my accuser.
No one observed Zeller's freelance investigation. Most of his work
product is missing, destroyed, or under lock
I waited until Bitoff and Zeller had left Group ONE before submitting
my first appeal Lieutenant Karen Hill eventually filled Zeller's job. Merrill
Ruck took over for Bitoff who retired in October 1991.
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My first appeal submission contained as much as I knew at the time. A
copy of the forgery was enclosed and complained against. I attacked the
trial on ten issues that were
1) Failure to state an offense.
2) Error by the military judge in his instructions to the jury.
3) Whether the charge was sufficiently spelled out so I could build a
defense.
4) Whether or not the government knowingly withheld evidence, the
MARS 1988 MWR report specifically.
5) The exercise of unlawful command influence.
6) Admiral Bitoff as my accuser.
7) Whether the evidence was insufficient and failed to prove the offense
charged.
8) Whether the government acted in bad faith by alleging baseless
charges, such as stealing money from my shipmates, to make me look
bad and worthy of punishment.
9) Whether the numerous violations reported, in cumulative effect,
constituted prejudicial error.
10) Whether of not Zeller and Bitoff had perpetrated a fraud on the court.
I focus your attention to these topics because they were all directly on point
and meritorious. I completely expected to prevail. But I did not.
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The Navy Judge Advocate General, then Rear Admiral Harold E. "Rick"
Grant, changed the charge from willful to negligent dereliction of duty while
leaving the conviction undisturbed.
There was no reason given. None of the ten issues I'd raised were discussed.
It comes as no surprise, from what I've told you already, that I resubmitted the

appeal on 23 February 1993 demanding answers. I was especially upset about
the forged confession. .
In my first appeal submission I identified the need for and requested a
criminal investigation. Request denied.
Karen Hill, Zeller's replacement and the attorney present at the Group during
my appeal stated that if she had only known about the wrongdoing, she would
have caused a proper inquiry. Again, a copy of the forgery was in the appeal,
along with evidence of extensive criminal misconduct by Zeller and Bitoff.
Hill took my appeal to the retired Bitoff repeatedly for his review and
comment.
Bitoff, a civilian, denied the application.
Mer sitting on my second appeal for ten months, Admiral Grant denied it
without fanfare or comment. The delay in response was caused by, as so many
at Navy JAG declared, non-receipt. Congressman Dicks, Senator Murray, and
former Senator Gorton were all told there was no February or March 1993 record
of receipt in Admiral Grant's office despite a certified mail card returned bearing
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the signature of Grant's secretary, Donna McClung Underwood. A memo in
section 9 has more details.
In the meanwhile I continued to collect evidence of serious criminal
misconduct by Navy seniors. Realizing the cover-up had commenced resulting
from allegations against Bitoff and Zeller in my appeal, I became more
persistent and aggressive.
Today my appeal rights rests in the hands of Navy JAG Don Guter, fonner
executive assistant to Rear Admiral Grant and Deputy to Rear Admiral Hutson.
I filed my first criminal complaint with the Naval Criminal Investigative
Service in September 1993. 13 people were named as participants in extensive
criminal racketeering. Over the course of the past ten years the list of those
accused has grown in more than 100 criminal complaints lodged with the NCIS,
the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Navy Inspector General's office, the
Defense Criminal Investigative Service, and the Department of Defense
Inspector General's office. But this case is radioactive. It goes too high and
touches too many senior people. No one wants to go near it.
Secretary of the Navy John Dalton shut down the 1993 complaint to the NCIS
by classifying the accusations as "SENSITIVE - HOLD CLOSE."
A 1998 NCIS internal memorandum offered the statute of limitation as
reasoning for not investigating forgery further and because the NCIS can defer
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investigations when, in NCIS judgment, the inquiry would be fruidess and
unproductive.
The original of the fake confession was unearthed in Navy-Marine Corps
Appellate Review offices aboard the Washington Navy Yard in 1997.
The list of those accused today includes fonner Navy Judge Advocate
Generals, Rick Grant and John Hutson, and present Navy JAG, Rear Admiral
Don Guter.
What are the scope, significance, and weight of the statute of limitations in
the context of an intended waiting game wherein the NCIS stands as Praetorian
Guard to senior navy officials? Who and how do you bring criminal charges
against NCIS officials or Navy JAG's? How do you beat the cover-up? All tough
questions that go unanswered.
In another internal NCIS dispatch, this one penned exactly 3 months before
the original forgery was unearthed., an agent wrote: " ... the forgery is only one
allegation of many [Fitzpatrick] has made against the Navy. However, if you
can prove the forgery, it totally supports [Fitzpatrick's] 10 years worth of
contentions and makes the NAV look really bad." I'm going to repeat that so it
sinks. "If you can prove the forgery, it totally supports [Fitzpatrick's] 10 years
worth of contentions and makes the [Navy] look really bad.."
I suppose it would.
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By the way, I have with me here a certified true copy of the fake confession,
prepared by the man who holds the original criminal instrument under lock in
his office at the Washington Navy Yard.
So...with the wrongful conviction of an innocent man standing in the
balance, why is no Navy organization or agency actively investigating forgery?
The answer is plainly this: seeing justice done in this situation is not worth the
inevitable scandal. If the Navy's Judge Advocate General can tum his head away
from these hard facts, what else is he capable of dismissing? Now how about the
Defense or Navy Secretariats who've given their official sanctions. What is the
quality of justice for any who serve under their imprimatur?
I'll make this clear. Serving justice has never been the concern. Avoiding

scandal has always been the core issue.
Obstructing my appeal is aiding and abetting forgery. Forgery introduced
with specific intent to prejudice an accused is an offense punishable under
Article 98.

THE TOOLS OF THE COMMANDER
A trend has become evident over the decades once a junior accuses a senior.
Those foolish enough to believe in the system are deemed crazy and ordered to
psychological examinations. Security clearances are revoked and Article 15's are
ordered on invented accusations. Findings of guilt at Captain or Admiral's Mast
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open the door to Administrative Separation hearings with nearly always certain
administrative separation.
All these tactics were used to discredit me.
Article 15 wasn't offered after the Article 32 Hearing, as was recommended.
Zeller and others claim otherwise but the mast package, section 10, is
dispositive. Had it been offered I would have declined. I knew my fate was
sealed as documented in Zeller's 23 October investigation report declaring my
guilt.
After trial, having finally been assigned to a ship, I was declared to be in an
unauthorized absence status and charged 35 days VA. My commanding officer,
Captain Doyle Borchers, II wrote a message, in the past tense, to his seniors and
others including Admiral Bitoff announcing his finding of guilt on the VA
charge, stating the punishment awarded as of verbal reprimand, alerting higher
command of possible press interest in the Mast results, and declaring me unfit
for duty aboard an operational command due to the loss of my security
clearance.
The problem with the message was that it was written the day before the
Mast was held. The date time group gives it away.
Predetermining guilt in the Navy is habit fonning. It's happened to me twice!
The following exchange at Mast, when it did transpire, is of note. Borchers,
obviously taken back by my protests against the Navy's justice system told me,
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as a former XO, I Imew how the system worked. Those words bum in my ears
today just as they did 10 years ago, and are just as offensive.
Still, the VA conviction served its real purpose to set the stage for my
ultimate administrative separation hearing occurring later that year in Seattle.
All charges from the trial were added. It was, in effect, a second trial. The
Administrative Board of three Navy Captains cleared me of all accusations
relating to my performance as XO in MARS. Borchers, years later, confronted
with his message obtained through the Freedom of Information Act, reversed
himself on the VA conviction.
Borchers and the Navy docked me for 35 days pay. There was no problem in
taking the money; however, great difficulties in getting it back. This sort of
thievery goes on every day in our modem Navy.
Make no mistake. I want the money back, paid with interest.

CONTROL OF INFORMATION
Another most effective tool used with ease and sophistication is complete
control of information in all forms.
I plead with you to revere the documentation provide you today. Do not take
it for granted. It has come at an unimaginable cost.
My anger peeks many times when I stop to consider what was held from me
as I tried to defend myself at the Article 32, the trial, and then my administrative
hearing. It may be easy to dismiss now, but at the time I was facing
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dishonorable discharge from the Navy with commensurate loss of benefits four
years short of retirement. Men wearing the uniform of our Navy mowingly
withheld information I desperately needed to build my defense against false
charges.•.men who'd sworn an oath to support and defend the Constitution
against all enemies, foreign and domestic.
Tim Zeller's Thanksgiving Day memo did not surface as part of my 1991
appeal, even though it was directly on point, but rather came to my attention
when one Legalman, troubled by conscience, leaked news of its existence giving
enough details to support a subsequent FOIA request. It took a full year to
capture that document after its disclosure. More alanning this: the infonnant
didn't want his named be given out for fear of reprisal at the hands of the same
command that Court-Martialed me.
Admiral Grant dismissed my attack of Zeller's memo out of hand. There has '.
been no end to the lying!
I have come to mow from personal experience that one of the greatest
threats to the Constitution and our form of governance is found within the
priesthood of the Judge Advocate General's Corps for all services. That is what
we must set about to remedy.
It has taken me 10 years to obtain some of the papers you hold today while
others are still being withheld, if not destroyed outright. Boxes of documents are
being used as foot rests under the desk of Lieutenant Commander James Roth,
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Room 7000, Presidential Towers NC-l in Crystal City. Who mows if the post
trial advice and MARS 1988 MWR report are there, but I'd sure like to see them.
The practice of holding documents until detennined harmless with intent to
conceal crimes is an Article 98 violation.
A conspiracy continues to this day. Navy JAG Guter and others are holding a
wrongful conviction in place. Again...obstructing my appeal is aiding and
abetting forgery.

CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT
I offer Congressman Norman D. Dicks as a poster child for Congressional
indifference. He, an attorney by education and training, has had full and
complete access to events I report today as they unfolded. Many times I was
able to predict events later ignored by the Representative. Norm Dicks has
demurred his Washington DC connections that mow him on a first name basis
to the detriment of his constituents who do not. Congressman Dicks has
subsequently brought harm to the wider military population just as welL With a
wink and a nod Congressman Dicks has encouraged and made worse the
contumacious behavior of Navy Secretaries and Admirals.
Former Senator Slade Gorton, once an Air Force JAG, and senior Senator
from Washington State, Patty Murray, has allowed Navy officialdom to lie to
their face and conduct themselves with unmitigated arrogance.
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This trembling trio has been raking leaves in a strong wind for ahnost ten
years. Confusing progress with motion they believe they've done all they can
while doing nothing.
The oversight duty of Congress is clear but the Congress itself is missing in
action.
Samuel Johnson once said "to do nothing is in every man's power" while
Edmund Burke said "the only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is for good
men to do nothing." Over the past decade, in the context of this case, I've
encountered some of the most powerful and good people on God's green
earth...and they're all in Congress.
REVIEWS AND INVESTIGATIONS
Navy JAG Don Guter is sitting on a report he and his predecessor, John
Hutson initiated in 1997. It has been refused me under FOIA.
Navy Secretaries Dalton and Danzig have declared all matters I've brought to
their attention sufficiently resolved.
Navy JAG and the NCIS have declared all clear. God is in his Heaven..• all is
well.
Pabulum!
I can quickly and effectively dismiss this legerdemain by pointing out only a
few questions that remain unanswered:
• Who has the 1988 MARS MWR report today and where has it been?
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•

Where is the written, signed post-trial advice once part of the Record of
Trial? Where is that writing now and who removed it from the Record?

•

Who gave Tim Zeller the original of the forgety?

The last inquiry is the most telling because, to this day, no one has put the
question to Zeller officially if at all. It suggests itself as an obvious one to ask.
THE NCIS AS PRAETORIAN GUARD
The Naval Criminal Investigative Service deserves all the bad press it's
received in past years. Their misconduct and abuse will be given high profile,
again, next Sunday night with the premiering of the television movie "A
Glimpse of Hell" which tells the story of the USS IOWA gun turret explosion.
I've contacted over thirty NCIS agents over time and nearly all have walked
away from serious scrutiny of evidence I've collected.
This Gestapo, absent effective internal oversight and no oversight from
outside, must be dismantled and begun over or turned over.
FEDERAL FELONY OFFENSES
Forgery, obstruction of justice, concealing evidence, maltreatment and
cruelty, false swearing, false official statements, suppression of investigation
reports from a military tribunaI,intentional infliction of financial and emotional
distress, aiding and abetting, holding an illegal conviction in place to conceal
these acts, denial of due process, egregious abuses of other fundamental
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Constitutional rights, and conspiracy towards these crimes are all federal felony
offenses.
Evidence I hold supports making the above allegations against, at a
minimum, the sitting Navy JAG, Don Guter and his two predecessors,John
Hutson, and Harold Grant. That's just a start. Bitoff and Zeller come next on
the list.
Oh...let's not forget unlawful command influence, punishable under Article
98 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice.
The arrogant confidence displayed by Navy seniors in flagrant violation of
law, practiced with ease and sophistication mowing they enjoy complete
immunity, must be of extraordinary moment to this Commission.
Attempts to bring senior officers to justice have been as frustrating as the
carnival whack-a-mole game. Nothing you do gets the job done. Every bit an
exercise in frustration.
So...who's going to arrest Admiral Guter? The NCIS...I thjnk not!
HUNDRES IF NOT THOUSANDS NOW AFFECTED
The papers in section 15 characterize undeniable evidence of criminal
racketeering. The current and past two Navy JAG's are accused felons. What
does that say about all other cases they've touched during their combined
tenures? Or before?
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Consider for the moment the extent to which men identified in this statement
have gone to keep the lid on their dirty little secrets. In the grand scheme of
things my case is of small issue and remedies could have been easily applied in
the early go. Instead this monster has just kept growing and growing as one
govemment echelon after the next digs in their heels thinking, if past is
prologue, all will fade away with the passage of time.
If Navy JAG's are willing to commit felony crimes to protect a corrupt and
broken system, what do you think they'll do when they've got the wrong man
in...let's say a murder case, but no other suspects.
News of Navy JAG's misconduct must be made widely public in order that
other Sailors and Marines abused as I have been abused may enjoy the right to
have their cases examined as is appropriate.
CALL FOR INDEPENDENT INVESTIGATION
Beginning that process here and now I call for an independent criminal
investigation into every aspect of my case. More to the point, I offer this
investigation as the beginning the reform process being contemplated here
today.
I am prepared to return to active duty, in proper grade, to assist in the
conduct of any such investigation. Beyond that, I must demand the Navy retw'Il
me to uniform if only to restore my good name, career, and security clearance,
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repair my service record, and allow for proper retirement in grade with all back
pay and benefits fully compensated..
ON THE OUTSIDE LOOKIN' IN
What I've told you today is not news.
While a Midshipman at the United States Naval Academy in the early 70's I
read Robert Sherrill's book, Military Justice is to Justice as Militaty Music is to
Music. Excerpts from that monograph, written over thirty years ago, are
provided in section 14. Since Sherrill's report the law against unlawful command
influence atrophies while the practice flourishes.
In 1994 U.S. News and World Report ran two cover stories about the corrupt
and out of control Naval Justice System.
Gregory L. Vistica wrote Fall From Gloty,l The Men Who Sank the U.S. Navy
in 1997 wherein the NelS and other Navy Justice institutions took a beating.
More recently Davidson reports that Art. 98 remains a law not enforced
through the year 1999. We can all rest assured it's not been enforced to this very
moment because of cases such as mine.
What more is needed to bring severe scrutiny to bear? Where's the oversight?
CONCLUSION
In any given endeavor there's a talkin' part and a doin' part.
I sit before you here today under the burden of a federal conviction, held up
on appeal by felons, for an innocent act, on a charge that fails to state an offense,
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handed down by a court without jurisdiction - a nullity in law - the victim of
forgery and other equally serious federal felony offenses within a court planned,
created, and completely administered by the only two men who were my
accusers.
How can that be?
What kind of justice system do you have when those entrusted to uphold and
enforce the law are lawbreakers themselves?
I've not told you everything or presented all my evidence. But you have
enough for now.
To answer the question I posed at the top, the way to begin refonn of the
UCMJ and fully engage the Congress in the process is to investigate this case
taking it where it leads. Find and prosecute the criminals, members ofJAG's
priesthood. Obstructing my appeal is at once aiding and abetting forgery.
Next, review of all cases touched by Navy JAG's Grant, Hutson, and Guter.
That's where we start.
So with that Judge Cox and Distinguished Commissioners,
WHAT ARE WE GOING TO DO?
I'm done talkin'
Thank you for your time.
May God Bless America

COMMISSION ON THE 50TH ANNIVERSAY OF THE
UNIFORM CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE

Supporting Documents 
Walter Francis Fitzpatrick, III
Tuesday, 13 March 2001
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The Elusive
Assassins
of Ath,~ . s
November 17 strikes again
avy Capt. William Nor
deen had the punctual
I
habits of a military man.
Last Tuesday, lJrecisely at B
a.m., the U.S. Er.,bassy defense
at~che left his hOllse in an Ath
ens suburb and got into his ar
mor-plateJ Ford r.ranada. He
nodded as usual to the Greek
nrrL<o; "Antt.~ :',",:,,'"
policeman standing guard ir.
hthIng 11ft tl c:bIncI: Nordeen, the hulk ofthe bomb r'lr
fro'lt of ttee house, then begAn
driving up the narrow, tree
. shaded street About 100 yards away, Nor
ists packed sacks of cement on the side of !lays his government is doing its best to
the rigged Toyota that faced the SIdewalk:' . hun"t the Novetnberi7 terrorists,b~tsom('
deen rassed a parked Toyo~-andsudden
ly a massive ('xplosion rocked the neigh: The car itself had been stolen. the license critics charge that the leftist administrll'
borhood The olast from neariy 50 pounds plates were lifted from a different vehicle tion is not fully committed to pursuinE!
of TNT and plastic explosives, hidden in and after tietonating the bomb from ari the group. Opposition members s::~. there
the trunk of the Toyl....., killed tl,e offir.er empty villa across the street, the killen: may b'? guerrilla sympathizers in the far
instantly. His de<:apitated body was hurled escaped on a stolen mutorbike. The police left of the ruling Pan-Hellenic Socialist
admit they have no leads.
Movement (PASOKI and amon~ the lelt
mort" than ,']0 feet; flames from the demol
The terrorists' tightly closed cell struc
wing. pro-Pbpllndreou press. Ethno3, fur
ished car shot 15 feet high. The Grt!ek ter
ture has stymied the police. Experts theo
example, Athens's major daily, rep6nts
roristgroup November 17 had l..lkell anoth
rize that there may be only Ii dozen people November 17 communiques verbatim. and
er American life.
the paper referred to Nordeen's murder as
Nuvember 17 is Western Europe's most in thegroup'scentrRI core, although the 15
elusive group (If urban guerrillas. Despite year...ld organization must have recruited an ·'execution."
~ ".sArI: Tne U.S. bases in Greet'e
help from the FBI and italian !!'ltiterror a second generation by now. Loyalty--or
experts, Greek police have been ',',able to fear-~::"Sps the operatives in line. Last confront Papandreou with a dilemma. His
week the U.S. State Department posted a government badly needs the U.S. militarv
crack the group. While Italy's Red Bri
gades, W~t Germnny's BGader·Meinhof S500,OOO reward for information about last support it gets in (('turn for the bases; la;t
nnd France's Direct Action have been I week's killing. No members of November year the aid totaled S343 million. But volit
Illrgely neutralized. November 17 is lhriv-I 17 have defected. And unlike most urban ical pressure to close the bn5e'S is gro\\'in~.
ing. The group's main credo is a fierce guerrilla groups, November 17 has not had PASOK needs votes from the far left if the
anti-Americanism. Their communiques I to rob ballks for funds. &me Greek and party is to win re-ele::tion in the vote that
demand that Greet.~ eXj)e1 the 3,500 U.S. other experts believe Muammar Kaddafi is must be held by next June. The U.S. least'
troops st.1tioned in the country and close I bankrolling the group as well as supplying on the installations expires at the end of
d0wn four leased military boses. (The explosives; the Palestinian terrorist Abu this year. and the Greel~s are eXJ'f"C,ed to
Nidal. these observers :;oy, has given No
dp.liver an eviction notice at the end ofJuly.
group's name commemorates a failed stll
a formRlity that wi!: give Washington an·
dent uprisirig on Nov. 17. 1973, against vember 17 members training in Iraq.
Cllltintn ....: While keeping their iden
other 17 months while talks continue.
the junta then in power.) Nordeen was the
For Americans, Athens is no longer a
third U.S. diplomat assassinated by the tities hidden, the guerrillas havt" cultivat
relaxed place to live. Soldiers now shun
group, which has also killed ;'line other ed their image. "The group has been care
people since 1975 and wounded more than ful to pick victims who will not be objects of their special licenSE' ta~s in favor ofre~ular
Greek plates. They don't wear their uni·
100 others, ip.duding scores of American public affection-victims such as industri
servicemen s~tioned in Greece. The lntest alists and Americans," says Vassilis Kava· forms in town; they confine their jog~ing to
fas, a writer who hus studied November 17. their bases. "Using Athens as a base is
round of Greek-American talks on renew
ing the base leases may have provoked the The ~roup often refers to "big capitalist something like living among the enl'rny,"
shnrks and swindlers" as its true enemies. said one serviceman who did not want to be
attack on Nordeen. '.
and once bombed three tax offices to pro
named. "You begin looking at every Grt-ek
The officer's killing showed a new No
u potential bomber. Believe ml;', it's no
vember 17 sophistication. In the past, the test unfair taxation. November 17 also fu
group executed its victims with a .45<ali· els widespread Greek anti-Americanism fun." Th.:> situation of Americlln troops in
ber hand!:un. fhis time the members set a hy calling the U.S. lroops "a military occu· Greece is likely to remain uncumfurtabh."
lk>irut-style, remote-<:ontrolled car bomb. pnlion force" and blaming Washington for and even dnngerous-but for Ihe mument.
Turkish encroachments in Cyprus.
at least. the soldil'rs will remain.
Nothin~ wns left to chunce. To focus the
Prim(' Minister Andreas Papandrevu
T'":CllIOKt: STANI;£K Itt MiJ~"$
forcl' ofthl' blast on their victim. the terror
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Navy officer fights exile from sl
Reprimand that
killed career was
vendetta, he says
By Ed OfIIey
P-I Military Reporter

BREMERTON - Navy Lt.
Cmdr. Walter Fitzpatrick surveys
the ruin of a once-promising ca
reer with dogged optimism and
even a touch of defiance.
"I'm not a quitter," says Fitz
patrick, a beefy man with prema
turely gray hair and two steel pins
in his right shoulder from a
helicopter crash in the Persian .
Gulf in 1987.
An officer identified by his
superiors as an excellent per
former destined for senior rank
throughout most of his 2O-year
career, Fitzpatrick today is a
sailor exiled from the sea, workI ing in a small Bremerton Navy
I office to resurrect his profession
I al life in a case that fellow
t officers and a congressman say
I may
represent justice wrongly
~ done.
Fitzpatrick hi struggling to
clear his name of a court-martial
conviction that left a career-de
stroying letter of reprimand in his
: personnel record.
.
Navy records state that Fitz
patrick failed to properly super
vise the spending of his ship's
) "morale, welfare and recreation"
money - nongovernmental money
raised for the crew's use through
/, proceeds
from the ship's retail
: store - and while he did not
; personally gain from the money,
, his decisions violated Navy poli
! cies.
The money is usually' used by
the crew to pay for items such as
TV and audio equipment, recre
ational supplies and other non
military gear.
Fitzpatrick's five-year legal
nightmare began with a ship
mate's tragedy, the 1988 murder of
a Navy officer in Greece who was
the brother of Fitzpatrick's com
! manding officer. At the time, Fitz
'patrick was the executive offi~r
of the supply ship' USS Mars,
second in command to Capt. Mite
·Nordeen.
~,
On June 28, 1988, Fitzpatrick
twoke Nordeen to tell him that his
'brother, Capt William Nordeen,
'had been murdered by terrorists
..:_ ..... L. __ ...
I

!
I

I

The nut Uy, the ship's crew
voted to use the recreation money
to send a delegation of crewmen
and their wives to the slain om
cer's funeral at Arlington Nation
al Cemetery. The $10,400 expendi
,ture became the centerpiece of a
naval investigation that resulted
·in a 1990 court-martial conviction
against Fitzpatriclt on one count
of financial negligence.
.
i,
Fitzpatrick's ship's headquar
ters says spending the money to
send the sailors and their wives to
the funeral was improper.
~
Fitzpatriclt and Mike Nordeen.,
.in separate interviews, said they
! believed and continue to be
I lieve - that spending the money
on the funeral trip was proper.
.; Fitzpatriclt has accused om
'cers of his ship's administrative
i command of a ''vendetta'' against
: him after he criticized the Oak
; land headquarters for inadequate
support on a number of issues.
Fitzpatrick said the staff officers
r retaliated by trumping up charges
ilgaiDSt him to drive him from the
'Service.
. Navy officers involved in pros
.ecuting Fitzpatrick on financial
I ·negligence charges deny any hid
den motives.
"I can't fault the individual's
heart but I can fault his jucig
ment," said retired Rear Adm.
John Bitoff, who presided over the
investigation and appointed the
court-martial against Fitzpatrick.
"This was not some kind of a
witch hunt."

i

But evidence compiled by
Fitzpatrick has prompted some
, Navy officers familiar with the
case to question the investigation
and subsequent conviction.
. Rep. Norm Dicks, D-Wash.,
requested independent investiga
:tions of the case by Secretary of
the Navy John Dalton and the
Department of Defense.
:. . '"This is not something we do
typically," said a Dicks aide famil
ia~ with the matter. "But by the
.eVldence . . . it's quite possible
that the system did not work this
:time, so we are asking them to re
evaluate it with an independent
jury."
.' In addition to a new trial,
.Fitzpatrick says he wants a crimi
•
·nal investigation into officials
who prosecuted him.
::. The Navy last month dis
.agreed with Dicks' request for a
new trial. "There is nothing pre
sented which warrants a reconsid
eration" of the conviction., re
sponded Rear Adm. E.E. Grant,
acting Navy judge advocate gener
al;

.~ ~ Nordeen said that he was
.ultimately responsible for every
.act of his subordinates, but was
,never charged with any offense.
;.",: Fitzpatrick said he believes
that stafT officers then serving
l1nder Bi10ff used the fund investi
·gation as a pretext to drum up
'false charges against him.
.: - Upon return from the Persian
Gulf in 1989, Fitzpatrick said he
. had delivered a 21h-hour briefing
'·10 Bitotrs chief of staft' in which
'he criticized inadequate head
'. quarters support to the ship on a
: number of issues.
1-· ·Several months later, Fitzpat
f rick said, the same staft'ers insti
gated a series of audits and
investigations that led to formal
. court-martial charges in 1990.

•

Fitzpatrick accuses the ~Oak.
land command of these· wrongful
s t e p s : - ' .".
• Obstruction of justice and
unlawful command influence by
BitotT and his headquarters staff,
including selection of jurors who
came under the admiral's supervi
sion.
• Intentional falsification of
investigative reports and official
statements.
• Intentional withholding of
evidence that backed Fitzpatrick's
innocence.
III Attempted cover-up of crim
inal misconduct by the staff.
• Perjury during the courtmartial.
.
A special court-martial of
three Navy officers in April 1990
found Fitzpatrick not guilty on 39
of 40 charges filed against him,
including several other charges
unrelated to the funeral trip. He

was convicted on one count of little or no basis in reality, Le.
being-"derelict in the perfor
there was an absence of much if
.. mance of those duties (as execu
any evidence to support them."
tive officer) in that he willfully
But the damage had been
failed to follow proper procedures done. Exiled to shore staff jobs,
for the accounting and expendi
Fitzpatrick has twice been passed
ture of Morale, Welfare and Rec
over for promotion to commander,
reational Funds. . . . " A career
and is due for mandatory retire
ending letter of reprimand was ment in July.
placed in his personnel file.
Fitzpatrick has won one vic
tory to use in his quest for a
In a review of the trial, the rehearing. A panel of three senior
office of the judge advocate gener
Navy captains last summer evalu
al of the Navy on Jan. 14, 1993, ated Fitzpatrick for involuntary
downgraded the solitary convic
separation from the Navy. They
tion to that of simple negligence.
concluded, "The board did not
Today, the former Navy officer feel there was sufficient evidence
who prosecuted the court-martial (in the court-martial) to support a
says the case brought against finding of guilty of dereliction of
Fitzpatrick had little to support it duty."
In an affidavit he proVided to
"His record of past perfor
Fitzpatrick, former Lt Matthew mance ... indicates that Lt
Bogoshian said that "the majority Cmdr. Fitzpatrick would be a
. of charges. . . brought against Lt continued valuable member of the
Cmdr. Fitzpatrick seemed to have U.S. Navy," the panel added.

.

BRUCE MOYERIP-l

After a reprimand based on charges that he says was a vend~ by
other officers, U. Cmdr. Walter Fitzpatrick's career in the Navy was ruined.

AIO
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NavaIprobe needed
,in officer's discipline
.
he Navy should reverse·
course and grant a new "trial
.
to .Lt Cmdr. Walter Fitzpat
·rick, who appears to have been the
subject of a vendetta by his superi
ors.
The case has an odious smell
about it and needs an impartial
airing.
.
Fitzpatrick received a court
martial conviction on one count of
financial negligence in 1990. As a'
result, a career-destroying letter of
reprimand was placed in his file.
Fitzpatrick's defenders inel ude
Rep. Nonn Dicks, D-Wash. and Lt
Matthew Bogoshian, the former
Navy officer who prosecuted the·
4O-charge case against him but now
says there was little to support any
.
of it
Nevertheless, Fitzpatrick, a 20··year Navy officer who has two steel
pins in his shoulder from a helicop
ter crash in· the Persian Gulf in
1987, has been exiled to shore staff
Jobs and twice passed over for
.promotion. He is due for manda
tory retirement in July.
Fitzpatrick's' troubles surfaced
after the brother of his command
ing officer .aboard the. USS Mars,

T

Lt Mike Nordeen, was murdered

by terrorists in Greece. Fitzpatrick
was executive officer aboard the
ship at the time ·and his subordi
nates voted to use $10,400 in non
governmental money to send a
delegation of sailors and their
wives to attend the funeral. Nor
deen also defends the expenditure
as proper.
But Fitzpatrick's troubles may
have been triggered by a critical
debriefing he gave his superiors in
Oakland on his return from the
Persi~n Gulf regarding inadequate
support to his ship. The same
staffers who heard his complaints
initiated the investigation against
him shortly thereafter.
Fitpatrick has charged the Navy
with obstruction of justice, inten
tional falsification of investigative
reports, intentional withholding of
evidence supporting his innocence,
and attempted cover-up of criminal
misconduct and perjury by Navy
staff.
Dicks has asked for a new trial,
but the Navy has refused. We think
Fitzpatrick, rated as an excellent
officer throughout his career, de
serves another hearing.
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A BRILLIANT NAVAL OF"FICER, LCDR FITZPATRICK HAS PERfORMED'· j.
. ";"C:'~:
MAGNIfICENTLY AS EXECUTIVE Of'f'ICER IN MARS.
THE SHIP'S SUCCESS lIS A.?~.~
TRIBUTE TO HIS SKILL, TENACITY AND LEADERSHIP., .AS SENIOR SWO, HE
':'';'.~~
DEMONSTRATED MASTERY OF" ALL fACETS Of NAVAL SCIENCE.
RAZOR SHARP . 'Z'~
DECISION MAKER.
HE SPEAKS WITH POWER AND PRECISION.
POWERfUL LEADER~~
WITH THE ABILITY TO ASK AND ATTAIN THE NEAR IMPOSSIBLE fROM THE .CREW.· ~"tM
ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
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- COORDINATED fLAWLESS PERSIAN GULF DEPLOYMENT CONDUCTING OVER
.:;~
200 UNREPS IN SUPPORT OF'" TWO DISTINCT OPERATING FORCES: BATTLE GROUP ':--'~j
BRAVO ANO CT JFME.
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- INITIATED DAMAGE CONTROL gA SPOT CHECK PROGRAM USING ALL
OFFICER'S ANO CPO'S.IMPROVEMENT OF OVER 30X TO 94% EFFECTIVENESS
SINCE HE BECAME XO.
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- PLANNED AN IMPLEMENTED ENERGY CONSERVATION PROGRAM NAMED NUMBER~~
ONE IN PACFLT, RESULTED IN CINCPACFLT NOMINATING MARS f'OR·SECNAV.
<~
ENERGY CONSERVATION AWARD.
~~
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- AS 3-M t-4ANAGER CREATED MOST AGGRESSI VE 3-M SELF ASSESSMENT
PROGRAM SEEN BY ISIC.
RESULl: SURPISE INSPECTION GRADES OF SHIPWIDE
RAR 96";, DC RAR 99~, FINAL SHIPBOARD GRADE: 94~.
.;
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- AS SECURITY HAN'AG'ER CLOSED OUT SURPRISE CMS INSPECT ION '.' .~: . ::~i
DISCREPANCY fREE.
INSTALLED INNOVATIVE SECURITY PROCEDURES WHICH
... ~~)
DEFEATED A DEDICATED SURPRISE ATTEMPT ··BY ISIC ·TO BREECH SHIP'S ',;.
~.:~~
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- LCDR FITZPATRICK I S CALIBER WAS DEMONSTRATED PRIOR TO DEPLOYMENT :~:~
:.~:. WHEN I LEARNED OF MY BROTHER' S ASSASSINA nON (CAPT WM. NORDEEN, THEN ·~~f\.t
.~',.,. NAVAL ATTACHE TO GREECE) AND WAS ORDERED TO .ATHENS THAT DAY TOSERVE~~~1#:
...... AS ESCORT.
LCDR FITZPATRICK STEPPED IN AND RAN THE SHIP WITH' .:';
··.r~"J·
MAGNIFICENCE.
ABIUh' to INspiRE AND' LEAD TROOPS ENSURED ':··:r·\.'~ .... ,~~~

tns

·iT:'·

#; ~~~~E;~g~~T ~~A~W~~~~<~~: 1~/E,CO~I.~,~}H~nRS.T;Y
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. . LCDR FITZPATRICK IS A SURFACE WARRIOR WITHOUT EqUAL •. 'HISMASTEfty·,
~~. 'OF" THE PROF"ESSION WAS DEMONSTRAtED tIME AND AGAIN IN THE HOSTIlE'-::·· .~~;~. ~
~;. ~ WATERS OF THE PERSIAN GULF'. HE EXKIBHto GENIuS IN THE HOST OEMANDING'~t:1l
i·- • OPERAtIONAL ENVIRONMENTS. IN ALL POSSIBLE RESPECTS HARS IS A MORE .- .&'(.~j
CAPABLE WARSHIP DUE' TO HIS EFFORTS .. ' LeDR F"ITZPATRICK' S COMPREHENSIVE'~~
if KNOWLEDGE OF SURF"ACE WARFARE IS DIRECTLY RESPONSIBLE FOR MARSSWEEPING~
ALL DEPARTMENTAL AWARDS AND BEING 000$ ON FAVORITE
WIN
SECON6~~~
: CONSEcutIVE BATTLE"£i1 (CYCLE COMPLETED RESULTS. PENDING.) ·'!i~.~.';":::""/;\.'''t...M:.
:~\;~
. PROMOTE'i'HlS SPECTACULAR OfFICER INSTANTLy·...·;· GRDa... HIM.·~·WI!~;.~·i!~l
, . '. DEMANDING joINT. SPECIALTY ASSIGNMENt- THAT· WILL. PREPA.f:{E,HIM ~ fOR}f~~~:i))"t:·
,,::.: INTERSERVICE CONTRIBUTIONS."~MOST" STRONGLY RECOMMEND 'COHMAND~ScItEE" •. _
~~:> RETURN HIM' TO SEA 'IN COMMA NO
0
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TO

••

•

..

HER

DEFENSE DIUISION
NAUAllEGAl SERUICE OFFICE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94130
1 February 1990
From: Captain K. Anderson, USMC, Defense Counsel
To:
LT M. Begoshian, JAGC, USNR, Trial Counsel

SUbj:

REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY ICO UNITED STATES V. lCDR
WALTER FITZPATRICK.. USN

Ref:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

RCM 701 and 703
18 USC 3500
Brady v. Maryland, 373 US 83 (1963)
US v. Webster, 1 MJ 216 (CMA 1975)

1. To expedite defense preparation of the above case H is requested, in
accordance wHh references (8) through (b) that all discoverable matters
including, but not limited to the following be provided to defense counsel as
soon as practicable:
'
6. A list of all witnesses pertinent to the case in the prosecution case

in-chief.
b. A 11st of all witnesses pertinent to the case in the prosecution case
on sentencing.
c. All documentary evidence to be presented in the prosecution case-in
chief and on sentencin~.
"

d. All statements made by the accused whether oral or written, sworn or
unsworn.
e. All report chits, incident complaint reports, and other investigation
reports done by or for the Conyening Authority, including but not l1mHed to
NavEll Investigative Reports and preliminary investigation reports and notes
taken on intervie'N of any wHness incident to such investIgf!tion or report.

f. All attachments to the reports referenced in paragraph e.
g. Any other evidence to be used against the accused.·
h. All correspondence pertaining to the case.

i. Any evidence which could reasonably require motions to be made.

j. Any evidence tending to exculpate the accused or reduce the
seriousness of the offense.
.

......

1<. Any material evidence favorable to the accused, both as going to the
case in chief and to matters in extenuation and mitigation.

.

.

L Any documentary evidence relating to the fuel oil leal< emergency on
board the USS Mars in July of 1988 to include engineering reports and
damage reports.
m. Any reports, memos or chronologies prepared by Captain Edwards~
USN, incident to his period of command on board the USS Mars in July of
1988.
n. The names and locations of all individuals serving as fund
administrators and recreational services officers of MWR funds on all ships
assi gned to COMLOGRU J in Jul y of 1988.
o. The names and locations of all individuals serving as fund
administrators and recreational services officers of MWR funds on al.1 ships
assiQned to COMLOGRU J at the present date.

.

p. The inventories of MWR equipment, as of July of 1988, specifically
relating to stereo and television equipment, for all ships assigned to
COMLOGRU J as of July of 1988.
q. The inventories of MWR equipment, as H currently stands,
specifically relating to stereo and television eqUipment, for all ships
essigned to COMLOGRUJ as currently.
f.

All notes relating to interviews and investigation noted in paragraph 5

-

of the 23 October 1989 interim report of LT Zeller, JAGC, USN.
3. This is a continuing request and requires that any item falling with the
"ambit of this request which is received by or becomes known to the
government after the making of or initial compliance with this request shall
be made aval1able to the defense when so received or learned of" whichever
is first.

K.ANDERSON
Caplai n USMC
Defense Counsel
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To:

From:

Commander, Combat Logistics Group 1
Commander, Naval Surface Force, Pacific Fleet

Suuj;

HOTL~NE

Encl:

(1)

PKOGKESS aEPORT

(2)

HOTLINE PROGRESS REPORT ON 890825
HOTLINE PROGRESS REPORT ON 890863

(3)

HOTLI~E

1.
Enclosures
information.
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-NAVY HOTLINE PROGRESS REPORT
AS OF 4 OCTOBER 1989
1.
Applicable DON Organization:
Group 1, NSC Oakland, Ca.

2.

Hotliue Caaltrol No.:

3.

Date Referral Initially Received:

CN~P

Commander,

Combat Logistics

lIE OS-81)

15 September 1989

4.
Status:
The investi ation has revealed that approx~mately
twen y percent 0
the 100,000 dollars expended from t e MWR und
in Fiscal Year 1988 was miss ent.
Due to the wide dispdSion of
the personnel involved, the accountability issues are st1
e1ng
addressed..
Al thou h the current re ul.at1ons requ~re r.ne
inc usion of the Naval Investi ative Service in an investigation
w en poss
e wronq o1ng has een discovere , the ep oyment of
the USS MARS has made such action impractical. The investigating
officer embarked ontha ship to conduct the investigation.

s.

Daee of ExpeceadCompleti.on:

6.

Action Agency Point of Contact:

.1S0c-tober 1989.

.

Enclosure (3)·

DEPARTMENT OFTHE NAVY
cC .........NOER CC"'BAT I.OGISTlCS CROUP ONE
~

S ...N

~RANCISCO

lIeeol·S:JOSI

IN REPU' REI"V' TO:

5800
Ser N14/)4'1i
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FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
From:
To:

Commander, Combat Logistics Group 1
Commander, Naval Surface Force, U.S. Pacific Fleet

Subj:

INTERIM HOTLINE COMPLAINT REPORT, CNSP I & E 05-89

Ref:

(a) COMNAVSURFPAC ltr Ser 006/9002 of 1S September 1989

Encl:

(1) Hotline Interim Completion Report as of 23 October
1989

•

1.
Enclosure (1) is provided in response.. to reference (a).
Enclosure (1) should be considered II raw aata," reflecting
specifically the findings, opinions and recommendations of the
investigating official alone, without editing by higher
authority.
2.
In view of the apparent lack of proper management associated
with the USS MARS (AFS 1) Morale Welfare Recreation (MWR) Fund
and apparent serious irregularities identified by the
"investigating official, the following actions are being taken:

•

a.
The new USS MARS (AFS 1) Commanding Officer, Captain W.
W. pickavance, has been directed by message to secure in his
possession all MWR records for the time period qf investigation
interest, and to ensure the availability of witnesses upon USS
MARS (AFS 1) return· from PACEX operations.
b. Charges are being prepared in the case of Lieutenant
Commander. Wal ter F. Fi tzpartick, former ass MARS (AFS 1)
Executive Officer, and will be referred to an Article 32 hearing
appointed by this command.
c.
Lieutenant Commander Walter F. Fitzpatrick is currently
in execution of PCS orders betHeen USS MARS (AFS 1) and Naval
War College.
In order to ensure proper jurisdiction is
maintained in this case, this command requested NAVMILPERSCOM
modify the PCS orders to reflect assignment of Lieutenant
Commander Walter F. Fitzpatrick to COMLOGGRU ONE on a TEMDU
FURASPERS basis, to remain in effect until resolution of this
matter.
Lieutenant Commander Walter F. Fitzpatrick was verbally
notified of this action on 13 October 1989 to preclude his moving
out of his permanent residence in the San Francisco Bay are~a~.~~_
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Subj:

INTERIM HOTLINE COMPLAINT REPORT, CNSP I & E 05-89

3.
Appropriate decisions with regard to disposition of charges
and conclusions of accountability will be made upon completion of
the Article 32 hearing.

~~

Chief of Staff

.. .
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HOTLINE INTERIM COMPLETION
REPORT AS OF 23 OCT 1989
1.
Name of Investiaatina Official:
Zeller, JAGC, USNR.

Lieutenant Timothy W.

2.
Billet and Address of Investiaatina Official:
Staff Judge
Advocate, Commander, Combat Logistics Group 1, NSC Oakland, .Ca.
(41s) 466-6125/AVN 836-6125.~
3.

Hotline/Intearity and Efficiency Control Number: CNSP 05-89.

4.
Alleoations Investigated:
Abuse of monies from the Morale,
Recrea tion and Welfare Fund, particularly the expenditure of 
"funds to s~nd certain members of the uss MARS (AFS 1) and spouses_
to a funeral and "the expendi ture of funds by sending two members
to Hawaii for an alleged MWR brief.
The inv~stigation was
broadened in acco·rdance wi th regulations to include all other
wrongdoing(s) discovered in the expenditure.of MWR·funds.
5.

Evidence Examined:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

1.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.
s.
t.

6.

CNSP Audit report of 1 Sep 1S89
NAVMILPERSCOMINST 1710.3A
BUPERSINST 1710.11A
Interview of CAPT Michael B. Nordeen, previous
Commanding Officer, USS MARS (AFS 1)
Interview of CDR T. A. Rorex, Senior Supply Officer USS
l1ARS (AFS 1)
Interview of LCDR W. F. Fitzpatrick, Executive Officer
Intervi-ew-"of LT B. AblesoD, CHC
Interview of LT J. Samples, current MWR Fund Custodian
Interview 6f LTJG L. D.·Vaughn, with receipts for tri~·to
funeral
Interview of HMC M. W. Collins, Rec Committee Member
Interview of SKC G. F. Esposto
Fiscal year 1988 MWR Report·
Custody Cards for Electronic equipment purchased by MWR
USS MARS Instruction 1710 dated 1985
USS MARS Instruction 1710 (Proposed)
Copies of all available checks and bank statements
Proposed Fiscal year 1989 MwR Report
Fiscal Year"1989 Recreation·Committee minutes
Interview of SKC L. N. strong, Current M1~R Director
Interview of SK3 E. D. Brown, Rec Committee Member

Circumstances and Facts:

Out of the $100,000.00 expended from the MWR Fund during
Fiscal Year 88, 'it is apparent that approximately twenty percent

T~is t~gure does not include the cost of the hail
was misspent.
since
this expenditure actually was paid for in FY
and farewell,
89.

SPECIFIC INSTANCES OF IMPROPER EXPENDITURES
1.

Funeral Party.

a.
On or about 1 July 1988, Commanding Officer, USS MARS
(AFS-1) received a telegram stating tha t his brother .had been
murdered by terrorists.
CAPT M. B. Edwards, Assistant Chief of
Staff at CLG-1, was immediately dispatched to SOCAL. At the time
of CAPT Edwards' ~rrivalto temporarily rel~eve CAPT Nordeen,
USS MARS (AFS-1) was engaged in RE~TRA in the SOCAL OP area.
Turnover lasted approximately one hour, after~which CAPT Nordeen
departed the area byhelo.
. -

,.

,".

-



b.
That day, the Chaplain, LT Ableso.n, was' put ashore to
observeCACQassistance for CAPT Nordeen's sister-in-law.
Upon
returning, he was to~d by the Executive- Officer that some of
ships' personnel would be attendirig the funeral.
The Chaplain
indicated that the appropriate leader-would be line officer. The
Executive Officer subsequently sent the Chaplain as the senior
member.
c.
Prior to departure of the team (which consisted of two
Officers, the Command Master Chief, five Enlisted Personnel and
the spouses of the Executive Officer, Chaplain, Doctor and a
Ma?ter _ C"hief), the" Master" Chief called a meeting of the
Recreation Commi~tee, whose actions are advisory in nature, voted
affirmati vely for sending mili tary persoI1nel and flowers, bl.]. t
voted unanimously against paying for spouses.
According to one
witness, the implication from the Master Chief was that the
committee would either go along or would be on the "shit list".
The personnel. in the funeral party were unaware of the vote not
to send spouses.
d.
The decision to send the party, including the spouses,
lies with the Executive Officer." The Executive Officer s ta ted
that after the MWR meeting, he" held a meeting on the fantail of
all crewmembers.
The content of the talk given by the Executive
Officer differs between the story of the Executive Officer and
the other members involved.
The Executive Officer gives the
impression that he stated that sending the military members and
the spouses had been approved by W~~, but that he wanted anyone
that had an objection to the expenses being paid by MWR to get
word to him. The other version of the story relates that there
was no mention of the spouses at all, and that the implication
was that objections would have to be voiced at that moment on the
fantail. One of the crew~embers relates that it was even
2

presented that the Executive Officer would pay for the trip
himself if the c=ew did not approve, but that either way the
crewmembers were going.
f.
At the time of the dec~s~on, the Executive Officer was
not the acting Commanding Officer.' Evidence indicates that the
temporary Commanding Officer, CAPT Edwards, 'was only aware that a
.party of crewmembers were attending the fWleral,' wi thou t be ing
advised how it was being paid for or that spouses were included.
g.
CAPT Nordeen was unaware the MWR funds had been used to
pay .any expenses of the trip until 2 or 3 months later.
Even
then he was not aware that the spouses' tickets had been paid for
with MWR Funds.

2.

Hawaii Trip.

a.
OSC Wagoner received a check 'for $1~OO.OO to fund a trip
for himself and LT Dorris to Hawaii for an MWR/Operations brief.
It is interesting to note that·LT Dorris, the Operations Officer,
had no connection with MWR other than Athletic Director.
b. The Executive Officer disclaims any knowledge of th~ fact
that an OPS Brief was taking place at the same "time as the trip.
The check in this case was signed personally by the Executive
Officer.
The Commanding Officer, 'CAPT Nordeen, stated that even
though he knew the trip was to be dual purpose, MWR and .OPS
Briefs, he did not know until later that ~ funds'had been used
to .pay ~oi the trip.
c.

There -is no evidence at the present time that any ffi'1R
:

brief was ever scheduled or took place in Hawaii.

3.

Electronic Equipment Expenditures

a.
This abuse of funds by the Executive Officer relates to
purchases of equipment (stereo's, televisions and video
recorders) for exclusive use by the Commanding Officer, Executive
Officer and the Command Master Chief.
b.
Prohibi tions against MWR funds being used for such
purposes are contained in NAVMILPERSCOMINST 1710.3A and
BUPERSINST 1710.11 A, as well asio the. USS MARS Instruction
governing such funds.
The impropriety of the acquisition was
pointed out to the Executive Officer at the time of the purchase
and afterward by LCD~ Dolan, the Assistant Supply Officer.
c. All purchases were authorized the Commanding Officer by a
general statement that he wanted to upgrade the gear onboard.
The equipment was picked ou~ and purchased by the Executive
3

Officer with MWR Funds.
It is the contention of the Executive
Officer that these funds were properly spent due to his belief
that they were part of the crew also.
d.
The instructions clearly prohibit the expenditures of
funds if the benefit will only be for a few, in th~s case, only
one.
e. The electronics' bill from this mass purchase amounted to
approximately $6500.00.
4.

Hail and Fare\olell

a.
Although tSe majority of the problems addressed occu~red
in 1988, the problem continues.
A recent Hail and Farewell for
the departing.and oncoming Conunanding OfficerS- was paid for to a
large extent out of MWR funds.

.

b. The matter was brought up before the MWR committee, which
agreed to fund;he., ev~nt up to. $2,000.00, provided the entire
crew was invited. The fact of the situation was simply that the
additional cost of the outing ($60. OG per person) was such. that 
few enlisted personnel could have afforded it.
It wa:s also
apparent that even though the sign up list was readily available
to the 0 f ficers and chiefs, the same was not true for the
enlisted personnel in paygrades E~6 and below.
5.

Promotional Items.

a.
T-he l"1WR -'funds are spent to fund minor i terns of promotion
for the ship as well.
USS MARS (AFS 1) in the practice of
distributing Mars candy bars to visiting VIPs, visiting CO's "and
others, nicely packaged on a miniature pallet.· These items are
paid for out of MWR.
b.
There
reimbursed.

is some indication that

this

cost is being

OVERSIGHT PROBLEI1S
1.
No direc~ access of the Fund custodian to the Commanding
Officer.
a.
LT Samples has been required to go through the Supply
Officer and the Executive Officer to obtain direction.
No
personal access was provided to the Conunanding Officer. "
2.

Failure to control preprinted MWR Checks.

a.
Current regulations dictate that a tight control be kept
on all preprinted checks and a strict accounting be maintaineQ.
4

b.
The Executive Officer was in the habit of tak~ng several
checks at a time to use for various items without explanation or
receipts.
c. Several checks which we~e taken have shown up on the bank
statements but were "never actually returned to the custodian.
d. All bank statements" go through the ship's office prior to
being sent to the Supply Department for the fund custodian.
It
has been known that sometimes the statements have been open prior
to being received by the fund custodian.
e.
The Execut~ve Officer states that he never saw the Bank
statements.
3.

Failure to maintain Records and submit reports ..
"

.

a.
All records and receipts for FY 88 and prior are missing
with "the exception of some cancelled checks and a rough copy of
the .FY 88 report.
The· later was re~overed from the Executive.
Officer during the time I was on board.
It had never been
forwarded to CNSP or ID1PC-65.
b. The missing records were discovered upon the departure of
OSC Wagoner.
c.
During the interview with the Executive Officer, LCDR
Fitzpatrick claimed that he was unaware of the requirement "to
sen"d the :r:eport'S -~o Nl1PC and CNSP. However, when the
investigating officer obtained a copy of the FY 88. report from
the Executive Officer, attached to the report were two messages
from CNSP, both of which outlined the proper procedures and
addressees for the report. The messages had a date time group of
16 and 20 Sep~ember 1988, respectively.
7. CONCLUSIONS OF THE INVESTIGATING OFFICER
CAPT Nordeen is guilty of dereliction of duty by failing to
accoun t for the proper expendi ture of MWR Funds.
"0

iCDR Fitzpatrick is guilty of dereliction of duty by failing
to adhere to proper procedures for the expenditure of MWR funds,
violation of the Standards of Conduct by using his authority with
MWR funds for. his own acgrandisemen t and several counts of
larceny due to the diversion of monie"s to personnel not attached
to the crew, including his spouse.

5

8. LOCATION OF ALL WORKING PAPERS:
Office of
Advocate, Commander, Combat Logistics Group 1.
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SWORN STATEMENT OF
MR. MATTHEW K. BOGOSHIAN
My name is Matthew K. Bogoshian. I am currently a civilian
attorney practicing law in Anaheim, California. I desire to make
the following statement concerning my assignment as prosecuting
attorney in United States v. LCDR Walter F. Fitzpatrick, III,
. USN, 551-90-4692. At that time I was a U.S. Navy Judge Advocate
Corps Lieutenant, on active duty, and assigned to the Naval Legal
Service Office in Treasure Island, California.
.

In addition to being the prosecutor at LCDR Fitzpatrick's
Court-Martial, I was also the attorney representing the
~;:":government at the Article 32 Investigation that preceded the
. . ' trial.

~~Special

As the prosecuting attorney in the case mentioned above and
the attorney for the government at the Article 32 Investigation,
I had an opportunity to work with and observeLT TimothyW.
Zeller. LT Zeller was the Staff Judge Advocate (SJA) to RADM
John W. Bitoff, Commander, Combat Logistics Group ONE
(COMLOGGRU-l). COMLOGGRU-l was the Convening Authority for LCDR
Fitzpatrick's case.
LT Zeller was difficult to work with on this case and I did
not enjoy the experience. LT Zeller seemed obsessed with the
prosecution of LCDR Fitzpatrick. It was my impression that LT
Zeller had a gut feeling, correct or not, that LCDR Fitzpatrick
was a bad egg, and LT Zeller was intent on doing everything he
could to show that. LT Zeller was a real pit bull on LCDR
Fitzpatrick's case.
I remember that LT Zeller was LCDR Fitzpatrick's accuser and
that a tremendous number of charges were preferred to the Article
32 Investigation. From my own research as prosecuting attorney,
as borne out by the Article 32 Investigation and Special
Court-Martial, the majority of charges LT Zeller brought against
LCDR Fitzpatrick seemed to have little or no basis in reality,
°i.e., there was an absence of much if any evidence to support
them. After completing my research I remember thinking that LT
Zeller was
quite unusual for bringing all the charges he did
against LCDR Fitzpatrick.
LT Zeller ensured that I got all the witnesses I needed on
LCDR Fitzpatrick's case. It is my impression that a great deal
of money was spent for LCDR Fitzpatrick's prosecution.
I remember being told that there had been a Integrity and
Efficiency Investigation regarding LCDR Fitzpatrick and the USS
MARS (AFS-l), but I cannot remember when I learned of it.

I do remember being told that someone had contacted LCDR
Fitzpatrick's promotion board (for Commander) to notify that
board of the results of LCDR Fitzpatrick's trial.
The way in which LT Zeller handled this case was unusual.
Also, the significant attention he gave the case was noteworthy
and struck me as exceptional.
I have read and fully understand this statement, and I
swear/affirm that it is true and correct •

..

.:" .

Matthew K. Bogoshian

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

)

COUNT~: OF , (JG"C~

)

)

SSe

On this ~~ day of April, A.D. 1992, before me, the
undersigned a Notary Public in and for the State of California
duly commissioned and sworn, personally appeared Matthew K.
Bogoshian, to me known to be the individual described in and who
executed the foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to me that he
signed and sealed the said instrument as his free and voluntary
act and deed for the.uses and purposes therein mentioned.
WITNESS my hand and offical seal hereto affixes the day and
year in this certificate above wiitten.
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OFnClA1. SEAL

STEVE WHITE

!

i

NOTARY PUBUC-CAlIFORNIA
ORANGE COUNTY
•
"'y Comm. £lip....., 12. 1995 •

•••••••••••••••••••••••1

Notary Public in and for the
State of California
Residing at~Q'rQM,OA
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IX U.S..NAVAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE

EPORT OF INVESTIGATION (CLOSED)

•

2lMAR99

•••.••• ,,J

COMPROMISE (III)

CONTROL:

22FEBge-12AL-0aDI-SFNA/E

S/FITZPATRICK, WALTER FRANCIS III/LCDR USN
M/W/N004/S/551-90-4692/27JAN52/VALLEJO, CA
COMMAND/COMLOGGRU 1, NAVAL SUPPLY CENTER, OAKLAND, CA/55271
MADE AT/12AL/ALAMEDA, CA/D.R. WEST,' SPECIAL AGENT
SYNOPSIS
,1 •. INVESTIGATION WAS CONDUCTED FOLLOWING RECEIPT OF INFORMATION FROM

"LT TIMOTHY ZELLER, JAGC, USN, COMBAT LOGISTICS GROUP ONE (COMLOGGRU
..1), NAVAL SUPPLY CENTER, OAKLAND, CA,' REPORTING THE ·POSSIBLE
:COMPROMISE OF CLASSIFIED' 'MATERIAL BY SUBJECT. LT ZELLER REPORTED
'SUBJECT HAD SENT A PACKAGE TO RADM JOHN W. BITOFF, CDR, COMLOGGRU 1,
ALLEGING MISCONDUCT BY COMLOGGRU 1. THIS PACKAGE INCLUDED AMONG
OTHER THINGS, NAVAL MESSAGE 919855Z NOV 88, CLASSIFIED
ftCONFIDENTIAL. ft FURTHER INQUIRIES LATER DETERMINED THE MESSAGE HAD
BEEN DECLASSIFIED BY THE ORIGINATOR. LT ZELLER STATED SUBJECT HAD
BEEN RELIEVED AS EXECUTIVE OFFICER ABOARD THE USS MARS (AFS-1), AND
SHOULD NOT HAVE HAD ACCESS TO THE NAVAL MESSAGE AT THIS TIME. ZELLER
REVEALED SUBJECT IS CURRENTLY UNDER INVESTIGATION, AND IS SCHEDULED
TO APPEAR AT A SPECIAL COURT MARTIAL FOR A SEPARATE MATTER •. ZELLER
\LSO STATED SUBJECT MAINTAINED WHAT SUBJECT CALLED HIS ftpERSONAL
_, FILE, ft WHICH CONSISTED OF A COUPLE OF BINDERS AND A BOX FULL OF
PAPERS. ZELLER STATED SOME OF THESE ftFILE ft PAPERS WERE MARKED
ftCONFIDENTIAL,ft BUT WERE DECLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO SUBJECT. ZELLER
BELIEVES THE NAVAL MESSAGE IN QUESTION WAS PRODUCED FROM THIS ftFILE.
INQUIRIES REVEALED SUBJECT DOES NOT MAINTAIN ANY CLASSIFIED DOCUMENTS
NOR HAVE A PLACE TO DO SO AT HIS PRESENT DUTY STATION. SUBJECT WAS
INTERROGATED IN THE PRESENCE OF HIS ATTORNEY, CAPT ANDERSON, USMC.
SUBJECT, AFTER WAIVING HIS RIGHTS, STATED HE WAS AWARE OF THE NAVAL
MESSAGE IN QUESTION AND ADMITTED HE HAD MAILED THE PACKAGE TO RADM
BITOFF. SUBJ ALSO STATED HE WAS AWARE THE NAVAL MESSAGE HAD BEEN
DECLASSIFIED. SUBJ'S ATTORNEY WOULD NOT ALLOW BIM TO EXPLAIN HOW HE
KNEW THE MESSAGE HAD BEEN DECLASSIFIED. SUBJ DENIED HAVING ANY
CLASSIFIED DOCUMENTS. CAPT ANDERSON STATED HIS CLIENT WOULD NOT GIVE
A SIGNED STATEMENT, GRANT A SEARCH OF HIS PERSONAL BELONGINGS, SIGN A
CLASSIFIED INFORMATION NONDISCLOSURE AGREEMENT, OR UNDERGO ANY
EXAMINATION USING ADDITIONAL INVESTIGATIVE TECHNICAL AIDS. REVIEW OF
SUBJ'S MILITARY RECORD REVEALED SUBJ, WHEN BEING RELIEVED ABOARD THE
USS MARS, WAS REPORTED NOT TO BE IN POSSESSION OF ANY CLASSIFIED
DOCUMENTS. DUE TO THE LACK OF SUBSTANTIVE LEADS, THIS INVESTIGATION
IS CLOSED.

•

STATUE
2. THIS INVESTIGATION WAS WORKED PURSUANT TO ARTICLE 92 OF THE UCMJ.
NARRATIVE
3. ON 21FEB90, LT ZELLER REPORTED (EXHIBIT (I», THAT ON 16FEB99,
RADM BITOPF RECEIVED A PACKAGE FROM SUBJECT VIA EXPRESS MAIL. THE
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CONTAINED ITEMS ALLEGING MISCONDUCT BY COMLOGGRU 1. ENCLOSED
.._'.ITH THE PACKAGE WAS NAVAL MESSAGE 910855Z NOV 88, CLASSIFIED
·CONFIDENTIAL- (EXHIBIT (2». RADM BITOFF TURNED THIS PACKAGE OVER
TO LT ZELLER.! ZELLER·' STATED SUBJ HAD BEEN RELIEVED AS EXECUTIVE
OFFICER ABOARD THE USS MARS ON 26SEP89, AND IS SCHEDULED TO APPEAR AT
A SPECIAL COURT MARTIAL IN EARLY APR90, FOR ALLEGED VIOLATIONS OF
ARTICLE 92 OF THE UCMJ (DERELICTION OF DUTY), AND ARTICLE 106
(WRONGFUL DISPOSITION OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTY)". ' ZELLER STATED SUBJ
SHOULD NOT HAVE HAD ACCESS TO NAVAL MESSAGE 010855Z NOV 88, WHICH WAS
ORIGINATED ABOARD THE USS MARS, FROM THE COMMANDING OFFICER, CAPT
MICHAEL NORDEEN, TO CAPT EDWAREDS, THE CHIEF OF STAFF, COMLOGGRU 1,
AT THAT TIME. LT ZELLER STATED SUBJ SHOULD NOT HAVE BEEN IN
POSSESSION OF ANY CLASSIFIED DOCUMENTS FROM THE USS MARS WHEN HE WAS
RELIEVED. LT ZELLER ALSO STATED WHILE HE WAS ON BOARD THE USS MARS
IN SEP89, SUBJ BAD TWO BINDERS AND A BOX FULL OF PAPERS, WHICH SUBJ
REFERRED TO AS HIS ·PERSONAL FILE. ft ZELLER STATED THE BINDERS WERE
FILLED WITH NOTES AND SHIP DAILY SCHEDULES, MANY OF WHICH WERE MARKED
ftCONFIDENTIAL." SUBJECT, WHEN QUESTIONED BY ZELLER ABOUT THESE
"FILES,· STATED THAT ALL THE DOCUMENTS BAD BEEN DECLASSIFIED. LT
ZELLER STATED, TO HIS KNOWLEDGE, SUBJ HAS HAD NO ACCESS TO CLASSIFIED
MATERIAL ABOARD THE USS MARS SINCE SEP89.
4. ON 22FEB90, CAPT A. E. MILLIS, CHIEF OF STAFF, COMLOGGRU 1, WAS
APPRISED OF THE ALLEGATIONS AGAINST SUBJ, AT WHICH TIME, MILLIS FELT
AN INVESTIGATION SHOULD BE INITIATED.

--3. ON 02MAR90, CAPT BRUCKNER, CHIEF OF STAFF, MSCPAC, NAVAL SUPPLY
... CENTER, SUBJ' S TEMPORARY DUTY STATION, WAS APPRISED OF THE
INVESTIGATION. BRUCKNER STATED HE HAD NOT SEEN SUBJ ,FOR SEVERAL
MONTHS, AND COULD NOT PROVIDE ANY PERTINENT INFORMATION CONCERNING
SOBJ.
6. ON 02MAR90, CDR JANORA AND LCDR STINSON WERE CONTACTED AT MSCPAC.
JANORA IS IN CHARGE OF THE CLASSIFIED SAFES IN THE AREA SUBJ WAS
WORKING IN. JANORA STATED SUBJ IS NOT KEEPING ANY CLASSIFIED
DOCUMENTS IN ANY OF THE SAFES. JANORA STATED HE HAS NOT SEEN SUBJ
SINCE DEC89. STINSON WORKED WITH SUBJ AT MSCPAC, AND STATED HE HAS
NOT SEEN SUBJ SINCE JAN90. STINSON STATED SUBJ DOES NOT MAINTAIN ANY
CLASSIFIED DOCUMENTS IN HIS WORK AREA.
7. ON 06MAR90, CAPT MICHAEL NORDEEN WAS CONTACTED AT OPNAV 55,
LOCATED AT THE PENTAGON, WASHINGTON D.C. NORDEEN IS THE ORIGINATOR
OF NAVAL M£SSAGE 010855Z NOV 88. NORDEEN STATED TH·E NAVAL MESSAGE IS
NO LONGER CLASSIFIED, AND WAS ONLY CLASSIFIED AT THE TIME BECAUSE IT
MENTIONED MATTERS PERTAINING TO THE PERSIAN GULF.
NORDEEN STATED HE
HAS NO DOCUMENTATION RELATING·TO THE DECLASSIFICATION OF THE MESSAGE.
(SA JANIGA) .
B. ON 0BMAR90, SUBJ WAS CONTACTED AND STATED HE WOULD BE WILLING TO
TALK TO THE CASE AGENT ABOUT THE INVESTIGATION THE FOLLOWING DAY.

~

9. ON 09MAR90, SUBJ STATED HE WAS STILL WILLING TO TALK ABOUT THE
ALLEGATIONS MADE AGAINST HIM, BUT WOULD LIKE TO HAVE HIS ATTORNEY FOR
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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E SPECIAL COURT MARTIAL, CAPT ANDERSON, TO BE PRESENT WHEN HE DID
"""J.

ON 14MAR9~, SUBJ WAS INTERROGATED IN THE PRESENCE OF HIS
ATTORNEY, CAPT ANDERSON (EXHIBIT (3». FITZPATRICK WAS ADVISED OF
HIS MILITARY SUSPECT'S WAIVER OF RIGHTS, WHICH HE SIGNED AFTER
CONSULTATION WITH CAPT ANDERSON. SUBJECT STATED HE WAS AWARE OF
NAVAL MESSAGE ~1~855Z NOV 88, AND THAT HE HAD' SENT IT TO RADM BITOFF
VIA EXPRESS MAIL. SUBJ STATED HE WAS AWARE THE NAVAL MESSAGE WAS NO
LONGER CLASSIFIED, BUT WAS NOT ALLOWED TO EXPLAIN HOW HE KNEW THIS BY
HIS ATTORNEY. SUBJECT DENIED HAVING ANY CLASSIFIED DOCUMENTS, BUT
WAS NOT ALLOWED TO PROVIDE ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION BY HIS
ATTORNEY. CAPT ANDERSON STATED HIS CLIENT WOULD NOT GIVE A WRITTEN
STATEMENT, GRANT A SEARCH OF HIS PERSONAL BELONGINGS, SIGN A
CLASSIFIED INFORMATION NONDISCLOSURE AGREEMENT, OR UNDERGO ANY
ADDITIONAL INVESTIGATIVE TECHNICAL AIDS.
1~.

11. ON 15HAR9~, LCDR C. B. DIVIS, EXECUTIVE OFFICER, USS MARS, WAS
CONTACTED. DIVIS STATED THE USS MARS HAS NO RECORD OF SUBJ SIGNING A
CLASSIFIED INFORMATION NONDISCLOSURE AGREEMENT WHEN SUBJ LEFT THE
SHIP.
12. ON 19MAR9~, LCDR BANNOW, COMMAND SERVICES, NAVAL LEGAL SERVICE
OFFICE, NAVAL STATION TREASURE ISLAND, CA, WAS CONTACTED, AND
~ROVIDED SUBJECT'S SERVICE RECORD BOOK FOR REVIEW.
THE REVIEW
EVEALED THAT SUBJ WAS RELIEVED AS EXECUTIVE OFFICER ABOARD THE USS
'-,_, ARS ON /26SEP89. AT THIS TIME, SUBJ TURNED OVER HIS DUTIES, ONE OF
wHICH STAT'ED .THE CMSAND TOP SECRET ACCOUNTS WERE IN PROPER ORDER AND
ALL ACCOUNTED FOR (EXHIBIT (4». THIS WAS TURNED OVER ~O ENS ERIN
WILSON, COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER, USS MARS, WHO CERTIFIED ON 26SEP89,
THAT SUBJECT NO LONGER HAD 'ANY CLASSIFIED MATERIAL IN HIS POSSESSION,
AND THAT ALL CLASSIFIED MATERIAL PREVIOUSLY SIGNED FOR BY SUBJ HAD
ALL BEEN RETURNED. THIS REPORT WAS ENDORSED BY LCDR DIVIS AND CAPT
PICKAVANCE, COMMANDING OFFICER, USS MARS.

•

INVESTIGATIVE STATUS
13. DUE TO THE LACK OF SUBSTANTIVE INVESTIGATIVE LEADS, THIS
INVESTIGATION IS CLOSED.
EXHIBITS
(1) STATEMENT BY LT ZELLER/21FEBge ••• (ORIG ~~22/COPY ALL)
(2) NAVAL MESSAGE ~1~855Z NOV 88 ••• (COPY ALL)
(3)
IA: RESULTS OF INTERVIEW/14MARge ••• (COpy ALL)
(4) RELIEF OF EXECUTIVE OFFICER/26SEP89 ••• (COPY ALL)
PARTICIPATING AGENT
M. J. JANIGA, NISRA WASHINGTON, D.C.
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Voluntary statement
I, Lieutenant
Timothy W. Zeller, JAGC,
USN, make the
following free and voluntary statement to Dayne R. West whom I
know to be a Special Agent of the Naval Investigative Service.
On Friday, 16 Feb 1990, RADM Bitoff received a package from
LCDR Walter F. Fitzpatrick via express mail.
The package was a
copy of certain materials that were being sent to NMPC alleging
that the group had mishandled a Surface Warfare Revocation by
denying it at our level.
Enclosed in the package, among other
things was a classified message, a confidential Personal For from
Capt Nordeen to Capt Edwards, the then CLG-1 COS.
LCDR Fitzpatrick is currently TEMDU to CLG-1 with a TAD
assignment to MSCPAC.
He is scheduled to appear a t a Special
"Court Martial on 19 March 1990 on unrelated matters. The message
in question was sent from the USS MARS, and is declass on OADR.
While conducting an investigation aboard USS MARS in Sept of
1989, "I had occasion to visit the stateroom of the LCDR (then XO)
.to amqng other things see if he had a report for Fiscal Year 1988
. that no one else on the ship seemed to have.'" The XO produced the
report out of what he called his personal files which he was
gathering. The personal files consisted of a couple binders and
a box about the size of a Xerox paper box which was full. That
report was not classified .. ' Later that same day I the XO brought me.
a copy of a Confidential SPECAT me"~§~9.~ .•,,£;;8.l!'.. ,COMNAVSURFPAC which
he. stat.ed was for my personal use,","
I gave t.he message to Capt
'Pickavanc·e-··that eyening at'"dinri"er and then disposed of it in a .
burn bag. I had no intention of taking the message off the ship.
A few days later the Xo met me at my office to provide
additional information, (this was after he detached the ship
which was still deployed) and brought with him a black three inch
binder which was filled ~ith notes and daily schedules of the
shipboard activities.
~Many of
the schedules were marked
confidential, and upon inquiry of this to the XO he stated that
'they had been declassified.
To my knowledge, the LCDR has no access to classified material
from" the USS MARS at the present time, nor since he detached from
the ship in Sept/Oct 89.
The above
belief.

statement

is

true

to

and

(:JimothY' "
This statement was sworn to this 21st day of Feb 90, before Mr.
Dayne R. West, Special agent for the N~ Investigative Service.
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ADMIRAL JOHN W. BITOFF, us~ (RET.)
1911 Pierce Street
San Fr3Qcisco, California 94115

April 30, 1999
The Honorable Norm Dicks
. United States Congressman
61tl District 'vVashington
500 Pacific Avenue
Bremerton, WA 98337
Dear Congressman Dicks:
. This is in response to· your letter of March 5, 1999 in which you asked me to pro"ide
you with a written account of my role in the case of LCDR Walter Fitzpatrick, USN
(Retired). I regret the length of time it took for me to respond to your request, but the
klcident that eventually led to LeOR Fitzpatrick being tried by a court-martial
occurred in 1988 and it required an enormous effort on my part to recall the detaOs
associated with the case. In addition, I retired from active service at the end of 1991
and I am no longer privy to the official files and other documents pertaining to this
case.
As a matter of background, , was Commander Combat Logistics Group ONE (CLG
1) and Commander Naval Base san Francisco from' January 1989 through October
1991. In addition. I was Commander Task Force 33, the operational commander for
all logistics ships. including Military Sealift Command ships. in the U.S. THIRD Fleet.
In my CLG-' hat I had 15 major ships. induding the USS MARS (AF5-1). and
approximately 6000 officers and men.
'
I had dose personal knowledge and frequent association with the 15 commanding
officers in my Group. I met with them frequently and wrote their fitness· reports.
Conversely, I had little or no contact with the ship's executive officers and with the
exception of one or two, I did not know them by name. I did not know LCDR Walter
Fitzpatrick. Executive Officer, USS MARS, personally or by reputation. The "USS
MARS was a top performing ship with two exceptional commanding officers during
my tenure. Both of these fine officers went on to command aircraft carriers and one
of them became a flag offi.cer. USS MARS was nominated by me for the coveted
Battle EffIciency YE" award in both competitive cycles during my tour. She was
considered to be the best AFS in the Pacific Reet. It stands to reason that LCOR
Fitzpatrick: the ship's executive officer (the number two officer in the ship's chain of
command) played a signif\cant role in USS MARS's achievement.
The incident that led eventually to LeOR Fitzpatrick's trial before a court-martial
occurred in 1988, long before I assumed command of Combat Logistics Group ONE.
The incident I am referring to concemed a group of USS MARS officers and
enlistedmen and their spouses who represented the ship at ~he funeral for the brother
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of Captain Michael B. Nordeen, USN, the MARS commanding officer. The funeral
took place at Arlington National Cemetery. Captain Nordeen's brother. also a Navy
captain, was murdered by terrorists while serving in Greece. Funding to send the
ship's representatives to the funeral came from the USS MARS Morale. Welfare and
Recreation (MWR) fund. The decision to send a delegation from the ship apparently
occurred after Captain Nordeen departed on emergency leave. Incidentally, this
thoughtful gesture by MARS personnel was lauded at the highest echelons of the
Navy. including the Chief of Naval Personnel
My predecessor. RAOM Robert Tony, USN. did not brief me on the incident during
the change of command process, and when later Queried by me. indicated that he
did not inform me because he believed it to be a minor matter. I first became aware
of a possible problem with MARS MWR account when the ship became the subject
of an MWR audit or "assist visit- by the Commander Surface Warfare Force, U.S.
Pacific Fleet (COMSURFPAC) civOian Welfare and Recreation Managerr.ent
Specialist. Somewhere in the sequence of events, I also remember being informed of
a telephone message on our Waste, Fraud and Abuse "hotline- that questioned the
expenditures for the funeral trip. The distinction I am making here is that I did not ask
for the audit. it was initiated by my immediate senior in the chain of command. The
audit questioned the use MWR funds for sending a delegation from the MARS to the
funeral. In addition, other expenditures were in question. induding the purchase of a
tent for official ceremonies and the purchase of several televisions and stereo sets for
the ship. As a result of the audit, COMNAVSURFPAC directed me to conduct an
inquiry to the allegations contained n the inspection report.
The next thing that happened in sequence was an Article 32 Investigation to
determine if there was any real wrongdoing in this case. My recall is not complete as
to the specific detaDs that led up to the Article 32, but I believe my Chief of Staff came
to see me in the company of LT Timothy W. zener, my Staff JUdge Advocate.
regarding the matter. LT Zeller was adamant that we conduct an Article 32
investigation, if for no other reason than to "cover our six o'dock" with higher
authority. I concurred. hoping that it would the clear the air on this issue. I assumed
the Article 32 Investigation would follow normal practice and be conducted by a
civilian special agent ot what was then caDed the Naval Investigative Service or NIS.

I was extremely busy at this time dividing myself between my duties at my twc
primary commands and the increasing demands placed on me by my CTF 33
operational hat. In fact, I was deployed much of this time in Alaska and the Aleutian
Islands for PACEX 89, the largest peacetime exercise in Pacific Fleet history. My
CLG·1 staff remained behild in Oakland in the normal conduct of business while I
was deployed aboard ship. Shortly after my return frem deployment, the Lorna Prieta
earthquake struck the Bay Area and I found myself leading the Navy's massive
rescue and remvery effort.
I clearly remember being surprised by how aggressive LT Zeller seemed to be about
this case and specifically. LCDR Fitzpatrick's role in it. I liked Tim Zeller personally
and i had complete faith and trust in him. However. it was obvious that LT Zeiter saw
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most things in terms of black and white. On one occasion, dUring an informal
conversation in my office, I told him that real life situations were often too complicated
for purely black and white solutions and that sometimes the answer lies in shades of
gray. He smiled, and said, '" guess ifs my Marine Corps training: I mentioned this
encounter to my Chief of Staff and he agreed with my assessment of LT Zeller and
added that he was nevertheless, extremely persevering and serious in all endeavors.
When the Article 32 investigation was completed, I was surprised to find LT ZeUer
had conducted the investigation, rather than the NIS. I Questioned my Chief of Staff
on this point and I recall him telling me that l TZeller had asked NIS for assistance,
but they were unable to provide an agent to go to sea aboard USS MARS. I am not
sure whether LT Zeller and/or my Chief of Staff briefed me when they provided me
with the results of the Artide 32, but J do remember not being tembly coneemed with
the seriousness of what I was being told. I specifically remember asking the following
.questions: Did anyone line their pockets with the MWR expenditures? Was there
anything irregUlar regarding the purchase of the TVs and stereo equipment for the
ship or did any of this equipment find its way to a crewmembers home or car'? The
answer to each of my questions was no.
LT Zeller remained hard over on the use of MWR funds for the crewmembers to
attend the funeral. I did not agree that these were criminal acts, but rather -creative",
albeit improper use of MWR funds and a modicum of poor judgement as well. Based
on this information, I told l T Zeller that I would a>r1vene an Article 15 NJP (Admiral's
Mast) in the case of LCDR F'rtzpatrick. I would have taken the same action with
CAPT Nordeen, the former commanding officer, but he had departed the area and I
no longer had Article 15 jurisdiction over him. I did however, award CAPT Nordeen a
Non-Punitive Letter of Instruction, citing the disaepancies noted in the
COMSURFPAC MWR audit. I also directed that crewmembers that received funds
for the trip to the funeral In Arlington National Cemetery are asked to'return all, or as
much as, they could afford, to the MARS MWR fund. I believe there was a
reasonable attempt to do this, because I received a telephone call from one of the
officers (a Navy Chaplain) who attended 1he funeral with his wife, telling me that he
returned the funds and asked for my understanding on this matter.
I was not making light of the charges regarding the· misappropriation of MWR funds.
My training and upbringing in the Destroyer Force, where I spent most of my
seagoing career, made orne a "strict constructionist" regarding the proper
adminIstration of all funds that were entrusted in my care. However, my long
experience revealed that the Naval Aviation community had a reputation for taking a
different or more liberal view of MWR funds as apposed to appropriated funds. Many
Naval Aviators took a more imaginative or creative approach to the administration of
MWR funds. I do not mean to infer that funds were used in an illegal fashion from a
criminal perspective, but. rather giving short shrift to the MWR RegUlations llfine prinf
as long as it enhanced crew morale. I have had personal experience with similar
matters when I was a junbr officer. Based on the aforementioned and the fact the
commanding officer was a naval aviator, I conduded that this atmosphere existed on
USS MARS and it should not be a surprise that the executive officer would reflect the
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captain's attitude. Therefore, I had no desire to single oot LCDR Fitzpatrick for
punishment
I next received an office call from CAPT Kevin Anderson, USMC, certified as a Judge
Advocate, who I believe was accompanied by LT Zeller, my Staff JUdge Advocate.
CAPT Anderson identified himself as lCDR Fitzpatrick's Defense Counsel and then
informed me that LCDR Fitzpatrick would not accept Admiral's Mast I Article 15 NJP
unless I guaranteed that if any punishment was. awarded, it would be non-punitive
(Le. not go in his record). I was startled and incensed by this demand, parowlarty
coming from an officer of the court I made it clear to CAPT Anderson that he was not
acting in the best interests of his client I gave him a stem lecture and told him that I
have had NJP aUthority, on and off. for almost 30 years, beginning as a Ueutenant
commanding officer and that I never prejudged a case that came before me. On the
contrary, I dismissed many cases at Captain's Mast because new informaticn
surfaced during the proceedings. As a matter of principle, I could not accede to·
CAPT Anderson's demands. I dosed the meeting by telling CAPT Anderson, in the
strongest possible terms, that he and LCDR F"rtzpatri~k were making a serious
mistake that could have terrible consequences. I instructed him to advise LCDR
FItZpatrick that Artide 151 NJP was in his best interest LCDR Fitzpatrick, through his
Defense Counsel, chose trial by court.martlaJ vice Article 151NJP. LCDR Fitzpabick's
refusal to accept Artide 151NJP left me with no legal recourse but to convene a
Special Court-Martial. The court-martial convicted LCDR Fitzpatrick of violating
Article 92 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice, being derelict In the perfonnance of
his duties regarding the administration and expenditure of M\NR funds. Therefore, I
awarded him a Letter of Reprimand.
Congressman Dicks, I tried to avoid a court-martial in this case at ev.ery tum in the
road. Based on my assessment of 1he marges. I believed that a court-martial wouid
be a waste of the Navy's time and money and it 'WOUld unfairiy single out LeDR
Fitzpatrick for punishment There was no doubt in rrrt mind that MWR funds were
used impropeny and there was sufficient blame to go around. I was convinced that
there was no personal gain from the misuse of these funds and in the final analysis.
the Ship and the Navy were the ultimate beneficiaries. However. rules and
regulations are there fer good reason and I, in good conscience, could not sweep the
matter under the rug. WhOe I indicated earfier that I never prejudged an ArtIcle 15
case. I necessarily went into the proceedings with a general Idea or window of
possible punishment if no additional information or extenuating circumstances were
presented. In this case, if LeDR Fitzpatrick had accepted Article 15JNJP and nothing
more untoward came out. I was prepared to award him a Non-Punitive Letter of
Instruction, the same punishment that was meted out to his coomanding officer. This
would have allowed
to go on with his career without impediment

him

I have never understood why LCDR Fitzpatrick and/or his defense counsel refused
my offer of Article 15. At the time. I surmised that it was a combination of LCDR
Fitzpatrick acting in a fit of peak and incompetence on the part of CAPT Anderson,
his defense counsel. I distinctly remember being unimpreSSed with CAPT Anderson,
beginning with the encounter in my office the day he refused to accept the Mide 15
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for his dienl I fervently hoped that LCDR Fitzpatrick and CAPT Anderson would
come 10 their senses before risking it all at a court-martial. Had they done so up to
the very minute before the court-martial opened. I would have gladly reverted to
Artide 15/NJP. In addition. I was a very accessible flag officer with a career-long
reputation for championing the underdog and for my friendly demeanor. Why was it
that LCDR F"rtzpatricJ<, or anyone else in his camp, did not attefTl)t to meet with me
and have reason prevail In this case?
You should be aware, that in the wake of the court-martial conviction, LeDR
Fitzpatrick did exercise the right of appeal and I denied it. Frankly. by my very nabJre,
I was inclined to grant the appeal, but after much soul searching and seeking
independent opinion from other senior officers not associated with the case, I found
myself with a moral dilemma. I believed the punishment awarded by the court-martial
to be too harsh and that LCDR Frtzpabick was bearing full responsibility for the
events on USS MARS, but I brought the charges and I convened the court-martial in
. the proper conduct of my duties·, How could I now throw it all to the wind just because
I was not happy with the results of the proceedings that I instituted. That court was
made up of a jury of his peers. who unfortunately did not see the situation in the
same light. which I did. They came dose however and cleared him of all charges and
specifications but one. It was a tough call and I made my decision after much thought
and deliberation. I have always been extremefy unhappy with the outcome of this
case and I wish I could have prevented the irrational behavior that brought it about.
I had to make'a statement on this case in 1994 when the Chief of Naval Operations
directed the JUdge Advocate General of the Navy to look into the matter following a
series of newspaper articles that appeared in your home state of Washington. I had
hoped that upon review, the case would have been thrown out on some technicality.
However, my position has not changed in the ensuing years: (1) the charges
sterrvning from the events aboard USS MARS should not have been consummated
in a oourt-martial; (2) LeDR Fitzpatrick was not proper1y served by his defense
counsel: (3) LeOR Fitzpatrick. by virtue of his rank and experience, should have
known that it was In his best interest to accept Article 15/NJP; and (4) LCDR
Fitzpatrick should have done everything in his power to meet with me before the die

was cast
LCDR Fitzpatrick has petitioned me over the years and most recently and roost
ardently, during the last two months, to change aft that has happen~ and ·restore
him to his rightful place on active duty." I have neither the power nor the authority to
grant his wish. However, he has made a series of new and disturbing allegations.
which if true, bear looking into, The most serious of these allegations from my
perspective, are:
•

That CAPT Anderson did not apprise him of my comments during the meeting in
which he, on behalf of LCDR Fitzpatrick. refused Article 15JNJP.
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That ~re are serious doubts as to the validity of LeDR Fitzpatrick's signature on
the Response to Letter of Reprimand dated July 17. 1990. or the so called
·confession-,

I am not sure what action you are indined to take on behalf of LeDR Fitzpatrick. if
any, after reading my statement I have tried to paint a picture of the events of this
case and how they unfolded to the best of my recoUection. I can assure you that I
. carried out my Important responsibilities In this case to the best of my ability. I am not
a lawyer and I do not presume to have in-depth knowledge of the arcane language
associated with the legal documents, procedures and other minute details associated
cases of this type. , followed the advice of my Staff Judge Advocate. as well as the
advice of other legal authorities throughOut these proceedings. If there were
procedural errors made by me, they were not intentional and the Office of the JUdge
Advocate General of the Navy or other competent authority has heretofore not
. brought them. to my attention.
.
I believe the only option open to you to bring some humane closure to this tragedy, is
k) tX>nvince the. Navy to review this case again in light of the troubling iIIe9iiIOns
mentioned above. Possibly, in a gesture of magnanimity, the Secretary of the Navy
might grant demency and remove the Federal conviction from his record. As an
aside. but of great immediate importance, LCDR Fitzpatrick infonned me that there is
a move afoot to remove his security clearances as a delayed result of his long ago
convicOOn. If this Is allowed to happen It wil, in aU likelihood. deprive him of his ability
to earn a living. Based on the circumstances of this case, removing his seaJrity
clearances is not appropriate and is draconian by any civilized rule of measure.

Sincerely,

REAR ADMIRAL JOHN W. BITOFF. USN (RET.)

(6l.')

June 4, 1999
Honorable Richard E. Danzig
Secretary of the Navy
1000 Navy Pentagon
Washington, D.C. 20350 -1000
Dear Mr. Secretary:
As a matter of courtesy, I am enclosing a copy of my response to an official query
from Congressman Norm Dicks regarding the sequence of events that Jed to the
" 1989 court-martial of LCDR Walter Fitzpatrick.
'fhis is a very sad case because it should not have been consummated in trial by
court-martial with the resultant career ending punishment In my letter to
,Congressman Dicks. "I made it very dear that I tried to avoid going down this
precarious road. but to no avail. Frankly, I found my hands tied from both legal and
ethical perspectives.
I am bothered.by LCDR Fitzpatrick's recent allegations of misconduct by his defense
counsel and the doubts as to the validity of Fitzpatrick's signature on the Response to
Letter of Reprimand. I' would ask that the appropriate authorities look into these
allegations and detennine their veracity.
'
Very respectfully,

Jo n
R

lA).b~

. Biloff

r Admiral. U.S. Navy (Retired)

Cc: The Judg~ Advocate General of the Navy
Endosure: (1)

Tim Zeller Fingerprints
(Updated Sunday, March 11, 2001 for the Cox Commission)

Selected Quotes

"[Lieutenant Zeller's] status as accuser disqualified him from any involvement in
the case as staff judge ad"ocate to the com'ening authority either before or after the
case or direct involvement in the prosecution of the case."
Rear Admiral Harold Grant
Navy Judge Advocate General
in a letter to U.S. Senator Patty Murray
5 May 1994

"As the accuser in LCDR Fitzpatrick's case, however, LT Zeller was disqualified
from providing the convening authority [Rear Admiral Bitof~ with formal advice on
the case. There is no e"idence in the record that LT Zeller violated this prohibition."
Rear Admiral C.M. LeGrand
Navy JAG (Acting)
in a letter to U.S. Senator ~atty Murray
9 June 1994

"In the fall of 1989 I was tasked with conducting an im'estigation into the .MWR
expenditures onboard USS MARS, said tasking being a result of a directive from
Commander, Naval Surface Force, Pacific Fleet. My client in this matter, as both
an investigator and Legal Officer was the Department of the Navy as personified
by Rear Admiral John Bitoff, then Commander, Combat Logistics Group 1."
(Emphasis added)
Commander Timothy W. Zeller
JAGC, USN
in a statement to the Oklahoma Bar
8 July 1998

1

"LT Timothy W. Zeller. [was] my StaffJudge Advocate. regarding the
/Fitzpatrick] matter."
"I followed the advice of my StaffJudge Advocate [LT Zeller], as well as the
advice of other legal authorities throughout these proceedings."
"I brought the charges and I convened the court-martial in the proper conduct of
my duties. How could I now throw it all to the wind just because I was not happy
with the results of the proceedings that I instituted.

Rear Admiral John W. BitotT, USN
Retired
In a statement to U.S. Congressman Dicks
30 April 1999

"1bus. there is no evidence to support the characterization ofRADM Bitoff as
an accuser. In fact, there was no evidence of any action on the part of the convening
authority. Rear Admiral Bitoff, his chief of staff. Captain Edwards, or his staff judge
advocate, LCDR Zeller. which pre,·ented LCDR Fitzpatrick from receiving a fair
trial."

Rear Admiral Harold Grant
Na'1' JAG, Retired
in a letter to U.S. Senator Patty Murray
5 May 1994
'

"It appears that LT Zeller continued to serve in his assigned billet as staff judge
advocate to [RADM Bitof£] Commander. Logistics Group 1 throughout the
preliminary investigation and trial and the charges against LCDR Fitzpatrick."

Rear Admiral C. M. LeGrand
Navy JAG (Acting). Retired
In a letter to U.S. Senator Patty Murray
9 June 1994

Timothy W. Zener's participation in this case
has been documented as fonows

2

Date

Activity

Friday, 9/15

Monday, 9/18

•

Assigned as Integrity and Efficiency
Q & E) Inyestigating Officer by Captain
Edwards.

•

Embarks in USS MARS (AFS-1) to
commence the I & E. USS MARS gets
underway for Dutch Harbor, Alaska.

•

Conducts interviews of shipboard personnel.
Takes notes of intenoiews. Places interviewed
personnel under gag orders not to discuss
the intenriew. Collects documents.

•

Administers Article 31 (b) warnings to LCDR
Fitzpatrick.
Intenriews LCDR Fitzpatrick
Comes into possession of a copy of the USS
.MARS MWR report for 1988.
Comes into possession of two
COMNAVSURFPAC messages outlining
proper procedures for submission of l\fWR
reports.
Comes into possession of a
CONFIDENTIAL SPECAT message from
COMNAVSURFPAC to USS MARS. Turns
the message over to Captain Pickavance.

(USS MARS Wlderway from NSC Oakland)

Monday 9/18 to Monday 9/25

(USS l\lARS at sea)

Wednesday, 9/20 (USS l\L'\RS at sea)

•
•
•

•

Sunday, 9/24 (VSS l\lARS at sea)

•

Continues intenoiew of LCDR Fitzpatrick

Monday, 9/25

•

Disembarks USS MARS (AFS-1). LT Olson
(CLG-1)picks him up, takes him to the
airport. Zeller flies back to Oakland, Ca.

•

Intenriews LCDR Fitzpatrick in CLG-1
offices in Oakland, Ca.
Files ftrst I & E 05-89 investigation report.

(USS l-lARS moors Dutch Harbor, Alaska)

Wednesday, 10/4

•

3

Tuesday, 9/26 to Tuesday, 10/17
(Exact days unknown)

•
•

Prepares brieftng memo for Captain
Edwards and Admiral Bitoff). Gi,·es the
memo to Captain Edwards.
Briefs Captain Edwards and Admiral Bitoff
on status of I & E. Recommends charges to
both men that should be brought against
LCDR Fitzpatrick. At this brief Captain
Edwards recommends, and Rear Admiral
Bitoff concurs, that an Article 32
Imoestigation should be convened

Tuesday, 10/17

•

At Captain Edwards direction, leave for USS
MARS personnel comes under Tim Zeller's
control.

Date unknown

•

MWR fund records are forwarded to LT
Zeller. No pertinent MARS 1\fWR records
left onboard ship (see CO, USS MARS letter
of 21 Feb 90)...

Date Imkno'Wn

•

Interviews Mr. Brian Feeley

Monday, 10/23

•
•

Files second I & E 05-89 investigation
report. Forwards the report to Captain
Edwards (see note below).
Pronounces guilt of LCDR Fitzpatrick,

Date Imkno'Wn

•

Prepares charge sheet for Article 32

Wednesday, 11/1

•

Prefers formal charges. Becomes my formal
accuser.
Requests Article 32 Imoestigation by
direction of RADM Bitoff

•
Thursday, 11/2

•
•

Amends and adds to ftrst charge sheet
Presents both charge sheets to LCDR
Fitzpatrick in the presence of CDR John
Januzzi (N-3, CLG-l)

Friday, 11/3

•

Files expected witness list with the Article 32
Investigating Offtcer. Signs as SJA, CLG-l

4

Pre-Article 32 (early November»

•
•
•
•
•

Assigns Ensign Kimberly Boyer to organize
evidence collected.
Assigns Ensign Boyer to locate witnesses.
Grants immunity to Mr. Brian Feeley.
Assists prosecution in witness production.
Repeatedly directs LT Bogoshian
(prosecutor) on CLG-1 position on
witnesses.

Wednesday,ll/22

•

Takes sworn statement of SK3 Eugene
Brown at CLG-1 HQ in Oakland, Ca.

Thursday, 11/23 (Thanksgiving Day)

•

As "N14" authors his memorandum to
RADM Bitoff as "00" requesting the
removal of LT Bogoshian as prosecutor.

Thursday, 11/23

•

Submits the Thanksgiving Day memo to
CLG-l Assistant Chief-of-Staff (paul
Romanskt)

Monday, 11/27 (my speculation)

•

Submits SK3 Brown's sworn statement into
the Article 32 record via LT Bogoshian. Last
day of the Article 32.

Date unknown

•

Prepares Article 34 realsalletter for
RADM Bitoffs signatl~re.

Friday, 12/22

•

RADM Bitoffrecuses LT Zeller from
furnishing Article 34 Advice.

Friday,12/29

•

Phone conversation between LT Zeller and
LCDR Steve Bannow (NAVLEGSVCOFF);
Subject Pretrial Advice.

January (day unknown)

•

Attends meeting with RADM Bitoff, Captain
Anderson. Recommends against dropping
charges. Aggressively argues for trial (as was
related to me).

Date 1m known

•

Prepares NJP package

Tuesday,1/16

•

Unsigned memorandum for the record from
LT Zeller (as CLG-1 SJA); Subject: LCDR
Fitzpatrick - NJP.
5

Wednesday, 1/17

•

Signed memo from LT Zeller as CLG-l SJA
to Captain Anderson; Subject: NJP package
ICO LCDR Fitzpatrick. Gives LCDR
Fitzpatrick until 1200 1/19 to accept or
decline NJP.

Date IInknown

•

Prepares charge sheet for trial

Wednesday, 1/24

•
•

Prefers formal charges to trial
Prepares Special Court-martial (SPCM)
convening order (signed this date by RADM
Bitof!).

Pre-Trial (actual date unknown)

•

Assigns ENS Boyer to collect potential jury
questionnaires and to act as his assistant
regarding this case.
Selects potential jurors.

•

..

...

Monday, 2/5

•

Sends letter to LT Bogoshian; Subject:
Discovery Act Request ICO LCDR
Fitzpatrick.

Thursday, 2/8

•

Sends letter to LT Bogoshian; Subject:
Discmoery Act Request ICO LCDR
Fitzpatrick.
,
Prepares SPCM Order (signed by RADM
Bitoff this date).

•

Tuesday,2/13

•

Assigned by LT Zeller, Ensign Boyer takes
jury questionnaire information by phone in a
conversation with CDR David Armstrong.

Thursday, 2/15

•

Initials Discovery Act Request from Captain
Anderson to CO, USS MARS.

Friday, 2/16

•

RADM Bitoff receives complaint ftled by
LCDR Fitzpatrick to the Nayal Inspector
General. Turns the package over to LT
Zeller.

Tuesday, 2/20

•

Phone conversation between LT Zeller
(SJA-CLG-l) and LCDR Conrad Diyis (XO,
USS MARS); Subject:: USS MARS I\.fWR
record availability.
6

Wednesday, 2/21

•

•

Is copy to (as CLG-1 SJA) on response to
Captain Anderson's Discover Act Request of
2/15.
Provides sworn statement to NIS accusing
LCDR Fitzpatrick of the possible
compromise of classified material.

Wednesday,3/28

•

Prepares SPCM convening order (signed by
RADM Bitoffthis date).

Monday, 4/2 through Thursday, 4/5

•

Assigns LT Gruber to obser~..e and report
back on the trial.
Assigns LT Pelligrino to observe and report
back on the trial.

•

Monday, 5/21

•

Grants Captain Anderson request for
extension of time to submit 1106 matters
acting for CLG-l.

25 May - 7Jlme

•

Prepares and delivers Post-Trial advice
to Rear Admiral BitoJf.
Prepares LCDR Fitzpatrick's letter of
reprimand for RADM BitoJfs signature.
Prepares post-trial documentation as SJA
to RADM BitoJf.

•
•

Thursday, 6/7

•

Prepares and issues SPCM CLG-l
com-ening order #11-90 and signs as CLG-l
by direction (gives title as CLG-l SJA).

Monday,6/11

•

Signs by direction the forwarding letter for
the Convening Authority's Action and Letter
of Reprimand for LCDR Fitzpatrick.
Certifies these documents as true copies.

Date unknown

•

NMPC 82 contacted. Separation processing
not anticipated.

Tuesday,6/12

Files fmal report closing I & E investigation 05
89. Named as the investigating official.

7

Thursday, 9/20

•

By direction of CLG-1, inserts into the
record a certified copy of Special Court
martial Promulgating Order 11-90 of7 June
1990 and Copy of Statement of LCDR
Fitzpatrick dated 17 July 90 (reported
forgery).

Tuesday, 12/31

•

Zeller's I & E 05-89 investigation reports
first disclosed. Suppressed to this date.

Tuesday, 7/26

•

Zeller's Thanksgiving Day memo ftrst
disclosed. Suppressed to this date.

Monday, 10/4

•

Zeller's NJP package ftrst disclosed.
Suppressed to this date

2000
~ednesday, 10/11

•

Zeller's 31 August 1990 post-trial advice
memo to RADM Bitoff ftrSt disclosed.
Suppressed to this date

Notes:
1. All references to LT Zeller by title are attributable to documented depiction by personnel
working with or near LT Zeller or to documented self-depiction.
2. Prepared at the request of Captain Pixa (phone conversation of Monday, 27 October 1997.

3. Problems, discrepancies, inacCltracy, and credibility ofLT Zeller's 23 October 89 I & E
05-89 investigation report have been separately briefed to Captain Pixa.
4. (prepared by \Valter F. Fitzpatrick, III on \'\'ednesday, 29 October 1997)
(Revision 1: Thursday, 30 October 1997; Changes are in bold italic)
(Revision 2: Tuesday 20 June 20, 2000 - added 1 Nov 90 entry on 32 request)
(Revision 3: Sunday, March 11,2001 - added Zeller's 31 August 1990 memo to RADM Bitof£ This
addition made in support ofprepared Statement for the Cox Commission)
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31 MAY 1990

gg~02

To:
Via:

01

Subj:

Convening Authority Action leO LCOR Fitzpatrick

----

Sir, enclosed are the action and the Lette~ of Reprimand ordered
awarded by the court members in the subject case.
Also enclosed
is a clemency request from the defense counsel in which he
recommends that you disapprove the findings of the court,
essentially overturning the court-martial, based on his· opinion
that a court was not the prope~ forum.
This contention is
somewhat ironic in view of the fact that the accused was offered
a fair hearing at mast and refused that opportunity.
I strongly
recommend that clemency not be granted, and that the sentence of
the court-martial be carried out as adjudged.
Your execution of
the action and the letter will execute the sentence.

11y,

---RECEIVED.
1,
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Ser 40/0313
5 May 1994

The Honorable Patty Murray
United States Senator
2988 Jackson Federal Building
915 2nd Avenue
Seattle, WA 98174-1003
Dear Senator Murray:
The Secretary of Defense has forwarded your letter of March 18,
1994, to this office for response. For your information, we have
received similar correspondence from Senator Feinstein and
Congressman Dicks.
Lieutenant Commander (LCeR) Walter F. Fitzpatrick, U.S. Navy, was
the subject of an Article 32, Uniform Code of Military Justice
(UCMJ) Investigation appointed on November 21, 1989, by Rear
Admiral Bitof£, Commander, Logistics Group ONE. He named LceR
J.J. Ouigley, JAGC, USN, to investigate 40 specifications
alleging misconduct by LeDR Fitzpatrick. In his report dated
January 9, 1990, LeDR OUigley recommended that LCeR Fitzpatrick
receive nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ. It is not
clear from the record of trial whether Article 15 proceedings
were contemplated and LCDR Fitzpatrick exercised his right to
refuse disposition of charges nonjudicially, or whether the
convening authority rejected LceR OUigley's recommendation and
referred the charges to a court-martial for disposition.
On February 5, March 27, April 2, 3, 4 and 5, 1990, LCeR
Fitzpatrick was tried by a special court-martial consisting of
members convened by Commander,. Logistics Group ONE at Naval
Station Treasure Island, San Francisco, California. He was
charged with one specification of dereliction of his duti~s as
the Executive Officer of the USS MARS (AFS 1), in that he
willfully failed to follow proper procedures for the accounting
and expenditure of Morale, Welfare and Recreation (MWR) funds on
board his ship, one specification of disobeying a general
regulation by using a Government owned vehicle for his personal
use, one specification of sUffering the wrongful disposal of
military property, and one specification of larceny of $2800 in
MWR funds.
The members (jury) found him guilty of the dereliction of duty
offense and not guilty of the remaining offenses. He was
sentenced to receive a reprimand. On June 7, 1990, the convening
authority approved the findings of the court and ordered the
sentence executed. Pursuant to Article 64, UCM3, his case was
reviewed by the Assistant Force Judge Advocate,. Naval Surface
Force, U.S. Pacific Fleet. It was determined, on August 17,

1990, that the findings of the court were correct in law and fact
Ifnd that the sentence was within the limits set by law.
In March 1992, LCDR Fitzpatrick first submitted a two volume
application for relief under Ar~~cle 69(b}, UCMJ, which he ~ater
supplemented with an additional volume in June 1992. His
application, with endorsements, arrived in the Office of the
Judge Advocate General in September 1992. We have no explanation
concerning why LCDR Fitzpatrick waited 15 months to file his
application for relief.
LCDR Fitzpatrick raised ten issues,
seven of which touched directly or indirectly on the issue of
unlawful command influence. The defense had made no motions at
the trial to dismiss the charges based upon unlawful command
influence. The case was analyzed by one Naval Reserve judge
advocate and one active duty Marine judge advocate and on January
14, 1993, action was taken by the Assistant Judge Advocate
General (Military Justice). This action affirmed the sentence to
reprimand and only so much of the findings of the case as
prOVided for a negligent, as opposed to willful, dereliction of
LCDR Fitzpatrick's duties as Executive Officer.
On February 23, 1993, LCDR Fitzpatrick forwarded a request for
reconsideration of the action on the application, asking in the
alternative for a more favorable ruling by this office,
certification of the case to the Navy-Marine Corps Court of
Military Review, or a new trial. This request was never received
~in this office, and it was resubmitted in November, 1993.
On
'November 29, 1993, his request was denied after thorough review.
Prior to denial of the request, the case was again reviewed by a
judge advocate.
On January 10, 1994, the Honorable Norm Dicks, U.S. House of
Representatives, requested another review of the case. His
letter included, as an enclosure, another volume of alleged
unlawful command influence errors from LCDR Fitzpatrick. After
having the case reviewed once._again in this office, this time by
another Naval Reserve jUdge advocate and two active duty-judge
advocates, I responded to Congressman Dicks on March 9, 1~94 in
my capacity then as the Acting Judge Advocate General. I advised
the Congressman that the issues now raised by LCDR Fitzpatrick
were the same as those already reviewed in the case and that
nothing he presented warranted a reconsideration of the decision
that Lieutenant Commander Fitzpatrick's special court-martial
conviction was correct in law and fact. Accordingly, I decided
that a new trial was not warranted.
The issue of unlawful command influence was first raised by LCDR
Fitzpatrick in hIs application for relief under Article 69(b),
UCMJ. Rule for Court-Martial 905(b) requires objections based on
defects in the investigation, preferral, or referral of charges
to be raised before entry of pleas, or, pursuant to section (e)
of the same rule, that issue is waived. Nevertheless, the issues
2

• Did LT Zeller cQnduct ao investigation. collect evidence
as part Qf the investiaatiQn and knQwingly preclude the
Hayal Iovestiaative Service from taking over the
investigative respoosibility? In the course of the I&E
Investigation, LT Zeller, the investigating officer,
collected evidence. This office is not in possession of
that investigation, other than those pages included in LeDR
Fitzpatrick's petition. We do not have access to the
November 23, 1989, memorandum from LeDR Zeller to RADM
Bitoff. Nothing contained in the record indicates that the
Naval Investigative Service was involved in the
investigation of the USS MARS MWR, nor is there any
indication within the record that LT Zeller or anyone else
attempted to preclude such an investigation.
• Did Captain Edwards assi~n LT Zeller as investigating
officer? Captain Edwards testified at the Article 32
Investigation that he directed LT Zeller to go on board the
MARS and conduct the I&E Investigation.
It is unclear from
his testimony whether he was relaying a decision of the
Commander, or acting under his own authority.
LT Zeller was
not staff judge advocate to Captain Edwards, who was the
Logistics Group ONE Chief of Staff. LT Zeller was staff
judge advocate to the Commander, Logistics Group ONE, RADM
Bitoff. Such an assignment to conduct an I&E investigation
is a administrative act outside the pretrial investigative
procedures established by the UCM3.
• Did LT Zeller report the results of his iovest1gatigo to
Captain Edwards? LT Zeller reported the result~ of his I&E
investigation to the Commander, Logistics Group ONE.
According to his testimony, Captain Edwards was present when
this occurred.
• Did Captain Edwards send a SPECAT EXCLUSIVE message to
Cagtain Pickayance directing collection Of eyidencel
Captain Edwards se~t a SPECAT EXCLUSIVE message l71402Z OCT
89 to USS MARS informing Captain Pickavance that allegations
against LeDR Fitzpatrick were being forwarded to an Article
32 Investigation and requesting that he take personal steps
to secure all MWR records and temporary active duty orders
from ~988. Such a message informing a subordinate commander
of a pending case against a member of the command and
requesting security of potential evidence is not indicative
of any unlawful command influence.
• Did LT Zeller oct simultaneously as investigating officer
and staff jydge advocate to the convening authgr1ty? The
record is silent regarding whether another officer acted
temporarily as staff jUdge advocate while LT Zeller
conducted the I&E Investigation.
It does not appear from
the record that he acted as staff judge advocate during the
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Article 32 investigation or the special court-martial. The
record of trial reflects that other officers fulfilled the
duties of staff judge advocate in offering pretrial and post
trial advice to the convening authority.
His post trial
involvement ~n the case" appears limited to a purely·
administrative duty of authenticating the special court
martial promulgating order dated 7 June 1990.
•
Did LT Zeller recommend charges which were approved by
RADM Bitoff? In his interim report dated October 26, 1989,
LT Zeller recommended charges be considered against Captain
Nordeen and LCDR Fitzpatrick. He served as accuser on the
charge sheet referred to the Article 32 Investigation and
the charge sheet ultimately referred to special court
martial by RADM Bitoff. His status as accuser disqualified
him from any involvement in ,the case as staff jUdge advocate
to the convening authority either before or after the case
or direct involvement in the prosecution of the case.
• pid Captain Edwards recommend disposition of the charges?
I am unable to find specific evidence in the record that
Captain Edwards ~ecommended disposition of the charges after
the Article 32 Investigation, however, i t would be entirely
within the scope of his duties as chief of staff to advise
the commander regarding disciplinary matters in the command.
The ultimate decision on disposition of charges is a matter
solely within the discretion of the convening authority, who
is required by law to personally decide how he will dispose
of charges, including whether to refer them to court-martial
(RCM 601, Manual for Courts-Martial). No motion was made at
trial attacking his referral of the charges, and there is no
evidence in the record that RADM Bitoff, the convening
authority, acted under any outside influence.
•
Did HAPM Bitof!. an accuser convene a special CQurt
martial? RADM Bitoff convened a special court-mart!al and
referred the charges against LCDR Fitzpatrick to that court
on January 24, 1990. He was not, however, an accuser.
In
military law, the term "accuser" refers to the person who
swears to the charges, the person who directs that charges
nominally be signed and sworn by another, and any other
person who has an interest other than an official interest
in the prosecution of the accused (Article 1, UCMJ). While
an accuser is disqualified from referring charges to court,
no motion to dismiss the charges alleging that RAOM Bitoff
was an accuser was made at trial'.
As indicated above,
failure to make such motion prior to pleas waives the issue.
As a result of his application, and post-application letters
from the accused and members of Congress, LeOR Fitzpatrick's
allegations of unlawful command influence have been revie~ed
by not less than 8 judge advocates, ~~~:~ding myself, none
of whom were involved in the case at the trial level or have
5

any personal interest in the case.
In addition to the fact
that the issue is legally moot as having been waived by
failing to object at trial, none of these judge advocates
have found any legal merit whatsoever in LeDR Fitzpatrick's
allegations. Thus, there is no evidence to support the
characterization of RADM Bitoff as an accuser.
In fact,
there was no evidence of any action on the part of the
convening authority, Rear Admiral Bitoff, his chief of
staff, Captain Edwards, or his staff judge advocate, LeDR
Zeller, which prevented LCDR Fitzpatrick from receiving a
fair trial.
It is my opinion that had any motion been made
attacking RADM Bitoff's referral of this case to trial, it
would properly have been denied.
LCDR Fitzpatrick has fully exercised his rights at trial and has
exhausted his rights of appeal.
His case is final.
The military justice system, as established by the u.s. Congress
and the President, has been designed to fairly and impartially
serve both the needs of good order and discipline in the armed
services as well as the rights of individual accused.
For over
40 years, the Uniform Code of Military Justice has provided
service members procedural protections that their civilian
counterparts do not have.
For example, in this case, LCDR
Fitzpatrick was provided with military counsel at no expense to
himself, without being required to show indigence on his part.

~prior to

the case's referral to special court-martial, his case
was investigated at an Article 32, UCMJ, investigation, similar
to a civilian grand jury. Unlike a grand jury, however, LCOR
Fitzpatrick was present, represented by counsel, and had the
right to present evidence.
Once at the special court-martial, he
exercised the right to have-his case heard by a panel of officer
members, rather than a military judge alone. He and his counsel
had the right to question and challenge those members. The trial
was conducted pursuant to the.. Presidentially-mandated Military
Rules of Evidence and Rules for Courts-Martial.

LCDR FitzpatriCk's right to appeal the conviction under Article
69(b), UCMJ, was explained to him in writing and attached to the
record of trial. Article 69(b) provides that cases like LCDR
Fitzpatrick's may be reviewed by the Office of the Judge Advocate
General upon application by the accused and that find~ngs,
sentence, or both, may be modified or set aside by the Judge
Advocate General on grounds of newly discovered evidence, fraud
on the court, lack of jurisdiction, error prejudicial to the
substant~al rights of the accused, or appropriateness of the
sentence. As noted above, LCDR Fitzpatrick exercised this r~ght
with a three volume application.
Each of his allegations was
carefully considered on appeal ~nd were rejected as being without
mer~t.
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The military justice system has a long-standing, well-deserved
reputation for protecting the rights of the accused. In my
opinion, the system has worked properly, efficiently, and fairly
to protect the rights of LCDR Fitzpatrick.
Your interest in the welfare of naval personnel is appreciated.
I trust the foregoing information will be of assistance to you.

Navy
General

.~
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9 June 1994
The Honorable Patty Murray
United States Senator
2988 Jackson Federal Building
915 2nd Avenue
Seattle, WA 98174-1003
Dear Senator Murray:
We received your letter of May 10, 1994, regarding Lieutenant
COmmander (LCDR) Walter F. Fitzpatrick, USN. Regrettably, there
may be a misunderstanding as to the limted role of the Judge
Advocate General in these circumstances. . The Uniform Code of
Military Justice (UCMJ), Artic.le 69, specifically defines the
respons:Lb1.lities of the Judge Advocate General. .in LCDR
Fitzpatrick's case and those like it:
The find.:l.ngs or sentence, or both, 1.n a
court-martial. case not reviewed under subsec
tion (a) or under 866 of tlds title (article
66) may be modified or set aside, in whol.e or
in part, by the Judge Advocate Genera.l on the
ground of new.ly discovered evidence, fraud on
the court, lack of jurisdiction over the
accused or the offense, error prejudicial to
the substantial. rights of the accused, or the
appropriateness of the sentence.
,

Our comprehensive review of the record of tria.l in LCDR
Fitzpatrick's case and the in£ormation presented in his Article

69(b), UCMJ, appeal leads us to the conclusion that his convic
tion of negligent derel.ietion in the performance of his duties in
violation of Articl.e 92, UCMJ, was supported :f.n law and fact.
LCDR PitZPatrick has not demonstrated that the court-martial
lacked jurisdiction over him or the offense he was found guilty
of cOllllllittJ.ng. He has not presented any newly dJ.scovered ev
idence that demonstrates that the prosecut:1on' s case at trial.,
which was based upon the testimony of 22 witnesses and numerous
documents, was defective. He has not shown that prejudicial
error occurred, that the sentence imposed on hiJIl was inappro
priate, or that fraud on the court was committed.
It is also important to note that LCDR F.1 tzpatrick' s court
martial. came about after an independent pretrial investigation by
a judge advocate performed pursuant to Article 32, UCMJ, in
January 1990. The 1.nvest:1gatj.ng -officer, LCDR J. Quigley, JAGC,
USN, made a determination that probable cause existed to believe
that LCDR Fitzpatrick cQIIIIIlitted a derel.iction of duty. Another
independent revieWing off:1cer, L'r T. A1giers, JAGC, USN, a member
of Naval Legal Service Office, San Francisco, provided formal
advice to CollllllaDder, Log:1stics Group 1, under Article 34, U04J.
He concluded that the Artic.le 32 investigation revealed suffi

cient evidence to support the dereliction of duty charge against
LCDR Fitzpatr~ck.
These independent determinations, both finding sufficient ev
idence of dereliction of duty, led to referral of charges to a
special. court-martial by the convenJ.ng authority, Rear Admiral
Bitoff. The charges were tried from 2 through 5 April 1990 ~ a
forum presided over by an experienced, high1y respected military
judge, Captain G. Wells, JAGe, USN. The court-martial members
were thorough1y questioned by both the government and defense
counsel during the voir dire process. LCDR Fitzpatrick has
presented absolutely no evidence that the members of this inde
pendent jury failed to live up to their oath to tlfa1.thful.ly and
impartially try, according to the evidence, [their] conscience,
and the laws applicable to trial by court-martial the case of the

accused now before

the e]

court.·

•

The prosecut1.on case consisted of 22 witnesses who testified in
court about the circumstances surround1.ng LCDR FitzpatricJc· s
invelveJBent with USS MARS's MWR program and the manner in wlUch
MWR funds had been spent and the program managed.
LCDR Fitz
patrick was represented by qualified defense counsel, a Marine
jUdge advocate, who zealously and effectively defended LCDR
Fitzpatrick's interests. LCDR Fitzpatrick himself testified at
.length during the trial about Ms actions aboard USS MARS, his
intentions, and his understancting of what had occurred. Based on
. this ev:l.dence, the members of the court-martial determined as a
matter of faet that LCDR Fitzpatrick was derelict in his duties.
Their cc~usion that LCDR Fitzpatrick was guilty of one of the
four charges is fu11y supported by the evidence.
There is simply
no support for LCDR Fitzpatrick's c1aim that he was the v:l.ctim of
baseless, unsubstantiated charges whJ.ch were the product of a
Logistics Group .1 vendetta against him. The record of tria.l
shows otherw1.se.

Recognizing that yours was a letter requesting information and
was not a petition for further appe11ate review, the following
informa1:~on taken from the record of tria1 and the papers accom
panying LCDR Fitzpatrick's application for review under Article
69, UCMJ, is provided:

• Does the Executive Officer typically have sole authoritz
reae.rding 'the NTDunt1ng and expenditure of MWR funds? Whet
rgle did the crew. gfficers. and act1ng cgmmand1nQ gfficer
have 10 that pe.rt1cu1er decisiQn? LCDR Fitzpatrick, as
Executive Officer of USS MARS, would carry out those duties
assigned him by the commanding officer. captain Nordeen
testified at trial that LCDR Fitzpatrick was responsible for
a number of programs on board USS MARS, ;1ncluding MWR. As
such, directives governing MWR required that the funds be
spent on authorized activities and that an accounting be
made for their expenditure. '!'he evidence supports findings
2

that LCOR Fitzpatrick, as the Execut~ve Officer, and MWR
Coordinator, was derelict in his responsibilities because he
failed to ensure that proper documentation was maintained.
During September 1988, LT J. Samples informed LCDR
Fitzpatrick that the MWR fund was "probably in a deficit
situation." He in£ormed LCDR Fitzpatrick that he could not
certify that the fund was properly administered because all
expend!tures were not reported or accounted for. He a1so
advised LCDR Fitzpatr~ck that the inventory of HWR property
was not proper1y maintained. He then made specif~c recona
mendat!ons on methods to improve the MWR account. Despite
the fact that LCDR Fitzpatrick was placed on notice of
significant d~screpancies in the MWR fund, he did noth~g to
resolve the problem between September 1988 and September
1989. An audit conducted of the MWR fund in September 1989
identified more than 2S discrepancies that were not remedied
by LeDR Fitzpatr1.ck -despite the previoUs notice. The Manual
for Courts-Martial (MCH) indicates that a person is derelict
1.n the performance of his/her duties when that person wlll.
fully or negligently fails those duties or when the person
performs them in a culpably inefficient manner. LCDR Fit:z
patrick t s failure to supervise the expenditure of MWR funds
eshibited a lack of that degree of care which a reasonably
prudent person should have exercised given the notice he
received from LT Sampl.es.

• WhO gave final approyol for the exPeDditure of MWB funds
while Captain Edwards was acting oommanding officer? Wbx
was Capts1" Edwards disinterested in a decis1gn inyglY1ng
eveabody else ahoard USS MARS? The record of tr1.al con
tains evidence that LCDR F:Ltzpatrick made the decision to
send four USS MARS spouses, including Mrs. Fitzpatrick,. as
part of the funeral party. He informed capta;1n Edwards that
8 party was being sent to the funeral but did not deta:l.l who
wo\lld be in the party or how :I. t would be funded •
• ·Oid CaDta1n Edwards assign LT Zeller as investigating offi
cer. or was be relaying a decision gf RADM Bitoff? captain
Edwards test:1.fied at the Article 32 Invest1.gation that he'
d:1rected L'l' Zeller to ride USS MARS during an underway
period in order to conduct the Integr:1 t:y and Efficiency
(I&E) Investigat:1on.
It is not clear from his testimony,
however, whether he was ruaying a decision of the Group
Commander, Rear Admiral Bitoff, or acting under his own
authority.
• WhO acted as sta(f judge advQcate wbile LT Zeller was X&I
inyestigating officer? Was be staff judge advocate to the
convening authority during the Article 32 investigation or
the special cgurt- mart1al? It appears that LT Zeller con
tinued to serve ;1n his assigned billet as sta£f jUdge advo
cate to Commander,. Logist:Lcs Group 1 thrOughout the prelimJ.
3
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As the accuser in LCDR Fitzpatrick's case,

however, LT Ze~ler was d~squa~if~ed from providing the
convelrl.ng aU1:hor~ty with formal advice on the case. There
is no evidence in the record that LT Zel~er violated this
pro~bition.
LT Zeller was not disqualified from continuing
his dut~es as staff jUdge advocate in other unrelated cases
and issues.
Xn fact, the formal pretr~a~ advice to the
convening author~ty ~ LCDR Fitzpatrick's case was provided
to RADM Bitoff by L'1' '1'. J. Algiers, JAGe, USNR, a judge
advocate assigned as COmmand Legal Services Officer, Naval
Legal Service Office, San Francisco. LT Algiers--who had no
connection to Logistics Group l--effect1vely acted as staff
judge advocate for purposes of LeDR Fitzpatrick's case, and
he found that the evidence supported the charges against
LCDR Fitzpatrick.
Thank you for yoUr letter.
assist you.

I

hope that the foregoing information

wi~l

%y~y,

~. ~-.EGRAND------Rear Adm1.ra~, JAGe, U. S. Navy
Judge Advocate General
Acting
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JUL 14 1994
The Honorable patty Hurray
United StatQ~ senator
2988 Jackson pederal Building
915 2nd Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98174-1003
DQar Sanator Murray:
In my letter to you concerning Lieutenant Commander (LCDR) Walter
F. Fitzpatrick, U.S. Navy, dated May 5, 1994, and the letter
signed by Rear ~iral LeGrand dated June 9, 1994, reference was
made to the actions of Lieutenant (LT) Timo~hy W. Zeller, JAGC,
USN, staff Judge Advocate, L~istics Group One.
In those letters
~e noted that LT Zaller conducted an Integrity ~nd Efficiency
investigation during October 1989. As a result of that investi
gation LT Zeller recommended that charges be considered against
captain Nordeen and LCDR Yitzyatrick. On November 1, 19~9, he
signed the charges under oath, thereby becoming the accuser on
the charge sheet that referred the matter for the A-rticle 32,
Uniform Coda of Military Justice (10 U.S.C. 832) pretrial inves
tigation. When, following the pretrial investigation, charges
~ere referred to a special court-martial, LT Zeller was again the
accuser, signing and swearing to those charges on January A4,
~990.

Because LT Zeller was the accuser,' iollowinq the pretrial inves
tigation, the statutory Article 34, Uniform Code of Justice (10
U.S.C. 5 834) pretrial advice was prepared for Rear Admiral
51 tot! "J:fy another lawyer, LT Algiers.
In prior correspondence, you requested that J: obtain-a copy of a
memorandum signed by LT Zeller to R6ar Admiral Bitoff dated
November 23, 1989. This lDeJDOrandUlll was considered potentially
relevant. on the issue of unlawful c01l1maJld influence. Al.thougb
the m.emorandum was preViously unavailable to ]1,\11, the Deparbent.
of Defense, J:nspector General's Office was able to obtain it and
forwarded it: t:o me on .JUly 11, 1994. In this lIleaoran4Ul1l, LT
Zeller voiced his disenchantment vitb the pertormance of the
government counsel in pre~ring for the Article 32 investi9ation.
He therefore requested that the government counsel be replaced by
a more experienced attorney.
You may recall that the context in which I had reviewed this case

was in execution of my responsibilities under Article 69, Uniform
Code ot Military Justice (10 U.S.C. S 869), acting on matters
submitted by LCOR Fitzpatrick. Although this NOVQmber 23 r 1989
me=o vas not part of LCDR Fitzpatrick's submission, I have a9ain
reviewed the case in light of the memorandum and do not ~ind
illegal c~mma~.,j..nt..:lp~ce. 'e'l.earlY"LT' Z"eller 'las providing
~I6t''e~.~~..."~C!mma~e;: .... ,but ho vas not lILakinq recC1IDDandat1ons"

cOnce:nu.ng;the"qui.lt 'or lDriocencQ ot LCDR

Fitzpatrick~'""

the
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appropriate sentence for LCOR Fitzpatrick, or, even, whether the
case ultimately should be referred to a general court-martial.
Those reco~ndations were all ~de in due course by the Article
32 pretrial investigating officer and by LT Algiers, the substi
tuted staff jUdge advocate. In short the ~emorandUM does not
purport to influence the independent jUdgment ot the convening
authority or participants in the court-~rtial on any ot these
matters. The memorandum expresses criticis~ ot the governcgnt
counsel's failure to procQed efficiently and seeks a more experi
Qnced advocate for the gov~nt side. In any event, LT
Zellar's recommendation was not tollowed, sincQ the complained or
govern:ment. counsel continued to serve as prosecutor in the
special court-martial. LT ZQller did not ful!ill the statutory
duties of a staff jUdg~ advocate after the Article 32 investiga
tion, recusing himself from the Article 34 advice and the post
trial review. The convening authority thus acted on the Article
32 investigation and the record of trial with thQ advice of LT
Algiers, not LT Zeller.
In my review, I also found it worth noting that, while advocating
an aggressive government approach, the NovQmber 23, ~989 ~emoran
dum actually expresses the goal ot a full and fair hearing. In
the memorandum LT Zeller notes that the Command had requested "an
above av~age defense counsel to ensurg that the trial Vould be
fair and for a ~ilitary jUdge [to act as investigating otficer]
to ensure that the comple~ity of the case vill be appreciated."
This m~randum does not advocate conviction, it makes no attempt
to influence any decision on the mer! ts on the part o~ the
convening authority. Rather, it indicates an ettort ,to ensure an
efficient, hiqh quality and balanc~d pretrial investigation.
There has been a lot of interest in LCDR Fitzpatrick's special
court-martial, and upon receip~ of the November 43, 1989 memo
from the Inspector Gen~ral's office I decided to usa the opportu
nity to take a fresh look .it the case. I am satisfied that my
prior disposition was the right one, and that LCOR Fitzpatrick's

rights hava been fully protected.

I hope t:.hae the foregoing is rer;ponsive to your concerns.
let me know if you want additional intormation.

Please

Sincerely,

~~
·Rear AdJl:liral, .:rAGe, u. S. Navy
Judge Advocate General

Copy to:
DOD IG
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
COMMANDER COMBAT LOGISTICS GROUP ONE
FPO SAN FRANCISCO 96601·5309
IN REPLY REFER TO:

5800
Ser 006/1602
·20 September 1990
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
From:
To:

Commander, Combat Logistics Group 1
Commander, Naval Military Personnel Command (NMPC-82)

Subj: .. SP~CIAL COURT-MARTIAL ICO LCDR WALTER FRANCIS FITZPATRICK,
USN, 551-90-4692
Encl:

( 1 ) Certified True Copy of·Special Court-Martial

Promulgating Order 11-90 dtd 7 June 90
(2) Copy of Statemen~ of Lieutenant Commander Walter F.

Fitzpatrick, USN, ltr dtd 17 July 90

.
-.-•.

1.
Enclosures ( 1) and ( 2) are forwarded for inclusion in the
subject named officer's official rec d •

.."-----_...

.

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
COMMANDER "COMBAT LOGIST1C5 GROUP ONE
FPC SAN Fl'ANOSCO 96601·5305

IN REPLY REFER TO:

7 June 1990

SPECIAL COURT-MARTIAL COMBAT LOGISTICS GROUP ONE ORDER
NUMBER 11-90:
Before a Special Court-Martial which convened at Naval Legal
Service Office San Francisco pursuant to Commander, Combat
Logistics Group ONE Special Court-Martial Convening Order.
Numbers 1-90 dated 24 January 1990 and 1A-90 dated 8 February
1990, was arraigned and tried:
The accused was arraigned on "the following offense and the
following findings or other dispositions were reached:
_.-_.
LCDR Walter F. Fitzpatrick, U. S. Navy,
Logistics Group ONE.
Charge~:

551-90-4692, Combat

Violation of the UCMJ, Article 92.

(Guilty)

Specification 1:
In that Lieutenant Commander Walter F.
Fitzpatrick, U. S. Navy, Combat Logistics Group 1, on active
duty, who should have known of his duties as Executive Officer on
board USS MARS (AFS1), from· about July. 1988-. to- about-- January •
1989, was derelict in the performance of those duties in that he'
willfully failed to follow proper procedures for the accounting
and expendi~ure of Morale, Welfare and RecreatiQn funds on board
USS MARS (AFS 1), as it was his duty to do.
(Guilty)
Specification 2:
In that Lieutenant Commander Walter F.
Fitzpatrick, U. S. Navy, Combat Logistics Group 1, ori active
duty, did, in the State of California while assigned on board USS
MARS (AFS 1), on diverse occasions from on or about December 1987
to on or about July 1988, violate a lawful general regulation, to
wit:
Secretary of the Navy Instruction 5370.2H dated 24 October
1984, by wrongfully usin~ a Governmen·t owned vehicle for his
personal use.
(Not Guilty)
.
Charge II:

Violation of the UCMJ, Article 108.

(Not Guilt:!)

Specification:
In that Lieutenant Commander Walter F.
Fitzpatrick, U. S. Navy, Combat Logistics Group 1, on active
duty, on board" USS MARS .(AFS :1) on or about July 1989, without
proper authority, willfully suffer check numbers 689 through 698,
inclusive, and check numbers 700 through 703, inclusive, of an
aggregate value of about $10,400.00, military property of the
U. S. Government, to be wrongfully disposed of by USS MARS
(AFS 1) funeral party, said party including both military members
and dependent spouses.
(Not Guilty)
•
CERTIFIED ~6E A TRlff COpy

.Q~

•

SPECIAL COURT-MARTIAL COMBAT LOGISTICS GROUP ONE ORDER
NUMBER 11-90: (Continued)
Charge III:

Violation of the UCMJ, Article 121.' (Not Guilty)

Specification 1:
In that Lieutenant Commander Walter F.
Fitzpatrick, U. S. Navy, Combat Logistics Group 1, on active
duty, did, on board USS MARS (AFS 1), on or about July 1988,
steal funds of a value of about $2800.00, the property of -the
Morale, Welfare and Recreation Fund on board USS MARS (AFS 1), by
directing such funds be used for travel expenses for the spouses
of the said Lieutenant Commander Fitzpatrick, Lieutenant Bradford
Ableson, USN, Lieutenant Timothy Archer, USN, and Personnel~an
Master Poasa Fa'Aita, USN.
(Not Guilty)
SENTENCE

The Members awarded the following sentence on 5 April 1990:
To be reprimanded.
ACTION
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
COMMANDER, COMBAT LOGISTICS GROUP ONE
FPO SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 96601-5309

ACTION

7 June 1990

In the foregoing special court-martial case of Lieutenant
Commander Walter F. Fitzpatrick, U. S. Navy, 551-90-4692, the
sentence is approved and will be duly executed.
pursuant to the sentence of the court, as herein approved, a
letter of reprimand is this date being served upon the accused
and a copy thereof is hereby incorporated as an integral part of
this action.
The clemency request submitted by the accused's defense
counsel on 30 M~y 1990, was considered prior to taking action.

2

•

SPECIAL COURT-MARTIAL COMBAT LOGISTICS GROUP ONE ORDER
NUMBER 11-90: (Continued)
The record of trial is forwarded to the Staff Judge
Advocate, Commander Naval Surface Force, U. S. Pacific Fleet,
for review pursuant to Article 64(a), UCMJ and R.C.M. ·1112, MCM,
1984.
/s/J. W. Bitoff
J. W. BITOFF
Rear Admiral, U. S. Navy
-Commander, Combat Logistics
Group ONE
DISTRIBUTION:
Original
Original Record of Trial
Duplicate Original
Service Record of the Accused
Certified Copies
COMNAVMILPERSCOM (NMPC-82)
COMNAVSURFPAC (Code 006)
Original Record of Trial (3)
Each Copy of Record of Trial
Plain Copies
COMLOGGRU 1 (N14)
CO, NAVLEGSVCOFF, San Francisco
Military Judge (CAPT George L. Wells, JAGC, USN)
Trial Counsel (LT Matthew K. Bogoshian, JAGC, USNR)
Defense Counsel (Captain Kevin M. Anderson, USMC)
Accused
File

(1;/:

.,.-_.

.

_._--.

Logistics Group 1

•
3

17,Jul Y 1990

From: Lieutenant Commander Welter Francis Fitzpetrick, USN
To:
Commander, Combat Logistics Group One

Sl..lbj: RESPONSE TO LfITER OF REPRIMAND
Ref:

--

(a) Ltr of Reprimand, 7 June 1990
(0) Reconj of Trial ICO US Y. CCDR Fitzpatrick·

.

. 1. In response to the letter of reprimend, reference (el, I would like to
point out the following facts. "It was the testimony of a goyemment
witness, Chief \'-/agner, the detailed MV·t'R officer on board the USS Mars, that
it was his suggestion to use MWR funds for the trip to Haweii end that he
edvised me thet this wes en authorized expenditure. See page 53 of
reference (t.). The Master Chief of the command, PNMC Poase Fa 'Alte, 61so
testified that he saw a mess i5ge about en MV't'R seminar to be held in Pearl
Harbor and ttH~t he discussed this seminar with Chief Wegner, pege 21 end
25 of ref erenes (b).
'
ow

2. ¥i'hen I used M'T!R as an excuse to fund €I trip of ship's personnel to Hawaii
it was because I was infon11ed by my MWR officer thet sueh a trip was
authorized. I f the convening authority believes this not to be the case then
the convening 8 1JthorHy chooses not to beiieYe the testimony of the very
'NHnesses calle,j by the prosecution to testHy ageinst me.
3. In paragraph three of reference (8) I am repriman,jed for the purchase of
electronic equipment U1at wes placed in my steteroom and the stateroom of
the commending officer. I woullj note that the record of trial, page 30 of
reference (b). indicates thet the commanding officer, Captain Nordeen,
authorized the purchase end placement of this equipment. I would also note
that Defense Exhibit MO- of reference (b) also esteblistles thet the majority
of ships in LOGGRU One currently place M'*,R entertainment eQuipmen~ in
officer's steterooms. It seems incongruous that I be rl;prirnended for an
action taken by the ccmmen,jing officer end Which is conformance of the
tolerated polley of the entire group. Furthermore, contrary to your
statement in paragraph (3) of reference (at I am not aware of €lny mention

•

.

•

in reference (b) to my having been ·warned· against the distribution of
entertainment equipment as was directed by the commending officer. I
would also note that reference (b) demonstrates that a smell portion OJ" the
total funds was used for equipment placed in my stateroom and U-Iat of the
commanding officer. Reference (b) also shows that this equipment replaced
MWR eQuipment that was in plece eyen before I arrived on board the srlip.

my Ijefense counsel that in hts discussions with
members of the court ;..m~rt101 panel it was disclosed that they did not
consider to me gUilty of dereHction in reference to the entertainment
equipment. I tlelfeye this information is also known to your staff jUdge
advocate.
4. I am also informed by

_.- ..

5. I believe that I served the interests of the United States Navy and of· the
USS· Mars tyen and to trle best of my ability. I rely upon testimony of my

commending officer and the command master chief in en,luating my
performance on board the USS Mars. FinallY I reiy upon the performance of
the USS Mars while I ser·led as her e~<ecutiYe officer. I beiieve thet my
jUdgment, performance and dedication to duty aid contribute to the serY'ice
of ttle finest ship afloat. in LOGGRU I.

•

'rlaiter Fitzpatnck
lCDR,lISN

..

•

Friday, October 06,2000
Revised Wednesday, October 11, 2000
Revised Thursday, October 12, 2000
Printed: Sunday, March 11, 2001 in preparation for the Cox Commission
Memo to Distribution
Subject: Post-trial advice to Rear Admiral (RADM) Bitoff

This memo is to be used by way of comparison to the letter receiyed today frorn"LCDR Roth
(supplied separately). The emphasis added in all cases below is mine.

The follO'wing excerpts are taken from a letter dated 30 March 1995. The General Counsel of the
Department of Defense, Judith A. Miller, wrote in a response to an inquiry from Senator Patty
l\Iurray:

Dear Senator Murray:
"This is in response to your letter to the Secretary of Defense ofAugust
17, 1994, which was forwarded to me because it refers to matters within my
areas of responsibility.
Even though this office ordinarily has no role in the court-martial
review process, we have conducted a thorough review of the record of trial
and the extensive correspondence generated during the post-trial review. For
the reasons set forth below, we believe that LCDR Fitzpatrick was treated
fairly, that there was no retaliation against him by Navy officials or unla'\'\'ful
command influence exerted in his case, and that the investigation,
prosecution, and appeal of his case were undertaken in compliance with
applicable laws and regulations.
We have considered the allegations of retaliation and command
influence, and find no evidence to support these claims or impropriety against
Lieutenant Zeller, Captain Edwards, and Rear Admiral BitotT. The record
provides the following information with regard to the following individuals:
a. LIEUTENANT ZELLER. Lieutenant Zeller preferred the charges
against LCDR Fitzpatrick, and was therefore an "accuser". As an
accuser,he was prohibited from providing legal advice to Rear
Admiral Bitoff after the charges were referred to trial by court
martial. Lieutenant Zeller did not handle the prosecution of the
case, but was critical of the judge advocate assigned to prosecute.
Rear Admiral Bitofftook no action regarding this criticism. A Navy
judge advocate from the San Francisco Naval Legal Service Office
provided advice to the Admiral during the post trial review process.
1

b. REAR ADMIRAL BITOFF. Rear Admiral Bitoff had no personal
interest in the outcome of the proceedings, nor did he at any time
improperly direct the outcome of the case.
In conclusion, our review confirms the decisions made by the Chiefof
Naval Operations and the Judge Advocate General of the Navy. LCDR
Fitzpatrick was treated fairly and not subjected to retaliation or unfair
treatment by Navy officials, before or after the trial. LCDR Fitzpatrick's
coun-manial and all subsequent reviews of the record of trial were
accomplished in compliance with the Uniform Code of Military Justice.

Sincerely,
Judith A. Miller"

"In order to ensure that my pan in this case was apparent, I signed as the
accuser on the charge sheet. This made me ineligible to fulfill the statutory
duties of rendering advice in accordance Article 34, UCMJ as well as
reviewing the case for legal sufficiency and errors after a conviction. Both of
these statutory actions were performed by other attorneys who were not
disqualified."
Statement of Commander Timothy W. Zener, JAGC, USN
To the Oklahoma Bar Association in a letter dated 8 Aug 1998

' ...it is not alleged, nor was I the SJA who prepared the Judge Advocate review before
the Commander signed the promulgating order, approving the coun-manial panel
members' findings and sentence."
Statement of former Lieutenant Karen D. Hill, JAGC, USN
To the Oklahoma Bar Association in a letter dated 10 July 1998

"The record is silent regarding whether another officer acted temporarily as staff
judge advocate while LT Zeller conducted the I&E Investigation. It does not appear from
the record that he acted as staff judge advocate during the Article 32 investigation or the
special coun-manial. The record of trial reflects that other officers fulfined the duties of staff
2

judge advocate in offering pretrial and post trial advice to the convening authority. His post
trial involvement in the case appears limited to a purely administrative duty of
authenticating the special court-martial promulgating order dated 7 June 1990."
Statement of Rear Admiral Harold E. "Rick" Grant, JAGC, USN
Then Navy Judge Advocate General
In a letter to U.S. Senator Patty Murray dated 5 May 1994

"You may recall that the context in which I had reviewed this case was in execution of my
responsibilities under Article 69, Uniform Code of Military Justice (10 U.S.C. § 869), acting
on matters submitted by LCDR Fitzpatrick. Although this November 23, 1989 memo was
not part of LCDR Fitzpatrick's submission, I have again reviewed the case in light of the
memorandum and do not find illegal command influence. Clearly LT Zeller was providing
advice to his commander, but he was not making recommendations concerning the guilt or
innocence of LCDR Fitzpatrick, the appropriate sentence for LCDR Fitzpatrick, or, even
whether the case ultimately should be referred to a general court-martial•••In short the
memorandum does not purport to influence the independent judgment of the, convening
authority...
.
,
LT Zeller did not fulfill the statutory duties of a staff judge advocate after the Article 32
investigation, recusing himself from the Article 34 advice and the post-trial review. The
convening authority thus acted on the Article 32 investigation and the record of trial with the
advice of LT Algiers, not LT Zeller...
This memorandum does not advocate conviction, it makes no attempt to influence any
decision on the merits on the part of the convening authority. Rather, it indicates an effort to
ensure an efficient, high quality and balance pretrial investigation.
Statement of Rear Admiral Harold E. "Rick" Grant, JAGC, USN
Then Navy Judge Advocate General
In a letter to U.S. Senator Patty Murray dated 14 July 1994
Specifically addressing Zeller's 23 November 1989
"Thanksgiving Day" memo to Rear Admiral Bitoff before trial

"As the accuser in LCDR Fitzpatrick's case, however, LT Zeller was disqualified from
providing the convening authority with formal advice on the case. There is no evidence in
the record that LT Zeller violated this prohibition."
.Statement of Rear Admiral C.M. LeGrand, JAGC, USN
Then Navy Judge Advocate General (Acting)
In a letter to U.S. Senator Patty Murray dated 9 June 1994

3

"LT Timothy W. Zeller, [was] my StaffJudge Advocate, regarding [the Fitzpatrick
case] ...I followed the advice of my StaffJudge Advocate, as well as the advice of other legal
authorities throughout these proceedings."
Statement of Rear Admiral John W. Bitoff, USN (Retired)
Convening Authority
In a letter to U.S. Congressman Norman D. Dicks dated 30 April 1999
"The Bitoff Letter"

"Regarding your request for records of "post-trial advice provided to RADM Bitoffon or
before June 7, 1990", a search of records under the cognizance of OJAG,
COMNAVSURFPAC, and CNSGPNW did not identify any records made pan of the Record
of Trial that are responsive to your request.
Our search of records related to your special coun-martial disclosed a memorandum to
the convening authority [RADM Bitofi] , dated May 31, 1990, signed by the COMLOGGRU
staff judge advocate [LT Zeller]. The subject line of that memorandum is "Convening
Authority Action ICO LCDR Fitzpatrick." Our coordination with COMNAVSURFPAC
indicated this memorandum was previously released to you in its entirety in June of this
year.
Statement of Lieutenant Commander J.L Roth, JAGC, U.S. Navy
Head, FOIA/PA Branch
Administrative Law Division (Code 13)
.Office of the Judge Advocate General
In a letter to Mr. Fitzpatrick dated 29 September 2000

"Discussion: Allegations which brought into question LCDR Zeller's suitability for
promotion to Commander have been resolved. An investigation into this matter by the Navy
Criminal Investigative Service (NCIS) and a complete review of the case by the Navy Judge
Advocate General have both determined there was no misconduct by LCDR Zeller and the
alleged misconduct is determined to be unsubstantiated.
Recommendation: Recommend LCDR Zeller be confirmed by the Senate for promotion to
the grade of Commander."
Former Secretary of the Navy, John H. Dalton
In a memorandum for the Assistant Secretary of Defense
Dated 11 June 1998
4
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JUl14 1994
~he Honorable Patty Hurray
United states Senatcr
2988 Jackson 7ederal Building
915 2nd Avenue
seatt~e, Washington
98174-1003

Dear

Sana~or

HUrray:

In my letter to you concerning Lieutenant COlIImander (LCDR) Walter
F. Fitzpatrick, u.s. Navy, dated. Hay S, 1994, and the letter
signed by Rear Admiral LeGrancl dated June 9, 1.994, reference was
made to the actions of Lieutenant (1.'1') Timo~y W. Zeller, JAGC,
USH, St:.aff Judge Advocate, Logistics Group One.. In t:hose letters
we not.ed that. IJr Zeller conducted an Integri1:y.i!UlCl ~:ficiency
investigation during October 1989. As a. result. of that investi
gation x,,'l' Zeller recommended that charges be considered against
captain Nordeen and LCDR Fitzpatrick. on November 1, 19~9, he
signe4 the cha.r9'es under oath, thereby becOJll1.nq 'the accuser on
the charge sheet that referred the matter for the Articl. 32,
unifcrm COde of Hilitary Jus~ice (10 U.S.C. 832) pretria~ inves
tigation. When, following the pretrial investigation, charges
were referred to a special court-martial, IJl' Zeller was again the
accuser, sign.i.ng and swearing to those charges on January ~4,
1.990.
~ Zeller was the accuser,' rollowing the pretrial tnves
tiqation, the statutory Article 34, Uniform Code of Justice (10
U.S.C. S 834) pretrial advice was prepared for Rear Admiral
51tott l:1Y another lawyer, LT Algiers.

Because

In prior correspondence, you requested that I o):)ta1n-·a copy of a
memorandum signed by LT Zeller to Rear Admiral Bitoff dated
Nove:mMr' 23, 1.989. This memorandUlll was considered potentially
relevant on the issue of unlawful COlllmal1d influence. A1t:hougb
the memorandwa was previously unavailable to me, the Department
ot Defense, :rnspect.or General's Office was able to obtain it and
forwarded i1: to me on .JUly 11, 1994. In this memorandmll, L'l"
Zeller voiced his disenchantment with the performance of the
government oounsel in preparing for the Article 32 inveatlgat.ion.
ae therefore requested that the government counsel be replaced by
a more experienced attorney.

You may recall 1:hat the context in which I had reviewed t:his case
was in execution of my responsibilities under Article 69, uniform
Code of Military Justice(l.o U.S.C. S 869), aetinq on mattQrs
submiti:ed by LCOR Fitzpatrick. Although this Nova1iber 23, 1989
me!DO was not part of LeDR Fitzpatrick's submission, I have again
reviewed. the ease in light of the memorandum and c10 not find
illegal command influence. Clearly 1Ir Zeller was providing
advice to his oOJllmander, l:lut he was not making recommendations
concerning the quilt or innocence of LCDR Fitzpattick, the
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appropriate sentence for LCDR Fitzpatrick, or, even, whether the

ea•• ultimately should be referred to a general court-martial.
T.hose recommendations ware all .ade in due course by the Article
32 pretrial investigating officer and by LT Algiers, the substi
tuted staff judge advocate. In short the memorand'WD does not
purport to influence the independent judgment of the convening

au=ority or participants in the court-martial on any ot these
matters. The memorandum express•• criticism ot the government
counse1's failure to proceed efficiently and seeks a more experi
anced advocate for the government side.
In any event, LT
Zeller's recommendation vas not tollowed, since the complained o~
governmen't counsel continued to serve a. prosecutor in the
special court-martial. LT Zeller did not fulfill the st.atutory
duti•• of a staff ju4g"8 advocate atter the Article 32 investiga
tion, recusing himself from the Article 34 advice and the poat
trial review. Tbe convening authority thus acted on ~e Article
32 investigation and. the record of trial with the advice of LT

Algiers, not !aT Zeller.

.

:In my review, I also found itworth.notinq that, while adVocatinq
an aggressive government approach, the Novaml:Jer 23, 1989 aemoran
dum actually expruses the goal ot a full and fair hearing. In
the aemorandiDD L'1' Zeller no'tes thai; the CODmaDd had requested "an
above average defense counsel to ensure that the trial wou1d be
fair and for a -ilitary jUdge [to act as investigating officer]
to ensure ~a~ the complexity of the case will be appreciated. ft
This memorandu. does not advocate conviction, it makes no attempt
to influence any decision on the merits on the part of 'the
convening authority. Rather, it 1ncUcates an effort to ensure an
efficient, high quality and balanced pretrial investigation.
There has been a lot of interest in LCDR pitzpatrick I s special
court-martial, and upon receipt of the November 23, 1989 DemO
from the Inspector General I s office I decided to use the opportu
nity to take a fresh look at the case. I aD satisfied that my
prior disposition was the right: one, and t:.hat: LCDR Fitzpatrick'.
rights have been fully protected.

I hope that: the foreqoing is responsive to your concerns.
let me knOW if you want additional ~ormatioD.

Please

sincerely,

~Rear Admiral, JAGC, u. S. Navy
Judqe Advocate Gene:ral

copy to:
DOD IG
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July 10, 1998

DAN MURDOCK
General Counsel

MIKE SPEEGLE
Asst. General CoLnSeI

JANIS HUBBARD
Asst. General ColXlS8l

ALLEN J. WELCH

Asst. General ColXlS8l

ROBERT D. HANKS
l.-stigator

Mr. Walter Francis Fitzpatrick
825 NE Rimrock Dr.
Bremerton, WA 98311
RE:

Grievance against Timothy W. Zeller, DC 98-203

TONY R. BLASIER
Investigator
RAY PAGE
Investigator

Dear Mr. Fitzpatrick:
Enclosed please fmd a response we have recently received to the grievance you filed
against the above-referenced attorney.
Please examine this response and notify us in writing of any areas of agreement or
disagreement you may find. Your comments are very important and we would
appreciate your answer within twenty (20) days from the date of this letter.
If you have any questions you may contact this office at (405) 416-7007 or use our
in-state WATS number 1-800-522-8065.
Sincerely,

TB/aw
Enclosure

8 July 1998
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Mr. Dan Murdock
General Counsel, Oklahoma Bar Association
1901 North Lincoln Blvd
P.O. Box 53036
Oklahoma City, OK, 53036

"JUlI01998
\JU'C-: u( I.. i __
General Counsel

Or<lahoma Bar AsscciaUol1

Re: Complaint by Mr. Walter Fitzpatrick, DC 98-203/IC 92-721
Dear Mr. Murdock,
The complaint dated 23 June 1998 was received on 1 July 1998. This complaint was
originally made in 1992 as IC 92-21. Mr. Fitzpatrick is a former Navy Lieutenant Commander
who was convicted at a Special Court-Martial.. Since that conviction, he has continuously
slandered and harassed me at every turn, attempting to discredit me in order to laUnch a collateral
attack on his conviction. This latest accusation is just another effort after his last allegation of
forgery was found to be false. The following is an outline of the pertinent events dating back to
1989. I am informed that I am writing to a non-military audience.
In 1989, I was the Staff Judge Advocate for Commander, Combat Logistics Group 1. The
Staff Judge Advocate is responsible for supervision of all legal matters within the Group and
may be equated to the equivalent of a civilian in-house counsel and assistant district attorney
combined. Military case law bas recognized the role as being both prosecutorial and as an
objective reviewer at different times in the same trial. In the fall of 1989 I was tasked with
conducting an investigation into the MWR expenditures onboard USS MARS, said tasking being
a result of a directive from Commander, Naval Surface Force, Pacific Fleet. My client in this
matter, as both an investigator and Legal Officer was the Department of the Navy as personified
by Rear Admiral John Bitoff, then Commander, Combat Logistics Group 1.
Subsequent to the investigation, the case was referred to a Hearing in accordance with Article
32 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice. The Article 32 Officer recommended modifications
to the charges and disposition at Non-Judicial Punishment, (this is from memory only, I have no
records of the report, but believe that was the recommendation). Non-Judicial punishment, while
not carrying the label of a criminal conviction, does have serious ramifications on the career of
any Sailor. As a result, all personnel not attached to or embarked on vessels have the right to
refuse non-judicial punishment and demand a court-martial, where they have counsel and the
right to be tried by members (a jury). LCDR Fitzpatrick exercised the right to refuse NJP and
was referred to a Special Court-Martial. Upon the original forwarding of the case before the
Article 32 hearing to the Naval Legal Service Office, San Francisco, a request was made that an
experienced counsel be assigned due to the complexity of the case. The detailing authority for
the assignment of experienced Defense Counsel. The detailing authority for defense counsel was

Re: Complaint by Mr. Walter Fitzpatrick, DC 98-203/1C 92-721
the Conunanding Officer, Naval Legal Service Office, at that time a Captain in the Navy Judge
Advocate General's Corps. It was also requested that the Article 32 Hearing Officer be a
military judge rather than a normal attorney, again, due to the complexity of the case. The
detailing authority for the military judge was the Chief Judge of the circuit. Being represented by
Counsel, then Captain Kevin Anderson, U.S. Marine Corps, LCDR Walter Fitzpatrick was found
guilty by a panel of members, and awarded a letter of reprimand which is normally placed in his
official record. The sentence in this case, a letter of reprimand, entitles the convicted person to
forward a letter of rebuttal for inclusion in the record. This letter is not required to be submitted
by the recipient of the letter.
In order to ensure that my part in this case was apparent, I signed as the accuser on the charge
sheet. TIlls made me ineligible to fulfill the statutory duties of rendering advice in accordance
with Article 34, UCMJ as well as reviewing the case for legal sufficiency and errors after a
conviction. Both of these statutory actions were performed by other attorneys who were not
disqualified. I and my office did handle most other actions in the case, including the processing
of the letter of reprimand and the forwarding for inclusion in the officer's record in accordance
with existing Navy Regulations and Policies.
Over the past 9 years Mr. Fitzpatrick has accused me of virtually everything imaginable, and
constantly changes the accusations. Last year he accused me of forging his signature to the
rebuttal of the letter of reprimand. As evidenced by the attached handwriting analysis, it is most
likely that he signed the letter himself. When that allegation failed, he has now turned to
accusing me of conspiring with his defense counsel to introduce that letter into his file. This
false allegation is but yet another form of harassment. Any practitioner of military law would
know that a letter of rebuttal is not required to be submitted in conjunction with a letter of
reprimand. The choice to submit one belongs to the accused alone. The SJA (my role) had
nothing to gain or lose by the submission of the rebuttal. Military practitioners also know that
the Staff Judge Advocate does not assign the Defense Counsel, as alleged by Mr. Fitzpatrick.
Captain Anderson had no conversations with me that were improper, he suggested no
inappropriate actions, and to the best of my recollection defended his client in an admirable and
zealous manner. At no time did I ever conspire with Capt Anderson or any party to introduce a
forgery into the record as alleged by LCDR Fitzpatrick.
In the past several years, I have been investigated by COMNAVSURFPAC, the Judge
Advocate General of the Navy, the Professional Responsibility Rules Counsel of the Judge
Advocate General Corps (twice), the Naval Criminal Investigative Service and a myriad of other
persons in response to congressional inquiries, etc. The latest allegations were used to delay my
promotion to Comander, and the outcome is noted in the attached letter signed by the Secretary
of the Navy. In all cases the results have been the same. LCDR Fitzpatrick's allegations have
been found without merit. One of the aggravating situations in this case has been Mr.
Fitzpatrick's tendency to wait until personnel transfer from one job to another in the Navy and
2
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then make a new complaint on the same old facts with the new personnel. This is now
apparently happening with the OBA, as I had spoken at length with Mike Speegle on this matter.
Now on his departure, Mr. Fitzpatrick will once again rehash all his grievances. I respectfully
request this matter be closed once and for all.

In the event you have any questions in this matter, my work phone is (847) 688-3805.

Attachments:
1. Handwriting Analysis
2. Letter from Captain Gonzalez, Judge Advocate General Corps, USN
3. Letter from the Judge Advocate General to Senator Patty Murray
4. Letter from the Rules Counsel to the General Counsel of the Oklahoma Bar
5. Letter from the Secretary of the Navy
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CONSULTANT

SERVICES

LEGAL OPINIONS - PSYCHOLOGiC-U :\SSESSME:-''T

Frederick G. Dudink, M.A.
4011 - 9ch Screec
Winchrop Harbor. Illinois 60096-1020
Business: (847) 746-5031 Residence: (S-i':-) 746-2004

October 22, 1997
CASE: Zeller vs. Fitzpatrick
LABORATORY REPORT
IN QUESTION: Authenticity of a signature of
Wa1ter"F. Fitzpatrick.
KNOWN, STANDARD WRITINGS of Walter F. Fitzpatrick
and of Timothy W. Zeller.
PROCEDURES AND COMPARISONS
1) The known standard written signatures of
Walter F. Fitzgerald were examined and compared with
Question signature. Exhibit A.
2) The known standard signatures as well as va=ious
request, witnessed, writings of Timothy W. Zeller
spanding a time frame from 1972 to the present were
compared with the question signature (Exhibit B).
Considering that the Question signature is maintained to be
a forgery and is maintained to have been written by
Timothy W. Zeller comparisons were made to face these
issues (Ex~ibits A & B).
When a writer attempts to simulate another person's
signature invariably some of his own writing characteristics
enter into the writing.
It is impossible to know and keep
track of all of one's own writing habits and at the same
time to simulate accurately the writing habits of another
writer.
The misspelling of the name in the Question signature rUles
out the possibility of attempted retracing, use of carbon
paper or transferred light in the production of the Question
signature. All that remains is an attempted simulation.
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FINDINGS
In Exhibit A the Standard signatures of
Walter F. Fitzpatrick were compared to the Question
signature in the following areas:
pen movements
letter forms
arrangement
baseline alignment
slant and spacing
line quality
pr~portional ratios
curvature and angUlarity
circles and loops
diacritics
entry and exit strokes
individ1)~l characteristics
writing pressure
Numerous identities (writing habits of Walter
F. Fitzpatrick) were observed in the Question signature.
See Exhibit :.. .
Inaddtion, at least four indications of attempts to disguise
tbe writing by the writer were observed.
Exhibit B demonstrates the comparison of Standard writings
of Timothy W. Zeller. There were no identities of his
writing found in the Question signature. At least
eight fundamental differences were observed.
OPINION
It is my opinion that Timothy W. Zeller did not write the
signature in Question.
This opinion is qualified upon viewing the Question
signature in its original form.
~
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Frederick G. Dudink
Board certified Document Examiner
WORLD ASSOC.OF DOCUMENT EXAMINERS
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CASE: Zeller vs. Fitzpatrick
QUESTION

KNOWN

Defendant's Statement

Defendant's Statement

"4J~([.~~Ci'l
~

Wa..., f. Rczpa.nck. 111

'1 (~.I 9 1

I ~ '3 I

Oa..

Tune

Statement to Richard R. Allen

LJ
cJ;k;- if ~afdl.
Walter F. FitzaptriCi<f'i
Addendum Statement

FINDINGS
1) Misspelled Surname in the Question.
2) Identities of Known to the Question:
Writing slant
Writing pressure
Even baselines
Letter proportions
In capital letters (F & W)
In lower case letters( t,a,i,z & p)
Placement of hiatuses
Punctuation
Ligature spacir2s between letters
Spacings between first name, initial &
Initial & terminal strokes
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Notary Public. State of Illinois ~
§ My Commission EJcpb'e8 o2J22J98 E
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~) At least four indications of attempts to disguise the
writing.
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CASE: Zeller vs. Fitzpatrick
KNOWN WRITING OF Timothy W. Zeller

QUESTION

j'""  _ .......
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INDINGS
1 comparing the letter forms of
.w. Zeller with the same letter forms
1 the Question there are fundamental
Lfferences in the following:
writing slant
writing pressure
letter forms
pen movements
letter proportions
punctuation
initial & terminal strokes
individual characteristics

EXHIBIT
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Naval Medical Center
Statement of patient

05/72

'.,

Witnessed Requ~st writing 10/97

Letter forms of T.W. Zeller
compared withsame letter forms
in Question. Witnessed 10/97

10-16-1997 12: 10PM

FRG1 NAVMARTR I JLD I C

From:
To:

Captain Glenn N. Gonzalez
Lieutenant Commander Timothy W. Zeller

Subj :

YOUR DEALING WITH FORMER XO OF MARS

~.

P.2

SWJC 619556658 1

'.'

~6

Oct 97

.

LCDR Zeller, per our discussion of 16 October 1997, I am
providing this statement for your appropriate use.
I am quite
familiar with the allegations that LCDR W.F. Fitzpatrick made
against you during my previous tour at COMNAVSURFPAC (August 1990
to June ~992). With the exception of a death JAGMAN
.
investigation and subsequent actions related to that .
investigation, I personally spent more time working the LCDR
Fitzpatrick case than any other action item while assigned to
SURFPAC as the Deputy Force Judge Advocate from 1990 to 1992.
2. LCDR Fitzpatrick made several allegations against you
personally and the COMLOGGRU ONE staff in general.
In essence,
the allegations were that you conducted an improper hotline
investigation against him and that charges against him were
fabricated and personally motivated. Not only did I see these
allegations on numerous documents he generated, I also spoke to
him by telephone on many occasions. Because of his numerous
complaints following his special court-martial, the CINCPACFLT IG
directed the COMNAVSURFPAC staff to 'conduct an investigation into
the objectivity of your investigation. I conducted a thorough
investigation, with guidance and support from my then immediate
supervisor, Captain Richard Stewart. The results of. the
COMNAVSURFPAC investigation (dated 21 May 1992 and signed by VADM
D.M. Bennett) disclosed that neither you nor the COMLOGGRU ONE
staff did anything improper while handling LCDR Fitzpatrick's
case.
3. I also discussed this case, inclUding your involvement and
actions, with Captain Richard Stewart (now retired). He also
concurred that you did not act improperly. I know there have
been many allegations against you throughout the years.
I can
state with reasonable certainty that the allegations of your
forgi~g any documents were never made to me personally - despite
my many discussions with LCDR Fitzpatrick. Further, I absolutely
do not recall reading any such allegations in any of the many
documents he submitted to COMNAVSURFPAC. I also had extensive
discussions with your relief at COMLOGGRU ONE, LCDR Karen Hill.
I do not rec:all any allegations about forgery. Had I 'known about
any such allegation, I would·have addressed it in the
investigation I conducted.'
.
4. Please feel free to direct any inquiries directly to me.
This is not a new case. Considering the many congreosional
complaints, FOIA requests, Article 138 complaints, and court
martial review, the file is extensive. Those at headquarters as
well as at COMNAVSURFPAC should have considerable information.
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The Honorable Fatty Hurray
United St~t~~ Sen~t:r
2983 J3cXson ?edaral Buildi~g
915 2nd >..venue
Sea t'tle, . 'IoJashingtcn
9 a:.:- ~ -:..: ': J
DQa.=

Se.n~tor

Hur=ay:

In my letter to you cor.ca=~ing Lieutenant Co~~dcr (LCDR) Walte=
7. Fit2pat=i~~, U.S. Navy, dated May 5, 1994, and the letter
signed by Rear ~~i~al L~ra~d dated June 9, 199~, re=ar~nca .as
~da to ~e actions of Lieutenant (LT) Tiwothy ~. Zeller, J;~CI
USN, staff Judge Advoc~te, Lvgistics Group One.
In 'tho~e lette=~
~e noted th~t LT Zaller c:nducted an Integrity ~nd Efficiencj
investigation during October 1989. As a result of ~at invest~
gaticn ~~ Ze:l~= raco~~~d~d ~~at ch~rges be cor.~ide=ed 3g~~ns~
ca~tain Nordeen and LCDR ~it~~t=ick.
On Nove-~~ 1, 1~a9~ he
sicned ~~e c~a=ces u~cer ca~~. ~he=eby bcco~~~g the ~c~~~a: :~
th~ charge sheet L~at refarred the ~atter tor the A:ticle J~,
Unifo~ CeCa of Mili~j Justice (10 U.S.C. 8J2) pretrial inv~~
ti;aticn. w~en, follo.~ng the pretrial investiga~ion, c~~~es
~ere ref~ed to a special court-~a~ial, LT Zell~ vas again ~~e
acc~arl signing and s~earing to those ch~rges on Janu~ri J~,
~9S0.

BQc~uaa LT Zel:e= .as ~e accuser,· !ollo~ing ~a pret=ial inves
tigation, the st~tutori ~ticle ~4, Unifo~ Code of Justice (10
U.S.C. S S34) pret=ial advice was prera~ed !c= R2~= >.~~~ral
81 tot: by a..."lotbe.r law-yer I L1' Algiers.

In p~ior cor=Qs~~ndenca. you requested that I cbtain-a copy of a
mecorandum signed by LT Zeller to R~ Admiral Bitaff dated
Nov~ 23, ~989.
Thi~ ~~orandum was considered pot~~tially
relevant on the. i~.sue of unlavful co~d in£luence. II though
the l:SamQr~U:2 ilIas previously unavailable to :m~, t."a Depart::.e."lt
ot Dafanss, Inspector ~"leralls Office was able to obtain it and
torJarded i~ to me on July 11, 1994.
In this ~e:or~~~, LT
Zeller voiced his dis~"l~~antwen~ vit~ ~~a pertormance or the
government counse~ in preparing for ~e Article 32 inves~iga~ion.
HQ tharsfore requested that the governcent counsel be replaced by
a ~ra experienced attorney.
You ~Y' reC311 that the context in which 1: had revieved this case
was in execution o~ my responsibilities under ~icle 69, Uni!o~
Code of HilitarJ Justice (10 U.S.C. S 869), acting on mattars
submitted by LCDR Fitzpat=ick. Although this NCVQ~ 23, 19a9
1I1e.:t10 liaS not part of LCDR Pi tzpatric3<:' s submission, I have again
reviewed the case in light of the me~orandU1l1 and do not ~ind
illeqal co~-i~lp~ce. '~~early L~'2411e: ~as providing
~rca)lf~~1iis:.;..co'!lTJDande;:,-:cut hQ \las not making reccl:1J:1filn~ticns
cOn~i:'ni:ri'g;:'the'gUilt or innocenca o~ LCOll Fitzpatrick,' t.~e
:
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a--rcpriatQ sar.~a~ce for ~~ ?i~-patrick, or, even, whe~~e~ t~e
C~~Q ul~i=ate~y should be re~Q~ad to a ger.e=~l co~-~=~~al.
~ose reco~endaticr.s ~ere all ~de in due cc~~e by the ~icle
32 pret~ial investigati~g cf=icer ar.d by LT Algiers, the su=s~:
~~tcd staff judge 2Cvccate.
In shcrt t~e ~~--7~~~ dces r._~
. ~.... _. . . ~: .•__
_... . ue..;:""
- - 7 -~.:... ." _.:_e::-'C:.
, -."': - -n L;.e.!.
..; ,.. t J','-'-':1-'en....
•..J ~~
....
..... g
:):urpor=
Ct
,--e C_:l'le.n.l...
a~~~ority cr p~~c~pan~s L, ~~e cou=t-:a~ial on ar.y c~ t~e$e
~Q~~3r~.
The m~cranc~ ~~r2sses criticis~ ot the gover~;~~
ccunsel's failure to ~rcceed etficiently and sea~~ a more eA~e=i
Qr.ced advocate for the gov~~nt side.
I~ any event, LT

•

Zelle='s recom=encation ~as not tollc~ed, sinc~ the co~plained C~
govc=::",..:=.e..,t ccu...· lsel continued to serve as prosec.Jtor in t...~o
s~cial co~-~=tial. LT Z~ller did not tultill the st3~~~crl
dctics of a z:",:.:::f j~=g~ .:lc·..ccat.e a..f~er the Art:iclQ 3.2 invE:::~tiga
tion, ·reeusi~g hi~elf frc~ ~~ A=t~cle 34 advic2 and ~~e pc~~
t:i~l revie~.
Th~ convening ~u~~ority thus ac:ed en ~e A--ticle
32 inveetigation and the record ct t=ial wit:~ ~a ad~icc of L~
Algie=s, not LT Zelle=.

In my

ravie~,

I also

to~~cl

it

.or~~

r.oting th.:lt,

~~i~a advocati~g

~ 989 ::e.:or:l:l
du: act.ually expr_sses the goal
a full a~d ~air hearing. !n
t..'le :::.e--=:l..~d~ L'I' Zeller not.es t.~~ t..'1.e Command ~d requested "an
above avtr~ge de~e~se ccunzel to e~zu=~ that ~~c t=ial ~culd be
fair and fer a militarj jUdge (to act as inveztiguti~g otficc:]
to ensure that ~~e ccmplexity of t..'le case ~ill ~ appreciated."
This :lelll.Orandum dce:3 not advcca t.e convicticn , it ::na..l.tes no a tte:~":.
~o ~fluancs any decisi:n on the ~er.l.~s on ~e part o~ the
convening authority. Rat..~er, it ir.dicates an etto~ to ensure an
efficient, high quality and balar.c~d p=at=i~l investigation.

a.."'l aggressive gOVeIn.::1en1: ap;:ro<.lc..~, t..~e Hovcn::l;er 23,

0'

•

There has been a lot of inta=est in L~DR Pitz;at~iCk's special
ccurt-~rtia~, and upon receipt of the Nov~ ~J, 1989 ~o
frou t.."le Inspector Ge.n~ral:s office I deciC:ed t:o usa t.."'le opportu
nity to tMo ~ fresh lock at the case.
I a:1 satist"ied that ~y
prior disposition ~as the ri;h~ ene, and that LCO~ FitzpatricXa~
rights bavG been ~ully protected.

I hope tha: the foregoing is re=?cnsive to your
let ma ~.ov i~ you ~ant additicnal ir.to~tion.

ccnce-~s.

Plea=e

~
H. :!. GRANT

Rear ~iral, JAGC, U.S. Navy
Judge Adv~~Q Ganer~l

Copy to:
DOD IG
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Mr. Dan Mu.:-d.oc.h
Oklahoma Ear Association
P.O.

80:<

53036

Oklahoma City, OK

73152

Dear Mr. Murdoch:
This follows up the telephone cor.v~rsation that you had with
Lieutenant Greg O'Brien, JAGC, U.s. Navy, of my staff on JUly 20.
1993, regarding certain allegations of et.."lical misconduct lodged
against Lieutenant Commander Timothy W. Zeller. JAGC, u.s, Na~y,
by Lieutenant Commander Walter Fitzpatrick. U.s. Navy. in a
letter to you dated November 20, 1992. As you may re~all,
Lieutenant Commander Fitzpatrick provided a copy of his November
20th letter to ~"le Office of ~~e Navy Judge Advocate General.
The Judce Advocate

Ge~eral

has promulgated

~~les

of professional

cenc~ct~ str~ctured en ~~e American Ear Associa~ion's Model

Rules. governing attorneys practicing under his supervision.
Under ~~ose rules, I am ~he designated Rules Counsel and am
char~ed with r~viewing all allegations of professional misconduct
against naval judge advocates.
Upon re-:;ei ving Li.eutenant Commander Fi tzpatrick IS let'ter, I began
a review of the allegations against Lieutenant Commander Zeller.
That re'Tiew is now complete.
I ha'Te concluded that no probable
cau~e exists to believe that Lieutenant Commander Zell~r violat~d
our rules and hav~, consequently, clo2ed the fil~ i~ ~~is case.
This inf'orma"":.ion is provided so that yocr !:':e i:-: ":~is :na':"'::er may
be complete.
Please call Lieutenant O'Brien at (703) 614-1781 if
you have any questions.
Sincerely~

I

{~~4f(i~-\s,-:vY
aules Counsel
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THe SECRETARY OF THe NAVY
WASHINGTON. D.c. 20350-'000

11 J'une 1998

i'tJlUlOSE :

To provide ihfc%1Da1:iC=J:1 reg-a::U:1ng t::he uominat.:i.cm. of
L1e~cenant Ccmmand.er Timothy If. Zeller, JAGC, CSN

Al.legaticus "'hic:h brcugh: !.neo l!'1cst:iCll:l t.e:::tm Zeller'.
Buieal::si,l1cy for p%'Clm:lt:icn Cg CcmIIlimder have bee:a ~vec1. An
• otnYelScisa~ion ine.o th:i.s roa~~er 'tIy t:he If.vy Cz'ilDi=a1 I,nveec:tg;:.ti"",,=
Service (NOS) ~ a e=mplc:ee review of ~e t:a#e by the ~vy .:rudge
Acivceaee ~ h;.ve 1:1I=t:h cietendned t:he:£:'e was he lft1ac:cnctQ.er. Dy
LQR Zelle%' an4 the alleged m:i.BCalCluc:t, is d.e~e:mine.t:i eo be
.DISarSS:I:Otl 1

~e.aheiatBQ.

REC~ATION;

kcommenc1 LCDR. ZelleX' Qe
prcmClC;.cn. eo c.he gra.d.£ of ~ r .

.

c:o~i.r'meQ by

die Senate for
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OKLAHOMA BAR ASSOCIATION
1901 North Lincoln Boulevard· P. O. Box 53036 • Oklahoma City, OK 73152 • 405/416-7007
FAX 405 /416-7003

DAN MURDOCK
General Counsel

MIKE SPEEGLE
Asst. General Counsel

JANIS HUBBARD
Asst. General Counsel

ALLEN J. WELCH
Asst. General Counsel

Mr. Walter Francis Fitzpatrick
825 NE Rimrock Dr.
Bremerton, WA 98311

ROBERT D. HANKS
Irwestigator

RE:

Grievance against Karen D. Hill, DC 98-204

TONY R. BLAStER
l.-....sIigator

RAY PAGE
IrMlSligator

Dear Mr. Fitzpatrick:
Enclosed please find a response we have recently received to the grievance you filed
against the above-referenced attorney.
.

•

Please examine this response and notify us in writing of any areas of agreement or
disagreement you may find. Your comments are very important and we would
appreciate your answer within twenty (20) days from the date of this letter.
If you have any questions you may contact this office at (405) 416-7007.

TB/aw
Enclosure

•

1Kartn 1II. jlill

•

Attorney at Law

861 Bryant Street
San Francisco, CA 94103

July 10, 1998

JUL 13 1998

Oklahoma Bar Association
1901 North Lincoln Boulevard
P. O. Box 53036
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73152
ATTN: Mr. Dan Murdock

vnlahoma Bar AssociG.LIUII

RE: Grievance by LCDR Walter Francis Fitzpatrick, U. S. Navy (Ret.),
DC 98-204
Dear Mr. Murdock:
Please accept this letter as my response to the above referenced grievance.
The grievance alleges that I was an accessory after the fact to a conspiracy by U. S. Navy
personnel to wrongfully prosecute LCDR Fitzpatrick in a special court-martial convened on or
about 1989. The grievance also alleges that I had knowledge ofa forgery by LCDRFitzpatrick's
trial defense counsel.

•

However, I have never been involved in a conspiracy to maliciously prosecute LCDR Fitzpatrick.
In addition, I have nevet: had any knowledge of a forgery committed by CAPT Anderson, the trial
defense counsel.
The grievance does not allege, nor was I ever assigned as LCDR Fitzpatrick's defense counsel.
Also, it is not alleged, nor was I ever involved in the pre-trial investigation ofLCDR Fitzpatrick's
case. Further, it is not alleged, nor was I the StaffJudge Advocate (hereinafter referred to as
SJA) who prepared the SJA recommendation to the court-martial convening authority,
Commander, Combat Logistics Group One (hereinafter referred to as Commander) to refer
charges against LCDR Fitzpatrick. Moreover, it is not alleged, nor was I the SJA who prepared
the Judge Advocate review before the Commander signed the promulgating order, approving the
court-martial panel members' findings and sentence.
The grievance does not state any specific facts regarding my involvement in having knowledge of
a forgery by CAPT Anderson, nor does·the grievance address any specific acts tying me into a
conspiracy to maliciously prosecute LCDR Fitzpatrick.

1

BECEIVED.
~~T I

If) ':rut, '(

''11i'

My role in the case began after the court-martial conviction and sentencing took place. In
August of 1991, I was assigned as the SJA for the Commander. I took this position over from a
."fudge Advocate who had been temporarily assigned to this position to fill the gapped position
after LCDR Zeller had transferred from the command. I held this position from August 1991 to
July 1992. One of my duties was to serve as a reviewing officer in post-conviction review
matters, which included the review of LCDR Fitzpatrick's case.
I did absolutely nothing improper in the discharge of my official duties in reviewing LCDR
Fitzpatrick's case. This was a matter that I took very seriously since it involved a court-martial
conviction of a naval officer. Also, there were U. S. Congressional inquiries and a formal
Unifonn Code of Military Justice (UCMJ), Article 138 Complaint to the Secretary of the Navy
that I was responsible for reviewing and preparing responses to for the Commander. I spent an
estimated 300 hours over an approximate 10 month period of time reviewing and drafting
responses to: LCDR Fitzpatrick's petition for post-conviction relief: the related Congressional
inquiries, and the formal UCMJ Article 138 complaint, along with researching the applicable laws
and regulations.
'
Specifically, my review of the case included reviewing LCDRFitzpatrick's written and oral
petitions for relief from his court-martial conviction, reviewing the Morale Welfare and
Recreation AuditlInspection report which fonned the underlying basis of the charges, reviewing
the pre-trial documents, listening to a tape recording of a telephone conversation between LCDR
Fitzpatrick and LCDR Zeller, reviewing the record of trial, conducting legal research under the
Unifonn Code of Military Justice, reviewing case law, and studying applicable naval instructions
and regulations pertaining to the case.
At no time during my review of the case, did I have any knowledge of a forgery by the trial
defense counsel nor of a conspiracy by naval officials to wrongfully prosecute LCDR Fitzpatrick.
If such serious misconduct had been reported or came to my attention during my review process,
I would have taken immediate action to have any such misconduct investigated, and would have
recommended appropriate disciplinary action ifwarranted.
Based on my review of the case, as noted above, I concluded, that there was sufficient evidence
to substantiate each and every element of the charge, beyond a reasonable doubt, for which
LCDR Fitzpatrick was convicted by the court-martial panel. In addition, the sentence was one of
the lowest fonns of punishment available at this level of court-martial,. I reviewed the evidence
submitted in extenuation and mitigation, which included LCDR Fitzpatrick's outstanding Officer
Fitness Reports, and concluded that the sentence was appropriate.
The Commander I advised was the first to review the case in a multi-tier review process. At this
low level of review, the Commander's input only resulted in a recommendation. The next level of
review in the chain of command was to the Admiral at Naval Surface Force Pacific, in San Diego,
California (hereinafter referred to as SURFPAC). SURFPAC had a legal staff headed by a
Captain in the Judge Advocate General's Corps, CAPT Gonzalez, JAGC, USN, who reviewed

2

LCDR Fitzpatrick's petition for relief from the court-martial conviction and recommended that
the case be affinned. SURFPAC also reviewed the case and recommended that the conviction
and sentence be upheld. SURFPAC then forwarded the case to the Office of the Judge Advocate
General (OJAG) for review. OJAG's review of the case took place after I was honorably
discharged from active duty.
However, it is my understanding that OJAG reduced the conviction to a lesser included offense
from an intentional criminal act to a negligent criminal act on the part of LCDR Fitzpatrick.
Also, it is my understanding that OJAG approved the sentence, which was a punitive letter of
reprimand.

If I can provide any further infonnation that would assist the disciplinary review committee, I can
be reached directly at (415) 626-7131. Please apprise me in writing of your findings.

Karen D. Hill

3
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Walt Fitzp_at_r_ic_k"--From:

To:
Cc:
Sent:
Attach:
Subject:

"Roth, James L" <Roth.James@HQ.NAVY.MIL>
<manoverboard@silverlink.net>
"Lama, Doris M" <Lama.Doris@HQ.NAVY.MIL>; <NeesenDA@jag.navy.mil>
Tuesday, August 01, 2000 11 :47 AM
INDEX OF POSTTRIAL ROT DOCUMENTS ICO FITZPATRICKdac
Your FOIA and PA requests

5720
Ser 13/3PAI1676.00A
August I. 2000
Mr. Walter F. Fitzpatrick, ill
825 NE Rimrock Drive
Bremerton, WA 98311-3142

Dear Mr. Fitzpatrick:
This responds to your emails of August I. 2000, addressed to Ms. Lama,
Head, DON FOIAIPA Policy Branch, in the Office
of the Chief of Naval Operations. Your ernails have been forwarded to this
office for response.
The official Record of Trial in your special court-martial case is
under the custody of the Deputy Assistant Judge Advocate
General (Military Justice). You may contact that office by writing to OJAG
(Code 40). 716 Sicard Street SE. Suite 1000.
Washington Navy Yard, DC 20374-5047. The point of contact in that office is
the Deputy Assistant Judge Advocate General. LtCol David A. Neesen, USMC.
LtCoI Neesen may be contacted by telephone at (202) 433-5895 x4001 or by
email at NeesenDA@jag.navy.mil. The fax number is (202) 433-6489.
Review of the Record of Trial indicates that the original document
entitled ''Response to Letter ofReprirnand" was letWnedtu the record
custodian by NCIS. I have requested a certified true copy of the original
docwnent be made and foIWaIded to this office for release to you, as this
office is currently coordinating the response to your requests concerning
all docwnents under the cognizance of the Office of the Judge Advocate
General. I am currently awaiting receipt of the certified copy you have
requested, and will forward it under separate cover.
Enclosed please find an index of the post trial documents attached to
or part of the Official Record of Trial. There are 14 documents. Review of
the Record of Trial indicates these documents were previously provided to
you as part of the appellate process.
Please review the enclosure. and if there are any documents listed which you

_
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require copies of, please advise me in writing so that copies can be
released to you.
Infonnation concerning the certification of Navy attorneys practicing
law under the cognizance of the Judge Advocate General is under the
cognizance of C.ommander, Navy Personnel Command, in Millington, TN. I have
been advised by Ms. Lama's office that your request for information
concerning Captains Gonzalez and Pixa has been referred to that organization
for reply to you.
With regard to your request for "a copy of the Post-trial Advice (along
with any companion) documents to this advice)" and "the name of the officer
or officers who gave RADM Bitoff Post-trial advice as. evidenced by the.
statutory writing in the Record of Trial,." please be· advised th8t I am
currently con.ducting. a search and. review of the records concerning your case
for any responsive documents. The records consist of four boxes of
docwnents, or approximately two large file drawers. of records

In additio~as you discussed previously with Ms. Lama., I am currently
reviewing our response letter 5720 Ser I3I3PAI1676.00 dated July 11,. 2000,.
to review the documents attached to the report of investigation. prepar.ed.by
CAPT Pixa.for any segregable documents As soon as a release determination
is made concerning those documents, any releasable portions will be provided
to you.. I anticipate that the review and relea..~ determination will be
completed by August 15,2000.
I am the point of contact for this matter for all of the documents under
the cognizance of the Office of the Judge Advocate General. I may be
reached by telephone at (703) 604-8218.
Sincerely,

lsi
J.L.ROTH

Liel rtemmtC(llIl1lI3Tf(}er,.
JAGC, U.S. Navy
Head,. FOIAIPA Branch,.
Administrative Law
Division
Encl: l. Index ofPost-trial documents in the ROT leO United States v,
LCDR WalterF_Fitzpatrick,.. ill,. USN
<<INDEX OF POSTTRIAL ROT DOCUMENTS ICO mZPATRICK.doc»

INDEX OF POST-TRIAL DOCUMENTS IN THE RECORD OF TRIAL
ICO UNITED STATES V. LCDR WALTER F. FITZPATRICK, III, USN

1. Appellate Exhibit XXXII, POST-TRIAL RIGHTS STATEMENT dtd 5 Mar
1989 (sic) and signed 5 Apr 90
2. Memo from LCDR Fitzpatrick to Trial Counsel, Subj: Service of
Record of Trial, dtd 5 Apr 90
3. Memo from Trial Counsel to Commander, Combat Logistics Group
ONE, SUbj: Report of Results of Trial
4.

Certificate in Lieu of Receipt dtd 14 May 90

5.

Clemency Petition dtd30May 90 w/ encl

6.

Special Court-Martial Order Number 11-90 dtd 7 Jun 90

7. Commander, Combat Logistics Group ONE ltr 5800 Ser 006/1226 of
11 Jun 90, Subj: Letter of Reprimand wi FIRST ENDORSEMENT dtd 1
Jul 90
8. LCDR W. F. Fitzpatrick ltr of 17 Jul 90, Subj:
Letter of Reprimand

Response to

9. Commander, Combat Logistics Group ONE ltr 5800 Ser 006/1456 of
7 Aug 90, subj: Summarized Record of Trial ICO LCDR Walter F.
Fitzpatrick, USN
10. Commander, Naval Surface Force, U.S. Pacific Fleet SPCM 27-90
5814 Ser 0062:cqs of 17 Aug 90, Subj: Review of Special Court
Martial in accordance with UCMJ, art. 64; MCM (1984), and R.C.M.
1112
(Art 64 review)
11. JAG 5814 Ser 40.2/64333 of 14 Jan 93, Examination pursuant to
Article 69b, UCMJ, of the special court-martial convened by
Commander, Combat Logistics Group ONE
12.

Supplementary Court-Martial Order No. 1-93

13. JAG ltr 5814 Ser 40.2/64334 of 14 Jan 93, Subj: Application
for relief pursuant to Article 69{b), UCMJ, ICO Lieutenant
Commander Walter F. Fitzpatrick, III, U.S. Navy

OCT-11-2000 11:17 FROM:

TO:360 373 4599

Department of the Navy
Office of the .Judge Advocate General
Administrative Law Division
MAIL: OJAG (CODE 13)

WASHINGTON NAVY YARD
1322 PAn-ERSON AVE SE SUITE SOOO
WASHING'rON DC 20374-5066

PHONe: (703) 604-8228

•

0FACe LOCAllON:

PAESEOEN1lALTOWER SUITE "1000
2511 S•.JEFFERS()N DAVlSHlClHWAY
ARUNG'rON. VA 223)9

DSN: 664

FAX: (703) 604.Ql55I6996

FAX
To:

vvJfA J...~
, C" r-

I

F,n. fA=( (.1 c.k-

Date:

[J ~

[J For Review

"

DC., 00

C P&ease Comrneftt

-

0 Pte.se Reply

• Conblilents:

--------------

TO:360 373 4599

OCT-11-2000 11:17 FROM:

..

:::~NDUM
To:
Via:

gg*

~ 11\\
02

Subj:

Convening Authority Action ICO LCDR Fitzpatrick

01

.'

I

31 MAY 1990

----

Sir, enclosed are the action and the Letter of Reprimand ordered
awarded by the court members in the subject case.
Also enclosed
is a clemency request from the defense counsel in which he
recommends that you disapprove the findings of the court,
essentially overturning the court-martial, based on his' opinion
that a court was not the proper forum.
This contention is
somewhat ironic in view of the fact that the accused was offered
a fair hearing at mast and refused that opportunity.
r strongly
recommend that clemency not be granted, and that the sentence of
the court-martial be carried out as adjudged.
Your execution of
the action and the letter will execute the sentence.

Very

•

11y,

--
RECEIVED.
C'f .3 6 Yl€lWtsAA Y,

a ...

/I

OCT

z..~

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
OFFICE OF THE JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERAL
WASHINGTON NAVY YARD
1322 PATTERSON AVENUE SE SUITE 3000
WASHINGTON DC 20374-5066

Mr. Walter F. Fitzpatrick, III
825 NE Rimrock Drive
Bremerton, WA 98311-3142

•

IN REPLY REFER TO

5720
Ser 13/3PA11676.00C
September 29, 2000

··.....6

. ., '.

l.~J'i
'~.'

Dear Mr. Fitzpatrick:
This follows up my previous letter to you, 5720 Ser 13/3PA11676.00B,
of August 3, 2000.
Our response to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)/Privacy Act
(PA) re~~ests ha~ bp-en dp-Iayed while we coorcinated the processing of
your requests with Commander, Naval Surface Force, U.S. Pacific Fleet
(COMNAVSURFPAC) .
COMNAVSURFPAC advised this office that numerous records had been
released to you at the end of June, 2000. COMNAVSURFPAC is in the
process of providing this office an index of the records they released to
you. When we receive that index, I will review it against the records
maintained in this office, which we have also been indexing. Any
documents not previously released to you, and which are releasable, will
then be provided to you.
We will also provide you with an index of the
records, and will identify the documents previously released to you.
I
anticipate receipt of the index from COMNAVSURFPAC near the beginning of
October 2000, and I anticipate responding to your requests by the middle
of October 2000.

•

In response to your questions concerning records maintained in the
Office of the Judge Advocate General (OJAG), the following information is
provided. The records are currently physically located in my office in
the Administrative Law Division, OJAG. These records are from the Judge
Advocate General Inspector General (JAG IG), and are part of the 1G
system of records, system N05040-1.
I have enclosed a copy of the system
noLice. These records appear to be cup~i~~tc~ nf recordR maintained by
COMNAVSURFPAC, which is why we are coordinating your request with that
office, particularly in light of their earlier release of documents to
you. Our coordination with Commander, Naval Surface Group, Pacific
Northwest (CNSGPNW), the successor command to Commander, Combat Logistics
Group One (COMLOGGRU One), indicates that all records maintained at that
command were previously forwarded to the JAG 1G.
Regarding your request for records of "post-trial advice provided to
RADM Bitoff on or before June 7, 1990", a search'of records under the
cognizance of OJAG, COMNAVSURFPAC, and CNSGPNW did not identify any
records made part of the Record of Trial that are responsive to your
•
request." You were previously advised that Commander in Chief, U.S.
Pacific Fleet, also did not have responsive records.
You should be aware
that, because your were tried by a special court-martial and your
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Privacy Act Online
privacy.navy.mil
I Return to Home Page I Addresses

I

1.t~tQtj.Q~~ Policy

I Reports I Training I

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
PRIVACY ACT NOTICES
NOS041·1

System name:
Inspector General (IG) Records (March 18, 1997,62 FR 12811).

System location:

•

Office of the Naval Inspector General, Building 200,901 M Street, SE, Washington DC
20374-5006; Inspector General offices at major commands and activities throughout the
Department of the Navy and other naval activities that perform inspector general (IG)
functions. Official mailing addresses are published as an appendix to the Navy's
compilation of systems of records notices.

Categories of individuals covered by the system:
Any person who has been the subject of, witness for, or referenced in an Inspector General
(IG) investigation, as well as any individual who submits a request for assistance or
complaint to an Inspector General.

Categories of records in the system:

•

Letters/transcriptions of complaints, allegations and queries; tasking orders from the
Department of Defense Inspector General, Secretary of the Navy, Chief of Naval
Operations, and Commandant of the Marine Corps; requests for assistance from other
NavylMarine Corps commands and activities; appointing letters; reports of investigations,
inquiries, and reviews with supporting attachments, exhibits and photographs; records of
interviews and synopses of interviews; witness statements; legal review of case files;
congressional inquiries and responses; administrative memoranda; letters and reports of
action taken; referrals to other commands; letters to complainants and subjects of
investigations; court records and results of nonjudici?l punishment; letters and reports of
adverse personnel actions; financial and technical reports.

Authority for maintenance of the system:
r;;'rJCLiJ:'lY{f::

httn://orivacv.navy.miVprivacy/noticenumberIN05041-1.html

,
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10 U.S.c. 5014, Office of the Secretary of the Navy; 10 U.S.c. 5020, Naval Inspector
General: details; duties; SECNAVINST 5430.57F, Mission and Functions of the Naval
Inspector General, January 15, 1993.
To determine the facts and circumstances surrounding allegations or complaints against
Department ofthe Navy personnel and/or Navy/Marine Corps activities.
To present findings, conclusions and recommendations developed from investigations and
other inquiries to the Secretary of the Navy, Chief of Naval Operations, Commandant of
the Marine Corps, or other appropriate Commanders.

Routine uses of records maintained in the system, including categories of users and
the purposes of such uses:
1n addition to those disclosures generally permitted under 5 U.S;c. 552a(b) of the Privacy

Act, these records or information contained therein may specifically be disclosed outside
the DoD as a routine use pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(b)(3) as follows:
The 'Blanket Routine Uses' that appear at the beginning of the Navy's compilation of
systems of records notices apply to this system.

Policies and practices for storing, retrieving, accessing, retaining, and disposing of
records in the system:
Storage:
File folders and computerized data base.

Retrievability:
By subject's or complainant's name; case name; case number; and other case fields.

Safeguards:
Access is limited to officials/employees of the command who have a need to know. Files
are stored in locked cabinets and rooms. Computer files are protected by software systems
which are password protected.

Retention and disposal:
Permanent. Retired to Washington National Records Center when four years old. Transfer
to the National Archives and Records Administration when 20 years old.

System manager(s) and address:
Naval Inspector General, 901 M Street SE, Washington Navy Yard, Washington, DC
20374-5006 or the local command's IG office. Official mailing addresses are published as
an appendix to the Navy's compilation of systems of records notices.
http://privacy.navy.mil/privacy/noticenumberIN05041-1.html
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Notification procedure:
Individuals seeking to detennine whether infonnation about themselves is contained in
this system should address written inquiries to the Naval Inspector General, 901 M Street
SE, Washington Navy Yard, Washington, DC 20374-5006 or the relevant command's IG
office. Official mailing addresses are published as an appendix to the Navy's compilation
of systems of records notices.
The request should include the full name of the requester and/or case number.

Record access procedures:
Individuals seeking access to information about themselves contained in this system
should address written inquiries to the Naval Inspector General, 901 M Street SE,
Washington Navy Yard, Washington, DC 20374-5006 or the relev~mt command's IG
office. Official mailing addresses are published as an appendix to the Navy's compilation
of systems of records notices.
The request should include the full name of the requester and/or case number.
Contesting record procedures:
The Navy's rules for accessing records, and for contesting contents and appealing initial
agency detenninations are published in Secretary of the Navy Instruction 5211.5; 32 CFR
part 701; or may be obtained from the system manager.

Record source categories:
Complainants; witnesses; Members of Congress; the media; and other commands or
government agencies.

Exemptions claimed for the system:
Portions of this system may be exempt under the provisions 05 U.S.C. 552a(k)(I) and (k)
(2), as appiicable.
An exemption rule for this system has been promulgated in accordance with requirements

of5 U.S.c. 553(b)(l), (2), and (3), (c) and (e) and published in 32 CFR part 701, subpart
G. For additional infonnation contact the system manager.

This website is provided as a public service of the Department of the Navy's Office of the General Counsel
in cooperation with the SECNAVICNO Privacy Act Office.
[ HOME] [ WEBMASTER]

http://privacy.navy.miVprivacy/noticenwnberIN05041-1.html
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Sanurlay,10]une2000

Mark and Paul,
My first appeal (submitted in parts) takes up a couple of binders. I've made a copy for the OBA to
use as their own that was provided to them in the f.ill oflast year.
That might be too much for your purposes, so in the meanwhile, I thought it would be instructive
for you to know the headings of the 10 issues I raised.

I

Whether the Government failed to state an offense by failing to aJlege actual knowledge
as an element of wiUfuJ de.-eliction ofduty. (Note: The military judge, Captain George Wells.,
found this problem. There is no record of its remedy. This is a technically I know, but it was
recognized early on in the trial as a problem and it would have been foolish for me 110t to raise up
the issue.)

II
Whether the military judge erred in the instructions he gave to the members allowing
them to apply an erroneous standard of law in determining the knowledge required for
willful dereliction of duty. (Note: Another technically raised for the same reason as the first issue.)

III
Whether a specification for willful dereliction of duty was spelled out 80 that the accused
Imew the precise nature of his misconduct. (Note: Hard issue. No one has been able to name the
act, or my failure to act, that constituted the alleged delict To this day no one can.)

IV
Whether the government knowingty withheld evidence which was favorable to the
defense and which prevented the defense from adequately preparing for trial. (Note: Hard
issue. I have never seen what Zeller collected. I have never seen a cbain-of-custody that itemizes
what Zeller collected. Binders marked "LCDR Fitzpatrick #1,. and "LCDR Fitzpatrick #2:' are
secreted from my view. Of course, the only document I needed was the USS MARS (AFS-l) fiscal
year 1988 MWR Report.)

v
Whether unlawful command influence unfairly prejudiced the accused's trial and
deprived a fair trial in derogation of his right to due process under the Fifth Amendment to
the Constitution. (Note: Hard issue. And I was di.rectly on point!)

VI
Whether the con~ningauthority W4l6 a Type II or Type III accuser and improperly
referred charges, convened the SPCM, and took post-trial action. (Note: Hard issue. This is the
defendant's appeal equivalent of Babe Ruth's calling his home ron. RADM Bitoff had to conceal his
identity as my accuser to get by this challenge.)

VII
Whether the evidence presented was insufficient and failed to prove the offense charged
as a matter of law. (Hard issue: Remember that the.Article 32 found no evidence to support the

very same charges).
VDI

Whether the Government acted in bad faith by alleging a baseless charge &0 as to
influence the members by suggesting the accused was a bad character worthy of
punishment. (Note: Hard issue. For me this was a very hard issue. T11Il Zeller accused me of
stealing money from my shipmates.)
IX
Whetber numerous violations of fundamental roles, in cumulative effect, constituted
prejudicial error. (Note: Hard issue.)

x
Fraud on the Coun. (Note: Hard issue. Two called home runs in the same gameQ

Best regards,

~a~~~fir.
360.3TI.5108
manoverl>oard@silwlipk.net

..
Tu~~day~

23 February 1993

From: LCDR Walter F. Fitzpatrick. III
To:
Judge Advocate General
Subj: REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION ON THE APPLICATION FOR
RELIEF PURSUANT TO ARTICLE 69(B). UCMJ. ICO
LIEUTENANT COMMANDER WALTER F. EITZPATRICK. III.
551-90-4692. U.S. NAVY
Ref:

•

(a) Judge Advocate General ltr 5814 Ser 40.2/64334
~td ~4-January 1993 wi enclosure (1)
(b) Application of 4 March

199~

(c) Director. Administrative Support DiVision.
Navy-Marine Corps Appellate Review Activity ltr
5814 Ser 40/64023 dtd 14 Jan 1993
1. I respectfully request your reconsideration on the subject
case. There is a new body of evidence that sufficiently raises
questions of criminal conduct before and during its
prosecution. that in the opinion of others who have reviewed
it. is substantiated and does have merit.
2. I submit that the finding entered by reference (a) is
defective because it fails the tests raised on appeal by
reference (b). I hereby respectfully request that my conviction
be set aside for the reasons given so far and that all rights
and privileges I enjoyed prior to this conviction be returned
to me.

•

3. With regard to my earlier request for a criminal
investigation. LCDR TIMOTHY W. ZELLER, JAGC. USN, is no longer
assigned to the Convening Authority and although he may not be
currently assigned to the Office of the Judge Advocate General.
since he is a Judge Advocate. I am unable to understand why you
would decline to look into allegations of professional and
ethical misconduct involving a Judge Advocate who wears the
Judge Advocate's Hill Rind (reference (c».
4. The government's theory in this case was based upon three
distinct areas of dereliction under Charge I, Specification 1:
a funeral trip, an MWR trip to Hawaii. and purchases of
electronics equipments (ROT; Prosecution Exhibit 1). On 22 May
1992. a Board of Inquiry composed of three Navy Captains, found
no misconduct with regard to Charge I. Specification 1. They
specifically considered each of the government's theories apd

1

•

,.

•

..
found them wanting. All three Navy Capihins'were post
Off!cerJof Ships-of-the-Line:and completely familiar
with HWR regulations for forces afloat. As discussed under
Issue VII of re,ference (b), the government did not show what
specific action (or failure to act) constituted a failure to
follow proper HWR accounting and expenditure procedures. I
respectfully request to know what spec~fic act~ or failure to
act, supported your finding of guilt for negligent dereliction
of duty.
Comm~nding

5. Through the course of preparing for the Board of Inquiry and
submission of my appeal, a chain of custody was documented for
the USS HARS (AFS 1) 1988 HWR-report. The report was turned
over sometime prior to 21 February 1990 to LCDR Timothy W.
Zeller. then SJA to the Convening Authority by LCDR Conrad
Divis. then Executive Officer in HARS (enclosures (66) and (67)
to reference (b». That report has never been seen since. It
was not produced by LCDR Zeller prior to my special
court-martial and it was not produced by the Staff of
Commander. Combat Logistics Group ONE (COHLOGGRU-1) prior to
the May 92 Board of Inquiry in spite of defense discovery
requests in both cases. COHLOGGRU-1 has never denied having
custody of the report. Before my Board of Inquiry, COHLOGGRU-1
claimed that they were unable to find it. The mere existence
of this 1988 HWR report contradicts statements by LCDR Zeller
in his 23 October 1989 Integrity and Efficiency Investigation
Report (enclosure (18) to reference (b». Intentional
withholding of exculpatory evidence was raised on appeal
(Issue IV of reference (b». I respectfully request you make a
specific finding on this question. I am unable to understand
how this handling of exculpatory evidence was satisfactorily
reconciled by you and why LCDR Zeller's conduct was considered
proper (reference (c».
6. As stated in the application for relief (reference (b».
negligent dereliction of duty is not a lesser included offense
to willful dereliction of duty. "Paragraph 2b(4). Part IV.
Manual for Courts-Martial. United States, 1984. specifically
provides: \ Specific lesser included offenses. i'f any. are
listed for each offense in this Part. but the lists are not all
inclusive'" (U.S. v. Hckinley. 27 M.J. 78 (CHA 1988); see
footnote 1). While it is agreed that the language. "lists are
not all inclusive". means what it says. the fact remains that
"negligent" dereliction of duty is not listed as a lesser
included offense for "willful" dereliction of duty.
Furthermore, it is not suggested in the discussion of Article
92 that "negligent" dereliction may be a lesser included
offense to "willful" dereliction. This strongly suggests that
any enumerated charge and specification for "willful"

•

2

.
",:.,. "

dereliction of duty u~der Articl~ 92 preempts a l~sser ~ncltid~~
offense' for "negligent" dereli.ction of duty. Al-so. it i:s, not
co~mon pr~ctice in military jurisprudence to include
"negligent" dereliction of duty as a lesser included offense of
"willful" dereliction. This specific question was raised in
u.s. v. Dellarosa. 30 M.J. 255 (CMA 1990) by the U.S. Court of,
Military Appeals but went unanswered because the decision of
the military judge was not disputed. Dellarosa was tried by a
judge sitting alone and charged with dereliction of duty by
reason of his willful failure to accurately record and report
weather conditions. "The military judge found [Dellarosa]
guilty of dereliction of duty by reason of his negligent
failure to accurately record and' report-weath~r conditions. [As
noted by the Court of Military Appeals] The military judge did
not explain his reasoning in reaching this finding to a 'lesser
included offense' and he was not asked to do ·so by defense
counsel." In the subject case. the question is under dispute
and I respectfully request that you give the reasoning for the
finding contained in reference (a)l.
7. It is suggested that the question regarding the lesser
included offense may be premature if not moot. For a lesser
included offense to exist, there must first be in place an
enumerated charge and specification from which it may be
derived. In the subject case, as articulated by the military
judge, Specification 1 of Charge I failed to state an offense.
Quoting from page 98 of the Record of Trail "the Military
Judge informed both counsel that there was a problem with the
pleading as to Specification 1 of Charge I. Further the
military judge stated that it was not apparent when the sample
specification in the Manual for Courts-Martial is read. but
that it becomes apparent when you read the instructions that
are given to the members contained in the Military Judge's
Bench Book. 'One cannot be convicted of willfully failing to
perform his duties unless he had actual knowledge of the
duties.' [The military judge] further stated that the
government had not alleged that the accused had actual
knowledge." This defect is fatal as was discussed at length by
reference (b) and a specific finding by you on this issue was
absent from reference (a). I respectfully request that you make
a specific finding and provide your reasoning.

•

•

8. If you reconsider your decision regarding negligent
dereliction of duty and still feel your finding is appropriate
then I respectfully request that you find on each of the issues
raised on appeal vis a vis the negligent dereliction of duty.
9. In the event you choose not to make a finding on any of the
issues raised by reference (bl, I request each of those issues

3

--;....,

•

..

•

be certified for review-by the Navy-Marine Corps-Court of
Military Review .
10. In the even~ you choose not to make a finding on the issues
raised on appeal of newly discovered evidence and fraud on the
court. and do not certify these issues for review by the
Navy-Marine Corps Court of Military Review. I request a new
trial under Article 73. I request that the two year limit for
making this request be waived inasmuch as both of these issues
were raised on appeal within two years but_will not have had a
finding entered by either you. as was the expectation. nor by
the Navy-Marine Corps Court of Military Review.
11. I respectfully request a copy of enclosure (2) to reference
( a) •

12. After review of the relevant statute, I was unable to find
authority for delegation by you to have someone else sign the
appeal "by direction". I therefore. respectfully request that
you sign any findings you may make.

Very Respectfully.

•
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Saturday, 10 June 2000

Mark and Paul:
I submitted a second appeal on 23 February 1993 after the fust had been obstructed It wasn't
answered for 10 months (29 November 1993). Although the original request had been sent via
certified mail, return receipt requested, senior Navy officials gave as their reason for delay that it had
never been received in 0 JAG's office and there was no record of its receipt. I'm sending the
following to you today:

•

A copy of the certified mail return receipt. 4'D. McOung.» who was 0JAG's secretaty,
signed for receipt Her desk.sat feet away from the Admiral in the Pentagon. She has since
married and goes by Donna McClung-Underwood last time I checked. I don't know if she
still works for OJAG. Also, mailroom Jogs from OJAG independently confirm receipt of my
appeal. Note: the gn:en catd was returned back to me on 6 March 1993 (this explains the
"RECEIVED" stamp you'll notice).

•

Lie #1! R.E. Ouellette, Colonel, U.S. Marine Corps, (then) Assistant Judge Advocate
Genecal (Military Justice) lied to me when he signed out the respoo.se to my appeal on 29
November 1993 ("There is no record of receipt ofyour originalletteC'). rm sending this
today.

•

Lie #2: H.E. 4'Ri~' Grant, Rear Admiral, USN, (then) Navy Judge Advocate General lied
to Congressman Dicks in a letter dated 9 March 1994 ("This request was never received in
this office''). I'm sending a copy to you both today.

•

Lie #3: Rear Adminl Gnmt to United States Senator Gorton in a second March 1994 letter.
I do not have a copy to send. I only have a copy of the OJAG proposal. I can get a copy if
needed.

•

Lie #4: Colonel Ouellette to U.S. Senator Diane Feinsrein in a 21 March 19941etter ('This
request was never received in this office"). I'm sending a copy to you today.

•

Lie #5: Rear Admiral Grant to U.s. Senator Patty Mumty. You both have this letter already.

.

•

S' MAY 11f'f

R.E. Ouellette retired as a one star (end of tour/career or 'gcweyard' promotion).
I still have the original green card returned to me by 0JAG. I sighted it yesterday evening.

rm sending a copy of the second appeal for your reference.
I did not receive the response to my second appeal until 1330 on Wednesday, 8 December 1993. Six
days earlier, Dave Proulx (pronounced PROO the "L" and "X" are silent), then my CO, sent out a

•

request for a new trial and demanded an answer to my second appeal The request for new trial was
ignored. FYI, Dave was going to initiate a JAGMAN into this trial but was stopped by the PSNS
shi.pyard JAG, a commander named Meadows. I have the memos exchanged between them.

On September 2, 1994 I requested RADM Grant recuse himself because it was clear he was
protecting Zeller, Bito££, the process, and the JAG priesthood in general Pm sending you the
request and Granrs response.

My recusalrequest to Grant was prompted by infomuttion I'd received earlier in the summer that
my appeal rights did not transcend the Navy JAG. I'm sending that document as well, dated 21
July1994. Of note, it was- in July 1994 when Zeller's infamous .23 November 1989 Thanksgiving Day
memo to Bitoffwas finally turned over.

That Thanksgiving Day memo had been under a Freedom oflnfonnation Act request submit:ted by
Congressman Dicks in August of 1993. I'm sendiog the dt:aft I have FYL

~~
Walt

Fitzpatri~
.

360.377.5 t 08
manoverboard@Silve.dink.net

•

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
Navy-Marine Corps Appellate Review Activity
Office of the Judge Advocate General
Washington Navy Yard - Bldg. 111
Washington, D.C. 20374-1111
In Reply Refer To:
21 July 94

LCDR Walter F. Fitzpatrick, I I I
825 NE Rimrock Drive
Bremerton, WA 98311-3142
Dear Lieutenant Commander Fitzpatrick:
This is to follow-up on our phone conversation regarding your
court-martial in April 1990. Because you did not receive a
dismissal or confinement in excess of one year, Article 66, UCMJ
does not provide for review by either the Navy-Marine Corps Court
of Military Review or by the Court of Military Appeals.
Since
your case has already been reviewed by the Judge Advocate
General's Office, pursuant to Article 69, your appellate rights
have been exhausted.
I

•

hope that this information is of help to you.

Counsel

•

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
USS CARL VINSON (CVN-70)

FLEET POST OFFICE AP
96629-2840

5510
035~
OPS
17 July 1991
MEMORANDUM
From:
To:

commanding Officer, USS CARL VINSON (CVN 70)
LCDR Walter F. Fitzpatrick III, USN, 551-90-4692/1110

Subj:

NOTIFICATION OF SUSPENDED ACCESS TO CLASSIFIED INFORMATION

Ref:

(a) OPNAVINST 5510.1H dtd 24 Aug 90, CH-1
(b) Commanding Officer's NJP Mast of 30 Apr 91, VUCMJ
Art 86 dtd 18 Mar 91

1. In accordance with reference (a), your access to classified
information was suspended effective 18 Mar 91, pending final
resolution of appeal action to reference (b).
2. Upon completion of all appeal actions to reference (b), your
status regarding, access to classified information will be
reevaluated.
'

•
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TO COMNAVAIRPAC SAN DIEGO CAIIOOII

CO~NAV6ASE

INFO COMCARGRU TH~EEIIOO//
NAVSHIPYO puGET SOUND WA/IOOYI
CQMLOGGRU ONEIIOOI/
.

I

,

.

: {','

.

SUP~~IP

SEATT~E

SEATTLE

WAI/OOI/

~AIIOOII

I

aT'. : ..

U~CLAS
'.' ."

/INoooooIIPERSONA~
"-

FOR

YAD~

KOHN,

~AOM

wRIOHT, HADM

M~~SH'

"\

~~:HA~M 8ITU FF , CAPT CLARK AND CAPT ·DOYLE FROM ~ORCHERS
~JP.ICO

LCOR WALTER F. FITZPATRICK, USN, .551~qO-~692/11XQ
~S~lD/GENAOMIN/USS CARL VINSONII
~~Ks/l.
THIS MSG PROVIDES BACKGROUND IN THE EVENT .OF POSSIBLE
CONGRESSIONAL/MEOlA ATTENTION RESULTING FROM NJP AWARDEo TO'SNO.
SURJ!.

•

JO APRIL 19Q1' J HELD CAPTAIN'S MA~T ON.SNO fOR A VIOLATION OF .
'RT. 8b (ABSENr hITHOUT AUTHORITY) FOR A PERIOD OF 35 DAyS'
CqtJANJO-YtMAROSJ. PUNISHMENT AWARDED WAS A VERBAL REPR1 MAND.
;"~POSSIBL~ coNGRESSIONAL AND MEDIA ATTENTION EXISTS DUE TD SNQ
EX~HE3S£D DESIRE TO "GO PUBLIC" WITH HIS DISSATISFACTION ~ITH ThE'
. I'ildJDLlNG UF PREVIOUS SPECIAL COURTS MART IAL- AT FORMER ,COMMAND AND
CURREI~T NON-JUOICIAL PUNISHMENT.
AT MAST HE ,ALSO STATED TI;AT HE
. riHnTE CONGHESSMAN DICKS CD-WAl ABOUT T~U ~EEKS ~GO HEQUESTl~G A~
INDEPENOANT NAVY IG INVESTIGATION Of HIS ApR qO COURT MA~TIAL
FI~OrNG.
QUESTIONS REGARDING THIs CASE S~OULD ~E ADDRESSED TU CARL
VtNSUi~ PAO Li 8. GAKCIA (20&) 476-1663 (A/V: . £139 .. 1663)" OR ~E
DIRECTLY AT (20b) 416-2860 (A/V: 'U9-28b\J).
.
~2.

iUC~J

n~

3. TriE CHRUNULUGY ~F EvENTS LEADING UP' TO MAST ARE ASIFOLLOrlS • . '
2H; APH 90:
SNu KECEIVED SPCM ~HIL£ ATTACHED TO COMSA ~OGISTICS
GROUP O~E • FOUND GUILTY OF VIOLATING UCMJ ART. 92.
~
1 JUN

9~:

CO~MA~O~R,

SN~

1- ~o SEP </0:

1 OCT 90:

RECEIVED

L~TTER

OF

RErRrM~NO

F~OM

AS A RESULT OF SPCM

LOGG~UUNt.

~NQ

s,m

ON LV WHILE .4 Tr ACHE!) TO LOGGRUONE.
JETACHED LOGGRUONE FOR ULTIMATE OUTY AT CVN 70 WITH
"

.. . ••

. .•.• , . , ' I II " II II , . " II II ,. II I. II I. ,. I.!" •.
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,

.

INTER:-1F.lJIAT~ .DUT'( .Al SUPStUP
REPURl NL I JAi:. 9'1 .TO C.Vi~ 70.

SE~TTU:.,

wA.

OROERS Ol~ECTE~ S(~v 10

.
. '.
., •
2S FE'b '11: '."l··CVN 7J UPS O,FfICER 'lN~lJIRED WITH i-.tv4PC (~AR~lE~ PLACl:.~ENT)\~:.~.-..::,:,.
. ! A5 TO' L0 CAT. 0 N 0 F 5 I~ 0 Nt~ PC STAT E0 THE RE:. HAy Ii.A VE Bf:: ;: :~ A,~ 0 f( 0 E. P • M0 () ." ...
" MAR q 1: . c: VN 7i 0 0 P5 0 F f' CAL LEl> ioJ MPC (S URFACE 0 ETA 1 LER') AauU1 ~
:EXTEt~UlnG. NLlM(:.Rl'CAL Rt:.Pl.ACEMEN~ FOR SNO.
NMPC STATED Sr~O .SHOLJLlJ HA,vE,,
q£PuRTEu IN JMN 91.
..
S MAR 91:
cv~ 70 OPS OFF AGAIN CALLED N~PC (CARRIER PLAC~MENT)
T\J ADvISE SI~O 010 NOT REPORT AND .,.AS TOLD THAT SNO r.AS LAST AT
SUPSHIP SEATTLE, ~A. CVN 70 OPS OFF CALLED XO SUPSHIP SEATTLt TO ~
FINO SNO. xo SupsHIP STATED "SNO CH~CKED OUT OF SUPSHIP ON 29 JAN 91
~ITH 'ONe LJA'y ·iRAV~"L"~·"'·-·tvtJIO oPS··..OFF·· Ais'o' 'INFURM£D-'tI1AT"'SNO HESIDEO
IN 8REM~RTO~ AND ~AS ~IVEN HOME PHONE NUM~ER. CV~ 70 OPS OFF CALLED
s~o TO DETERMINE SNO PLANS AND POSSIBILlTY OF UNKNOwN ORDER MUO.
AFTER DiScusSION, CVN 70 UPS OFF ORDERED ~NU TO REPORT IMMEUIATtLY ••
SNO REPORTED "OJ CYN 70 AT 1400, 5 MAR 91.
',' .
.
I)

Q.
l~ THE LAS~ SEVEN ~EEKS I.VE H~D SNO ON BUARO, ~E HAVE ~Ok~ED
~ITH THE LocAL NLsO TO ~ELP HIM CONSTHUCT HIS AppEAL TO THE APR 90
SPCM ~HICH HE CLAIMS ~AS FRUSTRATED AT NlSO TREASORE ISLANO.
ADDITIONAl.LV HE WAS GIV~~ EvE~y OPPURTUNITY TO SHOw CAUSE FOR NOT
BEING UA FRUM 30 JAN-S .MAR 91. AT EVERY TU~N HE ApPEARS TO BE

.

FIXATED ON THE EVENTS OF THE APR 90 SPCM. HE DOES NOT HAVE A
SECURITY CLEARANCE AN~ .'~S OF LITTLE USE TO AN OPERATIONAL,COM~ANO,
THEREFORE I AM ~ORKING ~ITH NMPC TO GET HIM DETAILED TO A SHORE BAS~O
COMMAND IN THE AREA. HE ALSO REPURTED AaUARO IN AN OBESE STATUS. 1
WILl. PRGV10E AN UPDATE I~ WARRANTED. VERY RESPECTFULLY, DUyLE.II
BT
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DEPARTMENT OF THE' NAVY
COMBAT lOGISTICS GROUP ONE
BlDG 221·:ZW NSC
OAKlAND. CA 94626·6000

IN REPlY REfER TO:

5800
Ser 006/0692
27 SEP 1994
Lieutenant Commander W. F. Fitzpatrick
325 NE Rimrock Drive
Bremerton, WA 98310-3142
Dear

~ornrnander

Fitzpatrick:

This letter and its enclosure respond to your Freedom of
Information Act request of August 6, 1994. It also confirms your
phone conversation with my Staff Judge Advocate on September 22,
1994, during which you acknowledged that the August 6, 1994 date
was incorrect and should have read september 6, 1994.
Your request was received by our office on September 14, 1994 and
relates to an alleged offering of NJP ,in January of 1990 to you
by Combat Logistics Group ONE. Your request specifically asks
for the following:
The paperwork attendant to the formal offering of mast, i.e.
"Mast Package".
That we contact RADM Bitoff and LCDR Zeller, if necessary to
collect and provide the requested information.
Any and all documents regarding or related to an "alleged"
January 1990 meeting between LCDR Zeller, RADM Bitoff, and
Captain Anderson related to your Article 15.
In response to request (1), an exhaustive search of our files
indicates that no such paperwork exists.
In response to request (2), your request is denied. The Freedom
of Information Act does not require an agency to contact
i~dividue15 o~ts~~e the agen9Y as part'of thair search for~.
documentation. Similarly, the Act does not require an agency to
create or. compile a record not already in existence to satisfy a
FOIA request.

•

In response to request (3), enclosure (1) is provided. Although
a substantial legal basis does exist for withholding enclosure
(1), it is being released in light of the October 1993
Memorandums by President Bill Clinton and Attorney General Janet
Reno.
In their Memorandums both the President and the Attorney
General stressed the principle of openness in government. Based
on these Memorandums, enclosure (1) is being released' as a
"discretionary disclosure" •
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Because your request has been partially denied, you are advised
of your right to appeal this determination in writing to
the Judge Advocate General, Navy Department, 200 Stovall street,
Alexandria, Virginia, 22332-2400.

•

The appeal must be received in that office within 60 calendar
days from the date of this letter to be considered, and the
enclosed copy of this letter should be attached along with a
statement regarding why your appeal should be granted. I
recommend that the letter of appeal and the envelope both bear
the notation "Freedom of Information Act Appeal."
The releasable portions of the requested documents are enclosed.
The fees associated with processing this information have been
waived.
I am the official responsible for the partial denial of your
request.
Sincerely,

~r:~.
E. F. TEDESCHI, JR.
Rear Admiral, U.-S. Navy
Commander
Combat Logistics Group ONE

•

Encl:
(1) LT T.W. Zeller memo dtd 16 Jan 90
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Subj:

LCDR Walter F. Fitzpatrick, USN

1•
On 12 Jan 90, the subject: named officer was requested to'
appear at my office at 1300 on 16 Jan 90 to receive paperwork and
be advised of non-judicial punishment rights, including the right
to refuse NJP. This contact was made by phone . to his residence,
said phone call being returned ,when he arrived there or had the
message passed on. LCDRFitzpatrick's reply was that he was
going to consult with his attorney, Capt Anderson that afternoon
and that '·afterward he would contact me, or more likely would have
his defense counsel contact me regarding whether or not he would
appear and/or accept non-judicial punishment.

•...

2. On this date,- I spoke with Capt Anderson via telephone and
ascertained that the SNO had in fact consulted with his defense
counsel on 12 Jan 90. I asked the counsel if there had been a
decision to accept non-judicial punishment. He related that he
believed that the SNO was going to refuse NJP, but that he had
been told· L·CDR Fitzpatrick was in fact going, to appear at my
office on this date, 16 Jan 90. I asked Capt Anderson if I could
take the SNO's not showing up as an affirmative refusal of NJP.
He related that such would be appropriate.

..

",

staff Judge Advocate, Combat Logistics Group 1
~..

.

~

From:

\-

~

.

'

Very Respectfully,
:

,

.'.

Timothy W. Zeller
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17 JAN 90

MEMORANDUM

From:
To:

Staff Judge Advocate, Combat Logistics Group. 1
Senior Defense Counsel, NLSO TI (Capt Anderson)

Subj:

NJP Package ICO LCDR Fitzpatrick

••

1.
please find enclosed the subject package. LCDR Fitzpatrick
has indicated that he desires to make his elections in your
presence and requested the package be sent to you. This command
will honor that request, with a single qualification.
The
package, with elections made, must be returned to this office not
later than 1200 Friday, 19 Jan 90. This requirement has been set
forth by the Chief of Staff, Combat Logistics Group 1. Failure
to return the package by that time will be deemed a refusal of
Non-Judicial Punishment and a demand for trial by court-martial.

T. W.

•

"REPORT AND DISPOSITION OF OFFENSE(S>
NAYPERS 1626/7 (Rev •. 5-72)
To:

Comm.nding OWcer.

Commander. Combat I ogi sti cs ONE

Dote of Report:

2 ,Janlfary 1990

)

I hereby report the follo.ing named ...n for the offense( s) noted:

1.
tcAt.((

S(R .... l

Oi ACCUSED

NO.

SOC I At. SECuA I T y "'0.

------

FITZPATRICK, Walter F.

gOi • • CL.S~

"ATE/GRAOE

551-90-4692 lCDR

PLACE OF OHENSE(S)

DIV/DEPT

USN

DATE Of OFfENSE(SI

USS MARS (AFS_l)

Various

PLEASE SEE ATTACHED SHEET

NAME OF WI TNESS

RATE/GRADE

DIV/DEPT

NAME OF WI TNESS

RATElG"ADE

01 V/DEPT

A
..;;...

......-!

LI. • Staff JudgeJe .,8dYQcate
••• •••• i"i.,
(~., ~/CrcJ.ITi.

,~r

T

r.,or.}

/"

~.'~-

·~/·///dg{--w..,...:-c
z:.r, .
. / .....
(./

($i •••••

r{:) ".r ••••••• i ••••,

--

r.,.r.J

I have been infor.ed of the cat.ure oC the accusation(s) a,.inst- ae.
I understand I do not hawe to an.wer any questions or
•• ~e any state_ent re,ardin, the oClense(s) of which I •• accused or auspeeted. Howeyer. I understand any statement •• de or ques

tions answered by .e •• y be used as evidence against .e in eveDt of tri.l by court-•• rti.l (Article 31. UCMJ).

.,ii tness:

Acknowledged:

WAl rER F. FITZPArR ICK, 'COR, !lSK
{S" •••• r~ _, At:t:•• ~II}

FOR
...... O CONFINED
SAFEKEEPING
....' ... c=J NO RESTRICTIONS

c=J RESTRICTED:

",:

<

:::t

Q:
....

...

You are restricted to the limits of ____________________________________

__ __ ________________________ ____ ____ ______.in lieu of
by
__ __
order o( the CO. Until your Itatus .s a restricted .an i. te •• in.ted by the CO. you
may not lea.e the restricted li.its except wit.h the express peraissioll oC the CO or
XO. You have been informed of the times and pl.ce. which you Ire required to .us.er.

Q:

~

."
....
Q:

~~~~~

~

~

~

~

~

.rre~'

INFORMATION CONCERNING ACCUSED
CURRENT Elcl. OAT£

[XPIRATIOH CUAAEHT EHL ..

DATE

TOTAL ACTIV(
NAVAl S[RYICE

TOTAl SERYICE'

AGE

[ClJCATION

ON 80 ••0

14 Years
CONTRIBUTION TO FAWILy OR
(A •••• , r ••• ir~J "
J•• J

'14'1" "[A M()HTH

i/

."y)

$3213.60
OECOAO

~~.':

--;:,

i

or

PREYIOUS OHU.SEISI

None

"-.

~

.~- .'~:'~:'

.'*!:. .•.~ •.~- ..

.:.

--;..~-

PRELIHIHARY IHQUIRY REPORT
From:

Oate:

Commanding Officer

To: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
1.

Tr.J.nsmitted herewith lor preliminary inquiry and report by you, includin!. if appropriate in the
discipline, the preferring of such charges as appear to you to be Sustained by expected evidence.

interest

of

justice

RE,..AAKS Of OIVISION OFFICER

RATE/GRADE

NAME OF WITNESS

o

RECOMMEliOATlOli AS TO DISPOSITlOII:

o

o

0 I Sl'OSE OF CASE AT MAST

01 v/OEPT

RATE/GRADE

NAME OF WITNESS

01 V/OEPT

REfER TO COURT WARTIAI. fOR TRIAL OF ATIACH£D CIIARGES
(Coapleto Charge SIIed (DO Fo,.. .sa) through Page 2)
NO PUNITIVE ACTION NECESSARY OR DES liABLE

i'

OOTHEl

CQI.N(HT (l~dudc •• c. ,.,erti'''' ••• il ... ,I"1 01 .i .......... ••••• r)' . / c.pC'~"J •• iG .. Arc, ~o"lli.c" ." •• iJ .... cc,
c.,cel.~.
Au.ell ., ....... c. _/.
.i'ftc.,e", 40C".""""7 ••dd.... " • •• d ••••• r.'C'C' rflearc ••• ri ... ill UA c••••• it ..., .f ,.•• , c.iJc.~c. etc.,

ACTION OF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

o

DISMISSED

o

S IIiHATUAE OF (XECUT I vE Off ICER

REFERRED TO CAPTAIM'S MAST

RIGHT TO DEMAND TRIAL BY COURT-MARTIAL
(No!

applicabl~

to p~rsons ottoch~d to or ~.bGr'~d in a u~ss~IJ

•

I understand tbat nonjudicial punish..ent .ay not be iaposed on ae if. before the i ..poaition of auch puniaue"t. 1 de.and in lieu
thereof trial by court·.artial.
I therefore (do) (do nod de.and trial by court- •• rtia1.

I

WI TN£SS

S IIiHATUAE OF ACCUSED

ACTION OF COMMANDING OFFICER
CONf. ON ____________ 1. 2. OR 3 DAYS

DISMISSED
DISMISSED WITH WARMIMG (aot considered aJP)

CORRECTIOUl CUSTODY FOR ______ DAYS

ADHOMITlOM:

REDUCTIO" TO aEXT INFERIOR PlY GRAOE

REPRIMAlfD:

ORAL/IN WRITING

REDUCTIOa TO PlY GRADE OF _______

OUL/IN WRITING

REST. TO

FOR ___DAYS

EXTRA DUTI E$ FOR _ _ _ DAYS

tEST. TO ____________ FOR ____ DAyS WI TH SUSP. FROM DUTY

PUNISHMENT SUSPEIIDED fOR ________

FORFEITURE:

ART. 32 laVESTlGATION

TO FORFEIT $

PAT PER 110. FOR _ _ MO(S)

IECOI4MEIIDED FOR TIl At IT 6CM

O
DA~(

o

DETEliTiOll: TO HAVE $
PlY PER
MO. FOR (I, 2, 3) IIO(S) DETAIMED fOR _ _ MO(S)

Of \,lAST:

DATE ACCUSEO IHfOA".r;O Of ABOVE ACT ION:

o

AWAROED Sl'CII

SIGNATURE Of

C~ANOIHu

OrflCER

AWARDED SCM

.

It has

been explained to Ole and I understand that if I feel this imposition of nonjudicial punish..ellt to be unjust or di»propor'
tionate to the offenses charged again.t Ole. I have the right to i.mediately appeal .y conviction to the next higher authorilY within
15 days.
CATE

S I GNATliRE 0; .ACCUSED

I have explained the above rights of appeal to the accused.
Dart

SIGNATURE Of' WITNESS

FIHAL ADMIHISTRATIVE ACTIOH
"'''EAL SUB"" T1ED BY
OAT[D:

OAfE:

DATE:

HAVPERS 16

'" u.s.

.• ::.: '": ", :"!.:'~"

GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 11176_703'0611/50 072 '1

.. ·'· . . ··7~..

CHARGES AND SPECIFICATIONS'ICO LCDR FITZPATRICK
Charge I:

Violation of the UCMJ, Article 92

Specification 1:
In that Lieutenant Commander Walter F.
Fitzpatrick, U. S. Navy, Combat· Logistics Group· 1, on active
duty, who should have known of his duties as Executive Officer on
board USS MARS (AFS 1), from about July 1988 to about January
1989, was derelict in the performance of those duties in that he
willfully failed to follow proper procedures for the accounting
and expenditure of Morale, Welfare and Recreation funds on board
USS MARS (AFS 1), as it was his duty to d~.
Charge II:

Violation of the UCMJ, Article 108

Specification 1:
In that Lieutenant
Commander Walter F.
Fitzpatrick, U. S. Navy, Combat Logistics Group 1, on active
duty, on board USS MARS (AFS 1) on or about July 1989, without
proper authority, willfully suffer check number 689, of a value
of about $700.00, military property of the United States, to be
wrongfully disposed of by Lieutenant Ableson, Chaplain Corps,
U. S. Navy.
Specification 2:
In that Lieutenant Commander Walter F.
Fitzpatrick, U. S. Navy, Combat Logistics Group 1, on active
duty, on board USS MARS (AFS 1) on or about July 1989, without
proper authority, willfully suffer check number 690, of a value
of about $700.00, military property of the United States, to be
wrongfully disposed of by Ensign Vaughn, U. S. Navy.
Specification 3:
In that Lieutenant
Commander Walter F.
Fitzpatrick, U. S. Navy, Combat Logistics Group 1, on active
duty, on board USS MARS (AFS 1) on or about July 1989, without
proper authority, willfully suffer check number 691, of a value
of about $700.00, military property of the United States, to b~
wrongfully disposed of by Personnelman Master Chief Fa' Aita,
U. S. Navy.
Specification 4:
In that Lieutenant Commander Walte~ F.
Fitzpatrick, U. S. Navy, Combat Logistics Group 1, on active
duty, on board USS MARS (AFS 1) on or about July 1989, without
proper authority, willfully suffer check number 692, of a value
of about $500.00,military property of the United States, to be
wrongfully disposed of by Personnelman Master Chief Fa' Aita,
U. S. Navy.
Specification 5:
In that Lieutenant
Commander Walter F.
Fitzpatrick, U. S. Navy, Combat Logistics Group 1, on active
duty, on board USS MARS (AFS 1) on or about July 1989, without
proper authority, willfully suffer check number 693, of a value
of about $700.00, military property of the United States, to be
wrongfully disposed of by Hospital Corpsman First Class Collins,
U. S. Navy.

•
Specification 6:
In that Lieutenant Commander Walter F.
Fitzpatrick, U. S. Navy, Combat Logistics Group 1, on active
duty, on board USS MARS (AFS. 1) on or about July 1989, without
proper authority, willfully suffer check number 694, of a value
of about $700.00, military property of the United States, to be
wrongfully disposed of by Boatsma~n's Mate First Class Middleton,
U. S. Navy.
Specification 7:
In that Lieutenant
Commander Walter F.
Fitzpatrick, U. S. Navy, Combat Logistics Group 1, on active
duty, on board USS MARS (AFS 1) on or about July 1989, without
proper authority, willfully suffer check number 695, of a value
of about $700.00, military property of the United States, to be
wrongfully disposed of by Electrician Mate Second Class Padojino,
U. S. Navy.
Specification 8:
In that Lieutenant Commander Walter F.
Fitzpatrick, U. S. Navy, Combat Logistics Group 1, on active
duty, on board USS MARS (AFS 1) on or about July 1989, without
proper authority, willfully suffer check number 696, of a value
of about $700.00, military property of the United States, to be
wrongfully disposed of by Radioman Seaman McGree, U. S. Navy.

•

Specification 9:
In that Lieutenant
Commander Walter F.
Fitzpatrick, U. S. Navy, Combat Logistics Group 1, on active
duty, on board USS MARS (AFS 1) on or about July 1989, without
proper authority, willfully suffer check number 697, of a value
of about $700.00, military property of the United States, to be
wrongfully disposed of by Personnelman Master Chief Fa' Aita,
U. S. Navy.
Specification 10:
In that Lieutenant Commander Walter F.
Fitzpatrick, U. S. Navy, Combat Logistics Group 1, on active
duty, on board USS MARS (AFS 1) on or about July 1989, without
proper authority, willfully suffer check number 698, of a value
of about $700.00, military property of the United States, to be
wrongfully disposed of by Lieutenant Ableson, Chaplain Corps,
U. S. Navy.
Specification 11:
In that Lieutenant Commander Walter F.
Fitzpatrick, U. S. Navy, Combat Logistics Group 1, on active
duty, on board USS MARS (AFS 1) on or about July 1989, without
proper authority, willfully suffer check number 700, of a value
of about $700.00, military property of the United States, to be
wrongfully disposed of by Lieutenant Archer, U. S. Navy.

•

"

•

Specification 12:
In that Lieutenant Commander Walter F.
Fitzpatrick, U. S. Navy, Combat Logistics Group 1, on active
duty, on board USS MARS (AFS 1) on or about July 1989, without
proper authority, willfully suffer check number 701, of a value
of about $700.00, military property of the United States, to be
wrongfully disposed of by
the
said
Lieutenant Commander
Fitzpatrick.
Specification 13:
In that Lieutenant Commander Walter F.
Fitzpatrick, U. S. N avy, Combat Logistics Group 1, on active
duty, on board USS MARS (APS 1) on or about July 1989, without
proper authority, willfully suffer check number 702, of a value
of about. $1500.00, military property of the United states, to be
wrongfully disposed of by Lieutenant Ableson, Chaplain Corps,
U. S. Navy.
Specification 14:
In that Lieutenant Commander Walter F.
Fitzpatrick, U. S. Navy, Combat Logistics Group 1, on active
duty, on board USS MARS (AFS 1) on or about July 1989, without
proper authority, willfully suffer check number 703, of a value
of about $700.00, military property of the United States, to be
wrongfully disposed of by Petty Officer First Class Arnold
Centano, U. S. Navy.

Charge III:. Violation of the UCMJ, Article 92
Specification:
In
that
Lieutenant
Commander
Walter F.
Fitzpatrick, U. S. Navy, Combat Logistics Group 1, on active
duty, did, in the State of California while assigned on board USS
MARS (AFS 1), on diverse occasions from on or about December 1987
to on or about July 1988, violate a lawful general regulation, to
wit:
Secretary of the Navy Instruction 5370.2H dated 24 October
1984, by wrongfully using a Government owned vehicle for his
personal use.

-

(CAPTAIN'S MAST) (OFFICE HOURS)
ACCUSED'S NOTIFICATION AND ELECTION OF RIGHTS
ACCUSED NOT An-ACHED TO OR EMBARKED IN A VESSEL
RECORD MAY BE USED IN AGGRAVATION IN EVENT OF LATER COURT-MARTIAL
(See JAGMAN 0104a)

,.

•

Notification and election of rights concerning the contemplated imposition of nonjudicial punishment In the case

E.

of
LCDR WALTER
FITZPATRICK, IISN
, SSN _~55~1t..._..::91LOL=-,*"4o.69::t..2,---,--_ _ _ __
assigned or attached to _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

NOTIFICATION
1.
In accordance with the requirements of paragraph 4 of Part V. MCM. 1984. you are hereby notified that
the commanding officer Is considering imposing nonjudicial punishment on you because of the following aDeged
offenses:
Violation of the UCMJ, Article 92, dereliction of duty, Article 108
wrongfully
dispose of military propertv~.~rticle 92, violate a lawful gener~l
f!':!2!!: Here describe the offenses. mcludlng the O(.;M..I artlcle(s) allegedly violated.)

regylation
he arregatlons against you are based on the foDowing information:

2.

(Note:

Here provide a brief summary of that information.,

3.

,

.....

:

You have the right to demand trial by court-martial In neu of nonjudicial punishment. If trial by
court-martial Is demanded. charges could be referred for trial by court-martIal by summary •.speclal, or
general court-martial. If charges are referred to trial by summary court-martial, you may not be tried by
summary court-martial over your objectIon. If charges are referred to a specIal or general court-martial you
will have the right to be represented by counsel. The maximum punishment that could be Imposed If you
accept nonjudicIal punishment Is:

30 days arrest jn Qllarters, forfeit1lre of ! of one month's pay for 2 months,

•

60 days restrjctjon, admonition/reprimand (orally or jn writing)
4.

If you decide to accept nonjudicial punishment. you may request a personal appearance before the
commanding officer or you may waive thIs right.

a. Personal appearance waived. If you waive your right to appear personally before the commanding
officer, you win have the right to submit any written matters you desire for the commanding officer' 8
consIderatIon In determining whether or not you committed the offenses alleged. and, If so, In determining an
appropriate punishment. You are hereby Informed that you have the right to remain silent and that anything
you do submit for consideratIon may be used against you In a trial by court-martial.
b.
Personal appearance reguested. If you exercIse your right to appear personally before the
commanding officer, you shan be entItled to the following rIghts at the proceeding:
(1)

To be Informed of your rights under artIcle 31 (b). UCMJ;

(2)

To be Informed of the informatIon agaInst you relatIng to the offenses alleged;

(3) To be accompanied by a spokesperson provided or arranged for by you. A spokesperson Is not
entitled to travel or sImilar expenses. and the proceedings will not be delayed to permit the presence of a
spokesperson. The spokesperson may speak on your behalf, but may not question witnesses except as the
commanding officer may permit as a matter of discretIon. The spokesperson need not be a lawyer:
(4) To be permitted to examIne documents or physIcal objects against you that the convnandlng
officer has examined In the case and on which the commanding officer Intends to rely In decidIng whether and
how much nonjudicIal punishment to Impose;

A-1-t(1)

Change S

•

•

(CAPTAIN'S MAST)

{OFFICE HOURS} (continued)
·~·
G....

:'.';."1

(5)

To present matters In defense, extenuation, and mitigation orally, In writing, or both;

(6) To have witnesses attend the proceeding, Including those that may be against you, If their
statements wUl be relevant and they are reasonably available. A witness Is not reasonably available If the
witness requires reimbursement by the United States for any cost Incurred In appearing, cannot appear without
unduly delaying the proceedings. or, If a military witness. cannot be excused from other Important duties; and

(7) To have the proceedings open to the pubnc unless the commanding officer determines that the
proceedings should be closed for good cause. However. this does not require that special arrangements be
made to faclfftate access to the proceeding.
5. In order to help you decide whether or not to demand trial by court-martial or to eXercise any of the rights
explained above should you decide to accept nonjudicial punishment. you may obtain the advice of a lawyer
prior to any decision. If you wish to talk to a lawyer, a mrutary lawyer wDI be made available to you, either In
person or by telephone. free of charge, or you may obtain advice from a clvrnan lawyer at your own expense.

ELECTION OF RIGHTS
6. Knowing and understanding all of my rights as set forth In paragraphs 1 through 5 above, my desires are
as follows:
a.

Lawyer. (Check one or more. as applicable)
I wish to talk to a military lawyer before completing the remainder of this form.

•

I wish to talk to a civilian lawyer before completing the remainder of this form •
I hereby voluntarily, knowingly. and intelligently give up my right to talk to a lawyer.

(Signature of witness)

(Signature of accused)

(Date)

(Note:

If the accused wishes to talk to a lawyer, the remainder of this form shall not be. completed untn
the accused has been given a reasonable opportunity to do so.)
Ita~edto

_______________________________________________

a lawyer, on _____________________________________________

(Signature of witness)

(Signature of accused)

(Date)

A-1-t(2)
Change 5

(CAPTAIN'S MAST)
b.

Demand for trial by court-martial.

•

(OFFICE HOURS) (continued)

(Check one)

I demand trial by court-martial In lieu of nonjudicial punishment.
I accept nonjudicial punishment.
(~:

c.

If the accused demands trial by court-martial the matter should be submitted to the commanding
officer for disposition.)

Personal appearance.

(Check one)

I request a personal appearance before the commanding officer.
I waive a personal appearance. (Check one)
I do not desire to submit any written matters for consideration.
Written matters are attached.
(~:

b.

The accused's waiver of personal appearance does not preclude the commanding officer from
notifying the accused, In person, of the punishment Imposed.)

Elections at personal appearance.

(Check one or more)

I request that the following witnesses be present at my nonjudicial punishment proceeding:

•

-.. '.
~.

~."

I request that my nonjudicIal punishment proceeding be open to the pubnc.

(Signature of witness)

(Signature of accused)

(Name of witness)

(Date)

•
A-l-t(3)
Change 5

.

Commander
combat Log1Sticb G~uup ONE
(Co~e 006)
Bldg. 221-2W, FISC
Oakland, CA 94625-5000

I .111

fl.' I.'..'"."11..1J".II'.,..,

~st!,~

Lieutenant-Commander W. Fitzpatrick
325 NE Rimrock Drive
'
,Bremerton, WA 98310-3142
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April 7, 1994
From: Captain Doyle 1. Borchers II, USN(Ret)/454-64-4751
To:

•

Board of Corrections of Naval Records
Bureau ofNaval Personnel (Officer Performance)
Commanding Officer, USS CARL VINSON (CVN-70)
Defense Finance Accounting Service, Cleveland Center

Subj: Setting aside the finding of guilt against Lieutenant Commander Walter f.
Fitzpatrick III, USN/551-90-46921I 110 for violation ofUCMJ Article 86, Unauthorized
Absence, determined during Article 15 hearing held on 30 April 1991 in USS CARL
VINSON (CVN-70)
I. Upon reviewing information that was not available to me at the time of the original
Article 15 hearing, I now find that Lieutenant Commander Fitzpatrick did not commit the
offense for which he was charged, violation ofUCMJ Article 86, Unauthorized Absence,
and I hereby set aside my finding of guilt which I assigned at the 30 April 1991, mast
proceedings held on board CARL VINSON when I was the Commanding Officer.
2. All rights, privileges, pay and benefits Lcdr Fitzpatrick would have been entitled to in
the event a guilty finding had not been made should be restored in accordance with the
MCM. All references to this mast should be removed from his service record.
3. I base my decision on new information recently brought to my attention by Lieutenant
Donald J. Roof, USN, who was an officer in the PSD that held Lcdr. Fitzpatrick's records
prior to reporting to CARL VINSON.

•

4. The MCM requirements for the setting aside of my finding of guilt after two years have
been met due to the unusual circumstances of this case. If all the facts of this case had
been available to me at the Article 15 hearing, I would have dismissed the charge.
5. For the Board for corrections of naval Records, I request that Board action be initiated
to correct Lcdr Fitzpatrick's service record.
6. Lieutenant Commander Fitzpatrick is currently assigned to the USS CARL VINSON
(CVN-70).

OYle~OrChers

Doyle 1. Borchers II
3775 N. Freeway Blvd, Ste 210
Sacramento, CA 95834
916-646-0197

II
Captain, USN (Ret)
CC: Lcdr Fitzpatrick
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Thu~sJay,

23 3cptember 1993

From: Lieutenant Commander Walter F. Fitzpatrick, III, USN
551-90-4692/1110

To:

Special Agent-in-Charge, Naval Criminal Investigative Service
(NCIS) Office, Naval Base, Treasure Island, California

subj: REPORT OF OFFENSES /

FORMAL INITIATION OF CHARGES

1. This report of offenses and formal initiation of charges is made
pursuant to Article 1137 of Navy Regulations. It is delivered to
the Naval criminal Investigative Service Office as that law
enforcement and investigative agency, within the Department of the
Navy, exercising jurisdiction over personnel.named below (see
R.C.M. 301 of the Manual for Courts-Martial).
2. Submission of this report invokes the mandate for a Preliminary
Investigation so as to determine proper disposition (see R.C.M. 303
of the Manual for courts-Martial).
3.

I may be

contact~d~t

either of the following locations:

USS CARL VINSON (CVN 70)
Administrative Department
FPO AP 96629-2840
Phones:

(510)

263-2171/2116/2119/2147

-OR
825 N.E. Rimrock Drive
Bremerton, Washington
98310-3142

Phones:

(206) 373-1701
(206) .377-0230

(leave voice message)

4. This report is borne of a wrongful conviction at a special
Court-Martial (SPCM) conducted at the Naval Legal Service Office
(NLSO), Naval Base, Treasure Island, California (NAVBASE, T.I.).
The trial portion of the SPCM ran from 2-5 April 1990. The
convening Authority for this travesty of justice was REAR ADMIRAL
JOHN w.
BITOFF, USN (Ret.).

5. It is not my purpose here to argue the case but rather bring to
light those egregious abuses to fundamental constitutional Rights
perpetrated under the command of RADM BITOFF.
6. I am filing this report with the NAVBASE T. I. NCIS office
because of its central location to current venues of the three men
most responsible for the criminal activity alleged:

*REAR ADMIRAL JOHN W. BITOFF, USN (Ret.)
Director, Office of Emergency Services, city and County of
San Francisco

•

*CAPTAIN MICHAEL B. EDWARDS, USN
Chief-of-Staff, Commander, Combat Logistics Group ONE
(COMLOGdRU-1); Naval supply Center, Oakland, California
"'LIEUTENANT COMMANDER TIHOTHY W. ZELLER, JAGC, USN
senior Defense Counsel, Naval Legal Service Office,
Naval Base, Treasure Island, California
7.
Since 1989 I
have made tens of requests
to numerous
organizations for a serious and independent investigation; mostly
ignored. RADM BITOFF, CAPTAIN EDWARDS, and LCDR ZELLER have
committed many very serious crimes and senior Navy officials have
worked furiously to cover-up those crimes. This includes officials
in the Office of the Navy's Judge Advocate General (OJAG).
8. One Navy investigation that did go forward was conducted by the
Commander-in-Chief,
U.S.
Pacific
Fleet
Inspector
General
(CINCPACFLT I.G.) . . It·was an inquiry into the impartiality and
objectivity exhibited by RADM BITOFF, CAPTAIN EDWARDS, and LCDR
ZELLER when they first acted against me in 1989/1990.
9. The CINCPACFLT I.G. investigation report, completed on
21 May 1992, is being buried. Three of my requests for a complete
and uncensored copy have been denied outright. One of those
requests was made under the Federal Discovery Act. A fourth
request, made under the Federal Freedom of Information Act (FOIA),
produced a version so chopped up, "whited-out," and censored that
it was almost impossible to read. The conclusions and findings of
the investigating officer were completely omitted. Those few
portions of the report that can be read contain false official
statements, misleading statements, and innuendo.

•

10. One document revealed during the course of the CINCPACFLT I.G.
investigation is a 23 November 1989 memorandum written and
suhmi tted by LCDR ZELLER to RADM BITOFF. This memorandum is
incrimina ting. I t is also being knowingly suppress ed. A FOIA
request submitted on my behalf by Congressman Norman D. Dicks,
requesting release of this specific document, was denied by the
Navy. Reasons given are specious.
11. There are other incriminating documents
knowingly and illegally withholding.
12. LCDR
Oklahoma.

that

the

Navy

is

ZELLER is licensed to practice law in the State of
On 17 November 1992 I filed a complaint against LCDR
2

•

ZELLER with the General Counsel of the Oklahom~ state Bar
Association. In that complaint I requested LCDR ZELLER be disbarred
for criminal conduct.
This prompted an inquiry from Oklahoma to the Navy Judge
Advocate General which, in turn, caused the start of an inquiry
into LCDR ZELLER's ethics by Navy JAG. The Navy inquiry was kicked
off in January ~993, almost 9 months ago, and to date, no
information has been released. Nothing! Not to the Oklahoma state
Bar, not to congressman Dicks, not to me. After 9 months? nothing!
This inquiry is drum-tight; the cover-up effort obvious and
disturbing.
~3.
Evidence that the Navy's Judge Advocate General off ice is
covering-up for RADM BITOFF, CAPTAIN EDWARDS, and LCDR ZELLER is
unassailable. On appeal several hundred documents were presented
for review many of which provided clear, compelling, and convincing
evidence that crimes were committed.
In response to .overwhelming documentary evidence that I did
nothing wrong, that my trial, a Federal Courts-Martial, had been
maliciously tampered with, and that cruel and unusual treatment had
been visited upon myself and my family, the Judge Advocate
General's office responded with a one paragraph legal statement
changing the offense for which I'd been wrongfully found guilty
from "willful" dereliction of duty to "negligent" dereliction of
duty. This is an aberration!!
By keeping a wrongful conviction in place, the Judge Advocate
General's office conveniently avoids answering the myriad of
questions put to them regarding the prosecution of this case. They
have dealt with very troubling issues by ignoring them!!
Incredibly, and in egregious violation of the Manual for
Courts-Martial, the Navy Judge Advocate General, the man himself,
did not sign my appeal. One of his assistants, a Marine corps
Colonel, signed it out. In fact, there is no documentary evidence
thus far produced that shows the Judge Advocate General has even
seen my appeal.
This question was put directly to the Navy's Judge Advocate
General in a 23 February 1993 letter. Another question in that
letter was how. it-w~s possible for another of his assistants, a
Marine Corps Major, to decide, maybe unilaterally, in the face of
clear and· compell ing evidence to the contrary, that a criminal
investigation was not warranted.
It's been almost seven months now since I sent that letter and
I'm still waiting for an answer!
So is my Congressman!

14. On 12
Dicks for
After over
Navy has

April 1991, I made a request of congressman Norman D.
an inquiry into the prosecution of the instant case.
two years, the Congressional Inquiry continues and the
been as recalcitrant in providing information to
3

Congressman Dicks as they have been wiLl me. You have my permission
to contact his Bremerton, Washington office with any questions you
may have. point of contact: Miss Cheri Fi tz, case worker, 500
pacific Avenue, Bremerton, Washington, 98310. Phone: (206)
479-4011.

•

15. Personnel accused in this report:
*REAR ADMIRAL JOHN W. BITOFF, USN (Ret)
Director, Office of Emergency Services for the city and
county of San Francisco
(former Commander, Combat Logistics Group ON~)
*CAPTAIN MICHAEL B. EDWARDS, USN
Chief-of-Staff, Commander, Combat Logistics Group ONE
Naval Supply Center, Oakland, California
*LCDR TIMOTHY W. ZELLER, JAGC, USN
senior Defense Counsel, Naval Legal Service Office
Naval Base Treasure Island, California
*VICE ADMIRAL D.M. BENNETT
Naval Inspector General, washington, D.C.
(former Commander, Naval Surface Forces, U.S. Pacific
Fleet; COMNAVSURFPAC)

•

*REAR ADMIRAL M.W. RUCK
Commander, COMLOGGRU-1; Naval supply Center, Oakland, Ca.
(RADM RUCK relieved RADM BITOFF)
*Ms. JUNE G. BROWN
CINCPACFLT Inspector General, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii
*Mr. RON TAM
CINCPACFLT Deputy Inspector General
*COLONEL R.L. VOGEL, USMC
Office of the Navy Judge Advocate General (OJAG)
*CAPTAIN GLEN N. GONZALEZ, JAGC, USN
Commanding officer, Naval Legal service Office,
Yokosuka, Japan
*CAPTAIN PAUL A. ROMANSKI, USN
current location and position are unknown
*CAPTAIN A. E. MILLIS, USN
Current location and position are unknown
4
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-COMMANDER ANNIS, USN
current location and position are unknown
*MAJOR R.K. STUTZEL, USHC
Office of the Navy Judge Advocate General (OJAG)
Washington, D.C.
*LIEUTENANT COMMANDER TH10THY H. ZELLER, JAGC, USN
senior Defense counsel, Naval Legal service OfficeR
Treasure Island, California
• (former) LIEUTENANT KAREN D. HILL, USNR
(former) Staff Judge Advocate, COMLOGGRU-1
current location unknown

•

16. UNLAWFUL CO~mND INFLUENCE.
A core issue in my wrongful prosecution is the exercise of
UNLAWFUL COlll1.AND INFLUENCE by RADM BITOFF, CAPTAIN EDWARDS, and
LCDR ZELLER. Mine is a case study.It is therefore appropriate and
important to provide a short discourse on the subject here.
The prohibition against unlawful command influence is rooted
in Article 37, Uniform·Code of Military Justice (hereafter referred
to as the CODE or UCMJ) 10 usc 837.
It is a concept that is applied to a variety of situations
from the deliberate unauthorized interference of a command into the
court-martial process, to the most inadvertent injections of
command policy statements into a trail through evidence or counsel
argument, to merely an appearance that one or the other has
occurred. Improper influence can undermine the rights of an accused
and the fairness of a trial and must be prevented. Hence, the
Article 37 statute of the Code.
It was the Congress of the united States, through the Code,
that removed the court-martial as an instrument of the commanding
officer's desires in any particular case. "Command Influence" was
specifically condemned arid deemed unlawful
(Article 37) and
sanctions were imposed for its exerpise (Article 98).
Actual command influenc'e impacts on an individual's ability to
receive an impartial determination of the issues. The mere
appearance that a command has manipUlated the court-martial system
to prevent an accused from receiving an impartial hearing impacts
on the public's confidence that the military can resolve criminal
matters in a fair and impartial manner.
But unlawful command influence is blatant and its exercise and
abuses are condoned and covered up. The military is entrusted, by
the public, with the authority to self-regulate in this regard. But
it has failed miserably. liThe worst scandal is the failure to
enforce prohibitions against unlawful command influence. Although
hundreds of cases have been reversed on appeal due to such actions,
in the 40 years since the Uniform Code of Military Justice went
5

into effect there ·jias not been a single prosecution, much less a
conviction, for those violations of military law."
So with Article 37 prohibitions against unlawful command
influence firmly in place, its exercise has flourished! The law has
atrophied, while its practice has multiplied and, more to the
point, gained widespread acceptance!
The abuses discussed above are root causes for the rising
chorus imploring the Congress to hold hearings with a view toward
reforming the entire military-justice system.
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17. ABOVE THE LAW?

It has been my long standing contention that there stil~
exists, within today's society, a truly imperious group of men and
women, who, if they so choose, can hold themselves above the law!
They are the senior.commanders and Flag Officers of the United
sta tes Military. A cursory review of courts-Martial trying any
member of the assemblage bears true faith to my belief.
18. CIVILIAN OVERSIGHT.

Whether it be the Federal court system, the congress, or some
other civilian oversight agency, it is high time to expose the
military judicial syst~m, and its flagrant abuses, to the cold
morning light.
I am submitting this report to the only civilian organization,
charted wi thin the Department of the Navy, the NelS, with law
enforcement and criminal investigation responsibilities because I
can no longer trust senior officers wi th honorably discharging
their sworn duties.
However, let me be quick to state that the performance of the
NCIS (formerly NIS) has been far from confidence building, and, if
I am failed in this last resort, I shall be quick to take the fight
outside the mili tary, choosing instead a more level field of
battle.

•

19. ACID TEST.

In determining whether or not an investigation should be
seriously pursued, there is but one simple acid test.
If, after review of the body of available evidence, a
reasonable man would conclude that there exists just the mere
appearance
of
unlawful
command
influence,
then
a
serious
examination of my case is warranted.
20. SMOKE AND MIRRORS.
Twice before I have seen the tactic used of assigning a lega1
officer, an attorney, as an investigating officer to find later
that the all the fruits of such an investigation are suppressed
from public view as "attorney work product ...
No thank you! I will refuse to participate or cooperate with
any investigating officer who is also an attorney.
6
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Nei ther' am I interested in a report being complied behind by
back that is an exercise in the clever use of selected evidence,
supporting a hidden agenda, not the truth. I will not tolerate any
more personal attacks, against myself or my family. I am finished
with the lies, and innuendo.
Let's open this up for the public view of the common man, and
let's do so professionally.
ZIe GROUPING.

Personnel named in allega tions below can be effectively sorted
into two groups: (1) those that tampered with a Federal trial to
achieve a wrongful conviction, and; (2) those involved in trying to
cover it up.
RADM BITOFF, CAPTAIN EDWARDS, and LCDR ZELLER, among others,
belong to both groups.

•

22. CAPTAIN EDWARDS' ROLE.
To assist the reader, a brief discussion of the role CAPTAIN
EDWARDS played is in order.
As I have maintained throughout, no crimes were committed by
myself, or any other crew member in MARS, at any time, while I was
the Executive Officer~
However, there were allegations, one of which included the
expenditure of Morale, Welfare, and Recreation (MWR) funds to send
personnel to a funeral in July 1988 .
In July 1988, CAPTAIN MICHAEL B. EDWARDS was in command of
USS MARS. He had flown down from Oakland to join the ship in San
Diego to allow captain Nordeen to depart to Athens, Greece and
attend to his brother's remains.
As corrunanding officer, CAPTAIN. EDWARDS was the officer who
approved the use of the MWR funds for the funeral trip.
14 months later, with CAPTAIN EDWARDS returned to his primary
job as Chief-of-Staff, COMLOGGRU-1, this same expenditure was one
that carne under scrutiny. By virtue of his former position alone,
CAPTAIN EDWARDS was supposed to stand clear.
But when allegations arose, instead of distancing himself from
the investigation as required, CAPTAIN EDWARDS ,choose to enmesh
himself in its most intimate workings, going against not only
common sense, but also numbers of strictures prohibiting such
participation.
CAPTAIN EDWARDS, by choice, was illegally at dead center
to an investigation he knew he had no business being near.
And so far, without explanation!
23. NAME THAT DUTY!
As I write this report I stand
negligent dereliction of duty.
I'm supposed to know what I did.
But I don't.
7

Federally

convicted

of

What appears in my letter of reprimand is fiction.
No surprise there.
The letter was drafted by LCDR ZELLER and signed by RADM
BITOFF.
I have repeatedly asked my superior officers to name the duty
and then name the act (or failure to act) that constituted a
finding of guilt for negligence.
No one can!
24. NO MISCONDUCT!
In late May 1992 I was ordered to show cause to remain on
active duty and faced the same charges I'd faced at the SPCM which
came under the administrative heading of misconduct.
Three Navy captains, with the power to involuntarily separate
me from the service, sat in judgement, hearing the same charges
leveled by LCDR ZELLER at the earlier trial.
These men found no misconduct.
More simply stated; they unanimously agreed I'd done nothing
wrong regarding those charges authored by LCDR ZELLER.
Nothing!
I relied upon documents the Navy unsuccessfully attempted to
suppress which were "'discovered months after the trial. These
papers, and other statements, incriminated RADM BITOFF, CAPTAIN
EDWARDS, and LCDR ZELLER.
I sent these same papers to the Judge Advocate General's
office, as part of my appeal, thinking they would act to completely
exonerate me and also serve to initiate a criminal investigation
against RADl1 BITOFF, CAPTAIN EDWARDS, and LCDR ZELLER.
I was wrong on both accounts.
As incredible as it may sound, I'm still a convicted man. An
assistant for the Judge Advocate General decided I'd committed a
lesser offense, although he can't explain his decision. A different
assistant figured there was no cause for a criminal investigation;
another decision absent evidence of sound reasoning.
So, .... I remain on active duty, serving at sea, because I'm
not guilty of misconduct.
But the judicial conviction stands!
Reason?
Because there is an ulterior and disquieting motive. Allowing
the conviction to stand circumvents the need for anyone in the
Judge Advocate General's office from having to deal, substantively,
with the real issues of my case.
It serves mere convenience and sets a dangerous precedent.

•
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CHARGES AND ALLEGATIONS
25. violation of UCMJ Article 81: conspiracy.
8
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It was an ambush!!
RADM BITOFF, as former Commander, COMLOGGRU-1, headed a cabal
of staff officers whose intrigues were successfully aimed at
destroying my career.
To that end, RADM BITOFF illegally formed a military court, as
convening authority, to try phony charges trumped-up by his staff
judge advocate, LCDR TIMOTHY W. ZELLER. CAPTAIN EDWARDS, Chief-of
Staff to RADM BITOFF was also an agent of conspiracy.
These three men conspired to effect a Special Courts-Martial
(SPCM) that was a uniquely sinister exercise in fraud and
dishonesty. Projected throughout was the sense of personal vendetta
and an overzealous desire to prosecute in the absence of a crime.
It was retribution in one of its purest forms.
Predatory!
Unlawful command influence was blatant. RADM BITOFF had his
own staff judge advocate collect evidence, illegally precluded any
outside agency from investigating, invented charges, guaranteed a
trial by failing to offer Article 15 (Admiral's Mast), tampered
with witnesses, withheld exculpatory evidence, and then, when all
was said and done, tried to cover the whole episode up.
LCDR ZELLER was RADM BITOFF's henchman in this miscarriage of
justice. LCDR ZELLER d1d the heavy lifting. Assigned by CAPTAIN
EDWARDS as the investigating officer, LCDR ZELLER, with clear
intent, solicited and pursued charges he knew to be groundless and
produced an absurd reading of regulations. Throughout LCDR ZELLER
knowingly engaged in a pattern of deception unconstrained by the
Rule of Law.
26. Violation of UCMJ Article 92:
Dereliction in the performance of duties;
Failure to obey an order or regulation.
*Pursuant to Article 1023 of Navy Regulations, persons in
authority are forbidden to injure their subordinates by
tyrannical or capricious conduct. Primary players here are
RADM BITOF~, CAETAIN EDWARDS, and LCDR ZELLER. However; this
allegation can be made against several senior officers.
Violation of Article 1023 of Navy Regulations.
*RADM BITOFF, CAPT EDWARDS, LCDR ZELLER intentionally preclude
the Naval Investigative Service from taking over
investigative responsibility on the instant case.
Violation of SECNAVINST 5520.3 as modified by ALNAV 096/85.
*LCDR ZELLER briefs CAPTAIN EDWARDS and RADM BITOFF. LCDR
ZELLER recommends and RADM BITOFF approves charges. CAPTAIN
EDWARDS recommends disposition to RADM BITOFF; specifically,
an Article 32 investigation. RADM BITOFF becomes an accuser.
9

Violation of CINCPACFLTINST 5040.1
*CAPTAIN EDWARDS sends a Confidential SPECAT EXCLUSIVE message
to captain Pickavance in USS Hl\RS directing the collection of
evidence.
Violation of CINCPACFLTINST 5040.1
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*CAPTAIN EDWARDS signs a cover letter and forwards an
investigation report in which his name appears.
Violation of CINCPACFLTINST 5040.1
*RADM BITOFF, CAPTAIN EDWARDS, and LCDR ZELLER suppress
investigation reports and allied papers from an Article 32
and subsequent SPCM.
Violation of CINCPACFLTINST 5040.1
*RADl1 BITOFF wrongfully revokes a security clearance, ignoring
the due process requirements of the Navy's security Manual.
Violation of OPNAVINST 5510.1H
*RADM BITOFF intentionally interferes with the Article 138
grievance procetlures to cover his own criminal misconduct.
Violation UCMJ Article 138.
*Numerous violations of the Freedom of Information Act by
all personnel attempting to cover up criminal misconduct.
27. Violation of UCMJ Article 93: cruelty and Maltreatment
RADM JOHN W. BITOFF, USN (Ret) tops the list of those officers
who took part in a reprehensible enterprise. CAPTAIN EDWARDS and
LCDR ZELLER are right underneath.
The pain, suffering, humiliation, anger, disappointment, and
fear knowingly inflicted upon myself, my wife, and my four children
is beyond human measure!
And to serve what purpose?
The stress generated from having to face a kangaroo court, and
then two attempts to involuntarily separate me from the Navy has
certainly shortened my life. The pressure was overwhelming and made
for a dysfunctional horne life. The emotional roller-coaster we've
been forced to ride as a family has had a devastating effect.
My professional life was shattered in an instant! Orders to
the Naval War College were cancelled and a Meritorious service
Medal stripped away. My security clearance was wrongfully revoked
absent all the due process requirements of the Navy's security
Manual. After trial, the detailing process was worthy of screenplay
for an episode of the "Twilight zone."
For almost one year my family and I had no future. We couldn't
plan and we couldn't look ahead. After giving birth to our fourth
10
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child, my wife could not return to work as a Nurse because she was
unable to tell an employer how long she could stay with the job.
RADM BITOFF and his cronies hunted me down like a dog and
then, after destroying me, turned his back to let myself and my
family fend for ourselves. This was a monstrous act! I found out in
harsh fashion what it meant to be relegated to the Navy's
backwater.
I was banned from boarding Navy ships, one of which was my own
command. I was IIheld hostage" waiting assignment delayed due to a
pulled security clearance.
I
received harassing mail,
was
professionally maligned, ordered to psychiatric evaluations, and
assigned to menial and demeaning work.
I faced involuntary separation twice, which if successful,
would have put me out on the street, after 16 years of faithful
service, in a declining job market and declining economy, without
a retirement pension.
I was lied to and lied about.
Grievance procedures were interfered with.
There was trouble with my fitness reports. I have failed to
promote to the grade of full commander twice and have been roundly
knocked out of any opportunity to command a destroyer at sea, a
lifetime goal.
As I write this report, I face involuntary retirement next
July.
The period of time bet~.,een 27 September 1989 and 24 June 1992
was singularly characterized by the total lack of command support.
For this, I have RADM BITOFF and his staff to thank.
The injustice visited upon me by RADM BITOFF and his cronies
transformed me. I was not myself. Home life was hell! Self-esteem
and self-worth went in the toilet. This had the greatest effect on
my wife who·would have been well-served and well-justified to have
divorced me on several counts. My two little girls were beginning
and living the early part of their lives in a home upended.
Make no mistake!
This is RADM BITOFF's handiwork!
Personal financial and economic harm has been extreme and
continuous. Failure to promote affects both active duty pay and
retirement pay. standing Federally convicted for something I did
not do adds a degree of difficulty in future job searches and is
potentially detrimental and harmful. It does nothing to improve
one's state of mind.
The intentional infliction of emotional and financial distress
has taken a serious toll. Actions of RADM BITOFF, CAPTAIN EDWARDS,
and LCDR ZELLER, among others, was retaliatory, vindictive,
vicious, and cruel.
And to serve what purpose?
28. Violation of UCMJ Article 98:
11

Noncompliance with procedural rules;
Knowingly and intentionally failing to enforce or comply
with provisions of the Uniform Code of Military
Justice.

•

*LCDR ZELLER simultaneously acts as an Investigating Officer
and staff Judge Advocate (advisor) to a convening authority
(RADM DITOFF) on the same case.
Violation Article 6(c) UCMJ and R.C.M. 1106(b)
*Unlawful Command Influence in violation of Article 37 UCJM
and R.C.M. 104:
-CAPTAIN EDWARDS, an interested party in the allegations
under inquiry, assigns his own staff Judge Advocate,
LCDR ZELLER, as Investigating Officer into those
allegations;
-RADM BITOFF, CAPTAIN EDWARDS, and LCDR ZELLER
knowingly preclude the inclusion of the Naval
Investigative service, as required, and fail to
transfer" investigative responsibilities up the
chain-of-command to maintain integrity in
the face of an obvious conflict of interest;
-LCDR ZELLER reports the results of his investigation
to CAPTAIN EDWARDS;
-CAPTAIN EDWARDS orders/directs the collection of
evidence (his confidential SPECAT Exclusive mes~age
to Captain Pickavance);

•

-LCDR ZELLER submits a memorandum to RADM BITOFF
intercepted by CAPTAIN EDWARDS. A meeting is
scheduled and held with these men in attendance.
LCDR ZELLER recommends charges RADM BITOFF approves.
CAPTAIN EDWARDS recommends disposition, an Article 32
investigation~

-As an accuser, RADM BITOFF illegally convenes a
special Court-Martial;
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-LCDR ZELLER invents false charges and
them ..... twice;

then-~wears

to

-LCDR ZELLER prepares and submits knowingly false
investigation reports;
-CAPTAIN EDWARDS, CAPTAIN ROl{ANSKI, and CAPTAIN MILLIS
forward these false reports up the chain-of-command;
-RADM BITOFF, CAPTAIN EDWARDS, CAPTAIN MILLIS, and LCDR
ZELLER knowingly hide these reports from the view
of the Article 32 Investigation and subsequent trial;
-LCDR ZELLER fails.to produce a witness to the Article 32
Investigation; takes a false sworn statement, suborns
perjury;
-LCDR ZELLER submits a memorandum to RADM BITOFF
recommending the assignment of a special Prosecutor.
Recommends the present prosecutor be fired. Expresses
concern over the prosecutor's intention not to be
present at ~he hearing during CAPTAIN EDWARDS'
Article 32 testimony;
-LCDR ZELLER collects and intentionally withholds
eXCUlpatory evidence;
-CAPTAIN EDWARDS gives perjured and evasive testimony
at the Article 32 hearing;
-RADM BITOFF fails to offer Article 15 (Admiral's Mast)
ensuring the case goes to trial;
-RADM BITOFF, under advisement by LCDR ZELLER stacks
the jury. convening orders detailing members (jurors)
reads like the COMLOGGRU-1 social roster;
-C011MANDER ANNIS, who had to have prior knowledge of
the case, states under oath at trial, during voir
dire, that he did not;
-RADl1 BITOFF details COMMANDER DANIEL GABE as a member.

13

CO~1ANDER

GABE had prior' knowledge of the case;

-LCDR ZELLER's activity as a Preliminary Investigating
Officer are kept under wraps.

•

-Malicious and selective prosecution. only one man
is accused •••... ME!
29. Violation of UCMJ Article 107: False Official statements.
*In a 27 Aug 1990 letter, RADM BITOFF records in excess of 15
false official statements;
*In a 23 Oct 1989 Investigation Report, LCDR ZELLER records
six pages of knowingly false statements, misleading statements, and
innuendo;
*CAPTAIN EDWARDS, CAPTAIN HILLIS, and CAPTAIN ROMANSKI sign
out what they know to be falsified investigation reports;
*On7 June 1990, RADM BITOFF signed a letter of reprimand he
knew to contain false~official statements;
*On 3 December 1991, RADM M.W. RUCK signs out a
knows to contain false official statements;

letter he

*On 17 July 1990, an unknown person forged my name to a letter
containing false official statements;

•

*On or about 21 May 1992, CAPTAIN GLEN N. GONZALEZ submits an
Investigation Report he knows to contain false official statements;
*On 21 May 1992, VADM D.M. BENNETT signed an Investigation
Report he knew to contain false official statements;
*COLONEL R. L. VOGEL ... and MAJOR R. K. STUTZEL signed
documents they knew to co-n.tain false ··official statements.

court

30. Violation of UCMJ Article 123: Forgery.
*An unknown person forged my name to a 17 July 1990 letter of
reprimand response.
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31. Violation of UCMJ Article

1~1:

Perjury

*It can be affirmatively shown that the following persons
committed perjury:
CAPTAIN MICHAEL B. EDWARDS
LCDR TIMOTHY W. ZELLER
MR. RAYHOND D. LARSON
LT CHARLES A. ANDREWS
32. Violation of Article 133: Conduct unbecoming an officer and
gentleman
*uttering knowingly false statements;
*Unfair dealing;
*Cruelty;
*Maltreatment;
*Obstruction of Justice;
*Abuse of power;
*Abuse of process;
*Intentional infliction of emotional and financial distress;
*Interference with the production of witnesses;
*Intentional falsification of investigation reports;
*Attempted cover-ups of criminal misconduct;
*Harassment;
*Perjury and suborning perjury;
*Stacking a jury against an accused;
*pursuit of groundless and frivolous allegations;
*Intentional withholding of exculpatory evidence;
*suppression of
investigation reports
from
a
military
tribunal;
*perpetrating a fraud on a military court;
*Tampering with a Federal Court;
*Waste of public funds in pursuit of frivolous allegations;
*Knowing violations of the Freedom of Information and privacy
Acts, and;
*Interference with a Federal Investigation;
*Egregious abuses of fundamental Constitutional Rights.
These all constitute violations of Article 133, and all are
alleged, as appropriate, against officers named in the report.
33. Violation of UCMJ Article 134:

•
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*False sv,earing
It can be affirmatively shown that LCDR ZELLER subscribed
a false statement before Federal Agents of the Naval Investigative
Service during the course of an official investigation;

•

It can be affirmatively shown that LCDR ZELLER swore to
false charges .•.... twice.
*Misprision of a Serious Offense and obstruction of Justice
It can be affirmatively shown that the people named below
committed a positive act of concealment of a serious offense. This,
in conjunction with other acts alleged in this report, constitutes
obstruction of justice. I am prepared to name other officers who
may have" commi tted these offenses. This includes the intentional
concealment of documents that evidence illegal activity and the
commission of crimes.
-RADM JOHN W. BITOFF, USN (Ret)
-CAPTAIN MICHAEL B. EDWARDS, USN
-Ms. JUNE G. BROWN
-HR. RON TAM
-RADM M.W'- R-UCK, USN
-VADM D.M. BENNETT
-CAPTAIN GLEN N. GONZALEZ, JAGC, USN
-COLONEL R.L. VOGEL, USMC
-HAJOR R.K. STUTZEL, US11C
-LCDR TIMOTHY W. ZELLER, JAGC, USN
-LT KAREN D. HILL
-CAPTAIN A.E. MILLIS, USN
-CAPTAIN P.A. ROMANSKI, USN

•

*Subornation of Perjury
RADl1 BITOFF, CAPTAIN EDWARDS, and LCDR ZELLER, conspiring
together, induced each of the others into the commission o~
unlawful acts. For CAPTAIN EDWARDS, the extent of this unlawful
influence reached into the Article 32 Investigation whereupon he
gave perjured and evasive testimony.
For LCDR ZELLER, subornation of perjury occurred when he
illegally induced SK3 Brown to give a false statement under oath.
Very Respectfully,

16

•

•
copies to:
Commanding officer, USS CARL VINSON (CVN 70)
Executive officer, USS CARL VINSON (CVN 70)
Legal Officer, USS CARL VINSON (CVN 70)
public Affairs Officer, USS CARL VINSON (CVN 70)
NCIS Special Agent, Resident, USS CARL VINSON (CVN 70)
Congressman Norman D. Dicks
Congressman Dellums
Commander-in-Chief, u.S. Pacific Fleet
Commander, Naval Surface Forces, U.S. Pacific Fleet
Commander, cruiser Destroyer Group THREE
Commander, Combat Logistics Group ONE
Navy Judge Advocate General
General Counsel, Oklahoma state Bar Association
Commanding Officer, Naval Legal Service Office, Treasure Island, CA
Commanding officer, Naval Legal Service Office, Puget Sound Naval
Shipyard
Commander Thomas A. Devins, JAGC, USN
Department of Defense Inspector General's Office
Attorney Robert Noel
Attorney Majorie Kholer
Attorney Robert S. Rivkin
Secretary of the Navy
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From:

To:
Date:
Subject:

1997

6:58 am

III
~informed

-

me yesterday evening the original document in
question was located somewhere at NAMALA. The nnr11lnl')l'lt was
recently forwarded to 0f..0'I' P"~A- . at JAG I who is c:rAlr II:r POC on the
matter. ~ill sena the document to the lab In Norfolk for
examinat.
has called the lab and informed them of the
priority stat
the case and the need for a quick turnaround.
We are still waiting for a decision from the PG folks for
rJi;limts PG.

RECEIVED
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From:
To:
Date:
subject:

:27HOST DOM:23HOST
Tuesday, January 27, 1998 1:27 pm
WALT FITZPATRICK -Reply
~c::~

t=.

I'll be happy to meet with you whenever (except Friday or
Monday).
I believe our reasoning for not investigating the other
allegations were that they were beyond the statute of limitations
and therefore could not be prosecuted. Mr. Fitzpatrick will
argue that he just learned of them on X date, so they really
aren't beyond the SOL. However, not discovering a crime doesn't
toll the SOL under the UCMJ.
I need to be "refreshed" on the
timeframes again, but I'm fairly certain that this was our
reasoning.
By the way our charter (SECNAVINST 5520.3B)
specifically says that NCIS can defer investigations "[w]hen in
NCIS judgment, the inquiry would be fruitless and unproductive."
I'd say this would qualify.
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From:
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Date:
Subject:
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This is a notice to all Puget Sound personnel:
A Mr. Walter Fitzpatrick has made inquiries regarding an event
that happened to him several years ago when he was the XO of the
USS Mars homeported in San Francisco. He was administratively
discharged from the navy and is know claiming he was framed.
While residing in the Washington, DC area, he made a complaint to
our DC office that a memo with his signature forged was used in
the proceedings. DCWA opened a case and had the handwriting
examined and the results were inconclusive. There is nothing
more we can do for Mr. Fitzpatrick. He has now levied charges
against his former defense attorney, now a deputy prosecutor with
Kitsap County alleging that it was the attorney who forged his
signature. Again this has been investigated and the case closed
by DCWA.
I:.~c:.r
This morning Mr. Fitzpatrick arrived at the Bremerton Office to
file the same complaint. Fortuunately RAC ~ CALL was familiar
with the situation and explained to Mr. Fitzpatrick that NCIS had
looked into his complaint and could do nothing further to help
•
him.
He departed NCISRA Bremerton stating he was going to take
his case to u.S. Rep. Norm Dicks.
Mr. Fitzpatrick has shopped his story around for years and has
reached the point of shere deparation. He is not to be allowed
access to any of our spaces.
If he shows up or calls your office
politely tell him that NCIS has looked into to his complaint and
any further information regarding his case can be obtained by
quering our headquarters through the Freedom of Information Act.

cc:

RECEIVED

•
,-:}

02 September 1997

MEMORANDUM
From:
To:
Subj:

L~~
~

FITZPATRICK INVESTIGATION

1.
Investigation was opened at the direction of Code 23B as a 10
priority case to assist JAGC Headquarters after Fitzpatrick
complained that his signature was forged to a 17 July 1990,
memorandum titled "RESPONSE TO LETTER OF REPRIMAND".
2.
Fitzpatrick has for years been writing letters and soliciting
assistance for relief from his 1989 court martial conviction. He
blieves he has been the victim of a massave cover up and conspira
by individuals in places of authority within the Navy.
In suppor
of his bleiefs, Fitzpatrick has volumes of documentation which, I
was told, have been provided to the Navy OJAG, newspapers and
various congressmen and senators.
3. From my discussion with Fitspatrick, I am left with the
impression that, if a person does not accept his interpertation 0
the instructions and events, he then views that person as a part
the cover up.

RECEIVED

taC{

From:
To:
Date:
subject:

-"

,
gust 25, 1997 4:30 pm
FITZPATRICK
~~~

Please call
allegations tha
we can close it

MWGL.
Fitzpatrick h~s made some new
the en ire case in its proper perspective (so

•
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02 September 1997

MEMORANDUM

~rom:

.-.To:

Subj:

~3.8

r o/A ~'f

FITZPATRICK INVESTIGATION

tU·

'\JMce.

1.
Investigation was opened at the direction of Code 13B as a low
priority case to assist JAGC Headquarters after Mr. Fitzpatrick
complained that his signature was forged to a 17 July 1990,
memorandum titled IIRESPONSE TO LETTER OF REPRIMANDII.
2.
Interviews of Mr. Fitzpatrick have been conducted and a
statement and handwriting exemplars were obtained. We are waiting
for records from the Federal Records Center to be returned to the
Navy-Marine Corps Appellate Review section to determine if the
original memorandum can be located. We have been unable to locate
the original of the memorandum at Mr. Fitzpatrick's former command,
BUPERS or OJAG.
3. Mr. Fitzpatrick has for years been writing letters and
soliciting assistance for relief from his 1989 courts martial
conviction. He believes he has been the victim of a massive cover
up by individuals in places of authority within the Navy.
In
support of his beliefs, Mr. Fitzpatrick has amassed volumes of
documentation which, I was told, have been provided to the Navy
oJAG , newspapers, congressmen and senators.

_4.

J,S

In addition, Mr. Fitzpatrick is
r procedural irregularities with respect to the ~
s against him that pertain to the work of the same......,
However, I believe most of this
~
information was previously provided to OJAG.··
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&s.s 0.:: .B~()c'; AEi...lUo..Vr'r
To:
Friday, February 6, 1998
Date:
Subject: FITZPATRICK

~
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/Jus
2:27 pm
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in case you hear from HQ, I wanted to fill you in on a
telephone conversation I had with Walter Fitzpatrick.
The
conversation, which lasted for about 20 minutes, ended with me
calmly hanging up on him.
Ri9ht or wrong, I just didn't believe
there was any way to reason wlth this guy.
Fitzpatrick is the guy who had us running around tryin9 to find
out who allegedly forged his signature on a document entltled,
"response to letter of reprimand". You, ~nd I discussed .
the case a couple of welilks
a 0 and decl e
e it.
Fitzpatrick talked to
yesterday.
old him about
the results of the inve
on, and the guy was incredulous.
He demanded to talk to me today. (This is the first time he's
ever asked to talk to me or any other supervisor at this field
office; up until this~oint, he always directed his complaints to
the director, D4vl~ 8<?AJr.. -.'
I called him tNrs-af~ernoOn a~ about 1:00. He started the
conversation by telling me I conducted an incompetent
investigation and I had no business closing it. As .he went on,
his voice steadily got louder, until I~arned him to be carefull
about how he talked to me and to start over.
He then calmed down
and tried to get me to answer questions about why I shut the
....
investigation down prematurely.
I explained to him we did all we~
could to determine the authenticity of the document in qUestion,~
although we were not able to determine if it was a forgery.
I
told him if he was not satisfied with the results of the
~
investigation, he could order a copy of the report through FOIA,
review it, put his concerns in writing and send it back to me and
I would review it.
He didn't like that suggestion, and demanded
I rp..-.Qoen i-hp irurp.!=i-;(T;:'Ii-ion. aCQV5ina tne prosecuting attorney
.-M~. -KcV/.v_·~y'" h.lD6esrW
.
: at the time of
the ln~ident) of forging the document, and that there was a
bigger case than just the fbrged document, if only we would just
look into it. He wasn't specific about what the bigger case was.
He also said the questioned document was actually a confession,
and maintained the signature on it wasn't his, and why couldn't I
see that.
I again advised him to order the report and put his
concerns in writing, and asked him if he had the address for our
headquarters, so he could go through FOIA.
He responded by
asking if the report would be redacted, and I said I didn't know.
He wanted to know why he couldn't go into the local NelS office
(in Washington state) and have a statement taken there. I told
him that would not be possible without the case being re-opened.
I again asked him if he had the HQ address, and he responded by
saying that he had already contacted 2 senators and a congressman
about this issue and that was going to be his course of action
now.
I told him that was his right.
He then asked me how to get
in touch with SA ;?ICIf~ k.Lt::-.)
and I told him 1A- ALLQ) was not the
case agent anymore, ........... wa;:, ue available. He sa1d he knew
AuEJ
had retired, but he just wanted to talk to fA- A~J' I said i.e

'-=

'.4

not be possible. He as~ed i~ I would forw~rd a ~ette~ to
and I said I would cons1der 1t. At that t1me, h1S V01ce started
to rise as he questioned whether or not I was not going to give
the letter to -1',4 Au~,J
I told him not to try to cc;;u:-ner me on a
response, and at that time he accused me of threatening him, and
that he didn't like my tone of voice. He kept going, and at that
time I hung up on him.
I11III I have never hung up on anyone (except telemarketers),
.~robablY will never do it again.
I try to treat everyone
th tact and respect. This guy has manipulated people at HQ,
and has wasted the time of the agents at our field office. Maybe
there's more to it than the questioned document, but neither £tc;!'4e(j'
ALL~~
should have had to be on the receiving end of this .,
gu~·s aDu~e.
Also,~.~~deserves to have his retirement-with
pr1vacy, away from the ~eople (like this guy) he's had to deal
for 24 years .
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u.s. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
From: NC 6
To:
Date:
Subject:

•
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25tlOST DOM:i7i1OS'P 00t11:23HOST_

Thursday, September 4, 19.97 ~
FITZPATRICK -Reply

-

IIIIIIIIplease continue to get answ~s. This i~~e will now be
~ at again by JAG since RAflM tf1UWis gone .G-. ~£ said it was low
priority. Not now. Push it u~to Something that needs to get done
as pracitically and soon as possible. We will not be the reason
for the delay. By 1200 Monday, I would like a status of what is
left to do and who is suppose to do it. This is not a priority 1
case but it has been open for too long already. Please have your
guys work with the field office supervis
not rely
on the case agent rather I would like
response.
Thanks,

•
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•
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From:
_

/JeLS'

0:

ate:
Subject:

()fAJi(

nrREQWfi- 13/<..U1E..

$1rc10,,)

21tIOST OOM:25HOST DOM:SRVHQOO DOM:DCWAHOST DOM: :iJ/?.t::R..;D!t. 0,c.5j,A
Friday-; ~tember-5, 1997 12"717 pm
R.lc..,~ 4LL6J
FITZPATR~K -Reply -Reply -Reply -Reply
~/cHA.l1J

As far as I know,A~ picked up the entire history when he
interviewed FitzpatrlCk. Qucik and dirty, he was a Naval Officer who
was court martialed early 90s. Although retained in tne Navy, he
ultimately was retired at a grade lower than he expected due to the
court martial.
He blames a JAG officer for all his woes and claims
every flag offiers who reviewed his case and took no action is part of
a conspiracy, including /ZAlIN\ -H·~. ",c'c.t:.." ~AVI (o'J)::\6.-,)
Over the years, he has corresponded with OJAG, NelS, Congress and
everyone else along the way to no avail. Many people in the front
office_ have haa. contact with him to incude I bel~eve, [bltcTHY (DtUcTb"l... M..wv S6:bit;.
SIA CkOCtC. ~AJi
(?) , St4 ~'( ~and myself.~..J4u:£ finally
agreed to OPEN the forgery case you are working. Again, the forgery
is only one allegation of many Fitz has made against the Navy.
However, if you can prove the forgery, it totally supports his 10
years worth of contentions and makes the NAV look really bad.
The
front office resurfaced this_~~e to OJAG and they agreed to take
another look at it since~~;has now departed. Fitzpatrick called
the front office last we~K to- ~eek a meeting with the Director.
He
was fended off but arrangements were made forcJ/lf foJl./\ to talk to him
next Monday.~~/~ is trying to get the lateSt On what you1re doing
so he's prepa~ed for the discussion .
. . . .I have some other e-mails I'll forward to you for background.
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From: stl£Cl4L AG&f'i'""" ~'( _w. A.J4.uCt~
To:
Date:
y, Apr
, 1997 12:00 n
Subject: CASE, I KNOW yOU NEED ANOTHER ONE

PLEASE, IF AN AGENT CAN GIVE A CALL TO MR WALT FITZPATRICK AT
(703) 412-2706 (WORK). HE WORKS IN CRYSTAL CITY AT A CONTRACTOR.
HIS BOSS IS MICHAEL NORDEEN, USN, CAPT, RET., BROTHER OF THE CAP~
NORDEEN WHO WAS MURDERED IN GREECE BY TERRORISTS.
~~ 
WALT WILL WANT TO GO INTO DETAIL (GREAT DETAIL) ABOUT HOW HE WA~ 
HOSED BY THE NAVY( HIS CO, HIS ADM, THE CHIEF OF STAFF, AND OF
COURSE, 11M UI.J..~:<, AND LAWYERS IN GENERAL. TELL THE AGENT NOT TO
LET HIM GET'- O-FF ON HIS SAD TALE OF WOE, BECAUSE HE HAS OVER HERE,
5, LARGE, THREE RING BINDERS SO FULL THEY CAN HARDLY CLOSE THAT
DETAIL ALL THE INJUSTICES.
EVERYTHING HE ALLEGES MAY HAVE
HAPPENED, BUT EVEN SO, IT IS FAR BEYOND THE STATUTE OF
LIMITATIONS. WHAT OUR ROLE IN THIS MESS IS THE FOLLOWING:
HE CLAIMS THERE IS A DOCUMENT IN HIS DISCHARGE BOARD, SUPPOSEDLY
SIGNED BY HIM ADMITTING GUILT, AND HE CLAIMS THE SIGNATURE IS A
FORGERY. WHILE THIS TOO IS BEYOND THE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS,
OJAG, WHO DENIED HIS APPEAL OVER HIS COURTS-MARTIAL WILL
RECONSIDER HIS APPEAL IF IT CAN BE ESTABLISHED THE DOCUMENT IS A
FORGERY. THE ORIGINAL DOCUMENT MAY NO LONGER EXIST, BUT THE BEST
WE CAN DO IS CALL HIM AND TAKE A BRIEF SWORN STATEMENT ABOUT THE
DOCUMENT NOT BEING HIS AFTER HE IS WARNED THAT FALSE SWEARING IS
A FEDERAL OFFENSE, YADA, YADA.
IF EXEMPLARS CAN BE TAKEN, GREAT,
BUT CHECK WITH THE LAB AND MAKE CERTAIN WHAT IS IN THE FILE CAN
BE EXAMINED. THEN SET HIM UP FOR A PG AND CLOSE IT AFTER THE PG.
IF HE ADMITS HE LIED AFTER PG (MY OPINION: HE IS TELLING THE
TRUTH, NOTHING LIKE THIS COULD BE A DREAM), TALK TO A USA IF YOU
WANT, BUT THAT IS UP TO YOU. REMEMBER. WE ONLY WAN~ TO FORWARD
THE PACKAGE, WHEN DONE, TO CAnA,,.) .A~ ,4-r-.,..J!'fJ,(' Op:J&
-. ' _ HE
WILL TAKE IT FROM THERE. CAbL I-T-ir iX, vrrrFcA"r"4,.
iF FOR
SOME REASON, HE BACKS OUT OF DOING A SWORN STATEMENT, PLEASE DO
AN ONLY AND DOCUMENT IT.
THANKS, ANY QUESTIONS PLS. GIVE ME A
CALL.

cc:
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Walter Francis Fitzpatrick, III
Wednesday, February 28, 2001

Special Agent George Roberts
Naval Criminal Investigative Service (NCIS)
Puget Sound Field Office
9657 Levin Road; Suite 120
Silverdale, Washington 98383-9406

Special Agent Roberts:

•

Please arrange meetings with the NCIS case agent(s) responsible for the monitoring and oversight of
my case so that I may lodge additional criminal complaints that include naming current Navy Judge
Advocate General, Rear Admiral Don Guter. This is in keeping with direction I've been given by you
and Special Agent Jules Seawood repeating directives you've received after calling your Washington
D.C Headquarters. These meetings must be scheduled before my 7 March departure to most
efficiendy manage my time. I'm not going to attempt to put these meetings together while I'm on the
road .
I am traveling to Washington D.C on Wednesday, 7 March to remain through 16 March 2001. I'm
unavailable for meetings on 7,13, and 16 March.
You've been unavailable to take any of the nine phone calls I've made since Tuesday, 20 February
2001. You've not returned any phone messages left with receptionists Michelle, Vangie, or Cindy.
Special Agent Steve Matteson took a detailed message saying he'd give it to you first thing Thursday
morning 22 February, still no response. I can't make in person reports locally because of orders you've
received from Washington D.C
I've told you and Sf A Seawood I do not know the name of the NCIS agent(s) in Washington D.C.
who have responsibility for this case. There has been no feedback from your Headquarters office
about the status of this case for well over 1 year. Evidence I've submitted to Sf A Leon Carroll, Jr. has
gone into a black hole.
I have new evidence proving a conspiracy and forgery reported since 1992. The conspiracy continues
to present day.

Respectfully,
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SEN PAITY HURRAY

FAX 206 553 0891

~002

GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF' DEFENSE
W.~j.4'NCTON.

D.C. 2.0301.1100

The Honorable Patty Murray
Attn:
Ms. Muriel Gibson
2988 Jackson Federal Building
915 Second Street
Seattle, washington 98174
Dear Senator Murray:

•

This is in response to YC)Ur let.ter to the Secretary of
Up-fense of August 17, 1994. which was forwarded to me because it
refers to matters within my areas of responsibility.
You asked
that we review the circumstances surrounding the court-martial of
your constituent. United States Navy Lieutenant Commander (LCDR)
Walter F. Fitzpatrick. who you believe may have been subjected to
retaliation by senior Navy officials. Even though this office
ordinarily has no role in the court-rna.rtial review process, we
have conducted a thorough review of the record of trial and the
extensive correspondence generated. during the post-trial review.
For the reasons set forth below, we believe that LCDR Fitzpatrick
was treated fairly, that there was no retaliation against him by
Navy officials or unlawful command influence exerted in his case,
and that the investigatton, prosecution, and appeal of his case
were undertaken in compliance with a.pplicable laws and
regulations.
This conclusion is premised upon the fact that there WClS
sufficient evidence to refer charges to a special court-martial.
The evidence considered at trial clearly established that LCDR
Fitzpatrick was derel'ict in th!! performa!lce of his duties because
he wa.s ultimately responsible for t.he Morale. Welfare, and
Recreation (MWR) fund, that the records of the fund were poorly
maintained, and that, despite the fa.ct that LCDR F:it~patrick was
placed on notice of these deficiencies. he ignored them over a
period of one year.

•

We have considered the allegations of retaliation and
command influence, and find no evidence to support these c:;la i.ms
of impropriety against Lieutenant zeller, Captain Edwards, and
Rear Admiral Bitoff.
The record p:covides the following
information with regard to the following individuals;

a. LIEUTENANT ZELLER. Lieutenant Zeller preferred the
charges against LCDR Fitzpatrick, and was therefore an "accuser".
As an accuser, he was prohibited from providing legal advice to
Rear Admiral Bitoff. There is no evidence in the record of trial
that indicates that Lieutenant Zeller provid.ed any legal advice
to Rear Admiral Bitoff after the charges were referred to trial
by cO'llrt-m03rt.ial. Lieutenant Zeller did not handle the
prosecution of the case, but was critical of the judge advocate
assigned to prosecute. Rear: Admil.·al Bitoft took no action
regarding this criticism. A Navy judge advocate from the San
Francisco Naval Legal Service Office provided advice to the
Admiral during the post. trj al review process.
b.
REAR ADMIRAL BITQFF. Rear Admiral Bitoff had no
personal interest in the outcome of the proceedings. nor did he
at any time improperly direct the outcome of the case.
c.
r.;APTAIN EDWARpS.
Captain Edwards served as the
•
Commanding Officer of the USS MARS for nine days while Captain
Nordeen was attending the funeral of his brother. Subsequently
Captain Edwards was assigned a.s Chief of Staff for Combat
Logistics Group One. In that role, Captain Edwards appointed the
Integrity and Efficiency (I&E) Investigating Officer, <t.J:"Id lat:er
suggested that an Article 32 investigation be convened; however,
that does not make him an accuser. The evidence does not
indicate that anything he did in the processing of this case was
improper or illegally operated to the prejudice of LCDR
Fitzpatrick.

'l'he Chief of Naval Operations has also reviewed this case.

He determined that LCDR Fitzpatrick's initial failure to be
selected for Commander occurred as a result of a promotion board
which WuS unaware of his court-martial conviction.
In conclusion, our review confirms the decisioo.s made by the
Chief. of Naval operations and the Judge Advocate G€neral of the
Navy.
LCDR Fitzpatrick was treated fairly and not subjected to
retaliation or unfair treatment by Navy officials, before or
after the trial. LCDR Fitzpatrick's court-martial and all
•
subsequent reviews of the record of trial were accomplished in
complia.nce with the Uniform Code of MUitary Justice.
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I hope that you will find this information helpful.
Sincerely,

~~
Judith A. Miller
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20350-1000

MAY 27 1994

~ho

Honorablo Norm Dicks

House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-4706
Dear Mr. Dicks:
This is to acknowledge reoeipt of your letter or April ~~,
1994, to the Secretary of the Navy concerning Lieutenant
Commander Walter F. Fitzpatrick, u.s. Navy. I am replying for

the Secretary.

After oarefully reviewing your 1etter, X have asked Admiral
J. M. Boorda, the Chief of Naval operations, to thoroughly
examine the issues you raise in Lieutenant Commander
Fitzpatrick's case. I am confident that be will conduct a
comprehensive, impartial review and respond to you as soon as
possib1a with his findings.
.
Sincerely,

~'~it:,~

~~CK F . . .
G'
Assistant Secre ry of the Navy
(Manpower and Reserve Affairs)
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Events . . . have required a modification in the traditional theory
of the autonomy of military authority. These events can be expressed
very simply in numerical terms. A few months after Washington's first
inauguration, our army numbered a mere 672 of the 840 authorized
by Congress. Today, in dramatic contrast, the situation is this: Our
armed forces number two and a half million; every resident male is a
potential member of the peacetime armed forces; such service may
occupy a minimum of four percent of the adult life of the average
American male reaching draft age; reserve obligations extend over ten
percent of such a person's life; and veterans are numbered in excess of

THE MOST DISCOURAGING THING

about the "Presidio 27" trials
was that they were not unusual. H the certainty of conviction
seemed to hang over them from the beginning, this was quite in
keeping with the Army's record of getting convictions in 95 percent
of all courts-martial. And if the great, melancholy heap of evidence
produced by these trials showed injustice by civilian-court stand
ards, it must be mourned not for the bHghted lives of the individual
defendants so much as for the national threat that all military
justice poses.
Chief Justice Warren, usually a defender of the military, warned
in 1962:

3. At All Costs, Discipline

In the intervening eight years since Warren gave that warning,
the numbers that so frightened him have grown. There are now
26,820,000 veterans and another 3.8 million men are currently in
uniform. H they, by their experiences, have developed a tolerance
for unconstitutional trial procedures and for unconstitutional and
inhumane punishment, it means that the minds of nearly one-half
of our male population above the age of eighteen have already to
some extent been polluted by militarism, a militarism that is much
more dangerous than the economic brainwashing that the military
industrial complex has found so successful.
The Army is quite frank about, and in fact proud of, its mission
to condition not only the bodies but the minds of those Under its
control. In the pamphlet, The Fort Knox Experiment, for example,
in which the Army praises its methods for "developing the 'whole'
man . . . in contrast to just exposing them to information," it
says: "The Army today is the only organization in America
equipped to conduct this kind of efficient training of our citizenry.
The Armed Services have "an extraordinary opportunity since they
control the time and attention of the trainees 24 hours a day, seven
days a week."
One favored military method of conditioning a man into docility
is to make trial and punishment not only arbitrary but unpre
dictable. Refusing to wear a uniform has resulted in sentences
ranging from simple discharge to three years in prison. Refusing to
obey an order has resulted in sentences ranging from a few weeks
to sixteen years. Holding an antiwar bull session while in uniform
on base has resulted in everything from an administrative dis
charge without punishment to ten years in prison and a dishonor
able discharge. So long as a serviceman can assure himself, "I have
the right to act, within constitutional limits," he is a potential

22,500,000. When the authority of the military has such a sweeping
capacity for affecting the lives of our citizenry, the wisdom of treating
the military establishment as an enclave beyond the reach of the
civilian courts almost inevitably is drawn into question.
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troublemaker. The less assurance a serviceman has of possessing
any practical rights, the more likely will he be to shrink from
action beyond that authorized by command.
This is the theory that inspired the Army in the case of Private
Joe Miles. A handsome, popular black, Miles had received an
award for being an outstanding platoon leader during basic train
ing. But Miles was a political militant, and when he was moved to
Fort Jackson, South Carolina, he became a founder of GIs United
Against the War in Vietnam. When authorities observed Miles'
inftuence over the other men, they shipped him to Fort Bragg.
North Carolina. Hardly breaking stride. he immediately began
organizing a new chapter of GIs United at Fort Bragg. There he
received, on his written request, permission to distribute copies of
the Bill of Rights at a specified time and place. But when he
started handing them out, he was arrested for "distribution of
unauthorized material." The next day the charges were dropped
without explanation; at the same time he was informed that the
Army had revoked its permission to distribute leaflets, the revoca
tion being retroactive. A week later he was transferred to a post in
northern Alaska.
During 1969 at least half a dozen young men who were
members of such organizations as the Progressive Labor Party and
the Young Socialist Alliance were drafted into the Army. Before
induction they told their draft boards of their membership, but
they were taken anyway. Then they were dismissed from the
serviCe with less-than-honorable discharges on the grounds that
they belonged to subversive organizations.
Are these gross inconsistencies accidental, or are they part of
the Army's strategy to keep its personnel off balance, insecure,
rattled-and therefore more malleable? The latter. The Army
admits it. Lieutenant Colonel Theodore E. Hervey, a high officer
in the Pentagon's military personnel office, was asked about the
arbitrary variations in the way the Army applies the rules and in
the sentences that result from courts-martial. "The varied re-
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sponses our commanders make to the dissidents," Hervey replied,
"is going to keep them off balance. Whereas if our commanders
always attacked at dawn [always applied the same laws the same
way] they would know what to expect."
Before he had stopped talking, Colonel Hervey had given a
perfect illustration of razzle-dazzle justice. First he said, "We do
not control a soldier when he is off duty, off the post and out of
uniform-so long as he does not commit a civil offense." When he
was reminded that Second Lieutenant Henry Howe, Jr., in the first
of the great freedom-of-speech cases arising from the Vietnam
conflict, had been sentenced to prison for picketing against the war
when he was off duty, off the post and out of uniform, but had
committed no civil offenSe, Colonel Hervey-in the kind of
reversal of the field for which the Army is notorious--waved this
aside with: "Oh, well. it depends on what activities the soldier is
engaged in. Again, we get back to the necessity of taking each
individual case on its merits."
Ordinarily, this kind 'of "conditioning" is applied only to en
listed men and junior officers. But occasionally it happens at tbe
top. After disagreeing wholeheartedly and publicly with the Ad
ministration's pursuit of the Vietnam war, and after participating
in a peace vigil, Arnold True, a retired admiral who has a high
reputation within the Navy as a destroyer tactician, was officially'
summoned in December, 1966, to the office of Rear Admiral John
E. Clark, commandant of the Twelfth Naval District in San
Francisco. As he entered the Federal Building, True noticed in the
lobby a poster which read: "Let it be clear that this Administra
tion recognizes the value of daring and dissent-that we greet
healthy controversy as the hallmark of healthy change.It Appar
ently it was an old poster, for the quote was signed by John F.
Kennedy. True remarked upon this poster when he met Admiral
Clark and asked if the philosopby had been superseded by another.
"No," said Clark, ,"'but it doesn't apply to members of the naval
service,'; 'and he informed True that, even though he was retired, if
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he continued to criticize the Administration's Vietnam policies
"the next interview might not be pleasant." True took that to mean
that he might be court-martialed. Only the intercession of then
Deputy Secretary of Defense Cyrus R. Vance prevented the un
pleasantness from occurring, for True refused to shut up.
On the other hand, "taking each individual case on its merits,"
the military decided there was nothing wrong with Major General
Francis S. Greenleaf's public intrusion into Administration policy
matters on the Vietnam war. Perhaps that was because Greenleaf,
deputy chief of the National Guard Bureau, is lor the war. In
November, 1969, he sent out an official memorandum to aU
National Guard outfits urging members to "drive their automobiles
with the headlights turned on and tum their porch lights on at
home" to counteract the November 15 Vietnam Moratorium
demonstration, which be called a "betrayal." His memorandum
urged Guardsmen not to violently assault the demonstrators even
thougb "to act with restraint in the face of what many of the
Guardsmen, I know, believe to be a dishonor to our country re
quires a patience and understanding that are above and beyond
what most Americans are ever asked to perform." The Pentagon
decided to ignore that inflammatory note.
The greater the number of men under arms, the narrower the
tolerance for policy disagreement and unorthodox behavior and
the greater the need for the mental-conditioning effect of courts
martial-or so the military believes. During one year at the peak
of World War II, when 12.5 million men and women were in
uniform, there were 750,000 courts-martial. (At the end of the
war some 45,000 persons who had gone through the military
courts were still in prison.) Not long ago one of the judges of the
Court of Military Appeals predicted that in the next war possibly
20 million people will be under military law. If the ratio holds, this
means that about 1.25 million courts-martial will be held in a
boom year of the next international conflict, or quite enough mili
tary justice to submerge the Bill of Rights for a time.

M
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One must understand the purpose of military justice. It is not
even remotely related to protecting the innocent. The comforting
old saw, "Better a hundred guilty escape than one innocent man be
punished unjustly," has no place in the military even as a myth.
Only in recent years, in fact, has the military establishment even
bothered to pretend from time to time that courts-martial result in
justice.
Blackstone, England's eminent legal authority of the eighteenth
century, charged that the military system of justice was "built upon
no settled principles, but is entirely arbitrary in its decisions and is
something indulged rather than allowed as law." Colonel W.
Winthrop, the most respected nineteenth-century commentator on
military affairs in this country, wrote that "Courts-martial are not
courts, but are, in fact, simply instrumentalities of the executive
power to aid him in properly commanding the army and enforcing
discipline therein." This was precisely the opinion also of General

It has also been suggested that, in addition to threats and courts
martial, the military uses its stockades and brigs to remold the
minds of recalcitrant servicemen. This point was made by Dr.
Samuel Nelken, a member of the University of California Medical
Center faculty, in his testimony at the Fort Ord portion of the
Presidio trials. Referring to the treatment of GI prisoners at the
"thought-reform universities" directed by the Chinese Communists
during the Korean War, Nelken said: "We 'believed at that time,
and properly, that the brainwashing methods used by the Chinese
were cruel and unusual punishment. But we found in the [Pre
sidio] stockade the same methods being used to break prisoners:
isolation, confusion, threats of death and taunts about death of
fellow prisoners." Of these techniques, he said, none was more
important than the element of uncertainy and confusion. "The
rules were changed sometimes from week to week, sometimes from
day to day; the prisoners were shifted almost daily, so they almost
never slept twice in the same place."
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William T. Sherman, who was a lawyer as well as an arsonist. Sher
man once put it this way: "The object of the civil law is to create
the greatest benefit of aU in a peaceful community. The object of
military law is to govern armies composed of strong men. An army
is an organization of armed men obligated to obey one man." A
similarity of spirit is evident in the present-day appraisal given by
Senator Sam Ervin, chairman of the Senate's Constitutional Rights
Subcommittee. "The primary purpose of the administration of
justice in the military services," Ervin said, "is to enforce disci
pline plus getting rid of people who think. they are not capable of
contributing to the defense of the country as they should." Sub
servience or disreputable ouster, no other choice.
From ancient times the mode of military justice has been much
the same. Whether one refers to the operation of the Roman
magistr; militum, to Emperor Charles V's penal code of 1532, to
the Articles of War of Maximilian II of 1570, to the Articles of War
of Free Netherlands twenty years later, to the more sophisticated
articles of Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden in 1621, to the British
Articles of War and the British Mutiny Articles, or to our own
military codes-everything hinges on the whims of military author
ity. The civilian ideal has always been maximum freedom, re
stricted by law only so far as is necessary to permit others equal
maximum freedom; the military ideal has been just the opposite-
maximum restriction by law, with only so much freedom as is
necessary to encourage re-enlistment and prevent a harmful slump
in morale.
The job of drafting the original military code for this country in
1776 was so distasteful ,that most members of the Continental
Congress committee assigned the task shirked it, and the job was
left to John Adams. Adams had such a strange notion of what the
new nation stood for that he copied the handiest tyrannical code
available-namely, that of the British military, which in turn had
been shaped in imitation of some of the sterner European codes. It
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He wrote that about a century and a half ago, but it could have
been written on the eve of the First World War, for by 1916, when
the military code was allegedly revised, not one change had been
made in the Roman-English system adopted by the Continental
Congress. The 1916 revision simply reshuffied old articles, put
them in more modem language and left the fundamentals. Much
the same appraisal could be made of the "revisions" of 1806,
1874, 1920 and 1948. In every practical aspect, the American
soldier lived under the same code of justice from the beginning of
this country until 1950.
Likewise, although the Navy Articles were slightly revised in
1800, no other noteworthy changes in Navy law were made until
1950, and the sailor who fought in World War II was governed in

There was extant, I observed, one system of Articles of War which
had carried two empires to the head of mankind, the Roman and the
British~ for the British Articles of War are only a literal translation of
the Roman. It would be vain for us to seek in our own invention or the
records of warlike nations of a more complete system of military dis
cipline. I was, therefore, for reporting the British Articles of War
totidem verbis. • . • So undigested were the notions of liberty preva
lent among the majority of the members most zealously attached to the
public cause that to this day I scarcely know how it was possible that
these articles should have been carried. They were adopted, however,
and they have governed our armies with little variation to this day.

was Adams' timorous notion that ··nothing short of the Roman
and British discipline could possibly save us."
Adams also put together the first Articles for the Government of
the Navy, which were essentially the same as Oliver Cromwell's
Navy Articles of a hundred years earlier.
Adams himself was surprised that he got by with these harsh
and archaic regulations, which were intended, as he says, to pro
duce not justice but discipline. Later he wrote, explaining his
goals:
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all judicial matters very much in the same way, and to some ex
tent with the same language, as the British sailor of three centuries
earlier.
Adams' Army and Navy Articles were so garishly out of
harmony with the Bill of Rights that Secretary of War Henry Knox
wrote President Washington in 1789 that governmental propriety
"will require that the articles of war be revised and adapted to the
Constitution." They never were. The philosophy of discipline at all
costs, of the primacy of order and rank, of the need to crush and
intimidate men into a narrow mold-this philosophy continued to
prevail.
As for physical punishment, the record is just as grim. Adams,
disturbed by the extreme barbarity of the flogging in the British
military services of that day, deliberately wrote his Continental
Articles to be more "humane"-the maximum number of lashes
that could be dealt an American serviceman under those articles
was a mere one hundred. Yet the articles were barbarous enough.
In the 1790s American soldiers were sometimes punished by any
one or a combination or all of the following: being whipped,
having head and eyebrows shaved, being tarred and feathered,
being branded on the forehead. Flogging on board a Navy ship was
legal until 1850. Flogging in the Army was permitted off and on
until 1861. Branding was not outlawed by statute until 1872,
although it had been outlawed by regulation in 1861.
But if legal punishment today is somewhat more civilized, the
rules by which military trials in this country are conducted are,
despite some refinements, hardly closer to the U.S. Constitution
than they were at the beginning. The accused is permitted no bail,
no indictment by grand jury, no impartial judge, no due process
all supposedly guaranteed by the Bill of Rights. As for that most
elusive but most centnil theme of constitutional justice, "due
process," the U.S. Supreme Court-which has done virtually
nothing over the years to extend constitutional protections to the

Mlle..""" ,. '0 J_"''''' ...
serviceman-issued one of its most cynical rulings in 1911, to the
effect that, "To those in the military or naval service of the United
States the military law is due process." What the military wants to
do, it does; and that is the law. This is the tradition.
The shaky efforts to construct an indigenously American code
of justice, with at least a passing relationship to the Constitution,
have all failed. No really serious demand for reform" was made by
the public or by Congress until after Wor~d War I: Four million
Americans went into uniform during that war, and many of them
.resented the stern and sometimes brutal justice of their new life.
Nor were they reticent about expressing their anguish and disgust
in letters to their Congressmen. One Congressman, Dan V.
Stephens, told the House of Representatives on March 3, 1919, "It
is conceded on all sides that courts-martial procedure during the
present war has been atrociously harsh, brutal, and unjust. There
is hardly a Member of Congress who has not directly received
convincing evidence of that fact through innumerable justified
complaints from his constituency, establishing beyond all doubt
that courts-martial are not worthy of the name of courts."
World War I produced such cases as these: A recruit refused to
surrender his cigarettes to an officer and was sentenced to twenty
years at hard labor. For being "disrespectful" to an officer, a
soldier received five years in prison. A young soldier, for being
AWOL twenty-seven days, was sentenced to forty years in prison.
Another AWOL soldier was sentenced to life in prison. Two young
soldiers, having had no sleep for five days, dozed on guard duty
and were sentenced to be shot. Petty-larceny cases sometimes
ended in sentences of ten years and more. Thirteen Negro soldiers
were convicted of murder and executed two days later-four
months before their "appeals" were processed in Washington.
These may have been exceptionally harsh sentences, but there
were so many thousands of other sentences almost as harsh that
the returning doughboys, thoroughly disenchanted, demanded that
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A court-martial is merely an agency "appointed" by the commanding
officer for the training of the soldiers in discipline, and though one is
sentenced by such a tribunal to death or to a long term of imprison
ment, he is not deprived of life or liberty or in fact punished at all, but
merely trained and educated and disciplined. A criminal sentence in

military justice in that era was given in the Minnesota Law Review
in 1918:

An even more piquant, but no less accurate, description of

is un-American, having come to us by inheritance and rather witless
adoption out of a system of government which we regard as funda
mentally intolerable; it is archaic, belonging as it does to an age when
armies were but bodies of armed retainers and bands of mercenaries; it
is a system arising out of and regulated by the mere power of Military
Command rather than Law; it has ever resulted, as it must ever result,
in such injustice as to crush the spirit of the individual SUbjected to it,
shock the public conscience and alienate public esteem and affection
from the Army that insists upon maintaining it. . . . The system may
well be said to be a lawless system.. 1t is not a code of law; it is not
buttressed in law, nor are correct legal conclusions its objective. The
agencies applying it are not courts, their proceedings are not regulated
bylaw. The system sets up and recognizes no legal standard, and has
no place for lawyers and judges. Whatever is done with the final ap
proval of the convening commander is done finally beyond all earthly
power of correction.

Congress reform the military code of justice. However, the 1920
Articles of War that resulted from this demand were in fact no
reform at all and actually perpetuated the old system. The best
description of military justice during World War I was written in
the Cornell Law Review of November, 1919, by the courageous
and persistent S. A. Ansell. Ansell was Acting Judge Advocate
General of the Army during the war, and, because he was out
spokenly in favor of reform, he was demoted from brigadier gen
eral to lieutenant colonel after it. "The existing system of military
justice," wrote Ansell,
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This same "lawless" quality was observed through World War
1943 text used by the Judge Advocate General's School at
the University of Michigan conceded the point: "Strictly speaking,
a court-martial is not a court at all in the full sense of the term but
is simply an instrumentality of the executive power of the Presi
dent for the enforcement of discipline in the armed forces." And in
1946 an article in the Wisconsin Law Review summed up the
system of justice that had destroyed the lives of thousands of GIs
in World War II: uThe system is so flexible that it is almost
entirely up to the commander to determine not only who shall be
tried, for what offense, and by what court but also what the result
shall be in each case."
To make sure that the commanding officer could work his will
upon justice, it was commonplace in World War II for courts
martial panels to administer stupefyingly heavy sentences and then
leave it up to "the Old Man" to cut them down to whatever dimen
sions and shape he envisioned justice to be. Thus the general
courts-martial at Norfolk automatically administered fifteen-year
sentences in each of thirty-seven cases, which gl\ve the admiral
who was the courts-martial convening authority plenty of margin;
and he, in tum, in each case reduced the sentence to three years.
These were no acts of mercy; they were, in fact, the first real
sentences given to the victims, the fifteen-year sentences being only
proxies which the admiral-without hearing testimony or reading
the trial record-could treat as he chose.
After World War II, so unhappy were the GIs who had experi
enced military justice that the American Bar Association, at the
reluctant request of the War Department, set up a study commit
tee headed by Arthur T. Vanderbilt, dean of the New York Uni
versity School of Law. The committee in due time reported what
was already quite obvious: that military commanders were rigging

the Army, in short, serves the same purpose as the manual of arms or
the setting up exercises.
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their juries, rigging sentences and disregarding all pretense of
formal procedure. Other study groups were similarly critical. And,
since Defense Secretary Forrestal wanted to unify the services
anyway, this was used as a good excuse to write a reformed uni
form code of justice under which all the services would operate.
By previous standards, the 1950 Uniform Code of Military
Justice was indeed a major step forward. For the first time in our
history a military court of appeals was set up; for the first time in
our history a qualified lawyer was required for the defendant in all
general courts-martial; for the first time a certified law officer
(judge) was required for all general courts-martial. And, most
important, the new code included an article (No. 37) which pro
hibited the commanding officer from exerting his inftuence on the
conduct or outcome of the trial.
Regrettably, the paper reforms of 1950 have not resulted in
much reform in practice. Fearful that anarchy would result from
the slightest easing of disciplinary justice (just as military authori
ties once feared anarchy would result from the abolition of the
lash), the commanders have quietly transferred the evils of the old
Articles of War to the adminstration of the UCMJ. The grossest of
the surviving defects are these:
Vagueness of Law. It is here, in the wording of the UeMJ, that
the overriding element of arbitrariness begins. One of the honored
boasts of our politicians is that "This is a government of laws, not
of men"-meaning that there must be a set of rules (the Constitu
tion and the statutes derived from it) by which the governors as
well as the governed agree to abide, and that the people in power
can't just make up new rules as they go along. It means, too, that
the law must be clear enough to the governed that they can be
reasonably sure that they are obeying it and reasonably aware of
their violations. But the military system of justice undercuts this
proud old conception, being in fact set up consciously to give the
local commanders the widest possible application of imperious
ness. For example, Article 89-"Disrespect Towards a Superior

MI

• Articles 133 and 134 will be discussed and nmply illustrated in the
chapters dealing with the case of Howard Levy (page 124) and the case of
Henry Howe (page 178).

Who is the enemy? . . . What constitutes praise? Can one applaud
the peace efforts of the Soviet Union in the India-Pakistan dispute?
Can he praise the educational programs of Premier Castro? Can he
comment favorably on the tenacity of Ho Chi Minh? As for "attacking
the war aims of the United States," is it an attack on the war aims of
the U.S. to call for escalation of the war? To urge that we pull out of
Vietnam? Can a serviceman be sure what the war aims of the United
States are? "Denouncing our form of government" is similarly un
helpful. What does it mean? Can a soldier advocate abolition of the
electoral college system established in the Constitution? Can a service
man urge taking away constitutional powers of the Supreme Court or
denounce the school desegregation decision? What elements are so basic

Officer"-is defined in the Manual for Courts-Martial as including
"marked disdain, indiflerence, insolence, impertinence, undue fa
miliarity, and other rudeness"-which could mean any number of
things, depending on the depth of spleen of the accusing officer. So
could Article 133-u Conduct Unbecoming an Officer and a Gentle
man." As for Article 134-"The General Article" (which, it is
said, includes fifty different offenses, ranging from abusing public
animals to wearing unauthorized insignia)-dt is a singular twist of
justice.·
Edward F. Sherman, a professor at Indiana University Law
School and an expert in military law, and Melvin Wulf, legal
director of the ACLU, are trying to free two black Marines who
were put in prison (with three- and four-year sentences) for mak
ing "disloyal" statements-supposedly a violation of Article 134.
"Disloyalty" is a typically vague charge characteristic of military
justice. The Manual for Courts-Martial defines disloyalty as "prais
ing the enemy, attacking the war aims of the United States, or
denouncing our form of government."
Sherman and Wolf reasonably ask in their brief:
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Command Influence. The corruption of the military system of
justice runs through every layer, but it starts at the top, where the
whims of the commandants flutter like pigeons over a courtyard.
General courts-martial are not convened unless the commanding
officer believes the defendant is guilty; and since the officers who
make up the trial panel know that the commandant is of this
persuasion-and because they must often look to the commandant
for promotion-they will most often come through with the verdict
he wants. It is, in fact, that simple.
The commanding officer is not supposed to interfere with the
process of military justice, but it is virtually impossible for him to
refrain from doing so even if he wanted to. Most commanding
officers certainly do not want to refrain from controlling the court,
for they believe it is their best way' to exert control over their
troops.
The commander decides when and whom to prosecute. He con
trols the investigation of the charges and can (as was seen in the
Presidio case) overrule the officer who conducted the preliminary
investigation. The commander can personally select the jury mem
bers from among officers who are beholden to him for favors,
promotions and other career opportunities; he also picks the
prosecuting officers and the military defense attorneys. Although
the staff judge advocate is supposed to be a neutral administrator
of portions of the trial procedure, he is in fact the commanding
officer's attorney and, as such, represents the commander's wishes
in all that he does. The staff judge advocate is supposed to review
the pretrial evidence impartially, and he is also supposed to review
the trial record and the sentence to see if all was conducted in a
legal manner and on the basis of his study make recommendations
to the commander. In theory the SJA is a referee who has the

to our "form of government" that they cannot be denounced-fed
eralism, capitalism, democracy, welfare state programs, the draft?
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advantage of being at some distance from the court play and there
fore better able to observe it objectively. But in practice the SJA
who deliberates daily with the commander upon the needs of
discipline--acts with the same subservience as any attorney on the
payroll of a powerful, hard-driving executive.
Not unti11969 was the Manual for Courts-Martial amended to
actually outlaw a military commander's giving the court members
"pretrial orientation"-which is a euphemism for letting the court
members know which way he wants their verdicts to go. Whether
or not the practice will be really outlawed is yet to be seen. A
commander who violates this can only be court-martialed, and
where is the higher officer who will hold him officially accountable
for doing what virtually all officers believe a necessity-ruling
their ranks with complete control?
Senator Charles Goodell of New York, who once served as an
attorney in the Judge Advocate General's office, knows about these
command pressures. He once defended a soldier charged with
desertion and won an acquittal for his client. "Well, this created a
major controversy," he recalled, because the verdict went against
the base commandant's wishes. "Several of the panel were trans
ferred, the judge advocate was called on the carpet-and I was
reassigned to prosecution."
Another military lawyer involved in that same case was Irving
Peskoe, now an attorney in Homestead, Florida, and a colonel in
the Air Force Reserve. Peskoe once again was caught in the
squeeze of command pressure in the spring of 1969, when Senior
Master Sergeant John H. Smith, who had returned from a tour of
duty in Vietnam only a month earlier and was stationed at Home
stead Air Force Base, was ordered back to Vietnam to stand trial
on charges that he had paid only $17 for $60 worth of goods
obtained at a base PX. The charges against him were pressed by a
native· Vie,tnamese girl who was later fired by the px. It was a
matter of Sergeant Smith's word against hers. Smith was a veteran·
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of twenty-one years with the Air Force; he was married and the
father of two boys. He had a clean record.
Before Sergeant Smith left Vietnam he had asked his superior
officers whether, considering the fact that this charge was hanging
over him, perhaps he shouldn't stay on until it was cleared up. No,
no, no, go on home, they said. And then, a month later in
America, he was being hailed back to a Vietnam court-martial. It
was at. this point that attorney Peskoe entered the case. He at
tempted to obtain an injunction delaying the trial, arguing (among
other things) that the witnesses Smith needed for his defense had
since been transferred back to the States. Peskoe did not get the
injunction, but he got plenty of front-page publicity. As one
newspaper pointed out, "The civil action Sgt. Smith instituted to
stop the order, the court-martial, loss in job performance [Smith
was a supervisor of aircraft maintenance with the 4331st Tactical
Fighter Wing], attorney's fees, transportation for the 12,000 mile
round-trip and other costs may make the total bill as high as
$20,000."
Smith was found innocent, came back to Homestead and went
to work again, and the only thing that hung on was the bad odor of
it all-that and the irritation of Colonel Wiltz P. Segura, top
ranking Air Force officer at Homestead. The day after Peskoe tried
to get an injunction on Sergeant Smith's behalf, a letter came from
Washington authorizing a reserve position for Peskoe on the judge
advocate's staff at Homestead. Segura objected. He wanted no
lawyers on his base who bucked his wishes. He wrote the Pentagon
demanding that Peskoe be kept away from Homestead. So he was.
Peskoe now has to travel two hundred miles to do his reserve
officer duty, at Patrick Air Force Base, whereas if he had not
offended the base commander by his independence, he could do his
reserve duty five miles from home.
In the summer of 1969, Lieutenant Thomas McGuire, twenty
five, of Niles, Michigan, a lawyer, charged that the highest officers
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of the 6th Cavalry at Fort Meade, Maryland, were demanding that
courts-martial turn in more convictions and stiffer sentences, and
that these officers were plaguing defense attorneys with veiled
threats and unveiled hindrances. The next quarterly evaluation of
Lieutenant McGuire's performance-a routine report made on
every officer by his superiors; usually the evaluations are full of
praise-noted that McGuire was immature, irresponsible and pos
sibly even disloyal. The next thing McGuire kpew, he was in the
Panama Canal Zone training for jungle warfare, a stopover on his
way to Vietnam. McGuire claimed that his performance evaluation
was simply his superiors' way of getting revenge for his criticism of
their meddling in the military trial procedures. An Army review
board agreed with him and ordered the evaluation removed from
his record. McGuire also asked why, if the Army considered him
immature, irresponsible and possibly disloyal, it would want to
trust him to lead troops at the fronL The question was never
answered.
As a rule, the commanders try to show at least a touch of
reticence when they are communicating their wishes. Not many
are as outspoken as Rear Admiral T. Ruddock, Jr., U.S. Navy
Retired, who once served as president and permanent member of
the Twelfth Naval District's court. He let the other officers of the
court understand that he thought it "would be very foolish" of
them not to render such verdicts as would enable them to obtain
good reports from him, although he "certainly" did not want them to
think he was trying to influence their decisions. As the Court of
Military Appeals later described the old sea dog's routine: "Every
time a new court convened, Admiral Ruddock conducted a short
period of indoctrination. He 'usually' informed new members that
the Table of Maximum Punishments provides 'tentative guidance.'
He stated that he was familiar with the presumption of innocence
but did not recognize it as a constitutional right because he believed
that persons in the military service had no constitutional rights.
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[One officer] who had served intermittently as law officer for the
court had heard Admiral Ruddock say at various times that 'anyone
sent up here for trial must be guilty of something.' ..
In the most notorious recent case of command influence, Major
General Thomas Lipscomb, commanding general at Fort Leonard
Wood, Missouri, in the mid-1960s, laid such a heavy hand on the
courts-martial under his authority that the military board of review
in Washington eventually reversed the verdicts or modified the sen
tences (where there were guilty pleas) in ninety-three cases. So
flagrantly did General Lipscomb enjoy his authority that he be
came the only commander on record even to be investigated for
command influence. He was accused of appointing as jurors only
senior officers whose careers depended on his favor; of ordering
the fort's legal officer to lecture court-martial juries on the need for
discipline; of threatening a defense lawyer who challenged one of
Lipscomb's hand-picked jurors; and of reprimanding court-martial
officers for handing down sentences that were too light for his
taste. The Army looked over the evidence and decided General
Lipscomb had done nothing out of line. And indeed, according to
military tradition, he had not.
One of the civilian defense counsels in the Presidio trials,
Joseph Manzella (a former Navy officer), did not endear himself
to the military judge when he addressed himself to this truism: "As
your honor is well aware, one of the greatest evils of the military
tribunals is command influence, which is the most serious threat to
justice in the military court-martial. As of this date, only one
commanding officer has been investigated for it, and after a
lengthy hearing nothing was done about it. Now, your honor is
quite aware that there is no direct influence from the command or
convening authority directly to the court [Manzella'S one distorted ,
effort at either politeness or sarcasm], but in the sub rosa method,
through his aides who carry this word via the Officers' Club and
their other social gatherings, it is quite apparent that the word
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permeates down as to this desire, where subconsciously all the
members of the court really want to do what they feel the 'Old
Man' would like done in this situation."
And then Manzella, having somehow up to that moment es
caped a sword thrust, plunged on to the next most obvious feature
of that trial and aU military trials: "For one thing, I think that this
is nothing more than a stacked jury. . . ."
Which brings us to that natural auxiliary to command influence.
The Stacked Jury. In a civilian court the defense attorney seeks
to obtain a varied jury-a plumber, a banker, a schoolteacher, a
bus driver, etc.-a cross-section of society that will see a question
from different viewpoints and thus may very likely disagree. That
is how hung juries are made. But in military court, as ACLU
attorney Paul Halvonik learned so very well in the Presidio pro
ceedings, "you are not only stuck with a jury that's homogeneous,
but one that is homogeneously agreed on the one basic issue in the
trial-whether the most important thing in this world is obedience
and whether you can shaft somebody completely if you feel they
disobeyed or didn't act properly. So you've got the worst possible
jury that you could possibly have."
If that is the whimper of a losing attorney, it must be counted a
general one, for virtually every defense counsel who goes up
against a military court has the same complaint. The same lack of
variety, the same overwhelming homogeneous quality, was noted
in the first trial of Private Zaino by his attorney, Manzella, the
opening of whose blunt summation has already been given, and
which con~inued: "Every member of this court is currently in the
infantry or has been in the infantry. Mostly all have the Combat
. Infantryman's Badge, and with the star indicating that they were in
combat in tWo wars: And how this group, primarily of all infantry
officers, was·'selected-now, I realize that Fort Lewis is an infantry
based camp, but I think this is not a proper, random selection, but
nothing more than the convening authority's attempt to stack this
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... Judge Homer Ferguson of the Court of Military Appeals, commenting
on this unique practice, admitted, "I think we have had cases where even
the man himself [the challenged juror] voted on whether he should be ex
cused."

In a civilinn court a juror will be knocked off the panel by the
judge if the defense attorney can show that he is biased against his
client. But not until late 1969 did the military judge have anything
to say about it; the question of a prospective juror's bias was left up
to a vote of the other members of the jury.'" When the above
colonel was challenged for bias, the officers on the jury voted to
accept their brother as unbiased and fit to serve.
From the selecting process of another Presidio jury there came
these other responses: One lieutenant colonel said that parades
and demonstrations against the war in Vietnam "annoyed" him,

DEFENSE ATTORNEY: Colonel, do you believe in the right to dem
onstrate?
COLONEL: No.
ATTORNEY: Maybe you didn't understand my question. Let's for
get about the Army for a moment. Do you believe that civilians
have the right to express their views in peaceful demonstrations
in support or in opposition to an official policy?
COLONEL: No.
MILITARY JUDGE (interrupting): Colonel, you know the Constitu
tion provides that right.
COLONEL: I don't care.
ATTORNEY: OK, we'll challenge him for bias.

jury. I would like to know why the general saw fit to select a group
of officers from the Infantry Training Command rather than from
a true representation of all the officers within the Sixth Army."
(To which the trial judge responded: "We are not going into that
any further.")
The U.S. Constitution guarantees unbiased jurors. The Military
Code does not. Bearing in mind that a central question of the
Presidio trials was to be the propriety of holding protest demon
strations, consider these responses by a member of the panel from
which one of the early Presidio jurors was being selected:
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Q: How do you feel about demonstration and protest?
COLONEL: I'm wondering who's paying these people who can af
ford this time to go out and do it. • . .
Q: Do you feel that a protest is ever a legal means of expressing a
grievance?
COLONEL: I can only presume it is. I would have to say that I feel

This colonel also had a low opinion of demonstrations, although
he stopped short of calling them criminal.

recall what you heard in the office talk, if you recall?
COLONEL: Yes. "Have you seen the morning paper?" "Yes, I seen
[sic] the morning paper." And SOme person would mention,
"Well, I seen [sic] they had trouble up in the stockade"-but not
anything in detail.

Q: You say you heard it [discussed] perhaps in office talk. Can you

but he wouldn't let that keep him from giving a fair decision to
somebody charged with antiwar demonstrating. Another lieutenant
colonel said he felt the reports in the press that called the sit-down
a mutiny were accurate--but he hadn't formed any opinion about
the case. A colonel on the panel who was in the ROTC Division of
the Sixth Army complained that there were "incidents that occur
on campuses throughout this Army area almost on a daily basis"
which had "an adverse effect" on his ROlfC, but he said he
wouldn't allow that to prejudice him against sit-downers and
protesters. And he said he didn't have anything against the ACLU,
although he had found in his experience with them that ACLU
attorneys were "misinformed, in a frequency of the cases I got
involved in."
Although the mutiny arrests brought about the most explosive
publicity in the Presidio's history, a colonel said he had read only
the headlines mentioning the affair and that these had not inter
ested him enough to make him read further. Also-or so he
claimed-nobody who worked in his office at the Presidio was
much interested either.
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Why didn't attorney Halvonik challenge these colonels and try
to have them tossed off the jury? "I didn't make any challenges for
cause," he explained, "because it's insane to do it. I never chal
lenge for. cause in a military trial. AU it does is set the rest of the
panel against you because they think you have insulted a brother
officer."
The Defense's Obstacle Course. Of all the Army's petty mean
nesses in the Presidio trials, none matched its refusal to take ver
batim transcripts of the preliminary hearings and to supply the
defense in the later trials with transcripts of the earlier trial records.
Thus the defense was deprived of a way of determining if prosecu
tion witnesses were lying or were changing their testimony. The
denial of verbatim transcripts was done in an especially shabby
way, for the defense attorneys had been assured that such tran
scripts were being taken and then they discovered-too late to set

Q: During this two-year period, did you have the opportunity to
check on the complaints or grievances of people who were resid
ing in the stockades as prisoners?
COLONEL: Yes.
Q: Did you find that any of those complaints were justified?
COLONEL: Yes, I'm sure there must have been some. In fact, I
know-I recall one.

Much of the defense's argument would, as has been seen, rest on
the fact that the stockade was run in an oppressive, sloppy, per
verse way and that therefore the group of protesters had reason
able complaints to make, even if they chose the wrong way to
make them. But the defense could hope for little attention from
this colonel, who had been an inspector general from 1964 to
1966, visiting prisoners in stockades and listening to thousands of
similar complaints.

that a protest is not necessarily an illegal means of expressing a
grievance. That would be the best answer I could give you on
that one. [Emphasis added.]
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up tape recorders of their own or to hire court reporters-that the
Army had secretly rescinded the order for verbatim reporting and
was taking the record only in paraphrase. To defense protests, the
Army replied that it could not afford to hire the necessary secretaries
and that the base had no tape recorders available.
Records needed by defense attorneys are sometimes destroyed or
"lost" by government agents (as will be seen in the Levy trial,
Chapter 4). Witnesses for the defense are sometimes threatened
with court-martial if they testify (as happened at the preliminary
hearing for the "Fort Jackson Eight"). There is hardly anything
that military investigators who gather evidence for the prosecution
will not do, or have not done--inc1uding the planting of finger
prints. In one case, a suspect's family was locked in a room for
thirteen hours while Air Force investigators searched for smuggling
clues. About 40 percent of the cases reversed by the Court of_
Military Appeals are for improper, or illegal, investigations; but-7
just as commanders are never prosecuted for jury-tampering, mili- )
tary investigators are never punished for illegal procedures.
Typical of the highhandedness employed quite successfully by
the military was the case of Captain Joseph P. Kauffman. He may
or may not have been guilty of conspiring to sell information to the
East Germans (a court-martial in 1962 said he was guilty), but'!
the method used to convict him hardly spoke well for the democ- I'
racy he was accused of betraying. He was put on temporary duty
at Travis Air Force Base, California, to get him away from his
home in Atwater, California, so that the Air Force investigators
could ransack his home--without a search warrant--on three
occasions. Then his room was wired so that Army officials could
record his conversations with his attorney. He was packed off to
Wiesbaden, Germany, for trial, too far away for his civilian
attorney to help him and where the jury panel that judged his fate
would be composed of career officers who lived under daily
bombardment of propaganda about the horrors of the Communist
East. To top everything else, he was not permitted to face his chief '
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• There are three types of courts: summary, special and general. Theo
retically the defendant can be represented by an attorney at any level of
court, but actually no serviceman ever gets a counsel for a summary court
martial, where the court consists of one officer who acts simultaneollsly as
judge, jury, prosecuting and defense attorney, and where one month is the
longest jail sentence that can be imposed. It sounds mild, but one must re
member that a summary court-martial still goes on the serviceman's record
as a federal trial, and the idea that a man's record can be smeared perma
nently at the whim of one officer is something that even most members of
the Judge Advocate General's office will admit is a shame and an abomina

accuser, a defector from East Germany, who was allowed to wear
a disguise while in court.
To obtain confessions that would implicate some of the pris
oners in the Fort Dix rioting of June 5, 1969, the Army's Criminal
Intelligence Division reportedly used bribe offers and threats.
Determined to convict Private Terry Klug of inciting the riot (he
was acquitted at his trial), the CID selected several prisoners and
put the screws to them. One was Private Miguel Morralles, who
had been in the stockade a long time and had expected to be
released in three weeks. One of the agents said to MorraIles: "So
you think you're getting out. We don't think so. We think you were
the one who started the riot. Think about it." Three days later
Morralles signed a statement implicating Klug. But at Klug's trial
Morralles braced up and told how the statement was obtained
from him. He said the CID had warned him it was the only way he
could get out of jail on time. "Klug, Klug, Klug, they kept asking
questions about Klug," Morralles testified. "They put his name in
my mouth." Another who was forced to name Klug in a statement
was Private James Eastman, nineteen, who has such claustro
phobia ("I can't stand small areas, I lose control") that a year
earlier he had had to be taken from jail and put in the more
spacious confines of· Marlboro State Mental Hospital. He was a
prime candidate for CID treatment, and with the threat of solitary
confinement hanging over him, he too signed.
The military attorneys appointed to help defendants in general
courts-martial. sometimes are of great integrity and courage. But
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tion. Only enlisted men can be tried by summary courts, of which about
25,000 are held each year.
And only enlisted men get to experience a special court-martial, where
sentences of up to six months in prison and a bad-conduct discharge can be
imposed (about 75,000 a year, lately). Punishment is swift and sure. For
example, a soldier who worked in the special processing detachment at Fort
Hood, Texas, disclosed that it is commonplace there for trial records to be
typed lip in advance, complete with guilty verdicts and six-month sentences.
Heretofore only about 5 percent of the accused in special courts-martial were
appointe~ military counsel, and as often as not these "defense attorneys"
were not competent. A U.S. District Court in Utah threw out the special
court-martial conviction of a private in 1965 when it discovered that one of
the man's defense attorneys, who ordinarily worked as a veterinarian, had
learned everything he knew about military law in a two-day crash course
and that his other "counsel" had learned his military law in a college ROTC
course. The District Court discovered that "Their advice to the accused on
various legal matters was based upon consultation with the officer who had
draw" lip the charges." (Emphasis added.) The private had requested quali
fied attorneys to represent him, but the authorities said there was none
available; furthermure, the District Court disclosed, the private was warned
"not to raise any question with regard to his legal representation with the
convening authority or before the court-martial."
Reform, however, may have arrived. A statute that went into effect in
1969 provides that "the accused must be afforded the right to be defended
by qualified lawyer counsel at special courts-martial unless the commander
certifies one cannot be obtained."
The general court-martial, which is the kind virtually all of the cases
discussed in this book were assigned to, handles the most serious breaches
of military law. It Is the only court-martial that can sentence a man to
death, and it is the only court-martial that can hand down a dishonorable
discharge. Justice is dispensed by a military judge and a jury of at least five
military penonnel, usually officers. The defendant is guaranteed trained legal
counsel.
.

whether military or civilian, the defense attorneys in these proceed
ings are under critical handicaps. They have no subpoena powers of ~.
their own, little freedom of cross-examination, no power to call
military witnesses. They must make their requests for witnesses
'hrough the prosecution, and if the prosecution doesn't think the
witnesses should be called, they aren't.
In one set of the Presidio trials, the defense attorneys wanted to
call General Larsen, commanding general, of the Sixth Army, to
wring from him testimony that would show that the jury panel set
up by him guaranteed that no officer below a certain rank, and no
noncommissioned officer with less than eighteen years' service (it
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is said the old noncoms are the harshest jurors), would sit on the
jury. When the request for Larsen was made, the military judge
threw the press out of the courtroom and upbraided the defense
lawyers for trying to "embarrass, harass and intimidate the Army."
In that same trial (it was the trial in which Yost was a defen
dant) the defense wanted to call Dr. Joseph Katz of Stanford
University, one of the foremost behavioral psychologists in the
country, who was prepared to testify that the men were not
mutineers but were in fact supplicants, like children who do
something nasty to attract the attention of their parents and
thereby tacitly beg their parents for protection from themselves as
well as from others. Defense attorney David Lowe explained, "We
had Dr. Katz examine the transcripts of other trial proceedings,
documents, statements by the Army about physical conditions, the
psychological records and tests of all the twenty-seven who were
tested. These are voluminous documents. We told the Army that
Dr. Katz would testify. And they refused to let us call him. The
Army said he hadn't actually interviewed the accused and there
fore the Army wouldn't pay his way. So I volunteered to pay the
transportation and fees of all such experts (I would have had to
raise the money). The Army denied our request. The Army's
prosecutor and the military judge have the power to say who we
bring and who we don't bring."
Civilian and military defense attorneys who are aggressive on
behalf of their clients are often threatened. Lowe was warned that
if he didn't stop his unorthodox tactics-such as asking to ques
tion General Larsen-military authorities were prepared to have
him reprimanded by his state bar. ("I encouraged them to go right
ahead," Lowe recalled. "I said, swell, because then we'd have
some hearings the Army would really be interested in.") Attorney
Terence Hallinan says he was told that the Army was gathering
evidence in an effort to have him charged with fomenting the
mutiny. But the military defense attorneys have had to withstand
the most intense pressure. Captain Emmitt Yeary was twice
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threatened with court-martial, once because he spoke to the press
(his remarks were taped by an Army investigator) and once
because he stayed up so late one night preparing his defense case
that he was a few minutes late the next morning reporting to his
Presidio office. Captain Brendan Sullivan, another outstanding
defense attorney, told Lowe that before the trials began he was
warned by a superior officer that he would be under surveillance
constantly. The officer reportedly warned Sullivan, "I've got men
who can look through a keyhole with both eyes." On another
occasion the Army let Sullivan know its suspicions of him by
requiring the defendants to strip and be searched after Sullivan and
another lawyer had left them.
Such dealings inhibit justice in the services more than civilians I
might think. It is a rare military lawyer who has the courage to I
question the system, knowing that transfers to bleak. outposts, loss
of promotion and mysterious difficulties can come his way if he :
does. Not many will continue to speak. out as Captain Sullivan did ..
Almost immediately after his part in the trials had ended, he was
ordered to Vietnam without the ninety-day notice or thirty-day
leave that officers usually get before going. He received his orders
one day short of the deadline after which he would have been
ineligible for Vietnam service. (The order was later rescinded
because of public and Congressional protests; the Army tried to .
pretend it was an ordinary transfer, but they could not explain how
it was that of Sullivan's graduating class of one hundred officers he
was the only one to receive orders to Vietnam.) .
Far from intimidated by it all, Sullivan went right on talking
frankly to the press, scoffing at the military-court system as little
more than a travesty of the civilian system of justice. "We have in
the courts in this country the principle that we have the adversary
system, with one lawyer fighting against another, using every tool
within his possession, bounded only by ethical considerations to
help his client," Sullivan said at one of his press conferences. "Do
we have that in the military? I say we do not because the defense
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* Although this material was prepared in the final days of 1969, no later
figures could be obtained from the Pentagon, which guards its information
closely, especially if it believes the information will be used in a critical way.

To discuss military justice only in terms of courts-martial,
however, is to ignore perhaps the most questionable procedure of
them aU-the administrative board. It is the smoothest way to
achieve the ouster of unwanted men from the service. In fact, it is
such a handy maneuver (making absolutely no demands on the
military's marginal sense of fair play) that administrative dis
charges have become very popular with commanders in the past
twenty years. In 1968· alone nearly eleven thousand men were
removed from the services with "undesirable" administrative
discharges based on what military authorities conceived to be
misconduct or unfitness.
The categories of misconduct range from AWOL to "other good
and sufficient reasons," but by far the most common reason for
giving a man an undesirable discharge for misconduct is that he
has been convicted in a civil court. This means that he is punished
twice for the same offense: once, perhaps lightly, by the civil court
and a second time, with extreme weight, by the military, since the
undesirable discharge will stick with him for life and will often
come between him and the job he wants. Judges of the Court of
Military Appeals, including even the most conservative member,
Judge Robert Quinn, have often stated their suspicions that the
administrative discharge is used to get around the difficulties of
proving a serviceman's guilt in a fair trial. But they have been
expressing their sllspicions for more than a decade, with no result
ing reform that can be measured.

attorneys do not have the power, or the will, or the freedom, to go
ahead and use every legitimate tool on behalf of their client.
You're a captain, you're not a lawyer in there [in the military
courtroom]. Sometimes you get the impression you are fighting the
whole Army."
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The military's answer to those questions has been: No, even
though we haven't enough evidence to support a court-martial, we
will get rid of the man for the good of the service. It may ruin him,
but it will help us.
The administrative-discharge process includes no rules of evi-:
dence, no due-process guarantees, no statute of limitations on the
evidence that can be used. The defendant has no subpoena powers,
no right to confront his accusers. A defendant can find himself
facing rumors and indiscretions that are fifteen or twenty years old
and that he can scarcely remember the origins of, much less con
struct a defense against.
A Navy man of fourteen years' service was discharged on the
basis of a homosexual charge that was ten years old and which the
Navy had known about all along and despite which it had twice re
enlisted him. A major was dismissed from the Army with an
administrative discharge (he asked for a court-martial but was

Here you have men who are convicted administratively by being
given discharges. . • . But then you have the practical situation. If
you have a fellow aboard ship who pretty nearly everybody on the ship
figures is a homosexual and you have everybody upset, or you have a
barracks thief who Is such a good barracks thief that you have not been
able to catch him with the goods, but you have got it reasoned down
that he is the only one who could be doing it, what are you going to
do, keep the homo aboard ship or send him to another one? Are you
going to keep the barracks thief there?

The criterion in the military services for judging the fairness of
dismissing a man from the service without a trial and with a less
than-honorable discharge can be summed in one word: conven
ience. The reputation of the individual is held to be secondary to
the convenience of the services. If this means convicting a man on
hearsay evidence or on unsworn testimony or on a fabric of rumor,
nevertheless it is done. The late Judge Paul J. Kilday of the Court
of Military Appeals expressed this point of ,view quite candidly:
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refused) because some unidentified foreign nationals accused him
of homosexual conduct; when he asked the field board to present
him with the evidence, he was shown only an unsigned, unsworn,
Thermo-Faxed copy of the charges. A Navy veteran one year short
of twenty-year retirement was dismissed administratively because
he wasn't able to pay for his wife's fur coats as fast as she bought
them. A Marine was given an undesirable discharge, under less
than-honorable conditions, for no reason except that he had been
involved in a serious automobile accident in Haiti.
The defects of the administrative board are much the same as
those that afflict general courts-martial. As a representative of the
Fleet Reserve Association once told a Senate subcommittee: "The
proceedings looking toward the issuance of the discharge are initi
ated in the first instance by the commanding officer; the command
ing officer appoints all of the personnel connected with the field
board hearings, and ordinarily such personnel will be junior to
him. Under the circumstances, the average board member prob
ably is more inclined to follow or accept the recommendation of
his commanding officer than to take steps to see that the individual
appearing before the board is accorded any great degree of protec
tion insofar as basic rights are concerned."
Going back a few years to find a superb example of the uses to
which the military puts administrative discharges, we come upon
the ruined life of Marine Technical Sergeant Boniface (which is
not his name, though everything else is factual), a veteran of
seventeen years of unimpeachable service, including twenty-two
months overseas in World War II, participation in the Iwo Jima
campaign, and three months as a combat cameraman in Korea,
where he took part in the Inchon landing and the Naktong River
operations. He was no hero, but he had served well and honorably ,
and had received four good-conduct medals.
In 1958 he was stationed at the Pentagon. As frequently
happens around large conglomerate institutions of that type,
homosexuals made use of the toilets as hunting grounds. They
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appeared to be especially thick around Pentagon Toilet No.
2D617, so policemen hired by the General Services Administration
teamed up with Army Criminal Investigation Division agents to
rout them out. Half a dozen agents stationed themselves conven
iently to peek through the cracks around the stall doors and to
peer under the doors and over the top of the stalls; other govern
ment detectives hid out in the ceiling crawl area, taking photo
graphs of what went on in the stalls; still other agents hung around
outside the toilet room to follow suspects and find out their
identity.
On July 11, 1958, Walter Bruce, a special agent for the Office
of Naval Intelligence, was handed a dossier on Sergeant Boniface.
Bruce looked through the material and saw that it was (in his own
words) "very shoddy investigative work," saw also that the mate
rial made no mention of witnesses and that the material had been
collected by an anonymous investigator; Bruce wanted no part of
it, and when his superior insisted that he take over, Bruce asked
hotly: "What the hell do you want me to do with this piece of
junk? I don't have an official contributor, and I don't know who
did this, and I would prefer to do some investigative work to find
out more."
No, no, said his superior, no more investigations were neces
sary, for Boniface had been identified and observed taking part in.
perverse acts, and Bruce's only job was to interview the suspect
and, hopefully, make him confess.
As it turned out, that wasn't difficult. But exactly what Boniface
confessed to isn't clear. Threatened with a court-martial and public
notoriety and shame if he didn't confess, Boniface panicked and
did as he was told. His panic was caused by being shown an
indistinct photo of a Marine and being assured that the Marine
was none other than himself, being perverse. Under the direction
of military agents, he wrote out and signed a six-page confession to
the effect that on two occasions while he was sitting in a toilet stall
"an unknown man in an adjoining stall had reached under the
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of him.
The Pentagon files are full of cases not only of mature service- '
men like Boniface but of seventeen- and eighteen-year-olds who
were strong-armed into accepting an undesirable discharge after
committing indiscretions that, at worst, can be condemned as

partition separating the stalls and felt my leg and, proceeding
further, had performed an indecent act" on him with Boniface's
passive cooperation. That's what the written confession said, but
Boniface later insisted that what he had told Bruce was that an
unidentified man in the next stall had borrowed a book of matches
from him and, on returning them, had suggested that they go for a
ride and that he, Boniface, had told the man to "get lost."
Because he had confessed, Boniface was advised to escape trial
by asking for an undesirable discharge. The advice was given by a
Navy officer, supplied as his counsel, who was not an attorney.
Sergeant Boniface was the victim of bluff. He had been told that
there were corroborating witnesses, but there were none; he had
been told that the evidence against him was sufficient to merit a
court-martial, but it was not-for one reason because Section 25,
Chapter VI, of the Manual for Courts-Martial states: "Ordinarily,
charges for an offense should not be preferred against an indi
vidual if, after investigation, the only available evidence that the
offense was committed is his statement that he committed it."
On September 5, 1958, Boniface was expelled from the Marine
Corps with an undesirable discharge. Four years later, in 1962,
Boniface's civilian attorney finally forced the Navy to name the
two witnesses who allegedly had seen Boniface commit the homo
sexual act. But at a subsequent trial in the U.S. District Court,
neither of the witnesses could identify Boniface and one of the
witnesses admitted that "I never personally saw any homosexual
acts because I was stationed outside the toilet." After four years,
the Navy had finally made clear that it had no case against a
seventeen-year veteran except the confession it had frightened out
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hearings on military justice.

• These, nnd the Boniface case, are from the Senate subcommittee's

Against the thousands of individual hardships of this type, the
military weighs its own convenience, and invariably chooses the
latter. The administrative-discharge routine, for example, helped

I understand there are exceptions in some cases and it may sound
selfish, but I am asking that my case be made one of those exceptions,·
because since my discharge, which has been over 3 years, I have gotten
married and have a family and another one due, and I have been
unable to find employment of any kind due to my discharge. If my
discharge can't be reinstated, and I can't re-enlist, could you please
give me a letter of recommendation so that I might get a job to sup
port my family?·

I have written you before about trying to get my discharge reviewed
but, however, it did me no good. I was 17 years of age when I entered
the service and 19 when I received my bad conduct discharge. I have
been going to night school for 3 years but it does me no good for I
cannot get a decent job because of my discharge.

Along with his letter Zerbee sent excerpts from letters which
had been received from "undesirables." Samples:

Very frequently these young men-with no juvenile or adult police
records-will commit a minor civilian offense such as joy riding, pub
lic drinking, fighting or other minor disturbances. If the soldier is ar
rested by the civilian police and convicted for the misdemeanor, he is
returned to his post and ordered before an Administrative Discharge
Board and awarded an undesirable discharge. His offense did not de
serve a trial by court-martial, yet the mandatory issuing of the un
desirable discharge for the light civilian conviction sends the young
man back to civil life as an outcast, and the condemning castigation
on the face of his discharge certificate renders him undesirable for em
ployment.

human. A. F. Zerbee, counsel to the Catholic War Veterans, wrote
the Senate Constitutional Rights Subcommittee in 1966:
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As a result of military courts-martial, which is poor enough
justice, or their poorer substitute, the administrative discharge,
more than half a million veterans are now on the labor market
bearing the burden of a less-than-honorable discharge which, for
the rest of their lives, will make them unwelcome to most em
ployers.
Nor should it be supposed that the military would like to extri
cate itself from its own harsh discharge system and modify the
penalties that it now feels compelled to administer. Several times
in the recent past, proposals have been made that would have
given the military just such an opportunity, and in each case the
proposals were rejected (except by the Air Force, which has by far
the fairest record in dealing with its problem servicemen). The late
Clyde Doyle, Congressman from California, introduced legisla
tion in the early 1960s that would have enabled men receiving

get the Army out of an embarrassing situation in 1969 involving the
famous case of the "Fort Jackson Eight"-the dissident soldiers
who were arrested for holding a boisterous bull session outside
their barracks to denounce the Vietnam war and white racists.
Fort Jackson officials claimed the men were arrested for refusing
to obey an order (though it was admitted that no direct order had
been given) and for creating a riotous situation (though the MPs
were not called, and one noncom at the scene had been so unim
pressed by the danger that he left to get a sandwich).
Some of the dissenters were held incommunicado in the stock
ade for two months; others were held under barracks arrest. All
were threatened with court-martial. If the Army bad gone ahead
with its threat, the result would have been such a classic freedom
of-speech trial that the Uniform Code of Military Justice might
have been seriously shaken. As public support of the imprisoned
men increased, the Army dropped all charges against two of them
and neatly got rid of the other six either by mutual-consent unde
sirable discharges or by undesirable administrative discharges.
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less-than-honorable discharges to remove themselves from that per
petual blacklist by living exemplary lives for, say, three years
thereafter. The bill passed the House but, as a result of intense
opposition by the Army and Navy, died in the Senate.
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• LEITERS
Naval injustice: As an Army veteran of
the Vietnam era and a lawyer who has
defended personnel at courts-martial for
more than 20 years, I appreciated your
expose of "Navy Justice" [November 9J
The problem is servicewide and involves
the structure of a system that has built
into it command influence over courts
martiaL You pointed out that command
ers decide which investigations lead to
trials and which get buried. Those deci
sions should be taken away from them.
Commanders also have the power to se
lect who serves on courts-martiaL There
should, instead, be a system of random
jury selection, modified for military pur
poses. The worst scandal is the failure to
enforce prohibitions against unlawful
command influence. Although hundreds
of cases have been reversed on appeal
due to such actions, in the 40 years since
the Uniform Code of Military Justice
went into effect there has not been a
prosecution, much less a conviction, for
those violations of military law. The new
Congress should hold hearings with a
view toward reforming the entire mili
tary-justice system.
Roben S. Rivkin
Sail Francisco

gress. Your suggestion
that it mav be time to
do more than give lip
service to the reform.
the Naval Investigati\
Service must be em
phatically restated as a
demand and a require
ment if the democracv
so cherished by this
country is to survive.
Tom Amlie
Bethesda, Md.
• Your report is an ex
cellent scratch at the
tip of a very large ice
berg, one that extends,
unfortunately, well into the underpin
nings of each of the major armed ser
vices. There is an ever growing list of
patriotic service members and their
families who have been irrevocably in
jured through military injustices that
persist because of command interfer
ence in the military-justice and investi
gative systems and the Supreme Court's
long-standing ruling that prevents suits
by active-duty personnel. Both of these
are widely defended in the military as
necessary to preserve discipline. The
military system investigates itself, tries

Navy target. Probe of Ralph Bernard is under attack.
• As a former technical director of the

Naval Air Weapons Station at China
Lake, I carefully read your story and the
related article on :Ralph Bernard [-"The
China Lake Affair"]. I am impressed
with the thoroughness of the research
and horrified and outraged at the story
of a Navy and its police force out of
control. The Ralph Bernard story illus
trates the Navy's willingness to disregard
heroic and dedicated past service in its
zeal to accomplish its own self-deter
mined program goals, in this case to kill
the FOG-S missile in defiance of Con
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On Febnlary 23, 1993, LCDR Fitzpatrick forwarded a request for reconsideration ofthe
action on the application [on his appeal], asking in the alternative for a more favorable mling
by [tbe Office ofJlldge Advocate General], certification ofthe case to the Navy - Marine
Corps COlin ofMilitary Review, or a new trial. This reqllest 'Was never received in [my 
Judge Advocate General's] office...

•

•

Harold E. "Rick" Grant
Navy Judge Advocate General
In a 5 May 1994 letter to
To United States Senator Patty Murray
(Preceded by a 9 March 1994 letter to
United States Congressman Nonnan D.
Dicks wherein the same statement was
made)
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To: The Panel Looking at Revisions to the UCMJ
. .From: Patricia Hervey Schneider
..,
20484 Langley Drive
Sterling, Virginia 20165
Dear Sirs:

Tuesday 13 March 2001

I am pleased to be speaking before you today in this setting of investigation and I thank you for this opportunity.
Some years ago, as a Board Member of MOMS (Members Opposed to Maltreatment of Servicemembers) I was
working with then Florida representative Charles Bennett in an attempt to revise the UCMJ. Rep. Bennett died and the
project was discontinued.
Now, I would like to see you consider a policy that would avoid the appearance of unjust double jeopardy in
proceedings against military members. I understand that now the military (the United States) has the legal right to
prosecute a member after a prosecution in another (state) jurisdiction. I think that there should be an active policy
against second prosecutions arising out of civilian prosecutions --- especially when the civilian prosecution results in a
NOT GUILTY verdict or is otherwise disposed of without the entry of a finding of gUilty. See, e.g., United States v.
Hutchinson, 49 MJ. 6 (1998), in which a legal and proper disposition of a civilian offense was completely destroyed by
the action of the military in subsequently prosecuting. The result was that the member ended the day with two
convictions, when his diversion program in the state would have left him with none. Though legal, such cases give the
appearance of an abuse of process in the second prosecution.
Where an approved sovereign has adjudicated a case, it seems to me that there should be a requirement for an

~uivalent process prior to a military prosecution. This is now in place for federal civilian prosecutions, where approval
. . ,b; the Department of Justice is required before a U.S. Attorney can re-prosecute. I recommend that a similar provision
requiring DOJ approval be implemented by the President as a firm policy in the Manual for Courts~martial.
In a Missouri Court, my son, David Schneider (Major, USA), was charged with Aggravated Assault of his wife. The
record shows that she never said that he tried to kill her. He was found NOT GUILTY in state court. The Army brought
him to General Court-martial on the same charge. The record shows that the Command Judge Advocate thought it
would "look funny" to continue the charge of aggravated assault and therefore changed the charge to peljury from the
state prosecution. All appeals have been made and none has been successful. This has been a miscarriage of justice that
should not happen to anyone.
In the same case, my son was tried by a panel which included an officer junior to him. When this was discovered, the
record shows that the Army said that blame for non-discovery of the error fell to my son and his lawyers. BUT the
record shows that the panelist was EXCUSED from the sentencing phase of the court-martial. A requested mis-trial was
denied to my son. When this set of facts appeared on appeals, they were all denied at the same time that two or three
other cases based on junior members on the panels resulted in overturning the convictions. I think this shows undue
Command Influence, prejudice, and unfairness. My son is in his 13111 year of a 23 year prison term he does not deserve.
You are here to consider making changes to the UCMJ. Please consider taking action on these two issues .
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The Panel Looking at Revisions to the UCMJ

From: Colonel William P. Schneider, USA (Ret)
20484 Langley Drive
Sterling, Virginia 20165

Dear Sirs:

Tuesday, 13 March 2001

I am pleased to be afforded the opportunity to provide my views on this important topic.
The fundamental question concerning the restructuring of the UCMJ has to do with the purpose
of the UCMJ. We must assume that, in general, the court system of the United States of America
is accepted as being adequate by its citizens for most purposes. In military situations, however, in
the past it was necessary to establish Military Justice because civilian justice was simply not
available. Our troops out on the frontier were far from civilian judges and all the trappings of
justice that go with them. The Military Justice system was set up to provide rough and ready
justice for troops in the field.
Today, troops in the field, in situations like Desert storm, even in combat, are only minutes away
from Washington D.C. and the sources of the central Justice available to every one in this
country. Should a commander need to solve any problem dealing with Military Justice he can
even get on his tank radio (while he's in the very middle of military activity) he can still put in a
query to the JAG in Washington. He can solve the most complex of legal problems in a matter of
minutes.
Even when we are dealing with civilians attached to the military - the old sutler out on the frontier
was required to obey the military commander and justice for him was not any s~ial situation - it
was the same as that for the soldiers under the military commander. The contractor today
maintaining a patriot missile battery is just as much or more subject to "Indian attack" than any
of the military personnel.
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The purpose today for military justice should be to provide military commanders with the
capability of dealing with strictly military crimes which either do not exist in civil life or are
greatly magnified in the military situation. In civil life any person who refuses to obey his
supervisor can be fired- but even that is subject to restriction such as a union intervention, etc. In
particular, a military person who refuses to obey an order could jeopardize the lives of all those in
his unit or perhaps an even greater sphere.
Simply limiting the UCMJ to the handling of special military crimes will eliminate a vast range of
problems currently dealt with by the UCMJ. In occupation situations, or near occupation
situations, the problem arises when dealing with military personnel who commit civilian crimes
in foreign countries when we do not believe that the justice system of the host country is
adequate. Those people working in our country dealing with these occupation situations have for
the most part yielded our sovereignty to the foreign country. Again, if we would simply allow all
foreign countries to deal with our soldiers according to their law for civilian crimes and maintain
our control over strictly military crimes, most problems go away.
Assuming that we still have to deal with problems such as civilian and military Justice conflicts,
the most pertinent to my situation and the one about which I have personal experience. is that of

•

double jeopardy resulting from civilian trial for a crime followed by military trial of a military
person for the same crime. Less likely, but has occurred, is a civilian trial following a military
trial. This same type of problem arises no matter which court finds the accused guilty or innocent.
My personal experience has to do with the trial of my son for aggravated assault by a Missouri
court which found him not guilty. The commander of the military unit to which my son belonged,
was quite unhappy with the not 'guilty verdict' in the civil court..According to the many
memoranda, copies of which we have, which circulated internal to the Command Headquarters,
he let it be known that my son should be found guilty by a military court. All the necessary
preparations were made to do so. This commander, himself, had been found guilty of command
influence in Gennany prior to this incident.
Since we are unlikely to change the attitudes of any commanders what can we do to improve the
response of the military justice system to such injustice?

•

For one thing, the current system calls for reviewing the facts only at the first level of review.
Thereafter, the only detenninations which can be made are as to whether or not the law was
correctly applied. There is no further review of the facts. The first level of review is done by
military personnel, most typically, junior in rank to the convening authority. The result is that
those officers making the review are looking forward to the possibility of being subordinate to the
convening authority in the not too distant future. They are therefore unlikely to reject any military
verdict based on the finding of fact. The assumption made by the military justice system is that
the first finder of fact, the court martial, is the best judge of what the facts were. Even though, as
in this case, in the civil trial, the jury found in favor of the defendant (based on the same
evidence) the facts were for all practical purposes not reviewed.
The civil court with a 12 person jury, nine men and three women, found for my son in a matter of
a few hours. As is clear from the many memoranda written by various personnel in the legal
office of the convening authority, the convening authority had already decided to try my son no
matter what the verdict was in the civilian court. The military court panel consisted of only seven
personnel one of whom was junior to my son; the military judge recognized this. He dismissed
the young lady from the panel - after the verdict but before the sentencing - thus he recognized
that the court was not valid but proceeded anyway.
When the case came before the Army Court of Review the "the judges" had evidently already
written their opinion before the hearing. They issued their final report on the Monday following
the Friday of the hearing which allowed no time whatsoever for processing or reviewing the case.
They had even a basic misstatement of the fact in their review. Errors, unfair treatment and
especially the appearance of command influence do not maintain military morale.
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Judge Cox, Ladies and Gentlemen. Thank you for allowing me to speak before you
today.
I am the uncle and advocate for highly decorated Colonel Jim Sills of Hurlburt AFB who
currently resides in the prison in Fort Leavenworth, Kansas stripped of his liberty,
privileges and retirement on one count of allegedly sexually touching his stepdaughter
outside the five year statue of limitations and a corollary charge of stating that he was not
subject to blackmail on his security form. What an incredible injustice!

I shall speak primarily to his case as this is where my knowledge lies. I believe his case
represents much of what is wrong with the way the UCMJ is administered. I shall also
speak to a list of concerns provided by other prisoners currently confined at the US
Disciplinary Barracks. Colonel Sills was falsely accused and then convicted by a Military
Justice System that is biased and prejudiced to the point of being unable to render justice.

•
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Since his trial, his military attorneys have repeatedly pointed out legal problems with his
case and have presented the Staff Judge Advocate and the convening authority with legal
authority and caselaw which shows that Colonel Sills' conviction is illegal, biased and
prejudiced. The Convening Authority at Hurlburt AFB has refused to comply with the
case law and recently approved findings which are illegal and a sentence which is
inappropriate. Because of the structure of the UCMJ, Colonel Sills now has to wait for
an military appellate court to review the clear injustices present in his case. That is unfair
and something that this Commission should change.
Unfortunately, Colonel Sills' case is not unique. Based on inpuH have received
from the inmates at the USDB, the following are some comments on the specific "Topics
for Consideration" at the Commission on the 50th Anniversary of the Uniform Code of
Military Justice. Paragraph numbers are coded to the topics.
I. Is there a need for a complete Congressional Review of the UCMJ? Absolutely!
We are an all volunteer force, made up of a cross section of all Americana. We reflect all
that is good in our people and also all that is bad. Our troops come from American
Society and should be held to the standards of conduct of that society, not to some
Draconian "higher" standard set forth in the UCMJ. There are soldiers in the U.S.
Disciplinary Barracks today who are serving multi-year sentences for oral sex between
unmarried adults. There are a greater number of women in uniform and an equally large
female civilian workforce supporting military operations today. In Colonel Sills' case, he
was accused of having an affair with a female civilian employee working in his assigned
organization. When the Air Force failed to find sufficient evidence that a sexual
relationship existed, they chose to charge him with an unprofessional relationship as
"Conduct Unbecoming an Officer and Gentlemen". Never mind that this woman was his
wife's best friend, that the two women ran the bars together when Colonel Sills was
deployed overseas and that she eventually witnessed Mrs. Sills spend the night with a
married Lt. Colonel from the same command in which she and Colonel Sills worked.

Colonel Sills "unprofessional relationship" was fostered because of the congenial social
environment of today' s military, where organizational activities and friendships are
plentiful. It was also fostered out of concern; the concern of a woman who was watching
her best friend destroy her marriage and harm the man she knew as being caring and
concerned for the well-being of every member of her very own squadron. We have
evolving standards in our society today. Society doesn't prosecute adultery. It is not even
grounds for a divorce in most states of our union. Yet, it is a criminal act under the
UCMJ, punishable by 5 years imprisonment. The USDB has inmates in its popUlation
right now whose only crime was adultery. Sodomy has been taken off the roles of
criminal activity of the vast majority jurisdictions of our country, yet in the military, it is a
criminal act, earning a 5 year sentence to Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. And yes, the USDB
has many current residents who have convictions for consensual sexual activities that are
legal in the society from which they came..

•

Have the demographics of today's military changed? Yes!! Has society changed?
Absolutely! Does the UCMJ need to change to keep pace? Is there any doubt?

II. Jurisdiction
_
C. Should the jurisdiction over military members in peacetime be restricted to
service connected offenses?
Absolutely! Under current law, service connection means the service member can be
prosecuted for any criminal act as long as he wears a uniform. The crime doesn't have to
be against another military member. It doesn't ha~e to occur on military property. The
member doesn't even have to be in uniform. A young man can go to a bar, drink a little
too much, make an awkward advance toward a civilian female and if she says he groped
her breast, he can go to prison for years. Yes, there are people at the USDB for this
crime. Where is the service connection? How has this act impacted military operations?

•

The military justice system is a bureaucracy and all bureaucracies must grow to survive.
Today's military justice system IS a complete, stand alone, legal process that can
prosecute, convict, incarcerate and execute military members for every crime in American
society. Furthermore, the military justice system will prosecute cases which the civilian
authorities have investigated through a grand jury and decided not to press charges. Why
do they do this? Because military lawyers need business; for without trials and
convictions, there wouldn't be a need for a billion dollar military justice system. Colonel
Sills was charged, prosecuted and sentenced to years in prison for crimes that would
never have seen the light of a civilian court room. And yes, the chief prosecutor's
Performance Report was filled with accolades stemming from his great victory against
Colonel Sills, even though he violated every tenant of "legal fairness" to include outright
misconduct

III Organization of the Military Justice System
A. Convening Authority - Should the Court Members be randomly selected by a
jury commission or by a random computer selection process?
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Absolutely! The process of jury selection must be taken out of the hands of the
Convening Authority and the input of the Staff Judge Advocate into this process must
also be eliminated. The entire process of charging, investigating, prosecuting and
sentencing is under the control of one man; the Convening Authority. He picks the
prosecutors, he picks the names of those who sit on the court-martial panel, he reviews
the Article 32 investigation (which amazingly is often conducted by a prosecutor from the
base legal office!); he can even ignore a dismissal recommendation and forward charges
for trial. Is it any wonder the UCMJ conviction rate is 98%, higher than the most
oppressive totalitarian state in the world? General Maxwell Bailey, Colonel Sills'
Convening Authority, was given a list of available officers for jury duty. He struck
several names and hand wrote in the names of several more. The names he added were
friends, acquaintances and former employees. Every single panel member worked for the
convening authority! He didn't use a local prosecutor; he brought in top "hired guns"
from Washington, D.C. He hired a PhD in Psychology to advise the prosecution. When
it was allover, after the Government got their conviction, when General Bailey was told
there was witness tampering, prosecutorial misconduct, legal insufficiency and gross
misconduct on the part of Colonel Sills' prime accuser, what did he do? He said the legal
issues were too complicated for him to pass judgment on and that an Appeals Court
would have to settle the legal issues. He didn't have a problem stacking the jury with his
friends, he didn't have a problem hiring the Air Force's most successful prosecutor, he
didn't mind spending the money on a psychologist who so grossly tainted witness
testimony that there is a question whether any contact ever occurred between Colonel
Sills and his step-daughter. He didn't have a problem changing the inclusive dates of a
charge to ensure it remained within the Statute of Limitations after the trial was over and
Colonel Sills was already in prison. He didn't have a problem resentencing Colonel Sills
to include his dismissal from the Air Force, even though the Court of ApPeals for the
Anned Forces chastised a lower court and a Convening Authority, not two years ago, for
doing exactly the same thing.
Do Convening Authorities have too much power? Absolutely! They have the power to
charge, investigate, prosecute, sentence and imprison military members for every crime in
America. They wield authority over an entire justice system; a justice system that is
wholly contained within the confines of the United States military. If this horror story
can be the ugly ~eality that it is for a high ranking, highly decorated officer, how do you
think our enlisted soldiers, marines and airmen are faring under the current UCMJ?
As part of the clemency process in Colonel Sills' case, his military counsel told the
Convening Authority of numerous errors in"the trial, inadmissible evidence and lack of
credibility in the witnesses. Specifically, that:
• Findings to the Charge ill specification 1 are Unconstitutionally Vague and must be
set aside.
• Improper cross examination to force the Accused to Comment on the Truth-Telling of
Other witnesses
• The Judge Erred in Admitting Hearsay Testimony
• Changing of the Time Frame the Morning of the Trial.

•
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The Prosecution Succeeded in Persuading the Court Members to Ignore Evidence.
The Witnesses' Testimony was Self-Contradictory and Biased.

These issues were ignored and the convening authority showed his disdain by taking
action on the day after he received the large clemency package.
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Following an appellate court decision in another case which held that the statute of
limitations under the UCMJ is 5 years, the military defense counsel again wrote the Staff
Judge Advocate and asked that all charges be dismissed as they all fell outside the five
year limit. The convening authority did dismiss some of the charges which fell outside
the statute of limitations, however, based on the advice of his Staff Judge Advocate, he
changed the date of the other charge to make it appear that Colonel Sills was convicted of
an incident within the statute of limitations. He also decided to reassess the sentence
himself, instead of sending it back to a court-martial panel. All this despite a personal
presentation made by the military counsel, and substantial case law showing that what he
was doing was wrong. The appellate courts state that the convening authority is the
accused's "best chance" for clemency. How can that be, when the convening authority
can choose to ignore the rules and case law?

v. Sentencing and Punishments
K. Should a sentence ordering separation from the service without loss of either
retirement or other service connected benefits be authorized?
Absolutely! Colonel Sills' case is a perfect example of this. He spent 30 years in
uniform. He has earned his retirement check. His dismissal amounted to a two million
dollar fine and a permanent sentence to menial labor for the rest of his life. The members
at his trial asked whether they could allow Colonel Sills to retire at a lower grade, to
punish him without taking his retirement. They were told "no" and they thus elected to
dismiss him from the service, taking his retirement.
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VII. Trial Process.
The trial was conducted as guilty until proven innocent in total contravention to our
civilian legal process. The psychologist who interviewed the stepdaughter presumed
Colonel Sills' guilt from the outset. The trial judges allowed the prosecution to use
tactics that were designed to produce emotional rather that rational decisions. The burden
of the prosecution should be to prove guilt .. In this trial, the burden of the defense was to
prove Colonel Sills not guilty.

Vill. Appeals
The length of time between the action of a convening authority and a decision by the
service court on appeal is inordinately long; causing great hardship on the accused.
Colonel Sills has lost his liberty, privileges, and retirement. On release from prison, he
faces a three to five year period before his appeal will be answered. During that time he
will have no retirement and will have sexual misconduct charges hanging over his head.
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No one will hire him professionally in this situation. His only available jobs will be
menial tasks such as fast food or janitor. My company, founded and run by retired Army
and Air Force Colonels, will have nothing to do with him despite his outstanding record
of service and accomplishment. The Secretary of the Air Force could restore his salary
until his appeal is heard but will not even acknowledge his petition. Is this the reward of
a distinguished decorated high ranking officer who has give his entire career to his
country? It is not! It is even worse for those who languish in prison for years as they wait
for their appeal.
I offer additional comments from both Colonel Sills and the Fort Leavenworth prisoners:
•

•
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•

•
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•
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Stop requiring the defense to ask for witness funding from the convening authority, as
that process requires the defense to provide extensive detail to the prosecutor about
their theory of the case, while the government can get their own expert through a one
sentence request of the convening authority. Authorize a pool of central witness
funding for the defense to use or allow the defense to fIle their request ex parte with
the judge or the convening authority.
Centralize the military justice system in Washington, D.C. Make it a stand alone
operation who acts as both defense and prosecution. Hire civilian judges. Pick jurors
from across the country.
Only prosecute cases which have a direct connection to the military, either by the
nature of the offense (i.e. treason, desertion, failure to obey), or by virtue of location
(i.e. on base, against another military member)
Limit the authority of the Convening Authority to initial investigations, charging and
administrative processing.
,
Convening Authorities should be excluded from the court martial process with the
exception of post trial processing responsibilities.
Establish sentencing guidelines that provide for return to duty, probation and
retirement.
Stop the process of charging an individual with "everything under the sun" in the
hope that something might stick (there are men in the USDB with 40 charges and a
hundred specifications who face a thousand years in jail). The military does that to
scare people into taking a pretrial agreement. With a 98% conviction rate, if you were
facing life in prison plus 400 years and they offered you a 30 year pretrial settlement,
wouldn't you take it? There is a prisoner here who took that "deal."
All trials should be held in the Federal Courts, except those that are military related
(i.e. AWOL, Desertion)
Full review of defense attorney's actions at the trial and appellate level (i.e. failure to
bring up key issues, failure to contact witnesses and failure to prepare for trial).
Military attorneys should be held responsible for not representing their clients
vigorously and zealously.
Require a minimum of 12 jurors for any case which results in confinement over one
year and a dishonorable discharge .
Remove the use of military officers with law degrees as judges and replace them with
actual Federal judges; thus eliminating command influence(s).
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Article 80 should not be a lesser included offense if it carries the same penalty.
Jury members should not be composed of the accused's peers, not senior officers with
degrees and Senior NCOs selected by the prosecutor.
Jury members should wear civilian attire to eliminate rank and command influence.
All attorneys in the military should be licensed as active attorneys just as the federal
and state courts require. Military attorneys should be allowed to represent their
clients in the Federal Court system to ensure that their clients receive a fair and
complete review of their case.
Military members should not have to exhaust their administrative remedies in the
military justice system prior to utilizing the Federal Courts.
Time limits should be placed on the appeals process, with regards to full and
complete understanding of the record of trial, to avoid a "rubber stamp: system" or a
"check the block~' system. Reestablish mandatory time guidelines for post trial and
appellate review
Attorneys should be required to win a certain number of cases as defense attorneys as
well as prosecutors.
Military courts should only have the limited jurisdiction to try members for military
specific crimes (i;e: AWOL, disobedience) and should be limited in their authority to
punish commensurate with other Article I courts. Courts-Martial are courts of limited
power and limited jurisdiction, and as are Article I courts such as Tax Court, Indian
Courts and Claim Courts. Why are Military Courts given Article ill court powers?
There should be a way to account for the disparate sentences imposed on Officers and
Enlisted members (i.e. General Hale and CSM Miller).
Military Justice is for discipline, Non-judicial punishment and special cOUrts- martial
can achieve the same outcome. Keep the Federal Courts for all non-military related
offenses.
Article 98 and Article 15's should be utilized on officers who perform poorly.
A post trial processing rule such as Dunlap should be maintained.
Attorneys practicing law in the military courts should be required to maintain the
minimum qualifications that are required of an "active" attorney practicing in a
Federal District Court.
The practice of probation should be used for first time offenders, especially for
continued service and proven record.
Article 134 should be rescinded.
Adultery and Sodomy should not be UCMJ offenses
Authorize the higher courts to set aside convictions and overrule the lower court's
decision without constantly remanding cases back to the lower court.
Military judges upon retiring should not be allowed to sit on the higher courts of
Appeals as their minds are set towards ensuring the government a conviction.
Article 32 Officer's recommendations should be followed.
The Staff Judge Advocate is usually a Colonel or Lt. Colonel. It should be a Captain,
considering the SJA usually does nothing towards providing serious advice to the
Convening Authority. He also does not review the Record of Trial and doesn't really
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infonn the Convening Authority of any Constitutional matters. A Captain could do
this job better.
Military members should not be used as training aids to enhance an officer's career.
During the Court-Martial, the accused should be provided with, at least, an attorney
with experience such as Major or above. Captains should be paralegals for at least
one year prior to representing their first client.

In summary, in order to render true justice, a centralized military justice system must be
set up. It must be a stand alone operation who acts as both the defense and the
prosecution. Use civilian judges and pick jurors from all parts of the country. Prosecute
only cases which have a direct connection with the military determined either by the
nature of the offense or the location of the offense. Limit the power of the Convening
Authority to initial investigations, charging and administrative processing.
Thank you for the opportunity of speaking to you today. I hope these remarks may be of
service in obtaining both an independent investigation authority for Colonel Sills and a
UCMJ that is truly just.. Colonel Sills is a victim of this cruel and unjust system. His
sentence included. loss of liberty and privileges as well as loss of retirement on charges
that would not even have appeared in a civilian courtroom. I continue to be available for
any discussions that may help Colonel Sills in his quest for freedom or forward a massive
rework of the UCMJ to achieve true justice The UCMJ is not a system of justice. It is a
cruel farce that should be renamed ''The Uniform Code of Military Discipline".

Overview Information
Attempts to Obtain Help
_
Letters were sent to Colonel Sills' Congressman, Joe Scarborough in November 2000
seeking help in an unbiased authority who could review and affect the outcome of this
trial. The letters have been ignored as have all attempts by myself to see the
Congressman. Colonel Sills has sent complete documentation to both the Inspector
General and The Secretary of the Air Force. The IG simply referred a request for criminal
prosecution back into the advocacy channel which has proved to be useless. The
Secretary of the Air Force has not responded. A month ago, I sent letters to both U.S.
Senators from Florida with no response. A letter to Senator John Warner, Chainnan of
the Anned Services Committee was deferred back to the Florida Senators. A letter to the
President a month ago appealing to his program to improve the Military environment has
gone unanswered.
Awards
Among Colonel Sills' awards are the Colonel James Jabara Award for Ainnanship, the
Ira Eaker Outstanding Ainnanship Award and the United States Air Force Mackey
Trophy. He was the mission commander on the most honored mission in Air Force
history: the rescue of the crew of the merchant tug "Godinn" off the coast of Iceland in
January 1994 For this accomplishment he was honored by the Government of Iceland
and is written up in the February 1999 issue of Reader's Digest in an article titled
"Rescue from the Sky". This highly decorated, distinguished man who has saved over 46

people from the sea and from the sides of mountains with his helicopter is now at the end
of a brilliant career having to start over in the job market. What an incredibly cruel way
for his country to reward his risk of life and limb to save others! If a distinguished man
of this caliber is so rewarded by the UCMJ, imagine the fate of the minority enlisted who
have no voice to speak for them!

•
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THE UCMJ SHOULD NOT CRIMINALIZE ADULT, CONSENSUAL, PRIVATE,
NONADULTEROUS, NONCOMMERCIAL HETEROSEXUAL ORAL SEX
by Michael Huberl
Oral s~ is a private and intimate association that is protected by the Ninth
Amendment and the due process and equal protection guarantees ofthe Fifth Amendment
of the U.S. Constitution (an aspect of what is often articulated as "the right to privacy").
Oral sex should be beyond the reach of criminal sanction, absent a special problem that
would constitute a compelling government interest. But ~ United States v. Henderson,
34 M.l 174 (C.A.AF. 1992); United States v. Fagg, 34 M.l 179 (C.A.AF. 1992), cert.
denied, 113 S.Ct. 92 (1992). Cf Bowers v. Hardwick, 478 U.S. 186 (1986) (no
constitutional protection for homosexual sodomy). This article argues in particular that
UCMJ Article 125 should not criminalize oral sex.
The Supreme Court has found in a variety of contexts that there is a
constitutionally protected zone of privacy that shields certain personal conduct and
expression from government interference. Oral sex should faIl within that protected zone
ofprivacy.
The roots of the right to privacy go at least as far back as the Declaration of
Independence and the idea that life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness are inalienable
rights that no legitimate government would trample. The explicit articulation ofcertain
personal liberties as a "right of privacy" fonowed the public dissemination of an article
by Samuel Warren and Louis Brandeis (later to be Justice Brandeis), The Right of
Privacy, 4 Harv. L. Rev. 193, December 15, 1890. The right to privacy finds its first
clear appearance in Supreme Court jurisprudence in a dissenting opinion written by
Justice Brandeis:
The makers of our Constitution undertook to secure conditions favorable to the pursuit of happiness. They
recognized the significance of man's spiritual nature, ofhis feelings and of his intellect They knew that
only a part of the pain, pleasure and satisfactions of life are to be found in material things. They sought to
protect Americans in their beliefs, their thoughts, their emotions and their sensations. They conferred, as
against the Government, the right to be let alone-the most comprehensive of rights and the right most
valued by civilized man.

Olmstead v. United States, 277 U.S. 438,478 (1928) (Brandeis, 1., dissenting).
The first recognition ofthe right to privacy by a majority ofthe Supreme Court
came in Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1965). Griswold dealt with the
constitutionality of Connecticut statutes crirninaIizing the use ofcontraceptives by
married couples and the activities ofthose who aided and abetted in their use. The Court
I Submitted to the Cox Commission) Mar O}. The bulk of this article is derived from a brief submitted 20
Aug 93 to C.AAF. (then C.O.MA) by the author as an attorney for the Anny Defense Appellate
Division. While most case law and statutes have not been sbepardized since 1993 or updated, I believe
they are generally still valid cites for the pmposes of this article.
2 Unless otherwise qualified, the term "oral sex" as used in this article will mean private. heterosexual,
noncommercial, nonadulterous, consensual, adult fellatio or cunnilingus.
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struck down the statute because it violated the right to privacy. Because oflanguage in
the opinion eulogizing the marital relationship and its importance to society (id. at 486), it
was at first thought that the right to privacy might be limited to married persons.
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This perception was dispelled in Eisenstadt v. Baird, 405 U.S. 438 (1972). In
Eisenstadt, the Court relied on the right to privacy and the equal protection clause ofthe
Fourteenth Amendment to strike down a Massachusetts statute that prohibited
distribution ofcontraceptives to unmarried persons but not to married persons. The Court
stated:
It is true that in Griswold the right of privacy in question inhered in the marital relationship. Yet the
marital relationship is not an independent entity with a mind and heart of its own. but an association oftwo
individuals each with a separate intellectual and emotional makeup. If the right ofprivacy means anything,
it is the right ofthe individual, married or single, to be free from unwarranted governmental intrusion into
matters so fundamentally a1fecting a person as the decision whether to bear or beget a child See Stanlev v.
Georgia, 394 U.S. 557 (1969).

Eisenstadt. 405 U.S. at 453 (emphasis in original, footnote omitted). The cite to Stanley
and the footnote following (omitted here but including the words from Justice Brandeis'
dissent in Olmstead quoted supra) are especially telling because they show that the right
to privacy includes sexual conduct beyond conduct closely related to the decision to
beget or bear children. In Stanley. the Court struck down a Georgia statute criminalizing
the possession ofobscene matter within the privacy ofthe accused's home. Although the
material itself was entitled to no constitutional protection ~ Roth v. United States, 354
U.S. 476 (1957», the accused's choice to seek sexual gratification by viewing it within
the privacy of his home was covered by the constitutional right of privacy.
A major, and highly controversial, extension ofthe right of privacy came eight
years after its first recognition. In Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973), the Supreme Court
held that the right ofprivacy included the right of a woman, married or unmarried, to
choose whether to continue or abort a pregnancy. The Roe decision traced the
development of the right to privacy and analyzed the areas to which the right had been
extended. Id. at 152-53.
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The same analysis was conducted in Carey v. Population Services Int'1. 431 U.S.
678 (1977). In Carey, the Court held that the right to privacy guaranteed access by adults
to contraceptives. A New York law forbidding anyone but a licensed phannacist to
distribute contraceptives was an unconstitutio~ infiingement on that right. The Court
noted that:
Although '[tJbe Constitution does not explicitly mention any right of privacy, • the Court has recognized
that one aspect of the 'liberty' protected by the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment is 'a
right of personal privacy, or a guarantee of cenain areas or zones of privacy.' This right ofpersonaI
privacy includes 'the interest in independence in making certain kinds of important decisions.' While the
outer limits of this aspect of privacy have not been marked by this Court. it is clear that among the
decisions that an individual may make without unjustified. government interference are personal decisions
'relating to marriage, procreation, contraception, family relationships, and chUd rearing and education.

Id., 431 U.S. at 685-86 (citations omitted).
2
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The Supreme Court limited the right of privacy in Bowers, supra. The Court
stressed that the holding dealt only with homosexual sodomy. Id. at 189-92. The Bowers
case did not hold that heterosexual oral sex was outside of the constitutionally protected
zone of privacy.
As presently worded and interpreted, UCMJ art. 125 denies service members the
right to decide for themselves whether to engage in heterosexual, private,
noncommercial, consensual, adult oral sex. This can be changed without disturbing
needed criminal sanctions against activity which is forcible, public, involves minors, or is
otherwise considered appropriate for opprobrium and punishment.

While UCMJ art. 125 has a long history (see Bowers, 478 U.S. at 192-94, id. at
196-97 (Burger, C.J., concurring); Henderson, 34 M.J. at 176; United States v. Hall, 34
M.J. 695 (At.C.A 1991), review granted, 36 M.l 44 (C.AAF. 1992), remanded for
limited purpose, 36 M.J. 80 (C.AAF. 1992), aff'd on remand, 36 MJ. 634 (AC.C.A
1992), at 697-701), the president, the legislature and the courts should not slumber when
societal mores evolve and a statute becomes an oppressive infringement on a service
member's constitutional rights. The system must answer Justice Holmes' eloquent plaint:
It is revolting to have no better reason for a rule of law than that so it was laid down in the time ofHemy
N. It is still more revolting if the grounds upon which it was laid down have vanished long since, and the
rule simply persists from blind imitation of the past.

Holmes, The Path ofthe Law, 10 Harv. L. Rev. 457, 469 (1897), quoted in Bowers, 478
U.S. at 199.
UCMJ art. 125 begs for remedial action by Congress. The words ofUCMJ art.
125 defining sodomy were substantially unchanged from the definition of sodomy in
Manual for Courts.;Martial, United States, 1969 (Rev. ed.), para. 204, and the sodomy
statute still criminalizes oral sex between a husband and wife (although C.A.A.F. has
indicated in dicta that it would be spurred to action ifDCMJ art. 125 were used to invade
"the sanctity ofthe marital bedroom." Henderson, 34 M.l at 178, n. 8). The system has
not reacted with sufficient speed or courage to evolving social mores.
'Our cases long have recognized that the Constitution embodies a promise that a certain private sphere of
individual liberty will be kept largely beyond the reach of government.' Thornburgh v. American College
of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, 476 U.S. 747, 772, ~06 S.Ct 2169, 2184, 90 L.Ed.2d 779 (1986). In
construing the right to privacy, the Court has proceeded along two somewhat distinct, albeit
complementary, lines. First, it has recognized a privacy interest with reference to certain decisions that are
properly for the individual to make. ~ Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 93 S.Ct 70S, 3S L.Ed.2d 147
(1973); Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510,45 S.Ct. 571,69 L.Ed 1070 (1925). Second, it has
recognized a privacy interest with reference to certain places without regard for the panicular activities in
which the individuals who occupy them are engaged. ~ United States v. Karo, 468 U.S. 705, 104 S.Ct.
3296,82 L.Ed.2d ~30 (1984); Payton v. New York, 44S U.S. 573, 100 S.Ct. 1371,63 L.Ed.2d 639 (1980);
Rios v. United States, 364 U.S. 253, 80 S.Ct 1431, .. L.Ed.2d 1688 (1960).
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Bowers, 478 U.S. at 203-04 (Blackmun, 1, dissenting) (emphasis in original).
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Oral sex implicates both the decisional and the spatial aspects of the right to
privacy. The military should not be in the business of prosecuting people for choosing
"wrong" ways of conducting heterosexual, private, consensual, adult, personal
relationships unless there is a significant impact on military effectiveness, morale, or
discipline, or it somehow significantly discredits the anned forces.

•

Recognizing that the right to privacy is not set forth in so many words in the
Constitution, the Supreme Court has articulated two tests ''to assure itself and the public
that announcing rights not readily identifiable in the Constitution's text involverd] much
more than the imposition of the Justice's own choice ofvalues on the States and the
Federal Government." Bowers, 478 U.S. at 191. First, the right at issue may be among
"those fundamental liberties that are 'implicit in the concept of ordered liberty,' such that
'neither liberty nor justice would exist if[ they] were sacrificed. '" Id. at 191-92, guoting
Palko v. Connecticut, 302 U.S. 319, 325-26. Second, the right at issue may be among
"those liberties that are 'deeply rooted in this Nation's history and tradition.'" Bowers,
478 U.S. at 192, Quoting Moore v. East Cleveland. 431 U.S. 494,503 (1977).
The right ofprivacy regarding oral sex satisfies both tests. The decision to
engage in sexual activity with a person is among the most private, intimate, and deeply
personal ofdecisions. The fonn that sexual activity takes is also among the most private,
intimate, and deeply personal ofactivities. Oral sex involves none ofthe rationales that
traditionally justifY criminal limitations on sexual activity.
By prosecuting a service member for an act of oral sex, the military violates the
service member's right to due process oflaw and equal protection under the Fifth
Amendment. Due process of law guaranteed by the Fifth Amendment inclu'des the
concept ofequal protection for actions ofthe United States. See Bolling v. Sharpe, 347
U.S. 497 (1954); United States v. Schoof, 37 M.J. 96,99 n.4 (C.AAF. 1993).

•

The right to privacy is a fundamental personal liberty. When a fundamental
personal liberty or right is involved, that right can only be intruded upon by government
regulation if the government can demonstrate that the intrusion is necessary to promote a
"compelling state interest." ~ U:., Roe, 410 U.S. at 155. Ifthe right is less than
"fundamental", the government must at least demonstrate a rational relationship between
the intrusion on the right and a legitimate government interest. See, ll.. San Antonio
Ind. School Dist. v. Rodriguez. 411 U.S. 1 (1973). The government cannot demonstrate a
compelling interest in criminalizing oral sex. The government cannot demonstrate a
rational relationship between criminalizing oral sex and any legitimate government
interest.
The Constitution requires a rational connection between legislative means and
ends. Id. at 55. 3 The mischief at which UeMJ art. 125 aims is "unnatural carnal
copUlation." The statute is over-inclusive because, while the statute is explicitly directed
at "unnatural" activity, and the history ofcommon law sodomy indicates that the statute
3 For a discussion of the requisite relationship between classifications and legislative objectives, ~
Tussman and tenBroek, The Equal Protection of the Laws, 37 CaliLL.Rev. 341 (1949).
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is directed toward male homosexual activity, the statute as presently interpreted and
applied criminalizes heterosexual oral sex, which is not "unnatural carnal copulation."
Congress did not legislate against heterosexual oral sex because it was sexual
activity, or unhealthy activity, or activity hannful to good morale or discipline in any
meaningful sense. 4 Congress legislated against heterosexual oral sex in the misguided
and unsupportable belief that it was unnatural activity.
The military courts have relied on a religious argument, an historical argument,
and a natural law argument to support the proposition that heterosexual oral sex is
unnatural. All three arguments fail to support UCMJ art. 125 when applied to
heterosexual oral sex.
The argument that Judeo-Christian religious tradition supports a criminal ban on
heterosexual oral sex is manifestly wrong. CAAF recognized in Henderson, 34 M.l at
176, that the term "sodomy" originated from a Biblical account of homosexual activity,
not heterosexual activity. See Genesis 19:4-10. The Anny court, in United States v.
Jones, 14 M.l 1008 (AC.C.A 1982), erroneously cited Leviticus 18:22-23 and
Deuteronomy 23: 17 for the proposition that heterosexual oral sex is "unnatural or
deviant." Id. at 1010. The Leviticus cite prohibited male homosexuality and bestiality.
Nothing in the words or context could extend the quoted prohibitions to heterosexual oral
sex. The Deuteronomy cite is an injunction against molesting or oppressing runaway
slaves who have sought refuge with the Israelites. No stretch ofthe imagination could
transfonn this into an injunction against heterosexual oral sex.
The religious and moral tradition represented by the Bible does not 'Condemn as
"unnatural or deviant" the use ofthe mouth as an instrument of sexual pleasure. The
Bible's Song of Songs, sometimes known as The Song of Solomon, is one ofthe greatest
love poems ever written. This book ofthe Bible is replete with references to the joy of
kissing and erotic evocations ofthe sense oftaste (id. 1:2; 2:3; 4:3, 10-16; 5:1-16; 6:6-7;
7:3,8-14; 8:1-2, 5, 11-12).
According to census data available to me when I wrote my briefin 1993, five
Christian denominations in the United States had membership ofover five million
members each. Together, they constituted over half ofthe population ofthe United
States affiliated with a religious group. While all ofthe denominations have reservations

•

4 In light ofthe absence ofa statute against fornication in the militaIy ~ United States v. Hickson, 22
MJ. 146 (C.A.A.F. 1986), no one can argue a general desire by Congress to regulate private, heterosexual,
noncommercial, nonadultcrous, consensual, adult sexual activity that does not impact on morale and
discipline. The background material on the adoption of the UCMJ, and the legislative history ofthe UCMJ,
1950 and the Military Justice Acts of 1968 and 1983, indicate that Congress made no findings as to the
possible harmful consequences of private sexual acts upon the militaIy community. See United States v.
~ 5 MJ. 160,165 (C.A.A.F. 1978)~ Legislative Histol)' of the MilltaIy Justice Act of 1983 (compiled
by the U.S. Army Legal Services Agency Law Library and the Government Appellate Division, 1984);
MilitaIy Justice: A Summary of Its Legislative and Judicial Development (The Library of Congress
Legislative Reference Service, 1969); An Authoritative Index and Legislative Histol)' ofthe Uniform Code
ofMilitary Justice, 1950 (compiled by the U.S. Army Conn ofMilitaIy Review, 1985).
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to various degrees about intimate sexual activity outside the context of marriage, none of
these five denominations condemns heterosexual oral sex in and ofitself
Ofthe five, the Roman Catholic Church has the most articulated body of thought
on the subject. Under the teachings of the Roman Catholic Church, heterosexual oral sex
is not "unnatural or deviant," and is not morally objectionable in the proper context
(between married persons under circumstances that do not interfere with the procreative
aspect of sex). See Jones, 14 M.J. at 1013 n.2 (Badami, J., dissenting); The Second
Vatican Council "Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modem World" (Guadiwn ~
~), nn. 47-52; Pope Paul VI, "On the Regulation ofBirth" (Humane Vitae), 25 July
1968; Ihe Code ofCanon Law, 1983; Sacred Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith,
Declaration on Certain Problems of Sexual Ethics (personae Humanae), 25 December
1975.
The Evangelical Lutheran Church in Americas is the only denomination ofthe
five that has expressed an official position on whether consensual sex acts (including oral
sex) should be criminalized. The Lutheran Church in America's position is that
consensual sex acts should not be criminalized. See Lutheran Church in America Social
Statement on "Sex. Marriage. and Family". The American Lutheran Church position
recognizes a difference of opinion among reasonable people on the subject. See
American Lutheran Church Social Statement on "Human Sexuality and Sexual
Behavior". In response to my queries while amassing information for my briefin 1993,
representatives ofthe governing bodies or headquarters ofthe other three groups, the
Southern Baptist Convention, the National Baptist Convention, and the United Methodist
Church, all indicated that their denominations had no official position on whether
heterosexual oral sex was in itself immoral. My own research indicates that the Church
ofJesus Christ ofLatter Day Saints was the only religious denomination I found that
condemned heterosexual oral sex as immoral. Judaism, Islam, Hinduism, and Buddhism
do not condemn heterosexual oral sex as immoral. The government cannot assert that
any kind of religious consensus exists that heterosexual oral sex is unnatural and should
be criminally prosecuted.

•

•

The historical argument is equally specious. The Anny court in Jones, 14 M.J. at
1010, erroneously cites 4 Blackstone, Commentaries 2 I 5, and 2 Pollack and Maitland,
The Histoty ofthe English Law 556, for the proposition that heterosexual oral sex is
"unnatural or deviant." Blackstone is deliberately brief and vague in dealing with an
offense he found "detestable" (Commentaries. 215). Pollock and Maitland are not much
more detailed. From references to the Bible, eCclesiastical courts, and statutes ofHenry
vrn and Elizabeth I, it is clear that both cites refer to buggery and bestiality, and cannot
be even remotely linked to heterosexual oral sex. See also Harris v. Alaska. 457 P.2d 638
(Alaska 1969) (discusses the history of"the crime against nature").
While the old English common law statute was clearly directed against anal sex
and bestiality, Blackstone's "taciturnity" bore strange fiuit. The delicacy and disgust of
S The American Lutheran Church and the Lutheran Church in America are predecessor bodies of this
church.
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earlier times merged with Victorian obscurantism and a long period of conservative
sexual mores. Out of the fog emerged a single-word declaration of"sodomy" as an
offense in the Articles ofWar, with definitions that included heterosexual fellatio within
its ambit. Manual for Courts-Martial, u.s. Army, 1921, para. 443 at 439. See Harris, 8
MJ. 52,53 (C.AAF. 1979).
Any attempt to use natural law principles to support the criminalization of
heterosexual oral sex. must also fail. If natural law is to be more than a euphemism for
officials forcing their personal moral or religious beliefs on the governed, the government
must demonstrate some hann resulting from oral sex of a magnitude justifying criminal
sanctions. The government cannot do so. Heterosexual oral sex is an activity so widely
practiced that the government cannot claim anything like moral condemnation by the
majority.
The use of natural law as justification for a criminal statute implies the idea of a
settled rule, derivable by reason and cognizable by all persons ofcommon understanding.
In a society that universally esteems the kiss as a sexually exciting expression of romantic
affection, any attempt to argue that eating and speaking are "natural" uses ofthe mouth,
and use of the mouth as an instrument of sexual pleasure is "unnatural," must fail.
CAAF has held that "mere oral foreplay with [a] lover, without more, would not
be criminally 'indecent' where the ultimate act ofsexual intercourse was not illegal."
United States v. Stocks, 35 M.J. 366, 367 (C.AA.F. 1992). This means that, under
military law, unless there are aggravating circumstances present, contact between mouth
and genital region is not in itself criminally indecent. Only penetration separates conduct
that is not criminal at all from criminal conduct which carries, inter alia, the possibility of
a dishonorable discharge and confinement for five years.
One might measure whether conduct is unnatural or not by how widespread and
or accepted that conduct is. Numerous studies of sexual behavior in America indicate
that oral sex is widely practiced and becoming more widely practiced over time ~ ~,
1. Billy, et al., The Sexual Behavior ofMen in the United States, Family Planning
Perspectives, MarchiApril 1993, at 52; J. Reinisch, The Kinsey Institute New Report on
Sex 13()"34, 432-33 (1990); P. Blumstein and P. Schartz, American Couples 236 (1983);
M Hunt, Sexual Behavior in the 1970's 198-99 (1974). Simulated oral sex is a staple of
the steamier offerings ofpremium cable channels. Responsible health care professionals
recommend oral sex in a variety of situations involving sexual dysfunction because it is
often more intensely stimulating than vaginal intercourse. In 1993, only 16 states (and
the District ofColumbia) had statutes that criminalize heterosexual sodomy.6 In two of
6 ~ Ala. Code § 13A-665(a)(3) (1982); Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. §§ 13-1411, 13-1412 (1989); D.C. Code
Ann. § 22-3502 (1989); Fla. Stat. Ann. § 800.02 (1976) (deviate sexual intercourse) (Florida now punishes
sodomy under this statute after its sodomy statute (§ 800.01) was declared unconstitutional in Franklin v.
Florida. 257 So.2d 21 (Fla. 1971); Ga. Code Ann. § 16-6-2 (Michie 1988); Idaho Code § 18-6605 (1987);
La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 14:89 (West 1986); Md. Ann. Code art. 27, §§ S53, SS4 (1992); Mich. Compo Laws
Ann. § 7S0.1S8 (West 1991); Minn. Stat. Ann. § 609.293 (West 1987); Miss. Code Ann. § 97-29-59
(1973); N.C. Gen. Stat § 14-177 (1991); Okla. Stat Ann. tit 21, § 886 (West 1983); R.l Gen. Laws § 11
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these states, Maryland and Oklahoma, judicial action has narrowed the reach of the
sodomy statute to prevent prosecution for private, consensual, heterosexual oral sex. See
Schochet, 580 A2d at 184; Post, supra.
It is impossible to derive from natural law any meaningful set ofvalues and
criteria which call for criminal sanctions for heterosexual oral sex. See generally Harris,
457 P.2d at 641-47.

Another facet of the issue is the equal protection problem that UCMJ art. 125 is
being selectively enforced against single males. There are several reported cases in
which single males have been convicted ofacts of heterosexual oral sodomy. There are
no reported cases in which a female has been convicted ofheterosexual oral sodomy, and
only two reported cases in which a married man has been convicted ofengaging in
heterosexual sodomy with his wife. The first was the bizarre case ofUnited States v.
Thompson, 47 M.J. 378 (C.AA.F. 1997), in which the wife performed fellatio on her
husband to (successfully) distract him from beating her and his attempt to shoot her in the
head. The second, equally bizarre case, United States v. Allen, 53 M.J. 402 (C.AAF.
2000), involved a husband whose adventures with child pornography Jed to an
investigation of his abusive and dehumanizing relationship with his wife, whom he
encouraged to prostitute herself to help out the family budget, and whom he often
pressured into having anal sex, even though she did not .like it and found it painful.
CAAF determined that, under the circumstances, the accused's acts were not in
furtherance of the marriage and did not deserve whatever constitutional protection might
be available for truly consensual sodomy between husband and wife. Neither ofthese
cases can legitimately be considered as a prosecution for consensual sodomy in a
reasonably nonnal marital relationship.

•

•

CAAF's seminal case dealing "with UCMJ art. 125 and the right to privacy is
United States v. Scoby, supra. The Scoby case dealt with homosexual fellatio that could
not be protected by the right to privacy because the fellatio occurred in a squad bay and
was observed by at least two other people. In dicta, however, CAAF examined the
statute as it would apply to any adults acting in private, and found that no privacy right
protected the conduct proscribed even ifit was private heterosexual sodomy. CAAF left
open the possibility ofan exception for married couples. Id., 5 M.l at 164-66.
In United States v. Harris, supm, CAAF wrote an extensive review ofthe history
of sodomy as a military offense in determining ~at cunnilingus was included among the
activities proscribed by UCMJ art. 125. CAAF noted the special relationship between the
laws ofMaryland and the UCMJ (id., 8 M.l at 56-57). It is ironic to note that the
citizens ofMaryland no longer must live under a statute that criminalizes heterosexual
oral sex. See Schochet v. Mcuyland, 580 A.2d 176 (Maryland 1990).
The next notable case dealing with heterosexual oral sex was the Army court's
decision in United States v. Jones, supra. The Army court's various erroneous references
10·1 (1981); S.C. Code Ann. § 16-15-120 (Law. Co-op. 1985); Utah Code Ann. § 76-5-403 (1990); Va.
Code Ann. § 18.2·361 (Michie 1988).
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to religious and legal authority are dealt with above. The oral sex at issue in Jones
occurred during the course of a brutal and violent sexual encounter that was inexplicably
charged as consensual sodomy. The case produced a lead opinion, a concurring opinion,
and a dissenting opinion. The lead opinion relied on Scoby, suprA, the misinterpreted
religious and historical authorities discussed above, and Doe v. Commonwealth's
Attorney for City ofRichmond, 403 F.Supp. 1199 (E.D.Va. 1975), aff'd memo 425 U.S.
901 (1976) (a case involving homosexual sodomy), in affirming the conviction. The
concurring opinion was heavily influenced by the "outrageous" conduct of the accused in
finding that he relinquished his right to privacy under the circumstances of his case.
Jones, 14 M.J. at 1011-12 (Miller, Senior J., concurring in the result). The dissenting
opinion asserted that "private sodomy between consenting adults in a heterosexual
relationship" is constitutionally protected by the right of privacy. Id., 14 M.J. at 1012-14
(Badami, J., dissenting).
The Army court's decision in Hall, mmm. dealt with heterosexual anal sodomy
rather than oral sodomy, but ideas presented in Hall that apply to heterosexual sodomy as
well require that the case be addressed here. The Army court expressed great esteem for
Judge Moylan's lead opinion for the Court of Special Appeals ofMaryland in Schochet
v. Mcuyland, 541 A2d 183 (Spec. App. 1988), rev'd 580 A2d 176 (1990). This esteem
is misguided and misplaced. The Court of Special Appeals either ignored language from
various Supreme Court cases indicating that heterosexual oral sex could be conduct
protected by the right to privacy, or fatuously tried to dismiss such as "language lifted out
of context." Id., 541 A.2d at 191. The Court ofSpe¢ial Appeals simply abdicated its
proper role in protecting the people from the excesses ofthe legislature by lamely and
erroneously asserting, "We don't need Platonic Elders looking over the shoulder ofthe
Legislature." Id., 541 A2d at 201. Examples are legion that demonstrate the Court of
Special Appeals to be dead wrong. See, ~ Loving v. Vrrginia. 388 U.S. 1 (1967);
Brown v. Board ofEducation. 347 U.S. 483 (1954).
The Court of Special Appeal's analysis in Schochet is also inapplicable for two
reasons peculiar to the military. First, the Court of Special Appeals pointed out that the
people ofMaryland can simply vote out the old legislators if they do not like the laws
they make. lib 541 A2d at 200-02. Servicemembers, on the other hand, are at the
mercy ofCongress, a body they have only a tiny voice in electing. Since there is no
federal statute prohibiting oral sex for civilians, and since most civilians live in states
where heterosexual oral sex is not illegal, there is no hope for the kind of pressure that
has caused many states to repeal statutes that c~alize heterosexual oral sex. See
Annotation, Validity of Statute Making Sodomy a Criminal Offense, 20 ALR 4th 1009
(1983).

,

Second, most civilians do not live in as tightly controlled an environment as
servicemembers. Lax enforcement and prosecutorial discretion would make a statute less
onerous to a civilian population, even if that ~opulation included many who were
indulging in the prohibited activity in private. As Justice Jackson pointed out in Railway
7 During the research for my original brief, several officials injurisdictiollS that criminalized consensual
sodomy candidly admitted that the law was not aggressively enforced.
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Express Agency v. New York, 336 U.S. 106 (1949), "nothing opens the door to arbitrary
action so effectively as to allow [officials] to pick and choose only a few to whom they
will apply legislation and thus escape the political retribution that might be visited upon
them if larger numbers were affected." Id. at 112 (Jackson, J., concurring).

•

In addition to the inspiration derived from the Court of Special Appeals, the Anny
court in Hall quoted great long passages ofBowers, and echoed Jones in its reliance on
Scoby, the inaction of Congress, and the silence ofthe Supreme Court. Hall, 34 M.J. at
699-703.
The most important cases on the issue of constitutional protection for oral sex are
the CAAF decisions in Henderson, mJmb and Erulg, supra. Both cases involved
convictions for heterosexual oral sex. The issue was analyzed in Henderson. and the
same analysis was applied in summary fashion in~. CAAF relied on Bowers, sensing
a retreat from earlier Supreme Court cases interpreting the due process clauses ofthe
Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments as having substantive content. CAAF held that
heterosexual oral sex does not fall within a constitutionally protected right of privacy, at
8
least for persons not married to each other. The wording ofthe CAAF opinions in
Thompson, supra, and Allen, suprn, leave open the likelihood that CAAF would find
constitutional protection for married couples engaging in truly consensual, private oral
sex. 9 It is unlikely that a convening authority will ever pursue such a case to test the
statute.
The reliance of the military courts on Bowers is misplaced. As noted above,
Bowers focused on homosexual conduct. While the Supreme Court denied a writ of
certiorari in the fAgs case, the Supreme Court also denied writs of certiorari in Post,
supr~ and Onofre, ~ cases which determined on federal constitutiorull grounds that
at least some kinds of private sodomy are protected by the right to privacy. The Supreme
Court, for whatever reason, is letting the various jurisdictions resolve this issue without
further guidance. This may be a tolerable solution for jurisdictions where the people can
exert pressure on legislatures through the ballot box to work their will. Servicemembers,
however, faced by military courts embroiled in a misapplication of stare decisis. have
little hope of change unless Congress can be somehow spurred to action. The military
courts should recall Judge Ferguson's words in United States v. Jacoby, 11 U.S.C.M.A
428, 29 C.M.R. 244 (1960):
While I have continually supported [the doctrine of ~ decisis) in militaIy law, it should never be applied
in order to perpetuate a mistaken view. Indeed, it isOuI duty to overrule and modify decisions which are
erroneous, although there has been no legislative change in the law as. originally construed.
8 Many state courts have determined that either oral sex, or all heterosexual sodomy, or all private,
consensual sodomy, homosexual or heterosexual, are protected by the right to privacy. See ~

Oklahoma. 715 P.2d 1105 (Olda. Crim. App.), ~ denied, 479 U.S. 890 (1986); New Jerseyv. Ciuffini,
395 A2d 904 (N] Super. 1978); Iowa v. Pilcher, 242 N.W.2d 348 (10. 1976); Kentucky v. Wasson. 842
S.W.2d487 (Ky. 1992); NewYorkv. Onofre, 415N.E.2d 936 (NY 1980), mt.~ 451 U.S. 987
(1981).
9 The government does not need to keep the present statute, which criminalizes all oral sex, so that a
convening authority will have a sufficient arsenal to adequately prosecute an accused in cases like these

two.
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Id., 29 C.M.R. at 246 (citations omitted).
The sodomy statute in its present fonn is overbroad and should be amended to
decriminalize heterosexual oral sex. Congress and the military courts have waited far too
long to recognize that such conduct is within a servicemember's constitutionally
protected zone of privacy.

•
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Good afternoon. I'm here today to comment on the following hearing topics under
"Offenses" :
•

IV.K. Should consensual sodomy be decriminalized?

•

IV.L. Should adultery be eliminated as an offense, or in the alternative, should it be
codified so that it is only a crime under circumstances that directly affect "good order
and discipline"?

My proposal is to:
•

Eliminate adultery and consensual sodomy as offenses.

As a replacement,
•

Create a new punitive article, an offense of Sexual Exploitation.

I understand that cases where apparent consensual adultery and sodomy are involved
present a dilemma to military authorities. What damage has been inflicted if any? Is
there a gUilty party? These questions become especially pertinent when two adults are
involved. But a more important question needs to be addressed:
Was the sexual misconduct by someone in a position of power or trust?
It is in this question that the real military interest lies. If the answer is "yes," the act
should be considered criminal, and more appropriately termed "Sexual Exploitation."

•

•

I believe this new offense is needed considering the lack of consistency in prosecuting
sexual misconduct cases. I'm not a legal expert, psychologist, or women's activist. I'm
here because of personal experience and a strong desire to see positive change in the
military justice system.

When I was an 18-year-old freshman at the US Air Force Academy, a Captain, 20 years
my senior, sexually abused me after I had been sent to him for counseling. He was a
Catholic chaplain. The traumatic impacts from abuse were expected. Unexpected was
the Air Force's interpretation of the chaplain's continued and more recent misconduct
after he had been reported in 1999.

•

The important issues to consider are power and responsibility. Society has entrusted
military professionals with power and authority over people's lives, and expects them to
act honorably and ethically in that role. The military services rely on that power and
authority within the ranks to maintain discipline and execute command decisions. Thus
an imbalance of power exists in many military relationships: officer to enlisted, rater to
ratee, supervisor to subordinate, higher rank to lower rank. Some other unique power
relationships that we see in society also exist in the military: doctor to patient, lawyer to
client, therapist to patient, and chaplain to congregant. The power imbalance in all of
these relationships may be enhanced when there is a great disparity in age, rank, or
influence.

•
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•

What the "power bearers" have in common is that they are in positions of trust. Military
members often tum to commanders or other military professionals for mentoring in
career issues, health problems, personal and spiritual issues. The superior may have
control over aspects of their future. So, when someone with less power in a relationship
approaches a trusted person, vulnerability and dependency naturally exist. Since a victim
believes the professional will act in their best interest, they may allow violations of their
personal boundaries.

Who is at fault? The person in a position of power has a moral, legal, ethical, and
military responsibility not to exploit that trust and vulnerability by engaging in sexual
contact with a less powerful person. Power often means opportunity. To act on

•

opportunity to violate sexual boundaries is an abuse of power.

Some may still wonder why such a sexual relationship is so wrong? Botli people are
consenting adults, right? The issue of consent is the heart of the matter. To have true
consent, there must be equality in a relationship.

Dr. Peter Rutter, a psychiatric expert on trust betrayal, and ethics committee chair of the
Jung fustitute agrees:
"Under these conditions, sexual behavior is always wrong, no matter who initiates
it, no matter how willing the participants say they are. The factors of power, trust
and dependency remove the possibility of a woman (or man) freely giving consent

•

to sexual contact.")

3

If you accept Dr. Rutter's findings, any sexual contact under an imbalance of power is

contrary to."good order and discipline." Is this standard too high for the military? I don't
think so. Many of society's professions such as counselors, psychologists, doctors,
attorneys, educators, emergency service workers, clergy, and law enforcement officers
have professional standards and ethical codes that forbid sexual contact with a client or
student or subordinate. And one could argue that Sexual Exploitation in the military is
more severe than in civilian professions because of the greater degree of control and
higher standard of discipline in the military. Yet, we find that many states have
criminalized such behavior. 2

•

For example, in Iowa, if a peace officer has sexual contact with a crime victim, he or she
has committed an offense "Sexual Exploitation by a Law Officer" which is a Class D
Felony.3 In Colorado, any psychotherapist who knowingly inflicts sexual intrusion on a
client in the course of therapy commits aggravated sexual assault, a Class 4 Felony. 4
And in Kansas, a parole officer who engages in consensual intercourse, fondling or
sodomy with a parolee is gUilty of Unlawful Sexual Relations, which is a Level 10 Person
Felony. 5

Why such a high civilian standard? The punishments may seem a bit harsh for adulterous
behavior. It is because lawmakers have recognized a difference between adultery and
sexual exploitation. The difference is in the devastating impacts sexual exploitation can

•

have on victims. hnpacts that include dissociation, loss ofself-esteem, enforced silence,
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•

depression, hyperarousal, inability to trust or establish relationships, nightmares, self
blame and suicidal thoughts. These psychological impacts can far outweigh, and last
long beyond, the physical acts themselves.

Dr. Patrick Carnes, an expert on betrayal bonds and exploitive relationships, finds many
sexual exploitation victims display severe trauma reactions similar to those in Vietnam
Veterans. According to Carnes, reactions last long beyond the original experience, and
are commonly manifested as Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD).6

A 1998 study conducted by researchers at the Yale University School of Medicine
concluded sexual harassment and abuse causes more post-traumatic stress in military
women than the rigors of combat. The psychiatric researchers, Drs. Alan Fontana and
Robert Rosenbeck interviewed 327 female veterans treated in a V A clinical program for
stress-related disorders. About 2/3 had served in either Vietnam or the Gulf War. 63% of

•

the women reported experiencing physical sexual harassment during their careers, and
43% rape or attempted rape. The study concluded sexual stress was almost four times as
influential in the development of PTSD as duty-related stress. Even more disturbing,
many of the women felt that the sexual behavior of their perpetrators was an
institutionalized "norm" in the military.
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If this "norm" is accurate and sexual exploitation cases are not prosecuted, the services

may develop symptoms of what Dr. Carnes describes as "organizational incest."s

•

Circumstances may lead some military members to believe that sexual misconduct is
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normal and should be tolerated by victims. When an embarrassing case does surface,
there are pressures to "keep it in the family." Many view adulterous relationships as
voluntary and private conduct. But in the military, adultery cannot be truly private
conduct because the relationship is not at its base, private.

In the military cases involving sexual misconduct often become high-profile when highly
respected, trusted, or powerful people are involved. In other words, someone who
society hopes "would never do this." A convening authority may weigh the threat of bad
publicity, and embarrassment to himself and his command against the seriousness of the
allegations when deciding whether or not to prosecute. There may be pressure to solve a
problem quietly and administratively although clear elements of criminal sexual
exploitation exist. Potentially, a sexual predator or pattern offender could return to
civilian life with no notice and continue his or her criminal activity. To avoid a
preference for secrecy, another change should accompany revisions to the UCMJ
offenses. Commanders should not act as convening authority. I support the idea of
shifting the decision to prosecute from commanders to legal officers in an independent
command. The threat of exposing scandal to the public should not weigh in the decision
to prosecute. Secrecy and accountability cannot coexist. General Norman Schwartzkopf
once said:

"The truth of the matter is that you always know the right thing to do. The hard
part is doing it."

•
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To reiterate, I feel that cases involving adultery or sodomy should be examined to
detennine if elements of sexual exploitation exist. If so, such conduct should be
punishable in the UCMJ, not as Adultery or Consensual Sodomy, but as an abuse of
power, perhaps best termed "Sexual Exploitation."

Why is this a good idea?
•

First of all, An offense of sexual exploitation would separate criminal sexual
misconduct from what is often judged private behavior.

•

Second, it would align standards of military professional conduct with those of
similarly empowered civilian professions.

•

Third, it would diminish sexual exploitation in the military by enlightening all

•

members to the elements of potentially abusive scenarios.

I did not come here as a victim to air my personal dissatisfaction in the system. My case
is closed, but I hope that this hearing can contribute to change. The Uniform Code of
Military Justice needs positive change in the area of sexual misconduct. Realistic change.
Change that correlates to the honor, power, and responsibility inherent in the military
profession.

Thank you.

•
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

COMMISSION ON TIlE SOTIi ANNIVERSARY OF TIlE UNIFORM CODE OF Mll.ITARY
JUSTICE
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SHANNON FRISON (CAPT, USMC:R.), ASSOCIATE, DWYER & COllORA, UP, 600 ATI.ANI1C
AVENUE, BOSTON, MA 02210, (617) 371-1000, sfrison@dwyercollora.com

SUBJECT:

PROPOSED CHANGES TO UNIFORM CODE OF Mll.ITARYJUSTICE

DATE:

3/1/01

•

The pwpose of this memorandum is to propose changes to the Uniform Code of Milit:uy Justice in
response to the Febru:uy 5,2001 invitation by Judge Walter T_ Cox, ill and the Commission on the
50th Annivers:uy of the Uniform Code of Milit:uy Justice to submit comments on the topic. I served
for three years as a judge advocate at Marine Corps Air Station, New River at Jacksonville, North
Carolina (1997-2000), eighteen months of which were served in the capacity of Chief Trial Counsel
The proposed changes would provide, among other benefits, the following much needed
improvements to milit:uy justice: Fully utilize lawyers who become judge advocates and milit:uy
judges; provide a more consistent and fair system of dispositions at each installation; and make
militaIy justice a system that can withstand scrutiny both from inside and without.

1. Changing the Role of the Convening Authority ITopic mA)
The role of the convening authority in all special and general courts-martial should be
changed significantly. In milit:uy justice, the need for an objective, unbiaseg perspective in
the factual analysis, charging decision, and choice of members is paramount because of the
stakes involved - individual liberty. It is not by mistake or happenstance that lawyers are
required to undergo three to four years of training and master the laws of at least one state
before practicing. Law, including criminal justice, is a very specialized field and judge
advocates and militaIy judges should be accorded much of the authority that is now reserved
for the convening authority.

As the one of the very few Milit:uy Occupational Specialties requiring fonnal civilian
education and licensure, judge advocates are the most qualified and best positioned to make
prosecutorial and post-conviction decisions that they are currently barred from making. As
is, judge advocates in trial counsel billets simply cany out the will of the convening authority.
Try as she might, there is never a guarantee that the convening authority will follow her legal
advice. She has only moral persuasion at her disposal and no legal authority to go forward
without the convening authority's permission. So, the judge advocates' skills are not being
fully utilized, and commanding officers with no legal expertise must make decisions they are
not actually qualified to make. Although there is much weight and value given to the
wisdom and leadership capabilities of the men and women who are chosen for command
billets, there is simply no substitute for law school and legal training. Under the present
system, there is really no need for judge advocates to be lawyers who are licensed in the
various states because the knowledge and experience that those qualifications afford are not
respected by the services. Not only would changing the role of the convening authority

•

•

make dispositions more fair, evenhanded, and unifonn across command lines, it would also
ensure that military justice becomes a truer microcosm of American justice.
A (2) Should Congress create an independent Court-Martial Conunand and provide
that decisions to prosecute be made by a le~ officer serving as the equivalent of a
"district attomey?" and (5) Should the convening authority retain clemency powers,
both with respect to findings and sentence, or should his powers be limited?
The decision to prosecute should be within the sole discretion of the Chief Trial
Counsel of each office. There is certainly no need to create more bureaucracy by
instituting a separate office to make these decisions. Again, a lawyer, and not a legal
officer, is best qualified and positioned to determine which cases are prosecuted and
which are not.· In each case, these decisions require a detailed analysis of the facts,
the laws as applied to those facts, the probability of success on the merits, and the
interests of justice. This type of analysis is best done by an attomeywho will be
more familiar with the law, the judges, the docket, and other case dispositions rather
than by a commanding officer who may be an infantry officer, pilot, adjutant or
other completely non-legal specialist. In addition to the fact that most commanding
officers do not have the expertise in legal matters to make such a decision is the fact
that actual bias plays a role in their decisions more often than it should. What we
judge advocates at Marine Corps Air Station, New River used to call the "good
Marine" syndrome is prevalent among many commands. That is, if a service
member is an asset to the command either by being very adept in his MOS, by being
one of a few specialists in his field, or even by being well-liked and good at general
military skills, he is often given great lenience with regard to charging decisions
made by the commanding officer. This is the equivalent of the wealthy, rich, or
famous in civilian society not being prosecuted because of those attributes.
Although it sometimes happens in the civilian arena, it is clearly and openly
condemned as a matter of policy.
Likewise, decisions as to clemency are best left in the hands of military judges. The
present system allows commanding officers to basically overrule the decisions of the
court-martial by giving him the final word on findings and sentencing. Again, this
completely defies the purpose of the military judge and devalues his expertise and
experience. The wisdom behind these proposed changes would be much more
intellectually ascenainable to all concerned if the issue was whether or not lawyers
should have the final say on which training missions pilots undenake in the Osprey.
That is, however, just as nonsensical as the current state of criminal dispositions in
the military branches. Not only does it usurp the role of both the military judge and
the members panel, it subjects military justice to a much more random and
unpredictable array of outcomes. The same factors that make it very difficult for
commanding officers to make fair and consistent prosecuting decisions also make it
difficult for them to make post-trial decisions regarding findings and sentencing.
B. The Jones Case at Marine Cows Air Station. New River
The best way to illustrate this problem is by way of a real life example. For the sake
of keeping the panies anonymous, we will refer to the accused in this matter as SSgt
Jones. The incident that put this case into motion occurred in Italy in 1996 when
Marines on one of the popular six-month "floats" stopped there for a pon call.

After a night of exploring the city and local attractions, SSgt Jones happened upon a
young female native of the area, Ms. Smith. After following her for some time, Ssgt
Jones attacked her. He grabbed her from behind, threw her to the ground, and
began to drag her by her hair and arms to a secluded parking lot. An onlooker from
a balcony of one of the nearby buildings yelled down to him. What would have, in
all likelihood, ended in a rape or attempted rape, ended with SSgt Jones running
down the streets of the city trying to escape after being interrupted by another
citizen. Ms. Smith was llssisted by other people in the area, and immediately called
the police who found SSgt Jones a few blocks from the scene shirtless with blood
on his arms. Ms. Smith was brought to the scene, identified Jones, and filed a full
police complaint regarding the attack.
The sequence of events that followed the incident illustrates why commanding
officers should not decide when and whom to prosecute. Although the local police
insisted on keeping SSgt Jones in custody in Italy, the Staff Judge Advocate aboard
the ship eventually negotiated for the Marine Corps to handle the prosecution of the
case. Upon returning to his parent command, however, SSgt Jones was net1!r
prosecuted for the attack. In fact, despite prior investigations of SSgt Jones by the
Naval Criminal Investigative Service regarding other complaints against him, he was
allowed to return to wolk and serve as if nothing had happened In 1998, almost
two years after the incident the Joint Law Center at New River renewed its
"encouragement" of his squa~n commanding officer to pursue the matter. An
intemational incident with a very interested victim (who had attempted to pursue
the matter through the local police), however, did not sway the commanding officer.
He had a staff non-commissioned officer who had served with him for several years,
was a very competent embarkation officer, and was needed at the squadron. While
on the other hand he had a foreign victim, a show-up identification, and legal
counsel urging him to take the matter seriously.
After much prodding and heated debated as to the merits of the case, he finally
agreed to allow the matter to be heard by an Article 32 officer. The victim was
flown to the United States to provide her testimony for that hearing. After a very
compelling and clear account of those events, the Article 32 officer recommended
that the matter be forwarded to a general court-martial.

•
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Despite this recommendation, SSgt Jones' commanding officer refused to prosecute
him This field grade officer, a helicopterpilot with no legal training (besides a cursory
week-long legal class for new commanding officers) argued continuously with both
the trial counsel and the director of the law center regarding the merits of case, the
probability of success, the costs of the prosecution, and the seriousness of the
matter. The judge advocates involved made a rare move and held an in-person
meeting with the Staff Judge Advocate of the Wmg to try to persuade him to
convince the commanding officer of the Wmg to take over the case because it was
not being handled properly at the squadron and group levels. He, too, declined to
take action.
C (3) Should this "district attorney" make pretrial agreements?

Again, there is no need to create yet another billet or position within the legal
offices. The person best suited to make pretrial agreements is the prosecutor

•

herself. Many of the same issues that put the commanding officer at a disadvantage
in making charging decisions also make it difficult for him to fairly and consistently
enter into pretrial agreements. Some of the major factors to be considered when
negotiating for such agreements are: (1) judicial economy, (2) size of the current
docket, (3) likelihood of success on the merits at trial, and (4) prior dispositions of
similar offenses. It is at worst impossible, and at best a waste of time for
prosecuting judge advocates to attempt to relay these factors to the convening
authority so that he can make pretrial decisions. It is, after all, the trial counsel who
must deal with managing his own docket. This entails knowledge of which cases are
more serious, which are readily provable, and which are simply not worth trial. It is
also the trial counsel who must navigate the judicial circuit's docket and understand
the limits of judicial economy. And it is, of course, the trial counsel who knows
how cases are being disposed tlCTOSS commands, giving him an aerial view of military
justice on that base or installation. That is something with which commanding
officers cannot and need not be familiar.
Combined, these changes would provide the following much needed improvements
to military justice:

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Fully utilize lawyers who become judge advocates and military
judges;
Free up commanding officers to actually run their units and do their
:Military Occupational Specialties;
Provide a more consistent and fair system of dispositions at each
installation;
Make charging decisions and negotiations for pretrial agreements
more streamlined by eliminating the middle party - commanding
officers;
Make dispositions of offenses more fair by riddirig the system of
bias and favoritism that is inevitable within commands; and
Making military justice a system that can withstand scrutiny from
both inside and without, thereby greatly increasing its credibility.

Good Afternoon, Esteemed members of the Panel to Consider
Reform of the Uniform Code of Military Justice. My name is Major
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Dusty Pruitt, currently US Army, Retired. I was a litigant from 1983
1995 as part of the gays in the military cause. My case, Pruitt v.
Sec. Of Defense, was the precedent setting case which finally
allowed gays to sue the government, and particularly the armed
forces, in trying to obtain justice for themselves in the government,
particularly defense against unfair termination of employment due
only to the status of being homosexual.

In 1991, the Supreme Court refused to grant a "petition of certiorari"
to the government in my case and thus upheld a 9th circuit court of

•

appeals opinion that gays may not be ousted from the military based
merely on the fact of the prejudice of its members against gays. After
this win on procedure, my case fell back into the ranks to be heard on
the merits. Under my case, others ahead of me in line were allowed
to serve out their terms; Colonel Margarethe Cammermeyer, Chief
Petty Officer Keith Meinhold, and Sgt. Mel Dahl were among the few
who were allowed to serve. Following the change of administration
from President Bush to President Clinton, the government, citing the

•

cost of further litigation, settled my case by allowing me to retain my
promotion to Major, reinstating me into the Army, and allowing me to
retire.
I will confine most of my comments today to the sodomy statute of
the UCMJ, but most of what I say can also be applied to the adultery
statute as well. When President Clinton was inaugurated into office,
the debate over gays in the military changed. No longer would gays
be ousted from the service under an administrative regulation subject
to executive order of the President; now as a result of the "don't ask,

•

don't tell" policy (whose chief advocate was Gen. Colin Powell, now
Sec. Of State) the rules had the force of congressional law. As a
result, the vast majority of gays and lesbians today are cnarged under
the UCMJ sodomy statute. This clearly was a step backwards for
gays and lesbians. The combined force of both legislative and
executive branches made changing "don't ask, don't tell" a formidable
task, one which the courts will not soon undertake to change. Now
we can only hope to force administrations to enforce "don't ask, don't
tell", and/or change the sodomy statute, which is the subject of my
comments today .

•

As I said, today a great number of gays and lesbians who come to

•

the attention of their command as being gay are then prosecuted
under the sodomy statute. There are several things amiss with
this approach: First, it criminalizes behavior classified as sodomy.
Sodomy under the UCMJ is defined as oral or anal sex with
anyone, including heterosexual married couples. Criminal
behavior under the sodomy statutes, while still so classified in 28
of the 50 United States, is rarely prosecuted in any state today.
The state sodomy statutes are usually seen as anachronisms by
law enforcement and used only in the most backward jurisdictions
to harass gay people .. In almost no case is a gay person
prosecuted as a criminal by the mere fact that he/she is gay, which

•

requires law enforcement to assume sodomy. This, as many law
enforcement communities have learned to their dismay and often
to the detriment of their pocketbooks, is a false assumption. Just
because a person identifies as gay does not mean they commit
sodomy; many gay persons remain celibate and chaste. Many
heterosexuals commit .homosexual acts in certain situations, such
as when in prison, yet these people would not label themselves
"homosexual". Criminalizing a private, consenting sexual act is, as

•

many states have learned, sheer folly for the state. And in most
states, as with the UCMJ, the act of sodomy can apply to
heterosexual or homosexual behavior. Most people would not
want to make the same mistake Sen.Strom Thurmond of South
Carolina made during the hearings on gays in the military when he
categorically exclaimed, "heterosexuals do not commit sodomy"
(thus eliciting giggles from everyone present, including his staff).
Second, the sodomy statute is selectively applied. Almost 100%
of the servicemembers prosecuted under the UCMJ sodomy statute

•

are gay or lesbian. The statute is universally violated by
heterosexuals, married or unmarried, particularly the part about oral
sex. For example, many male servicemembers prefer oral sex to
traditional sexual intercourse when visiting a prostitute, yet this
behavior is tolerated and often tacitly or explicitly approved of by
higher command. This double standard goes to the premise of my
case, that gays and lesbians are not tolerated in the service not
because they are detriments to "good order and discipline", but
because of the homophobia tolerated in the military because of lack
of leadership.

The statutes on adultery and sodomy should be incorporated into a
single statute covering sexual misconduct, which can clearly be

•

demonstrated as prejudicial to good order and discipline. These
instances of what violates "good order and discipline" ought to be
clearly spelled out and should be limited to command issues of
superior-subordinate relationships. No heterosexual should be
prosecuted and made a criminal for adultery in today's world, and no
heterosexual, gay or lesbian person should be made a criminal for
sodomy. Our prisons and military disciplinary facilities are full enough
of petty criminals as well as violent offenders. We need not crowd
them further with people who are otherwise law-abiding but who
violate a statute that is routinely violated by a large majority of the

•

people in America (and maybe the rest of the world!). If everyone
who has ever violated the sodomy statute as currently written were
suddenly to tum blue, I am sure the armed forces would just as
suddenly be confronted with the need to throw all but a small
percentage of its members out. And who would want to live with an
armed forces of those left? Thank you for letting me speak today. I
will be looking forward to seeing your recommendations in your final
reports.

•

COMMENTS SUBMITTED BY LAMBDA LEGAL DEFENSE AND EDUCATION FUND
TO THE COMMISSION ON THE FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF THE UNIFORM
CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE
Introduction and Summary
Pursuant to a Notice issued on February 5,2001, by the Commission on the Fiftieth
Anniversary of the Unifonn Code of Military Justice, Lambda Legal Defense and Education
Fund ("Lambda") respectfully submits these comments addressing the following Topics for
Consideration:

I.

Need for Congressional Review
B.
Do[es any or all of the] following indicate a need for revisiting the
Code?
12.
Evolving international human rights standards
16.
Evolving standards of privacy/sexuality

IV.

Crimes and Offenses
C.

Should Congress enact a modem criminal sexual misconduct
statute similar to the Model Penal Code and repeal the current
statutes on rape and sodomy?
'

K.

Should consensual sodomy be decriminalized?

The answer to each question is "yes." In light of modem-day Americans' beliefs about
the proper degree of government involvement in the intimate lives of adults, the Commission
should recommend review and repeal of Article 125 of the UCMJ, 10 U.S.c. §925, which
provides in relevant part:
(a)
Any person subject to this chapter who engages in unnatural carnal
copulation with another person of the same or opposite sex ... is guilty of
sodomy. Penetration, however slight, is sufficient to complete the offense.
No unique needs of the military support retention of this archaic, invasive criminal law.
Additionally, the Commission should recommend that a revised UCMJ include a criminal

sexual misconduct article so that sexual coercion, beyond that involving vaginal intercourse, will
be criminalized under a specific provision of the UCMJ. At present, the Code reaches forcible
acts other than vaginal intercourse only by way of the sodomy article. The wrongful aspect of

•

this behavior - coercion - remains unacknowledged in the definition of the offense, because
Article 125 broadly prohibits certain kinds of sexual activity even when it is unforced and
consensual.
Lambda, founded in 1973, is the nation's oldest and largest legal organization dedicated
to achieving full recognition of the civil rights of lesbians, gay men, and persons with IDV/AIDS.
From offices in New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, and Atlanta, Lambda conducts impact
litigation, public policy work, and public education on a broad range of legal issues nationwide.
Lambda's attorneys have for many years played a key role in articulating and enforcing
constitutional limits on government regulation of consensual, adult sexual activity. In court
challenges and repeal efforts directed at "sodomy" or "crime against nature" laws, discussed
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below, Lambda has helped legislatures and courts refonn their states' criminal law to confonn to
modem cultural and legal standards. Lambda's current docket includes constitutional challenges
to consensual sodomy provisions in Arkansas, see Bryant v. Picado, 996 S.W.2d 17 (Ark. 1999);
Texas, see Lawrence and Gamer v. State, 2000 WL 729417 (Tex. App. - Houston (14 Dist.)
June 8, 2000) (Nos. 14-99-00109-CR, -00111-CR); and Virginia, see Commonwealth v. Fisher
(Va. App. No. 0278-00-4), three of the twelve out-of-step states that still have such laws on the
books.
Lambda has also worked extensively for equal treatment of lesbians and gay men serving
in, or seeking admission to, the anned forces. It mounted the most comprehensive challenge to
2

,

the "Don't Ask, Don't Tell" statute, 10 U.S.c. § 654. See United States v. Able, 155 F.3d 628
(2d Cir. 1998). It is important to emphasize here, however, that 10 U.S.C. §654 stands separate
and distinct from the criminal law issues now before the Commission. Moreover, the criminal
law on which these comments focus, Article 125, 10 U.S.C. § 925, applies to heterosexual as
well as gay servicemembers, imposing an unnecessarily intrusive and punitive regime on all
those who serve their country.
The Pervasive Trend Toward Decriminalization of Consensual Sodomy
As recently as 1961, every state had some form of prohibition on "sodomy" or "crimes
against nature." William B. Rubenstein, Sexual Orientation and the Law 161 (2d ed. 1997). Of
special significance with respect to military law, a 1948 statute had criminalized consensual oral
and anal sex in the District of Columbia. See United States v. Harris, 8 M.J. 52, 56-57 (C.M.A.
•

1979) (discussing D.C. Code § 22-3502 and military courts' settled practice of resolving
interpretive questions by reference to District of Columbia law). But 1962 bro,ught adoption of
the Model Penal Code, with its drafters' well reasoned decision to disapprove criminal penalties
for consensual sex between adults, whether gay or non-gay. See IT MODEL PENAL CODE §213.2
at 357 et seq (1980 Revised Comments).! As the Comments explain, the "exercise of the
coercive power of the state against individual citizens diminishes freedom. Nowhere is this
curtailment of liberty more pronounced than when the state, acting through the penal law ,
punishes by incarceration .... The 'decisive factor' favoring full decriminalization of private
sexual "relations between consenting adults is 'the importance which society and the law ought

!The line drawn by the Model Penal Code, which continues to punish all forced sex as
well as that which victimizes children or others incapable of giving consent, occurs in public, or
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to give to individual freedom of choice and action in matters of private morality.'"

ld. at 369-70

(quoting Report of Committee on Homosexual Offenses and Prostitution, Great Britain
(American Ed. 1963) (the "Wolfenden Report"), at 52). Dissemination of the Model Penal Code

•

spurred reform, igniting a trend of legislative repeals of sodomy laws throughout the 1970's and a
series of judicial invalidations that continues to the present day.

See Janet E. Halley,

"Reasoning About Sodomy: Act and Identity In and After Bowers v. Hardwick," 79 VA. L. REv.
1721,1774-76 (1993).
Today, consensual, private sex between adults is the subject of a penal statute in only
twelve states - with challenges pending in three of the twelve. See supra. Changing public
attitudes and successful legal challenges have greatly diminished the number of extant statutes,
leaving them in force in only a few geographic areas of the United States. See Lambda Legal
Defense and Education Fund, "State by State Sodomy Law Map" (attached hereto as an exhibit).2
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Their continued existence stands as a growing embarrassment to citizens in those states who
believe in a modern society and penal justice system where personal freedom, consistent with the
rights of others, is valued over moralistic inquiry into the intimate conduct of one's neighbors.
Sodomy laws have fallen by legislative act and by judicial ruling, on a variety of grounds
and legal theories. Common to all repeals is the idea, expressed through the votes of elected
representatives or interpretations of state constitutions, that a government "presence" in the

involves prostitution, id. at 362-65, is wholly consistent with the position taken here.
2Available via the internet at www.lambdalegal.orglcgi-binJpages/states/sodomy-map .
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bedroom, if certain common sexual acts occur there, offends core values of individual autonomy
and equal treatment while serving no valid state interest in the modem day. See, e. g., Powell v.

Georgia, 510 S.E.2d 18 (Ga. 1998) (holding based on state constitutional right to privacy);
Gryczan v. Montana, 942 P.2d 112 (Mt. 1997) (same); Campbell v. Sundquist, 926 S.W.2d 250
(Tenn. App. 1996) (same); Commonwealth v. Wasson, 842 S.W.2d 487 (Ky. 1992) (state privacy
and equal protection rights relied upon); Commonwealth v. Bonadio, 415 A.2d 47 (pa. 1980)
(limit on state's police power, and equal protection provision, cited); People v. Onofre, 415
N.E.2d 936 (N.Y. 1980)(privacy and equal protection rights), cert. denied, 451 U.S. 987 (1981);

State v. Ciuffini, 395 A.2d 904 (N.J. Super. App. Div. 1978) (unspecific "inalienable rights"
provision of state constitution cited); State v. Pilcher, 242 N.W.2d 348 (Iowa 1976) (privacy
rationale). See also Lawrence and Gamer, supra (citing state constitutional amendment banning
sex discrimination, in challenge to statute criminalizing only same-sex conduct). Domestic
refonns, moreover, comport with a modem consensus among developed nations against
criminalization of consensual sex. See Smith, Charlene C. and Wilets, James, "Lessons From the
Past and Strategies for the Future: Using Domestic, International and Comparative Law to
Overturn Sodomy Laws," 23 SEATILE U. L. REv. 49, 68 (2000) ("[W]ith the exception of certain
states in the United States, all of the industrialized democratic nations of the world, including
culturally disparate countries such as Japan, Taiwan, Australia, Canada, South Africa, and
Russia, reject the criminalization of same sex consensual relations").
Indeed, the cascade of repeals and judicial decisions seen in the last few years stands as
evidence that the United States has reached a "tipping point," a consensus that government has
no justification for the tremendous intrusion on highly personal affairs that these laws represent.
5

Bans on consensual "sodomy" -literally, governmental directions about what kind of sex adults
may engage in - have for decades appeared jarringly inconsistent with American's lived reality.

See Edward O. Laumann et aI., The Social Organization of Sexuality: Sexual Practices in the
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United States 103 (U. Chicago Press 1994) ("overall trend" with respect to participation in oral
sex since 1933 "reveals what we might call a rapid change in sexual techniques, if not a
revolution"). Thus by 1998, the Chief Justice of the Georgia Supreme Court, writing for all
members of that Court save one, could say, "We cannot think of any other activity that
reasonable persons would rank as more private and more deserving of protection from
governmental interference than consensual, private, adult sexual activity." Powell, 510 S.E.2d at
24.
While judicial invalidation of unconstitutional laws is a legitimate, core function of the
courts, most jurisdictions have abolished their sodomy laws through legislative repeal, reflecting
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widespread acceptance of how inappropriate such penal laws are today. See Rubenstein, supra,
at 161. Among the numerous jurisdictions that have discarded their antiquated bans on
consensual sex, it is especially noteworthy that the District of Columbia, subject to the oversight
of Congress, repealed its sodomy statute in 1994. See D.C. Code § 22-3502 (1999) (Historical
Note) (discussing D.C. Law 10-257, § 501 (b), repealer effective May 23, 1995). That provision,
cited as a model for Article 125, thus enjoyed one of the shorter lives of such statutes, remaining
in force for less than fifty years before the affected community's elected representatives
recognized that the statute was in derogation of that community'S values.
The task before Congress is clear. Legislatures sit to amend or repeal statutes that are
inconsistent with modern norms and understandings. When courts hesitate to strike down
6
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statutes that are challenged as "outmoded," it is because the legislative branch bears the primary
obligation of ensuring harmony between the rules that govern and the norms and attitudes of the
governed. See United States v. Henderson, 34 M.J. 174,178 (C.M.A. 1992) (recognizing trend
toward repeal or invalidation of such laws and distinguishing role of reviewing federal court
from role of legislatures and courts applying state law). As the Commission considers whether to
recommend legislative repeal of Article 125, it should reflect on the transformation in
Americans' public attitudes about sexual autonomy and about state involvement in intimate
conduct since the time when sodomy was codified as an offense under military law. It should
recommend prompt decriminalization of consensual adult sexual activity.
Congress Can Protect Individual Freedom Without Compromising the Unique Mission of the
Military
The military occupies a distinctive place in American life. Within Constitutional

"

constraints, servicemembers' see their rights and freedoms diminished to achieve the discipline
,

and vigilant readiness that protects the domestic rights and freedoms of the larger society.
Repealing the UCMJ's proscription against consensual sodomy will not, however, undermine the
armed forces' legitimate goals. Rather, in view of the availability of other Code provisions that
ensure good order, discipline, and cohesion through appropriate regulation of servicemembers'
sexual relationships and other conduct, repeal of an antiquated provision that is out of step with
prevailing legal and social trends will demonstrate the continued relevance of the UCMJ in the
modem world. It will also ensure that individual rights bend only where necessary to achieve
military goals, and further the fair and equal administration of military criminal justice.
Servicemembers understand that their sacrifice of personal freedoms furthers a critically
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important, shared purpose. Military life affords less privacy, imposes greater limits on self
expression, and grants less freedom of movement than civilian life. But the restrictions should
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not be arbitrary; rather, the discipline they forge ensures the smooth working of the armed forces.
While soldiers cannot and do not question their superiors' every order, they must understand
generally how the burdens placed on them relate to the military's overall purpose and goals. The
UCMJ forbids servicemembers to engage in a wide range of conduct that would be wholly
permissible, or even constitutionally protected, in the civilian arena. Most of these strictures are
doubtless necessary to the proper functioning of the military. To maintain the system's
legitimacy, however, both the servicemembers who are subjected to the UCMJ's requirements
and the larger community should be readily able to perceive a relationship between the Code's
distinctively burdensome regulations and the mission of the armed forces.
Article 125 fails this test. It is obviously necessary to police nonconsensual sexual
conduct and to regulate some sexual relationships, moreso in the military than, in civilian society.
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But with one exception, the UCMJ already includes specific provisions addressing sexual
activity that is properly punishable under either general criminal law concepts or in the interest of
promoting good order and discipline. For example, the UCMJ should, and does, criminalize
rape. Art. 120, 10 U.S.C. §920. It should, and does, protect minors from involvement in sexual
conduct, under the rubric of "carnal knowledge." [d. With extraordinary breadth that would
require a finding of unconstitutionality in the civilian world, the UCMJ allows punishment for
conduct, sexual or otherwise, that is "unbecoming an officer and a gentleman," Article 133, 10
U.S.c. §933. And under the "general article," Article 134, 10 U.S.C. §934, any relationship
giving rise to "disorder[ or] neglect[] to the prejudice of good order and discipline in the armed
8
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forces" subjects the offender to criminal punishment. Given the availability of these
proscriptions, Article 125 is simply unnecessary to vindicate the military's concededly legitimate
interests in deterring wrongful or disruptive behavior.
On repeal of Article 125, the sex offense provisions of the UCMJ will be deficient in only
one respect: the absence of a provision punishing coercive sexual conduct that does not involve
vaginal intercourse. To the extent that Article 125 is currently a "placeholder" for a statute
addressing such conduct, it is a poor one, both because the elements of the offense do not
reference the very aspect of the behavior that makes it punishable, and because such a broad
statute is particularly subject to abuse through arbitrary or discriminatory enforcement. See infra.
Taking the action suggested in the Commission's Topic IV.C., namely, enacting a sexual
misconduct statute along the lines of the Model Penal Code's offenses entitled, "Deviate Sexual
Intercourse by Force or Imposition," MODEL PENAL CODE §213.2, and "Sexual Assault," §213.4,
would advance the goals of the military justice system by better targeting the !eason certain
behavior is considered wrongful. It would also ensure coverage of only that conduct that is
properly proscribable.
Article 125 Criminalizes Behavior Known to Be Common and Healthy
Drawing the appropriate line between conduct that is predatory or contrary to effective
lines of command, on the one hand, and that which is commonplace and deeply personal, on the
other, has the salutary effect of cleansing the law of hypocrisy. An important reason to discard
the sodomy prohibition is that it inaccurately signals social revulsion at conduct that is, in fact,
broadly accepted by adults inside and outside the armed forces. As medical and social science
experts emphasize, the conduct proscribed by Article 125, namely, oral and anal sex, though
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historical1y labeled "deviant," is enjoyed by a large percentage of today's sexual1y active
population. _See Laumann, supra, at 102-04 (ninety percent of men born during period 1948
1952 reported engaging in heterosexual oral sex; over eighty percent of women born during
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period 1958-1962 reported same); id. at 107 (one quarter of men and one fifth of women have
engaged in heterosexual anal intercourse) . This is true for both gay and non-gay persons. See
American Psychological Association, "Just the FactsAbout Sexual Orientation and Youth: A
Primer for Principals, Educators and School Personnel" at 5 (listing policy statements of
organizations) ("[TJhe idea that homosexuality is a mental disorder or that the emergence of
same-gender sexual desires among some adolescents is in any way abnormal or mentally
unhealthy has no support among health and mental health organizations") (available via internet
at www.apa.org/pilIgbc/publications/justthefacts.html). Whatever validity the Army Judge
Advocate General's characterization of both fel1atio and cunnilingus as "equally revolting" may
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have had in 1945, see Harris, 8 M.J. at 54 (quoting United States v. O'Neal, 51 B.R. 385, 397
(1945», it is sufficiently out of step with social mores in 2001 to provoke sarcastic dismissals
and, ultimately, pervasive disrespect for the law. Recognizing that sex acts long condemned by
the criminal law are nearly universally engaged in today, to the fulfil1ment of consenting adults
inside and outside the military, is no cynical surrender. Instead, it is a commonsense reason to
enact reform. Any UCMJ provision that makes criminals of virtually every servicemember,
while failing to advance the goals of the armed forces, has outlived whatever usefulness it may
once have had.
Threats of Unequal Treatment: the Historical Misuse of Sodomy Laws

10
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Lambda's experience in courtrooms and legislative chambers across the United States
qualifies it as a witness to the gross misuse of sodomy laws to brand individuals as wrongdoers,
even felons, in a variety of contexts. Today, prosecutions for un aggravated sodomy, that is,
punishment for consensual sex occurring in private among adults, are rare, though not unheard
of. 3 Yet the harms arising from the continued existence of sodomy statutes are real and profound
in the lives of many Americans. Statutes enacted centuries ago to express the moral sentiments
of those times today make convenient weapons in the hands of hostile litigants in child custody
and visitation disputes, subverting children's best interests to the desire to punish a gay exhusband or wife; public employers similarly cite sodomy laws to cast out highly competent
employees, unconvincingly claiming that their "lawbreaker" status would undermine public
confidence in their work. The same risk of unjustified harm exists in the military. Lambda, of
course, disagrees vehemently with the anti-gay policy mandated by 10 U.S.C. § 654 and its
accompanying Defense Department regulations. Anti-gay sentiment and the fact that sodomy
laws are intextricably linked in the public mind to lesbian and gay identity make gay people
especially vulnerable to arbitrary and discriminatory enforcement of Article 125. But the dangers
attending such sodomy laws do not affect only lesbian and gay servicemembers. Rather,
because Article 125, like its civilian counterparts, stands as a free-floating criminal ban on

Lawrence and Gamer cases, currently on en bane review before the Fourteenth
District Court of Appeals of Texas, arose from a police intrusion into the bedroom of one of the
defendants' private home. Officers found the two defendants engaged in consensual sex there,
and a prosecution and convictions ensued. The incident calls to mind an observation in the
Commentary to the Model Penal Code: ''To the extent ... that laws against deviate sexual
behavior are enforced against private conduct between consenting adults, the results is episodic
and capricious selection of an infinitesimal fraction of offenders for severe punishment." II
MODEL PENAL CODE §213.2 at 370-71.
3The
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conduct that virtually every adult engages in, it is always available to officials or even private
parties who would wield it in bad faith against individuals who are personal enemies or who are
somehow disfavored even though they are living within the bounds of legitimate military laws
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and adhering to proper standards. It serves the military poorly, then, for the UCMJ to include a
provision that is both unnecessary to the achievement of legitimate criminal justice goals and
susceptible to misuse.
Conclusion
Article 125 should be repealed. It is a relic of the past that serves no purpose in the
present, and as a source of danger to military cohesion and community in the future. The
Commission should recommend adoption of a UCMJ article criminalizing coercive sexual
conduct that does not involve vaginal intercourse.
Respectfully submitted,
Stephen R. Scarborough
Ruth Harlow
Lambda Legal Defense and Education Fund
1447 Peachtree Street, NE
Suite 1004
Atlanta, GA 30309-3027
(404) 897-1880
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ZIMMERMANN & LAVINE, P.C.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
770 SOUTH POST OAK LANE, SUITE 620
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77056
713-552-0300
FAX 713-552-0746
JACK B. ZIMMERMANN
JIM E. LAVINE
TERRI R. Z. JACOBS
KYLE R. SAMPSON

"December 1, 2000

Dear Judge Cox and Frank Spinner:
Please consider the following items for the Cox Commission. Further
justification can and will be provided if you want it If you want me to actually serve
on the Commission, I would gladly accept
Respectfully

I

Jack B. Zimmermann
Colonel USMCR (Ret)
Chairman, Military Law Committee
National Association of Criminal Defense
Lawyers
Former Chairman, Military Law Section
Association of Trial Lawyers of America
Former Chief Defense Counsel, Chief Trial Counsel,
Military Justice Officer, SJA,
SPCM and GCM Military Judge
Former Artillery Battery Commander
Former Infantry Battalion Commander
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Suggested Changes
I.

Pre-trial

•

1.
Art 32 conducted by SPCM Military Judge or field grade judge
advocate
2.
Art 32 Investigating Officer's finding of no probable cause binding
3.
Right to transcript audio recording, or defense-paid court reporter
at Art 32
4.
Military Judge rule on subpoena of witnesses, proviSion of experts,
etc., not Trial Counselor Convening Authority
5.
Members' administration controlled by Military Judge's office not
Trial Counsel
II.

Trial Court
1.
Random computer selection of members of appropriate grade 
base wide
2.
SPCM - 6 members, GeM - 9 members
3.
Peremptory challenge increase: SPCM - 2, GeM - 3
4.
Right to lawyer voir dire
~

M~~~~~~~~~~~~
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6.
At members trial, Military Judge can sentence if accused chooses
prior to trial
7.
Military Judge can probate sentence (judge alone) ,
8.
Members can probate sentence
9.
Authorize sentence of separation without loss of retirement
benefits

III.

Post-mal
1.

IV.

Convening Authority must approve finding of guilty, and be convinced
beyond a reasonable doubt in order to do so
2.
Automatic appeal for sentence of death or confinement greater
than 5 years; in all others accused must file notice of appeal
3.
Deferral of confinement if appellate issue could result in acquittal
or new trial as in dvilian federal court
4.
Revocation of suspension of sentence decided by Military Judge

Appellate Courts

1.

Government appeals to CAAF (only on legal questions)
2
Right to oral argument at CCA and CAAF
3.
Civilian defense attorney assigned to appellate defense office for
continuity in death penalty representation

•

System
1.

•

Fixed minimum terms for Military Trial Judges and Appellate Judges
2.
Eliminate Summary Court-Martial

Subject: Comments/Suggestions on the Military Justice system-Proposed
Changes
Date: Tue, 21 Nov 2000 16:08:09 -0500 (EST)
From: terryjw@webtv.net (Terry Woodhouse)
To: judgecox@earthlink.net
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This responds to a notice in the 27 Nov 2000 issue of the AF Times
notifying the public that the National Institute of Military Justice is
seeking input for suggested changes for submission to lawmakers and
defense officials.
The following are some thoughts:
1) Changes need to be made so that civilan GS lawyers with the DOD can
be certified to act as Article 32 investigating officers and as trial
counsel in special and general courts-martial. When I was on active
duty it amazed me that an active duty CCTC could retire and then be
hired by DOD and suddenly not be certified. Thi~ was particularly odd
since civilian defense counsel representing military clients could
practice before military courts and yet DOD civilians did not. This
void leaves civilian DOD GS lawyer employees totally left out of the
military justice area (as regards court appearances) and makes them
appear to be second rate when in fact many of them have far more court
experience than most active duty JAGs.
2) When an individual is sentenced by way of a court-martial they at
most can be reduced to the grade of (E-l, airman basic, if enlisted) (not
reduced at all if an officer) .
-- Courts should have the option of reducing a serious offender to the
grade of P-l. This new pay grade would be one grade below that of an
airman basic. It never made sense to me that an individual convicted of
child molestion or worste would be reduced to the grade of E-l, airman
basic. What does this telll an airman basic--that they are no better in
the eyes of their superiors (are in the same category) than the most
serious offenders. Likewise officers that receive dismissals should be
reduced to the grade of P-l.
If you want a distinction for former
enlisted and officers you could have the grade as P(E)-l and P(O)-l.
Courts should also be allowed to reduce officers in grade as
appropriate. Courts now have their hands tied. They end up g~v~ng
officers a dismissal or perhaps the opposite (a reprimand and/or
forfeiture). Courts need to have more teeth in sentencing that can
address officer misconduct with more precision. Reductions allow this.
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Thanks for listening,
Terry J. Woodhouse, Col, USAF (Ret)
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Subject: Ideas regarding MCM and UCMJ Changes
Date: Sun, 10 Dec 2000 14:42:08 -0600
From: "Wayne Johnson" <wayneljohnson@hotmail.com>
To: judgecox@earthlink.net
Judge Cox email

December 10, 2000

Dear Judge COX:
I am a retired Commander in the Navy's Judge Advocate General's Corps. I
recently read in the Navy Times that you are heading a private group that is
going to meet and formulate recommended changes to the MCM and UCMJ. Here
are a few ideas I have.
Adultery should be kept a crime but define what it is better. Better
guidance is needed in the UCMJ on what is service discrediting conduct or
conduct prejudicial to good order and discipline regarding adultery. One
guideline could be adultery with a spouse or other immediate family member
of another military member where such behavior would be considered improper
fraternization if it between the military members themselves would usually
be prejudicial to good order and discipline. Sex with the spouse of a
military or civil service worker that works in the same building, battalion,
ship, or squadron as the accused. If such behavior would be considered
sexual harassment or some sort of assault. The bottom line is that the
Article 134 charge should clearly note that adultery in and of itself,
although not condoned, is not a crime in the military without something
more.
Consensual Sodomy should be decriminalized. In theory a husband or wife
could be convicted for doing such things with their own spouse. The reality
has been usually that a person is charged with forcible sodomy and ends up
being convicted of the lesser offense, consensual sodomy, since they admit
to the act but argue consent. The "victim" is NEVER later tried for
consensual sodomy. This of course puts an accused at a great disadvantage
at trial since it hinders one testifying at the trial. Even in states where
consensual sodomy is still a crime I doubt seriously if the District
Attorney would argue to a jury to convict for that as an alternative lesser
charge in a forcible sodomy case. I have only seen that happen in the
military.
If Congress does not want to decriminalize consensual sodomy then it should
consider making it a federal crime for all members of Congress, the
President, and the Cabinet. It makes no sense to make such behavior,
particularly between a wife and husband, a crime for members of the military
but not for them. We currently hold Priva·tes and Ensigns to a higher
standard than the President.
The article mentioned there was talk of doing away with the good military
character defense. Considering the unique nature of the military it should
be kept. Also polygraphs being offered by the defense should be allowed if
the military judge finds it satisfies the requirements for scientific and
expert opinions. A caveat should be that if the defense seeks to put such a
test in the government must be given the right to polygraph the accused too
for use in rebuttal. I have seen more than one case where the accused
passed and NClS polygraph and the victim failed and the charges for rape
were dropped without there being a trial. The only reason they changed the
rule on polygraphs several years ago was because the accuseds were getting

themselves found not guilty at such a high rate.
The Relford Factors test should be brought back by statute to overrule the
Supreme Court case that made military personnel subject to UCMJ jurisdiction
no matter where the offense occurred. Under the old Relford Factors off
duty, off base, while in civilian clothes military personnel who committed
crimes in the United States that do not involve military personnel or their
family members were generally be subject only to being prosecuted by the
state authorities. The only exception being drug use due to its lingering
effects that could effect ones duty performance. The Relford Factors worked
well in the 1970's and early 1980's prior to the Supreme Court ruling.
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In closing my address is 5620 Rhodes Avenue, New Orleans, LA 70131-3922;
(504) 391-3779; wayneljohnson@hotmail.com. If I can be further assistance
let me know.
Sincerely, Wayne L. Johnson
P.S. About two years ago I submitted some ideas like the above to the DoD
Joint Committee regarding the MCM/UCMJ. I am curious as to what ever
happened to what I sent them.
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Dec 18.2000
Mr. Cox, I have been in the Navy over 18 years. I am an Electricians Mate Chief. I'm in the Nuclear

Field., and have been assigned to Submarines. Several of those years I've worked in Shipyards doing
overhauls, New Construction and Decommissioning. It is in this working environment where many of our
sailors are sent to Captains Mast and are awarded Non-Judicial Punishment. I went to Captains Mast early
in my career. Because of this, I have been aware of many Masts. I have personally witnessed many people
who have been sent to mast and have observed many lose much more than what I feel the drafters of the
UCMJ intended. I feel there are several changes which need to be made.
1.

A commanding officer should not be the one to Perform the Mast. I am sure that in earlier times it
was necessary for the commanding officer to be given the authority to punish wrongdoers. I feel
that when a ship is at sea, a Commanding Officer needs to have the power to provide punishments
necessary for the safe deployment of his vessel. However, many times the ships are in port, and
there are people who are trained in the judicial system and they should be the ones to tIy our
sailors. I was on the USS Omaha, we were in an overhaul which was several months behind. One
of our junior sailors made an error in a tagout. All testing had to be stopped and there was a
critique held. In the critique the Commanding Officer was asked by Naval Reactors why there
were so many tagout violations on his ship. Even though the junior sailor was one of the hardest
workers in his department, his nuclear NEC was removed. he was reduced in rank and removed
from Submarine duty. The Engineer then told the Engineering Department that they bad to make
an example of this sailor. Several people to date had bad lagout violations, but they made an
example out of this ODe.
A line officer receives little training injudicial matters. Let one who is trained in the legal field do
their job. Ifthere is still a need for Commanding Officers to perform masts, let it be one of the
other commanding officers who is in port. Don't let a commanding officer by his own people.
Let him Recuse himself due to prejudice. Wouldn't it be nice ifa person ran into my car and I was
able to be his judge. On Submarines, the Commanding officer knows every person by name. He
knows the people he works with, and bas fonned opinions good or bad about each. Many of the
outcomes of the masts are based on these prejudices.

2.

Let there be spot checks on all masts performed. Because there are various types of people who
are selected for command, there are many mast cases which are not just. I know of many mast
cases which I feel were not just. After each mast is performed, let Navy Legal peruse the mast and

check that the punishment metes the crime. I was on the USS Scranton (SSN 756).. I was the
Leading Petty Officer of Electrical Division. My Division officer informed me that a new sailor
(directly from prototype training) would be going to mast. He informed me that the sailor would
be retained but he would be reduced in rank and probably be fined. I spoke with the sailor and
found that the issue was due to a problem with his orders. I asked him ifhe had explained this to
our Division Officer. He told me that he had explained everything. I then told the sailor that
when he was asked to waive his rights, that he not do so. I told him that speaking with a Lawyer
might let him know what to expect for punishment. The sailor did. He was asked why he had
requested to speak with a lawyer. and the sailor informed the investigating officer that I had
recommended this to him. I was reprimanded and threatened with mast by the command master
chiefwhen I informed him that it was my obligation to help this sailor. I was told to not meddle in
that which did not pertain to me.
When I went to my own mast, I was extremely frightened. I asked the investigating officer if I
should see a lawyer. He told me that it wouldn't help. He told me that I wouldn't be able to use
him anyway, because it was non-judicial punishment. I waived my rights. I know today, that if I
had spoken with a lawyer I more than likely would not have gone to mast.

3.

The punishments are often too severe. When the UCMJ was drafted. I am sure that they didn it
take into account all that a simple mast could do to one of our sailors. Let me give you a worse
case scenario. A first class Petty Officer is sent to mast. He makes $1800.001 month in base pay.
$310.00 per month for Sea Pay, $175.001 month for Nuclear Proficiency pay and $275.00 per

month Submarine pay. He goes to mast, is reduced in rank, fined $1200.00, removed from
Submarine duty, and his nuclear NEC is removed. This means he loses $350.00/month base pay,
proficienty pay, Submarine pay, and receives orders to a tender and loses $310.00 per month Sea
pay. But this was not all. Since the sailor had re-enlisted in the Nuclear field and received a
bonus, he had to pay back nearly $8,000.00. The total cost for the first year is $22,000.00. Does it
sound a little far-fetched. It happened to my Leading Petty Officer on the USS Scranton. for a
minor infraction. In the civilian sector, I could teU someone that wanted to reduce my pay by such
drastic measures that I quit. There is no such option in the military.
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I was rear-ended by a man who had a suspended license and no insurance. My car was totaled,
and so was the car in front of me, and there was thousands ofdollars ofdamage to a third car in
front of the second car. The "Judicial" system fined the man $50.00. It seems lopsided to me
that my friend was punished so severely for doing relatively nothing.
4.

Place a cap on how much a person can lose for a mast. The pay lost by the above person is nearly
$2000.00 per month. I know I could not afford a pay cut so drastic. !fa person is awarded such a
drastic punishment, give him or her the choice to leave the militaJy service.

5.

A person who has been sent to mast is marked. In the Navy, if a person has 12 years of good
seIVice he wears gold service stripes and gold mting badges. You can teU by a persons uniform if
he has been to mast. Since my mast was early in my career it didn't affect me too much. .But I
feel it is wrong when a person makes a mistake, he has to let eveI)'body know for a minimum of
12 years that he was punished..

6.

Navy Legal should be allowed to attend the mast proceedings. There could be very little which
could improve the mast proceedings more than to let lawyers attend the mast proceeding. Let
them keep their mouths shut if needed, but let them ensure that the Captain is living up to the
charge of Justice.

7.

It should be a requirement that a sailor be provided with Legal counsel prior to Mast. I have spent
many years in a training command. Without exaggemtion, the command had 7 t9 14 mast cases
per week. The cases were mostly for students. Through all of these mast cases, I never saw one
student go to mast when he requested to see a lawyer. I asked our legal officer why this was so.
She said that when a student requested to see a lawyer, they had to ensure that there was sufficient
evidence so that the mast case could be tried by a court maniaI. As you know, on a shore
command, you have the option to request a court martial vice non-judicial punishment. It
swprised me that there were so few students who requested legal counsel.
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I don't wish that people get away with doing wrong, I just feel that there are no checks and balances for our
non-judicial system. There are many good Commanding officers who are just. I have had several. But I
know that there are some who wrongfully feel that to be in command means to be Lord and King. I can
provide many specific cases that are unbelievable. I have kept a journal of my navy experiences and have
witnessed many wrong-doings by commanding officers pertaining to Mast proceedings.
If You need any further information, please let me know. I hope this has been helpful.

Sincerely,

Paul W. Burt Jr. EMC(SSIDV)
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II JURISDICTION
A. When under the command and control of the anned forces and protected from other prosecution.

B. No. Military members should face the civil courts when it concerns civil law and militaIy courts concerning
military duties or on military property.
C. Only to the extent that they are not brought up on Article 15 after facing the civil courts. (Le. DWl Personnel
are charged ll'ith Art. 134 Conduct unbecoming after being arrested by civilian authorities. I know this is not
considered "Double Jeopardy" technically, however, it is truly seen that way).
D. Only if it is not prosecutable in the civil courts.

E. Retirees should not be subject to the UCMJ unless they are serving in an official capacity.
F. No. The service the member belongs to should have a review of all proceedings over their personnel.
G. An. 2; Retirees and Fleet Reserve should not be subject.
IV CRIMES AND OFFENSES
A. No. Officers in the militaIy are in a unique position with their authority over their subordinates and the example
they are required to set

B. NO. Rape is rape no matter if you know them or not.
(1) Article 120 is "sexist" in it's wording.

(a) Paragraph (a) states "Any person subject to this chapter who commits an act of sexual intercourse with a
female not his wife, by force and without her consent, is guilty of rape ..... This clearly states that rape can only be
committed by a man on a female and implies that forced sex on ones spouse is not wrong.
Recommend change to read; "Any person subject to this chapter who commits an act of sexual intercourse by
force and without consent, is guilty of rape ... "
(b) Paragraph (b) states "Any person subject to this chapter who under circumstances not amounting to rape, who
commits an act of sexual intercourse with a female not his wife who has not attained the age of sixteen years, is
guilty of carnal knowledge ... " This clearly states that it is only illegal for a man to have sex with a female under the
age of sixteen and completely misses any wrong doing if a female has sex with a male under the age of sixteen.
Recommend change to read; states "Any person subject to this chapter who under circumstances not amounting
to rape, who commits an act of sexual intercourse with a person of the opposite sex. not their spouse, who has not
attained the age of sixteen years, is guilty of carnal knowledge ... "

D. No. These areas are already covered under U.S. Navy Regulations.

E. It should only apply in the event an officer is attempting to subvert the authority or competency of the official.
F. Yes.

H. No. Civil authorities already have more than enough jurisdiction in this area.
I. No. As soon as this is done a pair of idiots will tty it out

J. No.
K. Yes.

L. Adultery should remain an offense, but only applied when it involves the spouse of another service member.

V. SENTENCING AND PUNISHMENTS
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A. No.

B. Those convicted should be punished by those who judged.

c.

No.

•

F. No.
G. No.
H. No.

I. No.

K. Yes
L. No. The service member should consider their family situation as a motivator.
M Yes. Whether it is a declared war or not the consequences are the same and the punishment should apply.
N. No.
P. Yes

•
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COMMISSION ON THE 50m ANNIVERSARY
OF THE UNIFORM CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE
Responses fromlffi Judge J.W.Rant CB QC, Judge Advocate General of the United
Kingdom
1. Introduction
I offer some thoughts on a few of the topics listed in the Connnission's questions of
which we now have some experience in our jurisdiction in the hope that they will be

of interest for comparison's sake. I realise, of course, that many featmes of om two
systems differ, and that it is not always possible to translate one way of doing things
directly into the language ofanother jurisdiction.
2. Under "II JURISDICTION (IN PERSONAM AND SUBJECT MATTER)"
A: The Connnission will probably be aware that certain UK civilians are subject, in
a limited way, to military law but only when they are posted abroad with the armed
services, or when they are part of an active service operation
This is a very large topic, but as a very general guide, dependants of serving personnel

and employees of the Ministry of Defence are so SUbject. They are answerable for
only a handful of pmely military offences, (about seven or so), but for all conduct that
would amoWlt to a civilian criminal offence if committed within the United Kingdom
They are triable either by Standing Civilian Com, ( An ''SCC'' where one has been
designated), or by com-martial, depending upon the seriousness of the offence. The

sec has

one magistrate (who is appointed from the ranks of the full time civilian

judge advocates working in my office), and he is judge of law and fact and solely
responsible for sentence, (except when juveniles are being tried).

His powers of

sentence are limited. A civilian who has been tried and convicted by an SCC has the
absolute right to appeal against conviction or sentence to a com martial where the
case will be re-heard. Typical cases are shop lifting, minor thefts and trivial assaults.
A com martial can and does try a civilian who is within the jurisdiction for any crime
up to and including murder. We had a recent case of a 17 year old youth who was
convicted of nmrder by com-martial in Germany, and who appealed to the civilian
coms against his conviction on the groWld that it was oppressive and wrong to try a

case involving such a young non-serviceman by a military court. The House of Lords
rejected this submission and upheld the decision to tly him by that means, (although if
a murder is committed abroad a UK citizen CAN be tried in the UK for it in a civilian
court).
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The advantages of this machinery are probably obvious. A dependent or employee
can expect the same level of justice and punishment as a serviceman if he is tried
abroad, and there is no disparity of treatment between them Thus, for example, if a
NAAFI civilian employee and a private soldier decide to break into a NAAFI canteen
together and did so and stole various item;, tmless there is jurisdiction over both, the
one would be handed over to the local courts and the other tried according to the Law
of England and Wales. It is urmecessary to elaborate on the possible consequences of
such a situation.

'c.

Our jurisdiction over service personnel is broadly the same whether they· are

serving in peace time or during hostilities. There are provisions for a Field General
court martial in time of war which permits the members to dispense with some of the
usual procedures, and some purely military offences are likely only ever to arise in a
conflict situation, but, subject to those qualifications, there is little discernible
difference between peace and war time. We do not, of course, distinguish between
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military and criminal offences as a matter of principle, and therefore there are no
administrative steps that a CO can take, only punitive ones. In our system the powers
of the CO (or his sub-ordinate) are all rated as powers exercisable in a criminal law
jurisdiction Such powers are accordingly clearly defined and circumscribed, but
include the possible use of custody of up to 28 days or 60 days with the permission of
a Higher Authority. There is a list of offences that are triable sununarily, and it is a
closed category.
We find that this means of dealing avoids confusion, assists in maintaining continuity
and enables service personnel to be aware of their duties and rights in all
circwnstances since these do not change significantly whether or not there are current
hostilities.
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2. Under: "III ORGANIZATION OF THE MILITARY JUSTICE SYSTEM"
A

2.

We now have a post Findlay independent court-martial administration

authority. ("CMAO") .This authority is still within the overall chain of command, but
is answerable only to a different organisation to that to which the Prosecuting
Authority and the Reviewing Authority belong. The person holding that office is at
present a retired officer and therefore a civilian. He has the duty to convene the court,
to select the members, noillY us and the Prosecuting Authority of the date, time and
place of trial, (which he arranges with our co-operation), and also to swmnons
witnesses and provide a clerk for the colD1.
The prosecuting function is now performed by a separate and quasi-independent arm
of the Army and RAF legal service officers. The authorities are entitled the Army
Prosecuting Authority and the Air Force prosecuting Authority respectively. A case
starts its life as a police report and goes first to the accused's conmanding officer. If
he decides that the case should or must be tried by court martial he refers it to a
Higher Authority who considers the case. If the HA decides that the case should go
for court martial he refers it to the APA or the AFPA They then take the case over,
and have control of it from then on . They decide whether to prosecute, what charges
to bring, what witnesses to call and have the complete conduct of and responsibility
for the prosecution thereafter.
A

5. Under our new system (since April of 1997) confirmation of the finding and

sentence of a District or General court martial has been abolished. There is, however,
a compulsory "one stop" review of all court martial cases resulting in a conviction
(whether by plea or finding) whether the accused requests it or not. He has the right to
submit a petition against conviction or sentence or both if he wishes. There is no oral
hearing. My office advises the Reviewer on paper, and he decides the review in his
office. The accused is sent a copy of my advice together with the decision of the
reviewer who gives reasons. The reviewer can quash a conviction and can mitigate a
sentence but not impose any penalty more severe than that passed by the court. There
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are tight deadlines for the submission of a petition and for the reviewing authority to
deal with a case, and these deadlines cannot be extended.

The accused has the right to appeal to the ci"ilian appeal court either against sentence
or finding or both if, (like his civilian cOlDlterpart), he is given leave.
C.

2

Requests for witnesses in our system are dealt with by the CMAO 'who has
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the power to warn them to attend or to issue a summons in cases where there is
reluctance to do so. This also applies to expert witnesses.
A CO cannot order detention of an uncharged person for more than 48 hours. After
that time an independent judicial officer (one of our full or part time civilian judge
advocates or a judicial officer specially appointed by myself) decides whether to agree
to a CO's request that custody should continue. There are clearly defined gr01mds
upon which such an application may be based, and the CO cannot go outside them
Likewise if a CO wishes to keep in custody a person who has been charged, he must
put him before a judicial officer as soon as practicable after charging.
. . Applications for custody can be heard by video link, and often are.
There are current proposals that search warrants should be issued by judicial officers.
D. 1. &. 2 Our full time judge advocates are appointed by the Lord Chancellor, (who
appoints all the civilian judges), and not by the MinistIy of Defence. Their work is
exclusively judicial. There are eight full time judges and 13 or 14 part-timers (also all
civilians) upon whom we can call. They are practising advocates with court martial
experience. They all come under my wing as Judge Advocate General. I am a civilian
also and appointed by the Queen. I appoint part time judge advocates and juydicla
officers, who are all civilians.
The conditions of appointment of myself and of the judge advocates are, I believe,
somewhat similar to Federal appointments in the USA There is security of tenure

until retirement age, tmless the post holder misconducts himself: a pension and
various other benefits.
Any vacancies are advertised, and any practitioner with at least five years' experience

may apply, although in practice no-one with less than about ten to twelve years would
be likely to be considered There is a panel of three to interview, a civil servant,
myself and a member of the public. We make a recommendation to the Lord
Chancellor, based on interview, what other judges say about the practitioner, the size
and nature of his practice, and any references that he can provide. The competition is
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reasonably stiff. The current level of pay for ajudge advocate is about S112,000 p.a.
at the current rate ofexchange.
It might be thought that a civilian would not be able to understand the needs, ethos
and environment of the services, but regular contact with serving troops quickly

provides the right ideas and background. Unlike the USA, the officer members of the
court, (three for a DCM, five for a GeM) all take part with the judge advocate in the
sentencing process, so there is plenty of service input at that stage. Additionally, we
offer training to a new recruit which will include some backgrotDld data about the
Army and the RAF.

o

S. Under our legal aid scheme service persons or civilians abroad are entitled to a

civilian lawyer to defend himlher. He/she may have to pay something towards the cost

(a "contribution" it is called), but will have it refimded in the event of a total acquittal.
Such a person can also ask for a service lawyer. Most service persons prefer to have a
civilian lawyer. The work is sufficiently well paid to attract competent advocates.

•
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LA W OFFICE OF JOHN M. ECONOMIDY
204 Crossway Center, 6812 Bandera
San Antonio, Texas 78238
Work: (210) 521-7843; FAX: (210) 520-8002
E-mail: economidy@att.net
November 28, 2000
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Honorable Walter T. Cox, III
Chair
Commission on 50th Anniversary ofUCMJ
iudgecox@earthlink.net
Re: Response to Topics of Cox Commission
Dear Judge Cox:
Attached to this e-mail are my responses to the topics designated by the
Cox Commission on the 50th Anniversary ofthe Uniform Code ofMilitary Justice, along
with some other concerns ofmine.
I regret that I have lacked sufficient time to address aU the topics. I received
notice of the opportunity to respond in mid-November. I am currently representing
defendants in a murder case, a multi-state drug conspiracy (my client is a key witness
for the prosecution in Arizona v. [Sammy "the Bull"] Gravano) and in three general
courts-martial, plus fulfilling family obligations in the Thanksgiving holiday. Due to
those time-consuming activities, I limited my responses to those areas I consider the most
'
important to military justice.
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As a civilian practitioner who devotes a significant part of my law practice to
military law, I certainly appreciate your giving me this opportunity to respond to the Cox
Commission.
Sincerely,
/s/ Transmitted from computer
without signature
6 Atchs
JOHN M. ECONOMIDY
1. Article 32 Investigation
2. Sentencing
3. Death Penalty
4. Composition of Court of Appeals for Armed Forces
5. Appointment of Court-Martial Members by Convening Authority
6. Vitae
P.S. for Judge Cox: My client Major Goldsmith in Clinton v. Goldsmith had his case
heard by the Air Force Board for Correction ofMilitary Records. The BCMR member
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•

MEMORANDUM FOR COX COMMISSION
FROM: JOHN M. ECONOMIDY
SUBJECT: APPOINTMENT OF COURT-MARTIAL MEMBERS BY
CONVENING AUTHORITY

1. The Cox Commission designated the following issue:
No. 10: Should court-martial members be appointed by a jury office rather
than the convening authority?
2. Response: Absolutely not. The military mission is to fight and to win wars.
Maintaining discipline through the military justice system is a responsibility ofthe
convening authority in conducting the overall military mission.
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A convening authority will have access to classified information on deployments
and operations. Ajury office clerk (or even a staffjudge advocate) will not have full
access to such information. The convening authority has far better insight into how best
use scare manpower resources to conduct all military missions. There will be times
when a convening authority can spare his best personnel (e.g. operations officer,
weapons officer, intelligence chief, chief of maintenance) for a court-martial, but the
senior commander needs complete discretion in fulfilling his military manpower needs
consistent with the operational tempo ofthe times.
Article 25, U.C.M.J., requires the convening authority to detail as- members
thereof such members ofthe armed forces as, in his opinion. are best qualified for the
duty by reason ofage, education, training, experience, 'length of service, and judicial
temperament." (Emphasis added.)
My 26 years experience practicing military law confirms that convening
authorities comply with these selection criteria. I have defended criminal defendants in
state courts, federal courts, and military courts-martial. The quality of court-martial
members is vastly superior to jurors in state and federal courts. Military members
are very well educated, react to logic and reason rather than to emotion, and have a strong
sense offairness and judicial temperament. I would rather have my fact-finders come
from the military.
The Article 25 criteria and its proper employment insures that military accused
will receive a fair hearing from the court-martial members appointed by the convening
authority. No change to this statutory appointment procedure is necessary.
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best judge advocates for prosecuting and defending death penalty cases. In San Antonio,
a defense attorney is not appointed to a capital case unless counsel qualifies for the
appointment. First, counsel must have experience in non-capital murder cases. Second,
it certainly helps if the Texas Board ofLegal Specialization certified the counsel
as an expert in the area of criminal law (so many years of experience, passage of a
specialization exam, and having the recommendations ofjudges and adversaries like
prosecutors). Third, the judges selectively place the counsel on a list of
qualified attorneys who can be appointed to capital cases. I believe the TJAGs should
have a similar grooming procedure.
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Third, the military lacks a good experience base on evaluating a case as a capital
case. Several years ago, the staff judge advocate at Brooks Air Force Base decided to
pursue capital murder charges on an average murder case. Retained civilian counsel
lacked military justice experience but consulted me on strategy and tactics. That case
was won by the defense at the Article 32 investigation when it was clear that this
was manslaughter provoked by heat of passion. Members convicted the defendant of
manslaughter, and the defendant got a 10-year sentence. Referral of a .case as capital
should be reserved for those cases truly deserving such a penalty and which can
withstand appeals and habeas actions.
:.- .
3. 12-Member JUly for Peacetime Militmy Capital Cases.
The Sixth Amendment right to a jury does not apply to the military. Ex Parte
Milligan, 4 Wall (71 U.S.) 2, 123 (1866); Ex Parte Quirin, 317U.S. 1,40 (1942); United
States v. Crawford, 15 C.M.A 31, 35 C.M.R 3, 6 (1964); United States v. Kemp, 22
C.M.A 152,46 C.M.R. 152, 154 (1973). Thus, it is inappropriate to loosely use the tenn
"jury".
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A capital case will consume significant time for each member ofthe court-martial
whether the trial is held during war, up-tempo military operations, or peacetime.
Mandating 12 members in a capital case in inconsistent with allowing the convening
authority discretion in manning ofa court-martial. Mandating 12 voting members (with
likely alternate members) in a lengthy trial imposes a significant burden on the military at
any time. There should be no mandatory requirement of 12 members in a capital case.

•
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MEMORANDUM FOR COX COMMISSION
FROM: JOHN M. ECONOMIDY
SUBJECT: DEATH PENALTV
1. The Cox Commission designated the following issues about application of the death
penalty:
No. 22: Should the peacetime military death penalty be abolished?
No. 23: Should ajury of 12 be required for capital cases in peacetime?
2. Retain Militaty Death Penalty in Peacetime. The military should retain
the death penalty for offense that occur in peacetime.
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When I was Chief ofMilitary Justice at HQ Twenty-First Air Force,
The Air Force Judge Advocate General sought input from all general
court-martial legal offices for the forthcoming 1984 revision ofthe
Manual for Courts-Martial. TJAG encouraged recommendations for changes to the
UCMJ. My staffjudge advocate, Colonel Gary Wende~ and I strongly advocated
amending Article 106 to permit the death penalty for peacetime espionage. (Article
106 then permitted the death penalty only for spying during wartime.) Peacetime
espionage puts a nation at risk. Peacetime espionage endangers a nation's people and its
anned forces. Few crimes can be more threatening. Unfortunately, our
recommendations were not heeded. It took the treason ofthe Navy's Walker family to
provoke passage ofArticle 106a and its potential death penalty. This is an area in which
there should be no tolerance in war or peace. See OSI Special Agent David 1. Crawford,
The Betrayal ofNational Defense Secrets by Air Force Traitors (HQ AFOSI Directorate
ofCounterintelligence 1988). The harm inflicted on the United States by the likes of
Aldrich Ames, Christopher Boyce, or Jonathan Pollard or their counterparts in the anned
forces should never be minimized by asserting that the offense occurred in peacetime.
Additionally, I fail to see how an offense is any less onerous because it occurs in
peacetime.
I would like to address several areas regarding capital cases.
First, capital cases differ from other prosecutions mainly by the extended,
individualized voir dire and the magnitude of the maximum sentence. Both areas require
extensive preparation and execution of skills. Other than those two areas, capital cases
are pretty routine, provided counsel has a grasp ofthe forensic and scientific evidence
used to prove such offenses.
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Second, the Judge Advocates General need to prepare and release their

4. Never Use Sentencing Guidelines in the Military. Please spare the military from the
voodoo of the United States Sentencing Guidelines. One cannot adequately incorporate
into military guidelines the concepts of performance reports, awards and decorations,
honor, and service. I apply the federal sentencing guidelines in my federal practice and,
like prosecutors and defense attorneys (and some U.S. District Judges), I find them
difficult to apply, time-consuming, and unequally applied." The average time from
entry to findings to sentencing in San Antonio runs two months. The military should not
have to deal with an ineffective servicemember while someone conducts a sentencing
investigation. The present practice works. Let us not fix what is unbroken.

•

•
I

The November 27,2000 issue of The Texas Lawyer trade newspaper reports that
federal judges in my Western District of Texas departed from the U.S. Sentencing
Guidelines in 24% ofthe cases in FY 1999. The national average for FY 1999 was
35.1%. This is not a ringing endorsement for adapting the U.S. S~ntencing Guidelines to
the military. Texas Lawyer reported that the data came from the U.S. Sentencing
Commission.

•
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MEMORANDUM FOR COX COMMISSION
FROM: JOHN M. ECONOMIDY
SUBJECT: SENTENCING
1. The Cox Commission designated the following issues about sentencing:
No. 14: Should sentencing by members be abolished in all areas, or
should an accused have the option of chosing members on the
merits but military judge alone for sentencing?
No. 15: Should military judges have sentencing power in member cases?
No. 16: Should military judges or members have the power to suspend a sentence?
No. 21: Should the federal sentencing guidelines be applied to courts-martial?
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2. Retain Sentencing Power of Members. A servicemember should always have the right
to be sentenced by a court-martial consisting of members. All wisdom does not dwell
in a military judge. My experience is that judge advocates are too far removed to
appreciate the contribution of soldiers, sailors, airmen, and marines in the front line
combat units. The last thing that should be desired is to let sentencing become
a routine. Members have far more appreciation ofthe gravity ofan offense and the
meritorious contributions of a servicemember than a judge advocate serving as a military
judge. Sentencing by members is an invaluable right of servicemembers.
3. Power of Suspension. I believe that the power of suspension of a sentence should
remain the sole province ofthe convening authority. I have no problem with court
members or military judges making a recommendation to the convening authority for
suspension. That is how the present system works. However, I believe that I convening
authority is in the best position to determine the military needs of his combat command
without having an ineffective member forced upon the commander.
I vividly remember an event when I was Chief ofMilitary Justice at HQ
Twenty-First Air Force. The Commander, Major General Tom Sadler, had just returned
from Pope Air Force Base. He unexpectedly called me into his office and
ordered suspension of a term of confinement on a master sergeant who had been
convicted oflarceny. "It's two weeks before Christmas, and I want him out
to be with his kids. He's one of my best mechanics in the C-130, and suspending
his· sentence will cause him to work twice as hard and let his subordinates
know that we can be fair." The general was right. The NCO thereafter never let down
General Sadler or his unit. That is how the system should work. The general
used the military justice system as an extension of his overall combat mission.

The paramount, first point is that the military justice system must function in
combat. Cuny v. Secretaty of Army, 595 F.2d 873 (D.C. Cir. 1979)(perhaps the best
case reviewing the combat role of the V.C.M.I). While it may be difficult
to appreciate that basic fact, one only has to consider the fast-moving combat
environment in which the court-martial was abated in Wade v. Hunter, 336 U.S. 685
(1949). As a result of the possibility of trial during combat, Article 35, U.C.MJ.,
permits only five days delay from service of charges to a general court-martial. A line
officer may be the only available person to perform an Article 32 investigation in a
fluid combat situation. Transportation resources will be restricted to combat needs, not to
the need to insert a judge advocate. I can certainly foresee a convening authority using a
wounded but recuperating line officer as an Article 32 investigating officer to make best
use oflimited combat resources.
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Second, a line officer's service as an Article 32 investigating officer enhances that
officer's ability to serve as a court-martial member and as a commander. Hard decisions
are the privilege of command, and duty as a 32 investigating officer promotes invaluable
training and experience for the line officer.
4. Defense Recording of Article 32 Investigation. I strongly advocate the right ofthe
defense to record testimony of witnesses at an Article 32 investigation. Such recordmg
can be by a court reporter employed by the defendant, audio recording, or video
recording. On two recent occasions, I have had Article 32 investigating officers
who were full colonel judge advocates put down their pen and never take a note
for summarized testimony during defense cross-examination. The result was that
key defense points never made it to the convening authority and there was no
document to use at trial as a prior inconsistent statement. Complaining in the rebuttal to
the pretrial advice or by motion at trial did not remedy the omission. This was blatant
and deliberate unfairness. The accused can only protect himself or herself by recording
the testimony. The defendant's ability to record the Article 32 investigation should be
permitted even when a court-reporter is present, as the reporter often is quite selective
in summarizing a witness' testimony.
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Such a limitation does not mean that witnesses are deceitful. It just means that witnesses
often lack an experience curve in providing a statement that details significant events.
The limitation is compounded when investigators prepare a statement for the witness to
sign. The Article 32 investigation permits testing of a witnesses' visual and aural
observations and tests their recollections on the witness stand. This procedure
exposes weak or discredited cases that should not advance to referral of charges.
c. Ending Unmeritorious Cases. The Article 32 generally exposes the unmeritorious
case. When a case is exposed as unmeritorious, valuable time and manpower resources
are not wasted on a cOl.lrt-martial. Further, the reputation and integrity of an accused
is preserved by early dismissal of such a case.
Several years after I left the military and became a civilian practitioner, a colonel
came to my office unannounced and asked if I remembered who is was. I did not. He
then explained that court-martial charges had been preferred against him by a vindictive
lover, that I had been the 32 investigating officer, and that I had recommend dismissal of
unmeritorious charges against him at Little Rock Air Force Base. Now years later, he
wanted to stop by and say thanks to the man who saved his military career and his
medical license. He had subsequently been promoted to colonel and was flight surgeon
to a B-IB bomber wing. He later becam.e one ofthe top military researchers in the fight
against AIDS.
d. Article 32 Aids Prosecution. The advantage of an Article 32 also benefits the
prosecution. Specifications can be amended to conform to the proof that comes out
at an Article 32 investigation. More importantly, Article 32 investigations often reveal
other crimes-sometimes even more serious offenses than the charged allegations--that
can be added to the charge sheet. Adding charges at this level avoids piecemeal
prosecution and saves valuable military time and manpower resources.
e. Discovery. It goes without saying that the Article 32 promotes discovery
in a military justice case. Such discovery aids both prosecution and defense.
The prosecution learns the true merit of the case beyond a paper case for
establishing a plea bargain. The defense attorney learns the weaknesses of a defense
and can point to developments at the Article 32 investigation to encourage an
accused to plead guilty or to enter a plea bargain. Few things are more helpful
in this process than for a defense attorney to point to a creditable witness to tell
a client that the witness killed the client and that the client need to cop a plea and a plea
bargain. Having seen and heard the witness, the accused invariably concurs.
3. Retain Option ofNon-lAG Investigators. I have defended Navy and Army clients
where the Article 32 investigating officer was a line officer rather than a judge advocate
(JAG). I strongly believe my client got justice from the line investigating officer
in those cases. I recommend that neither the U.C.M.l. nor the Manual for Courts-Martial
be amended to mandate a judge advocate as the Article 32 investigating officer.
In addition to my experience, my view is supported by the two other points.

MEMORANDUM FOR COX COMMISSION
FROM: JOHN M. ECONOMIDY

•

SUBJECT: ARTICLE 32 INVESTIGATION
1. The Cox Commission designated the following issues about Article 32, U.C.M.J.,
investigations:
No.6: Should the requirement ofan Article 32 investigation be repealed?
No.7: Should Article 32 investigating officers be required to bejudge advocates
or military judges unless precluded by military exigencies?
No.8: Should an accused have a right to record an Article 32 investigation when
the convening authority declines to detail a court reporter?
2. Retain Article 32 Investigation. The Article 32 investigation should be retained.
The Article 32 investigation is one of the most important protections ofa servicemember
in the Unifonn Code of Military Justice. It protects the servicemember by insuring that
he gets the military equivalent to a grand jury and a preliminary hearing. As a civilian
practitioner of military law since 1984, I have had 19 cases disposed offavorably to the
military accused after the Article 32 investigation. That experience alone shows that the
Article 32 is a bulwark in protecting servicemembers from unfounded or excessive
charges. I have clients who have avoided the smear ofa court-martial who went on to
have distinguished careers in either military or civilian life. Several ofthe fonner
subsequently made full colonel or held significant command positions.
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a. Limits ofLaw Enforcement Investigations. Most allegations of military justice
are investigated by military police (Army and Marine military police, Navy shore patrol,
and Air Force security forces) and military investigative forces (Air Force Office of
Special Investigations, Navy Criminal Investigative Division, and Army cm Command).
As legal advisor to the Air Force's SecUrity Police Academy in 1978-81, I introduced
the investigation by the element-of-the-offense method, which the Air Force OSI
subsequently adopted. Still, most investigators are enlisted personnel whose outlook
differs from the judge advocates who must prosecute or defend a case. My observation is
that force reductions have reduced the experien~e level ofinvestigators and judge
advocates in recent years. As a result, the quality ofinvestigations is limited. An Article
32 investigation is needed to expand on the initial investigation, to expose its weaknesses,
and to uncover need information that can disprove or substantiate existing charges, or
lead to new charges.
b. Testing ofWrtnesses. An Article 32 investigation gives the opportunity for
both prosecution and defense attorneys to test the strength ofwitnesses. Witnesses are
not always good historians ofevents and observations when they make initial statements.

•
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who wrote the opinion also had denied Goldsmith's clemency. This was an obvious
conflict of interest. The BCMR. merely adopted the Air Force advisory opinion and did
no independent analysis, conclusions, or recommendations. Goldsmith lacked the funds
to pursue the case in federal court. I already had litigated Goldsmith's case to CAAF, the
Supreme Court of the United States, and AFBCMR. on apro bono basis. I was not going
to do a fourth pro bono trial for Goldsmith.

Written Comments of Walter Donovan BrigGen USMC (Ret.)

2-28-01
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Judge Cox, Admiral Jenkins, Professor Cheh, ladies and gentlemen ofthe Commission:
thank you for your great service to the military justice system. It has been over 15 years
since I retired as the senior judge advocate ofthe u.s. Marine Corps.
Readers may ask: "Who is this guy and why should we heed his comments?"
Fair question. In considering and weighing my comments, insights can be gained from
reviewing my background, listed on the last pages.
In a nutshell, I have defended and pro~ecuted courts-martial in the 1950' s as a line officer
and then in later years as a judge advocate; I have imposed NIP many times during three
tours as a Commanding Officer; have been a SpCM convening authority; was the first
Military Magistrate on Okinawa; served as SJA for a GeM convening authority;.was an
appellate court judge; and, after retirement, prosecuted for 12 years in California and
Idaho.

Commission on the 50th Anniversary of the UCMJ - Comments on Some Topics
I Need For Congressional Review
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A. Not a "complete", but certainly a substantial overhaul. Only parts need change. By

submitting a partial overhaul, the Congress will sense that the proposals are
manageable; something that is legislatively digestible.

n

Jurisdiction

B. The question asks whether commanders would have sole jurisdiction for any and all
crimes by members. Or the question is ambiguous and means that civilian courts
would have sole jurisdiction for all such crimes. Both are non-starters. I support
concurrent jurisdiction by military commanders and local county district attorneys for
off - base crimes; as well as by US attorneys for federal crimes.
C. No. Let us never revisit that "service-corinected" nexus test.
D. No. Heinous crimes can be done with no classic "service connection".
ill Organization ofthe Military Justice System
A. Convening Authority

1. No. I have been in a unit with only one school - trained armorer; in a unit which was
down to only one driver who was authorized to drive a truck canying explosives. As
a commanding officer three times (and a battalion executive officer once), I have
faced daily headaches on the issue of who was available to perfonn "unexpected"
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tasks!! Deployed battalions and larger units, as well as CONUS-based ones, can
compose fair panels for courts. Don't hobble them to administrative poohbahs,
choosing their members for courts, officials who have zero operational responsibility.
2. No. Folks who propose these approaches please refresh your recollection: when the
Founding Fathers crafted Article I, Section 8, Clause 14 of the U.S. Constitution, they
knew what they had in mind. Many had served with a rifle as well as a quill. They
knew that the military demands unique conduct, so must live under unique rules. The
Conunanding Officer decides.
3. No. I have been a charging or "issuing" deputy district attorney with delegated
powers to decide if a case will be filed against a person. In California many crimes
can be charged as either felony or as misdemeanor, depending on the facts and the
defendant's record (or lack thereof). Once charged, even iflater dismissed, the
criminal printout will reflect that charge for years to come. It is a tremendously
important decision, turning on discretionary judgement. (Given this comment, one
can see where proponents would say, for that reason, let charging decisions be made
by experienced lawyers. Yes, that is why our cities and counties have district
attorneys.) But in the anned forces, for the state of discipline, for which the C.O.
always answers and some judge advocate staffer never has to answer, that discretion
must always remain in command hands.
4. Yes.
5. Yes to first; no to second .
B. Article 32 Investigations
1. Yes. Elements ofthe crime(s), identity of person charged, relative gravity of
crime(s), availability ofevidence, and jurisdiction over offender are usual matters
shown at preliminary hearings. Convening authorities will know enough about the
member to decide whether to go either via SpCM or GCM.
2. I favor a full verbatim record, eased however by use of"incorporated by reference"
checklists which will have previously been initialed by the accused and his attorney.
3. On the same evidence? Yes! But with new or varied evidence, no.
4. Where convincing evidence was adequately presented but the hearing officer plainly
erred, the government should be able to take the verbatim record up to a GeM judge
for legal review. This is different from, but similar to, the manner in California where
a defense attorney whose client was held to answer at preliminary hearing can
challenge the adequacy of the evidence by. a motion under Penal Code 995 where a
senior judge, hearing no fresh evidence, simply assesses the contents within the four
comers ofthe record.

c.
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Iurisdiction of Courts-Martial
1. No. No "continuing jurisdiction". This issue is the main reason I respond. It is
intolerable that some staff officer attorney (denominated a military judge) would have
continuing intrusive control over a soldier or sailor once the court is over. The Navy
chief and division officer aboard a destroyer have enough problems and demands
without getting the word that a 'judge has ordered" that Seaman Doe must take x

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

hours of anger management by y date and mayor may not have to appear ashore in
building #123 to show cause re: contempt, etc. Or, perish the thought, ordering a
C.O. to appear and explain to the judge why the sailor was not released to attend the
session! Squadron, ship or battalion commanders having to"explain" to some judge
advocate judge why a condition of probation, ordered by the judge, was not carried
out? Our nation's adversaries would salivate at the notion. According such powers to
military judges would increase their self esteem; it would feed their pride; but it
would erode military readiness and derogate the commander's authority and esteem!
Get over it. No continuing jurisdiction. (This does not mean that judges can not be
accorded other helpful powers; see 2 below).
Yes, most, ifnot all, of these matters can be responsibly handled by judges. It can be
done by investing various powers, without creating "continuing jurisdiction".
No.
Yes to the first; no to the second.
Yes I support the increase in number ofcourt members; this should increase public,
and specifically Congressional, confidence.
.
Yes. Capital cases are so rare and the stakes so high that I support 12 members.
Even in war time, there will likely be adequate numbers of recovering wounded and
backup staff personnel to handle it.

D. Military Judges, Trial and Defense Counsel
1. Nominated by service chiefs, actually appointed by the JAG's.
2. No.
3. No; no.
4. By the JAG's who would act on reports or recommendations ofSJA's, and other trial
or appellate court judges.
5. Yes.
6. Yes.
7. This question is vague; by word "supervisors" who is meant? Senior judges and JAG
authorities should rate judges, with input by appellate court judges. They need fitness
reports.
8. Yes as to GCMjudges. I do not support SpCMjudges doing so; where needed they
can refer the matter to a GeM judge. Be aware that some State Bars ask applicants
whether an attorney admitted elsewhere has ever been even cited. quite apart from
whether contempt was found or discipline was imposed. So be very cautious here. In
some 12 years ofcivilian practice I witnessed some 5 or 6 defense attorneys warned
on the record ofa likely contempt. (Usually the judge would mention that "we will
address this at the end ofthese proceedings"). Yet after reflection, except for two
cases, they later decided on an informal admonition; i.e. one that was not "contempt"
and therefore did not require a report to the State Bar office.
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9. By statute? No. Should something be tried by service regulation and monitored for
effectiveness or unforeseen problems ? Maybe.
IV Crimes and Offenses
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B. Yes. I defended two rape by stranger GeM's while on active duty in 1975 and later
prosecuted four or five rapes in state courts. The latter wefe a mix of prior boyfriend

and strangers. It is a distinction with a difference.
F. Yes
G. No. Many vehicle homicides are of simple negligence: inattention, moderate

speeding, staring at some distraction while driving are a few examples. Surely many
are killed or injured by gross negligence with or without alcohol impairment, but
some also by simple negligence. Severe damage to delicate instruments in rainy
weather can occur through sin; if there is no wrong in sin, do we create difficulties in
trying to prove "dereliction ofduty"?
H. Yes.
K. No. This is not civilian life! This is an armed force which obeys, crisply, instantly,

and even when the orders are not oftheir personal preference. Read again Art. I,
Section 8, clause 14.
V.

•

Sentencing and Punishment

A No. Some especially heinous crimes are committed in "peacetime"; if this is tweaked,
pre-trial defense motions on proving up a Congressional declaration ofwar will
consume reams of paper.
B. Only if the government also waives jury.
C. No.
D. No. The gravity ofan offense can vary widely from service to service and even within
the same service depending ofthe facts. I offer one example: making a,false report. A
junior cook who willingly and knowingly makes a false report to the mess sergeant as
to the pounds ofbeefavailable in the messhall freezer does wrong and causes that
unit problems. He might be officially punished. A submarine crewman, however,
who similarly reports false valve settings just before submergence has likely done
something dramatically more grave. I urge a big caveat as to "sentencing guidelines".
E. Yes.
G. Yes, modified (close to abolition). With e-mail and satellite phones, mitigation can

be easily presented.
H. Some expansion can be done in this area, but under the C.O., not under any
"continuing jurisdiction" judge.
1. No. No "probationary" sentences with "conditions" imposed by judges.
J. No. This is at the core ofmany ofthe comments submitted to the Commission.
Proponents please adjust your perspective: the military justice system ideally is one
which best supports combat readiness to deter, capture or kill an enemy while living
within the U.S. Constitution. The military justice system must not be melted and
reforged into a twin ofcivilian life, with merely tolerated military overtones.
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N. Yes for expungement. I acted for the state on over 100 post- conviction expungement
motions during 1992-96. California Penal Code 1203.4 provides for it and it is a

healthy public policy measure. Now one asks: how can he support expungement yet
oppose continuing jurisdiction for judges who will set aside the convictions and grant
the expungements? Easy; it will be the SJA and the commander who will do that. The
e.O. will know if the member has been law abiding, etc. We can provide this relief
measure and do it without having any memos or phonecalls to First Sergeants saying
that Judge X wants to see Pvt Doe, etc.
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VI Evidence
A. Yes, except where the trait is in issue, e.g. honesty in a forgery case.
B. No. We all know the recent case ofthe FBI agent accused of spying. This has raised
attention to CIA and other agencies' use of polygraph tests. Many states, however,
and this commentator do not have enough confidence in the ·procedure or in the
polygraphers to support the proposal.
C. Yes. Allowing for guilty pleas where the defendant reserves a claim of partial or full
innocence is a very valuable mechanism. Characteristically he admits to one or more
ofthe counts with a knowing, voluntary, intelligent, counseled waiver. He states that
he does so because, after consulting with his attorney, he knows that the government
has convincing evidence which could nail him with much heavier prison exposure.
He articulates that he is therefore doing himself a tactical favor by pleading out for
lesser exposure. I would never have taken this view in the 1970' s. But in subsequent
years, I have had many juveniles and many adults who were charged with serious
crimes. They had obviously lied to their parents or wives to avoid breaking their
mothers' / wives' hearts. They simply could not then admit the truth by pleading out
in open court. So they embrace the useful charade ofthe contrived plea.

vn
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Trial Process

A. Yes
B. Yes
E. Yes
VITI Appeals
EYes
G No~ mandate his filing notice of appeal.

1.

Does every judge on the 9th Circuit so certify? Ifyes, yes. Ifno, no.

K Yes
N. Yes
O. No

•

•

IX Article 15 Punishment
A.

1. Yes
2. No. An Art. 138 complaint is onerous and laborious. The IG is not best fitted to

handle this. Maintain the NJP appeal drill.
3. No, no, no. I have decided who is and who is not promoted to lance corporal, to
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corporal, to sergeant. When SecDefMcNamara "helped" us with "proficiency pay" in
1961 many ofus had occasion to decide who got extra money for a calendar quarter.
Other decisions are made as to who attends service schools. In all these matters one
needs to consider all known conduct. Service chiefs have rigorous criteria for
recruiter duty, for embassy duty, for overseas advisor duty. If a service chief
announces" no NJP's within a year" among the criteria, then the process should not
be obstructed by some civilian- inspired personnel practice. If at court sentencing, a
member claims no NJP's, why is justice blinded by foreclosing prosecutorial
evidence ofNJP's as to another who has some marks on his record? In 1971, I was in
San Diego municipal court because two ofmy Marines were before a judge for off
base drunken vandalism. He asked me about them and I spoke freely. The wording of
this proposal would bar revelation of, e.g. one NJP as to one ofthem but clean slate as
to the other. Nonsense.
4. This proposal has great merit but requires extended brainstonning.
B No.
C Yes
D. No. I was CO ofthe Marine Detachment at sea for 2 years on the USS Hornet and
also cruised, slowly, on an LST steaming round trip Hawaii - California with
extensive "water hours" imposed. Very special powers must be availab!e to command
attention and to prompt special conduct from the crew and embarked personnel.
X Summary Courts-Martial
A. No, no.

XI Post Conviction Remedies

A. No
C. No. Aside from the maze of the Federal Sentencing Guidelines, we don't want our
judge advocates under the thumb ofa federal nlagistrate or an all poweIfuI federal district
judge. The filing rules are substantial, and varying federal "local rules" are challenging.
D Yes, no
XII Miscellaneous
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A. No
B. Yes

C. No; there are identifiable mindsets. Hypothesize a search and seizure scenario and

D.
E.
F.
G.

then ask participants what is "reasonable". After hearing their replies, one could
almost pass out liberal / conservative tags.
No, although some "goals" are in order. If one was too demanding in selection
criteria, finding replacements could become very challenging.
Yes
No. Returning to civilian life would be complicated if an attorney had dropped State
Bar membership for membership in the military bar. Members would inevitably
maintain both memberships and then rightly complain ofmilitary duplication.
No. One DACOWITS is enough.

•

K No

----------- ----- - - Background - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
1998 - 1999 .Deputy prosecuting attorney Ada County (Boise) Idaho; presented several
grand juries, over 100 felony pre~ary hearings; made numerous felony dispositions.
1985 - 1996 Deputy district attorney San Diego County; 90 jury trials to verdict; 125
felony preliminary hearings; decided to file or reject thousands of police / sheriff cases
as a charging deputy; reviewed 200 search warrants and over 300 arrest warrants; dozens
ofjuvenile court cases; acted for office on hundreds of defense felony motions: suppress
evidence, sever defendants, sever counts, vacate pleas, strike prior convictions.
1983 - 1985 Director Judge Advocate Division, Headquarters USMC; supervised legal
matters in Corps; advised CMC.
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1981 - 1983 Staff Judge Advocate, 1st Marine Division and I Marine Amphibious Force;
reviewed and advised on: courts-martial, administrative discharges and NJP appeals.
1979 - 1981 Associate judge, Navy-Marine Corps Court ofMilitary Review; read and
acted on 1,600 records ofcourts-martial.
1977 - 1979 Deputy Ass't JAG for Investigations: reviewed over 6,000 reports of non
natural deaths, disabling injuries, aircraft crashes, explosions, fires, suicides (including
suicide gestures and attempts).
1975 - 1976 First Military ~strate on Okinawa, implemented Gerstein v. Pugh,
while serving as deputy SJA, 3 Marine Division.
1974 - 1975 Chief defense counsel, 1Sl Marine Division; was DC in two separate GCM
for rape / kidnap where capital exposure was reduced by GeM C.A. to life exposure;
trial DC in many special and general courts-martial.
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..

1970 - 1973 Commanding Officer, Marine Barracks, North Island, San Diego; SpCM
convening authority and NJP powers. Associated with Congressional field investigation
of violence on board USS Kitty Hawk.
1969

Executive Officer, 5th AmTrac Bn; one of many who were adapting to the
Military Justice Act of 1968 which went into effect on 1Aug69. Commenced
night law school.

1968
1967

G-3 ofBrigade in combat, RVN
S-3 "Bn.
""
"

1966

Commanding Officer, H&S Company, OCS, Quantico with NJP powers.

1962 - 1964 Commanding Officer, Marine Det. USS Hornet (CVS-12)
1957 - 1962 At Special Courts-Martial (under MCM, 1951) I prosecuted 15 cases,
defended 12 cases, sat as a member in 6 cases; sat as GCM member twice.
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Walter J. Donovan Jr.
Brigadier General USMC (Ret.)
California State Bar # 59311 Idaho State Bar # 5731
waltusmcda@aol.com

The Emergence of the Canadian UCMJ- MG Pitzel
The Canadian military justice system was redesigned with components and influences from other countries
following the immense publicity surrounding the death of a young Somali boy at the hands of Canada's elite
airborne soldiers. Investigation of this case focused on how the unit was selected for the mission but also how the
unit involved had become so ill disciplined. Some other key issues: why were the police not called earlier, what was
discipline of unit before deployment which likely led to conduct on date in question? The investigation led back to
the court martial system because commanders felt that their ability to enforce discipline was hampered by poor faith
in the archaic court martial system.
In response to these findings the Canadian government did not want to take power from commanders but
mandated that commanders remain responsible for maintaining unit discipline. Also, the revisions to the old system
recommended changes to enhance fairness of the investigation and prosecution areas and increasing judicial
independence. From this self-evaluation and introspection the Canadian government created a totally new military
justice system to facilitate the development of its armed forces into the new millennium.
Major changes:
The most significant change was the creation of a national office of independent military prosecutions which
works under the general supervisory jurisdiction of the Canadian TJAG. A national investigative service was
created, similar to the Military Police, which can lay charges for crimes. A major development is the modernization
of the "Code of Service Discipline," to make it closer to the civilian legal counterpart. The new UCMJ provides for
enhanced jurisdiction in Canada and on overseas deployments. There is now a right to judicial review of pretrial
custody. Commanders can dismiss charges but they have an obligation to obtain legal advice before deciding
whether or not to make the criminal charge.
Changes in the summary trial system penalties include streamlined procedures, a maximum of30 days confmement,
and the right to review if convicted at summary trial. At courts martial, the court administrator selects the panel via
random selection of officers through 10 legal criteria and a computer provides a list of 5 members and 2 alternate
members. Warrant and Noncommissioned officers can now be panel members. The random panel composition
allows for trial advocacy and facts to be the key factors and not military preference. A random, fair panel will take
their time in deliberating because of their varied experiences. Thus, there is no need for a strictly naval panel in a
sailors case because the panel members are all dedicated military personnel who want to do good in this special
capacity on the panel.
The unique aspect of special courts is that the judge imposes sentence because historically panels have been
unsatisfactory and not imposing sentences that are adequate to the circumstances to maintain discipline. Also,
keeping a jury for sentencing is expensive. Sentencing is not really a military issue on the big cases like drugs, so
that is the reasoning behind judicial detennination of the sentence.
There is also enhanced judicial independence by creation of fixed tenns of appointment, and financial
security because an outside committee handles funding and raises for judges and also handles the next fixed tenn of
the judges. In essence, judicial appointment renewal is automatic. Canadian federal codes regulate military judge's
for violations ofjudicial misconduct.
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2. Immediate consequences ofrefonn:
The institutional separation of key actors in the military justice system (Minister of Defense, JAO, military
judges, etc ... ) and a clarification of their roles have directly contributed to the popularity of the new system. While
the system is working so far, the Canadian government will continue to have oversight on the process. The TJAG
will submit an annual report that must be reviewed by committees of the senate and house. TJAG must also report
to the Minister of National Defense MND and report must be tabled before Parliament, currently that report is on the
Canadian JAG website (http://www.dnd.ca/jag).
3. Trial statistics (see below):
The old system was modeled on the British system of military justice and the chain of command had
difficulty with the system and so they were not using it. The military began an alternative means of enforcing
discipline, which did not preserve the integrity of the force. With the new revisions the increase in trials is due in
part t~ a familiarity and training on the new system. Commanders have found the confinement to barracks very
effectIve because the Canadian military is too small to carry large numbers of individuals incarcerated and the force
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is too sophisticated to waste time and money on bad soldiers. The detention sentence is a harsh "re-basic training"
environment with high levels of direct physical control of the soldier.
There has been a shift in policy on imprisonment towards immediate release once the paperwork is done we
process them for civilian society rather than maintain them in the military prison. The prison program is for 30-60
90 days, then the soldier is released from service. Anything longer in sentence goes to federal prison system but the
parole system usually releases them because the sailor/soldier serving a sentence is not the same as the civilian
sector hardened criminal. Lastly, if removed from service the individual is not held pending appeal, so that the
individual will be cleared and then wait pending appeal results for reentry or other resolution, In fact, the first
military case to ever be appealed to the Canadian Supreme Court is now underway and the individual will have a
military lawyer throughout the appeals process.
Other comments on the imprisonment policy are that the modem military mission too complex to deal with
bad apples. Each person is vital to success, when one person is not working then they are a threat to mission
accomplishment. The judges will look at the circumstances of the individual's case as well career, etc in making
sentence detenninations.
A force twice the current size should support the rapid OPTEMPO of the modem military thus
commanders do not have time to deal with discipline problems. There is a need to keep the summary trial system to
allow commanders to impose discipline, but the major criminal issues must be given up to the military law experts
to get rid of the person through the military justice system. While US policy appears to be discipline individuals
and keep them because it may be hard to come by good recruits, the Canadian society is too small to handle this
approach.
4.

Other items of interest taken from the Canadian JAG website.

Statement of Defence Ethics
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The Canadian Forces and the Department of National Defence have a special responsibility for the
defence of Canada. This responsibility is fulfilled through a commitment by the department and its
employees, the Canadian Forces and its members to the following ethical principles and obligations:
PRINCIPLES

Respect the dignity of all persons
Serve Canada before self
Obey and support lawful authority
OBLIGATIONS
INTEGRITY
We give precedence to ethical prinCiples and obligations in our decisions and actions. We
respect all ethical obligations deriving from applic<=l!::lle laws and regulations. We do not
condone unethical conduct.
LOYALTY
We fulfil our commitments in a manner that best serves Canada, DND and the CF.
COURAGE
We face challenges, whether phYSical or moral, with determination and strength of character.
HONESTY
We are truthful in our decisions and actions. We use resources appropriately and in the best
interests of the Defence mission.
FAIRNESS
We are just and equitable in our decisions and actions.
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RESPONSIBILITY
We perform our tasks with competence, diligence and dedication. We are accountable for

and accept the consequences of our decisions and actions. We place the welfare of others
ahead of our personal interests.

5. The Canadian Military Justice System
The statutory basis for the Canadian system of military justice is set out in the National Defence Act
(Parts IV to IX.1) and is known as the Code of Service Discipline. The Code
• sets out who is subject to the military justice system
• establishes military offences such as striking a superior, disobedience of a lawful command and
absence without leave
.
•
incorporates all offences under the Criminal Code, other federal statutes, and foreign laws
• establishes service tribunals for the trial of service offences - the summary trial and the court
martial
• establishes a process for the review of findings and sentence after tria/.
The military justice system is designed to promote discipline, efficiency, high morale and justice in the
forces. As Chief Justice Lamer of the Supreme Court of Canada explained in R. v. Genereux in 1992:
"The purpose of a separate system of military tribunals is to allow the Armed Forces to deal with
matters that pertain directly to the diSCipline, efficiency and morale of the military. The safety and
well-being of Canadians depends considerably on the willingness and readiness of a force of men
and women to defend against threats to the nation's security. To maintain the Armed Forces in a
state of readiness, the military must be in a position to enforce internal discipline effectively and
efficiently. Breaches of military diSCipline must be dealt with speedily and, frequently, punished
more severely than would be the case if a civilian engaged in such conduct. As a result, the
military has its own Code of Service Discipline to allow it to meet its particular disciplinary needs.
In addition, special service tribunals, rather than the ordinary courts, have been given jurisdiction
to punish breaches of the Code of Service DiSCipline. Recourse to the ordinary criminal courts
WOUld, as a general rule, be inadequate to serve the particular disciplinary needs of the military.
There is thus a need for separate tribunals to enforce special disciplinary standards in the
military."
While a separate system of military justice is required to deal expeditiously, deCisively and fairly with
service offences, it is essential that the system respond to the requirements of the Canadian Charter of
Rights and Freedoms and meet the expectations of Canadians. Unfortunately, military justice has been
criticized in recent years and a number of incidents have highlighted deficiencies in the Code of Service
Discipline. These deficiencies call into question the capacity of the Code of Service Discipline to promote
discipline, efficiency, high morale and justice in the Canadian Forces.
In the last two years there were two special reports and one major inquiry that dealt with, among other
things, issues of military justice in the Canadian Forces.
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Dickson Special Advisory Group
The Special AdviSOry Group on Military Justice and Military Police Investigation Services was chaired by
the Right Honourable Brian Dickson, former Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Canada. The Special
Advisory Group was given a mandate to assess the Code of Service DiSCipline in light of its underlying
purpose and the requirement for portable service tribunals capable, with prompt but fair processes, of
operating in time of conflict or peace, in Canada or abroad.
The report of the Special AdviSOry Group was submitted on March 14,1997.

Somalia Commission of Inquiry
A Commission of Inquiry, chaired by the Honourable Justice Gilles Letourneau, was established to inquire
into and report on the chain of command system, leadership within the chain of command, discipline,
operations, actions and decisions of the Canadian Forces and the actions and decisions of the
Department of National Defence in respect of the Canadian Forces deployment to Somalia.
The Commission of Inquiry submitted its report to the Government on June 3D, 1997.

The Second Dickson Report
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The Special Advisory Group prepared a second report, in response to a request by the former Minister of
National Defence, on the quasi-judicial roles of the Minister under the Code of Service Discipline.
This second report was submitted to the Government on July 25, 1997.

Responding to the Need for Change
The Special Advisory Group concluded in its first report that there was a clear need to retain a separate
and distinct military justice system, workable in peace or conflict, in Canada or abroad. However, it
recommended comprehensive changes touching all aspects of military justice and military police
investigative services.
The need for changes to the military justice system and to military police investigation services in the
Canadian Forces had been recognized by the Department and the Canadian Forces. The review by the
Special Advisory Group complemented and supported ongoing internal reform.
In its report on the Minister's quasi-judicial roles, the Special Advisory Group recommended that the
Minister be divested of the majority of these roles to better avoid potential conflicts of interest between
these roles and the Minister's executive duties and powers.
.
Although more critical in tone than the Special Advisory Group Report, the Somalia Commission Report
recommendations substantially track those of the Special Advisory Group in most areas related to military
justice.
In response to recommendations from the Special Advisory Group and the Somalia Commission of
Inquiry, the government has introduced amendments to the National Defence Act aimed at modernizing
and strengthening the military justice system.
The proposed amendments involve a wide variety of specific changes that would strengthen the
Canadian Forces as a vital national institution and more closely align the military justice system with
current Canadian values and legal standards, while preserving those characteristics of the system
required to satisfy the unique requirements of the Canadian Forces.

Amendment Highlights
• The amendments to the National Defence Act would modernize the Code of Service Discipline
and would promote integrity and fairness within the military justice system by
• clarifying the roles and responsibilities of its various actors
• clearly separating, on an institutional basis, the system's investigative, prosecutorial, defence and
judicial functions
•
completing summary trial reform
• strengthening oversight and review
• eliminating the death penalty.
Key Actors in the Military Justice System
Minister of National Defence
The Minister of National Defence has a variety of discretionary oversight duties ~ilder the National
Defence Act.. For example, the Minister may suspend a period of detention or imprisonment awarded at a
service tribunal.
Eliminating the Minister's quasi-judicial roles in respect of individual cases would remove the Minister
from the routine administration of the Code of Service Discipline and therefore permit the Minister to focus
on other duties. The Minister would still retain overall responsibility for the military justice system.
Amendments to the National Defence Act would eliminate or transfer the discretionary oversight duties of
the Minister of National Defence in relation to the following areas:
• appOinting superior commanders for summary trials
•
convening General and Disciplinary Courts Martial
•
approving the punishment of dismissal and dismissal with disgrace for officers
• deciding whether to dispense with a new trial ordered by the Court Martial Appeal Court
•
suspending detention or imprisonment
•
making final decisions in the grievance process.
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Judge Advocate General

The requirement for specialized legal advice in the area of military law is of utmost importance to the
Department of National Defence and to the operational effectiveness of the Canadian Forces. The Judge
Advocate General (JAG) has, since 1911, acted as legal advisor to the Governor General, the Minister of
National Defence, the Department and the Canadian Forces. Legal officers in the Office of the JAG give
advice in respect of the investigation and charging of service offences, as well as serve as prosecutor and
defence counsel before courts martial.
While the requirement for military legal advice is well established, there remains uncertainty and
misconception about the duties and responsibilities of the JAG to provide such advice. Setting out these
duties and responsibilities in the National Defence Act would clarify the roles of the Office and strengthen
its institutional independence.
Amendments to the National Defence Act would
•
set out the qualifications for apPOintment to the position of Judge Advocate General
•
describe the principal duties of the Judge Advocate General, namely, to
•
act as legal adviser to the Governor General, the Minister of National Defence, the
Department of National Defence and the Canadian Forces in matters relating to military
law
•
superintend the administration of military justice in the Canadian Forces by conducting
regular reviews of the administration of military justice.

Director of Military Prosecutions
Under the current National Defence Act and the Queen's Regulations and Orders for the Canadian
Forces, the prosecutor for a court martial is appOinted by the senior military authority who convenes the
court martial. Thc:d authority decides the type of court martial to hear the case. The military prosecutor is
the direct agent of the senior military authority who convenes a court martial and has no independent
authority to amend charges or to proceed or not proceed to trial.
Enhancing the separation between the prosecution function at courts martial and the chain of command
would provide greater assurance that prosecution decisions would be made free from external influences
and that the potential for conflicts of interest would be reduced.
Amendments to the National Defence Act would
•
authorize the Minister of National Defence to appoint a Director of Military Prosecutions for a term
not exceeding four years
•
make the Director responsible for the conduct of all prosecutions at courts martial
•
authorize the Judge Advocate General to provide both general and case-specific instructions in
writing to the Director and require the Minister to be informed of such instructions.
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•

Military Judges
To enhance the institutional independence of military judges, amendments would be made to the National
Defence Act that relate to the appOintment, terms and functions of military judges, including the Chief
Military Judge. These changes largely reflect rules that are already in place in regulations.
Amendments to the National Defence Act would
~.
• authorize the Governor in Council to appoint military judges and to designate a Chief Military
Judge to be responsible for assigning military judges to courts martial
•
provide for a fixed term for military judges and security of tenure
•
provide that the role of military judges is to preside at courts martial and to perform other judicial
duties under the Act.
To further enhance the independence of the military judges, the Office of the Chief Military Judge has
been established as a separate unit. Military judges are not responsible to the chain of command for the
performance of judicial duties.

Court Martial Administrator
At present members of court martial panels are apPOinted by the Chief Military Judge. This administrative
duty may be seen to conflict with the judicial duties of the Chief Military Judge.
Amendments to the National Defence Act would provide for the appOintment of a Court Martial
Administrator who would be responsible for
• convening courts martial

•

•
•

appointing the members of court martial panels
performing other administrative functions associated with the convening of courts martial.

Defence Counsel Services
Legal advice may be sought by a person arrested or detained under the Code of Service Discipline. If a
court martial is convened, the accused may request legal representation by military defence counsel.
Enhancing the separation between military defence counsel and the other actors in the military justice
system would provide greater assurance that persons subject to the Code of Service Discipline receive
independent legal advice.
Amendments to the National Defence Act would
•
authorize the Minister of National Defence to appoint a Director of Defence Counsel Services for
a term not exceeding four years
•
make the Director responsible for the supervision of legal services provided to persons in
proceedings under the Code of Service Discipline
•
authorize the Judge Advocate General to provide general directions in writing to the Director.

Service .Tribunals
There are two types of service tribunals that try military offences -

summary trials and courts martial.

Summary Trials
Summary trials are service tribunals conducted primarily by commanding officers or their delegates. They
have been designed to deal with minor service offences where the possible punishments are not too
severe. The object is to deal with the alleged offences quickly, within the unit, and to return the member to
the unit as soon as possible, thereby promoting and maintaining unit disCipline and operational
effectiveness.
Over 90% of all disciplinary proceedings are dealt with by summary trial.
Summary trials provide fewer procedural protections than courts martial. Reform is directed at
modernizing the summary trial process, strengthening compliance with the Canadian Charter of Rights
and Freedoms, and enhancing procedural fairness while maintaining its essential summary character.
The two most severe punishments that a commanding officer presiding at a summary trial may currently
impose are detention (a form of incarceration) for a period not exceeding 90 days and reduction in rank
from sergeant to private (a reduction of two ranks). The punishment of detention includes the
accompanying punishment of reduction to the rank of private and forfeiture of pay. A decision to impose
either punishment must be approved in most cases by a senior officer outside the unit. These
punishments are considered to be too severe given that a summary trial is designed to deal only with the
more minor service offences.
Amendments to the National Defence Act would
•
reduce the maximum period of detention that may be awarded at a summary trial from 90 to 30
days
•
limit the power to reduce at, accused's rank to one rank below the rank held before the summary
trial.
To complement these changes to the National Defence Act, amendments to the Queen's Regulations and
Orders for the Canadian Forces will
•
restrict the offence jurisdiction of summary trials to those offences, including a small number of
criminal offences, that are more minor in nature
•
ensure that an accused person would
• have the right to elect trial by court martial in all but the most minor cases where there is
no possibility that penal consequences will be awarded
• receive a/l information in respect of a charge before trial and, where there is an election,
before making the elec;tion
•
ensure that an accused has access to legal counsel when deciding whether to elect summary trial
or a court martial
•
provide that members sentenced to detention would be paid at a private'~ rate of pay during the
period of detention
.

•

restore pay and rank on completion of a sentence of detention, unless reduction in rank was also
awarded as a punishment at the summary trial.
In addition, commanding officers would receive more comprehensive training to carry out their military
justice duties and responsibilities, including formal certification to conduct summary trials.
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Courts Martial
The court martial is designed to deal with more serious offences and is conducted in accordance with
rules similar to those at a civilian criminal court.
Functions of the Presiding Judge. General and DisCiplinary Courts Martial are composed of a
judge advocate who officiates and a panel of officers. The panel of officers is roughly analogous
to a jury. The National Defence Act authorizes the President of a court martial panel, who is not
legally trained, to make certain decisions that in Canadian criminal practice would be judicial
decisions. The President and other officers on the court martial panel also determine the
sentence. While these officers bring military experience to the military justice process, and also
provide the input of the military. community responsible for disCipline and military efficiency, the
members are not trained to determine sentences. Submissions by counsel and instructions from
the judge advocate may not compensate for the deficiencies in experience and qualifications.
Panels also do not give reasons for awarding a particular sentence.
Amendments to the National Defence Act would
•

eliminate the position of "Presidenf' of court martial panels

•

authorize the military judge presiding at a General Court Martial or Disciplinary Court
Martial, rather than the President, to make decisions of a legal nature

•

provide that the military judge presiding at a General or Disciplinary Court Martial, rather
than the members of the court martial, determines the sentence.

Membership of Court Martial Panels. Currently, only officers can sit as members of General and
Disciplinary Courts Martial panels. Senior non-commissioned members have exp~rience and
leadership responsibilities that can bring an important dimension to court martial panels and
better reflect the spectrum of individuals responsible for the maintenance of discipline and
morale.

•

Amendments to the National Defence Act would permit a non-commissioned member of the rank
of warrant officer or above to serve as a member of a Disciplinary Court Martial or General Court
Martial when the accused is a non-commissioned member
Sexual Assault. Sexu:;:. assaults committed in Canada by persons subject to the COdE:~f Service
DisCipline may only be tried by civilian courts and not by service tribunals. This lack of jurisdiction
to try sexual assault cases committed in Canada results in an inability to deal promptly with
offences that undermine morale and unit cohesion, lessen mutual trust and respect, and
ultimately impair military efficiency. The Canadian Forces presently has jurisdiction to try the vast
majority of other federal offences.
Amendments to the National Defence Act would permit a court martial to try sexual assault
committed in or outside Canada by persons subject to the Code of Service DisCipline.
Detention. The National Defence Act currently authorizes the imposition of a maximum period of
two years of detention. In light of the rehabilitative nature of the punishment, this two year
maximum period is considered to be excessive, particularly where the alternative punishment of
imprisonment is available at all types of court martial.
Amendments to the National Defence Act would reduce the maximum period of detention that
may be awarded by a court martial from two years to ninety days.

•

•

Fines. The National Defence Act limits the amount of a fine that may be imposed by a court
martial on a member of the Canadian Forces to three months basic pay and on a civilian subject
to the Code of Service Discipline to $500. These maximums are inadequate for many first time
offenders and do not leave the court with flexibility to deal with repeat offenders. Removal of the
limits on the amount of a fine that can be imposed on either a Canadian Forces member or a
civilian subject to Code of Service Discipline would provide greater sentencing flexibility and allow
court martial fines to be brought in line with Criminal Code fines.
Amendments to the National Defence Act would remove the monetary limit on fines that may be
imposed.
Limitation Period
The three-year limitation period on the prosecution of service offences under the National Defence Act
can operate to frustrate disciplinary action in respect of service offences that are either not reported or
disclosed within this period, or are complex and lengthy to investigate. The three-year limitation period
would be repealed. However, a one-year limitation period would be appropriate for offences intended to
be dealt with by summary trial proceedings, because summary trials are deSigned to deliver prompt but
fair justice.
Amendments to the National Defence Act would
• remove the three-year limitation period in respect of service offences
• permit accused to have the benefit of any applicable civilian limitation periods where a civil
offence is incorporated into the Code of Service Discipline
• impose a one-year limitation period for offences dealt with by summary trial.

•

•

Included Punishments
The National Defence Act provides for mandatory included punishments in certain cases. For example,
where a non-commissioned member is given a term of imprisonment, the Act deems that a punishment of
loss of rank is included as an additional sentence.
These included punishments can give rise to an injustice because they are arbitrary and apply without
exception when the primary punishment is awarded.
Amendments to the National Defence Act would
• if a non-commissioned member above the rank of private is sentenced to detention, deem that
person to be reduced to the rank of private for the period of detention only
,
• change other mandatory included punishments to discretionary accompanying punishments.
The regulations would provide that a non-commissioned member sentenced to detention be paid as a
private for the period of the detention. Officers and non-commissioned members sentenced to
imprisonment would not be paid.

Investigation and Charging
The current investigation and charging process lack~ transparency and gives broad discretion to a
commanding officer to make final decisions concerning not only minor offences but also serious and
sensitive offences that implicate interests4.vell b,.yond his or her individual unit.
In addition to a more independent role for the prosecutor, a number of changes to the legislative,
regulatory and administrative provisions dealing with the investigation and charging of service offences
would increase openness and impose better structure on the exercise of individual discretion, while
retaining the valuable and essential participation of the chain of command.
Amendments to the National Defence Act would
• remove from commanding officers the power to dismiss charges
• require that a charge that is beyond the jurisdiction of commanding officers be referred to the
Director of Military Prosecutions
• permit a charge to be referred to the Director of Military Prosecutions if a commanding officer
decides not to proceed with the charge
• assign to the Director of Military Prosecutions the responsibility for
• determining the charges to be tried by court martial
•
determining the type of court martial
•
conducting all prosecutions at courts martial.

Amendments to the Queen's Regulations and Orders for the Canadian Forces and administrative policies
will
• establish a National Investigation Service (NIS), a specialized military police unit outside of the
operational chain of command reporting directly to the Vice Chief of the Defence Staff through the
Canadian Forces Provost Marshal
• assign to the NIS the primary responsibility to investigate all serious and sensitive offences
• require commanding officers to report all serious and sensitive service offences to the newly
established NIS
• authorize investigators of the NIS to lay charges arising from their investigations, subject to the
approval of the Director of Military Prosecutions
• require commanding officers to consult legal advisers in making investigation and charging
decisions in respect of serious offences and to state reasons in writing where that advice is not
accepted.

•

Strengthening Oversight and Review Functions
In order to ensure that the military justice system is fair and meets the expectations of those who are
subjected to it, oversight and review mechanisms must be in place to ensure day-to-day decisions are
effectively monitored and are capable of being reassessed.
Grievances
While court martial decisions may be appealed to a panel of civilian judges in the Court Martial Appeal
Court, the internal grievance system is presently the only internal review mechanism available to
Canadian Forces members who feel they have suffered any other personal oppression, injustice or other
ill treatment. The grievance process has been generally seen to be achieving its objectives, but it involves
too many levels of review and is perceived as being too close to the chain of command.
Amendments to the National Defence Act would
•
remove the Minister's involvement in individual grievances
• create an external Canadian Forces Grievance Board with jurisdiction to deal with grievances
related to the administration of the affairs of the Canadian Forces with the following major
features:
• the Board would make findings and provide recommendations in relation to grievances
submitted to the Chief of Defence Staff
• the Chief of the Defence Staff would not be bound by the findings and recommendations
of the Board but would be required to provide reasons for not following the Board's
findings or recommendations
• the Board would have the authority to conduct oral hearings and compel the attendance
of witnesses and the production of documents
•
the Board would report annually to the Minister and the report would be tabled in each
House of Parliament.
titary Police
itary police exercise jurisdiction over all persons who are subject to the Code of Service Discipline in or
side Canada, including civilians who accompany the Canadian Forces outside of Canada. As peace
:ers under the Criminal Code, ti-jey also have jurisdiction over a person not subject to the Code of
'ice Discipline while the person is on a defence establishment.
lry pOlice have responsibilities both for police functions, such as crime prevention and investigations
or military functions, such as route reconnaissance, custody of prisoners of war, and supervision of
tion barracks.
y police are presently under the control of operational commanders in the field. The practical result
reporting arrangement is that military police duties that are of an essentially military nature are
ltly in conflict with their roles as pOlice.
, there is no independent method of dealing with complaints that arise concerning the conduct of
police. These two factors and inadequate training have created a lack of confidence in the
mce and accountability of the military police.
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To remedy the accountability problem, the control of intelligence and counter-intelligence work has been
placed outside the military police chain of command. The control of military pOlice when they provide
operational support would remain with operational commanders.
The National Investigation Service (NIS), a military police unit of the Canadian Forces, has been
established to J;>rovide specialized, independent and professional investigative services to the Canadian
Forces on a national and international basis. The NIS will provide all investigative services for serious or
sensitive matters or matters that require complex or specialized investigation.
Training for the military police will be enhanced by the introduction of a comprehensive training process.
Amendments to the National Defence Act would
•
establish a Military Police Complaints Commission, independent of the Department of National
Defence, to review, investigate and report on
•
complaints about the conduct of a member of the military police conducting an
investigation
• complaints about improper interference by military authorities or senior officials of the
Department with a member of the military pOlice conducting an investigation
•
require an annual report of the Military Police Complaints Commission to be tabled in Parliament
•
authorize the establishment of a professional code of conduct to govern the conduct of military
police.
Reporting on the Administration of Military Justice
Concern has been expressed about the lack of systematic reporting on the administration of military
justice. An annual report would be an effective management tool for the Minister, the Chief of the Defence
Staff and the Government.
Amendments to the National Defence Act would
•
require the Judge Advocate General to report annually to the Minister of National Defence on the
administration of military justice in the Canadian Forces
•
provide for the report be tabled in Parliament.
Review of the National Defence Act
A review of the National Defence Act in five years is necessary to ensure that the Act continues to reflect
Canadian values and legal standards while preserving its capacity to meet essential military
requirements.
Amendments to the National Defence Act would
•
require the Minister of National Defence to have a review carried out of the provisions and
operation of the Act five years after the amendments come into force
•
provide for a report of the review to be tabled in Parliament.

Elimination of the Death Penalty
The death penalty is no longer considered to be required as a punishment for service offences under the
National Defence Act. Eliminating the death peni:Jlty would align Canada's military law with civilian law
and with the approach taken by most western nations with which Canada has strong ties.
Amendments to the National Defence Act would
•
remove the death penalty from the scale of punishments that may be imposed in respect of
service offences
•
substitute for the most serious offences involving traitorous acts the punishment of life
imprisonment with ineligibility for parole for twenty-five years.

Conclusion .

•

The proposed amendments to the National Defence Act follow through on recommendations of the
Special Advisory Group on Military Justice and Military Police Investigation Services, and respond to
recommendations in the final report of the Commission of Inquiry into the Deployment of the Canadian
Forces to Somalia.
Amendments to the National Defence Act would
•
promote greater accountability and transparency in the military justice system

•

maintain portable service tribunals capable, with prompt but fair processes, of operating in time of
conflict or peace, in Canada or abroad.
These amendments, plus ongoing reform in regulations, orders and administrative policies, will
strengthen the Canadian Forces as a national institution in which Canadians may continue to impose their
trust and confidence.

•

•

•

•
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FUTURE OUTLOOK
The Canadian Forces will continue to be drawn into international situations and be exposed to new
circumstances, which are all lawyer intensive demanding advice, counsel and services in military law and
. military justice. Military procedures are becoming legally more complex. As such the demand for legal
services will continue to rise just to ensure that operations and day-te-day activities are conducted in
accordance with the rule of law.
The demand for legal officers also has an external dimension as other departments in government rely on
DND for information and education on the international dimension of military operations. In addition, as
Canada assumes command positions in the international arena, there will be increased demand for
higher rank level military legal officers of more depth and experience to advise Canadian Commanders.
It is expected that military justice policies and regulations will continue to evolve in response to changes
in the domestic and international environment. As well, in respect to developments on personnel matters,
there will be continued pressure to enhance and develop CF personnel policies to ensure fairness and
justice in the treatment of military personnel while ensuring compliance with both the letter and the spirit
of the law.
The September passage of 8i11 C-2S has delayed the full impact of this legislation. It is expected that the
number of courts martial will continue to increase as CF members take full advantage of the elective
provisions.
3.1 CHALLENGES
A near term challenge in regard to military justice poliCies and regulations, is to keep progressing planned
initiatives in the face of shortages of trained staff. For the mid-term we must assemble the team to support
the external, independent five-year review of the Military Justice System. In addition, we must fully utilize
the advisory structure of committees and boards to insure that we have timely input to military justice
policy and practices.
We have entered a new era in respect to military justice. There are more elections available to CF
members, new authorities, multiple charge layers, and multiple related legal activities. Our challenge will
be to make the new system "live and breath" and function in a timely manner. As well, there is a
substantial communications requirement to keep all the stakeholders informed.
One of the consequences of staff shortages within the Operations Division is that legal training for both
lawyers and CF members has fallen behind. This situation presents a serious challenge as we endeavor
to bring the knowledge level of the Canadian Forces in general and new legal officers in particular up to
the knowledge level expected by the Special Advisory Group and the Somalia Commission.
Another pressing challenge is to stay abreast of international developments in military law so that we can
ensur~ that operational staffs have the benefit of current military legal .!dvice on evolving situations
abroad.
3.2 OPPORTUNITIES
The opportunities we see are being able to invest and reap the benefits of:
• Training and developing our very bright young lawyers that have recently enrolled in the CF. The
recruitment and development process while long (2-3 years) will provide us the base of
competent lawyers necessary to meet the present and future demand for legal services;
•
Establishing effective relationships with and between military justice stakeholders as well as with
the policy development bodies to provide continuous, constructive input on military justice issues,
in furtherance of the necessary and ongoing process of military justice review; and
USing of Service Level Agreements (SLAs) and our performance measurement system to focus
•
on key client needs as shortages prevent meeting all demands in timely fashion.

•

3.3 HIGHLIGHTS OF STRATEGIC TARGETS, INITIATIVES AND PRIORITIES

In view of the progress made on the strategic targets identified in the FY 99/00 Business Plan and the
generation of a long-term strategy for the JAG, we now have the following strategic goals:
•
Building confidence in the restructured Military Justice System;
•
Delivering expanded and enhanced services in military law; and
•
Fostering innovative leadership and management in the Legal Branch.
These goals will serve to focus and align our efforts on our primary functions as well as our initiatives.

•

3.3.1 Key Initiatives
Annex A describes the entire range of JAG initiatives associated with the JAG 2020 Strategy. This section
will highlight only the key elements associated with each goal. The priorities within JAG will ensure that
progress will be made on these initiatives as well as all high priority requests for services.
Building Confidence in the Restructured Military Justice System
•
Conduct a review of legislation, regulations and orders affecting the administration of military
justice to ensure they reflect the state of the law and promote transparency and fairness. This
process will intensify in the FY 01-02 timeframe in anticipation of the statutorily mandated five
year review;
•
Establish effective relationships with and between military justice stakeholders and the policy
development bodies that have now been established to provide continuous, constructive input on
military justice issues; and
•
Staff the reserve force component of the prosecution and defence services and integrate them
fully into these activities.
Delivering Expanded and Enhanced Services in Military Law
• . Develop and disseminate a "Use of force Manual" to guide CF members in conducting
operations. CF doctrine in respect to the use of force is not clear and this manual will provide
practical assistance to CF members in planning and conducting operations;
• Increase the frequency of "Operations law" and "Law of Armed Conflicf' courses for Legal and
other CF Officers;
• Advance the development of a Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA) so that visiting forces have
equivalent status to Canadian troops abroad;
•
Establish an Interoperability Clearing House for NATO as this is an important Defence 2020
initiative;
•
Progress the 'War Affected Children" project as this issue will impact on operations and is a
government priority;
•
Participate in the Canadian delegation to the UN ICC process;
• Advance the NORAD mandate review as this also is a government priority;
•
Provide advice on the concept of universality of service and the integration of this concept with
the concept of employment equity;
•
Provide oversight on the creation of a new Redress of Grievance manual which will implement a
consistent professional standard for addressing an applicaticHl for Redress of Grievance in a
timely manner; and
•
Review, revise and implement the Summary Investigation and Board of Inquiry DAOD to reflect
changes in the law including the NDA.
Fostering Innovative Leadership and Management in the Legal Branch
•
Gather and process data on summary trials and. upload these statistics to the JAG web page. A
siniilar initiative is being developed for courts martial and appeals. The statistics compiled will
provide valuable information on the status and health of the military justice system and will
facilitate the superintendence of the administration of military justice in the CF;
•
Review the practical and legal ramifications pertaining to the publication of the results of
individual disCiplinary proceedings conducted at unit level; and
•
Continue to enhance JAG management structures and processes particularly in planning,
performance measurement and information management.
Priorities
Our enduring shortages of legal officers and the level of untrained personnel will mean that Directors and
AJAGs must set priorities. Our long term strategy and related goals provide the framework for these
priorities. Other than a clear commitment to the issues of most importance, I have not detailed direction
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on priorities to these senior managers. Instead my approach is to rely upon the judgement and
experience of Directors and AJAGs to determine what is done first and what must be delayed.
The determination of local priorities must remain at their level with minimum direction from above. They
must operate in close contact with their clients to determine priorities and maintain their credibility. I am
able to monitor their effectiveness in this regard through their monthly performance reporting and its
interpretation through our decision support system as well as through monthly video conferencing
sessions.

3.4 EXPECTED ACHIEVEMENT
The JAG vision is that Justice be done in the Defence of Canada. This vision means that CF operations
are carried out in accordance with national and international law. This vision also requires the Canadian
government, CF Commanders and any supporting agencies have ready access to competent and timely
legal advice. With the highest priority being military justice, there will continue to be some shortfalls in
service levels in respect to other areas of military law.
Over the long term, the timely delivery of our primary functions and continued progress towards our
strategic goals will move JAG substantially towards the stated vision. We will be able to confirm this
progress through our performance measurement system.
Service levels should hold or improve modestly in the field as on-jOb training progresses. In Ottawa, there
will be no change in military law services until the summer of 2000 when a gradual improvement will
begin. This may mean some delays in routine and relatively low priority work in military law. By the end of
the first two years of this plan, there will be a significant improvement in military law operational training
internally and within the CF.
In the same time period international legal service levels and operational support in general will improve.
In this area alone, service shortfalls in timeliness are serious and running at a satisfaction rate of 35% on
time. Filling this gap over time will see service levels in this area improve to 60% in the second year and
to 80% in the third year. As well, legal operational training will improve with a published Law of Armed
Conflict Manual in the first year of the plan. In the second year, there will be an increase in the number of
Law of Armed Conflict courses. As well we expect to increase the level of our readiness for deployments
with the implementation of a policy for deployments. Within three years we expect to have 40% of our
JAG legal officers qualified for deployment on short notice.
Over the first 12 months of the plan, there will continue to be shortages in service leveJs at NDHQ for
relatively low priority legal services. Everything will eventually get done, only some services will take a
little longer. We will manage this situation through existing and expanded application of service level
agreements, our performance measurement system and regular contact with clients to ensure that the
right issues are being addressed in a timely fashion.
In regards to Military Prosecution Services, there will be improved levels of service for the NIS. Service
levels for courts martial will also improve as we honour our commitments to timely pre-trial preparations
and swift justice.

Recent amendments to the National Defence Act modernize the
military justice System by enhancing its Transparency, Fairness and
Effectiveness.
The National Defence Act, R.S.C. 1985, chapter N-5, was amended by the passing by Parliament of the
National Defence Act, S.C. 1998, chapter 35 which was assented to on December 10, 1998 and is to
come into force on a day to be fixed by order of the Governor in Council. All references are to the latter
statute
These amendments modernize and strengthen the military justice system by:
•
strengthening the Canadian Forces as a vital national institution,
•
instilling confidence in the men and women of the Canadian Forces that their justice system is fair
and open,
•
more closely aligning the military justice system with current Canadian values and legal
standards, and
•
preserving those characteristics of the system needed to satisfy the disciplinary requirements of
the Canadian Forces.

•

Transparency
Section 9.2
(1) The Judge Advocate General has the superintendence of the administration of military justice
in the Canadian Forces.
(2) The Judge Advocate General shall conduct, or cause to be conducted, regular reviews of the
. administration of military justice.

Section 9.3

(1) The Judge Advocate General is responsible to the Minister in the performance of the Judge
Advocate General's duties and functions.
(2) The Judge Advocate General shall report annually to the Minister on the administration of
military justice in the Canadian Forces.

•

(3) The Minister shall have a copy of the report laid before each House of Parliament on any of
the first fifteen days on which that House is sitting after the Minister receives it.

Section 165.17

(1) The Director of Military Prosecutions acts Linder the general supervision of the Judge
Advocate General.
(2) The Judge Ad.··ocate General may issue general instructions in writing1n resp(~-;t of
prosecutions. The Director of Military Prosecutions shall ensure that they are available to the
public.
Section 249.2

(1) The Director of Defence Counsel Services acts. under the general supervision of the Judge
Advocate General.
.
(2) The Judge Advocate General may issue general instructions or guidelines in writing in respect
of defence counsel services.

(3) The Director of Defence Counsel Services shall ensure that the general instructions and
guidelines are available to the public.
Section 180

(1) Subject to subsections (2) and (3), courts martial shall be public and, to the extent that
accommodation permits, the public shall be admitted to the proceedings.

•

Fairness
Section 230
Every person subject to the Code of Service Discipline has, subject to subsection 232(3), the right
to appeal to the Court Martial Appeal Court from a court martial in respect of any of the following
matters:
(a) with leave of the Court or a judge thereof, the severity of the sentence, unless the
sentence is one fixed by law;
(b) the legality of any finding of guilty;
(c) the legality of the whole or any part of the sentence;
(d) the legality of a finding of unfit to stand trial or not responsible on account of mental
disorder; or
(e) the legality of a disposition made under section 201, 202, or 202.16.
Section 249

(1) The review authority in respect of findings of guilty made and punishments imposed by courts
martial is the Govemor in Council.
(2) The review of a finding of guilty made and any punishment imposed by a court martial must be
on application of the person found guilty or the Chief of the Defence Staff.

'"

(3) The review authorities in respect of findings of guilty made and punishments imposed by
persons presiding at summary trials are the Chief of the Defence Staff and such other military
authorities as are prescribed by the Govemor in Council in regulations.
(4) A review authority in respect of any finding of guilty made and any punishment imposed by a
person presiding at a summary trial may act on its own initiative or on application ot the person
found guilty made in accordance with regulations made by the Govemor in Council.
Section 162.1

Except in the circumstances prescribed in regplations made by the Govemor in Council, an
accused person who is triable by summary trial has the right to elect to be tried by court martial.
Section 167

(1) A General Court Martial is composed of a military judge and a panel of five members.
(4) If the accused person is an officer, all of the members of the panel must be officers.

(7) If the accused person is a non-commissioned member, two non-commissioned members who
are of the rank of warrant officer or above must be appointed as members of the panel and the
other three members must be officers.
Section 193

The military judge presiding at a General Court Martial or a Disciplinary Court Martial determines
the sentence.
Section 249.17

•

A person who is liable to be charged, dealt with and tried under the Code of Service Discipline
has the right to be represented in the circumstances and in the manner prescribed in regulations
made by the Govemor in Council.
Section 249.19

The Director of Defence Counsel Services provides, and supervises and directs the provision of,
legal services prescribed in the regulations made by the Governor in Council to persons who are
liable to be charged, dealt with and tried under the Code of Service Discipline.

Effectiveness
Section 69

A person who is subject to the Code of Service Discipline at the time of the alleged commission of
a service offence may be charged, dealt with and tried at any time under the Code, subject to the
following:
(a) if the service offence is punishable under section 130 or 132 and the act or omission
that constitutes the service offence would have been subject to a limitation period had it
been dealt with other than under the Code, that limitation period applies; and
(b) The person may not be tried by summary trial unless the trial begins before the expiry
of one year after the day on which the service offence is alleged to have been committed.
Section 162

Charges under the Code of Service Discipline shall be dealt with as expeditiously as the
circumstances permit.
Section 165.21

(1) Thifi Governor in Council may appoint officers who are barristers or advocates of at least ten
years standing at the bar of a province to be military trial judges.

Summary Trials Reporting Period from
1 September 1999 to 31 March 2000
All Commands
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Language of Summary Trials
Number in English
Number in French
Total

Number of cases
344
82
426

Percentage
80.75%
19.25%
100.00%

Command
ADM (FIN CS)
ADM (HR-MIL)
ADM (1M)
AIR COMMAND
DCDS
LFC
MARCOM
SMA (MAT)
VCDS
Total

Number of cases
1
25
8

Percentage
0.23%
5.87%
1.88%
3.99%
22.30%
45.07%
19.72%
0.94%
0.00%
100.00%

17
95
192
84
4
0
426

Unit

•

1 AIR MAINTENANCE SQUADRON
1 AIF- MOVEMENTS SQUADRON
1 BATTALION PRINCESS PATRICIA'S CANADIAN LIGHT INFANTRY
1 CANADIAN DIVISION HEADQUARTERS AND SIGNAL REGIMENT
1 CON MECH BRIG GROUP HQ & SIG SQN
12E REGIMENT BLINDE DU CANADA
14 AIR MAINTENANCE SQUADRON
1ST BATTALION ROYAL 22E REGIMENT
1ST BN THE ROYAL CANADIAN REGIMENT
1ST HUSSARS
1ST REGIMENT ROYAL CANADIAN HORSE ARTILLERY
2 AIR MOVEMENTS SQUADRON
2 BATTALION PRINCESS PATRICIA'S CANADIAN LIGHT INFANTRY
2 COMBAT ENGINEER REGIMENT
2 SERVICE BATTALION

Number
of cases
1
1
16
1
2
1
1
3
7
1
7
1
18
18
2

Percentage
0.23%
0.23%
3.76%
0.23%
0.47%
0.23%
0.23%
0.70%
1.64%
0.23%
1.64%
0.23%
4.23%
4.23%
0.47%

2ND BATTALION ROYAL 22E REGIMENT
2ND BATTALION THE NOVA SCOTIA HIGHLANDERS (CAPE BRETON)
2ND REGT ROYAL CANADIAN HORSE ARTILLERY
3 BATTALION PRINCESS PATRICIA'S CANADIAN LIGHT INFANTRY
3 BATTALION ROYAL 22E REGIMENT
3 BN THE ROYAL CANADIAN REGIMENT
3 CANADIAN SUPPORT GROUP
31 CANADIAN BRIGADE GROUP HQ
33 (HALIFAX) SERVICE BATTALION
35 (SYDNEY) SERVICE BATTALION
3RD FIELD ENGINEER REGIMENT (M)
412 TRANSPORT SQUADRON
426 TRANSPORT TRAINING SQUADRON
427 TACTICAL HELICOPTER SQUADRON
441 TACTICAL FIGHTER SQUADRON
4TH BATTALION THE ROYAL CANADIAN REGIMENT
5 COMBAT ENGINEER REGIMENT
5 FIELD AMBULANCE
5 SERVICE BATTALION
56TH FEILD ARTILLERY REGIMENT RCA
5E REGIMENT D'ARTILLERIE LEGERE DU CANADA
705 (HAMILTON) COMMUNICATION SQUADRON
722 (SAINT JOHN) COMMUNICATION SQUADRON
744 (VANCOUVER) COMMUNICATION REGIMENT
763 (OTTAWA) COMMUNICATION REGIMENT
79 COMMUNICATION REGIMENT
8 AIR MAINTENANCE SQUADRON
84TH INDEPENDENT FIELD BATTERY, RCA
ACOUSTIC DATA ANALYSIS CENTRE
ARMOUR SCHOOL
CANADIAN CONTINGENT CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC
CANADIAN CONTINGENT UNITED NATIONS DISENGAGEMENT
OBSERVER FORCE (MIDDLE EAST)
CANADIAN DEFENCE LIAISON STAFF (WASHINGTON)
CANADIAN FORCES ENVIRONMENTAL MEDICINE ESTABLISHMENT
CANADIAN FORCES FLEET SCHOOL ESQUIMALT
CANADIAN FORCES MEDICAL SERVICES SCHOOL
CF AMMUNITION DEPOT DUN DURN
CF LEADERSHIP AND RECRUIT SCHOOL
CF NAVAL ENG SCHOOL HALIFAX
CF SCHOOL OF ADMINISTRATION & LOGISTICS
CF SCHOOL OF AIR CONTROL OPERATIONS
CF SCHOOL OF ELECTRICAL & MECHANICAL ENG
CF SUPPORT UNIT (OTTAWA)
CFAD DUNDURN DETACHMENT EDMONTON
CFB BORDEN
CFB COLD LAKE

5
2
3
10
4
2
1
1
2
3
1
1
2
1
1
2
3
1
2
1
3
1
1
1

4
1
1

1
1
1
5
2
1
1
10
2
1
6
2
2
1
7
1
2
3

6

1.17%
0.47%
0.70%
2.35%
0.94%
0.47%
0.23%
0.23%
0.47%
0.70%
0.23%
0.23%
0.47%
0.23%
0.23%
0.47%
0.70%
0.23%
0.47%
0.23%
0.70%
0.23%
0.23%
0.23%
0.94%
0.23%
0.23%
0.23%
0.23%
0.23%
1.17%
0.47%
0.23%
0.23%
2.35%
0.47%
0.23%
1.41%
0.47%
0.47%
0.23%
1.64%
0.23%
0.47%
0.70%
1.41%

•

•

CFB EDMONTON
CFB HALIFAX
CFB KINGSTON
CFNES NAV CBT SYS TECHNICIAN TRG DET
COMBAT TRAINING CENTRE HEADQUARTERS
ENGR UNIT (KOSOVO)
HER MAJESTY'S CANADIAN SHIP OTTAWA
HER MAJESTY'S CANADIAN SHIP PROTECTEUR
HMCS ALGONQUIN
HMCS ATHABASKAN
HMCS CALGARY
HMCS CHAMPLAIN
HMCS CHARLOTTETOWN
HMCS GLACE BAY
HMCS GOOSE BAY
HMCS HALIFAX
HMCS IROQUOIS
HMCS MONCTON
HMCS ONONDAGA
HMCS PRESERVER
HMCSREGINA
HMCS SASKATOON
HMCS ST JOHN'S
HMCS VANCOUVER
HMCS VICTORIA
HMCS VILLE DE QUEBEC
HMCS WINNIPEG
HMCSYORK
INFANTRY BATTALION GROUP (BOSNIA)
INFANTRY BG (KOSOVO)
INFANTRY COY GP (EAST TIMOR)
INFANTRY SCHOOL
JOINT TASK FORCE TWO
LAND FORCE WESTERN AREA HEADQUARTERS
LES FUSILIERS DE SHERBROOKE

••

LES VOLTIGEURS DE QUEBEC
LORD STRATHCONAS HORSE (ROYAL CANADIANS)
MILITIA TRG AND SUPPORT CENTRE MEAFORD
NAVAL RESERVE HEADQUARTERS
NCE (BOSNIA)
NSE (BOSNIA)
NSE (KOSOVO)
RECCE SQN (KOSOVO)
ROYAL CANADIAN ARTILLERY BATTLE SCHOOL
ROYAL MILITARY COLLEGE OF CANADA
SEA TRAINING ATLANTIC

3
2
1
2
6
1
8
7
2
5
2
1
2
2
1
1
8
5
2
1
1
1
1
5
2
3
2
1
36
3
6
1
1
1
1
1
9
27
2
1
3
10
17
1
4
1

,

0.70%
0.47%
0.23%
0.47%
1.41%
0.23%
1.88%
1.64%
0.47%
1.17%
0.47%
0.23%
0.47%
0.47%
0.23%
0.23%
1.88%
1.17%
0.47%
0.23%
0.23%
0.23%
0.23%
1.17%
0.47%
0.70%
0.47%
0.23%
8.45%
0.70%
1.41%
0.23%
0.23%

-

0.2~%

0.23%
0.23%
2.11%
6.34%
0.47%
0.23%
0.70%
2.35%
3.99%
0.23%
0.94%
0.23%

TAC HEL UNIT (KOSOVO)
TASK FORCE SERDIVAN (TURKEY)
TASK FORCE AVIANO (ITALY)
THE ARGYLL & SUTHERLAND HIGHLANDERS OF CANADA
(PRINCESS LOUISE'S)
THE HASTINGS AND PRINCE EDWARD REGIMENT
THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT (4 BATTALION PRINCESS
PATRICIA'S CANADIAN LIGHT INFANTRY)
THE ROYAL CANADIAN DRAGOONS
THE ROYAL HAMILTON LIGHT INFANTRY (WENTWORTH REGIMENT)
THE SASKATCHEWAN DRAGOONS
TRINITY-CF INT UNDERSEA SURV CENTRE
WESTERN AREA TRAINING CENTRE
Total number of cases
Disposition by Case
Guilty
Not Guilty
Number of cases
Findings by Charge
Charge not Proceeded with
Guilty
Not Guilty
Charge Stayed
Number of charges

129

0.70%
0.23%
1.17%
0.47%

1
2

0.23%
0.47%

2
4
2

0.47%
0.94%
0.47%
0.23%
1.17%
100.00%

1
5

426

426
Number of charges
6
466
53
17

Percentage
1.11%
85.98%
9.78%
3.14%
100.00%

542

Disobedience of Lawful Command
Striking or Offering Violence to a Superior
Insubordinate Behaviour
Quarrels and Disturbances
Resisting or Escaping from Arrest or Custody
Absence Without Leave
Cruel or Disgraceful Conduct
Abuse of Subordinates
Drunkenness
Improper Driving of Vehicles
Stealing
Destruction, Damage, Loss or Improper Disposal
Miscellaneous Offences
Conduct to the Prejudice of Good Order & Discipline 
Offenses of sexual nature
Conduct to the Prejudice of Good Order & Discipline 
Drugs/Alcohol

•

Percentage
95.54%
4.46%
100.00%

Number of cases
407
19

Summary of Charges
Article Description
83
84
85
86
87
90
93
95
97
111
114
116
117
129

3
1
5
2

•

Percentage

Number of
charges
14
1
21
11
2
162
2
3
54
1
4
1
7
2

2.58%
0.18%
3.87%
2.03%
0.37%
29.89%
0.37%
0.55%
9.96%
0.18%
0.74%
0.18%
1.29%
0.37%

25

4.61%

•

•

Conduct to the Prejudice of Good Order & Discipline -Election
to be tried by CM Given (excl. cases reported in 129-0ffences
of sexual nature & 129-Drugs/Alcohol)
Conduct to the Prejudice of Good Order & Discipline - Election
129
to be tried by CM not Given (excl. cases reported in 129
Offences of sexual nature & 129-Drugs/Alcohol)
Service
Trial of Civil Offences
130
Number of charges
129

Findings by Type of Charge

•

•

83
83
84
85
85
85
86
86
86
87
90
90
90
93
95
95
97
97
97
111
114
114
116
117
117
117

Disobedience of Lawful Command
Disobedience of Lawful Command
Striking or Offering Violence to a Superior
Insubordinate Behaviour
Insubordinate Behaviour
Insubordinate Behaviour
Quarrels and Disturbances
Quarrels and Disturbances
Quarrels and Disturbances
Resisting or Escaping from Arrest or Custody
Absence Without Leave
Absence Without Leave
Absence Without Leave
Cruel or Disgraceful Conduct
Abuse of Subordinates
Abuse of Subordinates
Drunkenness
Drunkenness
Drunkenness
Improper Driving of Vehicles
Stealing
Stealing
Destruction, Da~age, Loss or Improper Disposal
Miscellaneous Offences
Miscellaneous Offences
Miscellaneous Offences

116

21.40%

98

18.08%

18
542

3.32%
100.00%

Findings

Number of Percentage
charges
Guilty
10
1.85%
Not Guilty
4
0.74%
Guilty
1
0.18%
Guilty
17
3.14%
Not Guilty
3
0.55%
Charge Stayed 1
0.18%
Guilty
5
0.92%
Not Guilty
5
0.92%
Charge Stayed 1
0.18%
Guilty
2
0.37%
Guilty
153
28.23%
Not Guilty
8
1.48%
Charge Stayed 1
0.18%
Guilty
2
0.37%
Guilty
2
0.37%
Charge Stayed 1
0.18%
Guilty
44
8.12%
Not Guilty
7
1.29%
Charge Stayed 3
0.55%
Not Guilty
1
0.18%
Guilty
0.55%
3
Not Guilty
0.18%
1
Guilty
1
" 0.18%
"2
Guilty
0.37%
0.55%
Not Guilty
3
Charge not
2
0.37%
Proceeded with
0.37%
Guilty
2

129 Conduct to the Prejudice of Good Order &
Discipline - Offenses of sexual nature
129 Conduct to the Prejudice of Good Order &
Guilty
Discipline - Drugs/Alcohol
129 Conduct to the Prejudice of Good Order &
Not Guilty
Discipline - Drugs/Alcohol
129 Conduct to the Prejudice of Good Order &
Guilty
DisCipline -Election to be tried by CM Given (excl.
cases reported in 129-0ffences of sexual nature &
129-Drugs/Alcohol)

24

4.43%

1

0.18%

101

18.63%

129 Conduct to the Prejudice of Good Order &
Discipline -Election to be tried by CM Given (excl.
cases reported in 129-0ffences of sexual nature &
129-Drugs/Alcohol)
Conduct
to the Prejudice of Good Order &
129
Discipline -Election to be tried by CM Given (excl.
cases reported in 129-0ffences of sexual nature &
129-Drugs/Alcohol)
Conduct
to the Prejudice of Good Order &
129
Discipline -Election to be tried by CM Given (excl.
cases reported in 129-0ffences of sexual nature &
129-DrugslAlcohol)
Conduct
to the Prejudice of Good Order &
129
Discipline - Election to be tried by CM not Given
(excl. cases reported in 129-0ffences of sexual
nature & 129-Drugs/Alcohol)
129 Conduct to the Prejudice of Good Order &
Discipline - Election to be tried by CM not Given
(excl. cases reported in 129-0ffences of sexual
nature & 129-DrugS/Alcohol)
129 Conduct to the Prejudice of Good Order &
Discipline - Election to be tried by CM not Given
(excl. cases reported in 129-0ffences of sexual
nature & 129-DrugslAlcohol)
130 Service Trial of Civil Offences
130 Service Trial of Civil Offences
130 Service Trial of Civil Offences
130 Service Trial of Civil Offences

Not Guilty

9

1.66%

Charge Stayed

5

0.92%

Charge not
1
Proceeded with

0.18%

Guilty

88

16.24%

Not Guilty

7

1.29%

Charge Stayed

3

0.55%

Guilty
Not Guilty
Charge Stayed
Charge not
Proceeded with

9
4
2
3

1.66%
0.74%
0.37%
0.55%

-
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Number of charges

100.00%

•

Percentage
36.15%
5.87%
57.98%
100.00%

Authority
Commanding Officer
Superior Commander
Delegated Officer
Total

Number of Cases
154
25
247
426

Punishment
Fine
Caution
Severe Reprimand
Confinement to ship or barracks
Detention
Reprimand

Number of Punishments
260
34
2
123
10
37

Reduction in rank

2

Percentage
52.00%
6.80%
0.40%
24.60%
2.00%
7.40%
0.40%

Stoppage of leave
Extra work and drill

5
27

1.00%
5.40%

-

•

•

•

•

•

ority

Authorized Punishment

Percentage

Subject: Cox Commission
Date: Wed, 28 Feb 2001 08:22:06 -0500
From: "The Lewis Family" <amelia@bignet.net>
To: <judgecox@earthlink.net>
Honorable Judge,

•

My name is Nancy Lewis and I am the mother of one of the 47 young men killed
aboard the USS Iowa in 1989.
The families of the IOWA 47 have been denied closure because of the way the
Navy has handled the investigation. In the attempt to beat the statute of
limitations, my lawyer, Lawrence P. Nolan presented a case to the Supreme
Court citing the egregious behaviour of the Navy without knowing all of
the facts that are now known hoping the Court would revisit the Feres
Doctrine. We were not heard.
One example of the importance of the Navy's investigation would be IF the
civilian participation in the unauthorized experiments had been addressed
eleven years ago, we may not have seen civilians involved in the latest
submarine accident.
The memories of the public have been tainted with the sexual overtones of
the Navy's initial accusations and are soon to be the audience of a made for
TV movie that will now skew history.
I would have an interest in making a statement at the Cox Commission Hearing
on March 13, 2001 if you feel the Commission is the correct forum to address
the above.
I will respectfully await your reply.
Nancy Jo Lewis
10222 Marshall Road
South Lyon, MI 48178
Horne (248)486-7024
Work (248)347-8822
email: amelia@bignet.net

•

•

•

Subject: Corrected Version for Publication
Date: Tue, 27 Feb 2001 10:51:38 -0500
From: "Sally Allman" <sally_allman@nvlsp.org>
Organization: NVLSP
To: <judgecox@earthlink.net>
CC: <vickycox@earthlink.net>, "David Slacter" <DSLACTER@aol.com>
This e-mail is from David Addlestone. It reflects the corrections David
wished to be incorporated before distribution.
I hope that the Commission will deal with the subject of less than fully
honorable administrative discharges. While mentioned only in passing in
Article 74(b), the UCMJ is otherwise silent on these stigmatizing
discharges, which have from time to time been used by commanders to
circumvent the UCMJ.

•

•

On several occasions current andfonmer members of the Court of Appeals
for the Armed Forces have addressed this problem, e.g. see Everett,
"Military Administrative Discharges - The Pendulum Swings," 1966 Duke L.J.
41 (1966) and Effron, "Punishment of Enlisted Personnel Outside the UCMJ: A
Statutory and Equal Protection Analysis of Military Discharge Certificates,"
9 Harv. C.R. - C.L.L. Rev 227 (1974); see also Ervin [Senator Sam] "Military
Administrative Discharges: Due Process in the Doldrums, 1.0 San Diego L. Rev.
9 (1973).
(See also references to testimony of other US~ Judges before
Congress cited in these articles.)
While there has been clear
improvement in the "paper process" in the past five decades, the percentage
of less than fully honorable administrative discharges issued by the
services each year remains at a relatively constant rate, raising many of
the same questions raised by the above-cited eminent commentators .

•

Subject: UCMJ
Date: Fri, 23 Feb 2001 20:13:47 EST
From: GretheC@aol.com
To: Judgecox@earthlink.net
Judge Cox:
I received information via email regarding the upcoming 50 year review of
the UCMJ. As a retired military officer, having served 31 years in the
military, and actually having challenged the military several times during my
career if offer several suggestions for your consideration.
The UCMJ was created at a time when social mores were very different from
what they are today. There is no question that adultery occurs within the
military service. At every port of call, at every overseas assignment,
even
on military bases there are sexual activities that occur between unmarried
individuals and same sex couples.
The reality is also that there are gays and lesbians serving in the military
without adversely effecting morale, discipline and good order.
Within the UCMJ there are unrealistic, unenforcable, selectively enforced
codes of behavior. There is no question that some of these are an incredible
intrusion into personal private conduct of married and unmarried couples.
Eliminating some of these components of the UCMJ would be beneficial to the
military, assure equal treatment and still not undermine military discipline.

Since I am not an attorney but have had some insights into the inequities of
the UCMJ, I will only mention those areas which I feel I can address.
II Jurisdiction (in Personal and subject matter)
E. Jurisdiction over retirees should be limited:
Ironically, the fact that is section of the UCMJ exists prohibits retired gay
and lesbian servicemembers to disclose their service for fear of
recrimination and subsequent loss of benefits. It would seem appropriate to
either provide a statute of limitation or exemptions that only in the event
of a felony occuring while in the military, should a retiree be subjected to
reinstatement and prosecution. Another view would be that once homosexuality
is not cause of separation from the military, retirees would no longer feel
jeopardized or at risk of loss of benefits.

J

•

IV Crimes and Offenses
C: Sexual misconduct statues related to rape and sodomy should be revised to
reflect Model Penal Code.
K. Consensual sodomy should be decriminalized.
L. Adultery should be eliminated.
Currently these sections are used specifically to target homosexual
servicemembers and are used to define the "homosexual behavior", even off
base, with civilian consenting partners and resulted in prosecution and jail
time and military separation. A£ the UCMJ is written section K also includes
heterosexuals both married and unmarried. These are absolutely an invasion
of privacy and have are of no legitimate concern of the military. The
section in no way implies tolerance of behavior between members of the same
unit which would truely undermine disciple and morale, nor should there be
fratenization between the officer and enlisted members.
Adultery, though not to be condoned, is absolutely a reality in the military.
To selectively punish individuals based upon these behaviors is again an

•

•

invasion of privacy. Although one would want married couples to behave
appropriately it should not be mandated by the military. This section too is
selectively enforced. Again care must be taken not to eliminate the notion
of innappropriate behavior between members of the same unit, or when power
positions influence sexual conduct. However, Conduct unbecoming, would
cover such inappropriate behavior.
These sections should all be reviewed and hopefully eliminated from an
updated UCMJ.
XII Miscellaneous
K. The Boards for Correction of Military and Naval Records should only be
reviewed only at the request of the plaintiff.
Individuals seeking correction of the military case have only the
administrative recourse through the board of correction of military records.
This can also be used by individuals who have been separated against their
will, from the military. If the board rules in favor of the plaintiff the
case should stand as ruled. If the board rules ·against the plaintiff, they
should be able to appeal the decision. The reason for the review by the
plaintiff only is the cost in time and money for any litigation and how
difficult it is for individuals to challenge the military. It seems grossly
unfail that tax monies and attorneys are used to prosecute but not to defend.

•

These suggestions are based upon my own experience within the military
justice system, and hope their intent is taken as a serious consideration.
If there is any information or questions regarding this letter I would be
more than available for futher dialogue .
Sincerely,
Colonel Margarethe Cammermeyer USAR,
4632 S. Tompkins Rd
Langley, WA 98260
360-221 5882

email:

•

grethec@aol.com

(ret), R.N., Ph.D.

The Bar Association of the District of Columbia
Written Comments submitted
March 13,2000

•

to the:

COMMISSION ON THE 50TH ANNIVERSARY
OF THE UNIFORM CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE
(The "Cox Commission)

General Comments and Recommendations
("Specific Questions, Perspectives, and Matters for Consideration"
relating to the "Final List of Topics" are submitted separately)
To:

The Honorable Walter T. Cox, m, Senior Judge, United States Court of Appeals for the Armed
Forces, Chair, and the Honorable Members, of the Commission on the Fiftieth Anniversary of the
Uniform Code of Military Justice

The Bar Association of the District of Columbia (BADC), established in 1871, is the second oldest voluntary
bar association in the United States. lbroughout its history, the BADe has taken an active interest in developments of
the law, and has conducted training programs and published numerous handbooks addressing various areas of the law.
The BADC has frequently testified before Congress and various committees and commissions considering developments
in the law.
BADC has taken an active interest in military law, and twice within the past few years has sponsored
Recommendations adopted by the American Bar Association addressing military law issues. BADC considers it a
privilege and a duty to participate and provide a civilian bar association perspective to the Commission on the Fiftieth
Anniversary of the Uniform Code of Military Justice, popularly known as the "Cox Commission." It has been almost
two decades since the Congress has held hearings on the operation of the military justice system, and more than three
decades since the Congress has held hearings that went beyond very limited aspects of this system. We do not believe
that in the last three decades there has been any outside effort to comprehensively examine the system as a whole, and to
make recommendations to improve it to ensure it is operating as effectively and as fairly as is practicable. We view it as
most appropriate that an effort to do that has now been undertaken under the sponsorship of the National Institute of
Military Justice, and we hope that this will be the start of a process which will thoroughly examine and then make
appropriate changes needed to modernize the Code and the military justice system.

•

This document provides BADC's recommendations for change in the military justice system. In a separate
document we are providing "Questions, Perspectives, and Matters for Consideration" on many of the topics the
Commission has promulgated for comment. Those are designed not so much to make recommendations or to. suggest
"answers" as to indicate lines of inquiry which ought to be pursued by this and subsequent studies. In the current
document, however, we attempt to address the subject of military justice and the current state of the administration of the
UCMJ, in broader and more pointed terms. To some degree. this discussion will give credence and substance to our
answer to the first of the Commission's questions. whether there is a need for congressional review of the military justice
system. The answer to that question is a categorical and definitive "YES!

•
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Summary
BADC has several general principles and perspectives which it urges the Commission to have in mind as it
conducts its review. These general comments. further developed within. are summarized in the tollowing specific
points.
BADC believes the fair and effective operation of the military justice system is a pivotal national security issue
due to its impact on good order and discipline.
•

There has not been a comprehensive public review of the operation of the military justice system in at least
three decades. and such a review is much needed. BADC commends the National Institute of Military Justice
for initiating this review by sponsoring the 50th Anniversary of the UCMJ Commission.
BADC is presenting extensive comments on the individual topics which the Commission proposed for
comment. However. BADC views it to be of crucial importance that the Commission keep in mind its place in
history. and seriously consider prior studies and critical articles about this system, and establish at the outset its
principles and ground-rules for any recommended change.

•

•

The first question to be addressed should be the issue of '~ustice" or "discipline." BADC urges to Commission
to align itself with the best thinkers of the past century. and conclude with such as General William
Westmoreland and Major General Kenneth Hodson that a military trial should not have a dual function as an
instrument of discipline and as an instrument ofjustice. but rather should be an instrument ofjustice and in
fulfilling this function. it will promote discipline.

•

The Commission should carefully study developments in military justice and in concepts of due process not
only in our country generally. but in other allied military justice systems as well. which in recent years have
experienced startling changes which challenge the continued primacy of the United States system as the "best"
and ''fairest'' of the military justice systems in the world today.
The Commission should bear in mind the subtle pressures imposed by the uniformed. hierarchical structure of
this system. and recommend changes that will minimize not only "command influence" but the potential for (or
the appearance of) other improper influences (especially on defense counsel) from seniors. whether within or
outside the chain of command.

•

•

BADC strongly recommends that the Commission commence it's consideration with a thorough review of the
changes which General Hodson recommended almost 30 years ago as the preferred alternative to "abolishing"
the military justice system. Of General Hodson's seven recommendations. only three have been implemented.
and these only in part. Paraphrasing General Hodson. BADC suggests that the most important areas to be
addressed by the Cox Commission are:

o

that military judges be independent and appointed by the President to permanent courts with full
judicial powers;

o
o

that military juries be randomly selected;

o

that commanders. at all levels. be completely relieved of the responsibility of exercising any function
related to courts-martial except. acting through their legal advisors. to file charges with a court for
trial (and possibly. in the event of conviction. to exercise executive clemency by restoring the accused
to duty);
that a Military Judicial Conference. headed by the Chief Judge of the Court of Appeals for the Armed
Forces. be established and given power to prescribe rules of procedure and evidence (using a broadly
constituted advisory committee and open and public procedures).
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Finally. BADe recommends that the American Bar Association Recommendation # 107 adopted in February
1997 be implemented. and that a moratorium on capital punishment be imposed until it has been demonstrated
that all military policies and procedures are consistent with the four longstanding ABA policies intended to
ensure that death penalties are administered fairly and impartially. in accordance with due process. minimizing
the risk that innocent persons may be executed.

•

The Military Justice System is not static. The new system adopted in 1950 was is a far cry from that in
place in General Shennan's time. about which he issued his warning to prevent lawyers from emasculating military
discipline. I In Sherman's day. the court-martial and the discipline system was the agent of the commander; it was the
2
commander who controlled its establishment, its procedure. and often itS outcome. Similarly, the system in place today
is considerably different from that in place at various times over the past fifty years.
"Justice" and "Discipline" should not be confused. The evolutionarr and revolutionary changes in the system. and in
the underlying philosophies regarding the system, are crucially importarit Following on the prior viewpoint of General
Sherman. it is critical that the Commission have a clear view of the basic justification(s) for the military justice system,
and have a solid philosophical understanding regarding the often referenced dual functions of the military justice system.
namely: justice and good order and discipline. According to a commonly stated view, the "primary purpose of the
military justice system is to maintain good order and discipline by holding miliary offenders accountable for their
misconduct," and that "promoting justice in individual cases is a second, equally important purpose:·3 Such a view.
however, must be carefully reviewed and nuanced. and can not be accepted uncritically. without running a risk of
producing a detrimental effect on the work of the Commission. BADC would urge the Commissioners to carefully
assess the sentiment expressed by General William Westmoreland, and quoted with approval by Major General KeMeth
Hodson, perhaps this nation's most respected military justice expert in the last half century: "A military trial should not
have a dual function as an instrument of discipline and as an instrument ofjustice. It should be an instrument ofjustice
and in fulfilling this function. it will promote discipline.'04

•

I See Gen. William T. Shennan. Military Law. p. 130 (reprint from THE JOURNAL OF THE MIUTARY SERVICE INSTITUTION
UNITED STATES (1880). See also the fuller text ofShennan's quote in WaiterT. Cox, m. The Anny, the Courts, and the
Constitution: the Evolution ofMilitary Justice, 118 MIL. L.REv. I. 17 n.81 (1987).

OFTHE

2

S. T. Ansel. Military Justice. 5 CORNEU.L.Q. I (1919). reprinted MIL. L. REv. BICENT.

isSUE

53. 57-58 (1975).

3 See, e.g., Major General William A. Moonnan. Fifty Years ofMilitary Justice: Does the Unifonn Code ofMilitary
Justice Need to be Changes? 48 AF. L. REV. 185. 187-88 (2000).
4 Westmoreland. Military Justice-A Commander's Viewpoint, 10 AM. CRIM. L. REV. 5. 8 (1971). quoted in Kenneth J.
Hodson. Military Justice: Abolish or Change? 22 KAN. L. REV. 31 (1973). reprinted MIL L REv. BICENT. isSUE 577. 585-86
(1975)(emphasis added).

•
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Other commentators have addressed this topic. "For the tirst 175 years, under the Articles of War, the military
justice system was a command dominated system ... designed to secure obedience to the commander, and to serve the
commander's will. Courts-manial were not viewed as independent, but as tools to serve the commander."s Today the
situation is vastly changed, and there are what ought to be viewed as two systems, a disciplinary system, and a criminal
(justice) system. 6 Those service-members charged with minor offenses and who have potential for funher service
normally end up in the disciplinary justice system, administered under Article 15, UCMJ. Alternatively, those charged
with serious offenses, often-times common law crimes, are put into the criminal justice system, and it is normal for this
to act effectively as a "discharge" from the unit. At that point the commander's interest in good order and discipline is
enhanced only to the degree that the justice system is widely viewed as being fair, and not as a "tool of command." This
view was well expressed in the repon to the Secretary of the Army ofa 1960 committee chaired by LTG Herben B.
Powell, often called ''The Powell Report":
Once a case is before a coun-manial it should be realized by all concerned that the sole concern is to
accomplish justice under the law. This does not mean justice as determined by the commander
referring a case or by anyone not duly constituted to fulfill a judicial role. It is not proper to say that a
military court-manial has a dual function as an instrument of discipline and as an instrument of
justice. It is an instrument ofjustice and in fulfilling this function it will promote discipline.'
This same philosophy was echoed a dozen years later by a committee appointed by the Secretary of Defense, 8
Applying this approach to the goal of "discipline," it is BADC's view that the commander's principal role in cases of
serious crimes is to effectively excise the accused from the unit and to refer the matter for prosecution within the
military's criminal justice system. That system should be modified to reflect these realities, and to remove those
perceptions of "command control" of the justice system which remain in the current system.

•

The Commission should be well infonned regarding past studies and perspectives. BADC would first
urge that the Commission review carefully the literature, and the major studies of the military justice system, which have
been conducted since the end of World War II, particularly those since the inception of the UCMJ. We similarly urge
that the Commission be mindful of both the realities and the perceptions of military justice which formed the backdrop
for the "AnseVCrowder dispute" during and following World War I. We are convinced that this Commission's work
and its recommendations will be most effective and persuasive if based on a careful examination not only of the current
status of the system, but also on a thorough appreciation for the long history of military justice. In short, where we are
now can only be fully appreciated in light of where we were When, and by what events and philosophies have
precipitated the various changes to the system. We have in various footnotes made reference to many of these more
important studies and articles. 9

S

BGEN John S. Cooke, USA (Ret.). Military Justice and the Uniform Code ofMilitary Justice, ARMy LAw. 1 (March

2000).
6 This is not a new topic. Major General Hodson addressed it in the early I 970's, and Professor Schlueter discussed the
nuances between a discipline and a judicial system in 1990. Schlueter. The Twentieth Annual Kenneth J. Hodson Lecture: Military
Justiceforthe J990's-A Legal System Looking For Respect. 133 MIL. L. REv. 1 (1991). Today the differences are more than mere
nuanced word choice, they have a very serious practical effect on the life and career of the service-member.
7 COMMITfEEONTHE UNIFORM CODE OF MIUTARY JUSTICE. REPORT TO THE SECRETARY OF TIlE ARMy at 11,12 (1960);
cited in Schlueter, supra note 6, at II. See also Hodson, supra note 4, at 586 n. 35 and accompanying text.

8 DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, REPORT OF THE TASK foRCE ON THE ADMINISTRATION OF MIUTARY JUSTICE IN TIlE ARMED
FORCES (1972). cited in Hodson. supra note 4. at 583 n. 17. and 586. n. 36& 37 and accompanying text.

•

9 Though not a "study" in itself. the Commission would do weD to consider the recent comments by Senior Judges Cox and
Everett of the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces regarding various issues affecting the fairness and effective administration of the
military juslice system. See, e.g., Major Walter M. Hudson (interviewer). Two Senior Judges Look Back and Look Ahead: An
Interview with Senior Judge Robinson O. Everett and Senior Judge Walter T. Cox, III. 165 MIL. L. REV. 42. 78 (2000); Hon.
Robinson O. Everett. The First 50 Years ofthe Uniform Code ofMilitary Justice: A Personal Perspective, [2000] FEDERAL LAWYER
28 (Nov.·DEC. 2000).
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Updating and modernization to meet current perceptions of due process here and abroad. BADC
submits that changed circumstances. and evolving perceptions offairness, in both civilian and military justice systems.
both within and outside the United States. should be carefully considered as the Commission conducts its review. It is
axiomatic that "the only constant is change." and any system of criminal justice which is unable or unwilling to adapt to
changing perceptions of what constitutes fundamental due process will soon be perceived to no longer achieve a just
result in individual cases or in its overall operation.

•

When he signed the Military Justice Act of 1968. President Johnson said that. "the man who dons the uniform
of his country today does not discard the right to fair treatment under law. ,,10 Since the 1968 amendments to the Code
were adopted. and particularly in the "years following the adoption of the UCMJ Amendments in 1983, the progress
toward a fairer court-martial process has stagnated. if not taken a retrograde tum. II Not only must the system of criminal
prosecution be fair. but we are constantly and properly reminded of the appearance doctrine in military jurisprudence,
first traced back to Supreme Court justice Oliver Wendell Holmes. 12 "Discipline is enhanced far more by a belief that a
soldier can get fair treatment than it is by any system of iron-fisted military justice which appears to be unfair.,,13 The
BADC perspective will focus primarily on the '~ustice" (court-martial) process, as opposed to the "discipline" process,
because that is the area in which the need for change is the greatest. 104

10 Quoted in Cox. supra note 1. at 19 n.85. See also MOEN Kenneth J. Hodson. Perspective: the ManualforCouns
Manial-1984. 57 MIL. L. REv. 1 (1972).
II Some examples: Once in this system (mid I 970·s). every court-martial which warranted a verbatim record had to receive
an initial complete legal review (SJA Review) within 90 days of the completion of the trial. prior to action by the convening authority
(or by the supervisory authority for special court-martial cases awarding a bad conduct discharge). If the review and action were not
accomplished in 90 days. the remedy was immediate release from incarceration. Today, many sentences to confmement are fully
served in the year to several years it takes before the case receives iLS farst level of legal review at the court of criminal appeals.
Similarly. this system once guaranteed an accused a right to the assistance of counsel of choice (individual military counsel -lMe).
Though the right to an IMC remains. statutory and regulatory changes have allowed the Services to determine that attorneys filling
cenain billeLS. or stationed beyond a cenain distance (e.g.• 100 miles) from the situs of the court-martial. are "not reasonably
available." This power has been abused. In one case tried in Washington DC. the trial counsel fmally admitted to the civilian defense
counsel that. except for those attorneys assigned to the local trial defense counsel office. every other uniformed attorney in that service
had been. by regulation. deemed "not reasonably available." What was formerly a very substantial right has been reduced to a virtual
nullity. The problem of the inability to obtain more senior and experienced counsel through the IMC process is compounded by a
developing trend. The Services over the past several years have reponed difficulty in getting young counsel fully trained and qualified,
due to the lower numbers of courlS-martial being tried. At the same time. the appellate COUrlS. which in years past-when counsel
were more experienced-were slow to invoke the doctrine of waiver (of client' s righLS due to failure of counsel to object or to raise the
issue on the record). now apply the waiver doctrine (or the harmless error test) with such regularity that it is rare to see a case where
waiver. a discretionary doctrine. is not invoked when available. Convictions are upheld today which in earlier times would not have
been afftrmed. raising concerns regarding the reliability and integrity of the system.

12 "A
13

•

system ofjustice must not only be good. but it must be seen to be good." Hodson. supra note 10. at 7.

1d. at 16.

14 We do not mean to imply that nothing needs changing in the area of Anicle 15. UCMJ practice. or in the area of
administrative actions and administrative separations. We note that the issue ofjurisdiction for the Coun of Appeals For The Armed
Forces over administrative and personnel matters is on the Commission' s agenda The BADC and the American Bar Association
have strongly opposed any change to the current practice of open access to the federal district COUrlS and the Coun of Federal Claims.
for servicemembers and former military personnel and dependenLS of military personnel. in the absence of careful study and clearly
articulated justifications for further denigrating current options for these current and former military personnel. See, e.g.•
Recommendation # _ _ sponsored by BADC and adopted by the American Bar Association House of Delegates on July 10.2000.
We oppose any change which would make judicial review of such cases discretionary. Similarly. note the concerns long expressed by
Senior Judge Everett. among others. of the potential for abuse since "safeguards of a coun-manial often could be bypassed through
administrative proceedings." Everett. supra note 9. at 31. Also of concern is the practice of instituting separation proceedings under
other than honorable conditions in cases of acquittal or of a coun-manial which declined to award a punitive separation. Such
concerns are no less real today than decades ago. [d.

•
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In its effort to ascertain the requirements of due process for this specialized system of military justice, the
Commission would be well advised not to limit its focus to this system only. In the last decade there have been swtling
developments in military justice systems which share a common source with our system, in particular the changes
implemented in the Canadian and the British systems, in part under the influence of the European Court of Human
Rights. Ours is an era not only of soldiers and sailors operating side by side in '~oint" U.S. commands, but of entire
theaters in which United States military personnel operate shoulder to shoulder with allied forces. It would be myopic
indeed to fail to carefully study military justice as it is currently implemented in those allied forces. 15

IS

•

For a recent example surveying the field of comparative military justice law, see Eugene R. Fidell, A World- Wide

Perspeclive On Change In Mililary Juslice. 48 A.F. L. REV. 195 (2000).
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In conducting its review. BADC urges the Commission to take note of the fact that the military justice system is
unique among American criminal justice systems. both state and federal. in that it has been repeatedly subject to
criticism for being (or being perceived to be) unfair. often due to the perceived improper influence of commanders in the
16
operation of the system. It is also unique in that only this system lacks cenain protections mandated by the
Constitution for every other system. 17 The perceptions underlying these observations and criticisms affect the system's
ability to instill confidence. When such concerns are raised. it is insufficient, as is sometimes done. to argue that the
system has withstood recent judicial challenge. or has been found not to be in violation of the Constitution. It is similarly
unpersuasive to simply recall the former glory of the UCMJ. which at its inception was hailed was a marvel of fairness
among military justice systems. and which then provided rights such as free defense counsel and a right's warning to
accused persons years before similar rights were extended to civilians. It is irrelevant, in the 21's century. that at some
time long in the past military members had rights which civilians then did not. 18

•

Hierarchical system. The military justice system is a peculiarly hierarchical system where all wear their
rank on their sleeve. There are thus subtle. and sometimes not so subtle. influences which pervade the system. The fact
that defense counsel may operate in an independent command does not insulate them from. or remove all potential for.
undue influence.
Ours is a system which generally places the most junior officers in the role of defense counsel, and which no
longer requires real life trial experience and approval by a staff judge advocate and a military judge prior to certifying
counsel as competent trial and defense counsel. since officers are now certified upon completion of the basic course.
Ours is a system in which many officers. including many junior defense counsel, are career oriented, and are more likely
to be concerned about the next evaluation report (unlike the defense counsel of a generation ago who frequently were in
the JAG Corps for only one tour). All military lawyers are subject to transfer, and in their next position they may well be

16 The questions are not raised only by those outside the military justice system. The fairness of the system. and the
question of whether one can receive a fair trial in this system, has in the past couple of years been seriously debated by respected legal
panels. See. e.g.• Kevin J. Bany. Modernizing The Manual For Coum-Manial Rule-Making Process: A Work in Progress, 165
MIL L. REV. 237, 239 n.IO (2000).
17 See infra, note 26 for Justice Scalia's assessment of the constitutional requirements applicable to every system except this
one to assure the independence and integrity of the judiciary.

•

18 It is also worth noting that the military predecessors of those who now defend this system with such arguments
vigorously opposed these provisions, as well as many of the innovative provisions which were incorporated in the UCMJ (e.g., a
civilian court to oversee the system), which were adopted at the behest of civilians and generally over the objection of the senior
military leadership. See, e.g., JONATIlAN LURIE, ARMING MILITARY JUSTICE - VOLUME I -THE ORIGINS OF THE UNITED STATES
COURT OF MILITARY APPEALS, 1775-1950, at 256-67.

•
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supervised by the more senior officer who today serves as the staff judge advocate, trial counsel, or military judge. The
pressures are subtle but real, even when all those in the system are "playing by the rules." Regrettably, senior officers
are not always perceived to be operating in this fashion.
The instances where a senior officer military judge or staff judge advocate is perceived to exercise rank to
influence or intimidate defense counsel generally do not make it into the reporters, but the anecdotal evidence should not
be ignored. There are changes that can be made, such as ensuring that attorneys "cut their teeth" on the side of the
prosecution, with only those who are most qualified being transferred to the defense. 19 Such policies were once in place
in some services. Like fixed terms for military judges, such policies should be required to be pan of every service's
regulations.

19 To the extent that current practice is to have junior counsel learn to try cases on the defense side, and only after
demonstrating some competence to be allowed to represent the government, that practice is cenainly not new, and it was the way
Senior Judge Everett started out. Everett, supra note 9, at 28.

•
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Substantive changes are needed, particularly in a few areas - mostly of of longstanding concern.
BADC recommends that the Commission particularly study and address those relatively few substantive areas which
have consistently, and for many years, been addressed (and criticized) by commentators, such as the independence of
military courts and judges, the method by which court members are selected, the multiple roles of the convening
authority, and the mechanisms in place for effecting changes to the system. 20 More recently, the ability of military courts
to issue extraordinary writs has been called into question,21 and the need for a mechanism similar to that in place in
federal district court to address post-trial collateral attack on convictions has been raised.

•

Major General Kenneth Hodson's 1972 Recommendations. BADC urges that the Commission begin its
assessment with a careful review General Hodson's 1972 Kansas Law Review article,22 in which he made a series of
recommendations which he seemingly viewed as necessary to change the system, as a preferred alternative to abolishing
it. No commentator known to BADC in the 50 years of the UCMJ's existence is more respected or highly regarded than
General Hodson. He served as both Judge Advocate General of the Army, and was the first general officer to serve as
Chief Judge of the Army Court of Military Review.23 BADC notes with concern that most of General Hodson's
recommendations remain, almost 30 years later, still not implemented, and those which have been partially implemented
could use some further work if they are to meet General Hodson's concerns. They involve areas which have remained
sources of constant criticism, since they call into question the ability of this system to operate free from doubts about its
fundamental integrity and fairness ..
General Hodson made seven recommendations, Three have been, at least to some degree, implemented:
(4) an accused ... be permitted to petition the Supreme Court for a writ of certiorari;
(5) defense counsel be made as independent of command as possible ...;
(6) adequate administrative and logistical support be provided to permit the military judiciary to function
20 See, e.g., Hodson. supra note 4; Schlueter. supra note 6, at I; Kevin J. Barry. A Reply to Captain Gregory E.lrlaggs'
"Cautious Skepticism" Regarding Recommendations to Modernize the Manual for Couns-Manial Rule-Making Process. 166
MIL L. REV. 37. 44-50 (§ B) (2000).
21 See, e.g., Senior Judge Jim Young. Clinton v. Goldsmith and the All Writs Act in the Military. 2000 JUDICIAL
CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE ARMED foRCES (June 13 2000) (concluding that military appellate
courts' jurisdiction to issue extraordinary writs is quite limited. and would never exist, for example. prior to a court martial
determining fmdings and sentence).

22

See Hodson. supra, note 4.

23

Cox. supra note I, at 17 n. 78.

•

•
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independently and efficiently.24
The remaining four recommendations made by General Hodson. have not been implemented at all:
(1) military juries be randomJy selected;
military judges of general courts-martial (as well as military appellate judges) be appointed by the President
to permanent courts for a term of years [and be given all writs authority. full sentencing authority. and contempt
powers]...;
(3) a Military Judicial Conference. headed by the Chief Judge of the Court of Military Appeals. be established
and given power to prescribe rules of procedure and evidence; ...
(7) commanders. at all levels. be completely relieved of the responsibility of exercising any function related to
courts-martial except. acting through their legal advisors. to file charges with a court for trial. to prosecute. and.
in the event of conviction. to exercise executive clemency by restoring the accused to duty.2'
(2)

BADC believes that it is long overdue for these issues. clearly raised more than a quarter century ago by
General Hodson. to be not only addressed. but resolved in a way that will ensure that this system ofjustice is worthy of
the full confidence of the American people. and particularly of those who are subject to it.

24 Hodson. supra note 4. at 605. The degree to which each of these has been implemented varies. but none have been fully
implemented.• and each is worthy of this Commission's careful scrutiny.
2S

•

[d.
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Independent courts and judges. Perhaps no single item is more in need of attention than the question of
establishing standing courts-martial, with judges whose indicia of independence equals those required in every state and
federal court in this country.26 Standing Courts and permanent judges who possess powers similar to federal district
court judges to control pre-trial and post-trial issues, would immediately solve a variety of problems currently existing in
this system. 27 It would also provide the structure in which post-trial collateral attacks on court-martial convictions could
be resolved, since, in the final instance, the All Writs Act should ideally be exercised by "trial courts" with fact-finding
power.

•

Court-martial member selection. The current process by which members are selected by the commander
has been called "the most vulnerable aspect of the court-martial system; the easiest for the critics to attack. A fair and
impartial court-martial is the most fundamental protection that an accused servicemember has from unfounded or
unprovable charges ...28 The establishment of a neutral body to accomplish random selection of court-martial panel
members is a second critical item that must be addressed. The analogy in the federal civilian criminal system would be
26 See. e.g .•the observation of Justice Scalia, in his concurring opinion in Weiss v. Uniled Slates, 510 U.S. 163 (1994),
where he stated:

The present judgment makes no sense except as a consequence of historical practice....[N]o one can suppose
that similar protections against improper influence [as provided in the UCMJ] would suffice to validate a state
criminal-law system in which felonies were tried by judges serving at the pleasure of the Executive. I am
confident that we would not be satisfied with mere fonnal prohibitions in the civilian context, but would hold that
due process demands the structural protection of tenure in office, which has been provided in England since
1700, was provided in almost all the fonner English colonies from the time of the Revolution. and is provided in
alI the States today. (It is notewonhy that one of the grievances recited against King George m in the Declaration
of Independence was that "[h]e has made Judges dependent on his Will alone, for the tenure of their offices.")
510 U.S. at 198 (Scalia, J., concurring) (citations omitted). See also Barry, supra note 20, at 46, n.39 and accompanying texL
27 See. e.g .. United States v. King, 53 M.J. 425 (May 8. 2000) (coun continued stay of Article 32, UCMJ proceedings until
there was a showing that the stay should be lifted; issues involved defense counsel obtaining clearances attd access to classified
information without undue government restrictions on such access, or on attorney-client communications).

28

•

United States v. Smith. 29 M.J. 242, 252 (CMA 1988) (Cox. J. concurring) ..

•
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tor the U.S.. Attorney to be required to hand select all the members of the jury from a venire limited to employees of the
Department of Justice (and typically from persons on her own staff). Such a system would be not only unconstitutional.
but unthinkable and obviously inherently unfair. But as long as the commander/convening authority is charged to both
exercise prosecutorial discretion and to hand pick the jury. that is precisely the situation (and the appearance of evil)
which adheres to this system. It is time for that system to be changed.
Commander/Convening Authority role. The third critical reform needed is the removal of the convening
authority from any function inconsistent with the appearance of a fair system which can not in any way be perceived to
be within the control of the commander (or of those who work directly for the commander29 ). Other nations have
successfully limited the role of the convening authority. either on their own initiative or in response to the pressure of
court decisions condemning the practice of having the officer who exercises prosecutorial discretion also exercise other
inconsistent "control" functions which interfere with the appearance of a fair trial. This system needs to do the same.

29 See, e.g., Uniled Slales v. Hilow, 32 M.J. 439 (CMA 1991) (unknown to the convening authority. his staff attorneys
unlawfully manipulated the list of potential court-members for his consideration so it included only members they viewed as
appropriate for the prosecution).
'

•
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Rulemaking. The American Bar Association has called for reform in the manner in which amendmenlS to the
Manual for CourlS-manial are prepared and implemented. Currently, the DOD's Joint Service Committee prepares
proposed changes, in a process which remains largely secret, despite recent modifications. The ABA has called for a
broad based advisory committee to prepare the proposed changes in an open, on-the-record public process. General
Hodson went further and called for the establishment of a Military Judicial Conference to make the rules. The two
positions are entirely compatible. 30 Reform in this area is long overdue.

.'

It is now almost 30 years since General Hodson called for substantial reform as a preferred alternative to
abolishing the military justice system. This Commission should ask the same question: "abolish or changer' BADC
strongly believes that "change" is the preferred alternative.

BADC's final recommendation arises from Recommendation 107 adopted by the American Bar Association
House of Delegates in February, 1997. That Recommendation reads as follows:
RESOLVED, That the American Bar Association calls upon each jurisdiction that imposes
capital punishment not to cany out the death penalty until the jurisdiction implements policies and
procedures that are consistent with the following longstanding American Bar Association policies
intended to (1) ensure that death penalty cases are administered fairly and impartially, in accordance
with due process, and (2) minimize the risk that innocent persons may be executed:
(1)

Implementing ABA "Guidelines for the Appointtnent and Perfonnance of Counsel in Death Penalty Cases"
(adopted Feb. 1989) and Association policies intended to encourage competency of counsel in capital cases
(adopted Feb. 1979. Feb. 1988, Feb, 1990. Aug. 1996);

(2)

PreselVing. enhancing. and streamlining state and federal courts' authority and responsibility to exercise
independent judgment on the merits of constitutional claims in state post-conviction and federal habeas corpus
proceedings (adopted Aug. 1982. Feb.1990);
.

(3)

Striving to eliminate discrimination in capital sentencing on the basis of the race of either the victim or the
defendant (adopted Aug.1988, Aug.1991); and
'

(4)

Preventing execution of mentally retarded persons (adopted Feb. 1989) and persons who were under the age of
18 at the time of their offenses (adopted Aug. 1983).

.'

FURTHER RESOLYEO. That in adopting this recommendation. apart from existing Association
policies relating to offenders who are mentally retarded or under the age of 18 at the time of the commission of
the offenses. the Association takes no position on the death penalty.

The BADC has adopted this policy statement as ilS own, and urges that the military policy be set to implement
this salutary recommendation.
BADC believes the military justice system has some aspeclS which make it more suspect than some other
American justice systems with regard to meeting these ABA standards and guidelines. and which make it necessary for
this system to implement a moratorium notwithstanding what action might be taken on the federal civilian criminal
justice system.
BADC notes that the military justice system is one in which capital cases are tried with defense counsel who
3D Establishment of such a Conference would also conform milital)' rulemaking procedures to those used in federal
rulemaking practice. an advancement entirely consistent with Anicle 36's goal of modeling milital)' rules on federal rules. See
generally Barry. supra note 20. at 38.

•
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are not required to meet the guidelines adopted by the ABA establishing minimum qualifications for counsel. When this
fact is coupled with the questions raised in virtually every military capital case regarding the inexperience and lack of
qualifications of the trial defense counsel, and the questions which have been repeatedly raised regarding the "revolving
door" of appellate defense counsel during the course of lengthy appellate proceedings, a question of fundamental fairness
is unavoidable. Notwithstanding that this system has been upheld in various cases where these challenges have been
raised, the question must be asked whether, as a matter of conscience and policy, such a system oUght to be continued.
The death penalty has come under increasing challenge in a variety of states for a number of concerns, including race.
Whether the military justice system has sufficient integrity and reliability to avoid similar issues is in doubt. These are
issues which warrant implementing a moratorium until such time as it is clearly demonstrated that these ABA standards
are being met.
BADC very much appreciates the opportunity to submit these Comments and Recommendations, and to
participate in the Commission's most important work of accomplishing the first systematic review of the operation of
this nation's military justice system in at least a quarter century.

•

The Bar Association of the District of Columbia
Resolution

WHEREAS the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ or Code) was enacted in 1950 and took
effect in 1951; and
WHEREAS in § 556 of the Floyd D. Spence National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year
2001. Congress commemorated the 50th anniversary of the Code. and noted that it had "enacted
major revisions of the [Code] in 1968 and 1983 and. in addition. had amended the code from time to
time over the years as practice under the code indicated a need for updating the substance or
procedure of the law of military justice;" and
WHEREAS Congress. in Section 556. asked the President to issue a suitable proclamation. and
called "upon the Department of Defense. the Armed Forces. and the United States Court of Appeals
for the Armed Forces and interested organizations and members of the bar and the public to
commemorate the occasion of [the] anniversary with ceremonies and activities befitting its
importance;" and
WHEREAS the National Institute of Military Justice. believing that an integral part of those
commemorative activities should be an appraisal of the current operation of the Code and an
evaluation of the need for change. is, in coordination with The George Washington University Law
School, sponsoring a Commission on the 50th Anniversary of the Unifonn Code of Military Justice
("The Cox Commission"); and
WHEREAS the Cox Commission's goal is to solicit from all interested parties comments and
suggestions regarding the operation of the military justice system and to submit to the House and
Senate Committees on Armed Services, the Secretary of Defense, the Service Secretaries, and the
Code Committee the record of its proceedings, including any recommendations for change or for
further consideration by the Congress and the Executive Branch; and

•

WHEREAS The Bar Association of the District of Columbia. has in the past taken an active interest
in military law issues, and has sponsored Recommendations addressing military law issues which
have been adopted by the American Bar Association; and
WHEREAS The Bar Association of the District of Columbia believes that the fair administration of
military justice is a matter of vital national security concern on which civilian bar association
viewpoints will be of great value to the work of the Cox Commission, and to the development and
improvement of the military justice system to make it as fair and effective a system of military justice
as is feasible;
NOW. THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that The Bar Association of the District of Columbia
endorses the importance of the work of the Cox Commission, and authorizes the President of The
Bar Association of the District of Columbia and his designees from its Military Law Committee to
present oral and written recommendations directed toward improvement of the military justice system
for further consideration by the Cox Commission at its scheduled hearing on March 13,2001; and

•

BE IT FURTHER RESOL VEO that The Bar Association of the District of Columbia urges that the
Cox Commissioners conduct their review with the following principles in mind:
1.

The Military Justice System is not a static system. and needs to be updated and modernized
to meet current perceptions of due process both here and abroad;

2.

As a hierarchical system. particular care must be taken to ensure that undue influences of
seniors. particularly on junior defense counsel. are minimized;

3.

That a military trial should not have a dual function as an instrument of discipline and as an
instrument of justice. but must rather be an instrument of justice. and in fulfilling this
function. it will promote discipline; and

4.

That the Commission should be well infonned regarding past studies and various scholarly
works which have addressed the need for reform in this system. and regarding recent changes
made in similar systems of military justice in other countries; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that The Bar Association of the District of Columbia endorses the
following specific positions. and urges the Cox Commission to recommend suitable amendments to
the UCMJ or to the Manual for Courts-Martial to ensure:

•

1.

That military judges are independent and appointed by the President to permanent courts
with full judicial powers;

2.

That military juries are randomly selected;

3.

That commanders. at all levels. are completely relieved of the responsibility of exercising
any function related to courts-martial except. acting through their legal advisors. to file
charges with a court for trial (and possibly. in the event of conviction. to exercise executive
clemency by restoring the accused to duty);

4.

That a Military Judicial Conference, headed by the Chief Judge of the Court of Appeals for
the Armed Forces. be established and given power to prescribe rules of procedure and
evidence (u~ing a broadly constituted advisory committee and open and public procedures);
and

5.

That the American Bar Association Recommendation # 107 adopted in February 1997 be
implemented. and that a moratorium on capital punishment be imposed until it has been
demonstrated that all military policies and procedures are consistent with the four
longstanding ABA policies intended to ensure that death penalties are administered fairly
and impartially. in accordance with due process. minimizing the risk that innocent persons
may be executed.

Adopted 7 March 2001
Board of Directors
Bar Association of the District of Columbia

The Bar .l\.ssociation of the District of Columbia
Milirary Law Committee
\Vriuen Conunents submitted
March 13,2001
to

•

the:

COMMISSION ON THE 501H ANNIVERSARY
OF THE UNIFORM CODE OF MIUTARYJUSTICE
(The Cox Commission)

Specific Questions, Perspectives, and Matters for Consideration
Relating to the Commission's Final List of Topics
Published
February 5,2001

(BADC's "General Comments and Recommendations" are submitted separately)
To:

The Honorable Walter T. Cox, III, SeniorJudge, United States Court of Appeals for the Anned
Forces, Chair, and the Honorable Members, of the Conunission on the Fiftieth Anniversary of the
Unifonn Code of Military Justice

The Bar Association of the District of Columbia (BADC). established in 1871, is the second oldest voluntaIy bar
association in the United States. TIu-oughout its history. the BADe has taken an active interest in developments of the
law. and has conducted training programs and published numerous handbooks addressing various areas of the law. The
BADe has frequently testified before Congress and various committees and commissions considering developments in
the law.

•

BADe has taken an active interest in military law. and twice within the past few years has sponsored
Recommendations adopted by the American Bar Association addressing military law issues. BADe considers it a
privilege and a duty to participate and provide a civilian bar association perspective to the Commission on the Fiftieth
Anniversary of the Uniform Code of Military Justice. popularly known as the "Cox Commission." It has been almost two
decades since the Congress has held any hearings on the operation of the military justice system. and more than three
decades since the Congress has held hearings that went beyond very limited aspects of this system. We do not believe that
in the last three decades at least there has been any outside (non-governmental organization) effort to comprehensively
examine the system as a whole. and to make recommendations to improve it to ensure it is operating as effectively and as
fairly as is practicable. We view it as most appropriate that an effort to do that has now been undertaken under the
sponsorship of the National Institute of Military Justice. and we hope that this will be the start of a process which will
thoroughly examine and then make appropriate changes needed to modernize the Code and the military justice system.
In a separate document we have provided "General Comments and Recommendations" which The Bar
Association of the District of Columbia believes will be helpful to guide the Commission in its deliberations. These arise
from a broader philosophical perspective. and encompass specific recommendations for change. In the current
document, BADe's Military Law Committee provides questions, considerations, and perspectives on many of the topics
the Commission has promulgated for comment. The BADe has taken DO position OD any ofthese issues beyond those
set forth in the "General Comments and Recommendalions"submitted to the Commission today. This document
contains comments and suggestions, which are intended not so much to make recommendations or suggest "answers" as
to indicate lines of inquiry which we believe ought to be pursued by this and subsequent studies.

BADe suggests that there are many persons and groups with varied perspectives which need to be considered by
those seeking to change and improve the military justice system. Ai this point in the process. BADe believes it can best

•
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assist the Conunission by simply suggesting lines of inquiry. and points to consider. as the Commission reviews the specific
areas of potential changes which it has under consideration. Other studies will undoubtedly follow. hopefully to include
congressional hearings, and hopefully leading to a comprehensive bill to modernize the military justice system. It is
critically important that, wherever it is available, empirical data be assembled to inform the judgment of the
Commissioners and other decision makers. B.IDC recognizes that it does not have access to much of the data which
would assist in pointing to appropriate resolutions to the questions which are presented.
For all these reasons,' BADC does not, in this document, attempt to provide detailed "solutions" or to outline
the precise nature of proposed changes. Rather we hope to further the debate and discussion by presenting background
information and perspectives to be considered. relying on the open and public process to ensure that the end result is the
best that is achievable. In many cases. where we have provided no specific comment on one of the Commission's topics,
other responses appropriately address the same subject matter.
We wish to emphasize that in our view many rights and options once available to persons accused within this
system have been reduced or eliminated. particularly in the past two decades. We urge that further reductions in such
rights or available options should be recommended or effected only when there is evidence clearly establishing that such
reductions are manifesdy necessary.
Respectfully submitted,

Philip D. Cave
Co-Chair
Neil A. Kabatchnick
Co-Chair

James F. McKeown
President
The Bar Association of the
District of Columbia

Military Law Committee
The Bar Association of the
District of Columbia

KevinJ. Bany

PastCo-aWr
Military Law Committee
TIle Bar Association of the
District of Columbia

Topics for Consideration
I. NEED FOR CONGRESSIONAL REVIEW
A. Do societal and systemic changes in the demographics and organizmion of the Anned Forces since enactment of the
Uniform Code of Military Justice justify a complete congressional overhaul of the system?

It would seem that these factors. along with the passage of time, would justify a complete congressional review of
the system. The changes to be made should be based on as much infonnation, including empirical data, as is
available.
B. Do any or all of the following indicate a need for revisiting the Code?
Yes. Each of the listed factors is a changed circumstance· in some cases a drastic change - from the time of the
last thorough review of the system.
1. Greater number ofwomen in uniform
As but one example, fraternization, once often a question of officers gambling with the troops, has taken on an
entirely different connotation. The incidence of relationship offenses between members of the same unit has
increased, and there is a concomitant need to regulate and police relationships amongst those members.
2. Volunteer forces
When the dndi was in place, the entirety of the population was subject to service, and there were societal
pressures to ensure the system was fair. In the years since the dndi, a substanrial number of "indicia" of a fair
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system have been changed or removed.' It would seem that the volWltary nature of the force has lowered the
demand for due process. Also, the reduced size of the torce means that fewer citizens are exposed to the rights
and wrongs of the system and their voices are not heard. lbis flaw is compoWlded as the manner in which the
system is changed has become less transparent.
In an age of an "all volWlteer" military, the expectations of the member, their parents, and the public about just
dealings should be explored. It would seem that more and more expect that the military system will be
compatible with what is constitutionally required in a civilian criminal justice system.

•

It is interesting to note that a high visibility incident such as that involving the USS GREENVIlLE has attracted
some attention to the fairness of military justice. It is interesting because not until a senior officer of some
professional and personal stature is about to be affected, has there been any serious interest in recent years.
Many of us have anecdotal evidence of senior officers who have suddenly become concerned about the fairness
of the system, once they are about to become an object of it. Sadly, so long as the persons affected were young,
jwrior, and en1isted, the media and others have fOWld little reason to be concerned.'

I Some examples: Once in this system (mid 1970's), every court-martial which warranted a verbatim record had to receive
an initial complete legal review (SjA Review) within 90 days of the completion of the trial, prior to action by the convening authority
(or by the supervisory authority for special court-martial cases awarding a bad conduct discharge). Ifthe review and action were not
accomplished in 90 days, the remedy was immediate release from incarceration. Today, many sentences to confinement are fully
seIVed in the year to several years it takes before the case receives its first level of legal review at the court of aiminal appeals.
Similarly, this system once guaranteed an accused a right to the assistance of counsel of choice (individual military counsel- !Me).
Though the right to an IMC remains, statutory and regulatory changes have allowed the Services to determine that attorneys filling
cenain billets, or stationed beyond a cenain distance (e.g., 100 miles) from the situs of the court-martial, are -not reasonably
available." This power has been abused. In one case tried in Washington DC, the trial eounsel finally admitted to the cMlian defense
counsel that, except for those attorneys assigned to the local trial defense counsel office, eR:'lY ocher uniformed attorney in that service
had been, by regulation, deemed "not reasonably available." What was formerly a very substantial right has been reduced to a virtual
nullity. The problem of the inability to obtain more senior and experienced counsel through the IMe process is compounded by a
developing trend. The Services over the past several years have reported difficulty in getting young counsel fully trained and qualified,
due 10 the lower numbers of courts-martial being tried. At the same time, the appellate courts, which in years past when counsel
were more experienced were slow to invoke the doctrine of waiver (of client's rights due to failure of couasel to object or to raise the
issue on the record), now apply the waiver doctrine (or the harmless error test) with such regularity that it is rare to see a case where
waiver, a discretionary doctrine, is not invoked when available. Convictions are upheld today which in earlier times would not have
been affirmed, raising concerns regarding the reliability and integrity of the system.

•

I See e.g. March 3, 200 1, Legal Fuod Created for Com..mander ofSub GreenesilJe, 1be Virginian.Pilot; Brad
Knickerbocker, HowJustls US MjiiuryJustice?Christian Science Monitor, 03/05/2001.
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Several ideas seem worthy of review. Should the United Strues Constitution and the Amendments thereto apply
to the UCMj and to cOluts-martial, Wliess Congress SL;ues an exception? Should any such exceptions be
narrowly tailored? Secondly, to the exteru that Congn.·ss exempts the UCMj from a constitutional requiremeru,
should Congress naITowly tailor the exception and give a detailed rationale? Or, alternatively, when the militaJy
establislunent proposes to vary its practice from that in civil court should the militaJy be called upon to justify
such a deviation. BADC notes that in Canada, Europe, South Africa, India, New Zealand, and Australia. the
courts and/or the national govemmeru have called upon the militaJy to justify a departure from relevant
"constitutional rules." Should our system meet similar standards?
3. Modem war doctrine
The challenge in this area will be in the application of international legal concepts surrounding war and
peacekeeping operations.
4. Joint service commands
The changed nature of the business we do and the way we do it seemingly makes necessary some changes to the
discipline system, to address concerns ofjoint commanders in having disciplinary control over all Wlits and
personnel assigned to them regardless ofService affiliation. UCMj art. 17, 10 U. S. Code' 817, appears to set
forth a basis for joint commanders taking disciplinary action over personnel assigned to their command
according to any Presidential regulation. Therefore it is important to study whether or not Article 17 should be
changed, or whether the Presideru should continue to set out a scheme suitable for joint forces in the Manual for
Courts-Martial. The President already has the power to decide who in ajoint command may exercise
disciplinary authority. Either the Article or RCM 201 should be reviewed to ensure that ajoint commander has
the appropriate authority to act to ensure good order and discipline within the command. As currently set forth,
the division of disciplinary authority is subject to Presidential regulation and to the political decisions inherent in
giving a commander authority over members from another service. A close review of Rule for Cowts-MartiaI
201 (e) is in order to ensure that ajoint commander has the appropriate authority to discipline those who SCJVe
under his command. We invite the Commission's attention to the Manual of the Judge Advocate Gciler.U of
the Navy. Section 0108, provides that Wlits embarked in a vessel become subordinate to the commanding
officer of that vessel for disciplinary matters.' The commanding officer then can adjus,t this relationship with
embarked commands through a ship's instruction. Perhaps some study can be made of the experiences in
Canada.'
5. Multinational commands
If concepts of due process seen in allied Wlits are inconsistenl or incompatible with those embraced in our Code,
our failure to modernize could be problematic. It is difficult to address a situation where U.S. Units are serving
in a combined command (NATO), a UN mission, or a multi-national force (OPERATIONS DESERT
SHIELD/DESERT STORM). We suspect that each commander of such an operation would want to have the
prime and ultimate disciplinary authority over her Wlits and personnel. That is the essence of military
command. The sheer number and diversity of such operations justifies a serious review, but this is an area where
systems may need to be tailored to the circumstances. Flexibility and discretion appear to be warranted.

'The Manual of the Judge Advocate Genera! of the Navy (JAGMAN) is the Secretarial regulation. Thus Marine units and
Navy aviation units come under the disciplinary authority of the commanding officer of the aircraft carrier or amphibious ship in
which they are embarked.
'The instruction usually permits the commanding officer of an embarked unit to discipline his personnel for offenses
occurring solely within his unit. The commanding officer handles cases affecting more than one unit or occurring ashore.
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6. Many sl"lvice members are married and have dependent children
The YOWlg, single male setvice-member lhing in a barracks has been replaced by a yoWlg manied setvice
member living in 13mily housing or on the economy. Once this was a system which worked to rehabilitate
members, and restore them to duty, but that is a much rarer occurrence today. Certain pWlishments for minor
offenses may be less appropriate (such as loss of payor restriction which directly affect these family members).
An expansion of sentencing options seems warranted.

•

A further point on the impact of sentences, taking into account the educational, age, and marital make-up of the
Setvices. More and more families feel the impact of reductions in rank., forfeitures of pay, and punitive
discharges. The maximum suspension of pay for a civilian employee is 30 days. For a seIvice-member, a
reduction in paygrade may well be equated to the forfeiture of two to four years of a portion of her pay.' High
Year Tenure requirements may cause discharge making the reduction tantamount to a separation from seIvice
earlier than the retirement eligibility date. This of course has a lasting effect on the military family. Due to the
long term impact of such punishments, provision for automatic remission to the prior paygrade might be an
appropriate consideration which would be an incentive to rehabilitation
The permanent stigma of a punitive discharge is well known. See United States v. Rush, 54 MJ. 313 (2000).'
Those in private practice know of the stigma because of the constant flow of clients wanting to change or upgrade
their discharge because of the lasting impact of the punitive discharge (or VOlliC). Considering the number of
military offenders who are first offenders, Congress, or the President, might consider a statutory provision that
automatically commutes a punitive discharge after five or ten years of proven good behavior.
7. Many military operations abroad without declaration of war
The Commission is aware that the Uniform Code was intended and designed to operate in war and in peace.
The police action in Korea, military operations in Vietnam, DESERT SHIELD/STORM, and deploymenls in
Europe, were not declared wars. However, the UCMj and the Manual for Courts-Mania! were the guiding
documents for disciplinary and military justice action. The Commission should study vel}' carefully how the
criminaljustice aspects of the Uniform Code operated in those environments. Certainly the Commission should
be hesitant to recommend changes to the Uniform Code which withdraw protections for the accused absent
clear documentation of the need. Not only should the need be documented, but care'should be taken to
determine whether the need is a profound problem or something merely inconvenient or transitol}'.

•

8. Civilians accompanying setvices abroad
Whether this problem has been solved by recent legislation is a question warranting this Commission' s review.'
Congress has already shown an interest in the subject and has taken significant steps toward ensuring proper
disposition of charges against civilians accompanying the seIvices overseas.
9. International interest in human rights
A very important issue warranting Congress' attention. Further discussed below.

'Ths assumes that the person later becomes eligible to retake, and then passes, the promotion examination and criteria
necessary to get back to his previous grade. 'Ibis does not include the effect on the paygrade to which the person might have aspired
absent the reduction. Within the senior enlisted ranks this may be even longer, or perhaps never, because at the E-7 and above
grades selection by a selection board is necessary. A selection board is less likely to accept a black marl.
, "A bad-conduct discharge .... deprives a soldier of virtually all benefits administered by the Veterans' Administration and
the Army establishment.... You are advised that the ineradicable stigma of a punitive discharge is commonly recognized by our
society. A punitive discharge will place limitations on employment opportunities and will deny the accused other advantages which are
enjoyed by one whose discharge characterization indicates that (he)(she) has selVed honorably. A punitive discharge will affect an
accused's future with regard to (his)(her) legal rights, economic opponunities, and social acceptability." UrJitt:d Stales v. Rush, 54 MJ.
313,314 (2000)citi.ng Dep't of Army, Pam. 27-9, Military Judges' Benchbool 70 (30 Scp. 1996).
, See, e.g., Captain Glenn R. Schmitt, The Military Exualerrilon"aljunSdicuoD Act: 1bt: CootirJuiog Problem ofCrirrJizuJ
junStiiction Over Civi/i;ms Accomp;u1yZng the Armed Forr:es Abroad Problem Solved? 120(0) THE ARMY LAWYER 1 (DEC. 20(0).
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10. International changt"s in military codes ofjusticI."
Same as prior aru;wer.
11. Impact of the International Criminal Court (lCC)
We encoW'3gC the Couunission to consider that the U.S. military justice system should become, again, the
model for military justice systems world-wide. However, we also wish to note that the basic fairness of any
military justice system to the person accused is not necessarily relevant to the ICC. It is probable, but not
assured, that the current system of military justice would satisfY the requirements of complementarity, as would
military justice systems in many countries. The question for ICC jurisdiction is whether or not a system of
justice exists that could (and would) be used to punish war crimes committed by military members.
12. Evolving international human rights standards
Same as # 9 above.
13. Technological changes, e.g., as they apply to command and control issues

•

Practitioners do not appear to use technology to the degree it is used in other federal courts. The delays in
processing records seem to increase year to year, even as technology advances. The availability of systems to
allow electronic filings, virtually instantaneous creation of tr.mscripts, etc., should be explored with a view to
reducing the time required to conduct review of court-martial records, as well as other adwntagcs. 1bcre does
seem to be room to use technology such as video<onferencing to conduct some business of a court-martial, for
example an arraignment. The use of new technologies can enhance the efficiency of militaJy justice, improve
access to justice, and perhaps reduce some costs. However, each of the Services has to commit to the up-to
date equipment and the trained personnel to operate and maintain the equipment. Electronic filing or motions
and appellate briefs, video<onferencing to hold sessions of court (e.g. arraignment) are all areas to be explored.
We would invite your attention to the discussion by the lower court and the Court of Appeals for the Anned .
Forces in United Stales Yo Reynolds, 49 MJ. 260 (1998).
14. Information age changes, such as the access and shift to an Internet and electronic banking society
See above.
15. Increased long-term peacekeeping operations
This does not seem to be an issue warranting fwther consideration. The events in Korea and Vietnam were
"long-term...
16. Evolving standards of privacy/sexuality
The Congress should look at the need for a privacy regulation which prohibits the use at court-martial of medical
information, FAP information, or other disclosures from a service-member. A full patient-physician privilege
should be enacted which prohibits the use of such privileged information in any disciplinary proceeding. The
commander has a legitimate interest in the health and welfare of her command. However, using information
gained from mandated disclosures in a court-martial goes beyond the need to ensure the individual service
member is healthy or not a danger to others. Rather than hurt the commander's interest in the welfare of her
command, the knowledge that information can't be used for disciplinary pwposes may foster a more open and
cooperative attitude from service-members. Protecting the health and welfare and prosecution are not
synonymous. For the same reasons, some restriction on the medical exception to search and seizure and
admissions rules should be considered.

•

17. Better educated force
C. Do the experiences in VietiJam, Southwest Asia, Bosnia, or other operations demonstrate a need for study of changes

that would make the system work better in operational theaters in time of war?
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The Code was designed to operate in wartime. Peacetime operation was appropriate to ensw-e trained persormel
and processes were in place in wartime. It seems it would be inappropriate to reduce options or protections
currently available to military persOimel in any wartime envirOlunent absent some solid empirical evidence that it
was necessary. This same Code, with many more protections, operaled with apparent efficiency in Vietnam, and
with substantially lessened protections, in Desert Stonn. Any further reduction in the protections afforded
accused members should be accompanied by clear evidence of necessity.

•

II.jURISDICIlON ON PERSONAM AND SUBJECT MATTER)
Active duty military persormel have always been subject to a separale code of law and justice. At first, there were
the Articles of War adopted from the British Articles onVar - which evolved into the Uniform Code of Military
Justice. Owing the Vietnam War, however, the military justice system gained a poor reputation for justice. The
1969 Supreme U>urt decision in O'Callahan v. Parker; 395 U.S. 258 (1969), seemed to be an outgrowth of that
reputation and military jurisdiction was limited. The limitation was further explained in Relford v.
Commandant, 401 U.S. 355 (1971). The court established the "Relford Factors" to assist in showing a 'service
cormection" to a crime, before the military could assume jurisdiction.' Subsequently, after additional changes to
the U~ and the Manual for U>uns-Martial, the Supreme Court overruled Relfordand O'CalJahan. In
Solorio v. United SlalCS, 483 U.S. 435 (1987), the court held: "The jurisdiction of a court-martial depends solely
on the accused's status as a member of the Armed Forces, and not on the 'servia connection of the offense
charged." The BADe believes that the issue ofmilitaryjurisdiction is one of the more important topics to be
considered. There should be serious consideration given to limiting military jurisdiction to offenses that occur
on base, or overseas, or in a military vessel/aircraft; and where the victim is either another service-member or
military property or funds.
A. Should civilians ever be subject to court-martial jurisdiction?

In view of U>ngressional action in not adopting the recommendations for court-martial jurisdiction over certain
civilians when it enacted legislation in 2000 (The Military Extraterritorial Jurisdiction Act), and the histol)' of this
subject, it seems inappropriate to consider extending court-martial jurisdiction to civilians. However, there is
some doubt whether that statute has in fact solved the problem. Sec, Schmitt, supmnote 7. In addition, we
understand that the military now cannot deploy without civilian contractors, and that diese civilians arc now a
necessary pan of the military effort. If this is the case, perhaps some vel)' limited court-martial jurisdiction over a
special category of such"sine-qua-non" civilian contractors would be a proper subject for review.

•

B. Should there be exclusive jurisdiction over military members for all crimes, stale, federal and military?

It seems inappropriate to deprive civilian jurisdictions of the right to prosecute civilian type crimes which happen
to be committed by service-members. In the absence of any data indicating a problem with the current
opportunity for the local jurisdictions to prosecute those crimes they choose to, it is doubtful that an effort to
deprive the stales ofjurisdiction for any crimes would be either favorably received or justified.

• 1. The serviceman's proper absence from the basco 2. The crime's commission away from the base. 3. Its commission at
a place not under military control. 4. Its commission within our territorial limits and not in an occupied zone of a foreign country. 5.
Its commission in peacetime and its being unrelated to authority stemming from the war power. 6.1bc absence of any connection
between the defendant's military duties and the crime. 7. The victim's not being engaged in the performance of any duty relating to
the military. 8. 'The presence and availability of a civilian court in which the case can be prosecuted. 9. The absence of any flouting
of military authority. 10.1be absence of any threat to a military post. 11. The absence of any violation of military property. 12.
1be offense's being among those traditionally prosecuted in civilian cowts.

•
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C. Should jwisdiction over mililaJ]' members in peacetime be resulcted to service-ColUlected otfenses?
Initially it would seem that some limitation on jwisdiction is appropriate. In the case of lJniled Stales v.
Hutchinson, 49 MJ. 6 (1998). a service-member who conuniued civilian type crimes in South Carolina. was
prosecuted by the local jurisdiction. but was allowed to enter a pretrial diversion program in which the stale
promised to defer prosecution in exchange for appellant's satisfaction of numerous state-imposed conditions,
such as paying restitution. entering the diversion program, perfonning community service, etc. Since he had not
actually been tried by the state, the Air Force elected to try him under the military justice system. Because of his
military conviction and incarceration. he was unable to complete all of the conditions of the stale program, and a
warrant was issued for his arrest upon release from military confinement. The CAAF found this to be a legal
result, but it is one which is hard to understand from a policy or fairness perspective. Had the state actually tried
him, the military would have not been able to try him under applicable instructions. Because the state chose to
defer the actual trial and to treat him in a diversion program as an alternative to trial, the military was able to
prosecute. Arguably as a matter of policy, such cases with no apparent m.ilit.aJy connection should be left to the
local jurisdiction to handle as they see fit. Here instead of a rehabilitated person with no convictions, the
member likely ends up the day with two convictions, one from eachjurisdiction, a highly questionable result.
D. Should jurisdiction over peacetime death penalty cases be limited to service-colDlected offenses?
BADC notes with concern the fact that the military justice system is one in which capital cases are tried with
defense counsel who are not required to meet the guidelines adopted by the ABA establishing minimum
qualifications for counsel. When this fact is coupled with the questions raised in virtually every m.ilit.aJy capital
case regarding the low experience level and minimal qualifications of the trial defense counsel, and the questions
which have been repeatedly raised regarding the "revolving door" of appellate defense counsel during the coW"Se
of lengthy appellate proceedings, a question of fundamental fairness is raised. Notwithstanding that this system
has been upheld in various cases where these challenges have been raised, the question must be asked whether as
a matter of conscience and policy such a system ought to be continued. The death penalty has come under
increasing challenge in a variety ofjurisdictions, this one included, for a number of concerns, including race.
Whether the military justice system has sufficient integrity and reliability to overcome these issues is in doubt.
These are issues which fully warrant implementing a moratorium until such time as it is clearly demonstrated
that these ABA standards of fairness and justice are being met. These are also issues which should lead to
recommendations to limit the occasions for charging or refeIring cases as capital. TIlls Commission should
consider such issues, keeping in mind the first case in this system in which a death warrant may be signed, and
the scrutiny with which the system will be viewed at that time.
E. Should jurisdiction over retirees or those on the Temporary Disability Retired List (TDRL) be limited?
Whether the issue is viewed as one ofjurisdiction, or as one of the application of certain of the Military Rules of
Evidence. the questions raised by the recent case of United States v. Stevenson, 53 MJ. 257 (2000) warrant
consideration by this Commission from the perspective of policy and future amendments to the UCMJ and/or
the Manual for Courts-Martial.
F. Should Article 17 be revised in recognition of the fact that joint commands are now common?

See paragraph 4.• Need for Congressional Review, above.
G. Do Articles 1 and 2 of the UnifOI1ll Code of Military Justice need to be reevaluated in light of increased command
authority?
III. ORGANIZATION OFlHE MIUTARYJUSTICE SYSTEM
A. CONVENING AUTIiORITY
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Should the role of the Con\'ening Authority be changed in the following ways?
As a general proposition, BADC has followed General Hodson's recOlrmlendation that the Conunander's Role
in the court-martial process should be reduced to two basic decisions: should a selvice-member be referred for
criminal prosecution and should a convicted service-member be gr:uued clemency? Contemporary
commanders already make that first decision about rehabilitation and retention or consigrunent to the court
martial system. It appears today, that if the decision is for court-martial, the commander's focus quickly shifts to
timeliness and cost. Accordingly a tr.msfer out of the command for prosecution may be the expedient route.
The commander is then relieved of the management and financial burden of the offender's presence in the unit.
If a decision later is made not to prosecute, for evidentiary reasons perhaps, the person is reassigned to another
unit, where hopefully the person can get a fresh start. If the person is prosecuted there will be little change in
what is now current practice. Therefore, allowing the commander to decide to save or consign, and then be
removed from the process, fits with the current reality and will likely not have a negative impact on good order
and discipline.

•

1. Should court members be randomly selected by ajwy commission or by a random computer selection process?

a This was an item which BADC submitted as a potential topic, with the following rationale. BADC now
submits the rationale for the Record and for the Commission's consideration BADC has favorably endorsed
this as one of General Hodson's 1972 proposals.

RaJionale. This is perhaps the most glaring deficiency of military justice. The perception, if not the reality, of
unfairness is overwhelming when the same individual who sends a case to trial handpicks the jwy. TItere is
simply no valid reason, in this day and age of computers, why an adjutant can not have a list of 25 available
members at any given time and, when a trial is convened, tell the next 12 or 15 that their time is up. If a member
requests excusal, after referral, we can take a page from the civilian coW1S, and the request goes straiglu to the
military judge. If the judge feels we need more members, he tells the trial cOWlSeI, who calls the adjutant who
sends over more members. This would completely eliminate the perception that panels simply "give the old man
what he wants."

•

b. In addition a number of other points should be considered. The commander's selection of cowt-martial
members is one of the most frequently criticized aspects of the military justice system. Rather than being chosen
on a random basis, court-martial members are hand-picked by the same officer who has decided to send a
particular case to a court-martial. A recent internal study completed by the Departmeru of Defense into the
methods of selecting court-martial members does not recommend change to the CWTent practice. See DoD
Joint Service Committee on Military Justice, Repon on the Method ofSelection ofMembers ofthe Armed
Forres to Serve on Cowts-Martial, 19 August 1999. The underlying themes of the study focus on the need for
commanders to control the court-martial selection process because the military is different; jwrior personnel
cannot be trusted to exercise judgment in a criminal case; and because the military mission must take priority
over doing justice. The most frequently posited example is of the small deployed unit that must, under a
different selection system, look outside the unit for court-martial members. The assumption is that the unit
already has sufficient "best qualified" members available and that they will be made available. However, that
may not in fact be the case. Take for example a ship in a battle group. That ship has a finite number of officers
available to select members from. The commanding officer and executive officer are likely disqualified for
various reasons. If the unit is mobile, a certain number of officers are required to operate the unit. Therefore,

•
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the cowt-manial members are likely the officers not perionning mission critical functions or who are not on
walch. Accordingly the jWlior officers are most likely to be the coun-mania1 members.'

• For examples of criticism of the convening authority's selection of court-martial members, see United Stalt:S v. Smith, 27
MJ. 242, 252 (C.MA. 1988) (Cox,]., concurring) (contending thaI the convening authority's selection of court-martial members "is
the most vulnerable aspect of the court-martial system; the easiest.for the critics to attack"); David A. Schlueter, The Twentieth
Aooual KeDDethJ Hodson Lecturt:: MilitaryJustice for the 1990's: A Legal System LooJciog for Respect, 133 MIL. L. REV.l, 19-20
(1991); 1 FRANCIS A. GILLIGAN & FREDRIC I.LEDERER, COURT-MARTIAL PROCEDURE' 15-31.00 (1991) ("Arguably,
the most critical and least necessary vestige of the historical origins of the military criminal legal system is the personal appointmeDt of
the members by the convening authority:);Stephen A. Lamb, The Coun-Martial Panel Selection Proct:ss: A Cniical Aoalysis, 137
MIL. L. REV. 103 (1992); Gary C. Smallridge, The MilitaryJury SdeCUoD Reform Mow:mt:Dt, 19 AIR FORCE L. REV. 343(1978).

•
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'fbe EW'Ope:Ul Cowt of Hwnan Rights concludt'd that the British nlllitary justice system's similar practice of
allowing the "convening officer" to hand-pick comt-martial members violates the Ew-opean Convention on
HWllan Rights' requirelllell1lor "independem and imp:utial" criminal tribtmals. FirKilay ~'. (Initcd Kingdom,
1997 I Em'. Ct. H.R. 263. ("In order to maintain confidence in the independence and impaniality of the coW"t,
appearances may be of importance. Since all the members of the coW"t-martiai which decided Mr. Findlay's case
were subordinate in rank to the convening officer and fell within his chain of conunand, Mr. Findlay's doubts
about the tribWJal's independence and impartiality could be objectively justified.")." Parliament has since
adopted a substantial revision of the British cOW"t-martiai system which gives a neutral ·cow"t administration
officer" the power to select court-martial members..-\nned Forces Act, 1996, chAo (Eng.). Minister of Defense
Nicholas Soames explained: The main features of the changes are as follows: there will be changes in the formal
part played in coW"t martial proceedings by the military chain of command. Its functions, such as settling
charges, responsibility for the prosecution and appointing coW"t martial members, will remain in the services but
generally be independent of the chain of command; ... 268 PARL. DEB., H.C. (6th ser.) w344-45 (1995).
Defense Minister Soames added, "The coW"t martial system has served the services very well over the years. See
also]. W. Rant, The Bntish Court-Martial System; It Ain't Broke, But It Needs Filing, 152 MIL. L. REV. 179
(1996) (commentary by the Judge Advocate General of the Anned Forces of the United Kingdom on the
European Commission of Human Rights report on Findlay v. United Kingdom and the resulting changes in the
British coW"t-martiai system).

•

.,

The decisions invalidating the procedures for selecting British Anny and Royal Navy court·martiaI members are
particularly significant. John Adams, principal author of the 1775 Rules for the Regulation of the Navy of the
United Colonies of North America and the 1776 Articles ofWar for the Continental Anny, patterned both after
their British counterparts. See 5]. Cont. Cong. 670-71 n.2 (1776); 3 Papers oOohn Adams 147-56 (Robert].
Taylor ed., 1979). The UnifOI1Il Code of Military Justice thus shares a common ancestry with the British systems
found insufficiently independent in Findlayand Lane. The Canadian system invalidated in Generr:ux shares that
common ancestor as well. See Eugene R. Fidell, A World-Wide Perspective on 0Jange in M.il.itaryJustiet:, 48
A..F. L. REV. 195,206 (2000)(noting that common law democracies trace their military justice systems to the
British Articles ofWar).
2. Should Congress create an independent CoW"t-Martiai Command and provide that decisions to prosecute be made by a
legal officer serving as the equivalent of a "district attorney?"
In our introductory remarks to this part we noted the desire to remove the commander from the court-manial
process once that referral decision is made. The creation of a Court-Martial Command, or similar entity. and
also an independent Oerk of CoW"t or CoW"t Administralor, would enhance the actual and perceived fairness of
the administration ofjustice. The Commission should consider the creation of a Prosecuting Authority similar
to that now established in the United Kingdom or of a CoW"t-Martiai Command. The Authority or the
Command would prosecute and act as the "district attorney," once the commander is removed from the
process. While the lack of experience is a criticism directed toward defense counsel, the Commission should
not ignore the likelihood that similarly inexperienced counsel are often also assigned to prosecute cases. The
prosecutor does have more resources available and certainly the command is more likely to be cooperative with
the prosecutor; however, there are many aspects of the prosecution function which would benefit from the input

"The European Commission of Human Rights similarly concluded that convening authorities' appointment of naval
coun-manial members deprived those tribunals of independence and impaniality in violation of Article 6 of the Charter. Lane v.
Umted Kingdom, App. No. 27347/95(Eur. Comm'n ofH.R.Oct. 21,1998). TIlls conclusion was later adopted by the Council of
Europe's Committee of Ministers. See Resolution DH (2000) 92(Comm. of Ministers, Council of Eur. July 24, ~OOO). The European
Coun reached a similar conclusion regarding Royal Air Force couns-manial. CO}'72e v. Umted Kingdom, 1997 Eur. Ct. H.R. 1842,
and the Supreme Coun of Canada reached a similar conclusion in R. '". GinireUK,(l992) 1 S.C.R. 259.

•
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and work of expelienced cOlUlSel. TIll' BADC reconunends that the process in the linited Kingdom and
Canada be studied.
To relieve the conunander of the administrative burdens allendant to a court-manial and to enhance the
appearance of /amless, a Cowt Oerk or CoWl Administralor System should be considered. The Oerk. would
act in a similar fashion to the clerk. of court in any /ederai district coWl. The Oerk's office would manage all
aspects of the docket, financial maners, and the forming of a jury pool. The "care and feeding" of the court
manial members would be the responsibility of the court clerk. and bailiff. Removing the trial counsel's
involvement in the managing of the court-martial members dwing the course of a trial would enhance the
appearance of fairness and relieve the trial counsel of a burden so that she may concentrale on the prosecution of
the case. The current practice of regular contact between the trial counsel and members dming the C01U"Se of a
trial would not be tolerated in a civilian court. For example, the simple matter of the trial counsel entering the
deliberation room to brief the members in advance of trial gives the appearance of partiality.
3. Should this "district anorney" make pre-trial agreements?
This idea seems to have merit, although there should be some mechanism to get the input of the commaoder(s).
4. Should fimding for courts-martial, including expenses for experts, witnesses, etc., be centralized in each service rather
than treated as a budget item for convening authorities?
a This was an item which BADC submitted as a potential topic, with the following rationale. BADC DOW
submits the rationale for the Record and for the Commission's consideration.

•

Rationale: All fimding for witnesses, expert witnesses, investigators, forensic examinations, should be approved at
the Secretarial level. There should be one fimd for trial and one for defense. The funds could be delegated down
to the Chief trial and Chief defense counsel of each service to administer as any other budget. nus is good not
just for the defense but for the entire system, including the government. Unit funds would DOt have to be
expended therefore taking away the disincentive to prosecute appropriate cases and the' opportunity for
"greymail." Also, the defense would have greater and more equal access to fimding in a confidential manner. It
would also resolve the current dilemma facing the defense, when seeking witnesses, be they fact, character, or
expert, to first go to the prosecutor and seek to obtain "permission" and funding to bring these witnesses, and
must disclose in substantial detail the testimony anticipated from each, while the prosecutor has carte blanche to
seek and call any witnesses desired without seeking any authorization form the defense.

h. In addition a number of other points should be considered. The funding of cowts-martials (or lack. of
funding) can have an adverse effect for both good order and discipline generally, and on the defense counsel, in a
specific case. Accordingly we suggest that funding of courts-martials be a separate budget item that is approved at
the Secretarial level. We also suggest that a separate prosecution and a separate defense fund be established.
This is not to suggest that the service Secretary has to approve each request, but that she establishes a central
funding mechanism that is effected through a Chief Prosecutor and Chief Defense Counsel.
Removing funding decisions from the commander and the unit involved may well enhance the ability of the Wlit
to seek a court-martial in the appropriate case. \Vith central fimding the commander does not need to wony
about the impact of a court-martial on his or her budget. Thus, cases that should go to court-martial will, all else
being equal. The possibility of "grey-mail" being used against a command's limited budget is also lessened.

•

Separale funding for defense counsel would enhance the actual and perceived access to justice and to resources
necessary, lor this system that seeks (0 command respect. Defense counsel in individual cases will be able to
secure witnesses and resources in a privileged manner. :"ieither the commander nor the trial counsel need be
involved in selecting which witnesses and resources a defense counsel may have, regardless of need. The current
interest of the commander is in saving money. The time-worn argument that the commander must approve
these expenditures, for financial expediency, should no longer exist. The issue of the witness being made
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available is a question to be resolved separate from the question of the availability of travel funds. Where issues
are raised, the issues should be decided by the mililal)' judge, not by the uial counsel and convening authority.
S. Should the convening authority retain clemency powers, both with respect to findings and seruence, or should his

powers be limited?

•

B. ARTICLE 32 INVESTIGATIONS
Should the Article 32 investigation be changed in the following ways?
1. Should the requirement for an Article 32 investigation be repealed and a prelimiruuy hearing substitUted for it?
The investigation under U~ art. 32,10 U.S. Code' 832, should probably remain unchanged, in the absence
of some compelling argumeru otherwise. Commenwors and courts frequently compare the Article 32
investigation to the federal preliminary examination and the federal grandjwy. Although the Article 32
investigation is not exactly equivalent to either federal proceeding, it has elements of both and serves as the
member's best opportunity in guaranteeing that the accused will not be tried on baseless charges."
Currently, the convening authority cannot refer a specification to a general court-manial if the staffjudge
advocate concludes in the pretrial advice that the specification is not warranted by the evidence indicated in the
Article 32 report of investigation. U~ art. 34(a)(2).
Consideration should be made for putting the probable cause decision with the Investigating Officer. The
Investigating Officer is the one who sees the evidence, sees the witnesses, and can assess the merits of the case .
Further, consideration should be given to mandating that either a military judge or military magistrate conduct
the Article 32 investigation.

11 Sec Major Larry A. Gaydos, CompreheDsil'C Glllde to the f~f.iJitary Pretn"al ml'CSa"gauoD, III Mil. L. Rev. 49 (Winter,
1986), for a useful and instructive guide to the Article 32.

•

•
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The .-\Jude 32 has had an unusual beneficial dlect lor the accused, which if care is not exercised will be lost to
the acCLIsed through efforts of convening authOlities and olal counsel to resolct the discovery process. 1baL
benefit has been engrafted primarily tJu'ough cowl decisions. Whether or not the Article 32 investigation was
meant to be a defense discovery procedw'e is a subject of debate. There is some support in the legislative history
lor both sides of the issue and in the case law." Compare testimony, Mr. Larkin before the House Committee
on Armed Services, Hearings on H.R. 20198 Before a Subcomm. ofthe House Comm. on.-1nned Services, 81 st
Cong., lst Sess. 997 (1949) with the absence oflanguage in the statute about defense discovery. Appellate courts
have recognized a legitimate defense discovery pWl>Ose. And so have the drafters of the Manual for Courts
Martial. However, the BADC is concerned that overly aggressive prosecutors have and will make efforts to
restrict the discovery function. Therelore, BADC believes the appropriate course now is to consider taking steps
to make defense discovery at an Article 32 investigation a matter of right."
2. Should all Article 32 proceedings be recorded and a partial or complete verbatim transcript be prepared at the request
of either the government or the defense?
The preservation of Article 32 testimony is an important consideration to both sides. An accused should be
entitled to some method of preserving witness testimony in order to effectively prepare and present a case at trial.
Weare aware of cases where the accused at an Article 32 has been denied even the option of making a tape
recording of the testimony received. This seems an abuse, and the Commission should consider a remedy.
3. If an Article 32 investigating officer returns a finding of "no probable cause," should that finding bar subsequent
prosecution?

It seems this should be the rule, unless the prosecutor later brings fonvard additional evidence to establish
probable cause. Compare Rule 5.l(b), Fed. R. Crim. Pro. And see UCMj art. 36, 10 U. S. Code' 836.
4. What avenue ofappeal should be available to the government in the event of a finding of "no probable cause?"
,

There are at least two options that could be reviewed: the prosecution should be allowed to present additional
evidence at a reopened Article 32, or the prosecutor could be allowed to apply to a military judge for a review de
novo of the Article 32 record. The second option is not found in the federal courts because it is a federal
magistrate judge, ajudicial officer, who is conducting the hearing. Likewise, in the Commonwealth ofVirginia
courts a General District Court judge conducts the probable cause hearing and then the case is set for trial in the
Circuit Court (absent a guilty plea under certain circumstances).
We have addressed elsewhere the recommendation that there should be a military magistrate judge who would
sit and act on various pretrial issues. Amongst those judicial duties would include presiding at an Article 32
investigation. The Article 32 is already considered ajudicial proceeding, therefore having a military magistrate
judge preside seems consistent with the Article 32's place in the pretrial process.
San Antonio Express-News

a:

•

" Sec, e.g., United Sta.tes v. RoiJens, 10 MJ. 308, 311 (C.M.A. 1981) (There is no doubt that a military accused has
imponant pretrial discovery rights at an Article 32 investigation. Nevertheless, such pretrial discovery is not the sole purpose of the
investigation nor is it unrestricted in view of its statutory origin.); United Sta.tes v. Payne, 3 MJ. 354, 3.57 n.14 (C.M.A. 1977) (One of
Congress' intentions in creating the Article 32 investigation was to establish a method of discovery.); United Sta.tes v. Samuels, 10
C.MA. 206,212,27 C.M.R. 280,286 (1959) (It is apparent that the Article [32 investigationl serves a twofold purpose. It opera1eS as
a discovery proceeding for the accused and stands as a bulwark against baseless charges.); United Sta.tes Yo Tomaszewski, 8 C.M.A.
266,24 C.M.R. 76 (1957) (The Article 32 investigation ·operates as a discovery proceeding."). But see United States v. Eggers, 3
C.M.A. 191, 194, 11 C.M.R. 191, 194 (1953) !Discovery is not a prime object of the pretrial investigation. At most it is a
circumSlantial by-product - and a right unguaranteed to defense counsel.); United Sta.tes v. COIllJor, 19 MJ. 631 (N.M.C.M.R. 1984),
petition granted, 20 MJ. 363 (C.M.A. 198.5). Major Larry A. Gaydos, Comprehensi,'C Gwde to the .11iJicary Prcaiallnvr:stigalion,
III Mil. L. Rev. 49, 52 (Winter, 1986).

.. The government shall produce, no later than three days before the hearing is due to commence, the following matters in
discovery; statements and confessions of the accused, including swnmaries of oral statements; statements of all witnesses intemewed
by the government; results of laboratory tests; all evidence in connection with the taking of Slatements from the accused and searches;
all evidence tending to mitigate the severity of the offense; all evidence tending to impeach one or more of the government witnesses.
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v. MOITVW, -1-4 MJ. 706 (A.F.Ct.Crim.App. 1996) (preuial investigation of charges wlder .-\nicle 32. UCMJ•
although not a cowt-lIlaJtial. is ajudicial proceeding)(citations omitted).

c. JURISDICI10N OF COURTS-MARTIAL

•

1. Should COWls-martial be standing cowts. along the lines of the Federal District Cowts. having continuing jurisdiction
over service members within a "COWl-maniaJ district"?

1bis was an item which BADC submitted as a potential topic. with the following rationale. BADe now submits
the rationale for the Record and for the Conunission' s consideration.
Rationale. Until COWl-martial charges are REFERRED. there is no military judge who has cognizance of the
case. All pretrial decisions are made by the convening authority (frequendy with little or no Wlderstanding of
military justice). on the advice of the staffjudge advocate. Serious decisions in complex cases are made early.
without the ability for the defense to provide meaningful. effective input. In such cases it is often difficult to
recover once ajudge is available.
The convening authority is the official who exercises prosecutorial discretion, and the SJA is the principal legal
advisor (and thus effectively the chief prosecutor). It is contnuy to due process for the prosecutor to be able to
control a case with no defense recourse to any official but the convening authority, who exercises prosecutorial·
discretion on the advice of that same prosecutor. Attempts to obtain adequate relief through extraordinary writs
have been tried and are completely ineffectual. There is need for a permanendy available trial judiciaIy to which
ongoing issues can be brought, to the same degree that federal district courts are now available to address those
issues in federal COWl cases. See e.g., United States Yo King, 2000 CAM Lexis 482.
Alterative approach: Instead of REFERRAL being the operative act to involve the judiciaIy - make
PREFERRAL the operative act for a military judge to take cognizance. There will have to be some
corresponding changes to the MCM to change the rules now highly in the governments favor. If either side wants
something (and it usually will be the defense) they go to the military judge. Not a complete fix, but better than
what we have.

•

2. Should military judges have the power to rule on all requests for release from pre-trial confinement, search wammts,
requests for witnesses, or expert witnesses?
The BADC has elsewhere recommended that consideration be given to the appointment of a SlandingjudiciaIy.
If there was a standing judiciary, a military judge or a military magistrate judge could reasonably be tasked with
such pretrial issues. The federal magistrate judge program, authority. and responsibilities should be studied in
this regard. Again, in the Commonwealth of Virginia, a General District CoWljudge performs these tasks.
3. Should military judges oversee the jury commission in the selection of COWl members rather than leaving
administration of the process to the staff judge advocate and convening authority?
An independent Oerk of CoWl or CoWl Administrator should oversee the selection and assembly of the
members.
4. Should an enlisted military accused continue to have the right to be tried by a COWl composed of at least one-third
enlisted members from a unit other than his own Wlder .o\nicle 25(c). or is the right to be tried by a military judge alone
sufficient to protect the enlisted accused's interests?
1bis is an important right that should be continued.

•
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5. Should the minimwn size of couru-martial be increased, e.g., to six for special couns-martial and to nine lor general
cOlms-martial ?
A 12 person jury is not required in Stale couns, but ajury of 12 is required in federal court." In BaUcw ,'.
Georgia. 435 U.S. 223 (1978) the Supreme Court has declared that ajury oHive or less violates the Sixth and
Fourteenlh Amendments." Because this is a constitutionally guaranteed riglu, there should be an atfumative
showing on the part of the Department of Defense that they cannot provide juries of six or more. Not only
should there be consideration of ajury of at least six members, but the requirement for a lUlaIlimous verdict on
findings should be closely examined. A1 present a service-member can be convicted on the vote of two out of
three members at a special court-martial, and on a vote of four out of five at a general court-martial. While
there miglu be some argument in favor of a lower jury size in a combat zone, the voting ratio cannot be justified
on any basis." (We do note that the Supreme Court has approved a non-unanimous vote where the vote
required seven of nine.") An additional nuance of this question is that of challenges and their effect on the size
of the panel.
6. Should couns-martial be required to have 12 members for capital cases?
1bis is worthy of serious study. Note that the military is the only jurisdiction that permits imposition of the
death penalty with ajury ofless than 12. Otherwise we defer to and incorporate the comments of Dwight H.
Sullivan, representing the American Civil Libenies Union, on all aspects of military capital cases, except as to the
need for abolition. We have stated our opinion elsewhere in regard to a moratorium on the military death
penalty.

D. MIUTARYjUDGES, TRIAL AND DEFENSE COUNSEL
1. How and by whom should military judges be selected?

" Williams v. Honda, 399 U.S. 78 (1970); Rule 23, Fed. R. Crim. Pro. UC~ art. 36, 10 U.S. Code . 836, requin:s that
procedure be similar to that in federal district court, so far as practicable.
L! The Commonwealth ofVJrginia requires at least seven jurors. And they must come to a unanimous vote. Va. Const. art.
I, '8; Va. Code Anno.. 19.2-262(2).

" Burch v. Lowsiana, 441 U. S. 130 (1979). And See Howard C. Cohen, The Two-1hirds VerWCt: A SwviviDg
Anachronism in an Age ofCourr-Martial EmJulion, 20 CAL. W.L. REV. 30 (1983).
" See Dwight H. Sullivan, PlayWgthe Numbers: Court-Martial Panel Size and the Military Death Penalty, 158 MIL. L.
REV. 1 (December 1998); Robert H. Miller, Comment: Six ofOne 15 Not a Dozen ofthe Other: A Reexamination ofWdliams Yo
Honda and the Size ofSt;lte Criminaljunes, 146 PA. U. L. REV. 621 (January 1998).

•
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TIlls is one of Ihe most significant issues to be addressed that has clear due process implications. \Ve
recommend starting wilh Ihe Lederer-Hundley anicle on judicial independence" and using that as Ihe
benclunark to evalUaLe various alternative proposals. \Ve also note that Ihe U. S. Department ofState,lhrough
Ihe U.S. Infonnation Agency, advocates judicial independence and tenure as a cornerstone of a lair judiciary in a
democracy. Stephen G. Breyer, Rule ofLaw:JudiciaJ Independence in the U.S. (TIlls document is published
on Ihe Department of State, United States Information Agency website. The website and Ihe Agency is an,
"Authoritative resource lor foreign audiences seeking infonnation about American society, political processes,
official U.S. policies and culture.") Justice Breyer sets out the basic principles ofjudicial independence in the
United States. A primary issue is tenure." AsJudge Cox has recently said, "I look at tenure and judicial
independence like Ihe Wizard in Ihe Land of Oz. If you want to give the lion courage, give him a medal, and if
you want to give the straw man brains, give him a degree. If you want to give judges independence, give them
tenure." ARll CLE Two Seniorjudges Look Back and Look Ahead: An Interview with SeniorJudge
Robinson O. Everett and Seniorjudge ~J-aJter T. Cox, III, 165 Mil. L. Rev. 42 (September, 2000). Justice
Scalia addressed the historical anomaly of this system not requiring tenure in his concurrence in Weiss."

•

2. Should civilians be permitted to serve as military judges?

TIlls idea seems worthy of study. There seems no reason why a civilian should not be selected to serve as a
military judge. And there seems no reason why they could not deploy in the same manner as any other civilian
who is required to accompany the force overseas and into combat situations. Such seIVice could be open to
retired officers as well as others. U~ art. 26,10 U. S. Code' 826, would need amending to parallel UQvU
art. 66, 10 U. S. Code' 866. Chiefjudge Baum is an excellent example ofa "civilian" perl'orming as a military
appellate judge. Military appellate judges may be civilians, including retired officers. UQvU art. 66, IOU. S.
Code' 866.
3. Should military judges serve for a fixed term and be subject to a separate pay and allowance scale not fixed by military
rank. or grade?
" Fredric 1. Lederer & Barbara S. Hundley, Needed' An Independent MilitaryJudiciary-A Proposal to .4mend the
Uniform Code ofMih"taryJustice, 2 WM. & Mo\RY BILL RTS.]. 629 (1994).

•

" http://usinfo.state.gov/
10 ''The primary basis ofjudicial independence in the United States is the protection guaranteed to judges under Article III
of the Constitution, which creates the federal judiciary.... These provisions assure that Congress or the president cannot directly
affect the OUlcome ofjudicial proceedings by threatening removal ofjudges or reduction of their salaries.
The institutions that allow the judiciary to control the environment in which judges do their work are a second factor of
judicial independence. 1bis aspect is not always at the center of considerations ofjudicial independence, but if one thinks about how a
working environment affects one's work, then one understands that the question of who controls the context in which judges decide
cases matters a great deal to the idea of the independence of the judiciazy. There are three primary institutional pillars on which U.S.
judicial administration is based. The first is the Judicial Conference of the United States .... The Judicial Conference is the national
policymaking body for the judiciary, and supervises the Administrative Office of the U.S. Cowts. Most important is the role that the
Judicial Conference plays in the rulemaking process." The Supreme Court shall have the power LO prescribe general rules of practice
and procedure and rules of evidence for cases in the United States district cowts (including proceedings before magistrates thereof)
and coUIts of appeals. 28 U. S. Code' 2072(a).

" See, e.g.,the observation ofJustice Scalia, in his concurring opinion in Weiss v. United Stales, 510 U.S. 163 (1994), where
he stated:

The present judgment makes no sense except as a consequence of historical practice ....(NJo one can suppose
that similar protections against improper influence (as provided in the UCMJJ would suffice LO validate a state
criminal-law system in which felonies were tried by judges serving at the pleasure of the Executive. 1 am
confident that we would not be satisfied with mere formal prohibitions in the civilian context, bUl would hold that
due process demands Ihe structural protection of tenure in office, which has been provided in England since
1iOO, was provided in almost all the fonner English colonies from the time of the Revolution, and is provided in
all the States today. (It is noteworthy that one of the grievances recited against King George 1lI in the Declaration
of Independence was that "(hJe has made Judges dependenl on his Will alone, for the tenure of their offices.")
510 U.S. at 198 (Scalia,]., concurring) (citations omitted).

•
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There seems to be a strong argwnent for such a structure. See Lederer/Hundley. On the specific issue of
tenure, the Services have argued against traditional forms ofjudicial tenure citing the need for flexibility in
military assigrunents. 1lJat argwnent seems to be accepted without question. This is one of the areas where it
would be helpful to have some empirical evidence. A series of questions regarding recent operations might be
quite revealing on the issue. n
4. How should military judges be disciplined or removed from office?

n Such questions could include: During OPERATIONS DESERT SHIELD/DESERT STORM:
a. How many military tria\ and appellate judges were there on active duty assigned to judicial duties?
b. Of this number, how many deployed in support of the OPERATIONS (regardless of the length of time)?
c. Of this number, how many deployed in a capacity other than as a military judge?

And: During the last five years:
a. How many military tria\ and appellate judges were there on active duty assigned to judicial duties in each year?
b. Of this number, how many deployed in support of a military operation (regardless of the length of time)?
(1) Of this number, how many deployed in a capacity other than as a military judge?
c. Of this number, how many were removed from judicial duties (regardless of the length of time) for a reason other than
misconduct or completion of "a tour?"
(1) Of this number, what duties were the persons assigned to, e.g. staff judge advocate, trial, defense.

•
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The Court of Appeals for the Anned Forces has suggested that. ajudicial conunission is the proper vehicle."
Currently, the malter probably rests with the appointing officer, the Judge Advocate General. Havingjudicial
officers answer to executive officials is exu-emely problematic.
5. Should civilians be allowed to serve as trial counsel (e.g., Assistant United Stales Attorneys, Depanment ofJustice
attorneys, etc.)?

•

For the same reasons that consideration should be given to allowing civilians to be able to sit as trial or appellate
judges, the issue of civilians being able to serve as trial or defense counsel should be examined. This might be
accomplished in ways similar to that in any number ofjwisdictions which have panel attorneys or attorneys on a
roster of those willing to take court appointed cases. Certainly there would need to be a form of screening for
those permitted on the roster. Such screening could be accomplished through the application process. Civilians
so employed might be employed on contract for a particular service or by the case at the federal EAJA rate. In
Australia, military reservists are called to active duty to represent the accused in a court-martial. This is done to
ensure that the accused has competent and experienced counsel to represent him/her. Some method of access
to experienced COWlSel would go a long way to addressing concerns about the experience level of coWlSeI in
serious cases.
6. Should there be minimum standards for defense cOWlSeI in capital cases?
BADC endorses the ABA Recommendation calling for a moratorium on capital ptmishment until certain
conditions are met. Minimum standards for counsel is one of those conditions. See also the comments of
Dwight H. Sullivan for the American Civil Liberties Union.
7. Should the practice of penoitting supervisors to rate military trial judges be tenninaled?
There should be consideration of a judicial ethics panel that would regulate the judicial conduct of military trial
and appellate judges. The concept of rating military judges against each other does not seem to favor judicial
independence.

•

8. Should military judges have explicit power to hold cOWlSel in contempt for abusing process dwing any phase of military
proceedings?
To the same extent permitted in a federal district court. However, great care should be taken to ensure such a
power would be applied equally to witnesses, jurors, and both counsel. Compare Rule 42, Fed. R. Crim. Pro.
9. Should there be a separate trial defense sernce required by statute for each sernce?
There seems no good reason for this. A thorough review of the way in which defense cOWlSeI sernces are
provided, in particular the independence of such cOWlSel should be studied. The concept of a joint defense
organization appears to have merit, especially if this could result in the more efficient and balanced provision of
resources to the defense. Certainly the federal public defender system could be looked to as a model.

IV. CRIMES AND OFFENSES

" See, e.8., Barry & Baum, Umced Scates Navy-Marine Corps Court of.ViJieary Review v. CarJucd: A QuesUoD ofjudicial
lDdepcndenCt:, 36 Fed. B. News &]. 242 (1989).

•
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A. Should Articles 133 and 13-1. be repealed and new, p:uticularizL-d punitive articles enacted to address General Article
otrenses that have previously been acknowledged by case law or enumerated by the President in the Manual for
Cowts-M:utial?
The Articles in their present form do present a viable alternative when there is no specific article in the code
already. However, it does appear that many Article 134 provisions could be assimilated into the various codal
provisions. lbis would be especially helpful if there were a sexual offenses statute similar to the Model Penal
Code. As to :\rticle 133 there is some objection to it, not so much as to its existence, but that it seems to be
used as a means of piling up an additional charge(s) when perfectly valid charges are available and have been
charged. An example is the practice of charging adultery twice.

B. Should there be a distinction in degree and maximum punishment for the offenses of being raped by an acquaintance
and being raped by a stranger?
There does not appear to be any compelling reason to make such a distinction. Such distinctions seem better
left to the fact-finder at the time of sentencing.
C. Should Congress enact a modem criminal sexual misconduct statute similar to the Model Penal Code and repeal the
current statutes on rape and sodomy?

See answers above.

D. Should Congress enact a specific punitive article to proscribe relationships between and among officers and en1istcd
personnel, e.g., fraternization. undue familiarity, adultery?

nus issue is worthy of study to ensure that there is uniformity amongst the Services.
E. Should Congress repeal Article 88, which prohibits officers from uttering contemptuous words regarding certain public
officials, or at least limit it to active-duty personnel?

The purpose for the Article appears to be the prevention of calls for disorder and disobedience and to preserve
the fundamental principle of civilian control over the military. A study should examine whether or not the
Article should be limited to those actually serving on active duty. For those not serving on active duty, either
retired or reserve, the Article might not need to be applicable, except for situations where they identify
themselves as a military officer - "wrap themselves in their rank" or military status.
F. Should Congress modify Article 46 to authorize contempt procedures for civilian and military witnesses and
participants in courts-martial?
Compare Rule 49, Fed. R. Crim. Pro.

G. Should offenses based upon a simple negligence element be deleted from the Code?
Perhaps the consideration here should be to removing simple negligence offenses that are unrelated to military
duties. It might well be that a different standard or degree of guilt is proper in regard to a dereliction charge, or
to a charge dealing with an orders violation, or to a charge dealing with some military duty. However, to the
extent that the charge relates to a typical common law offense, consideration should be given to removing simple
negligence as a standard of guilt.
H. Should Congress enact a punitive article prohibiting child neglect and abuse?
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111e question here relates not to the ability to prosecute a case of child neglect and/or abuse. but to the question
ofjtulsdiction. 111e BADC has suggested. earlier in this submission. that military jurisdiction might
approprialeiy be limited. To the extent that it is necessary to have a punitive article for offenses against children.
occwring on base. or overseas. then such a provision is appropriate. Otherwise, offenses against children might
best continue to be left to the local authorities where the offense does not occur on military property.

•

I. Should Article 124, Dueling, be repealed?

The BADC notes that since 1840. dueling as method of solving personal differences between officers has
declined." Accordingly, repeal ofUCMj an. 114, 10 U.S. Code' 914. seems timely.
j. Should the definition of grievous bodily hann under Anicle 128 be revised?

K. Should consensual sodomy be decriminalized?

Private acts between consenting adults, that do not otherwise have a direct impact on good order and discipline
should likely not be subject to criminal prosecution.
L. Should adultery be eliminated as an offense, or in the alternative, should it be codified so that it is only a crime under
circumstances that directly affect "good order and discipline"?

Adultery should not be proscribed except to the extent that there is a direct provable effect on good order and
discipline. The cases offonner Air Force lieutenant Kelly Flinn and of, MGen Hale seem appropriaie for
proscription because of the direct connection to good order and discipline. However, cases like that of Gen.
Ralston might not be proscribed.
V. SENTENCING AND PUNISHMENTS

•

More flexible ways to sentence a person without lasting stigma must be studied. In United Stales Yo Rush, 55 M.

J. 313 (2000), the Court of Appeals for the AImed Forces reminded everyone about the lasting stigma of certain
punishments. In particular, ways should be considered to reduce the long tenn financial impact of sentences
that include reductions in grade or reductions in pay. 1bis recommendation should be considered regardless of
the marital/family sta1us of an accused, although as a practical maller there is likely a more adverse effect on
families. But, it should be considered that in this day and age many service-members have established significant
financial obligations - purchase of a home, car, etc. Such ramifica1ions should be considered and studied.
Thus, the long-tenn impact of a reduction should be considered long-tenn loss of pay, stagnation in paygrade
leading to high-year-tenure issues, or inability to compete for additional promotions, or the inability to regain the
previous rank. Consideration should be given to the automatic commutation or remission of punitive discharges
after passage of a defined number of years in the civilian community. For example, it might be appropriate to
remit a bad conduct discharge after the applicant affinnatively shows five or ten years of good behavior. In
addition, acts of good citizenship might warrant earlier remission. The person need not be issued an honorable
discharge (only an under honorable conditions discharge) and could be prohibited from receiving certain
benefits.
A Should capital punishment be eliminated for peacetime offenses?

"james E. Valle, RocJc.s& Shoals: Order and Discipline the Old Nail)' 18{)()- 1861, Navallnst. Press 1980, p;l8e 3.

•
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\Vhile me BADe tak.e:-s no position on me abolition of me mililary death penalty, the issue seems wonhy of
study. We:- would draw your auention to me BADC support of me ABA moratoriwn on the death penalty for
me reasons staled by me ;\13A.
B. Should me accused have me option of being tried by a court-martial of members on me guilt or innocence but
sentenced by a military judge in me event of a conviction?
The various procedural memods of reaching a sentence are wonhy of study. It does seem that judge sentencing
following members findings of guilt ought to be considered as an option. The U~ was intended to operale in
war. The U~ existed and survived Korea, Vietnam, Desert Shield/Storm, and lesser deployments. There
should be great concern about any change which actually or by perception lessens the rights and protections
available to a service-member at court-martial.
C. Should member sentencing be abolished?
This would eliminate an option now available, and should not be considered except upon clear evidence of
manifest necessity. See above.
D. Should sentencing guidelines be adopted in order to eliminate me need for a contested sentencing proceeding?
See C. above.
E. Should pre-trial agreements be binding on bom parties thus eliminating the need for a sentencing hearing?

•

See C. above.
F. Should sentencing in time of war always be by judge alone, except in capital cases?
See C. above.

C. Should me requirement to produce witnesses for sentencing proceedings in time ofwar be abolished?
See C. above.
H. Should new sentencing consideralions be authorized, such as commwrity service, suspension of eligibility for
promotion or pay increases, required counseling for violent or sex offenders, or other measw-es that would return a
convicted accused to duty ra1her than incarceralion, discharge, or dismissal from service?

The life-long daoming and damaging effects of military pwrishments should be reviewed and more flexible
punishment alternatives developed.

I. Should a military judge have me right to suspend a sentence and adjudge a probationary sentence?

•

BADC supports an independent judiciary with full judicial powers. nus idea is worthy of serious consideralion.
In addition, it appears sensible to consider a bar to administralive discharge processing after a case has been
disposed of at court-martial. A service-member, not infrequently, is able to persuade the trier of fact that he or
she should not be pwritively discharged as a result of the trial. At lhat point, again not infrequently, .the
command will then process lhat person for an administralive discharge Under Other 11Jan Honorable
Conditions. Some consideralion ought to be given to restricting such a practice. There may well be
circwnstances which justify separa1ing a person who has been convicted, but not punitively discharged.
However, as a general rule there ought to be a demonstrated need to do this, and it should be limited to
separation WIder honorable conditions. The prosecution already has a substantial opportunity to introduce all of
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the aggravating evidcnct: available both as to the Oift:llSt: mId as to the accused's character. Tht:relore. it seems
appropriate Wldel' that circwllstance to accept the judgment of the sentencing authority. The Dlembers are the
best qualified "board of officers," and accordirlgly are able to make fine judgments about rehabililalive potential,
amongst other judgmt:nts.

•

J. Should the military judge or his successor in office retainjwisdiction over the accused until the sentence has been
served?
Such a change seems appropriate. As part of an integrated post-trial process the military judge should retain
jwisdiction over the accused and the case until it is docketed at the Court of Criminal Appeals for cases to be
considered under UCMj art. 66, 10 U. S. Code '866. Further, power of a trial judge (and of the Courts of
Criminal Appeal) to issue orders under the All Writs power should be spelled out explicitly in a statute.

K. Should a sentence ordering separation from the service without loss of either retirement or other service-connected
benefits be authorized?
This is worthy of serious study. In addition the power to award or direct such a separation might also be given to
the military judge, the military appellate judges, the Service Clemency & Parole Boards, and the Service
Discharge Review Boards.
L. Should the Code be reevaluated in light of the fact that most accused members have families, and thus existing
punishments may not be the most effective in meeting discipline goals?
The Code and Manual should be reevaluated. See above.
M. Should enhanced punishments for certain offenses committed in time ofwar (e.g., desertion) be reevaluated in
recognition of the frequent deployment of forces to hostile areas not technically qualifying as war?
The current charging and sentencing options available already contemplate the ability of the prosecution to
introduce evidence in aggravation. Therefore missing ship's movement for a training exercise might be treated
differently than missing a deployment to conduct a NEO operation.

•

N. Should a provision to allow consideration for expungement of a conviction after a specified number of years be
enacted?
Some consideration should be given to a combination of discretionary and mandatory expungement after a
period of time. The focus here should be toward lessening the long teI1ll impact and stigma of the punitive
discharge, rather than the fact of conviction itself.

O. Would adoption of any sentencing guidelines be fruidess in light of the reality that most accuseds do not become
repeat offenders due to separation proceedings?
P. Should sentencing be made more equitable by peI1llitting reduction in rank or loss of numbers for all officers?

VI. EVIDENCE
A Should evidence of good military character be barred at the findirlgs phase of courts-martial?

The rules of evidence permit certain bad acts or bad military char:!cter to be used as evidence to convict
someone at court-martial. There seems no justification for prohib~ting a service-member from showing good
military character or law-abidirlgness.
.

•
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B. Should exculpatory defense polygraph evidence be allowed?
There should be a reconsideration of the absolute ban on polygraph evidence. The rule in question WolS effected
Wlder a l111emaking process which the ABA has challenged, and which did not allow for serious or public
consideration of options."
C. Should pleas without admissions of guilt be pennitted at cowts-martial as they are in mostjwisdictions?
Such a plea is appropriate in other systems, and would be in this also. Compare Rule 11 (b)(c), Fed. R. Crim.
Pro. See also UCMj art. 36, 10 U. S. Code . 836.
D. Should conscientious objection be a pennissible affumative defense?
It is worthy of study, as for example where the accused shows that a request for CO status was properly and
timely submitted and that the government was dilatory in acting on the request or acted upon it in bad faith.

VII. TRIAL PROCESS
A Should the military judge, rather than trial counsel, administer the oath to witnesses?
We are aware of no strong arguments in favor of such a change. The BADC supports a complete review of the
interactions that the trial counsel has with the members of a court-martial. As noted elsewhere, the BADC
believes that the trial counsel should be relieved of aU duties in cOlUlection with the calling, selection,
management, and administration of members. Such functions should be transferred to the Oed. of Court or
Court AdminiStrator as is done in all civilian cowts. The BADC believes that only in the military is it.not
considered professional misconduct for the prosecutor to be involved with the members in the current fashion.
The BADC believes that a prosecutor in civilian court who tried to have the same or similar access to ajury
would be severely critiqued by the judge and might well be subject to professional discipline action. The trial
counsel involvement with the members should be limited to the interactions had in open court on the record.
B. Should voir din: of court members by counsel be a matter of right?

•

.. See Kevin]. Barry, Modemizing The Manual For Co~Martial Rulc-Maldng Process: A Work in Progress,
165 MIL. L. REV. 237, 242 n.17 (2000).
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lbere should be selious study of this malter. Practice in the lederal and stale courts is not consistelU. However•
the accused has the right to a trial by members who it is believed will be fair and impanial. A military members
uial should be constitutionally sowld. There is a difference of opinion within the civilian bars about how
dfective, for Si.xth :\mendment pW']X>ses, a COWlSei can be who cannoU'does not personally voir dire prospective
jurors. In addition, it is a matter of debate whether or not denying cOWlSeI voir dire deprives the accused of a
jury fully consistent and qualified within the U.S. Constitution. In Virginia for example, cOWlSeI and the Court
may voir dire."

•

C. Should more peremptory challenges be authorized to an accused and the government?
Consideration should be given to allowing the defense more peremptory challenges than they have now, and
possibly more than the prosecution. As has been noted elsewhere, under the current system, the prosecution
already has an unlimited number of challenges by virtue of the court-martial member selection process. In
federal disuict court, where the prosecutor had no involvement, there is a ratio of six prosecution to ten defense
peremptory challenges (20 each in a death penalty case). See Rule 24(b), Fed. R. Crim. Pro. And see U~
art. 36, 10 U. S. Code '836. One other important difference is that an excused potential juror is replaced with
another potential juror wuil there are twelve jurors (and occasionally alternates).
D. Should Racia1Justice Act instructions be required in capital courts-martial?
lbis was an item which BADC submitted as a potential topic, with the following rationale. BADC now submits
the rationale for the Record and for the Commission's consideration.

Rationale. Of all the death penalty jurisdictions in the country, the military has the highest percentages of
minorities on death row. The military justice system lacks a vital protection to minimize the risk that race will
playa factor in determining who is sentenced to death. In civilian capital cases, Congress has required that the
judge "instruct the jury that in its consideration ofwhether the sentence of death is justified it shall not consider
the mee ... of the defendant or the victim." 21 U.S.c. ' 848(0) (1994). Congress fwther required the judge to
instruct the jury that it may not recommend a sentence of death unless it has concluded that it would
recommend a sentence of death for the crime in question no matter what the mee ... of the defendant, or the
victim, may be." Id Finally, Congress required each juror to sign a certificate stating that he or she did not
consider prohibited factors, including mee, and that his or her sentencing decision would have been the same
regardless of the defendant's and victim's mee. Id. See also 18 U.S.c. ' 3593(f) (1994). Together, these are
called the Racia1Justice Act instructions. No statute or Rule for Courts-Martial requires such instructions in
capital courts-martial. The military justice system should go to any length to ensure that racial discrimination
does not affect cases' outcomes. The instructions that Congress requires in Article III capital cases are no less
appropriate, or necessary, in the military justice system. See Unifonn Code of Military Justice art. 36, 10 U.S.C.
, 836 (1994).

•

E. Should ajury of 12 be required in order to sentence an accused to death?
lbis was an item which BADC submitted as a potential topic, with the following rationale. BADC now submits
the rationale for the Record and for the Commission's consideration.

Rationale: Every death penalty jurisdiction in the country with the exception of the military justice system
provides for 12-memberjuries in capital cases. Even though a five-member jury cannot try any case that could
.. St:e e.g. Charity v. Commonwealth, 471 S.E.2d 821 (Va. 1997); VA. CODE AI"lNO.. 8.01-358. And see David P.
Baugh, Jury Tn'als in T- 'irgirua and Other Issues Relating to the Preparation ofa Criminal Case for Tn'aJ, 31' Crim.ina.l Law Seminar,
Va. Slate Bar and Va. CLE, February 16, 2001.

•
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rc.-sult in confiJlemt."1ll lor more than six months, in the military a cowt-martial panel with as lew as five mt."mbers
can impost." a death sentence. MililaIy capital cases are sufficiently rare that requiring 12-member panels would
not prove bw-dellSome to the services. Accordingly, no military necessity justifies departure from the wUversal
practice of 12-member panels. Additionally, the lack of a fixed number of members threatens the fairness of
capital courts-manial. Convening authorities have no guidance concerning how many members to detai.lto
capital cases, thus resulting in enormous disparity in the number of members in such cases. The size of the
cowt-martial panel is an arbitrary factor that could well influence who is sentenced to death and who is not.
Additionally, because death sentences must be unanimous, the prosecution has an incentive to challenge
members from the panel while the defense has an incentive to uy to keep all of the members on the panel. See
United States v. Simo:r. 46 MJ. 592, 625-27 (A.F. a. Crim. App. 1996) (Morgan,j., concurring), reV don other
grounds, 50 MJ. 1 (1998). With just one side engaging in vigorous voir dire and challenges, a cowt-martial
panel skewed toward the prosecution is the almost inevitable result of the cwrent system. Thus, the size of
capital cowt-martial panels must be fixed. In keeping with Congress's general preference for military justice
procedures that mirror those used in Article III Courts, sec Uniform Code of Military Justice art. 36,10 V.S.c. '
836 (1994), the capital cowt-martial panel size should be fixed at twelve.

VIII. APPEALS
A. Should the government have the right to appeal to the United Stales Cowt of Appeals for the AImed Forces and
should the power of the Judge Advocate General to certify cases be repealed?

to

This proposal has ~erit; 'and it is ~~w appropriate review the need for or appropriateness of the certification
power. Caution should be exercised to prohibit review of a decision of the Court of Criminal Appeals when that
decision is based on an insufficiency of the evidence or which results in a reduction of the sentence for reasons of
disparity or inappropriate severity."
B. Should the Courts of Criminal Appeals be eliminated or their function reduced to reviewing the record for sentence
appropriateness?
The Courts of Criminal Appeals have their place in the hierarchy of military appeals.. An intermediate appellate
cowt is appropriate especially where they have the actual attributes of an independent judiciary. However, the
stalure and independence of these courts should be enhanced as we have recommended elsewhere.
C. By whom should military Courts of Criminal Appeals judges be selected, and should their service be for a fixed teI1Il
of office?
BADC supports appointing all military judges at the Presidential level, as proposed by General Hodson. One
would assume that the President would have the recommendations of a panel; and that the military judge should
have tenure and other indicia of independence, as for example was proposed by Prof. Lederer and LT Hundley.
The panel should might appropriately consist ofjudges , at least one law professor, and at least one judge of the
Cowt of Appeals for the AImed Forces.
D. Should Senior Judges of the United Stales Cowt of Appeals for the AImed Forces and retired military judges be
allowed to serve on the Courts of Criminal Appeals without being recalled to active duty?

"To demonstrate that nothing is ever simple, we would note that the United States could appeal the seuing aside of a guilty
finding which then causes a sentence reassessment and reduction of sentence. If the t.:nited States prevailed on appeal in having the
guilty rmding reinstated, then so to could the sentence be reinstated.
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'111~ example ofChief}udge Bawn of the U.S. Coast Guard Cowt of Criminal Appeals shows both the
advisability and efficacy of proposal !hal a retired military judge (civilian) so serve. Preswllably a senior judge on
CA.-\F couJd also serve, but this seems a more problematic suggestion.

E. ShouJd an accused have to file a Notice of Appeal in order to have his case considered by a Cowt of Criminal
Appeals?

•

There shouJd be consideration for such a proposal. However, if that is to be the case, some consideration
shouJd be made to the experience, knowledge, training, and expertise oftoday's trial defense counsel, and to
making mandatory the filing of a brief pursuant to Article 38(c), U~. If an appellant is required to "petition"
for an appeal, such requiremeru might be limited to guilty plea cases and only with the guidance of an appellate
defense counsel. \Ve asswne, however, that filing a notice of appeal would not allow for a discretionary review,
but wouJd invoke the current mandatory appellate review provision.
F. ShouJd there be threshold requirements before an appeal is automatic to the Cowt of Criminal Appeals, such as a
sentence of five or more years' confinement?
The current threshold appears appropriate.
G. Should there be an automatic right of appeal to the Cowt of Criminal Appeals in a guilty plea case, or should an
accused be required to file a Notice of Inlent to Appeal?
Some consideration should be given to this proposal. However, such a procedW'e should require that the
service·member have access to the advice and assistance of an appellate defense cOWJSeI in giving such a notice.
The concern should be the ability or inability of the trial defense counsel from recognizing appellate issues .
Further, what impact if any, would such a procedure have on the requirements set out in UIllied SI/illes v.
Grosteroll, 12 MJ. 431 (1982).
H. Should a decision of a Cowt of Criminal Appeals ever be rendered by fewer than three judges?

•

1bis question goes to the very hean of compliance with U~ an. 66,10 U. S. Code' 866.
I. Should every judge who sits on an appeal at a Coun of Criminal Appeals certify that he or she has read the entire
record of trial at the time a decision is rendered?
The unique power of the Courts of Criminal Appeal seems to require that each judge who sits in a case must
personally affirm that the sentence is appropriate, and in a not guilty case, that the evidence was legally
sufficient." And as we know, if they do not agree, then they have the power to substitute their judgment." We
fail to see how each judge voting on a case can abide by such a standard if they have not personally read the
record in its entirety. The receru litigation in United SI/illes v. Let:, 54 MJ. 285 (2000), addressed the issue of a
quorum of a Cowt of Criminal Appeals panel. A panel of three judges is necessary for a proper review. The
dissonance between the mandate ofU~ an. 66,10 G. S. Code' 866, and the quorum rule was evident. If
nothing else, the Congress should examine the need to overrule the decision in United SI/illcs v. Pctro~
Tachomakoff. 19 C.M.R. 120 (C.MA 1955)
" See United Sutes v. Grostcfon, .12 MJ. 431 (C.M.A. 1982). But see United Swes v. Lee.
" The test for factual sufficiency is whether, after weighing the evidence in the record of trial and making allowances for not
having personally observed the witnesses, this coun is convinced of Ihe appellant's guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. United Swes v.
Tumer, 25 MJ. 324,325 (C.M.A. 1987). VVhile Ihe Courts of Military Review are sometimes viewed as an '800-pound gorilla,'
United Swes ~~ Parker, 36 MJ. 269 (C.M.A. 1993), with 'awesome, plenary, de nOJ'O powers of review,' Uniled SlaieS v. Cole, 31
MJ. 270, 272 (C.M.A. 1990), 'with cane blanche to do justice,' United Swes v. Claxton, 32 MJ. 159, 162 (C.M.A. 1991), instances of
the blanket use of such power are rare indeed.

•
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J. Should continelllt."lll be detelTed if an appellrue issue could result in an acquittal or if a new trial could be ordered, as is
allowt."d by the bail process ill many jurisdictions?
Release from confinement pending appeal should be stucijed, and seemingly should be permitted if it appears a
new trial may be ordered, or the findings of guilty vacated on appeal. In addition, consideration should be given
to a required release from confinement should the record of trial has not been prepared and fomarded to the
military judge for authentication within a specified time. If, as proposed a military judge retains jurisdiction of a
case until docketing at the Court of Criminal Appeals, then the military judge should be permitted to hold a
post-trial 39(a) session to direct release of a conflnee. Alternatively, there miglu be some provision, similar to
•Wen credit for post-trial delay. As noted elsewhere, there is cWTently no incentive for speedy submission of the
record of trial. lbis is particularly distressing because the transcription is under the direction and control of the
prosecutor. Anecdotally, we note that the U.S. Air Force does not seem to have difficulty in the timely
forwarding of records of trial. Additionally, each record is accompanied by a detailed chronology (by the hour)
of the transcription process.

K. Should the United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces dismiss a petition if no issues are assigned for review?
The issue is worthy of consideration. There is a need to study the long-standing debate about specified issues.
Sec, Eugene R. Fidell and Linda Greenhouse, A Roving Commission: Specified Issues And The Function of
The United Stales Cowt ofMilitary AppeaLd22 Mil. L. Rev. 117 (Fall, 1988); Robinson O. Everett, Specified
Issues in The United Stales Cowt ofMibiary Appeals: A Rationalt; 123 Mil. L Rev. 1 (Winter, 1989). Also, to
what extent then would a ".").n.ders" briefbe required from trial or appellate counsel?

L. Should the United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces be required to hear any appeal from a case in which
the sentence includes five or more years' confinement?

•

The present requirement of one year or a punitive discharge seems sufficient for the low end of their jurisdiction. .
The discretionary nanu-e of their jurisdiction is occasionally troubling, and a requirement to hear an
in
any case in which a "notice of appeal" is filed is worth considering.

aPpeal

M. Should there be a riglu to oral argument before the appellate courts upon request by the accused or the government?
It would seem that it should be a rare case in which an appellant would be denied a requested oral argument.
N. Should the United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces be permitted to sit in panels of three, like other
federal courts of appeals?
We understand one of the PW'pOses of expanding the Court to five judges was to encourage the settlement of
thorny legal questions. Would sitting in panels enhance or detract from that goal?
O. Should membership on the Courts of Criminal Appeals be limited to retired judge advocates who are voluntarily
recalled to active duty for a term of years?
The idea of retired judge advocates recalled for a set period should be considered along with any
recommendation on how military judges are selected and what tenure, if any, they should have. Certainly the
appointment of Magistrate Judges in the federal district courts could be studied. However, the question should
not be restricted to appellate judges but should also include trial judges.
P. Should the practice of supervisors rating military appellate judges be abolished?
lbis is worthy of serious study ... for the same reasons stated as to the rating of trial judges. See above.

•

IX. ARTICLE 15 PUNISHMENT
A Should Article 15, Nonjudicial Punishment, be repealed or amended?

1bis was an item which BADC submitted as a potential topic, with the following two discussions. BADe now
submits these for the Record and for the Conunission' s consideration.
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a. AUl~nd :\rticl~ 15 so !hat when a servic~ m~mb~r declines to accept an action wIder CCMj an. 15. and a
decision is made to reter charges to trial by Co\ul-Manial. the charge for which the accused refused Article 15.
any otfcnse not known to the conunand at th~ ti.lll~ of offering Article 15 (or which could not have been known
to the command at the time with reasonable diligence). and any subsequent misconduct. are the only charges for
which he or she can be tried. This would help to eliminale the practice. routine in some conunands. of allowing
trial cOW1selto charge the member with matters that had previously been dealt with administratively as a means
to load up the charge sheet. It would not be unusual for a person to be acquiued at COWl-martial on the charge
initially considered for :\rticle IS pWlishment. but be convicted on something previously dealt with
administratively. The pwpose on such a rule would be to ensure the accused is not punished for exercising a
right. As an additional matter. consideration should be given to limiting the maximum seruence available in an
Article 15 refusal case.

•

b. Further amend Article IS to provide that when an individual has previously been punished at Article 15, that
misconduct may not later be made the subject of a COWl-martial; unless the prosecution demonstrates by clear
and convincing evidence that prior disposition at Article 15 was procured by fraud, or through a failure of the
conunander to fully appreciate the nature and serioumess of the offense disposed of at Ankle 15.

Rationale: Both these current practices have the clear appearance of "piling on" and the first has a chilling effect
on the exercise of statutory rights. They detract from the respect that the system needs to operate effectively.
I. To abolish the right of the member to refuse pWlishment for minor infractions with serious limitations upon available
punishments.
There may be some consideration given to this point for units forward deployed in a combat zone Wlder very
limited circumstances. The ability of the Army and Air Force to operate in a combat zone and in contingency
operations with the "refusal" right should be studied. Also. the current manner and availability oflega!
resources to deployed naval units should be studied. The current "vessel exception" was initially considered and
specifically rejected by the other services. and it appears that the right to refuse has not hindered the effective
administration of the system in these services.
2. To abolish the right of appeal for minor infractions but allow an Article 138 complaint or IG complaint if the member
feels aggrieved.

•

The present system seems adequate. An Article 138 complaint presumably travels the same path as Article 15
appeal. Appeal of a punishment does not seem the appropriate work for an inspector general.
3. To forbid a record of nonjudicial punishment for minor infractions from becoming a part of a member's service record
and making the results inadmissible in other judicial or administrative proceedings including bar to reenIistmeru.
promotion boards. etc.
4. To create a military magistrate by statute with the power to adjudicate more serious but albeit minor allegations of
misconduct referred to the magistrate by an accused's conunander with the power to order punishmeru Wlder
circumstances similar to existing non judicial punishment with the corresponding right to refuse such punishmeru and
demand a trial. The results of the proceedings would become part of the member's record. Also. adjudication by the
magistrate would bar funher prosecution under double jeopardy rules.
B. Should the vessel exception to the right to demand trial by COWl-martial be repealed?
Rather than repeal the exception efforts should be taken to limit the exception to its intended, or perceived
intended pwpose. In the days of sail and infrequent communications with land, the refusal right could have had
a severe impact on naval operations. However, deploymeru schedules, technology, and other changes have
seemingly reduced the need for the exception. See Sullivan. Overhauling the Vessel Exception, 43 NAV. L.
REV.57 (1996).
C. Should be vessel exception to the right to demand trial by coun-martial be extended to personnel of wUfied commands
whose units may be deployed under analogous circwnstances?

Before doing this. some empirical data should be gathered. It is believed that some data might exist within the
Marine Corps. about the impact of the refusal riglu in Desert Shield/Stonn.

•
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D. Should the pwushmt:nt of bread and water be abolished?

X. SUMMARY COURTS-MARTIAL
A.. Should Article 20 be amended to (a) pennit pwlishment of officers and (b) extend the scope of enlisted pwlishment?

No change should be made in the absence of empirical evidence of some problem to be solved.

B. Should the sununary court-martial be abolished?
Same.

Xl. POST-CONVICI10N REMEDIES
A. Should the Code be amended to provide a comprehensive Sta1Utory scheme for collateral attacks on couns-martial
similar to the one fOlUld in Title 28, U.S. Code, for habeas corpUs in Federal District Couns and in state post-conviction
relief acts?
Uncler current law, federal habeas review does not provide a meaiungfuI assessment ofwhether constitutional
error tainted a court-martial conviction. Two factors combine to rob federal habeas review of its importance: a
lack of cOlUlseifor the petitioners and an extremely narrow scope of review. In addition several other factors
compolUld the issue of post-trial relief: the lack of a standingjudiciary where the militmy judge retains
jurisdiction of a case until the case is received by the appellate court, and the lack of a hearing mechanism. The
current sta1Utory authority for habeas corpus relieffor military accused is 28 U .S.C. "2241. In BUIDS v. Wilson,
346 U.S. 137 (1953), a Iru\iority of the court adopted the position t.hal civil couns on habeas cOIpuscould review
claims of denia1s of due process rights to which the military had not given full and fair consideration.. Most
habeas corpus cases have arisen in the Tenth Circuit because that is the federal jurisdiction over the U..S.
Disciplinary Barracks." Until new data comes in, we should assume t.hal the restrictive standard of review in the
Tenth Circuit for military cases is the guidepost. In Lips v. Commandant, U.S. Disciplinary Barracks, 997 F.2d
808 (10th Cir. 1993), cert. denied, 114 S. Ct. 920 (1994), the initial scope ofreviewwas limited to determining
whether the claims Lips raised in his federal habeas corpus petition were given full and fair consideration by the
military courts. If they were given full and fair consideration, the district court should have denied the petition.
In the Tenth Circuit, an issue t.hal is raised before a military court is deemed "fully and fairly considered" even if
the military court rejects the claim without explanation. On the other hand, if a claim has not been presented
before a military tribunal, absent "cause excusing the procedural default and prejudice resulting from the error,"
the claim has been waived for federal habeas purposes. Accordingly, a claim not raised before the military couns
will not be reviewed, but a claim t.hal was raised before the military couns cannot be the basis for relief. The only
escape from this "Catch-22" is if the military courts expressJyrefused to consider an issue. As part of any further
study, the Commission should consider the Military Habeas Corpus Reform Act proposed by Dwight H.
Sullivan."

B. Should United States Y. DuBayand its progeny be codified to provide jurisdiction and authority for military judges to
entertain collateral attacks on courts-martial?
Should the concept of a standing trial judiciary be instituted with full authority over a case from beginning to
docketing at the CCA, United States y. DuBayneed not be codified. A post-trial 39(a) session could accomplish
the same types of inquiries as in DuBay.

C. Should judge advocates be authorized by sta1Ute to represent military defendants in Federal District Couns and the
geographical Courts of Appeals?

•

"1bat rniglu change now that the Services appear to be upgrading other facilities. For example, the Army Regional
Confmement Facility, Fort Lewis, \Vashington, has recently been upgraded to a ten-year facility and is now receiving prisoners with
lengthy prison sentences.
JI Captain Dwiglu H. Sullivan, The Last Line ofDefense: Federal Habeas Review ofJlilitary Death Penalty Cases, 144 Mil.
L. Rev. 1 (Spring, 1994),
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\Ve.- believe tlus is fraught wit.h problems. Federal district and appellate court practice is vastly different to that of
the.- military courts. For example, a lede.-raIjudge is wilikely to tolerate frequent changes of COWlSeI, regardless of
the.- reasons. How will the counsel be admitted to practice.
D. Ifa comprehensive post conviction relief scheme is adopted in the UCMj, should that be the exclusive remedy for a
military defendant or should habeas corpus in a Federal District Court be available thereafter?

•

XII. MISCELLANEOUS
A. Should the Code Committee be abolished?

Rather than continue the Code Committee, consideration should be given to establishing a military Judicial
Conference, as proposed by General Hodson, which would have the UCMJ review and rulemaking
responsibility. Also, serious consideration should be given to the establishment of a fonnal military bar which is
regulated by the Judicial Conference. We commend you to Stephen G. Breyer, Iudicial Independence in the
U.S. Judicial power over rulemaking is considered a prime attribute of a fair and independent judiciary.
B. Should retired regular officers be eligible for appointment to the United States Court of Appeals for the Armed
Forces?
The CAAF is intended to be a civilian court. Note the comment ofJudge James Baker, on 1 March 2001 at the
retirement of Thomas F. Granahan, Qerk of the Court, regarding the SUITender ofhis reserve officer
commission.
C. Should the political balance test for appointees to the United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces be
repealed?

If the political balance test is an appropriate mechanism to ensure the full independence of the Coun, 'then its
continuation is appropriate. However, whether the premise is supported is in doubL
D. Should there be certification requirements by the Courts of Criminal Appeals and the United States Coun of Appeals
for the Armed Forces for appellate counsel?

•

There is no such requirement in the federal appellate courts or the courts of most states. Further, such a
question should not be considered separate from the question of a Bar of the Coun of Appeals for the Armed
Forces. See below.
E. Should all military judges and military lawyers be required to maintain active status in good standing as a member of a
state bar or the District of Columbia Bar?
No other courts in the country pennit a lawyer to practice in the court unless they are in active status, are in good
standing, and have been admitted. In addition the Equal Opportunity Commission, the Merit Systems
Protection Board, and many other Commissions and Boards require a lawyer/judge to be an active member of
the bar.
F. Should the Code Committee or the United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces be given the additional
responsibility of administering a single military bar with uniform standards of professional responsibility, thereby replacing
the requirement that military members be admitted to a state bar?
Such a system requires substantial study, including a look at the need for a statutory revision. It seems unlikely
that military lawyers would want to give up their active license in a state jurisdiction. For the young lawyer who
may leave active duty early they would probably want to retain their state license. For the long term judge
advocate, the considerations may well become reciprocity and readmission considerations. Whoever is charged
with the professional responsibility function, it should be with the Courts, not The Judge Advocates General. In
addition such a practice miglu add to the transparency the public expects of a profession. While not all of the
disciplinary activities of the state and federal regulating arms are public, there is sufficient transparency in the
process that members of the public, those affected, can properly evaluate the professional credibility of the bar.

•
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On balance. it seems doubtful that Ult:,re is substantial benefit to replacing the requirement that military
members be admitted in a slate.
C. Should me rulemaking cOlllemplated by :\Jtide 36 be conducted by a broad-based advisory committee with civilian as
well as military membership?
1lUs was an item which BADe submitted as a potential topic. with the following rationale. BADe now submits
the rationale for the Record and for me Coounission' s consideration. BADe has favorably endorsed this as one
of General Hodson's 1972 proposals.

Rationale:The federal civilian court rulemaking process has used ajudicial conference with advisory committees
for years, with me result that the rules are proposed and adopted in a pubic on- the- record process which
enables the adoption of carefully considered rules in a process designed not only to result in the most
cq>propriate rules being adopted, but to enhance the prestige of the courts and the public's confidence both in
the courts and in their rulemaking process." ABA, Report accompanying Recommendation 100 (adopted Feb.
1997) at 7. The ABA, which proposed an advisory committee and an open and public process for military
rulemaking believed that the same benefits would C311j'()ver to the military system, as succinctly stated in its
conclusion: Both the quality of the resulting military court rules, and the public's confidence in the military
justice system, will be enhanced. The military court rulemaking process will then be deserving of the same
respect and public confidence presently afforded rules for civilian Federal courts. Id.3112. See KevinJ. Barry,
ModernizinG The ManualFor Co~MartialJluJe-Malcing- Process: A Wo.dc: in Progress. 165 MIL. L. REv. 237
(2000).

H. Joint Trial and Defense' offices

•

The BADC recommends serious consideration be given to ajoint trial and appella1e prosecution and defense
office. While the argument can be made that nuances in practice between the seIVices make it harder, practice
may not in fact prove that out.

a. The Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces has not had any cq>parent difficulty in cq>plying the
Uniform Code of Military Justice, the Manual for Courts-Martial, Service regulations, or federal law to the
decision in a particular case regardless of service.
'
b. Based on their own experiences and the experiences of others reported to them, the Military Law
Committee of The BADC, believes that many cases today have multiservice counsel and accuseds. Cases have
been heard in Panama, Bosnia, Azores, Italy, andJapan.
I. Should the arrangements for independent investigative support for military defense counsel be made statutory?

There cq>pears to be no good reason why the defense is deprived of adequate resources, to include investigative
resources, especially resources afforded them in all civilian jurisdictions. Compare 18 U. S. Code •3006A."
Only in the military does the prosecutor have the ability to control the manner in which the defense investigates
and prepares for trial. Only in the military does the prosecutor and convening authority (read U.S. Attomeyor
Attorney General) have absolute power to grant or deny access to resources prior to referral of charges, and a
significant influence over access after referral. Only in the military does the prosecutor have the power to deny
witnesses, or at the very least force the defense to justify' calling a witness. The military risks creating two types of
military accused's. Those who have money and those who don't. (Note: those with the personal resources are
more likely to be officers.) Research should be conducted on how many accused's now routinely hire their own
investigator, expert, or transcriber, because the prosecutor denies such access.

•

" Services Other 1ban Counsel. 
(l) Upon Request. - CoWlSeI for a person who is financially unable to obtain investigative, expert, or other services
necessary for adequate representation may request them in an ex parte application. Upon finding, after appropriate inquiry in an ex
parte proceeding, that the services are necessary and that the person is financially unable to obtain them, the court, or the United
Statc:s magistrate if the services are required in connection with a matter over which he: has jurisdiction, shall authorize counsel to
obtain the services. 18 U. S. Code' 3006A(e).
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j. Should JAG officers or Law Specialists be required to selVe alleast one year as trial cOWlSei who litigar.e a minimum
number of contested cases before being assigned as defense cOWlSd. in order to provide more effective assistance to
enlisted persolmel, who usually carmot afford civilian representation?

\Vhether myth or reality, there has always been a perception that the new and inexperienced cOWlSeI go to
defense, while the experienced go to the prosecution. It was so for SeniorJudge Everett in the 1950's. See Hon.
Robinson O. Everett, The First 50 lean ofthe Uniform Code ofiWilitaryJustice: A Personal Perspt:ctivt:
120001 FEDERAL LAWYER 28 (NOV.-DEC. 2000). WhaL is clear is that being a prosecutor can make you a better
defense counsel and vice versa 1bis is not just a defense counsel issue. But if someone has to lose because of
inexperience, it should be the sovereign and not the accused!

•

K. Should decisions of the Boards for Correction of Military and Naval Records be reviewable by the United States Cowt
of Appeals for the Armed Forces?
There has been much discussion regarding the subject of changing the availability and scope ofjudicial review of
military administrative personnel decisions. The BADe has twice in the past three years sponsored
Recommendations which were adopted by the ABA calling for a moratorium on any changes to judicial review
of such military personnel decisions until such time as Congress had an opportunity to hold hearings on the
entire area, including the current structure and operation of the Boards for Correction of MilitaIy and Naval
Records. Qearly there is need for an extensive study of these areas.
.

.

As pointed out by BADe in the two reports accompanying the ABA Recommendations, two studies were
commissioned by the Congress in the 1996 DOD Authorization Act, and accomplished by the Department of
Defense. One addressed the Correction Boards, and found them operating acceptably-in some substantial
measure because there was a right to seek judicial review. The other addressed the right to judicial review, and
recommended substantial limitations on that right-in some substantial measure because the Correction Boards
were viewed as operating properly. These two studies were, in a real sense, like the proverbial "two ships passing
in the night." Neither study was well grounded, and each reached its conclusions based on invalid assumptions
regarding the subject of the other study.
BADe believes that prior to any change to-particularly any limitation or curtailment of-judicial review of
militaIy administrative personnel decisions, a serious and well grounded study, conducted by an adequately
diverse body, is needed. That study should not, absent compelling reasons fully set forth and justified,
recommend any limitation or cwtailment on the right currently available to service members and veterans to
judicial review in the Cowt of Federal aaims or in federal district cowt. MilitaIy personnel are the ones who
commit themselves to go in harms way to defend fundamental freedoms for the rest of us. There is simply no
justification to deny to those militaIy members and veterans the very rights they defend for the rest of us.

•

Additional Items Suggested for Consideration by BADe but not included in Fmal List ofTopics

Each of the following were items which BADe received from members or advisors and submitted to the
Commission as a potential topic, with a rationale. BADe now lists these topics and their rationales for the Record and for
the Commission's consideration.
1.

Change the current practice which has been intetpreted to allow a convening authority to conven a punitive discharge to a
period of confinement unless the accused requests or concurs in such an action.

Ralionale:The MCM has always authorized an action in "clemency" to mitigate a harsher penalty to a lesser one. In
recent cases, this authority has been used to attempt to conven a BCD or DD to a period of confinement of a year or two
years. In some cases, both the accused and the sentencing body (members) clearly believed that .wyperiod of confinement
was a distinctly harsher penalty than the BCD with no confinement which was awarded. See, e.g., UDited Saues v. Fnzier,
51 MJ. 501 (lm). A Manual change will eliminate the appearance of vindictiveness in such cases which now taints the
appear.wce offaimess in the operation of the system. In addition, the job market - and society's views of the .military has
changed so the imposition of a BCD is no longer a significant impediment to civilian employment, and most service
members would rather get a BCD than go to jaiL Plain :lIId simple
2.

Motion for Judgement of Acquittal.
After a fmding of guilty on :lily charge or specification announced by the members, a military judge may enter a judgment of
acquittal on one or more of the charges:llld specifications, in the same manner as a federal district counjudge acting under
Rule 29, Fed. R. Crim. Pro. And see UC~ an. 36, 10 U. S. Code' 836.

•

Crozier, Connie, CTR, USCAAF

Subject:

Diane Dufresne [Diane_Dufresne@RID.USCOURTS.GOV]
Wednesday, December 20,200012:44 PM
'judgecox@earthlink.net'
10 U.S.C. 942(b}(4}

f~~

im

-maJCOOO2.PCX

Dear Judge Cox:
At the suggestion of General Nelson SCAFL,ABA, I ask that your commission
consider my proposal to the Code Committee Uniform Code of Military Justice
to study the repeal of 10 U.S.C. § 942(b}(4}. As you know, 10 U.S.C. §
942(b}(4} prohibits the appointment of judges to USCAAF who are persons that
have retired from the Armed Forces after twenty (20) or more years ofactive
service. Attached is a copy of the statement which I read into the record
at the last session.
Frankly, I am unaware of any other statutory provision which pertains to the
appointment of Article I or Article III judges that systematically
discriminates against those who have retired from military service after
serving twenty (20) .oqnore years and wh() are in fact in civilian life.
«-max0002.PCX»
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Some Comments to Topics for Consideration
Commission on the 50th Anniversary of the
Unifo~ Code of Military Justice
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No C01lll1lents
II.

JURISOICTl:OR (Ill PERSONAl! AHD StJBJEC'l' JllAT'l'ER)

Preliminary Comments
Both types of jurisdiction should, first and foremost, be
a function of the availability of other united States Federal
Courts of otherwise competent jurisdiction.
Within the
jurisdiction of such Courts, military jurisdiction should be
lilllited to service-connected offenses. The service connection
could be either the nature of the offense or the identity of
parties/victims.
A.
1) only in tille of war for offenses which violate
strictly military standards or customs and might not,
therefore, be cognizable or justiciable in civilian court,
e.g.• Articles 83-110, 113,115, 134, or 2) with the consent of
the accused.

B.
No, based
cOJllllents.

upon

the

rationale

c.

See preliminary comments.

D.

See preliminary comments.

of

the

introductory

•

E.
Retirees, yes, to offenses occurring within two years of
the actual date ot retirement: any longer ·sword of Damocles"
would unfairly inhibit their return to and integration into
civilian life.
TDRL no,
since they are still only.
"temporarily· disabled.
F.
Article 17 currently permits the President to prescribe
regulations to deal with the exercise of joint command
jurisdiction over courts-martial.

lAw Om- David Courl
AIIOrDEY at Law

minoalrUMJS
~S929

l?ra!lldurtlMain

h1<!pboDe: 069-J01072
'Delef.,.: 069-301268

Oavid.Coun(h-<lllllne.de

C.

See cOJllllents to paraqraphs A, .B, and F.

III

ORGAIrIZATIOIf OJ! 'l'BB JlILITARY JUs-nca SYSTBII

A.

CONVENING AUTHORITY

1.

a.
Removal of the conveninq Authority from the process
of selecting panel members is desirable from a public
confidence perspective.
The method by whiCh the
potential venire members are nominated will still be
subject to critical scrutiny. using a random, computer
generated selection process will
eliminate most

•
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criticisms. convening Authorities should be given the
power to remove individuals, by name or duty position,
from the available data bank. This should reduce the
number of challenges
(Judge Advocates, Convening
Authority aides), and requests for excusals (aission
essential ~DYs).
b.
using a random, computer generated selection process
will enable each accused to be tried by a "new" panel.
Potential venire members who have been nominated as prior
panel members can be removed from the available data
bank.
There will be no need to have standing court
martial panels which may be out ot date (eliminating the
need for vicing orders the day of trial), nor will there
be a danger of having panel members who are jaded, bored
or anxious·to return to their military duty from havinq
had too much court-martial duty.
2.
HO!
The fundamental basis for military justice is the
military and its over-riding need for discipline. The co_and
must be able to decide what offenses are to be tried at court
martial and what offenses are to be dealt with in other ways.
Co. .anders at all levels, to include Convening Authorities,
currently have legal advice to help them deteralne what level
ot disposition is appropriate for each offense and each
accused. Commanders unclerstand the purpose and function ot a
system of discipline. Commanders need the option ot the full
range of discipline decisions.
Vesting the decision to
prosecute in an "independent Court-Martial COJllJlland" would
necessarily remove the entire chain of co_and from ALL
discipline decisions (except in a non-binding, advisory
capacity) since any alleged violation of the UCMJ could,
theoretically, be tried by court-martial.

•

3.

See paragraph III/2, supra.

".
No.
If the Convening Authority wishes to convene a
trial, one of the considerations should be his ability to fund
the activity. Someone at some level will have to fund the
activity. Convening Authorities are used to having to budget
available funds, whether for training or otherwise. There is
always another level ot command from whom a Convening
Authority could "borrow" should he run out of funds budgeted
for courts-martial.
There are few checks on a Conveninq
Authorities decision to convene a court-martial.
Deleting
this one could encourage a Red Queen approach which could
underaine, rather than strengthen, military justice.

Law Offices D8Vid Court
.~ttoTn.,.

al Law
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5.
There should be no limitation on the clemency power of
the convening Authority. Although not used as often as the
appellate courts .ight surmise given their lanquaqe in
published decisions, it is crucial to the fair administration
of justice that corrections to aberrational trial results or
punishluents can be made short of the formal appellate process.
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B.

ARTICLE 32 INVESTIGATION

1.
This would depend entirely upon the scope, the function,
the procedures, and the accused's rights in effect at a
"preliminary hearing".

•

2.
Witness testimony and objections by either party during
any part of an Article 32 hearing should be recorded. Witness
testimony should be ~outinely transcribed verbatim for three
purposes:
First, to assist the Investigating Officer in
making a valid, informed recommendation. Second, to provide
both parties with impeachment evidence by prior inconsistent
statement at trial, or to provide each part;.y wi th
rehabilitative prior consistent statement evidence at trial.
Third, to provide a record trom which the military judge can
determine whether a government denied witness should be
produced.
3.
YES, in the absence of additional evidence not available
for presentation at the initial hearing and asslDling.a legally
.trained investigating officer witb Boae criminal justice
experience, perhaps similar to a military magistrate in
training, experience and background. The use of field 9rade
officers who have no idea of the gate-keeping function Which .
should be the goal of an Article 32 Investigation Cas is now
the ca•• in the Army) provides little reliable guidance to the
cOJIIDand.
Their recommendations are, alI too routinely,
iqnored, if they make any recommendation at all Cas opposed. ·to
.arely checJcinq off the blocks).

•
.

4.
The only navenue of appeal" should be the presentation of
further evidence to the same investigator in the presence of
the accused and counsel within a reasonable time limit
(perhaps 72 hours, sUbject to defense delay).
:If the
government is unable, with the totally relaxecl, almost non
existent rules of evidence in effect in an Article 32 hearing,
to convince a legally trained investigator that the low
threshold of "no probable cause" has been .et and overcome,
there should be no appeal. This will cause the governllent to
approach an Article 32 hearinq as more than a lIere rubber
stamp that can be ignored it the answer is not What the
government representative wants to hear. This will not turn
an Article 32 hearing into a .ini-trial due to the myriad ways
of providing evidence to the investigating officer.

LII"" Office. David COVrt
Attorney at La..
Ke5inosD'UIe 3S
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'Telafa){: 069 -3012 Cl8
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C.

JURISDICTION OF COURTS-MARTIAL

1.

No cOlllBlent.

2.

a.
Pre-trial· confinement.
Rule for Courts-Martial
(RCM) 305 (i) should be expanded by a new SUbparagraph (3)
to permit the pre-trial confinee to appeal the decision
of the 7-day review decision to a military juclge, whose
review could be limited to an UabUSe of discretion"
standard.

•
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b.
search warrants.
RCK J 0 3 can be expanded to
incorporate procedures for obtaining search authorization
(other than of installations or pursuant to legitimate
Health and Welfare objectives, including seizures tor
urinalysis testing purposes).
The expansion should
require that a military maqistrate make the determination
to authorize a search. If this is accomplished, then·s
military judge need not be involved, absent a motion to
suppress at trial.

c.
Request for Witnesses. Initial authority for this
should remain with the Conveninq Authority (see answer to
III, A, ~, supra).
The ailiury judge is already
empowered to "overrule n the Convening Author!ty [RCM
906(b)(7)].
d.
Request for Expert Witnesses. Initial authority for
this should remain with the convening Authority (see
answer to III I A, 4, suprA).
The military judge is
already empowered to "overrule- the Convening Authority
[ReM 703(d)].

3.

If procedures similar to those advocated in III, A, 1,
Are adopted, there will be no need for a military judqe
to oversee the selection process.
The mili tary jUdge is
already empowered to address issues of impropriety in the
selection process [RCM 906(b)].
sup~a

•

4.
Yes.
There will never be a chance for a military
accused, regardless of rank, to be tried by a jury of his
peers for historical and rank-respeoting reasons~ Permitting
an enlisted accused to be tried by a panel consisting of at
least one-third enlisted members comes closer to the
Constitutional ideal than trial by military judge alone.
5.
Yes.
one of the reasons enlisted aceuseds frequently
give for selecting trial by a panel is that they do not want
just one person Jlaking the decision, believing that more
people talking makes for a fairer result. By increasing the
size of the panel, there is also an increase in the potential
for a variety of viewpOints, perspectives and personal
observations.
If the pool f~O'IIl which panels are drawn is
expanded consistent with the ideas espoused in the response to
III, A, 1, supra, an increased size should not be Ii logistical
burden to the co_and.
D.

MILITARY JUDGES, TRIAL AND DEFENSE COUHSEL

Preliminary Comments
La'" OflIeee David Coan
A«omey at Law

All services should develop a litiC]ation. track within
their respective Judge Advocate departments. Judge Advocates
could elect to remain in a litigation oriented duty position
throughout their military career.
Individuals Raking that
Choice would be required to acknowledge certain limitations on

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._ _

•
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their advancement, e~g., no opportunity to become a Staff
Judge Advocate advising a Major COJDlBllIld. Litigation track
duty positions could include, trial counsel, detense counsel,
immediate supervisor of trial or defense·counsel as chief of
justice or senior defense counsel, assistant US attorney
positions, Iitigr1tion ill$tructor at the service JA school,
contract litigator positions, military magistrate, Article 32
investigating officer, and military judge.

•

This would foster professionalism and litigation
expertise, thus improving the administration of military
justice. It should also promote· increased respect from the
public for the military justice sy.tea as a syste. of
individuals dedicated to the fair administration of military
justice, not individuals who are fulfilling a (perhaps to the
individual) distasteful job on the career ladder.
1.
Military Judges should be selected from among those
practitioners of military justice, to include but not be
limited to 3udge Advocates, who have indicated a high degree
of knowledqe of, and understanding for, the Uniform Code Qt
Military 3ustice and the Rules tor Courts-Martial. co..ents
concerning possible Military Judge candidates should be sought
from at least three currently sitting (or wbo have recently
sat as) military judges before whom the candidate should have
practiced.
A co_ittee should be established within eaCh
service to appoint military judges. If a litigation track
exists as urged in the Preliminary comaents, that shOUld be
the source for the vast majority of the committee members.
otherwise, the service Judge Advocate General should establish
the comm1ttee.

•

2.
Yes, if they meet the professional criteria (other than
bainq uniformed) established for the position.
3.

a.
Ye5, and in a fixed geographic location or within a
fixed qeoqraphic cirCUit.
A fixed term and a fixed
location wo~ld .enhance actual and perceivee! 1udicial
independence.
b.
Yes.
The pay could be pegged to any number of
federal or state jUdiciary positions of si1li.lar
magnitUde, responsibility and importance.

Law Offjc.~

D~Vld

Court

AtlOJ'7Iey at I..a..
Kaein~lr'U8e 35
D-6S!l29 FranlUunl).laill

Telepboce, 069-30 1() 72
1'eletn:: 069-JU1268
David.Counet-OIIlIn•.cIe

4.
RCH 902 shall remain effective and be expanded, by
employaent contract, to cover any non-uniformed mllitary
judge. The service appellate courts shOUld be vested with the
oversight responsibility to recommend discipline or rea9val
trom office to the service 3udge Advocate General.
Recommendations for removal shall be binding upon the .ervice
Judge Advocate General, suhject to appeal to the United States
Court of Appeals ror the Armed Forces.

•
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5.
No. There is already (or should be) a civilian involved
representing the respect!va department.
The purpose of an
add!tional member of the trial team ia (or should be) to
present the unique military perspective to the case.
6.
In addition to those found in [Strickland y Washington,
466 US 668 C1984 ) ] I there should also be a further requireaent
that at least one member of the defense team (to include a
Tol~ protected consultant) has been involved in a previously
litigated capital case. The liti9ation could be negotiation
from a capital referral and subsequent sentencing phase. If
·there is such a requirement imposed l i t should be understood
that defense counsel 80 qualified should be freely "loaned'·
between services·. Obtaining the necessary expertise within
each service would be enhanced by creation of a litiqation
track (see Preliminary Comments).
1.
Yes.
It there is consideration of re-appointing a
military judge after his or her tixed term expires, the saas
procedure as suggested in III, D, 1, supra, should. be
e.ployed, except the requirement for comment :froll three
s1ttinq judges. Confidential cOlllllents from counsel practicing
beiorethe military judge at issue could be sought or
voluntarily submitted.

8.
Yes, BUT abusing process would need to be clearly,
precisely and unambiquously d.efined so that it would apply to
each side equally. Also, the sanetions available would need
to be sufficiently well known to permit fair notiee and
implementation.
9.
See Preliminary Comments.
established, yes.

xv

If a litigation track is not

CRIJIES AND OPPDSBS

A.
No, but they should both be pared down as suggested in
the wording of the question.
B.
No.
First, it would be impossible to draft a
sufficiently clearly precise definition for an "acquaintance"
as opposed to a stranger. Second, sentencing authorities in
each case should make the determination whether such hair
splitting is really a distinction without a ditterence or not.
Finally, philosophically, this is the camel's nose creeping
hack into the tent of blaminq the victim.
C.
IAn'" otaees DllYid COllfC
AttoJDey at

La,.,

KasiDOlICI'a(I{IC

35

0-65929 Frullc£llnllot&tn
TdephoDe:069-301072
~:

069-301266

. . , d.CourtCilr.-oallJLI.da

No cOJallent.

D.
Yes, as long as culpability may extend to both sides of
the relationship.
If the conduct is voluntary and non
coercive, there is no basis i'n f"airness for punishing one half
of the relationship and not the other.
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E.
Article 88 should be refined to focus on those
individuals who are or could reasonably perceived by objective
viewers as being in the chain of command of the utterer.

•

F.
No.
Military witnesses can already be charged under
various UCHJ Articles (90, 92, 98,
133, 134) for actions
amountinq to contempt. Properly timed advice to a military
witness of these possible consequences should cure any
possible contempt problems. If civilians are not subject to
UCKJ jurisdiction (see answer II, A. supra), they should not
be subject to its contempt authority. As a practical matter,
there is always a civilian judiciary with in personam
jurisdiction over necessary civilian witnesses who can be
relied upon to issue subpoenas, and enforce them.
G.
Yes, unless the neq11qence results in death or grievous
bodily harm to an adult, or any quantifiable harm, physical or
psycholoqical, to a child.
H.
No. To do so would be an unnecessary political reaction
to offenses which are already covered under the UCH.::r (Articles
124, 128, 134).
I.
Article 114 shOUld not be repealed, but should be limited
to the actual duelling itself. ProJllotinq a duel and Conniving
at fighting a duel are each co~ered elsewhere (solicitation
and conspiracy).
J.
No. It is presently clearly defined in a way that makes
sense to non-judicially trained individuals. Why change it?

K.
Yes.
Truly consensual sexual activity, in private,
between two adults should not be criminalized. If it were to
be decriminalized, it would have to be decriminalized for all
adults. This means that homosexual as well as heterosexual
private, consensual sodomy would be decriminalized. There is
no valid disciplinary purpose to be served by continuing to
criminalize this behavior in the armed forces.

Law Offlees o.vtd C~
Attorney at La.'
kuin()lOlr:l_JS
0-65929 F'ranktun/Maln

'II"jcphonc: 069-301072

Te.lefax: 069·301268
E-mall:
DllV\d.C~@t-tmlm•.de

L.

The latter.

V.

SEJI'l'EMCDfG AIID POJUSIDIENTS

•

A.
No. Numerous stUdies have shown that American SOCiety
wants capital punishment •. Removing it from the military "in
peace time" would alienate the military JUBtice system from
the public. None of the five principle reasons for sentencin9
offenders would be served by a "peace time" exception to the
maximum punishment for three specific offenses.
8.
Yes, anc1 the decision is to be made after announcement or
findings.
The accused could fear that a majority (but not
two-thirdS) of the court wished to convict him of a greater
offense, but had to settle for a lesser included offense to

•
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convict him at all.
In that situation, he may wish to be
sentenced by a jUdge who can fairly sentence him for the
offense of which he was convicted, not by a panel. He may
justifiably fear that sOJIle of the panel members, convinced he
committed the greater offense, will want to filibuster for an
excessive sentence with members who want to get back to duty.
No. The accused should retain the right to chose to be
sentenced by members of the community of which he is a part,
and Which has the most right to speak on the issue of an
appropriate sentence.
C.

D.
No. No set of guidelines can be SUfficiently inclusive
to be fair to both sides in a contested case. If that is so,
an accused should not be penalized when entering a plea of
guilty by beinq required to accept matrix-generated, non
personalized sentencinq. Each accused is different.
Each
offense is different. EaCh conviction affects each accused,
each victim and each cOJllJllunity differently.
Further, the
military justice system is not so boqqed down in a deluge of
cases as to require less than personalized attention to each
case from accusation through referral to trial.
E.
No. An adversarial sentencing procedure is the fairest
method of setting forth all of the infOrMation relevant to a
rair, just sentence. There are many reasons for the numbers
negotiation inherent in a pre-trial aqreement. Elimination of
a sentencinq proceeding in pre-trial 8C]ree.ent caSH would
return
the
Conveninq
Authority
to
the
o.nipotent
disciplinarian pedestal from which thG military justice system
has been removing him, and should continue to remove hi. if
the public is to have a sense of trust in military justice.
F.
Yes. In time or war, the military has one function, that
being to win the war. Any function which can be taken from
the military without degradinq either the war-fighting mission
or the other matter ( in this case, the fair, impartial
administration o~ military justice) should be done.

Not abolished, but strictly limited consistent with the
situs ot the trial and logistical considerations.

G.

H.
Yes.
The more options available to a sentencing
authority, the more individualized the punishment can be (see
V, D., SUpra).
In this regard,
Article 58a should be
abolished. There should be no automatic connection between
any of the various punishment components.
La,.. otllee. 0..... Coun
AttOntey iIlt La""

ltasl"ostnl5&' 35
1).65929 'raukfuRlMua
Tel.epltonc: 069-30 10 72
TIIlciu: 069-301268

"-:;1:

. , .d.Coun@t-onll,.e.u

I.
Any sentencing authority, either the military judge or a
panel, shOUld have this power, consistent with V, 0, and H,
sypra.
No. This is both impractical and. unnecessary.
It is
impractical qiven the length of some sentences, the remaining
ti.e in service uniformed military judqes have, and the idea

J.
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that military judges should serve for a fixed term (see III,
D, 3).
There is no benefit to establishing continuing
jurisdiction in a specific ailitary jUdge'S chambers given the
likelihood that the accused will serve any significant
confinement at a facility geographically removed froll the
situs of the trial.
K.

•

Yes, consistent with v, D, H, and I, supra.

L.
No. If the ideas found in V, 0, H, I and K, supra are
adopted., the range ot punishments is adequate for service
.embers Who are Single, married, sole parent, childless,
divorced, adoptive parents or CJUardians of other family
members.

No.
If Congress wants to be able to punish service
members as if in time of war, they can declare one. Anything
less than a declared state of war will be too open to
interpretation as to what enbanced punishment is applicable at
any given time.

M.

H.

Yes.

o.
Sentencing guidelines should not
plethora a reasons (see V, D, supra).

be

adopted

for

a

P.
No. The reality of military lite is that a convicted
commissioned officer will not have a future in the service.
Since all officers have the authority to issue orders that
must be obeyed, it would not enhance the ends of good order
and dIscipline to allow an officer who has violated the UCKJ,
and is a convicted telon (or even one convicted of a
misdemeanor) to issue orders, the disobedience of which would
subject the subordinate to UCKJ action.
VI

•

WID_a

A.
No. It lIlay be permitted by MRE 401 and should not be
arbitrarily barred. Since every offense requires a finding of
some culpable state of mind, the nature and character ot the
accused may be relevant in assisting the trier of fact in
determining whether the government has established beyond a
reasonable doubt that the state of mind existed at the time or
the alleged offense.
B.
Yes, if and when the threshold burden establiShed for
admissibility of scientific evidence can be met.
La... Olfkes baYid Coart
AttolDClf at La..
Ka&IJI~e3:1

C.
No. A thorou~h and detailed exploration of the aecused' Ii
reasons for enterlong a plea of «]Uil ty serves to combat an
extension of any perceived coercive environment of the
military as a whOle into the military justice arena.

0-65929 I'rankfurtlM31.11

Talo:phone: 069-301072
T.l~:
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D.
Yes, but only to those offenses an element of which is a
military action inconsistent with a pacifistic philosophy.
VZI

TRIAL PROCESS

No. This is a ministerial function better performed by
someone other than the military judge.
Should a military
witness commit an offense while under oath (false swearing,
. perjury, obstruction of justice) this also keeps the military
judge from becoDinq a witness in that subsequent trial.
A.

B.
Yes, subject to prior voir dire by the military jUdqe and
subject to the control of the military judge.

C.
If the Convening Authority continues to detail the panel
(see III, A, 1, supra), the accused should be authorized
pereftptory challenges of up to one third of the panel members
who are sworn in (before voir dire). The government should be
authorized no peremptory challenges since the qovermaent
already controls the selection of the panel and the
90vernment's client has detailed those members Whom he wishes
to lUlv. try the case.
If neither the Convening Authority nor the Staff Judge
Advocates office has any meaninqful input into the panel
.election, then both the accused and the qovernaent should
have an equal nwnber of peremptory challenges, and that should
be more than one.

D.

No comment.

E.

Yes.

vrrI APPEALS

A.

1)
Only when an appeal to the Service Court of Appeals
has been ~enied.
2)
No, unless another avenue for non-automatic appeals
by an accused is created.

B.

La.. 0ffI~ DaVid Coan
Attol1ley at La
KulnOll_J~

0-65929 frankJWt/MaiA
T.lephone: O/i9-301072
TaHfax: 069-30lZ6S

1)
No.
Elimination of the Courts of Appeal WOuld
increase the workload of the United States Court of
Appeals for the ArmedPorces exponentially for no valid
reason. Also, each Service has an interest in reviewing
the brand of military justice dispensed within it. In
theory, this will enable service appellate jUdges to
"clean up their own act" before finishing with a case.
2)
No. This will reduce a valid appellate function to
a clemency review bOard runction, Checking up on
Conveninq Authorities to see if they grant Clemency.

-- -- ----
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c.

See comments to III, 0, 1, supra.

D.

If civilians are allowed to function as trial judges (see
comments to III, D. 2, supra), there should be no need to
recall anyone to active duty.
E.

•

No comment.

The current threshold requirements
appropriate and adequate.

F.

[RCM

1201(0)] are both

G.
The accused currently has the right to withdraw his case
from appellate review [RCM 1201(a)(2)(B)]. If permitting him
to offer to do so as part of a pre-trial agreement would not
be held to violate public policy, such a condition could be
incorporated in pre-trial aqreements with the same effect.
H.

Never by only one judge.

I.
How can a fair, just review and decision be rendered
unless those rendering the decision are fully conversant with
the matters at issue? If certification is the only way to
ensure that judges read records before announcing support or
opposition to a result, it is a sad day for jurisprudence.

J.
No, if that could mean that the accused would likely to
return to duty. Even if a mechanism could be established to
allow an appellant to be placed on some form of voluntary
leave without pay and still be subject to some torm to control
(bail, parole), when should it be allowed?
Every accused
thinks his appeal could result in an acquittal o~ a new trial
(and many defense counsel think so, too).

K.
Yes, except in cases of automatic: review.
Appellate
attorneys are presWIled to be competent and thorou9h. Failing
to assign issues should be seen as tantamount to a concession
that there are no issues worthy of the court's time.

Article 67(a) should be amended to require the United
states Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces to hear appeals
in any case in which the sentence, affirmed by a Service Court
of Criminal Appeals includes e1ther death or confinement in
excess of 10 years. Confinement in excess of 10 years can
only be adjudged by a three-quarter vote of the panel. It has
already, therefore, been treated differently at trial and
should continue to be treated differently on appeal.
L.

No. Appellate :Judges must be presumed to know when they
require oral arqument for issues which they have agreed to
hear and review.
M.

Law Otllaes David Cou.n
.\ltomey ar La..'
JWI~1laS81O

3:1
1)-65929 haokfw-uM.aln
Telephoac: 069-301072
T'el..fu: 069·301268
E-maU:

DavICI.CO\>rt@>t-oD!lna.dc

Ho.
Having a five member panel provides for more
diversity of discussion and, hopefully, more uniformity of
decision. This, in turn, provides lIore finality and certainty
among the practicing bar.
N.
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o.
Not limited to, but open to. Limiting the membership to
retired judge advocates who voluntarily agree to return to
acti~e duty could reduce the pool of potential judges such
that ANY retired judge advocate (not just those with the best
qualifications) would be greeted with open arms in order to
maintain the necessary number of appellate judges to keep up
with the case load.
Yes. Having military appellate jUdges subject to being
rated by military supervisors creates a picture of control
over the military appellate judges' authority, independence
and neutrality. As a practical matter, what purpose would the
ratings serve?
P.

IX.

ARTICLE 15 PUllISIDIEHT

No co_ents
X.

SUMMARY COUR'l'S-JIAR'l'IAL

A.

(a)
Ho. No valid military discipline purpose will be
served by adding this level for punishment. While the
actual, immediate punishaent meted out at Article 15 is
not severe, the undeniable impact on an otficer's career
makes an Article 15 a severe proceeding. For officers'
whose alleged misconduct warrants the possibility 'of
confinement, a General Court-Martial, with the attendant
protections of an Article 32 hearing, is appropriate.

•

(b) No. The closer the potential punishment eOlles to
that possible at a Special Court-Hartial, the less the
incentive tor the enlisted soldier to accept proceeding_
at a summary court-Martial.
B.
No.
It serves a valid function and ~ills What would
otherwise be· a void between Article 15 and Special Court
Martial. It can allow an enlisted person to have a decision
made at a relatively low level (not federal court) while
allowing that individual to be judged by 8Obeone other than
his or her commander whose impartiality may be questioned.

No cOJIIJDents

La.. OtIioes Da''id Court

At"'"'ey at La..

XII. KISCELLAllF.OUS

A.

Ho.

IYIIIIIIOSlf8SSC 35
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Tslefu: 069.301265
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B.
No. The civi 1ian nature of the trnited States Court of
Appeals for the Armed Forces should not be breached. It it
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were, there would then be an in.vitable balancing test to
assure equal or at least. balanced representation by each of
the services on the Court.
That would not enhance the
perspective of a military justice system subject to civilian
oversight and review.
c.

•

No cODllllent.

D.
Not unless those courts believe that certification would
improve the character of appellate argument in ways that can
not be currently addressed, and only if uniform requirements
are established which will also allow civilian practitioners
to lIeet them.

E.
Yes, and those qualifications shoUld be incorpo~at.d to
those found in RCM 502(d)(3) for all trial counsel.
F.
No. Military courts currently exercise effective control
over those who practice before them.

G.

Civilians should be voting members, but not a majority.

Each service should retain its individual appellate and
defense bar, consistent with its character and history. Each
service has a different mission and each service has a
different way of handling discipline within its ranks,
administered in accordance with the Uniform COde of Military
Justice, the Rules for Courts-Martial, and the service's own
sense of pride and history.
H.

Yes. Allowing the staff Judge Advocate to, control the.
investigative support for the defense services is an unfair
thumb on the scales of j.ustice. If the defense must apply to
the Staff Judge Advocate for support, then defense thoughts,
ideas and strategy will be an open bOok. It may even allow
the government to discover new, damaging evidence against an
accused based solely upon analysis of defense work product.
I.

•

J.
This should be a qoa1, not a requirement, 9i ven the
relative dearth of contested oases.

No. These are administrative boards with administrative
functions.
OVersight· should be throuqh administrative
channelS, rather than judicial channels.
K.
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in the~r e\fsrydaJy ~ife as we~j as ~liivo~\fe the IPmfessioinla~ commUlU'1lifty
~halt deaJ~s w~th ~he subject The 20+ speSliKers lie[preseU'1l~ aJ~most every
pok'Ct 0': vHew ~~.,aft n81s beer; s}{pressed. Regretftal!b~y, ~here alre no
re[DlreSeJ;1a:'~jve§ 1T~m t~"'!:s "esftalb1fshrrhlmt" who [~81ve aJsu<ed 10 SlOSal[i{ at ~he
hSSlliing;, [orJ~ ~ have received rTIlJimercl.i1S ema:Es fmrr: formel" aJnd cUJrl"er;~ ,
S8NtCe mernibe;'"s W:"J(Q at"S sa~hsfied w:~h the s~a~~s C;:Jo. A!: commeU'1ltts alS
we~~ alS Sl~! s[OeaJ~eTS; ~i"eserttat:o:rm wE~ !be cons~dsreri by the
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Comr:1fss~o~ .

We hOlPe 1£101 fi~e a1 report IOIf our WOIT'U< Wi1£h 1£he lE}{scutivs iBraJnch of IOIlUr
gC\femment 8}S we~~ as with 1£he Congress ~U'1l !aJ1£e MialY lOr eaJ[I'~y JUJn8. ~
w[!~ not1fy you whe:: t11§ ciocumsU'1ltt js a:\1a1~~81~~8.

Wal~ter

1. CIOl~ W
Chalj["maru
ClOImmission on fthe 50th Anni\flSmary
01ttiIS U:1~¥orm Cods of Mmt81ry Justice
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Printed for Beth Hillman <hiHman@crab.rutgers.edu>

3112/01

jenkins, John, 11:52 AM 3/8/01 -0500, Re: March :3

X-WM-Postedl-At: ma1~:Ja1w.gwln.eQl:; Thu, 8 Malr G1
From: OiJenkins, John'; <lsjnic@maJrtrl.[T"l[c.gwu.eoiu>
Orga][T"l~:Z8!tion: GW Law Schoo]

12:02:~4

-050e

waJ~ter co~ <jlndlgco~@aJoLcom>,
"F~oJel~, Elngetrle R" <efidel~@fe~desrnaltrltlncke['".com>,
"Kalihieen. DlnigtrlalrJ" <~aJih~eer;. DLiigr:a:n@wdc.greel1pea:ce.org>,
GlnY AbbaJie <guye:b~a878@ao;.co:L1>, Mary Cheh <Mch8h@maJ[tl1.nlc.gw[J.e~·:,;>,
Johtrl jen[j(~ns <lslrJ~c@maJ~n.trltc.gwln.eci:J>, ?raltrlx Stotmuer <~aJwsp~n@aoLcom>,
ge~h Hmma1n <hi~~maJl'1@craJio.rutgers.sdu>i Vic["f CO}( <judgecmc@eaJ:ih~irJ[~.n8>

To:

Dalte: l"hu, 8 Mar 2001 11 :52:42 EST
Subject Re: Mamcl1 13
X-Confirm-Realdkug-Tc: "Jenkins, Jchr( <lslrl~c@mal~n.trlrc.gwln.eoJ1J>
X-[Omrqc: 1
Priority: normaJl
X-mal~ler: PegaJsus MaH for Win32 (v3.12)
Wed, 07 MalT 2001 10:08:18 -0500
Vick~ Co~ <jl!dg)ecO}(@ea1l1h~in~.net>

room:

wallter cox <la..ildgcox@aJotcom>,

To:

~l!9Jene R" <efjde~l@fe~desmaJntucker.com>,
"Kalth~eetrl. Duignam" <K@t[,,;~eetrl. :)ln~gnaJn@wdc.green[OeaJce.org> ,
Guy Abb81te <guYaJbbal678@aJoLcom>, Maury Cheh <mc[rueh@makt.l1~c.gw\i1.edln>,
JohIT1 Jetrl~dns <jsln~c@ma;jr:.n~c.gw(J.edl!>,

"Fidel!,
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Fra~k S:p~l'1T'Je: <ja!ws;c~rt@alQJl.COT!i>,

8eth HmmaJ:":
,i"'a""""("

<h:~]:'11a:rJ@cra:b.T:.:tge;~.eC::J>
MaJ~c:'"': ~

«=',
~1,\,Jju.P~~""'b.

3

> : have ~his dalte mZl~~ed maJter~81[~ ~Cl 811: par~1es except lFua:n[~ Spinli1s:
> ane: GUly Abfo81ts. ~ dOl not ha;ve a: street address for eltha:- to send ~he
> mateTja~~ via lFED=K

>

> ~ wW bring;

th8~r maltel~81~s Wti~l

me to Wa:sh]ungJton.

>

> Dealn JeTil~jn§
> ~w1ch etc.

~s

going to ser;c us aT:

aoim1n~§tralti\l'e

smaE re [Oarkili1gj,

>

> W81~ter
>

•

Professor Mary Chen 8lnd ~ ~ooiK fforward to wek:om~ng yo:..: to the
George W81Sh~n£J10n Un~\fem~iry l81w ScnooL tf YOln dktve, you C811i1
paJr~ ~rt the MalNin Center Galr81ge wh~ch h~ on H Street beMeen 21s~
Zlnd 221i1d Streets. We wm vaJ~~daJte your paJr[~~li1g t~c~e~ SOl t['iJere is no
cost to you ~f }fOUl 81r8 rkHng t[18 METRO the c~oses'l step OIi1 ti18
B~lne or Or81li1g8 I~ne ~§ Fal~'T81g~t West 18th S~reet ex~t. 1'[1e lalw
Scheol is located at 2000 r: Street, NW, COlmer of H alT'JC 20th
Streets. T[~e Moot Court Room is on the firs~ f~oor to the right IOf the
!HI Street entraltrlce.
Printea forBeth. Hillman <hiUman@crat.rutgers.edu>

3112/01

Jenkins, John, 11:52 AM 3/8/01 -0500, Re: March i3
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John S. Jel1'1lfr<il1'1ls
Senior Assccial~e DeaJrt 'jm Adm~l't~stl"at~ve A'a~1i§
The George WSlshing;to;'1 Univs;sity laJw 8c:'100[
2000 H Sftreet, rNW
WaIshingtof:, DC 20052
(202) 994-7484
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Printed for Beth Hinman <hlBman@crab.rutgers.edu>

3/12/01

UNITED STATES C[STRfCT COURT

•

DISTRICT 01" RHOOE IIL.AND

U,",ITED STATES COURTHOUSE
PltDVIDI!:NCE. Itl 02_OS-I7li!O

GH...MBt:Ft6 OF
,JACOB IotAGiOPIAN

u.S. ",,,·:;'ISTR.J.1E JUDGE

Chief Jl1dge Crawford and distinguisbec1 memben of the Code Committee:

J have a statement that I would rike to read into the record.

Title 10. SecLion 942 ofthe United Stites Code provides fortlle qualifications for theJudgcs
who sit on the United States

C<>urt of Appea.ls for the Anncd Forces, Section 942 &pecifically

provides that each judge shan be appointed frr:)m civjJjan life. Section 942 then limits what

js

classjfied 8S civilian life. It provides. in peninent pm:
(b)(4) for

purpose.~

of appointment ofjudges to the court.

fA p~()n

retired from the lSllued

forces after 20 or more years oC active service (whether or not such person iB on the retired
list) shall 110t be conside~ to be jn civilian Hfc.
Diseriminstion,

aJ

defined in Black"s La.w DiC(ionaJ)'. is "[a] failure to treat all

PersDl1S

equally where no reasonable distinction can be found between tho~e favored and those not favored."
With respect to Secn011 947.{I\)(4), this statutory provisiont in my view, diccrimiDD1cB Qg.umt

those who are in fact qualified for the position 01" ajudgeofthecourt by prccJuding them from being
appointed due to their retired military status. I have no objection to limiting appointment to those

who arc: in 'c;"iIian [ife", However, I do object to systematically excluding those who have retired

[rom military service afler sen-ing 20 or mure yean>. aud "'m are in. fael in civilian life.
Systematically excluding qualified people based on this arbitrary, capricious, and unreasonable
standard is. just plain and simply, wrong.
Mconlingly, r rc(;()mmend that a subcommittee be appointed to report and recommend (0

•

this Code Committee whether this )'Irovislon should be repealed and if so, take appropriate action
to bring abCIut that result.

Subject: FWD: Question to GLBT Vets From the Honorable Judge Walter T. Cox III,
Chairman, Cox Commission
Date: Tue, 27 Feb 2001 21:38:26 EST
From: Cliff4Vets@aol.com
To: judgecox@earthlink.net, sldn@sldn.org, belkin@sscf.ucsb.edu,
jimdave@rnet.com

•

New England Gay, Lesbian & Bisexual Veterans, Inc.
John F. Kennedy Station
POBox 6599
Boston, MA 02114
http://www.glbva.org
Tuesday, 27 February 2001
Dear Honorable Judge Walter T. Cox III, Chairman, Cox Commission:
Thank you for your notice to file our comments for the record of the
proceedings of the Cox Commission, and for your inquiry as to if anyone from
our organization would desire to make an oral presentation before the
Commission on March 13.
To this end, I will forward to our members in Boston, MA, as well as to the
president of the National Gay, Lesbian & Bisexual Veterans of America ; the
Executive Director of the Servicemembers Legal Defense Network in Washington,
DC.; and to Dr. Aaron Belkin, Director, Center for the Study of Sexual
Minorities in the Military at the University of California, Santa Barbara-for
their consideration. The Email addresses of the aforementioned organizations
will appear in your window for your convenience.

•

Again, I thank you and the Cox Commission for your attention to our concerns
regarding our request to consider the modification or abolition of (ARTICLE
125) of the sodomy laws of the Uniform Code of Military Justice.
Sincerely and Respectfully your,
Cliff Arnesen
President
US Army : (1965-1967)
617-387-2658
****************************

In a message dated 2/27/01 1:12:38 PM, judgecox@earthlink.net writes:

«

I will file your comments for the record of the proceedings.
from

Does anyone

your organization desire to make an oral presentation on March 137
=====================
Cliff4Vets@aol.com wrote:

> New England Gay, Lesbian & Bisexual Veterans, Inc.

•

>
> John F. Kennedy Station
>

> POBox 6599
>
> Boston, MA 02114

> http://www.glbva.org
>
> Monday, 26 February 2001
>
> THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ARE RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED AS FORMAL TESTIMONY FOR

> THE RECORD OF THE COX COMMISSION'S PUBLIC HEARING ON THE 50TH ANNIVERSARY OF
> THE UNIFORM CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE:

•

>
> Dear Honorable Judge Walter T. Cox III, Chairman, Cox Commission at:
> judgecox@earthlink.net
>
> Please know that on Inauguration Day, Saturday, 20 January 2001, six members

> of the New England Gay, Lesbian & Bisexual Veterans, Inc., Boston,
> Massachusetts, mailed a letter to President George W. Bush, seeking relief

in

> several areas relating to the military's inhumane "Don't Ask, Don't Tell,
> Don't Pursue, Don't Harass" policy.
>

> One of the "key areas" we asked President Bush to address was the arbitrary
> and selective enforcement of existing military sodomy laws against bisexual,

> homosexual, heterosexual and transgendered military servicemembers.
>
> To this effect, below this missive, please find the full text of the New

> England Gay, Lesbian & Bisexual Veterans' letter to President Bush, which
> includes our statements in opposition to the existing sodomy laws and
> statutes of the Uniform Code of Military Justice.

•

>
> In turn, we respectfully request that the Cox Commission panel consider
> recommending the modification or abolition of (ARTICLE 125) of the UCMJ to
> the Pentagon and to President Bush -- Commander in Chief of the US Armed
> Forces -- after the completion of the Commission's public hearings which

> begin on Tuesday, 13 March 2001, in Washington, DC.
>

> On a personal note, I wish the Commission to know that in 1965, at age 17, I
> dropped out of high school and talked my mother into signing a waiver for me

> to join the US Army -in an attempt to escape from a life of physical abusive
> at the hands of a violent alcoholic father and pervasive poverty, as my
> mother was separated from my father and we lived on public welfare in
> Brooklyn, NY.

•

>
> However, after completing basic training at Fort Dix, New Jersey ; earning a

> (DANTES) military high school GED diploma; and being selected by my
superiors
> to attend "Trainee Leadership School," while still in Advanced Infantry
> Training School, I could no longer live my life as a lie and told my Company
> Commander that I was gay/bisexual.
>
> Thereafter, I was transferr-ed to the ·stockade and interrogated by agents of
> the Central Intelligence Division (CID), who told me that they did not
> believe my story--rnaintaining that I was a coward who was lying about my

> sexual orientation in an attempt to get out of being shipped to Vietnam.
>

•

> Judge Cox, I now break my self imposed silence of the last thirty-four years
> of my fifty-two on God's green Earth, to tell you and the Cox Commission
that
> one of the CID Agents told me that they needed "proof" in the form of an

"act

> of sodomy" to PROVE that I was gay/bisexual and not lying. I was shocked!
> Shocked to think that the CID would paint me into a corner because they did

> not believe me.

>
> Therefore, due to this ultimatum by the CID, and against my inner will, I
had
> no recourse and committed an act of sodomy with another soldier.

>
> Thereupon, I was ordered to see a psychiatrist; sent to a priest for
> counseling; and marched to a court house in public view through Fort

> Dix--while a 17 year old soldier trained a • 45 caliber gun at my back,
> telling me he would "shoot to kill" if I tried to escape.
>
> Arriving at the courthouse, I was Court Martialed and sentenced to a year at
> hard labor in a military prison -- of which I served four months in

> "segregated confinement," as other prisoners had threatened to rape and kill
> me due to my sexual orientation.
>

> Upon completion of my sentence, I was sent back to my AIT unit to face
> further threats of death and humiliation, until the army finally gave me an
> "Undesirable Discharge," based on

> "homosexuality" --as the military makes no distinction between one who is

> homosexual or bisexual!
>
>

> Later, in 1977, I petitioned the army for an upgrade in discharge, which was

> granted and changed from "Undesirable "to "General Under Honorable
> Conditions."

•

>
> Judge Cox, I relate my personal story of humiliation and betrayal by the
> military and the US government, so that you may know of the pain and

> suffering endured not only by veterans like me, but by thousands of other
> gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgendered servicemembers who have been
> discharged by the military - forcing them to forever live a life of lies to
> family and friends due solely to their sexual orientation(s). A "Scarlet
> Letter," if you will.

>
> Having said this, please know that the 6,000 servicemembers discharged under

> the current inhumane "Don't Ask, Don't Tell, Don't Pursue, Don't Harass"
> military policy, truly wanted to proudly serve our great nation with honor
> and dignity.

•

>
> Furthermore, I wish you and the Cox Commission to know that countless
> thousands of brave and patriotic gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgendered
> servicemembers, laid down their lives in service to our country, so that we
> as Americans could enjoy the many freedoms afforded to us as a

> Democracy--which so many take for granted!
>
> In sum, despite the inhumane treatment I endured at the hands of my own
> government, I wish all to know that I love my country and would do it all
> again -- with the exception that knowing what I know now I never would have
> "told."

>

•

> May God Bless America, and her gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgendered

> military servicemembers and veterans.
>
> Sincerely and Respectfully Yours,
>
> Cliff Arnesen

>
> President
>
> Member: Alexander Hamilton, American Legion Post 448

>
> Former Medical Clerk, Department of Veterans Affairs
>
> (1 Of 5) Co-Founders Gay, Lesbian & Bisexual Veterans of America, Inc.

>
> Board Member: National Bisexual Advisory Board
>
> Member: National Blinded Veterans Auxiliary
>

> EMail: Cliff4vets@aol.com
> 617-387-2658
>
> US Army

(1965-1967)

>

> TO:
> US Senator Edward Kennedy

> US Congressman Joe Moakley
> US Sen. John Kerry
> US Congresswoman Tammy Baldwin

> US Sen. Dianne Feinstein
> US Sen. Barbara Boxer

> US Congressman Richard A. Gephardt: House Democratic Leader

•

> US Congressman William Delahunt

> US Congressman Lane Evans
> US Congressman John Olver

> Forward to US Congressman Barney Frank
>
> BCC:
> Members: NEW England GLB Veterans

Boston, MA

> GLBVA Pres. Jim Donovan & Members
> Commander: American Legion, Alexander Hamilton Post

448

> Servicemembers Legal Defense Network (SLDN)

> DR. Aaron Belkin, Dir. Center for the Study of Sexual Minorities in the
> Military, U. Santa Barbara, CA
> Clinton Fein, Director, Apollomedia Corp.

•

> Miriam Ben-Shalom, Founder GLB Veterans of America (GLBVA)

> Gay and Lesbian Advocates & Defenders (GLAD)

> Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays (PFLAG)
> Members: National Bisexual Advisory Board, BiNet USA & New Hampshire
Bisexuals
> Boyce Hinman, Editor, Lambda Letters Project

> Bill Py, Administrator at:

Rainbow@Rai~owUniverse.com

> Stacy Roth: The LGBT Political Alliance of Western MA

> Penni Ash: Transgender, Co-founder, It's Time, Massachusetts
> Nancy Nagragosi, Director, Transgender Network
> MISC. GLBTH VETERANS
> COL.

Grethe Cammermeyer (RET)

> Jeff Epperly, Editor, Bay Windows, Boston, MA

•

> Fred Kuhr, Editor, InNewsweekly, Boston, MA
> Mark koerber, CEO, Huddlestone online, Spain
> Doret Kollerer, Publisher North Coast Xpress, CA

> Ed LeMay, TV Producer, Massasoiet Community College, Brockton, MA
> Lisa Neff, Publisher, Chicago Free Press

> Marc Wolf, Producer, "Another American Asking and Telling"
> Renowned Author, Patricia Nell Warren

> Rev. Troy Perry, Founder, Metropolitan Community Church (MCC)
> National Gay & Lesbian Task Force (NGLTF)

> LT. Steve May, Arizona State Legislature
>
>

======================================================

>
> COpy OF ORIGINAL LETTERTO PRESIDENT GEORGE W. BUSH:
>

> New England Gay, Lesbian & Bisexual Veterans, Inc.
> John F. Kennedy Station
> POBox 6599
> Boston, MA 02114

> http://www.glbva.org
>
> Inauguration Day: Saturday, January 20, 2001
>
> President George W. Bush

> The White House
> 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
> Washington, DC 20500

> Military Justice (UCMJ) laws should be updated, at a yet unscheduled public
> hearing to be held in the spring of 2001. The new panel is called the Cox

> Commission after its chairman, Walter T. Cox, III, who, until last year, was
> chief judge of the

u.s.

•

Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces.

>
> We have written to Judge Cox regarding the arbitrary and selective

> enforcement of the (UCMJ) sodomy laws against GLBT servicemembers,
requesting

> that he and the Cox Commission panel consider modifying or abolishing the

> UCMJ sodomy laws when the Commission meets in the spring.

In response to

our

> letter, Chairman, Walter T. Cox III replied with the following comment:
>
> In a message dated 12/29/00 8:05:30 AM,

judgecox@earthlink.net

writes:

>
> "We will give your views careful consideration. Thank you for your interest

> in the project."

•

>

> Thus, Mr. President, we wish for you to recommend the modification or
> abolition of Article 125 of the (UCMJ) sodomy laws to Judge Cox, the Cox
> Commission, the Pentagon and the Department of Defense.
>
> Also, we strongly urge you to call upon your Secretary of the Department of
> Veterans Affairs, to make expeditious and compassionate improvements in the
> treatment of veterans with HIV and AIDS at Veterans Administration hospi
tals.

>
> (2) Vigorously prosecute all military superiors for any and all violations
of

> the guidelines of the inhumane "Don't Ask, Don't Tell, Don't Pursue, Don't

•

•

> Dear President George

w.

Bush:

>
> As homosexual, bisexual, heterosexual, and transgendered military veterans,
> we write with utmost urgency to plead that you consider granting relief to
> homosexual, bisexual, heterosexual, and transgendered servicemembers and
> veterans who have been victimized and discharged from the US Armed Forces
due

> to their actual or perceived sexual orientations.
>
> Since the current "Don't Ask, Don't Tell, Don't Pursue, Don't Harass"

> military policy has been codified into law by the US Congress -- and can
only
> be countermanded by the U.S. Supreme Court or majority vote of the U.S.
> Congress -- we respectfully ask that you consider the following requests to
> grant the aforementioned relief:

•

>
> (1) As Commander in Chief of the U.S. Armed Forces, send a clear and
forceful
> message to the Pentagon and military superiors, that they are to refrain
from
> arbitrarily applying the sodomy laws of the Uniform Code of

~litary

Justice

> (Article 125) against gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgendered
servicemembers
> -- which act in many cases as the lynch-pin for discharge.

>

> The truth is, the preponderance of military evidence makes i t quite clear
> that these same sodomy statutes are rarely enforced against heterosexual
> servicemembers.
>
> To this end, the December 21, 2000, edition of the Army Times reports that a

> new, independent panel will examine whether the 50 - year-old Uniform Code
of

> Harass" military policy -- including murder!

>
> Mr. President, during the seven years that this inhumane policy has been in

•

> effect, not one superior officer or non commissioned officer has been
> criminally prosecuted for blatant violations of the guidelines of the
policy.

>
> Violations which include superiors not held accountable on their watch for:
> the brutal murders of u.s. Navy Seaman Allen Schindler and u.S. Army PFC.
> Barry Winchell; the attempt by right-wing extremists in the military's
> (NIS/NCIS) to frame even heterosexual sailors- claiming they were gay- for

> the massive explosion aboard the USSIowa on APRIL 19, 1989 which killed 47
> sailors; and the illegal procurement by Naval Intelligence which obtained
> confidential information from America Online on former Navy veteran Tim
> McVeigh --without a legal court order.
>
> (3) Direct the Pentagon and Department of Defense to review and upgrade to

•

> "Honorable," ALL less-than-honorable discharges given to bisexual,

> homosexual, lesbian, transgendered, and "accused" heterosexual
> servicemembers. Also, review of these discharges should be retroactive to
> include all GLBTH veterans who have ever served in the US AImed Forces; and
a
> program should be established to render outreach to those veterans affected.

>
> (4) Put an end to efforts by the military to seek recoupment of expenses for
> training from servicemembers who are discharged for being gay, lesbian,
> bisexual and transgendered.
>
> (5) Strongly urge the u.S. Congress to enact a "Hate Crimes Act" to protect
> the lives of those who are assaulted, maimed and murdered due to their race,

•

•

> ethnicity, gender, religion or sexual orientation.

>
> To this end, we need not look for further proof nor justification of the
> necessity for a "Hate Crimes Act", when we recall the brutal murders of:
> African American, James Byrd, dragged to death by three white men while
> chained to a pickup truck for no other reason than the color of his skin;

> Matthew Shepard, entrapped, pistol whipped, hung on a fence, and viscously
> murdered by two homophobic teenage thugs because he was gay; and the brutal

> murders of U.S. Navy Seaman Allen Schindler in Sasebo, Japan, on October 27,
> 1992, and of U.S. Army PFC. Barry Winchell at Fort Campbell, Kentucky, on

> Monday, July 5, 1999 - both murdered in cold blood by their fellow
> servicemembers due to their actual or perceived sexual orientations.

>

•

> Thus, Mr. President, this baseless policy--codified into law by the U.S •

> Congress and placed into effect on February 28, 1994 --is directly
> responsible for the pervasive, hostile atmosphere which led to'the brutal
and

> cowardly murders of PFC. Barry Winchell and Seaman Allen Schindler; and has
> caused the discharge of approximately 6,000 servicemembers due solely to
> their sexual orientations, costing in excess of a quarter billion dollars to
> American taxpayers.

>

> However, the cost in terms of human

suff~ring

to the individuals discharged,

> their families, friends, loved ones, and our society -- is incalculable!

>
> Also, the inhumane "Don't Ask, Don't Tell, Don't Pursue, Don't Harass"

> military poli

"

•

Subject: Comments on revision of UCMJ
Date: Sun, 25 Feb 2001 18:15:42 EST
From: RevPru8@aol.com
To: Judgecox@earthlink.net
Dear Judge Cox,
My name is Dusty Pruitt of the legal case Pruitt v. Sec. of Defense.

As you

may know, I am keenly interested in the abolition of the "don't ask, don't
tell" policy, and more importantly, the abolition of outmoded sexual
articles
concerning consenting adult sex in the UCMJ. Prior to the Clinton "don't
ask, don't tell", few gay people were prosecuted under the UCMJ sodomy
article. Now that "don't ask, don't tell is in, many gays are prosecuted,
and to be fair, commanders are also prosecuting heterosexuals under the
adultery laws. Both laws are anachronisms that hark back to another time in
the sexual history of America, before the sexual revolution. Both need to
be
changed as a result of as your inquiry states, "changing standards of
sexuality/privacy. Below are my comments on specific questions asked about
revising the UCMJ:
C. Should Congress enact a modern criminal sexual misconduct statute similar
to the Model Penal Code and repeal the current statutes on rape and sodomy?
I am opposed to any statute criminalizing consensual sexual acts between
adults which do not directly affect the chain of command; i.e. acts which do
,

not happen as a result of sexual harrassment in a superior-subordinate
relationship. Why make criminals out of otherwise law-abiding military
members? It is a waste of good talent and manpower.

•

K. Should consensual sodomy be decriminalized?
Absolutely. This article, while technically applying to both straights and
gays, is routinely violated and tolerated when participated in by
heterosexuals (oral and anal sex, particularly oral sex) and is selectively
applied almost exclusively to homosexuals. Extremely discriminatory and
were
everyone in the military who had participated in this definition of "sodomy"
to be prosecuted, I daresay there would be. few soldiers, sailors, air.men or
marines left and we probably wouldn't want the ones who WERE left, so
uptight
would they be!
L. Should adultery be eliminated as an offense, or in the alternative,
should
it be codified so that it is only a crime under circumstances that directly
affect a~good order and disciplinea€O?
Adultery and all sexual offenses
should be codified under sexual misconduct so that it is only a crime under
circumstances outlined above.
Thanks for the chance to comment,

•
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The Commission on the 50th Anniversary of the Uniform Code of Military Justice
Judge Walter T. Cox, III, Presiding

SUbj:

Topics for Consideration, Response to

I.

Need for Congressional Review
A. Yes, changes since the establishment of the UCMJ 50 years ago do warrant a complete
Congressional overhaul of the system.

B. All of items 1-17 warrant a need for revisiting the Code.
C. Vietnam has shown us that during the heat of armed conflict, all the books are thrown out the
window making fertile ground for selective prosecutions. 'When the fog of war sets in a new code
begins to emerge to handle situations in the field. Completely revamping the UCMJ will do little
to change this.

II.

•

Jurisdiction (In Personam and Subject Matter)
A. Civilians should never be subject to court-martial jurisdiction. To do so would only expand the
numbers of abuses at the hands of self-serving military commanders.

B. NO! There should not be exclusive jurisdiction over military members for all crimes, state, federal
and military. Civilian authorities are much better equipped to handle domestic abuse issues and
child molesters, for example, than military units who either go way overboard in sentencing or,
sadly, look the other way allowing the abuses to continue. For real justice to preside, steps must be
taken to remove the power from the military good old boy network.
C. YES! Peacetime should limit jurisdiction to deter abuses by military commanders.
D. Only civilian authorities should handle death penalty cases. Only the People of the United States
should have the power to hand down a death sentence.

•

E. YES but!!!!! Officer should not be allowed to retire to avoid prosecution. The only reason General
David Hale was brought out of retirement to be prosecuted is because of the tenaciousness of a
Congressional Representative. Limiting jurisdiction is fine but do not give flag ranking officers a
safer haven then they already enjoy from lawful accountability.

•

F. YES! Article 17 should be revised.
G. YES! Articles 1 and 2 of the UCMJ should be reevaluated in light of increased command
authority.

III.

•

Organization of the Military Justice System
A. Convening Authority
1. YES! Something needs to be done to correct the chronic problem of "unlawful command
influence" which is, in our opinion rampant throughout the military and ensures a nearly
perfect conviction rate. Random selection may help. We also think that half of the jury
should be civilians who are not DOD employees to lend reason to the determination of
guilt or innocence and to the sentencing phase.
2. YES! An independent Court-Martial Command with a "district attorney" type of
structure may inject more fairness into the system provided that every effort is made to
ensure independence!!!!
3. We have trouble with "pre-trial agreements." We know that without them our civilian
system ofjustice would come to a screeching halt. We also know that more truth gets out
in a full-blown court proceeding. The only way to ensure true justice is to get the truth
out. This includes the truth about the application of regulations within the military unit
from which the accused was attached.
4. YES! Centralized funding is an important step to give the accused a more equal standing
before the court.
5. Clemency is something that is rarely used by convening authorities. Limiting clemency
powers serves no purpose.
B. Article 32 Investigations
1. YES! They should be substituted for a preliminary hearing.
2. YES! It's only fair to provide both parties with a transcript of trial even ifit's only a
preliminary trial like an Article 32 investigation.
3. YES! "no probable cause" should bar subsequent prosecution and act as a preventative
measure against a convening authority who seeks a conviction and not the truth.
4. NONE! Or I believe appeal rights should flow consistent with civilian doctrine.

•

C. Jurisdiction of Courts-Martial
1. YES! A standing court makes sense. The change from present day practice would help to
streamline the system.
2. Military judges should be civilian judges with a minimum of 120 days of active service
in any of the branches of the armed forces. Then they should be given the power to rule
on all requests.
3. YES! Judges should oversee the jury commission in the selection of court members
provided the above is true. Taking the administration of this task from the staff JAG and
the convening authority will take some of the manipulation out of the system by the
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convening authority and battle against (at least a little bit) the chronic problem on
unlawful command influence.
4. In keeping with being tried by a '~ury of your peers" we recommend the entire jury be •
made up of enlisted personnel or (one third being civilian with the balance being
enlisted).
5. Special Courts-Martial should be eliminated and the number ofjurors of a General
Courts-martial be increased to nine with one third being civilian.
6. YES! Capital cases should have a minimum of 12 members with one third being civilian.
D. Military Judges, Trial and Defense Counsel
1. Military Judges should be selected by the Federal District Courts
2. YES! YES! YES! They not only should civilians be "pennitted" but they should be
required as long as they have at least 120 days of active military service.
3. YES! Anything to remove ajudge from the thumb of the military is a good thing
4. A judicial review committee convened by the Federal District Courts should be
empowered to remove military Judges.
5. YES! Civilians should be allowed to serve as trial counsels as well as Asst. US
Attorneys and DOJ attorneys
6. YES! Standards are important.
7. YES! Allowing supervisors to rate military trial judges only tends to corrupt the system
by placing unneeded and unwanted pressure on trial judges to achieve a certain
"success" rate as viewed by others. This introduces yet another dynamic into the
courtroom which should be eliminated.
8. YES! There must be some type of forceful, effective and corrective action for those who'
abuse the process. Abuse of the process is to interfere with "due process" and clearly •
should not be allowed.
.
9. YES! There should be a separate trial defense service that is required by statute for each
servIce.

IV.

CRIMES AND OFFENSES
A. YES! It is vitally important to layout the specific infraction/violation and break down the

elements of the crime. Having a "catchall" statute, which can be bent, and changed or skewed, as
the government desires is wrong. These statutes have long favored the government's cases and
gave the government the opportunity to conduct "charge loading." The juries many times have
adopted an attitude that there were so many charges, he must be guilty of something. Saying that
an individual's actions were "service discrediting" or "conduct unbecoming" only makes the
charge sheet two pa,ges instead of one and fuels the jury psychological reaction of, he must be
guilty of something.
B. NO! Rape is rape and if the elements of the crime are proven, then whether it's an acquaintance or
total stranger, punishment should be the same.
C. YES! Current statutes on rape and sodomy are archaic and should be replaced with a modem

criminal sexual misconduct statute that more clearly reflects the changes in American society.
D. YES! Without question, Congress must enact legislation to correct the ambiguities. A member of •
our organization was dishonorably discharged for 1 count of fraternization and 1 count of
improperly submitting a $75.51 travel claim that he never receive any money from. He was
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selected for promotion to lieutenant commander and was in the active reserves. This issue really
hits home with our organization.
E. YES! Article 88 must be repealed. It harks back to John Paul Jones and the days when military
members were not allowed to vote.
F. YES! Military courts need to mirror wherever and whenever possible the courts that preside over
our population. Article 46 should mirror the civilian courts.
G. YES! Offenses based on a simple negligence element should be deleted from the Code.
H. YES! Congress should enact a punitive article prohibiting not only child neglect and abuse but
also spousal abuse that are the military's dirty little secret. And commanders who are made aware
of the abuses who do not take action should they themselves be held accountable in a court oflaw.
I.

YES! Dueling should be repealed from the Code.

J. YES! The definition of grievous bodily harm under Article 128 should be revised to mirror the
civilian courts definition.

K. YES! Sodomy should be decriminalized. This is yet another archaic law that has got to go. This is
nothing but a sword for the commander who is also a religious fundamentalist to harm military
members whose lifestyle or sexual habits he finds distasteful. It has become like fraternization,
only a law they enforce when they want to.
L. Adultery should be completely removed from the Code. If something is service discrediting,
military commanders have more than enough administrative power to deal with the problem. Most
of these issues only affect the "good order and discipline" of a unit because commanders do not
know how to address the problem. The first thing they want to do is pick up the code and court
martial someone because of their own inability to deal with issues that, in many cases, do not
adversely affect the "good order and discipline" of the unit. We know from experience that
adultery only has been applied to junior officers and not to flag ranking officers.

v.

SENTENCING AND PUNISHMENTS
A. YES! Capital punishment should be eliminated for peacetime offenses.

B. YES! All too often we have heard of sentences that are far to harsh because the jurors who are
hand picked by the convening authority and who may have felt pressured by the convening
authority handed down sentences that were extremely harsh because that's what they thought the
convening authority wanted.
C. YES! For the reasons stated in "B." above, member sentencing should be abolished.
D. YES! Sentencing guidelines should be adopted in order to eliminate the need for a contested
sentencing proceeding.

•

E. YES! Pre-trial agreements should be binding on both parties which would eliminate the need for a
sentencing hearing.
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F. YES! Sentencing either in war or peace should be by judge alone (except in capital cases) to battle
against the severe problem of over-sentencing. For nearly the same offense, a civilian will receive.
3-5 years and the military man or woman will receive 40-50 years. Over-sentencing is a severe
problem that must be addressed.
G. YES! The requirement to produce witnesses for sentencing proceedings in time of war should be
abolished.
H. Absolutely YES! The military must and should mirror the civilian court system especially in the
application of alternative sentences designed to specifically address the nature of the "crime."

1. YES! A military judge should have the authority to suspend a sentence and adjudge a
probationary sentence.
J. YES! The military judge should have jurisdiction over the accused until the sentence has been
served.
K. YES! Many times the real victims of the man or woman who is convicted and thrown out of the
service are his or her children. In one of our cases, a Navy lieutenant received a dishonorable
discharge for his affair with an enlisted woman while he was separated from his wife and two
children. The Navy's decision cast not only the lieutenant into poverty but the soon to be x-wife
and both his children. A single count of fraternization is considered a felony conviction and the
airlines refused to put his aviation talents to work saying the airline insurance carriers would not
allow them to put a convicted felon in the cockpit. If a portion of him military benefits were
available for the x-wife to attach and perhaps in recognition of 14 years of flawless naval service •
with the exception of a lapse in judgment late one night as a naval reservist, much needless
suffering could have been alleviated.
L. YES, YES and YES! Based on the reasons stated in item "K" above.
M. NO! If the Congress of the United States has not the will or courage to declare war before
engaging members of the United States military in mortal combat. Then this should not be
changed. Congress needs to ask themselves why are we sending so many people into battle and
not declaring war?
N. YES! In the aforementioned lieutenant's case above (item .oK") his dishonorable discharge is for
life and a life sentence, for a single count of fraternization, is simply wrong.
O. The answer to this is unclear but, the issue needs to be addressed and debated.
P. YES! Anything to make sentencing more equitable USCOVA is in favor of. The practice of
allowing flag ranking officers to retire to avoid prosecution is wrong.
VI.

EVIDENCE
A. YES! This has no place in the finding's phase of a trial.

B. NO! It is yet another instrument which can be manipulated to render a desired result.
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C. YES! Wherever and whenever possible, the military judicial system should mirror civilian justice

in an effort to eliminate manipulations of the system to produce a desired result.
D. YES! Deeply held beliefs such as conscientious objections are and should be a legitimate defense.

VII.

TRIAL PROCESS
A. YES! If the military judge administers the witness oath, the tone of the trial is set as to the
seriousness of the proceeding.
B. YES! Voir dire of court members by counsel should be a matter of right.
C. YES! Anything that would make the proceeding fairer and less likely to be manipulated is a
positive thing. More peremptory challenge can only serve to clean up the court better before the
trial of the merits begins.
D. YES! Again, if this is successfully being used in the civilian court system - then so to should it be
used in the military court system.
E. YES!

VIII. APPEALS
A. YES! This single act alone may tend to battle against the "rubber-stamping" effect to all to often
allows for over-sentenced individuals to have very little recourse.
B. YES! We vote for complete abolition of the Court of Criminal Appeals.
C. (See item "B" above)

D. YES! lfnot abolished, judges should be able to serve without being recalled to active duty.
E. We believe the Court of Criminal Appeals should be abolished.
F. YES! If the Court of Criminal Appeals is not abolished.
G. YES! If the Court of Criminal Appeals is not abolished.
H. NO! If the Court of Criminal Appeals is not abolished.
1. YES! We have heard horror stories that judges have rendered a decision without reading the entire
record of trial. This, again, is predicated on the fact that the aforementioned appeals court is not
abolished.
1. YES! Without question!

K. YES! We believe that such a move would help to move things along so other cases with a
legitimate basis for appeal could be examined more thoroughly and carefully.
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L. YES! This action would hopefully preclude serious judicial mistakes and abridgments of true
justice.
M. YES! Oral arguments will allow the full force of matters in mitigation, extenuation and
aggravation to visit the court with greater intensity and allow for a better understanding of the
situation before the court.

•

N. YES!
O. NO!
P. YES! The rating ofjudges places influence upon the court to offer a certain desired decision and
is very wrong. It should be abolished.

IX.

ARTICLE 15 PUNISHMENT
A. Amended Yes! We believe item #4 is the way to go by creating a military magistrate with the
power to adjudicate more serious but albeit minor allegations ofmisconduct referred to the
magistrate by the accused's commander. The magistrate should be a civilian who has served in the
jag core for at least one tour of duty. It is vitally important to remove the entire military structure
and inherent influences from the judicial branch of the military as much as possible. Then the
judge can render the decision that is geared toward justice instead of self-aggrandizement or
career preservation.

B. YES! Providing many other changes occur to allow for justice to be handed down free of
•
encumbrances and influences that end up in over-sentences and those convicted that are actually
innocent. People who simply have the wrong politics or who blow the whistle on their
commanders.
'
C. YES! lfnot repealed, it should be extended to personnel of unified commands.
D. YES! This is long over due. In an effort to preserve the aura of the old wooden ship Navies, our
country has allowed our own Navy to preserve sacred "traditions" that are long outdated and
should have been tossed out a century ago. Personal experiences of the members of our Board of
Directors say the tradition of "bread and water" sentences have very little effect and is all for
show.

X.

SUMMARY COURTS-MARTIAL
A. Summary Courts-Martial should be completely abolished.

XI.

POST- CONVICTION REMEDIES
A. YES! We believe that every effort to make the military court system similar to the civilian system
is a good thing. A comprehensive statutory scheme for collateral attacks as those found in Title
28, U.S. Code, for habeas corpus in Federal District Courts and in state post-conviction relief a c t s .
--- should be adopted.
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B. We are unfamiliar with United States v. Dubay and therefore cannot comment.

C. YES! Such authorization will allow for continuity of defense if needed.
D. Habeas corpus should be available as in Federal District Courts.
XII.

MISCELLANEOUS
A. YES! Ifit has been proven to be ineffective in improving the military judicial system by making
the entire system more credible.
B. YES! Retired regular or reserve officers should be eligible.

C. YES! It does not seem to work anyway.
D. YES! There should be certification requirements
E. YES! If they are found to be guilty or suspected ofjudicial misconduct and the military refuses to
take action, then the victim can have the right to submit a case ofjudicial misconduct to the state
in which credentials are held.
F. If this method works better to keep the officers of the court from committing frequent occurrences
of misconduct, then YES.
G. YES! A "broad-based" advisory

committ~e

with civilian membership may help.

H. We believe there should be a consolidated defense service for all services with lawyers moved
frequently from one station to another much in the same way the FBI will move agents frequently
to avoid the cronyism that begins to occur in any community. Ifthe military defense core could be
formed into a group immune from the normal influences of each service; this would be the best
setting for an unbiased court. We like the way the United States Air Force security team is not
under the thumb of the base commander. Having the Naval Investigative Service under the thumb
of the Chief of Naval Operations has lead up to one cover-up after another.
1.

YES! But the key there is "INDEPENDENT"

J.

YES! Anything to allow for a viable defense.

K. YES! It goes to the old saying, "who's policing the police?"
XIII. SUMMARY

•

As with other similar organizations dedicated to making the military judicial system equal and
fair, USCOV A feels the most serious problem confronting the military judicial system is the
handpicking of the juries by the convening authority, unlawful command influence and the tendency
of military juries to over-sentence the accused. The present practice of using a jury pool of those
officers in the command of the convening authority is a recipe for victory for the government and
disaster for the accused. With a mere wisp of a pen, the convening authority can destroy an officer's
career on his fitness reports (work performance evaluations). The structure and statutes of the military
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judicial system create a favorable atmosphere for unlawful command influence on handpicked juries.
Command influence in any fonn is unlawful and is rampant throughout the military. Unfortunately,
it's very difficult to prove because the accused has no investigative force ofhislher own. But, those •
who have had any occasion to witness the military judicial system in action lmow, without a doubt, it
does exist. A 'judicial" system that boasts of a 95 to 98 percent conviction rate would certainly
·suggest a bias in favor of the government and that unlawful command influence certainly does indeed
exist. It comes in many fonns; both subtle and direct. Most of the time it's projected through an
emissary of the convening authority. Example: "You're on the jury aren't you? The admiral says you
have a great career going; don't blow it now. " No matter what the outcome of the trial, if command
influence were suspected, who in the world would launch an investigation? Even with the strongest of
suspicions that jurors were pressured by the command, seldom, if ever, does anyone launch an
investigation into the matter.
Over-sentencing of violators is a result of the other two problems; handpicking juries and
unlawful command influence. All too often, military members who were charged with crimes similar
to those found in the civilian sector (unlike "fraternization" or "missing ships movement" for which
there is no civilian equivalent) receive sentences that are much more severe. Military leaders are
proud of this fact, implying that violators in the military actually get a more deserving punishment. In
other words, it's the civilian sector that is messed up, not us!
One Navy lieutenant who was court-martialed said, when he checked aboard the base where he
was to ultimately lose his military career, he went to the bank to open a new bank account. The bank
teller took one look at his name and said, "You're the guy they're all talking about." Apparently, the
base had been alerted of his arrival. Military and civilian workers alike alllmew that a lieutenant who
"fraternized" was to be tried at a general court-martial and that the admiral (convening authority)
•
clearly desired a conviction. If the Cox Commission addresses anything else, the problems of
handpicked juries, command influence and over-sentencing should be a top priority.
,

Non-prosecutions are also a serious problem that degrades the credibility of the military judicial
system. In an effort to maintain a very high level of credibility in the eyes of the American public
there is an unwritten law of allowing flag-ranking military officers to avoid prosecution if they opt for
early retirement. Such a practice is terribly wrong and flies in the face of real justice, and sadly, has
been occurring without impunity for many years. The law of the land should not be for sale; even if
the price results in a public relations embarrassment. The tactics to avoid accountability in a court of
law are as varied as the numbers of admirals and generals who have dodged the judicial bullet. The
most effective tactic is to prevent the investigation from even being initiated and, if started, influence
it's outcome by strategically placing friends of the accused in a position to influence the investigation
for the purpose of yielding a desired conclusion. A witness can tell if the investigator is seeking the
truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth or if the questions are tailored to illicit a desired result.
USCOVA believes that military personnel should be held to civilian standards ofjustice;
evidence, due process and conduct. Military personnel should be allowed to have civilian counsel at
public expense. We believe that bearing false witness should never be construed as in the "line of
duty" and that damages should be paid by the perpetrator and not by the treasury. This goes to the
heart of the main problem, which prevents real accountability; the Feres Doctrine. Even though the
Feres Doctrine is not before the Commission, it must be mentioned as it, has since it's adoption,
prevented military personnel from holding the military accountable in a civilian court of law for
investigations and convictions that were nothing but a sham. Ifmoney is the root of all evil, then, the •
F eres Doctrine is the root of all that's that is wrong with military justice.
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Our organization tracks the problems of accountability in the American military. Over the years
we have kept watch as one admiral and general after another was allowed the retirement option to
avoid accountability while junior ranking military personnel feel the full brunt of the military judicial
sword. We submit for the record, our web site (wv.'w.uscova.org) with particular attention called to
the segment known as the "Wall of Shame" (The Good, The Bad and The Ugly). Our mission is to
educate the American People who are concerned about the fairness and viability of the military
judicial system.
USCOVA was established after Chief Petty Officer, Michael Tufariello, was whisked away to a
military mental hospital by his commanding officer in an effort to hide his own dubious, and possibly,
criminal misconduct. Tufariello testified before a House sub-committee in an effort to pass legislation
to prevent military psychiatric wards from being used as a secret military judicial system where all
rights are suspended. This is done to effectively neutralize a potential whistleblower and enables
military commanders to completely bypass the military judicial system. We believe that if the military
judicial system allows commanders the option of bypassing it completely, then, the system itself is
badly flawed. Commanders who have been caught using psychiatric examinations to undermine the
credibility of the accuser have never been prosecuted or even investigated in most cases. Moreover,
USCOVA is continually amazed at how many military physicians are attacked by commanders who
illegally use psychiatric examination to eliminate someone who threatens to expose their misconduct.
And, even though a law has been passed to prevent this type of retribution, the military has been less
than enthusiastic about informing people of their rights under the law or enforcing the law; a law they
(the senior echelons of the various military branches) do not agree with.
USCOVA feels very strongly that some statutes in the UCMJ (Uniform Code of Military Justice)
should be abolished or removed from the criminal category. Adultery should be removed from the
code. Fraternization should be removed from the code as military commanders have more than
enough administrative power to deal with any threat to good order and discipline of their unit.
Receiving two years at hard labor and a dishonorable discharge for making'love to a woman hardly
makes any sense. Something of this nature that bears no malice and has such a harsh sentence is truly
a travesty ofjustice especially when so many military commanders commit similar offenses with
complete immunity from the law. Sodomy, Dueling and a punishment of "bread and water" should
also be abolished.
There will be those who will lobby hard to keep things as they are and maintain the status quo.
They will say that all those who were court-martialed and found guilty, were in fact, guilty and got
what they deserved. They will say the UCMJ has worked fine for 50 years and it should not be
changed at all. And the numbers of those making such a case in favor of leaving the UCMJ alone will
outnumber those of us who believe the system is terribly flawed by 100 to 1. American history is
littered with similar cases. In the years leading up to the Revolutionary war, many colonists were
loyal British subjects and saw no problem with taxation without representation. They wanted to leave
things just as they were. Until three civil rights workers were murdered in Mississippi, America didn't
really think we had any kind of inequality. Our nation was content with-leaving things as they were. If
a hundred wolves went to dinner with one cow and ate the cow; then you would have 100 wolves that
would tell you "tonight, dinner was pretty good." The cow, of course, would have a different opinion.

•

It all depends on what end of the spear you find yourself. We believe the UCMJ has been
subjugated by political expediency and a strong desire for the military to protect itself first rather than
seeking and diVUlging the truth first. This was clearly shown recently on February 9, 2001. A United
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States submarine USS Greenville struck the Ehirne Maru a Japanese fishing and training vessel off the
coast of Hawaii resulting in nine dead, four of whom where high school students. For nearly two
weeks, the Navy refused to release the names of the civilians aboard the submarine and then refused
to cooperate with the NTSB (National Transportation Safety Board). The NTSB is a segment of the •
United States government and for the Navy not fully cooperate with the NTSB meant that it was not
cooperating with an investigative arm of the United States government. The United States Navy not
taking instructions from, or cooperating with, the United States government sounds alarm bells.
We are an organization who is connected with thousands of active and retired military personnel
from throughout the world who constantly feed us information about the abuses in the system. We
track, monitor, investigate when able and report these abuses on our web site www.uscova.org. We
therefore submit our web site to be made part of the official record. Additionally, we submit the
investigative novel by Gregory L. Vistica, FALL FROM GLORY the Men Who Sank the U.S. Navy
(ISBN 0-684-83226-7) as additional proof the military judicial system is broken. And finally, we
submit the made for T.V. movie "Glimpse of Hell" scheduled to air nationally on FOX channels,
March 18,2001, which is based on a true story about the facts leading up to the explosion of gun
turret #2 aboard the USS Iowa resulting in the loss of 47 lives.
We believe the importance of a complete judicial review by the Congress of the United States
cannot be understated. USCOVA believes the military justice system is slanted heavily in favor of the
government and is occasionally manipulated to silence and remove military whistleblowers. Our
organization respectfully requests the Commission on the 50th Anniversary of the UCMJ, commonly
referred to as the Cox Commission, to recommend a complete review and overhaul of the military
judicial system to the President and Congress of the United States.

•

Respectfully Submitted,

Da .d Smallwood
Chie Executive Officer, USCOVA, Inc.

AUTHOR: Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826)
QUOTATION: Equal and exact justice to all men, of whatever state or persuasion, religious or

political; peace, commerce, and honest friendship with all nations,--entangling
alliances with none; the support of the State governinents in all their rights, as the
most competent administrations for our domestic concerns, and the surest
bulwarks against anti-republican tendencies; the preservation of the general
government in its whole constitutional vigour, as the sheet anchor of our peace at
home and safety abroad; ... freedom of religion; freedom of the press; freedom of
person under the protection of the habeas corpus; and trial by juries impartially
selected,-these principles form the bright constellation which has gone before
us, and guided our steps through an age of revolution and reformation.
ATTRIBUTION: First Inaugural Address. March 4, 1801.
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Subject: Please Consider Us in your Power to Make a Difference
Date: Tue, 6 Feb 2001 20:58:34 -0800 (PST)
From: Annette <mknuthnk@yahoo.com>
To: JudgeCox@earthlink.net
Your Honor, Judge Cox,
Your time is valuable and your wisdom is even more so.
So I truly appreciate your time to read this. I'll be
brief. I'm just a woman who loves and cares about her
family.
My nephew, Donald Bramlett, is currently a resident of
at the Leavenworth, Kansas military facility. He
doesn't deserve to be there. A United States court
would have never brought him to trial. Even if they
had tried there are so many discrepancies and lies
that would constitute a mis-trial it is unthinkable
that he is wasting away in a military prison when he
has been so willing to give his life to his country,
to serve in the Navy .... his dream since youth.
I pray you will review the Military Code of Justice
and make it just that ......... one of Justice. I know
mine is only one of thousands of stories of military
injustice. But I think that sentence alone gives
credence to your awesome task at hand.
May God's hand of Guidance and Wisdom be with you
during this time of review.
My sincerest appreciation,
Annette Morgan
1613 Ocean Bay Drive
Virginia Beach, Va. 23454
(757) 426-7498
mknuthnk@yahoo.com

Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Auctions - Buy the things you want at great prices.
http://auctions.yahoo.com/

Subject: Re: 50th Anniversary of UCMJ Commission
Date: Tue, 06 Feb 2001 13:24:34 -0500
From: "GERALD R. BAUM" <gerald.baum@mail.dss.mil>
Organization: Defense Security Service
To: Vicki Cox <judgecox@earthlink.net>
CC: "Kathleen. Duignan" <Kathleen.Duignan@wdc.greenpeace.org>

[S/MIME)
Invalid
Signature
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Thank you for giving me this opportunity to comment on potential changes to the
UCMJ.
In an
e-mail last month I did provide comments about how some changes to the UCMJ may
affect national
security, specifically in regard to DoD clearances, SF86 and the like.
I
stressed that I was
speaking as an individual, though with the background as a retired Naval Intell
Officer, former
NCIS Special Agent and current Def Sec Serv SA. Essentially, if some areas are
weakened in the
UCMJ, these could have repercussions for a person's suitability for
obtaining/retaining a
security clearance, Would the 8 DoD Central Adjudication Facilities be provided
with enough
information to intelligently adjudicate someone's suitability?
Good luck with
this;
undertaking .- Gerald Baum
Vicki Cox wrote:
>
>
>
>

Attached is the official announcement about the hearings to be held in
Washington, DC, on March 13. Your earlier comments are on file for the
Commission. If you would like to submit any formal comments on any of
the topics, you may do so by March 1 per the announcement.

>

> The topics may be found at www.nimj.org.

•

>

> Thnaks for your interest in the matter to date.
>

> Walter T. Cox III
> Chairman
>
>

--------------------------------------------------------------~---------

>
Name: Commission Announcement &
Topics.doc
>
Commission Announcement & Topics.doc
Type: Microsoft Word Document
(application/msword)
>
Encoding: base64
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Subject: UCMJ
Date: Thu, 8 Feb 2001 21:45:14 EST
From: KatBreshears@aol.com
To: JudgeCox@earthlink.net
Honorable Judge Cox.
I am writing in order to hopefully see a change come about with the UCMJ.
This is an outdated set of guidelines that desperately needs to be
reformed.
As opposed to writing a lengthy letter I am choosing an outline of several
issues that I feel need to be addressed.
The right to privacy in this country should alone be reason enough to repeal
the adultery and consensual, mutual, sodomy offenses in the UCMJ, this
should be changed, retroactively so that those that are being punished for
those crimes could be relieved of that charge.
The Convening Authority should have limited power in a case, he/she is
usually somewhat close to the case and a bias could certainly affect the
outcome of a hearing or trial.
In a perfect setting,
this position should
actually be held by someone not connected to the accused at all.
Military Judges should be allowed to suspend sentences, alter sentences and
provide sentences outside the current guidelines, such as community service,
therapy, or even a strict probation. The goal should be to rehabilitate,
not
incarcerate, of course there are exceptions to that, but I'm sure you see
my
These men and women are almost all first time offenders, yet they
meaning.
are treated as habitual criminals with no chance at regaining a normal life.
Sixteen years after my husband's conviction we still deal with these issues
and more on a daily basis.
I know that had he been convicted in a the
federal system his time served would have been enough, and more would have
been done to help him.
The men and women
country, they are
they are punished
single case. We
us, modifying the

that enlist in the Military enlist to fight for their
not given the same rights that civilians are given, and
for a much longer time than civilians would be, in every
need to take care of our men and women that take care of
UCMJ would be one small step to doing that.

Thank you for your time.
Kathy Breshears
6436 West Monticello Ave.
Littleton, CO 80128
303-948-1098
303-932-2020

Subject: FW: Reform of the UCMJ
Date: Tue, 13 Feb 2001 10:38:43 -0500
From: Joy Brosius <jbrosius@eriercd.org>
Organization: Diocese of Erie
To: "'JudgeCox@earthlink.net'" <JudgeCox@earthlink.net>
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-----Original Message----
From:
Joy Brosius [SMTP:jbrosius@eriercd.org]
Sent:
Tuesday, February 13, 2001 9:29 AM
To:
'JudgeCox@earthink.net'
subject:
Reform of the UCMJ
TO:

Judge Walter T. Cox, III
George Washington University Law School
2000 H. Street, NW
Washington, DC

Dear Sir:
I am in firm agreement that a major reformation or the ELIMINATION of
the
UCMJ is in order. As a mother of a American soldier who served this
country for over four years and was willing to lay down his life if need be
was court-martialed over ten years ago of a crime he DID NOT commit. He
and I have seen the brutal injustice at the hands of the military courts!
I am still in the process, through the Federal Courts, to right an
injustice that has been done to him.
I truly believe that the young men and woman who are willing to serve
our
country in every branch of the military deserve the SAME RIGHTS that our.
constitution states each American is entitled to, this simply does not
happen in the military. The command influence that presides over the so
called military justice system is blatantly apparent to anyone who has come
in contact with the system. Even when a young man or woman has committed a
crime of whatever magnitude, there is no fair or just conduct on the part
of the military to handle the issues at hand. How can anyone get a fair
trial when the Convening Authority appoints all the members of the court
martial staff - including the defense attorneys and, the panel selected to
hear the trial and make a judgement are all directly accountable to the
Convening Authority not to mention the fact that the panel that is selected
is NOT the "peers" of the accused.
The military has a job to do, it is prepare young men and women to
defend
our Country against those who might try to take our freedoms away.
It is a
big job and one that military should direct all it's attention to and leave
the business of trying those who may have committed a crime to the civilian
courts, where it belongs. To do anything less is to re-enforces, what many
of us who have dealt with the military justice system as come to realize,
that "there is no true justice in the military" and "the constitutional
rights of our.young people in the service does not exist".
May God bless you with the insight to see the truth and the wisdom to
make
the decision that will right the wrongs.
Respectfully yours,
Joy Brosius
·jbrosius@eriercd.org
"It is only when there is one who willing to stand up for what he believes
in, for what is right and just for all that a change for the better can
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become a reality."

Subject: USS IOWA Turret #2 Explosion Discussion Board
Date: Tue, 20 Feb 2001 20:44:21 -0600
From: "Cindi W." <cjrw57@netins.net>
To: <judgecox@earthlink.net>
Dear Sir,
I understand you will be holding hearings about the military judicial
system. One of the former crew members of the USS IOWA was contacted by the
NAVY and told to stay away from your hearings!!
This alone is a red flag!
You may want to contact this person, below is the link to his statement
about the hearings and a link to the USS IOWA Family Forum. We talk about
the Explosion on April 19. I would hope by now you have corne to realize that
WE the Families of THE USS IOWA 47 were dealt a great injustice by the
United States and The US NAVY, by having the cover-up of the explosion swept
under the judicial carpet.
This sailors life was also ruined by the Military and He never was able
to work again for the Government.His career was ended and his pensions lost.
His personal story may be better told by he himself.
Please take this simple request by a Sister of a Dead Sailor who served
his country with pride and detection only to be destroyed by NAVY SCANDAL
and a massive cover-up, to uncover the faults and gross misconduct of NAVY
BRASS into your consideration for these hearings. I am positive you will not
be disappointed and justice can be served.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Cynthia Werthrnuller
USS IOWA 47 Family Member
http://www.boards2go.com/boards/board.cgi?action=read&id=982546789&user=johnnyz
Name: USS IOWA Turret #2
Explosion
Discussion
USS IOWA Turret #2 Explosion Discussion Board.url
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Board.url
Type: unspecified type

(application/octet-stream)
Encoding: quoted-printable
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Subject: RE: 50th Anniversary of UCMJ Commission
Date: Tue, 6 Feb 2001 13:40:40 -0600
From: Jon Cornett <Jon.Cornett@usaa.com>
To: "'Vicki Cox'" <judgecox@earthlink.net>
For Judge Cox,
Your Honor,
After reviewing the approved list of
topics I find there is one more I would like to comment on, briefly.
It
regards the article concerning abolishment of member sentencing, the option
of being tried by members but sentenced by a judge. Having seen it work in
many variations during my time on active duty, I am of the opinion that it
should be up to the individual servicemember's discretion as to their choice
in such matters. Military personnel inherently lose many of the rights or
privileges their civilian counterparts enjoy, just by virtue of their
military service.
In such a matter they should be able to choose their own
poison so to speak. Although I have seen many instances where the
servicemember chose the option of trial by a jury of their peers, when it
may not have been in their best interest to do so, they still had the option
to do as they saw fit to judge their case, not as someone else may have
felt.
This is something that has been the right of an individual for some
time now, and it should continue to be their right. As long as they are
informed as to their options, they should have the choice in how to proceed,
they have earned that right.
I thank you once again for the opportunity to
comment on these issues. Vr
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Jon Cornett
CSM USA (RET)
-----Original Message----
From:
Vicki Cox [SMTP:judgecox@earthlink.net]
Sent:
Tuesday, February 06, 2001 9:30 AM
To:
Kathleen. Duignan
Subject:
50th Anniversary of UCMJ Commission
Attached is the official announcement about the hearings to be held
in
Washington, DC, on March 13.

Your earlier comments are on file for

the
Commission.

If you would like to submit any formal comments on any

of
the topics, you may do so by March 1 per the announcement.
The topics may be found at www.nimj.org.
Thnaks for your interest in the matter to date.
Walter T. Cox III
Chairman « File: Commission Announcement & Topics.doc »
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Subject: Military Justice
Date: Man, 12 Feb 2001 22:02:30 -0800
From: enum1924@juno.com
To: judgecox@earthlink.net
Judge Walter T Cox.

2-12-01
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Thank you for looking into the military justice system
The Kevin Holt case was in a local paper is where my interest started.
I have talked to the mother and the father.
We must take the appeal system out of the hands of the military. A law
is needed that would allow the prisoner to appeal to civilian courts to
review the evidence used in the sentencing . And if the person was
wrongly sentenced, over ride the military.
I for one am disgusted with their idea they are never wrong and like some
police forces, they protect each other. In their hypocrisy think more of
their reputation than true justice.
They will not be objective on any
appeal.
Thank you for your courage.

Robert C. Hawkes
1-425- 776-6010

•
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Subject: Re: 50th Anniversary of UCMJ Commission
Date: Tue, 06 Feb 2001 12:29:00 -0600
From: "Wayne Johnson" <wayneljohnson@hotmail.com>
To: judgecox@earthlink.net
I received an email from Vicki Cox today seeking any further inputs for the
topic list for you upcoming conference. Under the Article 15 heading "I did
not see the subject concerning Article 15 that I sent you in December.
I
have provided it below in case in got lost in the shuffle.
Respectfully,
Wayne Johnson

December 16, 2000
Dear Judge Cox:
Several days ago I emailed you some thoughts on the MCM/UCMJ. Since then I
remembered something that has troubled me over the past few years. It
involved Navy legal policy as to how it conducts Article 15, UCMJ, actions.
If you agree with me that what the Navy has been doing is improper a
solution would be for the MCM to clarify what proper Article 15
attorney/client counseling is to involve. As you will see below the Navy and
Marine view is the exact opposite of that of the Army and Air Force Trial
Defense Services.
Mast counseling by Navy JAGC officers is done under the JAG Manual, para.
0109d(2) and COMNAVLEGSVCCOMINST 5800.1C, para. 0615a(5). Currently they are
forbidden to form an attorney/client relationship. All they are allowed to
do is explain what is already in the mast rights form. They are not allowed
to get into the facts of the case or recommend whether one should accept
mast or not. The Air Force and Army policy on this is the exact'opposite of
our view as to what Booker rights entail. Their lawyers are required to form
an attorney/client relationship and give advice. Booker rights should be the
same regardless of service if one is not assigned to a ship. Please contact
them for their current instructions and policies in this area.
U.S. v. Kelly, 45 MJ 259 (1996), made note of this difference and came
pretty close to addressing the issue. From CAAF's tone it would appear
likely they would NOT follow the Navy position. Fairchild v. Lehman, 814
F.2d 1555 (Fed. Cir. 1987) dealt with the insufficiency of premast
counseling. The Federal Court of Appeals' "fix· was to set aside both the
mast and the resulting other than honorable discharge requiring
reinstatement into the Marines with back pay. What made the matter even
worse was that Fairchild admitted to his illegal drug use from the start.
I have submitted this to you in the hopes that these matters get the
attention they deserve. If you have any questions my number is (504)
589-3136 during the day. Home is (504) 391-3779. Thank you for taking these
matters under consideration.
Very respectfully,

~

WAYNE L. JOHNSON

CDR, JAGC, USNR (Retired)
>

Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.rnsn.com
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Dec 18,2000
Mr. Cox, I have been in the Navy over 18 years. I am an Electricians Mate Chief. I'm in the Nuclear
Field, and have been assigned to Submarines. Several of those years I've worked in Shipyards doing
overhauls, New Construction and Decommissioning. It is in this working environment where many of our
sailors are sent to Captains Mast and are awarded Non-Judicial Punishment. I went to Captains Mast early
in my career. Because of this, I have been aware of many Masts. I have personally witnessed many people
who have been sent to mast and have observed many lose much more than what I feel the drafters of the
UCMJ intended. I feel there are several changes which need to be made.
1.

A commanding officer should not be the one to perform the Mast. I am sure that in earlier times it
was necessary for the commanding officer to be given the authority to punish wrongdoers. I feel
that when a ship is at sea, a Commanding Officer needs to have the power to provide punishments
necessary for the safe deployment of his vessel. However, many times the ships are in port, and
there are people who are trained in the judicial system and they should be the ones to try our
sailors. I was on the USS Omaha, we were in an overhaul which was several months behind. One
of our junior .sailors made an error in a tagout. All testing had to be stopped and there was a
critique held. In the critique the Commanding Officer was asked by Naval Reactors why there
were so many tagout violations on his ship. Even though the junior sailor was one of the hardest
workers in his department, his nuclear NEC was removed, he was reduced in rank and removed
from Submarine duty. The Engineer then told the Engineering Department that they had to make
an example of this sailor. Several people to date had had tagout violations, but they made an
example out of this one.
.
A line officer receives little training in judicial matters. Let one who is trained in the legal field do
their job. If there is still a need for Commanding Officers to perform masts, let it be one of the
other commanding officers who is in port. Don't let a commanding officer try his own people.
Let him Recuse himself due to prejudice. Wouldn't it be nice if a person ran into my car and I was
able to be his judge. On Submarines, the Commanding officer knows every person by name. He
knows the people he works with, and has formed opinions good or bad about each. Many of the
outcomes of the masts are based on these prejudices.

2.

Let there be spot checks on all masts performed. Because there are various types of people who
are selected for command, there are many mast cases which are not just. I know of many mast
cases which I feel were not just. After each mast is performed, let Navy Legal peruse the mast and
check that the punishment metes the crime. I was on the USS Scranton (SSN 756).. I was the
Leading Petty Officer of Electrical Division. My Division officer informed me that a new sailor
(directly from prototype training) would be going to mast. He informed me that the sailor would
be retained but he would be reduced in rank and probably be fined. I spoke with the sailor and
found that the issue was due to a problem with his orders. I asked him if he had explained this to
our Division Officer. He told me that he had explained everything. I then told the sailor that
when he was asked to waive his rights, that he not do so. I told him that speaking with a Lawyer
might let him know what to expect for punishment. The sailor did. He was asked why he had
requested to speak with a lawyer, and the sailor informed the investigating officer that I had
recommended this to him. I was reprimanded and threatened with mast by the command master
chief when I informed him that it was my obligation to help this sailor. I was told to not meddle in
that which did not pertain to me.
When I went to my own mast, I was extremely frightened. I asked the investigating officer if I
should see a lawyer. He told me that it wouldn't help. He told me that I wouldn't be able to use
him anyway, because it was non-judicial punishment. I waived my rights. I know today, that if I
had spoken with a lawyer I more than likely would not have gone to mast.

3.

The punishments are often too severe. When the UCMJ was drafted, I am sure that they didn't
take into account all that a simple mast could do to one of our sailors. Let me give you a worse
case scenario. A first class Petty Officer is sent to mast. He makes $1800.001 month in base pay,
$310.00 per month for Sea Pay, $175.001 month for Nuclear Proficiency pay and $275.00 per

month Submarine pay. He goes to mast, is reduced in rank, fined $1200.00, removed from
Submarine duty, and his nuclear NEC is removed. This means he loses $350.oo/month base pay,
proficienty pay, Submarine pay, and receives orders to a tender and loses $310.00 per month Sea
pay. But this was not all. Since the sailor had re-enlisted in the Nuclear field and received a
bonus, he had to pay back nearly $8,000.00. The total cost for the first year is $22,000.00. Does it
sound a little far-fetched. It happened to my Leading Petty Officer on the USS Scranton, for a
minor infraction. In the civilian sector, I could tell someone that wanted to reduce my pay by such
drastic measures that I quit. There is no such option in the military.

•

I was rear-ended by a man who had a suspended license and no insurance. My car was totaled,
and so was the car in front of me, and there was thousands of dollars of damage to a third car in
front of the second car. The "Judicial" system fined the man $50.00. It seems lopsided to me
that my friend was punished so severely for doing relatively nothing.
4.

Place a cap on how much a person can lose for a mast. The pay lost by the above person is nearly
$2000.00 per month. I know I could not afford a pay cut so drastic. If a person is awarded such a
drastic punishment, give him or her the choice to leave the military service.

5.

A person who has been sent to mast is marked. In the Navy, if a person has 12 years of good
service he wears gold service stripes and gold rating badges. You can tell by a persons uniform if
he has been to mast. Since my mast was early in my career it didn't affect me too much. But I
feel it is wrong when a person makes a mistake, he has to let everybody know for a minimum of
12 years that he was punished.

6.

Navy Legal should be allowed to attend the mast proceedings. There could be very little which
could improve the mast proceedings more than to let lawyers attend the mast proceeding. Let
them keep their mouths shut if needed, but let them ensure that the Captain is living up to the
charge of Justice.

7.

It should be a requirement that a sailor be provided with Legal counsel prior to Mast. I have spent
many years in a training command. Without exaggeration, the command had 7 to 14 mast cases
per week. The cases were mostly for students. Through all of these mast cases,'1 never saw one
student go to mast when he requested to see a lawyer. I asked our legal officer why this was so.
She said that when a student requested to see a lawyer, they had to ensure that there was sufficient
evidence so that the mast case could be tried by a court martial. As you know, on a shore
command, you have the option to request a court martial vice non-judicial punishment. It
surprised me that there were so few students who requested legal counsel.
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I don't wish that people get away with doing wrong, Ijust feel that there are no checks and balances for our
non-judicial system. There are many good Commanding officers who are just. I have had several. But I
know that there are some who wrongfully feel that to be in command means to be Lord and King. I can
provide many specific cases that are unbelievable. I have kept a journal of my navy experiences and have
witnessed many wrong-doings by commanding officers pertaining to Mast proceedings.
If You need any further information, please let me know. I hope this has been helpful.
Sincerely,

Paul W. Burt Jr. EMC(SSIDV)

•
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Subject: Opportunity to Comment -- Topics for Consideration
Date: Tue, 6 Feb 2001 15:14:43 -0600
From: Laedlein Charles Civ AFCA/JA <Charles.Laedlein@scott.af.mil>
To: "'Judgecox@earthlink.net'" <Judgecox@earthlink.net>
Reference: Commission on the 50th Anniversary of the UCMJ/Comments on Final
List of Topics
Sir -

•

Thank you once again for opportunity to put in two cents worth.
Something
every lawyer, military or civilian, always appreciates. Have reviewed
proposed topics and respectfully offer following observations:
-- Section IB, number 8, civilians accompanying services abroad, is
definitely a keeper. With increased emphasis on contracting out, there is
corresponding growth of contractor service personnel arriving on scene.
When military trade magazines routinely portray contractor personnel in BDUs
supporting military forces in AOR, it is well past time to examine this
subject from both an UCMJ and Law of Armed Conflict standpoint. As
practical matter, believe it will be extremely difficult to bring civilian
personnel within jurisdiction of UCMJ, particularly in age if expanding
"peace-keeping" operations.
Further, see conflict in increasing military
reliance on contractor personnel within combat zone and responsibility of
military commanders to protect civilians within their area of
responsibility, to include evacuation in order to preserve life.
Finally,
wonder if employee exercise of right to strike would at same time constitute
disobedience of lawful order?
-- Section lIB, exclusive jurisdiction over military members: My response
would be no.
Present system represents correct recognition of both military
and federal/state interests.
.
-- Section IIC, limitation of offenses to service-connection: Have lived
through O'Callahan era, my response would be no for same reaso~ as that
immediately above.
-- Section IlIA, number 1: Yes, favor random selection of juries. With
increased educational level of service members, coupled increased skill of
counsel in conduct of voir dire, should be no decrease in competency of
military court members.
-- Section IIIB, number 2: As long-time SJA, believe function of Article 32,
and rights of accused, best served by present process. Would not institute
mandatory requirement for verbatim record.
-- Section IIIC, number 2: Yes.
Recognize ability of military judges and
give them this authority. Will enhance and expedite process; definitely
promoting concept of speedy trial.
-- Section IIIC, number 3: Yes. While SJA, recognize recurring problem of
appearance of conflict. Better to remove all possible grounds for
suspicion.
-- Section IIIC, number 6: Yes. Would mirror most stringent civilian
requirement for same reason as that immediately above.
-- Section IVD: Yes.
Individual service positions allover map.
If this to
continue as viable offense, experience suggests it must be clearly defined
and uniformly prosecuted.
-- Section IVI: Yes. While there have been some clients I have felt like
skewering, this provision (dueling) was obsolete at time it was originally
enacted. Its antiquity only reinforces civilian suspicion that military
justice out of date and out of step with civilian world.
-- Section IXD: Yes. Again, punishment of bread and water out of date with
current standards of justice. Appearance of antiquated punishment does not

enhance public view of military justice system.
-- Section XB: Yes. Redundant.
-- Section XIIF: No. Think this too political. Can see real problem with
selling concept to all state bars, resulting in backlash impacting other
military attorney responsibilities such as legal assistance. Believe
present system effective means of promoting understanding and advocacy of
military legal practice within state bar associations.
-- Section XIIJ: Yes. This essentially is AF approach. Works well.
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Again, thank you for opportunity to participate in this process.
VIR Charles Laedlein
Chief Counsel, AFCA
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Subject: UCMJ Reform
Date: Tue, 13 Feb 2001 20:43:27 -0600
From: "Mary Latorre" <latorre@idir.net>
To: <JudgeCox@earthlink.net>
Honorable Judge Walter Cox,
I am the wife of a inmate at the United States Disciplinary Barracks at Fort
Leavenworth, Kansas.
I am also a member of Citizens Against Military
Injustice, I am currently the Kansas State Coordinator.
I am in the minority here as my husband is guilty of his crime. He gave 18
years to the United States Air force, before the commission of his crime.
without incident.
I did want to bring to your attention the injustice of the Military judicial
system otherwise known as the UCMJ.
How can anyone receive a fair and impartial trial when everything is handled
by the same entity? The military member is investigated, prosecuted,
defended, judged, jury of peers selected by, imprisoned by the same entity.
It doesn't make sense to me.
This kind of justice is only one thing EVIL. It is done in the name of
justice ,but the truth is that it's GREED.
In my husbands case, he admitted
guilt, he lost his retirement which the military gains in hundreds of
thousand dollars, they have him for slave labor for 12 more years, even if
he only earned minimum wage that is still thousands of more dollars that
they get in the way of free labor.
I believe that there shall be fair and impartial trial process, that
everyone is innocent until proven guilty.
I believe that just because you
maintain you are innocent that you should not be subjected to harsher
sentence.
These all seem to be contraries to the way of the military court system
works.
I am blessed in away, I am sure you are wondering how. Well, I know with
out a doubt in my mind that he is guilty ... I have peace of mind in that.
What of the so many other inmates and family members who are innocent. Yet,
because of the freedom in passing out its own form of justice the military
has gone unchecked for to many years and gave harsher sentence to those who
maintain their innocent.
Defense counsel is not expected to win any case before they are promoted.
As a matter fact it stand to reason that if they do defend their client to
vigorously they will likely lose their line number for making rank. What is
wrong with this picture. Why does the defense have to beg the Judge
Advocate for funds to defend their client. This all comes down to one thing
COMMAND INFLUENCE!
Below is some answers to your questions dealing with the UCMJ.

1. Civilians should never be tried by court-martial, that&rsquo;s why
there is a federal courts.
2. Court-martial was original design for war-time, and should be only
for service connected offenses.

3. Should not be utilized for Death cases, Military Defense attorneys
are not qualified.
4. Article 15s, and summary court-martial should be the only form of
punishment, everything else should be held in Federal courts.
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5. Article 32, Investigation should be used just like a Grand Jury, and
should be a neutral officer with legal background, and a reporter
should be utilize to provide a copy of the whole proceedings.
6. There should be a separate court-martial administration or local
Clerk of Court be responsible for all aspects of court-martial member
administrator once they have been appointed, it decrease the chance of
command influence or its appearance.
7. All financial aspects of court-martial should be centrally funded
from DOD, with separate funding for trial counsel and defense counsel,
so defense team will not have to report to trial counsel for witnesses
funds.
8. Jury members should be selected by a jury office and from other post
also, and should be required to wear civilian attire to avoid rank
problems, and the convening authority should be totally removed from
the picture.
9. Civilian judges should be allowed to serve on a court-martial.
10. Military judges should not have fixed terms.
11. Sentence by members should be abolished.
12. As a Article I court, the military judge has limited powers as far
as sentences.
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13. Adultery and sodomy, and the general Article should be repealed as
offenses under UCMJ.
14. Good military character should still be utilized.
15. Federal sentence guidelines should be applied to court-martial,
since we are Federal employees.
16. Limit all the Convening Authority power, decreases command
influences.
17. SJA should be legal advisor and required to review legal matters as
well as the record of trial, should also be responsible for abuse of
position.
18. CCAS should do their jobs as judges and not place their careers
first, should also be held responsible if they violate the law.
19. There should be at least three judges on the panel, and all three
should review the complete record of trial.
20. All court-martial should be reviewed (limited review on PTAs)
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21. The Court of Appeal should be changed, instead of constantly
remanding cases back to lower courts, dismiss charges, and place the
lower court judges on notices, and place letters of reprimand in their
files.
22. No retire regular should be allowed on the Court of Appeals due to
their mind set, of you are guilty till you prove yourself innocent.
23. If a judge or military attorney fails continually at performing
their job, they should be reprimanded and given a article 15, and
placed in administrative law, whereas, they arena&rsquoit effecting
other people lives.
24. The Article 36 rule making should be conducted by civilian and
military members.
25. All serviceS&rsquoi law school should be consolidated.
26. Jury members should be from different branches of the service to
eliminate any type of command influence.
27. There needs to be some form of checks and balances in the system,
(example, if a trial counsel services three years and wins 15 cases,
and then three years as a defense counsel they should be required to
win at least 12 cases before going to administrative law, regardless if
it takes six, seven, or eight years, they will not advance in rank
until this is achieved), whereas, this is what&rsquois happening in the
system now, the Government is ensured over a 97% conviction rate.
28. The defense attorney should have its own investigator, expert
witnesses, and funds to prepare their case without going tb trial
counsel and he and the SJA making a decision and recommending whatever
to the C.A ..
29. UCMJ was a war time process, why not utilize the Federal court
system?
30. Military attorneys should be required to perform paralegal work
before handling any felony cases, the military is the only place where
a college student can graduate and six months later be handling murder
cases, its not fair to the client, who is being denied his "Due
Process".
31. The sentencing between officers and enlisted is a outrage, whereas,
enlisted members are being held to a higher standards at court-martial
then officers are, which is very wrong, and considering in the unit the
officer sets the standards, (example General Hale, CSM Miller) .
In closing the whole system needs a overhaul, and attorney&rsquois should be
held responsible for poor performance, and enlisted members should not be
utilized as training aids to enhance a officers career. All military
attorney&rsquois should be held to the same standard as civilian
attorney&rsquoi s
Also considering 85 to 90 % of all court-martial are first time offenders,
and UCMJ, ruins their careers and destroys the whole family, due to one

mistake, whereas, if the same offense was tried in the Federal system, the
military member would be fined and still be a productive member and probably
placed on some form of probation. At least now this person has been given a
chance.
Written by Inmates located at the USDB Fort Leavenworth, KS.
I believe they
were so right on that I felt it deserved to be restated into your many
responses.
In the words of Winston Churchill "Hit the point once. Then
come back and hit it again. Then hit it a third time -- a tremendous whack."

•

Sincerely,
Mary LaTorre

"No problem can be solved from the s,ame consciousness that created it. We
must learn to see the world anew."
Albert Einstein

•

•

Subject: (no subject)
Date: Sat, 10 Feb 2001 23:46:27 EST
From: MAGICALPA@aol.com
To: JudgeCox@earthlink.net
This letter was written by another but I sincerely agree with her.
To the Honorable Judge Walter T. Cox,
>
> Dear Sir,
>
I am writing to you on behalf of the organization I

joined recently. It

is also
> for Kevin Holt, who is currently serving a life
> sentence at Fort Leavenworth in Kansas. Though I am not related to Kevin
Holt,I like many other Americans applaud you for taking on such an awesome
> responsibility as considering the reform or abolishment of the UCMJ.
As
you know, every year, thousands of Americans in uniform find themselves
facing court-martial. They get NO bail, NO trial by peers, NO guarantee of an
impartial judge and NO due process. 95% of the defendants are convicted, for
military justice is
> prefabricated according to the wishes of the local commander, and the
"trial" is tantamount to a verdict of GUILTY. Does it make sense to speak of
"reforming" military justice? Previous attempts at reform have largely
failed. A perfect example is the Court of Military Appeals, generally viewed
as the finest and most progressive thing to come out of the 1950 reform of
military justice. It was supposed that this highest court in the military
system would thus establish civilian control over the military. As you know,
this has turned out to be not true at all. In fact, the
> philosophy of the Court of Military Appeals is RARELY if at all,
distinguishable from the military's.
The Military Justice Act of 1968 is typical of the trivial "patchwork" by
which the Pentagon and it's allies in Congress hope to keep the UCMJ in
force. The
> boards of review still operate about the same as always with their nice
title as Courts of Military Review. This is supposed to be an independent
review.
> The Pentagon claims that now, military judges are free of command influence
because they are responsible only to the Judge Advocate Generals office, free
at last
> of pressures from unit commanders. NOT TRUE! Command influence is very much
alive and flourishing on our bases here in the United States and in Europe and
> whoever says it is not, has their head in the sand!!
>
Movement, if it comes, must come from an outraged and fearful public and
elected officials, outraged by the things the military has done to it's young
men
> and women in the name of "disciplinary necessity and justice", fearful
because of the national tolerance of injustice that results over a long
period of time.
CAMI (Citizens Against Military Injustice) is raising up an army of outraged
citizens in this country and around the world, joining forces with the United
States Council on Veteran Affairs and other organizations devoted to exposing
the corruptness in
> the United States Military.
We do not advocate that every man or woman in a
> military prison is innocent but we do advocate that many are truly innocent
and at the very least, many are serving far greater sentences than in the
civilian world. Please help us to know what is wrong with a country that will
give a presidential pardon to one of this countries 10 most wanted men and at

the same time, throwaway it's young people and destroy their families both
emotionally and financially at the rate of hundreds of thousands of citizens
a year!
I pray with all my heart that God will give you the wisdom and the courage to
give the military justice system back to the American people and once and for
all, take it out of the hands of the military. It's time for justice to
prevail!
This letter is not very original but very sincere.
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> Respectfully,
>
> Ruth Wardlaw
> C.A.M.I.

"Injustice will not be destroyed until those who are not affected by it are
just as outraged as those who are."
> . . . . Author unknown
>

>
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Subject: UCMJ
Date: Tue, 13 Feb 2001 21:03:38 -0700
From: "MARK JON" <mark67john@hotmail.com>
To: JudgeCox@earthlink.net
Dear Judge Cox,
My husband has been in the military for 15 years and is being released after
he lost his rank because a Commander didn't like him. She railroaded him for
the longest time and then when he finally decided to take stand against her.
She had him reduced in rank.
we feel that the laws of the military need to change and the UCMJ
regulations need to reflect what is happening in the military now.
Thank you,

Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com
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Subject: The UCMJ
Date: Tue, 20 Feb 2001 12:05:21 -0800 (PST)
From: islander00603@webtv.net (Teresa Masaniai)
To: JudgeCox@earthlink.net
Honorable Judge Cox,

•

I am writing in reguards to the reviewing of the UCMJ. The UCMJ was
established in 1950. And I want you to know that in 50 years the
military has still NOT gotten it right. I think 50 years is long enough!
The UCMJ needs to be removed out of the hands of the military. OR used
in ONLY war times.
By enlisting in the military and once signing the papers agreeing to
follow the UCMJ, this person has given up their civil and constitutional
rights. This has happen in my son's case, Donald Bramlett.
Command Influence is also alive and well in the military. Again
referring to my son's case. Or how about a Judge ruling in error? Again
referring to my son's case.
The list goes on and on. And this only happen back in February of 1999.
Not too long ago.
The military job is dealing with national security, not the justice
system. They ARE failing at this! The UCMJ is under the Legislative and
Excutive Branch of our government. It is NOT under our Judicial Branch
of our government. Meaning our men and women in the military who are
willing to lay down their life for our country and some even die for our
country, are NOT even getting the same justice that they themselves are
protecting. That's sad!!!!
In my son's case, the NAVY (yes, the Navy) violated the Geneva
Convention of 1961. The NAVY called the Bahrain Government and then
turned my son over to a Foreign Government with NO Americans present. My
son was strip of all his clothes, beaten naked for over 6 hours, before
he finally agreed to write some statement. Which was later used against
him. Now you call this justice in the UCMJ?
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Command influence was also present in my son's case. One man was scared
so badly that he told my son, if he was called to the stand he would
neither deny or confirm ANYTHING! !! Who has the power to do this?
I am requesting that Glenda Ewing speak on my behalf at the hearing.
Please allow her some extra time.
Thank you for the time you have already given me in your busy schedule.
I will make sure that you have the necessary paperwork before the
hearing.
Sincerely,
Teresa Masaniai
http://www.militaryinjustice.org
The search for static security--in the law and elsewhereis misguide. The fact is security can only be achieved through constant
changed, adapting old ideas that have outlived their usefulness to
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current facts.
----William O. Douglas, U.S. Supreme Court Justice
(1898-1980)
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Subject: RE: Uniform Code of Military Justice
Date: Mon, 12 Feb 2001 00:11:34 EST
From: BMcke0349@cs.com
To: JudgeCox@earthlink.net
To The Honorable Judge Walter T. Cox,

•

Dear Sir:
Thank you for your courage and wisdom in reviewing the Uniform Code Of
Military Justice.
I am sure since you have served in both the civilian and
military court systems, you have first hand knowledge of the differences.
My
reason for writing is to plead with you and your Commission to take a hard
and realistic look at the unfairness of the Uniform Code of Military Justice
and the entire military court system.
I apologize for not getting this to you by the specified date, but I did not
know of this Commission and it's purpose until yesterday.
I have very
strong
feelings concerning this and I felt the need to express them to you.
Until a year ago, I wasn't aware of the UMCJ and the military court system.
I was painfully made aware of it when my youngest son was court martialed
for
rape. His case was a he said, she said case plain and simple.
Having
served
as a juror in the civilian court system, I was truly astounded at the
difference of the two courts. While nothing positive coud be said about my
son, nothing negative could be said about the victim.
I cannot, understand '
how the scales of justice can be balanced in this way.
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In my research to find answers that would make sense to me, I was appalled
to
find how many court martials are done each year and how unjust and unfair
the
entire military court system truly is. Any military man and woman faced
witht his ordeal face a rude awakening when they see how quickly the
military
seeks to ruin their very being as a member of the human race and society.
Unless of course, the accused is an officer. It appears to me the military
treat their officers differently than the enlisted giving them many more
options to resolve the ordeals they face.
The enlisted don't have these
options available to them and this is not fair or just. Therefore they are
left to the mercy of the Commander's wishes and command influence. They say
command influence is no more, but it is blatantly obvious in a cour martial
proceedings or it was in my son's case. The conviction alone brands the
accused for life and in many cases takes away their civil rights.
Total
forfeiture of all pay and allowances ruins a person's credit and makes a
hardship on the accused's family.
It is illegal in this country for any
company to take away the retirement of an employee that has put in 18 years
service just for getting into trouble. And yet, the military can do this
repeatedly and get away with this scott free.
It also makes them lose any
veterans benefits they may have had access to when their military careers
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are
over. The dishonorable discharges that are given makes it very difficult
for
the accused to find good employment when they are finally free again. This
says nothing about the years of confinement they have to serve.
I just
don't
understand the need the military seems to have in completely destroying a
person's life. How do they expect a person to overcome all of this and have
any kind of life when their ordeal is over. How can you call this fair and
just punishment? I do not proclaim that all who are in the military brigs
are innocent. But I do feel there are hundreds that truly are. Most have
only been guilty of making a one time mistake in judgement. Who on this
earth has not been guilty of a mistake in judgement at one time or another

in
their lives.

Does this mean we all should be locked away? Prime example
would be the Commander in Chief the military has had for the past eight
years. He not only disgraced the office, but felt the need in his last day
in office to give a pardon to one of the top 10 most wanted fugitives in our
country.

Where is the justice?

Over the years, the laws have been changed to protect women and rightfully
so, but they have gone to the extremes. A woman no longer has to accept
responsibility for her actions. Case in point would be the number of
abortions done yearly just for the sake of birth control. A woman is
protected in doing this simply because of her right to choose.
The UCMJ was
approved in 1950 and went into effect in 1951 when the majority of the
military were men. Since there has been a great number of females entering
the military, I do not see where the UCMJ has been changed to include them
in
the Code. There should be provisions made to include them also, because
they
are not perfect by any means. They make mistakes too.
If they are
responsible enough to serve in our today's military wanting to hold the same

positions as men, then they should be held accountable just like the men.
If
they put themselves in positions for things to happen to them, then they
should have to take the consequences for their actions instead fo being able
to lay the blame on someone else. Just like a man, if he puts himself in a
position for something to happen to him, he is forced to take
responsibility.
The Code should be just as fair for a man as it is for a woman.
They both
take the same oath when entering the military, therefore they should be
treated equally in everything and in every way.
After seeing the number of court martials done each year, I have to wonder,
who is left to serve.
I cannot blame today's youth for not going into the
military.
I would certainly caution any young person with that desire to
think twice before doing so. No one on this earth is perfect and we all
make
mistakes in our lives.
I foresee the draft having to be reinstated in the
near future, because the military have court martialed a lot of good men and

women.

There has to be a better way.

Until a year ago, I was very proud of our military.
proud again for the son I still have in the military.
choice to stay in, but it is with words of caution.

Today, I struggle to be
I have to respect his
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I am very proud of both

my son's. They both have served their country to the best of their
abilities
and have gone above and beyond the call of duty in their service. The
military lost a good man when they chose to make an example of my son at his
court martial instead of listening to the evidence.
I hope and pray that God will guide you and this Commission in the right way
when you take the challenge to review the UCMJ and the military court
system.
I commend you all for your efforts. Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Beth McKenzie
bmcke0349@cs.com

•

•

Subject: UCMJ
Date: Sat, 10 Feb 2001 23:18:29 -0800
From: "Raymond Olafson" <r.olafson@worldnet.att.net>
To: <JudgeCox@earthlink.net>
February 10, 2001
Your Honor
I am pleased to know the UCMJ will be reviewed. My hope is that good things
will corne from this review and that the injustices that are allowed to be
carried out through the use of the UCMJ will be stopped once and for all.
One point in particular that I am concerned with is that the UCMJ states
"you have the right to face your accuser" yet the military will accept
anonymous letters and allow them to be used to charge the military member
to begin with and will not inform the accused of the accuser.
This goes
against the stated right to face your accuser. How can an anonymous letter
be used to charge a person yet the person writing it does not appear in
court or have their name divulged.
Even when you ask to see that there
really is an anonymous letter you are denied that right until the trial is
underway. By the way our last name was not even spelled right in the letter.
My husband's Courts Martial went on for 21 days and had only one newspaper
reporter present during the whole proceeding.
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People are being convicted even in Courts Martials where there is no
physical, documentary, evidentiary or witness testimony. Why are these
people going to prison in spite of this? My husband is one of these people .
I for one, along with two of our daughters, were put on the Victim/Witness
list without our knowledge or request and this was used to shut us off
completely from my husband and their father.
In spite of letters from
ourselves and our lawyer we are continued denial of any type of contact with
my husband. This has gone on since October 3, 1999 just two days before my
birthday. I received a letter banning my daughters and myself from any
contact and yet he had not been informed. He called me on my October 5th
birthday and I was forced to be the one to have to tell him we could not
phone, write or visit anymore.
Quite a birthday present.
I am thankful he will be horne hopefully in June because this has been an
agonizing time for all of us. This June 4th we will have been married 35
years. Can you even begin to imagine what it must be like to be shut off
from a spouse suddenly like" this after all these years.
I don't want to
ever be away from my husband again after that.
My husband is not young, he is 56, has Parkinson's and Bipolar Depression
II. He is a highly decorated and respected Navy Physician who also has a
Ph.D. in Anatomy. He has served over 21 years active duty and will be
unable to continue his practice of Medicine and is losing all of his pay as
well as being given a dishonorable discharge and striped of his medals and
ribbons. My husband earned everyone of those and striping him of all of
them will not the change the fact he did EARN everyone of those.
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He will not be able to work again due to his physical condition. All who
know him and have served with him respect him highly.
These people span the
gamut from the lowest enlisted rank to the highest of several branches of
service.

Subject: Re: 50th Anniversary of UCMJ Commission
Date: Mon, 12 Feb 2001 12:33:31 EST
From: OVERUK@aol.com
To: judgecox@earthlink.net
Thanks for your reply,
What can I expect from this commission, Judge Cox or
who ever concerning my earlier comments. Am I to expect this situation to be
addressed under section IV Crimes and Offenses, C, "Should Congress enact a
modern criminal sexual misconduct statute similar to Model Penal Code and
repeal the current statutes on rape and sodomy?"
If so, would they use
current federal statute USC 18, 3283 as the statute of limitations for crimes
commited by military members effected by that statute? If this were the
Judge Sullivan Commisions, I believe that would be the direction of this
commission.
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On Sec. III, A. Convening Authority, 5. I believe the convening authority's
power be limited.
In the case of US vs Col. Sills, I believe the SJA delayed
releasing the record of trial with knowledge that a CAAF decision on a
related case was forthcoming in several months. Similar cases that relied on
this same CAAF decision were not adjudicated
by their convening authorities.
On Sec VIII. Appeals,
Should there not be an appeals process for the victims
under UCMJ. When asked whether a writ of certiorari would be considered on
the split decision by the CAAF in the McElhaney Case, the SJA said it would
be too expensive, and probably wouldn't be considered by the Supreme Court
based on the 2 against 1 ruling by the CAAF.
On Sec VIII. Appeals,
Should the victims be advised on all recommendations
that the SJA is proposing to the convening authority?
How many oral presentations are being considered at this time? 'Do you have
an agenda as to how this hearing will progress. Will they tackle each of
these topics? How long will the hearing be? one day, many days.
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Thanks
David Stanton.
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Subject: Reform of the UCMJ
Date: Sun, 11 Feb 2001 00:21:57 -0500
From: "Elaine Proti" <kep1@peoplepc.com>
To: <JudgeCox@earthlink.net>
I am writing to you as a mother of a son who was courtmartialed for a drug
offense. I will not go into the details of his case. He was guilty, but it
was a first offense and I think a courtmartial was too harsh a penalty.
I
had been under the impression that courtmartials were for traitors or for
murderors not for a drug user. Punishment yes, but a courtmartial for a
first offense, no. He had never been in trouble before and had an exemplary
record in the army.
They prosecution could find no one that would testify
against his character.
I understand that courtmartials have gone way up
since World War II. Why? Reform is definitely needed.
Thank you for your
attention to this matter.
Elaine Claudio

•
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Subject: Cox Commission Submission
Date: Tue, 6 Feb 2001 13:36:08 -0600
From: "Robert Don Gifford" <dgifford@tulsacounty.org>
To: <judgecox@earth1ink.net>
Sir,
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If I understood the Military Gazette, comments on the final list of
possible issues to be reviewed (on the NIMJ website) should be sent to you.
If I am mistaken, please forgive the E-mail.
I recently left active duty (Army JAG) and will be a Reservist upon
expiration of my terminal leave, and am now a state prosecutor. As a
military defense counsel and trial counsel at several different posts, I was
often troubled at the variances in sentences and the panel.
I do not
believe a military panel represents a true "cross section" of the soldiers 
only the more senior soldiers. Younger enlisted have no realistic chance.
What troubled me is demonstrated in these two cases (names and substantial
facts withheld to prevent interference with your position) :
-a First Sergeant, with 22 years, who was having intercourse with one of
his soldier's wife (also participating in parties with his soldiers that led
to orgies and heavy drinking). The lSG would send this young Specialist off
on a funeral detail whenever he "got in the mood" and would then go see the
wife (who was unsure of how to stop him). The evidence was overwhelming
(confession, several witnesses, no alibi), but the 1SG wanted his trial. A
panel found him guilty and reduced him to E-4. Nothing else.
I was a
defense counsel (not his) at this field office, and was amazed at the
sentence.
-in contrast, a 19 yr old E-3 (PFC) is telling a friend of his how he
hates
his command and that it is so frustrating that it could make him kill
someone. He tells his friend that he is so upset he could kill him (his
friend) and not care. Directly from that conversation they go eat dinner
together and play video games together.
In a judge alone case arguing that
it was a conditional threat, the judge found him guilty and sentenced him to
a BCD and 3 months confinement.
While I agree that a soldier who has served a significant amount of time
is
an important consideration for mitigation and extenuation (and rightfully
considered), the younger soldiers are getting hammered without a blink of an
eye. It is the unwritten rule of thumb in the military on how trials
usually result, but after we would advise clients of what he was up against
as far as evidence (and who the panel consisted of or judge was) - they
wanted to plead with the best deal possible.
I had many clients that I knew
in my heart were probably innocent (but did not know for an absolute fact 
after advising the client that before he told me his side of the story 
this was the government's version and the odds for prevailing), but pled
anyway to get a better deal. Through innuendo, I had a feeling what really
happened.
This has been a continuing favorite practical exercise at Trial
Defense Service conferences in which it is always unanimous that the counsel
never asks for the accused's version until we advise them about perjury and
the proposed deal (if it would be in the best interest of the client in
light of the possible sentence - not the maximum, but what the judge/panel
would probably give versus the "deal")
I wanted to fight these cases with all of my heart if I could confirm my
suspicions, but it was the clients decision to plead or not plead (and after
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I explained my obligation not to put on perjured testimony they would say
whatever was necessary to make it through my interviews of them and the
court's Care inquiry - and not tell me what I suspected really happened).
It always presented the ethical quandary of did I have a duty to investigate
to see if my client was lying to me to take the deal (which would be in his
best interests overall) or risk a lengthy sentence by rolling the dice and
not "accepting responsibility."
In the civilian sector, if a juror has the same relationships with
people
involved with the case (commanders know other commanders who approve of the
case) - they are kicked for cause. The conflict is inherent.
I thank you for your time and your service to our Armed Forces, and
please
do not hesitate in contacting me if I can be of any assistance.
Very Respectively,
Robert Don Gifford
Assistant District Attorney
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Captain, Judge Advocate (USAR)
Senior Defense Counsel, 22nd LSO (Team 7)
(918)596-4862
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Subject: UCMJ
Date: Mon, 12 Feb 2001 21:02:12 -0500
From: "Mr Paul Robertson" <nmfarrn@home.com>
To: <JudgeCox@earthlink.net>

Sir, I was an inmate confined at the United States Disciplinary Barracks. I
did commit crimes and did deserve to be punished. I was a Police Officer at
one. So I have a good understanding of the UCMJ. The system is unfair in
many ways, I am going to send you a file here in the next few days. I hope
you read it and give it some attention.
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Thank you,
Mr. Paul M Robertson

•
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Subject: COMMISSION ON UCMJ
Date: Mon, 12 Feb 2001 08:31:56 -0500
From: Saunders Capt Kevin T <SaundersKT@newriver.usmc.mil>
To: "'judgecox@earthlink.net'" <judgecox@earthlink.net>
SIR-
THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO ADD MY "TWO CENTS."
FIRST I WOULD LIKE TO ADDRESS ART 32S. ALL OF THE 32S SHOULD BE VERBATIM.
I BELIEVE THE POINT OF A 32 IS BOTH TO SEE IF ANY EVIDENCE EXISTS TO GO TO A
GCM AND TO BE USED AS A TYPE OF DEPOSITION. A VERBATIM TRANSCRIPT HELPS AT
A COURT-MARTIAL.
I REALIZE IT WILL PUT ADDED STRAIN ON A SMALL COURT
REPORTER MOS BUT THE BENEFIT OUTWEIGHS THE BAD. ADDITIONALLY, IF THE IO
FINDS NO PROBABLE CAUSE THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD BE DISALLOWED TO GO FORWARD OR
LIMITED TO A LOWER COURT-MARTIAL. OTHERWISE, WHAT IS THE POINT? AS A DC,
IT IS HARD ENOUGH TO GET A RECOMMENDATION OF NO PROBABLE CAUSE, BUT THEN
WHEN THERE IS NO EVIDENCE WHATSOEVER, THE GOVERNMENT STILL GOES FORWARD!
THIS IS A WASTE ... AND THE MILITARY SHOULD NOT TOLERATE IT.
SECONDLY, AN ACCUSED SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO CHOSE MJ ALONE AT SENTENCING
DESPITE HAVING A MEMBERS DURING FINDINGS.
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LASTLY, JAG OFFICERS SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED TO BE DC BEFORE TC.
I SPEAK THIS
WITH CONVICTION AND FROM EXPERIENCE.
I FEEL I DID AN EXCELLENT JOB THE PAST
YEAR BUT BELIEVE I WOULD HAVE DONE BETTER WITH TC EXPERIENCE. AN ACCUSED'S
RIGHTS ARE SO IMPORTANT THAT HE/SHE RATES THE BEST COUNSEL. AFTER A TERM IN
MILITARY JUSTICE, THE JAG WILL BE BETTER PREPARED AS A DC.
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TIME AND GOOD LUCK IN YOUR VERY IMPORTANT TASK.
I PRAY YOU ARE GIVEN THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON.
RESPECTFULLY,
K.T. SAUNDERS
DEFENSE COUNSEL
MCAS NEW RIVER
910-450-6160, 6169
ATTORNEY CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE-FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
The information contained in this email and any accompanying attachments
constitutes attorney work product and advice, which are legally privileged.
This information is for official use only.
It should not be released to
unauthorized persons and should be maintained in a separate file.
If you
are not the intended recipient of this information, any disclosure, copying,
or distribution of this information is prohibited.
If you received this
email in error, please notify me immediately by return email or by calling
my office at DSN 750-6160 or 910-450-6160.

Subject: Proposed UCMJ Changes
Date: Thu, 15 Feb 2001 17:25:08 -0000
From: "Vanacker, Greg" <greg.vanacker@orport.ang.af.mil>
To: "'Judgecox@earthlink.net'" <Judgecox@earthlink.net>
Judge Cox,
This letter is in response to a proposal presented in a FedWeek paragraph.
I can't disagree that the UCMJ is probably in need of updating, but I do not
agree with the idea of de-criminalizing adultery. Even if the decision is
made that adultery is no longer considered a crimnal offense, there should
be very clear guidance for the people in key leadership and management
positions to follow in the event one of their employees "crosses the line".
Most folks probably don't think about it much until it comes along and
changes their life forever. Without going into great detail, here is what
happened to me.
In 1989 I was TDY going to school for training related to our conversion to
the F-15 aircraft. Married with 2 young children. While I was at school, my
wife started dating someone. That is probably fairly commonplace anymore,
but the man she dated and became romantically involved with was my best
friend as well my immediate (technician) supervisor. Although he wasn't my
military supervisor, I had to work with him regularly on military issues
similar to our offices. His office and my office were side by side at the
time. Of course I was stunned when the whole affair was finally revealed
about 2 years after it started. Here is where I really screwed up. I put my
faith in leadership and the system to do the right thing and this is what
they did. NOTHING! I got plenty of lip service with statements such as
"we're looking into our options" or "we're not sure how this should be
handled due to the complexity of military vs. technician issues. Eventually
the months turned into years and nothing changed. I finally started doing my
own research and in a couple of days was able to determine that he should
have been terminated from his technician position just for starters. On the
military side it is up to the the commander to decide his fate and
administer disciplinary action. Again nothing was done. Instead the man kept
his job and position. He was promoted militarily. Plus it took almost 3
years before anyone had the sense to at least move his office away from
mine. Eventually he was assigned as our swing shift supervisor (another pay
increase) and retired in November 1999.
Today things are different. A similar situation occurred about 18 months ago
in a different area of maintenance but this guy wasn't so lucky. He was
terminated immediately.
Adultery may be an everyday event, but that doesn't make it right anymore
than armed robbery should be decriminalized just because it happens
everyday.
I hope that you will consider my words and share them with others involved
in the UCMJ revision.
I would like to be in attendance when this issue is
discussed, but I'm sure that it would bea lengthy process. If there is
anything I can do to help further, please call or write. Thank you for your
time and consideration.
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Sincerely,
Gregory M. VanAcker
Gregory M. VanAcker,Smsgt
142 FW Weapons Element NCOIC
Oregon ANG, Portland, Or.
DSN 638-5156
greg.vanacker@orport.ang.af.mil
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Subject: FW: 1 Aug Staff Meeting
Date: Tue, 13 Feb 2001 18:12:55 -0800
From: "Major Wahonick" <wahonickdo@miramar.usmc.mil>
To: <judgecox@earthlink.net>
CC: "LtLol McGoffin (E-mail)" <michael.mcgoffin@lackland.af.mil>,
"Turley CDR/CO" <Turley@Brig.Miramar.com>,
"Miller Mr" <Miller@Brig.Miramar.com>
Your Honor,
I am responding to your call for comment in preparation for your impending
Cox Commission review of the UCMJ.
I saw the news item in the 1 Jan issue
of The Military Press, a small current events newspaper distributed around
town in San Diego.
While I'm certainly not a legal scholar, I am an Air Force Security Forces
officer and have some civilian law enforcement experience.
I've formed some
opinions on the subject of military justice which I hope you'll consider.
Currently, I'm the Air Force Detachment Commander and Operations Officer at
Naval Consolidated Brig Miramar, so I offer a view from two sides of the
military justice system-enforcement and corrections.
I also sit on a Review
Board which forwards parole, clemency and return-to-duty recommendations
through our CO to all three service Secretaries' personnel councils.
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First of all, I hope you won't make sweeping changes to the UCMJ.
Please
fine-tune it and validate the command influences already built into the
system. Overall, military justice is extremely effective and widely
respected.
If I were an innocent party accused of a crime, I'd much rather
have my case adjudicated in the military justice system than take a chance
in any civilian court. My odds of being wrongly convicted are much less.
That indicates credibility that might be lost if fundamental changes are
made to make the military system completely mirror civilian courts.
In response to the five topics mentioned in the article, my personal
opinions follow.
Please be aware these are certainly not collective
positions by the Air Force, Navy or NAVCONBRIG Miramar:
1. Adultery should continue to be listed as a crime because the mere
existence of the offense on the books is a deterrent and helpful to the
maintenance of good order and discipline in the military. Actual prosecution
should be limited to flagrant cases where other charges are involved.
Sodomy, on the other hand, should definitely be dropped, or the definition
changed and made more specific. The fact is lots of people engage in oral
sex who are otherwise not criminals.
Sodomy, as it's defined now, is
unenforceable and therefore unnecessarily weakens the UCMJ.
2. The defense of good military character should be dropped.
considerations are for the sentencing phase of the process.
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3. Military sentences should not be the same as Federal court sentences,
but military sentences should be more standardized across services, ranks,
and geography. Example: Typically, the going rate for a Sailor stationed
in the Pacific Fleet who is convicted of indecent acts is a 5 year sentence.
A Sailor convicted on the East coast of the same crime will most likely get
a 15 year or longer sentence.
Inconsistencies prevail. Marines are
notoriously hard when sentencing NCO's. The joke during discussions at the
Review Board is that a Marine prisoner got 5 years for selling drugs and 5

more for being a Sergeant. I am not an advocate of determinate or fixed
sentences. The parole carrot is essential to maintaining order in our
military prisons.
I am for stricter guidelines to be imposed on our judges
to promote consistency, and therefore justice.
I also recommend some
language to prevent JAG's and judges from manipulating sentences just to get
an offender incarcerated at a facility of choice. I've seen several 5 year
sentences for very serious offenses, motivated no doubt, by the command's
desire to imprison the member in a level 2 facility (such as ours, ideally
close to home) rather than at the U.S. Disciplinary Barracks. That type of
manipulation is wrong and also unjust.
Please don't tie our judges' hands,
we pay them to use their judgment because every case is different.
Just
standardize the sentences better with tighter ranges.
4.
I don't believe the role of commanders in the military justice process
should be downplayed with one administrative exception. The actions of the
Convening Authority after the courts martial trial should be strictly
limited.
Preferential CA clemencies undermine the system.
Such clemency
should be limited to a percentage of the original sentence/fine, maybe 25%.
Also, time limits must be placed on the CA's to act. A ridiculous amount of
time and effort is spent by legal offices and confinement facilities
reminding these flag officers that they need to review a case. Far too
often, prisoners will serve their sentences and be released before the CA
takes action. Navy and Marine CA's tend to be the worst, sometimes taking
up to 2 years to act on sentences. That is unfair to the prisoner and
compounds the administrative burden for the services regarding release,
discharge, appellate leave, etc.
I recommend a three month time limit after
the trial.
If the CA can't act prior to three months, he/she loses any
opportunity to change it and the sentence stands. That makes it easier for
the CA's, who will no longer necessarily have to review cases they're
obviously not interested in. That portion of the process doesn't exist in
civilian courts, anyway.
5. Military jurisdiction is right on the money and should not be changed.
The first time a crime is committed on a space station, or on the shuttle
while enroute, we'll know that is absolutely true. The beauty of the system
is the lack of geographic boundaries.
I think that when an otherwise well
established and reliable civilian court in any country wants jurisdiction
over an offense committed by a service member off-base, we should defer to
that court. However, we should always hang onto our own jurisdiction,
should that court decline the case.
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Here are my thoughts on other military justice subjects of non-judicial
punishment (NJP) return-to-duty (RTD) and correctional custody (CC). I write
as a commander and 23 year career service member, but once again these
thoughts are my own: .
Air Force and Army doctrine separating confinement from NJP is good. The
Navy mixes
it up regularly.
Bread & water is based on very questionable Constitutional
grounds, more on 215 years of Naval tradition- a lot of which is no longer
applicable. The two (confinement and NJP) do not mix well. Also, the
American Correctional Association (ACA) industry standard prohibits food
restriction during incarceration. Recommend immediate elimination of Bread
and Water as an NJP option.
CC is a waste of time and effort.
It only prolongs the inevitable, keeping
the same 10% of rotten apples around that take up 90% of a commander's time.
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I understand the attraction to those programs during this lean recruiting
period. However, after considerable effort and some standard lowering, we
(the AF) met our goal this year. Most of this personnel business is
dictated by demographics. There is a second baby boom only 7 or 8 years
away and this economy will not be perpetually great. As a commander,
instead of CC, I'd much rather have an efficient OTH discharge process
without the unwritten 2 Article 15 requirement, etc. to get that 10% who
might go to CC off of my books. So what if there is no immediate fill.
If
this troop is in CC (or incarcerated in a RTD program), he/she's not doing
anything to accomplish my mission anyway.
If I have a troop who's in enough
trouble that I would send him/her to CC, but I truly believe the kid will
turn around (and they're precious few), I'm going to make him/her the ward
of my most effective NCO (dare I say mentor), until the kid comes around, or
the NCO loses patience/interest and advises me to get rid of him/her. CC is
a cop-out, making another activity do your training dirty work.
I have
little confidence in retraining. A very well-organized, equipped, staffed
and run operation at Basic Training obviously didn't have the required
effect on this young person during 6,8, or 12 weeks of the most carefully
choreographed training on earth.
I think we're kidding ouselves to think
that temporary duty amature instructors can accomplish more in 30 days of
CC, no matter how cool their program looks. Further, CC is a form of
incarceration without a trial. From that point of view, it does allow way
too much command influence.
It is also a potentially dangerous type of
organized hazing.
I recommend eliminating CC as an NJP option DOD-wide
RTD- taking some good-hearted felon back on active duty is ludicrous.
His/her commander made that call already by preferring charges to a general
courts-martial in the first place. All services except the Air Force have
abandoned their RTD programs except on paper. An IG audit this summer
determined the Air Force program is expensive and mostly ineffective, yet we
continue to waste resources manning the program at NAVCONBRIG Charleston.
Recommend elimination of RTD as an option for all services.
>From a corrections viewpoint, the other direction I think we should consider
taking is directing judges and CA's to quit automatically sentencing drug
users to confinement.
If they're incorrigible, discharge them.
I'm for
rehabilitation if we're so short-handed that we're willing to send thieves,
deserters and other non-performers to CC and RTD. We'll probably get a
better productivity return after treatment of drug offenders.
In many/most
cases, we got better performance from them before they got in trouble.
Think of the urinalysis surprises we've seen over the years with our best
troops popping positive. If we don't divert drug offenders (not dealers)
somewhere else other than our confinement facilities, our military
corrections system will be overtaxed to to point of failure in a very few
years, with cases of overcrowding, inhumane treatment, riots, etc., just
like the worst state systems are now.
We also need to instruct AFOSI, NCAS, and CID to quit piling on distribution
charges to simple party drug users.
The tactic of soliciting a user to
obtain drugs for the agent with no plan to pursue pushers higher in the drug
hierarchy smacks of entrapment, especially when no money changes hands.
Recommend a careful review of the language describing elements of
distribution charges.
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For all of these programs, keeping non-productives around in the service is
more than non-productive, it's counterproductive, costing commanders, first
shirts, and supervisors time that they could be spending encouraging and

improving the lives of their other 90-plus% of good troops.
I understand
the drawback to discharging criminals and other problematic people is that
we want some return on our training dollar investment. Maybe we can insert
some binding clauses in future enlistment contracts that quantify the cost
of training and give the gov't authority to collect by pay garnishment or
income tax refund withholding after discharge before the end of the agreed
enlistment.
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Sir, thanks for reading this and the opportunity to make some input to your
Commission and their important work.
Sorry for being so verbose.
I hope
this helps.

VIR

Maj Don Wahonick

•
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Subject: Re: 50th Anniversary of UCMJ Commission
Date: Wed, 7 Feb 2001 07:04:36 -0800 (PST)
From: "have shovel .. " <aholeiwilldigg@yahoo.com>
To: Vicki Cox <judgecox@earthlink.net>
Dear Judge Cox,
Thank you for responding to my e-mail. It is real
sorry that only 250 plus responded to your request in
the Navy Times. I guess that there are only a hand
full of us that really care what happens with our
history, and tradition. I just recently returned from
a leadership training unit and now I have even a
greater respect for our laws and heritage. We also
learned that when something needs to get done, someone
says it and bang, it happens, and that change is
something people don't really like, and also it
normally takes 2-5 years to implement. I really
appreciate that you will be reading or putting my
comments into account for the 50th anniversary
commissioning. I again thank you and your team for
considering the low men on the totem pole! Have a good
day and good luck!
Sincerely,
ABH2 (AW) Luke Willdigg, USN
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Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Auctions - Buy the things you want at great prices.
http://auctions.yahoo.com/

Subject: Topics for 50th Anniversary of the UCMJ Commission
Date: Fri, 23 Feb 2001 14:41:16 -0500
From: "Sally Allman" <sally_allman@nvlsp.org>
Organization: NVLSP
To: <judgecox@earthlink.net>
CC: "David" <david_addlestone@nvlsp.org>
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This e-mail is from David Addlestone

I hope that the Commission will deal with the subject of less than fully
honorable administrative discharges. While mentioned only in passing in
Article 74(b), the UCMJ is otherwise silent on these stigmatizing
discharges, which have from time to time been used by commanders to
circumvent the UCMJ.
On several occasions current and former members of the Court of Appeals
for the Armed Forces have addressed this problem, e.g. see Everett,
"Military Administrative Discharges" - The Pendulum Swings, Duke L.J. (1966)
and Effron, "Punishment of Enlisted Personnel Outside the UCMJ: A StatutorY
and Equal Protection Analysis of Military Discharge Certificates," 9 Harv.
C.R. - C.L.L. Rev 227 (1974); see also Ervin [Senator Sam] "Military
Administrative Discharges: Due Process in the Doldrums, 10 San Diego L. Rev.
9 (1973).
(See also references to testimony of other USCMA Judges before
Congress cited in these articles.)
While there has been clear improvement in the "paper process" in the
past five decades, the percentage of less than fully honorable
administrative discharges issued by the services each year remains at a
relatively constant rate, raising many of the same questions raised by the
above-cited eminent commentators.
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Subject: "UNIVERAL" CODE OF CONDUCT ...
Date: Wed, 28 Feb 2001 01:41:30 EST
From: EACyr@aol.com
To: judgecox@earthlink.net

iT. WAS DRAFTED 50 YEARS AGO, DURING THE MCCARTHY ERA OF WITCHHUNTS AND
HYSTERIA. LET US NOW BRING OUR COUNTRY INTO THE 3RD MILLENIUM, EQUAL TO THE
EUROPEAN UNION.
LET US NOT CRIMINALIZE NORMAL, SEXUAL ACTIVITY BETWEEN ADULTS.
LET'S STOP IMPRISONING AMERICAN CIVILIANS AND MILITARY PERSONELL.
OUR COUNTRY IS VIOLATING HUMAN RIGHTS.
THE ONLY COUNTRIES WHO AGREE WITH THIS ARE THOSE THAT ARE RELIGIOUSLY
CONTROLLED, LIKE IRAN, IRAQ, SOMALIA-WHICH IS SET EXECUTE A PAIR OF
LESBIANS ...

: ...':t
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Subject: gay military
Date: Tue, 27 Feb 2001 10:51:12 -0800
From: "Augustine, Marjorie" <marjorie.augustine@attws.com>
To: "'judgecox@earthlink.net'" <judgecox@earthlink.net>
Judge,
As long as there is not a mis-use of sexual power, the military
regulate "consensual sodomy". I'm obviously not a gay male, but
people do in private is thier own business if it's not imposing
do we think we are as a society to tell people what they can do
beds? Please think about this before going further.

should not
I think what
on me. Who
in thier

Let's let our military be a realistic cross section of America which
includes gays and lesbians, retirees and currently enlisted people should
not have to be worried about being discharged because of being gay. I have
no problem thinking that anyone who wants to defend my freedom can do so, I
don't want to serve in the military, and I have respect for those who do,
more so for the ones who know that they aren't valued even though they would
willingly die to defend me.

Marjorie Augustine
Pittsburgh PA
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Subject: equal justice
Date: Tue, 27 Feb 2001 11:07:14 -0800 (PST)
From: "Kris C." <devachanus@yahoo.com>
To: judgecox@earthlink.net
Mr. Cox, I would ask your committee to consider
eliminating its prejudice and hatred toward gay
persons in the military.
Would the committee also consider eliminating certain
crimes against military gay persons- Consensual sex
between two gay adults should not be criminalized.
This would also include prosecution and loss of
benefits of the military retirees who "come out".
I believe it's time we come out of the dark ages- even
in the military.
Thank you for your time,
Kris C.

Do You Yahoo!?
Get email at your own domain with Yahoo! Mail.
http://personal.mail.yahoo.com/
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Subject: Fwd: Cox Commission Comments reo ART 32, UCMJ
Date: 2 Mar 2001 18:02:35 -0800
From: Gene Barry <nimj@justice.com>
To: judgecox@earthlink.net
------- Start of forwarded message ------- Subject: Cox Commission Comments
reo ART 32, UCMJ To: nimj@justice.com From: FSH9lst@aol.com Date: Fri, 23
Feb 2001 12:04:47 EST Cc: pmueller90@hotmail.com
At what level in the
USAF chain of command did accountability cease to
exist in the USAF Article 32, UCMJ, United States vs. Tech. Sgt. Thomas P.
Mueller, as reported 27 February 1996 in the UCMJ Investigating Officer's
Report?
Specifically, the flight control rods of a Spangdahlem F-15C were
mistakenly crossed on 17 May 1995 which led to a fatal takeoff of the
accident aircraft, SN 79-0068, on it's first post-maintenance flight on 30
May 1995. The case involved a complex chronological sequence of events
dating back to the early 1970s when the F-15 flight control system was
finalized and placed into production. High Accident Potential (HAP) reports
had identified the potential for this particular maintenance error in 1986
at
Luke AFB and 1991 at Elmendorf; sadly, post-HAP (2 reports) USAF "fixes"
obviously did not prevent the recurrence of this particular maintenance
error
until after the 30 May 1995 accident that killed Maj. Donald Lowry. Color
coding of the two pertinent control rods and changes in pertinent Technical
Orders and maintenence guides subsequent to the HAPs did NOT prevent
recurrence of this mistake.
Attached are two MS Publisher documents (TimeLine.pub and Overlay1.~ub
which detail the complex scenario leading up to the 30 May 1995 accident.
The TimeLine is a causal map and the Overlay1 identifies both UCMJ and
Accident Investigation Board refere~ces.
Bottom Line: 1. Art 32 UCMJ ~Investigations against Tech. Sgt.
Mueller and Tech. Sgt. Campbell
2. Letters of Reprimand against at least three
other enlisted personnel (Master Sgt. Schwennecker,
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SrA Pfender, SrA Shawkey)
3. No prosecutions or investigations above
Squadron level or NCO level
4.
Specifically, the ineffective actions by
Headquarters USAF, Air Force Safety Agency, and F-15 SPO/WRAPB following the
two HAP reports were ignored and, in effect, deemed irrelevant by the
Accident Investigation Board in the causation of this
accident-waiting-to-happen.
5. See Synopsis, Overlay1, which is my
interpretation of this tragic accident scenario.
Frank B. Osteen, Col USAF MC Ret
(864) 292-3969, FSH9lst@aol.com
------- End of forwarded message ------
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Name: TimeLine.ZIP
Type: Zip Compressed Data (application/x-zip-compressed)
Encoding: base64

Subject: Revise UCMJ
Date: Tue, 27 Feb 2001 12:52:45 -0600
From: "Jody L. Grenga" <grenga@swbell.net>
To: judgecox@earthlink.net
RE:

50-Year Review, UCMJ

•

Dear Judge Cox,
During your 50-year review, please amend the UCMJ to de-criminalize
personal, private conduct between adults who consent mutually from this
behavior. As long as fraternization issues and positions of power are not
at issue, personal and private conduct such as homosexuality should be
considered personal and private conduct between consenting adults and should
be removed as a crime from the UCMJ. The U.S. military is one of the few
military systems in the First World which criminalizes consenting conduct,
and it is time to change this flaw in the UCMJ.
Thank you,
JODY GRENGA
AUSTIN TX
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Subject: UCMJ
Date: Thu, 1 Mar 2001 18:09:25 -0800
From: JENNIFER M HOGAN <jenkier@juno.com>
To: judgecox@earthlink.net
To The Honarable Judge WalterT. Cox III,
Dear Sir,
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My name is Jennifer Hogan. I am writing on behalf of my
boyfriend Charles Evans.
My opinion is just that only my opinion, so I wont state that on this
letter, what I would like to offer you instead is the facts instead and
let you determine what needs to be accomplished.
Charles is currently serving a 12 year sentence, at Fort Leavenworth. he
is convicted of rape, he did not commit rape.
It was consented to. If it
was rape I dont believe theaccuser would have got into the front seat of
his car, put her seat belt on and been driven on to Camp Pendleton, by
him, past gaurds, etc. his trial was very unfair there were no black
members on the jury, he is black. The accusers were found by me sitting
in the base burger king booth, by me during the trial, eating lunch, and
laughing it up having a real good time till they saw me, then they
straightened up.I told the court, nothing was done about this, yet there
was a rule they were not to be talking together. This is kind of odd to
me.The girl admitted she lied to various people before as well as during
the trial, yet the trial was still allowed to continue.so I guess it is
ok to sit in a courtroom and lie, and get away with it. I am very angered
by the things I witnessed during that trial.
A few years prior to this I had been " date raped" by my boyfriend who
was in the military.
It upset me, but I did not say anything, for fear that the military would
choose to believe their men over me. That they would stand behind their
men, now I see that is not the case at all. Thy did not investigate
anything Charles had to say, they felt the accuser was being truthful. It
didnt matter one bit what he had to say, as far as they were concerned he
was lying, and she was telling the truth. When she was the one who
admitted in court that she lied, while on the witness stand. His
confession was coerced by ncis agent kenneth proffitt.
They brought Charles off a 12 hour non sleeping post, and interrogated
him, he had no food, no water, he was so exhausted he fell asleep on the
floor in NCIS office.Now this female is allowed to go on with her life.
While Charles sits in Fort Leavenworth for 12 years of his life, he
cannot see his son.
Also, to show how command influnce plays apart in these trials: The 12
hour non sleeping post, was brought up during trial, the log book that
was requested by the defense during trial, came up "missing". It just so
happens the on log book in particular, that they needed, Is "missing".
There is so much more to this case, but it would take so much time . Just
keep it in your mind she admitted she lied on the witness stand, yet he
was still convicted .... that should tell you something is wrong. I know
that deep down in my heart that change will come to the UCMJ. It is past
time. Mabye this will help future military men and women, if it doesnt
help those it has already affected. Thank You very much for your time.
Jennifer Hogan
1727 Ulster Dr. Alexandria Louisiana 71303
on behalf of Charles Evans
YOU'RE PAYING TOO MUCH FOR INTERNET ACCESS!

Juno offers FREE or PREMIUM Internet access for less!
Join Juno today! For your FREE software, visit:
http://dl.www.juno.com/get/tage.
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Subject: UCMJ Revisions - Jurisdiction over reservists
Date: Sun, 25 Feb 2001 21:43:27 EST
From: LANSINGJAG@aol.com
To: judgecox@earthlink.net
CC: t.patrick.hannon@ssa.gov
February 25, 2001
1260 Starboard Drive
Okemos, Michigan 48864
lansingjag@aol.com
To: Honorable Walter T. Cox III
judgecox@earthlink.net
Subj:

UCMJ REVISIONS - JURISDICTION OVER RESERVISTS

Dear Judge Cox:
I understand you will head the Cox Commission convening at GWU this spring
and are soliciting ideas for UCMJ improvements.
I have been a judge advocate
for 15 years, roughly 10 of those as an appellate counsel in the military
justice system, and am presently a naval reserve commander.
Strictly in my
personal capacity, I offer the following for your consideration.
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I see a problem emerging. The end of the Cold War forced our military forces
to become increasingly dependent upon reserve support as defense budgets
shrank and military missions expanded. Despite the rhetoric of the new
administration, this historic trend will continue as reserve forces provide a
cheaper, if sometimes degraded, alternative for national defense.
In some
cases, use of reserve forces is sufficient, or even preferred, but the UCMJ
has failed to keep up with this new political reality.
Fifteen years ago, the Supreme Court resolved a recurring jurisdictional
nightmare by throwing out the old US v Callihan service connection test in
favor of a bright line rule for active duty members in US v Solario. The
Court ruled if you were on active duty when the offense was committed, you
were subject to military prosecution.
This rule applies to reservists on active duty, but not to reservists
performing normal weekend drills or extended"weekend duty.
Thus, a reservist
who gets angry at his commanding officer on Saturday's drill and murders him
Saturday night is not subject to military jurisdiction. A seaman dismissed
from drill at 1630, walking in his uniform with other members of his unit to
his car in the on base parking lot, may, at 1631, lawfully tell a superior
commissioned officer to go f*** himself and escape prosecution. More
commonly, a reserve officer dating an enlisted member "off duty" may avoid
prosecution by not being unduly familiar while "on duty."
If military
jurisdiction attaches only during the drill weekend, how may the government
prove the continuing nature of their unduly familiar relationship? Must they
have sex on the drill deck, in uniform, between 0730 and 1630?
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A better rule is to consider all those who raise their hands and take the
oath of office as subject to military jurisdiction during the tenure of their
contracts or commissions. As in Solario, this approach would rid the
services of senseless defenses, strengthen the concept of a one-force
military, reinforce good order and discipline, and break down the
increasingly archaic distinctions between active and reserve forces.
I am

keenly aware reservists are citizen-soldiers and the balance struck between
the Bill of Rights and the vicissitudes of military necessity is tenuous, but
reservists in the all-volunteer forces also realize they submit to unique
obligations and restrictions when they undertake the duty and responsibility
of serving their country. Being subject to military jurisdiction all day,
every day, is part of the job.
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Very Respectfully,
Paul Jones
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Subject: Comments on UCMJ Topics
Date: Sun, 25 Feb 2001 11:26:26 -0700
From: Law James Capt 366 WG/PA <james.law@mountainhome.af.mil>
To: judgecox@earthlink.net
Dear Judge Cox,
Below you will find my comments on several topics as part of the public
comment period for the 50th Anniversary of the UCMJ:
Section I, Letter C: Yes, jurisdiction should be restricted to
service-connected offenses only in peacetime.
Section III, Letter B, Number 2: All Article 32 proceedings should be
recorded and a partial or complete verbatim transcript should be prepared at
the request of either the government or the defense.
Section IV, Letter E: Congress should repeal Article 88 prohibiting
officers from uttering contemptuous words regarding certain public
officials.
Section IV, Letter K:
decriminalized.

Consensual sodomy between adults should be

Section IV, Letter L: Adultery should be eliminated as an offense unless it
is clearly affecting good order and discipline.
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Thanks for the opportunity to comment .
Regards
James Law
Capt James Law
366th Wing Public Affairs
Mountain Home AFB, ID
(208) 828-6800

Subject: Recommended changes for UCMJ
Date: Wed, 28 Feb 2001 00:07:00 EST
From: Catblene@cs.com
To: judgecox@earthlink.net
CC: Catblene@cs.com

•

27/02/200he
Dear Judge Cox:
The following are suggestions in response to your inquiry as to changes for
UCMJ:
1. The practice of proba~ion should be used for first time offenders,
especially for continued service and proven record. Tice is enlisting first
or second time arrestees, whereas, they keep the members they've
court-martialed who are already trained. currently
2. Sentencing guidelines should be used in accordance with the federal
guidelines.
3. Article 32 officer's findings should be followed.
4. Article 134 should be repealed.
5. Adultery and Sodomy should- not be UCMJ offenses.
6. Military members should be allowed to utilize the federal court systems.
7. Allow the higher courts the power to set aside convictions and over rule
the lower court's decisions without constantly remanding cases back to the
lower courts.
8. Reestablish mandatory time guidelines for post trail and appellate review.
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9. The staff judge advocate is usually a COL or a LTC, it should be a CPT
considering the SJA usually does nothing towards providing serious advice to
the CA. He also does not review the Record of Trial and doesn't really inform
the CA of any Constitutional matters. A CPT could perform this job better.
10. Military members should not have to exhaust their remedies in the
military system prior to going to the Federal courts.
11. Military members should not be utilized as training aids to enhance an
officer's career.
12. During the court-martial, the accused should be provided with atleast an
attorney with experiences such as a Major or above. CPT's should be paralegal
for a minimum of atleast one year prior to holding their own case.
13. Remove the CA from the process (except for the clemency matters), which
removes command influence(s) .
Thank you in advance for your time in considering these suggestions.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey G. Nicholls
(submitted by the sister of Jeffrey G. Nicholls-Charlene F. Kerns)
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Subject: Comments on upcoming UCMJ Commission
Date: Wed, 28 Feb 2001 21:05:14 -0800
From: "Oderus" <oderus99@hotmail.com>
To: <judgecox@earthlink.net>
Dear Sir,

•

I am a Special Agent with the u.S Army Criminal Investigation Command.
I
have 8 year sexperience as a Military Policeman and 7 years experience with
the CID. The following are more comments I have on the UCMJ and changes it
may need:
C. II::

A. Civilians should be subject to the UCMJ when they are deployed with
forces to a wartime environment or in many of the operations other than
war. While deployed to Bosnia, the civilians deployed with the forces fell
under, technically, Bosnia law and no one would prosecute them. The only
recourse was to remove them from the environment, letting them get away with
crimes unscathed in any way.
C. Military members stationed within CONUS should be prosecuted under the
respective state laws OR the military law enforcement personnel should have
arrest powers outside the installations to keep a uniform system in place.
I have seen military members not get prosecuted because the state and the
government both thought the other was going to prosecute. On the other
hand, civilians on the installation have gotten away with crimes, they may
get fired, but the local law enforcement think the Assistant US Attorneys
will prosecute any offense, when my experience is they only prosecute
heinous crimes or high dollar value crimes.
As far as military law enforcement, all services have different standards to
prosecute and they should be standard across the board. A good suggestion
is to instill a Defense Law Enforcement Command along the lines of the
Defense Criminal Investigation Services (DCIS) and assign civilian law
enforcement, with a Defense background, to all services. I, being Army
could get assigned to a Marine base this time and then a Air Force Base, the
training is the same and the agency is the same so uniformity in standards
in investigations is the same. Since I would be civilian, I could arrest
anyone and they would get prosecuted in the local court systems. While
deployed they would all get prosecuted under the UCMJ.
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III:
A. 1. The panel members in courtsmartials should be randomly selected, there
is not a "jury of peers" in the current system, every panel I have seen is
senior enlisted or officers, no matter what rank the defendant is.
This is
not really fair for the defendant.
2. A Courts Martial Command would work well. The current system where the
SJA office falls under the local command does not really offer the defendant
a fair chance if they are not in the good graces of the local command.
3.

Pre-trial agreements should be offered.

4. Budgetting for courtsmartials should be centralized. I have seen to
often where the actual courts-martials budget is depleted with several

•

months left in the Fiscal year. While no one will admit it, this has an
effect on who is courtsmartialed during the time of low budgets.
B. 1. A preliminary hearing should be conducted in lieu of a Artical 32
hearing.,
The Art 32 hearings often take too long and they help to deplete
the courts-martial budgets. A preliminary hearing like in the civilian
courts is much quicker and allows the investigators more time to
investigate.
Currently subpoenas can not be issued until after charges are
preferred, which happens after the investiogator closes the case.
Under the
UCMJ system, subpoenas and search and arrest warrants are very difficult to
obtain when tbey can be most used, prior to charges being preferred.
D. 5. The local prosecutors in the state should be the trial counsel and
military trial counsels should be used overseas only.
9. A centralized Trial Defense Service should be institued just like the
investigators should be centralized to maintain uniformity among the
services.
IV:

B. There should be more stringent offense for rapes by a stranger.
95% of
the rapes investigated are not rapes in the classic sense as people imagine
it with a stranger attacking a person and forcing their will.
Most are
"date rapes" and should be treated as such, especially with alcohol/drug
involvement with all involved.
E. No, Congress should repeal any restrictions currently in place.
of speech is a right and it should be for everyone.

Freedom

F and H.
If the military courts were prosecuted in the civilian sector,
this would not be an issue.
For overseas, there should be a contempt
law/child abuse and neglect laws for civilians as well as military.
V:
There should be sentencing guidelines.
D.
sentencing as it presently stands.

there is no uniformity in

VI:

A.
Good military character should NOT be a factor in military courts.
Currently at my installation we have a E-7 male who picked up a E-4 male,
took him home and sodomized him while the E-4 was passed out drunk.
The E-7
denied the allegation at the Art 32 hearing but admitted it for a pre-trial
agreement. The E-7 was reduced to E-4 and allowed to stay in the service.
At asubsequent courts-martial for perjury, the now E-4 was reduced to E-l
and sentenced to 90 days in jail. THe now E-l will return to the
installation, finish his time and retire as a E-7 under the "high 3", all
because his unit feels he had good military character.
A rape is a rape and
in civilian court he would be incarcerated and possibly have to register as
a sex offender.
B .. Yes, a exculpatory defense polygraph should be allowed in court
proceedings.

Thank you for your time.

Jeffrey WELLS

•

•
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Subject: Reform of the UCMJ
Date: Thu, 22 Feb 2001 19:38:56 -0600
From: " porc hel15II <porchel15@email.msn.com>
To: <JudgeCox@earthlink.net>

Your Honorable Judge Cox,
I am writing about my concerns with our
way they are used against our soldiers.
removed from the hands of the military,
command influence. It is a totalitarian

current UCMJ laws, and the illegal
The UCMJ in my opinion should be
to prevent, any undue illegal
system.

My son, Brian Adams, served our country with deep pride and dignity, he was
grateful and honored to do so. If allowed the chance to serve again, he
would do so, providing he could trust the UCMJ laws was changed, to where
truth and evidence, meant conviction or innocence. Trouble found him in
Oct. 1999. A female soldier said he raped her. This accusation occurred off
base, in the same room as a married couple, and became a civilian matter.
The victim decided she would report the incident, but first, she wanted to
get her nails done. Civilian police arrested him on her word alone. However,
after taking sworn testimony from him and his witnesses, he was released.
The victim was sent to the hospital so they could collect evidence. They did
a rape kit and took her clothes to test for DNA. Nothing was found in the
kit, her body, or her clothes. the case was thrown out of civilian court, as
it should have been.
Civilian justice prevailed, there was no illegal command influence inVOlved,
to obtain illegal evidence. When the military is allowed to prosecute a case
that has been thrown out of civilian court, because of no evidence it should
end there. From that point on, only illegal evidence can be obtained.
The commander at Ft. Drum, NY. wanted this case tried and Brian was
prosecuted. The Commander aggressively and viciously pursued the matter,
(not my words, words of two different attorneys who looked at his
ROT) Needless to say, he trusted and believed in the UCMJ to go by truth and
evidence as civilian court had done. He signed his rights away to speak
without and attorney present, to CID. The mistake of his life. CID
intimidated, and harassed him for over 4 hours. He repeatedly told them he
wanted to end the interview, they viscously continued to hammer away until
they broke his will,
and he wrote and signed the confession. This is the
only evidence in a rape case.
Isn't it about time CID is made accountable to someone, when they break the
constitutional rights of our soldiers? Sir, on a coerced confession he will
be a sex offender the rest of his life. A case that should have never be
tried to begin with.
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Clemency powers must be removed from the convening authority. My son was
suppose to have a hearing early Nov. 2000. It seems the Commander is too
busy prosecuting, to hold clemency hearings, enjoying the powers he has
over our soldiers lives.
We have heard from other soldiers that the Military Court of Appeals seldom,
if ever, makes signicifiant changes in convictions or view the circumstances

surrounding the case. When was the last time the military said "we might
have made a mistake in judgment?"
Thank you for, your interest in our opinion of the way the UCMJ is allowed
to operate, and some of the changes that need to be made.

•

Sincerely,
Ruby Porche
http://www.militaryinjustice.org
"They fight for our rights and freedom. Who will fight for theirs?"

•
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Subject: Input
Date: Thu, 1 Mar 2001 15:37:17 -0800
From: "Salvin, Richard CID" <richard.salvin@irwin.army.mil>
To: "'Judge W. Cox'" <judgecox@earthlink.net>
Judge Walter Cox,
> I was advised that you are heading a commission looking to make
> suggestions to congress regarding the UCMJ, and that you are looking for
> input from the field.
>

>
>
>
>

I am writing to you as a military criminal investigator for the US Army.
I am stationed in California and currently work General Crimes on an
installation that shares concurrent jurisdiction with the county of San
Bernardino, CA.

>

> I would like to offer a couple comments:
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I find that all too often offenses must be assimilated during the conduct
of investigations.
For instance, there is no UCMJ article for child
abuse, and there are other violations that can only be charged through 18
USC. Assimilation works, however, as technology changes, and how society
looks at certain types of crimes changes, so to should the UCMJ. That's
probably why your doing what your doing. Take consensual sodomy, for
instance. This may need to be changed in light of how society now looks
at it.
In general, UCMJ offenses should be in line with the current
> civilian laws.
>

>
>
>
>
>

As an investigator I do not have the realistic ability to subpoena records
or testimony until charges have been preferred. Usually that is a long
time after our investigation has been closed. Local law enforcement and
prosecutors seem to do a better job, in part, because they make a decision
to file charges within days of the reported incident.

>

Pre-trial confinement in the military is broken. When a soldier under
> investigation goes AWOL, comes back, and goes AWOL again, then something
> is very wrong.
If one soldier rapes, or attempts to rape another soldier,
> is it only appropriate to issue a "No-Contact" order until charges are
> preferred or the case goes to courts martial. The victim should not be
> forced to relive the event every time she has a chance encounter in a
> motorpool or dining facility.
>

>

> The SJA (trial and defense counsel) should be within a stovepipe command,
> free from the influence of the local command. Too much politics as it
> stands.
>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

This might be outside of the scope of your inquiry, but I want to address
an issue that is close to home. When I look at my counterparts around the
Major Criminal Investigative Organizations (OSI, DCIS, NIS) I see that
they have, for the most part, gone the route of hiring only civilian
criminal investigators. Even US Army CID has hired civilian fraud agents.
Army CID staff, who are made up of MP officers that are in command
positions for 2-3 years, have decided to not follow the MCIOs.
I think
that the other MCIOs have the right idea. This organization would do much
better if we followed their lead. Investigators would be truly free from
command influences, and restructuring in a similar manner to the MCIOs
would preclude violations of the Posse Comitatus Act. Current military

> CID agents do not have arrest authority over civilians,
> only exists for military (Army) investigators.

a problem that

>
>

Respectfully,

>
>

Richard Salvin

•

> Richard Salvin,
>

Special Agent, Fort Irwin Resident Agency (CID)
Direct: 760-380-5886, DSN 470-4967, Fax: 4968

>

•

•

Subject: NIMJ
Date: Fri, 2 Mar 2001 09:12:14 EST
From: RLSchwoebel@cs.com
To: judgecox@earthlink.net
12010 Dusty Rose NE
Albuquerque, NM 87122
March 2, 2001
Judge Cox,
I propose to bring before you an issue that I believe merits attention by
the Commission.
I do not see this particular topic on the agenda published
on the web site.
The issue that I would ask you to consider deals with the absence of
military law and process associated with cases in which deceased service
people are accused of crimes by their service. My experience with this issue
stems from an investigation that I organized and conducted while I was
Director of Components at Sandia National Laboratories from 1989 to 1991. At
the request of the Senate Armed Services Committee, Sandia conducted an
independent investigation of the cause of a tragic explosion aboard the
battleship USS Iowa that resulted in the death of forty-seven crewmen.
As you may recall, the explosion occurred on April 19, 1989, while the
Iowa was participating in a fleet exercise. An open breech explosion took
place in Turret II that killed all the men in the turret. The Navy conducted
an investigation that concluded that: 1) the explosion could not have been an
accident; 2) since an accident was not possible, the explosion must have been
the result of a deliberate act by a member of the crew, and; 3) the Navy
identified a crewmember who "most probably" committed this act.
Both the Senate Armed Services Committee and joint committees of the
House called the Navy to testify about their findings.
Concerns with the
Navy investigation led to a request from SASC that Sandia conduct an
independent investigation.
The independent investigation was documented in GAO reports and also in a
book published in 1999 by the Naval Institute Press, "Explosion Aboard the
Iowa", authored by myself.
A continuing personal concern has been that no formal process took place
following the accusation by the Navy that a particular crewman had
intentionally caused this tragedy. No advocate was appointed, rio defense was
prepared and no cross examination of accusers took place. Furthermore,
defaming and unauthenticated information about the accused unrelated to the
accusation was released by the Navy through unidentified sources during their
investigation.
I would like to visit with you about this case, discuss details and
process changes that I would propose, and reasons why I believe it is
important to address this issue.
Sincerely,

•

Dr. Richard L. Schwoebel
Retired Director, Surety Assessment Center
Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, NM
phone/fax 505 858 1240

Subject: Article 125, UCMJ
Date: Fri, 23 Feb 2001 10:47:53 EST
From: Timber5435@aol.com
To: judgecox@earthlink.net
CC: Cliff4Vets@aol.com

•

Dear Sir;
I am a Gay Retired Army Veteran.
I would like to see the removal
from the UCMJ of Article 125, regarding sodomy.
It has never been fairly
applied, especially to "straights". There should be articles which protect
all servicemembers from all forms of unwanted sexual advances, and
harrassment of all sorts. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Leo Dorrington
MSG, US Army Retired
PO Box 1667, Boston, MA 02105-1667
Email timber5435@aol.com

•

•

•

Subject: Fwd: Cox Commission
Date: Thu, 01 Mar 2001 16:29:59 -0000
From: "David Woodbury" <ryanw32@hotmail.com>
To: judgecox@earthlink.net
CC: ryanw32@hotmail.com
I sent this to the wrong email initially, then couldn't find the Army Times
at the library again, with your correct email. I just searched for cox
commission online and apparently found your email address just in time to be
heard. I suppose this issue will now fall under your item #17: evolving
standards of privacy/sexuality.
>From: "David Woodbury" <ryanw32@hotmail.com>
>To: cox@earthlink.net
>CC: ryanw32@hotmail.com
>Subject: Cox Commission
>Date: Fri, 29 Dec 2000 18:31:42 -0000
>

>Hello, sir. This is SSG David Woodbury sending to you from the Camp Doha
>library, in Kuwait. I just got done reading the article in the 18 December
>Arrny Times that mentioned the commission you are leading to review certain
>regulations of the UCMJ. The commission is to review "whether adultery
>should be considered a crime." This is outrageous! What kind of a stab in
>the back would that be! Families everywhere will feel the pain. I know that
>they already do, but how can we increase the insult by calling it anything
>less than it is? Betryal. Is that fine, ok, no problem? And the loosening
>of standards, we can be assured, will lead to an increase in the activity.
>How can the words "American military justice" now be associated with
>"legalized adultery." Is that the statement we need to make? When too many
>people want to trample someone's rights, we just say "okay, it's not
>illegal anymore." Our government was founded on values and our oath of
>service is to uphold those values, as embodied in the Constitution--it is
>not to serve the will of any tyrant, be that tyrant an individual or a
>majority. If this change is made, we heap the dishonor on the victims,
>preserving the offenders. We say to them, "Disloyalty is no big deal. Suck
>it up and drive on." We may as well state it plain and clear (and yet I
>hope it never comes to this) that there should be no dishonor nor any
>punishrnent for the violation of any oath--be it to God or State. That would
>be to say, that people must be free, no matter what the cost to everyone
>else! Down with the family! To make adultery less than a crime would, at
>the very least, make a pure mockery of one of the essential Army Values:
>Loyalty. Mayas well replace it with "Betrayal and the Undermining of
>Authority, Good Conduct, and Discipline." The courts are there to preserve
>justice, not to cater to those with a weak moral back-bone. If you want to
>preserve Army honor, discipline, and morale, hold every offender to the
>fire--the message just might get across. As long as we are vigilant to
>prosecute offenses, and make no allowances for rank, Army honor will be
>preserved. Thank you for your consideration.

Get Your Private, Free E-mail from MSN Hotmail at http://www.hotmail.com.

Subject: UCMJ Changes ...
Date: Tue, 6 Mar 2001 14:29:21 -0700
From: Bertha Carlos E Dr USAFA/DFPY <Carlos.Bertha@usafa.af.mil>
To: "'judgecox@earthlink.net'" <judgecox@earthlink.net>
Dear Judge Cox:

•

I am Carlos Bertha, an Assitant Professor of Philosophy at the US Air Force
Academy. My areas of concentration include Military Ethics, and have a
particular interest in legal theory.
I am also a captain in the Army
Reserves (currently inprocessing with USSPACECOM), so the UCMJ is certainly
not new or foreign to me (in fact, as a matter of academic preparation, I
believe I am more intimately acquainted with the Manual for Courts-Martial
than your average military officer) .
I would be very interested in participating in the discussion that shapes
any possible/forthcoming changes to the UCMJ. My schedule is quite
flexible, particularly in the summer, and I could probably make a case for
the department having an interest in letting me participate in a venture of
this nature (to the point, perhaps, of allowing me to be TDY for .short
periods of time). Anyway, I am getting WAY ahead of myself.
Let me just
offer my services, interest and military ethics background and leave it at
that.
If there is any way I can be a part of this venture, I would love the
opportunity. Feel free to look at my vitae and military bio for additional
information (see link below) .
Best regards,
Carlos E. Bertha, ph.D.
Assistant professor
Department of Philosophy
United States Air Force Academy
http://www.usafa.af.mil/dfpfa/CVs/Bertha/
(719) 333-8655

•

•

Subject: FW: Schedule for March 13 hearing
Date: Wed, 7 Mar 2001 09:15:15 -0600
From: <HolianLT@mfr.usmc.mil>
To: judgecox@earthlink.net
Sir,
Why are no senior Judge Advocates involved in this process? Why is
there no representation from the Joint Chief of Staffs? I may not know all
of the facts, can I be informed.
Semper Fidelis,
Capt Holian

Subject: Article 125
Date: Tue, 6 Mar 2001 15:20:16 -0500 (EST)
From: kimball@altavista.net
To: JudgeCox@EarthLink.net
CC: Cliff4vets@aol.com

•

I have been helping veterans upgrade their military discharges since 1977.
Following are a couple of my encounters with Article 125.
Very respectfully,
Dick Kimball
cc: Cliff Arnesen, GLB Veterans of New Eng.
============================
Two True Article 125 Stories
About 1957
Roger was a buck sergeant working on staff for the ROTC Program at MIT. Most
weekends he returns home to rural Maine. He discovers that a sailor from the
Navy shipyard in South Boston also is driving to that area of Maine and they
arrange to carpool and save on gas.
The sailor is apprehended and investigated for being homosexual. The authorities
investigate Roger for possible homosexuality. Roger is called into the Army
investigator's office. The proposition put to Roger is a simple one: either he
can admit to being a homosexual and be thrown out of the Army with an
Undesirable Discharge, or the Army will investigate him by sending agents to his
home town to ask people who know him if they have observed anything about Roger
that would lead them to suspect that he is a homosexual.
Faced with having his reputation in his home town destroyed, Roger signed the
admission to being a homosexual and accepted the discharge. Roger, however, was
not actually a homosexual.
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About 1989
Paul was a First Lieutenant at an Air Force Base in England. He was the officer
in charge of a number of buildings including the gym and a combined Officers and
Enlisted Club. Paul was also the beneficiary of a recent inheritance and owned
two cars, one of which was a Cadillac.
Paul had occasion to ban one enlisted man from the club over a couple of
incidents of loutish behavior and foul language. The enlisted man openly made
threats of revenge against Paul. A few months later, the enlisted man accused
Paul of being homosexual. The enlisted man's best friend backed-up this
accusation.
This accusation was accepted and acted upon. Paul demanded and got a court
martial. During the formal investigation of charges, a former enlisted man who
had been given a Bad Conduct Discharge by a court-martial for several offenses,
including perjury, offered to testify against Paul. This offer was accepted and
he was twice flown from the United States to England for this at government
expense.
Paul was tried by a General Court Martial for committing a homosexual act with
one of the accusers and taking an indecent nude photograph of the other one. The
accusers were permitted to change their testimony on critical facts such as the

•

location where the homosexual act had taken place and the date. They had placed
Paul's home in the wrong town and selected a date when he was away for a week.
In spite of glaring inconsistencies between the original accusations and the
testimony of the accusers, in spite of the fact that the photograph was never
introduced into evidence, in spite of the obvious motives of all three
prosecution witnesses to testify falsely, Paul was convicted. He was sentenced
to a year in prison and dismissal (the equivalent for an officer of a
Dishonorable Discharge). The conviction was upheld through two military appeals.
There are military appellate judges who never, throughout their entire careers,
overturn a single conviction.
Paul was and is a heterosexual. The accusations against him were false. He had
even dated a woman officer who was one of the prosecution team on this case.
Paul is now a "graduate" of the u.s. Disciplinary Barracks at Fort Leavenworth,
KS.

Get your free email from AltaVista at http://altavista.iname.com

Subject: Entrapment in Military Cases
Date: Tue, 6 Mar 2001 15:40:08 -0500 (EST)
From: kimball@altavista.net
To: JudgeCox@EarthLink.net
My name is Richard Kimball. In my volunteer work at the VA, I help veterans
upgrade bad military discharges. The facts of one case, dating from the 1990's
absolutely grate on me:

•

The Making of a Military Dope Dealer
Prologue:
Private First Class S was a member of a tank company that had been on training
maneuvers with the Bradley Fighting Vehicle in the boondocks for some two
months. Many of the men smoked marijuana out of sheer boredom, PFC S among them.
Immediately upon the unit returning to Fort Stewart, a random urinalysis (drug
screen) was ordered. PFC S was in a panic. Marijuana use is detectable for
several weeks after the last use.
At this time several enlisted men observed that senior NCO's who used mar~Juana
never seemed to get caught by urinalysis. The rumor started around that there
was a way to beat the urinalysis. By the time the rumor got to PFC S, it
indicated that the secret was to take the broad spectrum antibiotic
tetracycline. This is nonsense, but PFC S didn't know that.
PFC S contacted a military medic he had known previously, Specialist Fourth
Class M. Unbeknownst to Private S, Sp4 M had been apprehended for some sort of
hanky panky of his own and was at the time working as an informant for the
Army's Criminal Investigations Division (CID) in the hope of reducing his
sentence. The unlucky PFC S asked Sp4 M for some tetracycline.
The Sting:
Sp4 M informed PFC S that, while he personally did not have access to
tetracycline, he could put PFC S in contact with someone who could help him.
Boys and girls, can you say, "Narc?"

•

The female agent from the Army CID who pretended to be a military hospital
pharmacist insisted that she would only "trade" the tetracycline for marijuana;
she wouldn't sell it to him for cash. PFC S, whose wife was just about to
deliver their first baby, was desperate.
PFC S was terrified of the possibility of being a marijuana distributor, but he
was even more reluctant to be incarcerated in the stockade, instead of with his
wife, at the birth of their first child. He argued with the CID agent that he
didn't have any marijuana, and that he wasn't a dealer. She insisted that the
only way she would get him any tetracycline was i f he got her some marijuana.
Finally, she gave him $5 to get her a "nickel bag" of marijuana. He took her
money, went into town, and bought a tiny bag of marijuana from a civilian
dealer. At his subsequent court martial, this turned out to be 0.04 gram, not
quite 1~ thousandths of an ounce.
The Kill
The CID agent was, of course, not satisfied with this. The initial transaction
was, in all likelihood, just a means to gain PFC S's confidence. The agent then
gave PFC S $50 to buy her more marijuana. PFC S repeated the earlier process and
was able to buy her a 6 gram bag (just over 1/5 of an ounce) .

•

PFC S was so terrified, by this point, that he arranged to rendezvous with the
agent in a remote parking lot on the base at a late hour. After he gave the
agent her change (since he kept no profit for himself) he insisted that she go
to his car herself and retrieve the marijuana from its hiding place there. Of
course, a second agent was hidden nearby photographing this whole transaction
with a telephoto night vision camera.
PFC S failed his urinalysis and was reduced two pay grades, to the lowest
possible rank, that of a new recruit.
Then former PFC, now Private, S was ordered to stand trial before a
Court Martial for "selling" marijuana to the undercover CID agent.
of his family, Private S offered to become an informer and to help
actual dealer on Fort Stewart. Private S was actually able to cause
apprehension of Private A, who had really been dealing in marijuana
but even this turned out to work against him.

General
For the good
apprehend an
the
on the base,

The CID agents to whom Private S was reporting left messages for him with his
unit identifying themselves as being with the CID. If this were done innocently,
it would be such an unbelievably naive mistake that it may be assumed to have
been deliberate and malicious. The outcome of this action was that Private S was
alienated from his former friends in his unit and prompted his immediate
superior, Sergeant D, to tell Private S in no uncertain terms that the sergeant
intended to, "screw [S] for being a snitch." Many other former friends and
supporters also turned against Private S when they learned that he was an
informer.
The
The
out
and

Trial:
case of Private S was assigned to Military Judge A, who was known to hand
particularly harsh sentences, to be especially severe with drug offenders,
even more so with drug dealers.

Major W was assigned to defend Private S. Major W's offer of a '"Chapter 10
Discharge" Under Conditions Other Than Honorable "for the Good of the Service,"
the military version of a plea bargain was turned down by the prosecution.
In 1984, the Reagan Administration had revised the Manual for Courts Martial,
making drug cases much easier to prosecute , and consequently, much more
difficult to defend. These revisions also made the punishments for drug offenses
much harsher. The facts that Private S: did not keep an inventory of marijuana
on hand, did not make the slightest offer to sell the agent any marijuana, had
been visibly reluctant to buy the marijuana on the agent's behalf, and had made
absolutely no profit on the transactions would not (and did not) save him from
conviction.
One gets the impression that Major W had pretty much given up on this case.
Since Major W may have seen numerous similar cases, he may have accurately
determined that the case of Private S was hopeless from the outset. At any rate,
MajorW decided to plead Private S guilty in exchange for a predetermined
sentence. Private S wanted to fight the charge, but relented when Major W
threatened that Private S might face a maximum sentence of 30 years in
Leavenworth . Major W did not even bother to identify favorable character
witnesses (although Private S did get some for himself), but this may also have
been a rational response to feeling that the case of Private S was hopeless.
Because of the guilty plea, the verdict was a foregone conclusion. Immediately
upon accepting Private S's guilty plea, Judge A convened a sentencing hearing.

Private S believed that he was pleading guilty in exchange for a sentence of
three months imprisonment, but that was not to be the case.
Sergeant D made good on his threat (above), testifying that Private S was
generally worthless, could not be trusted, and required constant supervision.
The testimony of other superiors above Private S was similar, although less
harsh. All Private S got for acting as an informant and obtaining evidence
against an actual drug dealer was a lukewarm letter from the crD indicating to
the court that he had been "helpful." Private S's cooperation with the crD did
him vastly more harm than good.

•

Judge A sentenced Private S to, "one year plus one .day· of imprisonment and a
Bad Conduct Discharge. However, since Private S had just been reduced to the
lowest possible pay grade and was the sole support of his wife and baby, he was
not sentenced to any loss of pay. Private S was transferred to Leavenworth.
Please recall that the entire offense consisted of transferring less than %
ounce of marijuana without making any profit on it and at the request of the
agent. Also recall that the only offense that S actually intended to commit was
the purchase of some antibiotic without a prescription.
Private A, the real marijuana dealer that Private S identified and helped
apprehend, was sentenced to a fine of $600, plus 45 days of extra duty and 45
days of being restricted to Fort Stewart, with the restriction as a suspended
sentence. Private A was honorably discharged. The official reason for Private
A's relatively lenient sentence was that the main witness against him was not
available; since this witness was Private S himself, that was simply not the
case. Private S had not yet even been transferred to Leavenworth.
About the only bright spot in all of this for Private S is that his wife was
still waiting for him when he was released from prison with his Bad Conduct
Discharge. Although he is now a federal felon, the former Private S is
rebuilding his life and remains happily married.
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The Honorable Susan J. Crawford
ChiefJudge, U. S. Court of Appeals for the Anned Forces
450 E Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20442
Dear ChiefJudge Crawford:
Then-Chief Judge Walter T. Cox, ill, writing on behalf of the Code Committee,
requested the Department of Defense General Counsel to initiate a review by the Joint Service
Committee on Military Justice (JSC) of whether the creation of an "independent judiciary" is
either feasible or desirable. ChiefJudge Cox provided several issues the Code Committee
thought should be considered. The General Counsel requested the Chair, JSC, study this issue as
one of several reviews the Code Committee proposed. To conduct this study, the JSC was
augmented with an ad hoc fudependent Judiciary Working Group. This working group was
comprised of 10 trial and appellate military judges and a judge advocate assigned to the Navy
Appellate Government Division. All Services were represented.
The enclosed Independent Judiciary Working Group's report represents its year-long
review of the issues, including its survey of the Services' then-sitting trial and appellate military
judges. This report is forwarded for the Code Committee's consideration.
Sincerely,

~JI[b(JcUDaniel J. Dell'Orto
Acting
Enclosure
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
AIR FORCE LEGAL SERVICES AGENCY (AFLSA)

'1 0 JAff 2001
The Honorable Douglas A. Dworkin
Department of Defense General Counsel
Washington, D.C. 20301
Dear Mr. Dworkin:
We are pleased to submit the attached report of the DoD Joint Service Committee on
Military Justice (JSC) that examines the desirability and the feasibility of an "independent
judi ciary ."
This report reflects twelve months of work by an ad hoc working group to the JSC
composed of active duty trial and appellate judges. Their report concludes that an "independent
judiciary" is desirable and feasible and currently exists. The JSC believes, consistent with their
report, that it is not necessary to make Legislative measures to protect judges from unlawful
command influence. Nor do we believe that MCM amendments are needed. We do note that the
report recommends that the Services, to the extent feasible, implement set tenns for their jUdges.
Very respectfully,

Joint Service Committee

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
AIR FORCE liEGAL SERVICES AGENCY (AFLSA)
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18 September 2000

MEMORANDUM FOR DoD JOINT SERVICE COMMITTEE ON MILITARY JUSTICE
FROM: AFLSAIJAIT
112 Luke Avenue, Ste 301
Bolling AFB DC 20332-5113
SUBJECT: Independent Judiciary Report
I.

EXECUTfVESU~Y

a. Establishment. On 20 August 1999, Col James R. Van Orsdol, USAF, Acting Chair, DoD
Joint Service Committee (JSC) on Military Justice, appointed Colonel Michael B. McShane,
USAF, Chief Trial Judge, as chairman of an ad hoc JSC working group.
b. Purpose. The ad hoc JSC working group was created to study whether the creation of an
"independent judiciary" is either feasible or desirable. The purpose of this ad hoc working
group was, in part, to examine whether the existing measures adequately protect the
independence of the trial and appellate judges serving in the United States Anned Forces. The
ad hoc working group had its birth when The Honorable Walter T. Cox, III, served as Chief
Judge of the Court of Appeals of the Anned Forces, and raised this issue for consideration.
Interest in the issue is not confmed to the military as the issue is being debated by the public as
well, and may well reflect the current interest in Congress in the mechanism of panel selection
and similar issues.
At the completion of the study, the ad hoc JSC working group was required to report its findings·
and recommendations. This is the Final Report.
.
c. Specific Objectives. The group began its work by reviewing the Charter provided by the JSC
CAtch 1). The group then gathered infonnation in an effort to address the objectives and the
description of duties stated in the Charter. Specifically, the group's fundamental objective was to
detennine the desirability and feasibility of an "independent judiciary." The group was to review
the present state of the law; gather the present structures and rules pertaining to each service's
trial and appellate judiciary; address the need for and desirability of an independent jUdiciary;
research the feasibility of an independent judiciary with potential solutions, if any, to include a
merit selection process; fixed tenns of office; independent promotion system based upon
longevity rather than order of merit; procedures for handling grievances and misconduct; and the
feasibility of an "all service" judiciary. Finally, if appropriate, the working group was to provide
draft proposed legislation or regulations.
d. Group Composition. The group consisted of five voting members and six non-voting
members. The voting members were: Colonel Michael B. McShane, Chief Trial Judge, USAF
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Trial Judiciary; Colonel Larry S. Merck, Appellate Judge, United States Army Legal Services
Agency (USALSA), Army Court of Criminal Appeals; Captain Peter J. McLauglin, Chief Trial
Judge, Navy-Marine Corps Trial Judiciary; Captain Lane I. McClelland, Chief, Coast Guard
Office of Claims and Litigation, and Appellate Judge, Coast Guard Court of Criminal Appeals;
and Lt Colonel Kip 1. Naugle, USMC, Appellate Judge, Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal
Appeals. The non-voting members were: Colonel Linda Strite Murnane, USAF, Trial Judge,
Eastern Judicial Circuit; Lt Colonel Barbara G. Brand, USAF, Deputy to the Chief Trial Judge;
Colonel Gary Smith, Chief Trial Judge, USA Trial Judiciary; Colonel Gary Casida, Appellate
Judge, USALSA, Army Court of Criminal Appeals; Colonel Charles Trant, Appellate Judge,
USALSA, Army Court of Criminal Appeals; and Lieutenant Jan O'Grady, JAGC, USN,
Appellate Government Division.
e. Findings. An "independent judiciary" is desirable and feasible. The working group members
agree it currently exists. Within the Uniform Code ofMiliuiry Justice, there are specific
protections in place for the independence of the judiciary. It is not necessary to take further
Legislative measures to protect the judges from potential unlawful command influence, as
existing statutory provisions provide more than adequate protections to ensure a fair and
impartial judiciary.
f. Recommendations. Services that currently do not have a set term for judges implement one,

if feasible.

II. REPORT
a. Establishment. See above.
b. Purpose. See above.
c. Specific Objectives. See above.
d. Group Composition. See above.
e. Methodology, Information and Products.
1. The Independent Judiciary Working Group (UWG) met monthly, with, at a minimum, all the
services represented. Generally, meetings involved discussion of old business, new business and
assignments for the future meetings. They averaged 90 minutes (Atch 2).
2. Meetings began in October 1999, when Col Russell, Air Force Legal Services Agency
(AFLSA)/JAJM and Chair of the DoD Joint Service Committee (JSC) on Military Justice,
explained the tasking for this working group. The Charter, which was provided to all attendees,
was reviewed (See Atch 1). Col McShane became the working group chair. Each service had
one equal vote on issues. The focus of the UWG was to look at the feasibility and desirability of

...
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an independent judiciary. Ifnecessary, the IJWG would provide draft legislative proposals.
Reporting requirements included quarterly updates be provided to Col Russell or Lt Col Jaster,
AFLSAlJAJM. A final report from the Group was due 1 Nov 2000 (contrary to the date included
in the tasking letter of 20 Aug 1999).
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3. The IJWG generally met monthly over the course of the year. Initially, each service worked
on providing information and regulations that answered the first two objectives which were to
review the present state of the law, and gather the present structures and rules pertaining to each
service's trial and appellate judiciary. The IJWG then addressed the issue of determining the
desirability and feasibility of an "independent judiciary."
4. Law review articles, former Process Action Team (PAT) reports, and The Military Justice Act
of 1983 Advisory Commission Report were researched and reviewed. The 1983 report examined
very similar questions and included responses from judges, commanders and Staff Judge
Advocates (SJA). Following this, sample questionnaires were drafted and analyzed. Discussions
were held on determining the relevance of the questions and the exact target audience. Finally, a
questionnaire was developed, approved and distributed to all the services' appellate and trial
judges, both active and reserve (Atch 3). The questionnaires were collected and the results were
grouped according to service, rank and experience (Atch 4).
5. The IJWG reviewed the data gathered from the questionnaire and discussed at length exactly
what conclusions might legitimately be drawn from the data. Based upon the data, the IJWG
reached conclusions contained in this report.
'
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f. Resources. The IJWG used their individual staffs to conduct the required research. In
addition, input was received from all trial and appellate judges, both active and reserve, through
their responses to the questionnaire. Meetings were hosted by the Air Force and conducted
monthly in the AFLSA conference room located at Bolling AFB, D.C.

III. FINDlNGS.
a. REVIEW OF THE PRESENT STATE OF THE LAW AND MILITARY JUDGES
1. Uniform Code of Military Justice

The military judge and the appellate military judge came into existence in 1969. Military Justice
Act, Pub.L.No.90-632, §§ 2(9) and 2(28),82 Stat. 1336-37, 1341 (Oct. 24, 1968).
The term "military judge" means an official of a general or special court-martial detailed in
accordance with section 826 of this title (article 26). Article 1(10), Unifonn Code of Military
Justice (UCMJ).
A military judge shall be detailed to each general court-martial. Subject to regulations of the
Secretary concerned, a military judge may be detailed to any special court-martial. The
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Secretary concerned shall prescribe regulations providing for the manner in which military
judges are detailed for such courts-martial and for the persons who are authorized to detail
military judges for such courts-martial. Article 26(a), UCMJ.
A military judge shall be a commissioned officer of the armed forces who is a member of the bar
ofa Federal court or a member of the bar of the highest court ofa State and who is certified to be
qualified for duty as a military judge by The Judge Advocate General of the armed force of
which the military judge is a member. Article 26(b), UCMJ; Rule for Courts-Martial (RCM)
502(c).
The military judge of a general court-martial shall be designated by The Judge Advocate
General, or his designee, of the armed force of which the military judge is a member for detail in
accordance with regulations prescribed under Article 26(a), UCMJ. Article 26(c), UCMJ.
The military judge shall be detailed, in accordance with regulations of the Secretary concerned,
by a person assigned as a military judge and directly responsible to The Judge Advocate General
or The Judge Advocate General's designee. The authority to detail military judges may be
delegated to persons assigned as military judges. A military judge from one armed force may be
detailed to a court-martial convened in a different armed force when pennitted by The Judge
Advocate General of the armed force of which the military judge is a member. RCM 503(b).
Unless the court-martial was convened by the President or the Secretary concerned, neither the
convening authority nor any member of his staff shall prepare or review any report concerning
the effectiveness, fitness, or efficiency of the military judge so detailed, which relates to his
performance of duty as a military judge. Article 26(c), UCMJ.
No authority convening a general, special or summary court-martial, nor any other commanding
officer, may censure, reprimand, or admonish the court or any member, military judge, or
counsel thereof, with respect to the findings or sentence adjudged by the court, or with respect to
any other exercises of its or his functions in the conduct of the proceedings. No person subject to
this chapter may attempt to coerce or, by any unauthorized means, influence the action of a
court-martial or any other military tribunal or any member thereof, in reaching findings or
sentence in any case, or the action of any convening, approving or reviewing authority with
respect to his judicial acts. Article 3.7 (a), UCMJ.
The military judge is the presiding officer in a court-martial. The military judge shall determine
the time and unifonn for each session of a court-martial; ensure that the dignity and decorum of
the proceedings ate maintained; subject to the Code and the Manual, exercise reasonable control
over the proceedings to promote the purposes of the rules and the Manual; rule on all
interlocutory questions and all questions of law raised during the court-martial; and instruct the
members on questions of law and procedure which may arise. RCM 801 (a).
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No court-martial proceeding, except the deliberations of the members, may take place in the
absence of the military judge, if detailed. RCM 805(a).
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Each Judge Advocate General shall establish a Court of Criminal Appeals which shall be
composed of one or more panels, and each such panel shall be composed of not less than three
appellate military judges. Appellate military judges who are assigned to a Court of Criminal
Appeals may be commissioned officers or civilians, each of whom must be a member ofa bar of
a Federal court or the highest court of a State. The Judge Advocate General shall designate as
chiefjudge one of the appellate military judges of the Court of Criminal Appeals established by
him. Article 66(a), UCMJ.
No member of a Court of Criminal Appeals shall be required, or on his own initiative be
permitted, to prepare, approve, disapprove, review, or submit, with respect to any other member
of the same or another Court of Criminal Appeals, an effectiveness, fitness, or efficiency report,
or any other report documents used in whole or in part for the purpose of determining whether a
member of the armed forces is qualified to be advanced in grade, or in determining the
assignment or transfer of a member of the armed forces, or in determining whether a member of
the armed forces shall be retained on active duty. Article 66(g), UCMJ.
The President shall prescribe procedures for the investigation and disposition of charges, .
allegations, or information pertaining to the fitness of a military judge or military appellate judge
to perform the duties of the judge's position. To the extent practicable, the procedures shall be
uniform for all armed forces. Article 6a(a), UCMJ
Each Judge Advocate General is responsible for the professional supervision and discipline of
military judges and appellate military judges. RCM 109.

2. CaseJaw
As early as 1976, the then Court of Military Appeals (CMA)I was called upon to resolve whether
a military judge was subjected to unwarranted command control in violation of Article 37,
UCMJ, based upon his alleged imposition of lenient sentences in three cases. United States v.
Ledbetter, 2 M.J. 37 (eM.A. 1976). CMA declined to engage in an official inquiry to question
or justify any judge's decisions unless the inquiry was made by an independent judicial
commission established in accordance with the guidelines provided in the American Bar
Association (ABA) Standards, The Function of the Trial Judge § 9.1(a) (1972). However, the

In 1994, Congress changed the name of the military appellate couns. The United States Coun of
Military Appeals (CMA) is now the United States Coun of Appeals for the Armed Forces (CAAF) and
the Couns of Military Review are now the Couns of Criminal Appeals. See Pub. L. No. 103-337, §
924, 108 Stat. 2663 (1994).
I
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Court did imply that congressional action providing for some type of tenure for all military
judges would eliminate any appearance ofjudicial tampering.
Following Ledbetter, and based upon a general concern about the appearance of unlawful
command influence on military justice, The Military Justice Act of 1983 provided for the
establishment of an Advisory Commission to study and make recommendations on several
military justice issues, including "whether military judges, including those presiding at special
and general courts-martial and those sitting on the Courts of Military Review, should have
tenure." THE MILITARY JUSTICE ACT OF 1983, ADVISORY COMMISSION REPORT,
COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS 2 (1984). Ultimately, the Commission rejected the
notion of tenure for these judges, with dissents.

,

In NMCMR v. Carlucci, 26 M.J. 328 (C.M.A. 1988), The Judge Advocate General of the Navy
ordered the Chief Judge to make the court's commissioners available for questioning by the
Inspector General of the Department of Defense to answer questions regarding improper
influence allegedly exerted against the judges in their review of a court-martial conviction.
NMCMR petitioned the CMA for extraordinary relief in the nature of an injunction requesting
the CMA to enjoin the Inspector General from unduly interfering with its member judges'
deliberative processes. Citing the ABA Code of Judicial Conduct, Canon 1 (1972), the CMA
observed that the first duty ofjudges is to uphold the independence and integrity of their courts.
Equally important for the effective discharge of duties of a judge is confidentiality ofjudicial
communications. The CMA expressed concern that the proposed investigation would violate the
judicial privilege protecting confidential communications among the member judges and with
their staff. In resolving the issue, the Court appointed an associate judge of the CMA to act as
special master for the Court. The special master was authorized to enter such orders as he
deemed necessary to assure that the Inspector General's investigation remained within
pennissible areas and did not improperly invade NMCMR's qualified judicial privilege, thereby
maintaining the independence and integrity of the NMCMR.
While holding that judicial independence is a necessary component of due process required for
judges in criminal cases, the CMA has previously held that the Due Process Clause of the Fifth
Amendment of the United States Constitution does not require fixed tenns of office for military
trial or appellate judges. United States v. Graf, 35 M.J. 450 (C.M.A. 1992). Rather, the Court
concluded that the UCMJ provides the requisite independence for all military judges to meet the
Fifth Amendment requirement without a fixed tenn of office. Among the provisions in the
UCMJ for substantial independence and protection for military judges, the Court noted the
availability of the following: (1) an administrative method of complaint against interfering
superiors within the unifonned service itself (Article 138); (2) the preferral of charges and
possible court-martial of any servicemember regardless of rank or grade, who improperly
influences or attempts to influence ajudge's findings or sentence (Article 98); and (3) petitioning
to the CMA under the All Writs Act (28 U.S.C. § l65l(a». Moreover, the Court specifically
held that, based on Supreme Court precedent, the absence of fixed tenns of office for military
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judges did not offend traditional notions of fundamental fairness. However, the Court did
recommend, should the President and Congress deem it appropriate to inquire into methods to
improve the independence of military judges, that such an inquiry include confidential interviews
of present or retired officers who serve or have served as military jUdges. In addressing whether
military judges were actually independent since they served at the will of The Judge Advocate
General, the Court concluded that exercise of the power to decertify or transfer a military judge
based on a perception of the appropriateness of his findings and/or sentences violates Articles 26
and 37 of the UCMJ. As an aside, the Court recognized a substantial difference between the
words "tenure" and "term," stating that "tenure" generally indicates the right to hold office for an
indefinite time, while "term" refers to holding office for a period of time within fixed limits.
In Weiss v United States. 510 U.S. 163 (1994), the United States Supreme Court held that the
lack of a fixed term of office for military judges does not violate the Due Process Clause of the
Fifth Amendment. The historical fact that military judges in the Anglo-American system have
never had tenure is a factor that must be weighed in this calculation. Moreover, the applicable
provisions of the UCMJ, and corresponding regulations, sufficiently insulate military judges
from the effects of command influence. Thus, neither history nor current practice supports an
assumption that a military judge who does not have a fixed term lacks the independence
necessary to ensure impartiality. The Court held that "Congress has achieved an acceptable
balance between independence and accountability" by placing Judge Advocates General, who
have no interest in the outcome of a case, in control ofjudges. In his concurring opinion, Justice
Scalia commented, "a fixed term of office for a military judge never has been a part of the
military justice tradition .... Courts-martial ... have been conducted in this country for over 200
years without the presence of a tenured judge."
In United States v. Mitchell, 39 M.J. 131 (C.M.A. 1994), the Court of Military Appeals held,
consistent with its prior decision in United States v. Graf, 35 MJ. 450 (C.M.A. 1992), that (1)
the fact that The Judge Advocate General of the Navy prepares and signs Navy-Marine Corps
Court of Military Review judges' fitness reports did not deprive the Court of independence or an
appearance of independence so as to violate due process; and (2) judges of the Navy-Marine
Corps Court of Military Review were not required to sua sponte disqualify themselves pursuant
to RCM 902(a). Specifically, the Court determined that the fitness report evaluations
complained of were authorized by Department of the Navy regulations; such regulations were not
new; and Congress was clearly aware of such regulations when it amended Article 66(a), UeMJ
in 1968, and created a court including appellate military judges. Regarding the Constitutional
appearance of fairness claim, the Court found that the Supreme Court has required this issue to
be decided from the perspective of a "reasonable judge," and upon a showing of a direct, rather
than a speculative or remote, pecuniary interest in deciding the case unfairly. The Court also
sensed dissatisfaction in the Navy appellate judges with respect to their officer fitness report
system, but noted that any relief must come by way of legislation from Congress or by way of
executive regulation from the President.
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Most recently, in United States v. Norfleet, 53 MJ 262 (CAAF 2000), the United States Court of
Appeals for the Anned Forces held although the military judge's commander was involved in
processing the charges and the request for discharge in lieu of court-martial, the actions taken by
officers in the chain of command above both the military judge and the appellant created no risk
that the military judge would fail to perfonn his nonnal judicial duties.
The Court recognized there might be tension created by placement of the military jUdiciary
within the officer personnel structure and military judges must be sensitive to particular
circumstances that may require recusal. However, the fact that a judge may issue a ruling
adverse to the interests of superior officers does not in and of itself preclude those judges from
exercising independence in their judicial rulings.
h. THE PRESENT STRUCTURES AND RULES PERTAINING TO EACH SERVICE'S
TRIAL AND APPELLATE JUDICIARY
ALL BRANCHES. Article I, § 8 of the United States Constitution provides, "The Congress
shall have the Power ... To make Rules for the Government and Regulation of the land and
naval Forces." Article 66, UCMJ, requires each Judge Advocate General to establish a Court of
Criminal Appeals, and to refer to that court the record of trial in each case tried by court-martial
in which the sentence extends to death, punitive discharge, or confinement of one year or more.
The Judge Advocates General are required to prescribe rules of procedure for the Courts of
Criminal Appeals.
Statutory Basis. The Military Justice Act of 1968 and amendments created the position of
military judge that is now codified in Article 26, Unifonn Code of Military Justice (Atch 5).
1. Air Force. Appellate Judges. The Chief Appellate Judge heads the appellate division, JAA.

The Chief Appellate Judge and each of the appellate judges are rated by TJAG and report
directly to him. There are seven active duty appellate judges and three reserve appellate judges.
There are no appellate judges from the Air National Guard. The Chief Appellate Judge is
responsible for assigning cases to panels. The Senior Appellate Judges are the heads of each
panel. Currently, there are six panels consisting of three judges per panel.

Trial Judges. The trial judiciary is divided into five judicial circuits. The Chief Trial Judge,
who reports to AFLSAlJAJ, Director of the Judiciary, heads the trial judiciary, JAJT. Each Chief
Circuit Military Judge reports to the Chief Trial Judge. Trial judges in each circuit report to their
respective Chief Circuit Military Judge. The Director of the Judiciary is also the reporting
official for the Appellate Defense and Appellate Government divisions and for the Defense
Services division.
Currently, there are twenty-two active duty judges and five reserve judges throughout the trial
jUdiciary. There are no trial judges in the Air National Guard.
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All judges are selected on a best-qualified basis by TJAG. Tour lengths are generally three years
but there is no set term. In addition to applicable Uniform Code of Military Justice and Manual
for Courts-Martial provisions, the Air Force military judges are governed by Air Force
Instruction 51-201 (Atch 6) and Air Force Manual 51- 204 (Atch 7).

2. Army. Appellate Judges. The procedures and requirements for selection and assignment of
judges to the Army Court of Criminal Appeals are contained in JAG PUB 1-1, Office ofThe
Judge Advocate General, Dep't ofthe Army, JAGC Personnel and Activity Directory and
Personnel Policies, Appendix Personnel Policies, para. 7-5, (Atch 8). Army Regulation (AR)
27-10, Legal Services: Military Justice, para. 13-12 (24 Jun. 1996)(Cl, 20 Aug. 1999, effective
20 Sep. 1999) provides tenure for Army appellate judges for a period of three years (Atch 9).
At present, the Army Court of Criminal Appeals is composed of three panels (Panels 2-4) and a
fourth panel (Panel 1) that is composed of the Court sitting en banco At present, Panel 1 is
composed of the Chief Judge and nine active duty appellate military judges. Panels 2-4 are each
composed of one senior judge and two associate appellate military judges.
All the active duty appellate military judges on the Army Court of Criminal Appeals are
commissioned officers. Except for the Chief Judge, The Assistant Judge Advocate General
(T AJAG) rates and senior rates all appellate military judges. The Chief Judge is rated by TAJAG
and senior rated by The Judge Advocate General of the Army (TJAG). Additionally, there is one
individual mobilization augmentee (IMA) reserve component (RC) chief judge, and two IMA
RC appellate military judges assigned to the Court who serve during periods of active duty
(usually fifteen consecutive days per year and 192 additional hours).
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Rule for Courts-Martial 109 places the responsibility for the professional supervision and
discipline of appellate military judges on TJAG. It also requires TJAG to investigate allegations
ofjudicial misconduct or unfitness. AR 27-10, chap. 16, Section III provides the reasons for
suspension of a military judge (Atch 10), and AR 27-1, Legal Services: Judge Advocate
Services, chap. 7 establishes guidance for professional conduct inquiries of military judges (Atch
11 ).

Trial Judges. AR 27-10 implements Article 26. Para. 1-4 makes the Chief Trial Judge designee
ofTJAG for supervision and administration of the U.S. Army Trial Judiciary and the Military
Magistrate Program (Atch 12). Chapter 8 sets out rules and procedures regarding the Army Trial
Judiciary and Military Judge Program (Atch 13). AR 623-105, para. D-2 requires that rating
officials of military judges be only members of the Army Judiciary, TAJAG, and TJAG (Atch
14).
Organization. To meet Article 26 requirements, all active Army judges are assigned to the
USALSA with duty at various locations worldwide. There are currently twenty-four active
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military trial judge requirements on the Table of Distribution and Allowances ofUSALSA.
There are eighteen authorizations for those positions with eighteen officers currently assigned
(Atch IS).
United States Anny Reserve (USAR). There are currently thirteen USAR military judges, and
these judges are assigned to troop program units (TPU) throughout the United States. There is
also one Individual Mobilization Augmentee military judge who is an augmentee to USALSA.
TJAG has provided additional direction for USAR military judges that is contained in a
memorandum and places responsibility for professional supervision in the Chief Trial Judge
(Atch 16). The TPU judges are not currently authorized to preside at general courts-martial
because they are not under Article 26(c) "assigned and directly responsible" to TJAG or his
designee. All USAR military judges are certified and preside at special courts-martial. Detailing
is by the active general court-martial judge responsible for providing judicial services at the
installation concerned. The Chief Trial Judge affiliates each USAR military judge with ajudicial
circuit for training, duty, and evaluation. A recently created 150th Legal Support Organization
(LSO) (Military Judge), with an effective establishment date of 1 October 2000, will include a
commander, who is a military judge, and six military judge and six senior military judge groups
(one judge per group). The current plan is to incorporate the existing USAR TPU judges into the
Military Judge LSO, with no change in the number ofUSAR military judges.
National Guard. Some states have designated military judges within the state's National Guard;
some do not. These judges preside over courts-martial under authority and procedures of State
codes, and individual states have additional certification requirements. National Guard military
judges are nominated by the State Judge Advocate and selected by the Chief Trial Judge; trained
. at the Military Judge Course, TJAGSA; and then certified, if otherwise qualified, by TJAG. In
the event of mobilization, FM 27-100 provides for properly certified and currently trained
National Guard military judges to be used under direction of the Chief Trial Judge (Atch 17). 
Selection, training, and certification. Selection, training, and certification policies and
procedures for active and reserve component military judges are set out in Section VII, Appendix
Personnel Policies, JAGC Personnel and Activity Directory and Personnel Policies (Atch 18).
Tenure. Military judges are tenured for a period of at least three years. The Anny's tenure
policy is set out in Chapter 8, AR 27-10, and the personnel policies directory mentioned above.
Misconduct and Professional Responsibility. Article 6a, UCMJ, and Rule for Courts-Martial
109, Manual for Courts-Martial, provide procedures for the professional supervision of military
judges and for handling complaints against military judges arid inquiries into allegations of
judicial misconduct. Section III, AR 27-10, provides procedures for suspension of military
judges for misconduct; judicial misconduct or unfitness; or violations of the Code of Judicial
Conduct, the Army Rules of Professional Conduct for Lawyers (AR 27-26), or other applicable
standards. Army military judges are governed by the 1972 American Bar Association Code of
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Judicial Conduct (see AR 27-1, para. 7-2). Chapter 7, AR 27-1, provides procedures for
investigation of complaints against military judges regarding professional responsibility (See
Atch 11).
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3. Navy-Marine Corps. Appellate Judges. The Chief Appellate Judge heads the Navy-Marine
Corps Court of Criminal Appeals. The Chief Appellate Judge assigns the appellate judges to
panels, and cases are assigned to the panels in accordance with the rules of court. A senior judge
heads each panel. The Chief Appellate Judge promulgates the Rules of Practice for the judges
and counsel. The Chief Appellate Judge is barred by statute (Article 66, UCMJ) from reporting
on the performance of the other judges. The Judge Advocate General of the Navy signs the
fitness reports of the appellate judges.

Trial Judges. The ChiefTrial Judge is the officer-in-charge of the Navy-Marine Corps Trial
Judiciary. Each of the thirteen Circuit Judges reports to the Chief Trial Judge. The Circuit
Judges detail trial judges to courts-martial in their circuits.' The Judge Advocate General of the
Navy signs the fitness report of the Chief Trial Judge. For Navy Circuit Judges and any Navy
Captain Trial Judge, the Chief Trial Judge signs the fitness reports and The Judge Advocate
General of the Navy endorses the recommendation for promotion (or changes it). The Circuit
Judges sign fitness reports on their subordinates, except as noted above. For Marine Corps
Circuit Judges, the Chief Trial Judge is the Reporting Senior and The Judge Advocate General is
the Reviewing Officer. Marine Corps Circuit Judges are the Reporting Seni()r for their
subordinates and the Chief Trial Judge is the Reviewing Officer.
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There are nineteen Navy and fifteen Marine Corps active duty judges. In the reserves, there are
twelve Naval reserve and nine Marine Corps reserve judges.
Although the Navy and Marine Corps have a unified judiciary, under Art 6, UCMJ, Navy judges
and Marine Corps judges are made available for duty with the judiciary through their respective
personnel assignment branches and not by The Judge Advocate General of the Navy. This may
complicate any unifo.rm approach to set terms of duty for the Navy-Marine Corps Trial Judiciary.
In addition to applicable Uniform Code of Military Justice and Manual for Courts-Martial
provisions, the Trial Judiciary is established and governed under Secretary of the Navy
Instruction (SECNA VINSn 5400.40 (Atch 19), Judge Advocate General Instruction (JAGINST)
5813.4E (ch. 3) (Atch 20), and JAGINST 5803.1B (Atch 21). The Navy-Marine Corps Court of
Criminal Appeals is established by statute and governed by its rules of court published in the
Military Justice Reporters. The Appellate and Trial Judge candidates are selected by the
personnel managers of Navy and Marine Corps judge advocates from qualified individuals in
consultation with The Judge Advocate General, screened by a board in accordance with
JAGINST 5817.1 (Atch 22) and JAGINST 5817.50 (Atch 23), and personally certified by The
Judge Advocate General of the Navy under Art. 26(b), UCMJ, after completion of the Military
Judge Course at the Anny Judge Advocate General's School.

•
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4. Coast Guard. Appellate Judges. The Coast Guard Court of Criminal Appeals consists of a
Chief Judge, who is a civilian GS-IS having this as his full-time duty, and at least two (presently
five) other judges, civilian or military, who serve on the court as a collateral duty. The judges
are arranged in various combinations to fonn panels of three judges each. The Chief Judge
position has for over 21 years been filled by a retired Navy appellate judge (three different
people during that period). The other civilian judges have been retired Coast Guard officers who
had served on the court while on active duty. The military judges have been law specialists
serving as office chiefs under the Coast Guard Chief Counsel (in offices with no UCMJ
responsibilities) or in other Coast Guard Headquarters offices or nearby units.
The Chief Counsel recommends candidates for The Judge Advocate General of the Coast Guard
to assign as appellate judges.
The Chief Judge's perfonnance evaluations are written by the civilian Deputy Chief Counsel.
The Deputy Chief Counsel serves as Acting Chief Counsel in the absence of the Chief Counsel,
and in that capacity may refer cases to the CCA. He also evaluates, as supervisor, the Chief of
Military Justice, who supervises appellate government counsel. The military appellate judges.
who serve under the Chief Counsel have the Deputy Chief Counsel as supervisor and the Chief
Counsel as reporting and reviewing officer. Any military judge who does not serve under the
Chief Counsel is rated entirely by persons with no responsibilities under the l)CMJ. At present
the only civilian judge besides the Chief Judge is rated by a military office chief (a person with
no responsibilities under the UCMJ), then the Deputy Chief Counsel. Any civilian judge who
was an office chief would have the same rating chain as the Chief Judge. The statutory
protections of Article 66(g) are observed in letter and spirit: no person on the court rates another
person on the court, whether military or civilian.
Trial Judges. The Coast Guard trial jUdiciary consists ofthe Chief Trial Judge, an 0-6 billet,
and a number (presently eight) of collateral duty special court-martial judges. The latter are
SJAs, assistants of SJAs, and headquarters staff attorneys, who preside over trials in locations
other than their own AORs. The Chief Trial Judge receives all docketing requests for special and
general courts-martial and details a judge to each case, which may be himself or herself; in a
special court-martial case, one of the special court-martial judges; or a judge of another service.
The Coast Guard Military Justice Manual, at Article 6.D.l (Atch 22), sets forth procedures and
standards for selection of new military judges. The Chief Trial Judge and the Chief, Office of
Legal Policy & Program Development review applications and consider the number of new
military judges to be certified. Based on their input, the Chief Counsel of the Coast Guard
recommends candidates for certification to the Coast Guard's Judge Advocate General, the
Department of Transportation General Counsel. The Chief Counsel, who is the designee for this
and most other UCMJ purposes of The Judge Advocate General of the Coast Guard, designates a
certified military judge as Chief Trial Judge.
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A merit selection process 
There is a merit selection process currently in place based upon the best qualified being selected
by the service TJAGs.

It is important to know the opinion of the target audience (military trial and appellate judges)
concerning their prospects for promotion. The majority (66%) disagreed with the statement that
assignment as a military judge has a positive impact on career progression. Further, an
overwhelming 96% disagreed that an 0-6 assignment as a full-time trial judge was considered
career enhancing for competition to flag or general officer rank. As to 0-6 assignment as an
appellate judge, 94% disagreed that it was career enhancing for flag or general rank.
Additionally, 77% agreed that an 0-6 assignment as trial judge was detrimental for competition
to flag or general rank, while 75% had the same opinion as to appellate judge assignments.
In determining who should select military judges for assignment, 68% agreed it should be the
TJAGs. Eighty-one percent (81%) disagreed that an independent board ofline and JAG officers
should make the decision. If an independent board was used, however, then 88% agree the board
should select from a list of candidates provided by the TJAGs.
As far as the need for uniformity of the selection processes within the services, the majority
disagreed with the concept - 64% of trial judges and 61 % of appellate judges.
The vast majority, 89%, agreed published minimum qualifications for military judges should be
available.
Finally, 80% agreed that the current military judge selection process, within their service, works.
Fixed terms of office 
Set terms of office for military judges would create a more independent and fair judiciary (59%);
would contribute to a more professionally competent military judiciary (54%); would not create a
significant risk of protecting incompetent/irresponsible judges (76%); and would not
significantly increase the potential for judges to abuse the office (90%).
Set terms of office would attract highly qualified lawyers (volunteers) to the judiciary (50%) and
it would favorably affect the military judges' view ofjudge assignments (55%).
Sixty-six percent (66%) agree that there should be set terms of office for trial judges and 69%
agree for appellate judges, with the most frequently suggested term being three years, followed
closely by a suggestion of five years. If a set term of office was implemented, new judges should

•
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IF ANY, TO INCLUDE: A MERIT SELECTION PROCESS; FIXED TERMS OF
OFFICE; INDEPENDENT PROMOTION SYSTEM BASED UPON LONGEVITY
RATHER THAN ORDER OF MERIT; PROCEDURES FOR HANDLING
GRIEVANCES AND MISCONDUCT; AND THE FEASIBILITY OF AN "ALL
SERVICE" JUDICIARY.
It goes without saying that we need an independent-minded judiciary. The question is, to what
extent does the judiciary need structural independence?
As a human institution, our judiciary can never be perfect; no system or structure can guarantee
that every judge will be independent-minded. However, the survey shows that present military
judges overwhelmingly feel independent and have confidence in the independence of the
judiciary as a whole.

It is also true that no system or structure can guarantee immunity against perceptions of lack of
independence. Nevertheless, reductions in the possibilities for such perceptions through
increased structural independence would be beneficial.
Increased structural independence would have disadvantages. The specifics of these
disadvantages would depend on the structural characteristics. A reasonable structure would serve
to minimize appearance of any such pressures, without imposing large burd~ns or artificial
constraints.
The IJWG considered the possible structural changes set forth in its charter: merit selection
process; fixed terms of office; independent promotion system based upon longevity rather than
merit; procedures for handling grievances and misconduct; and the feasibility of an "all service"
judiciary. In this section, discussion of these five possibilities is presented.
Merit selection process. Each of the services has a process that includes consideration of merit,
described in the Findings portion of this report. In each service the process culminates in
certification by The Judge Advocate General, in.accordance with Article 26. To the extent the
IJWG's charter contemplated a process in which a person or entity other than TJAG would make
a final decision on certification, we discern little or no benefit to such an arrangement. The
survey does not support it, and the process lacks visibility to the public so that any change is
unlikely to have much impact on the appearance of independence. The disadvantage lies in the
impact on traditional military structure, with TJAG at the head of and having responsibility for
the services' attorneys.
Fixed terms of office: some loss of flexibility. Issues could vary widely depending on the
rigidity of the policy. As noted above, the survey revealed differing levels of support for
exceptions to fixed terms based on needs of the service (74%); military exigencies (90%); and a
judge's consent to early transfer (94%). There are correspondingly different levels of problems
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associated with these exceptions. The services likely have differing abilities to accommodate
these issues, depending on the size of the judge corps relative to the whole JAG corps or
population of law specialists, among other things.

•

Promotion based upon longevity: negative impact in relationships with non-judge peers. Each of
the services is constrained by legislation and implementing regulations affecting the numbers of
officers that may be in active service in each grade. Within the Anny, Air Force, and the Navy,
selections for promotions occur within the judge advocate staff corps ofeach of those services.
Within the Marine Corps and Coast Guard, however, there is no judge advocate or law specialist
corps. In these smaller services, judge advocates and law specialists compete for promotion with
the unrestricted line community and are selected for promotion by the same boards that select
officers in the line community for promotion. It is likely that the negative impact of promotion
incentives focused on support for an independent judiciary will be more pronounced and
widespread within these services than in services wherein selection for promotion occurs within
the judge advocate community.
In either environment, all agree the potential negative impact exceeds the potential benefit to
judicial independence.
Guidance for grievance and misconduct procedures is uniform under Art 6(a) and RCM 109.
Implementation is under service specific regulations.
'

•

All-service judiciary: difficulties of integrating assignments and logistic arrangements, plus
issues of having judges unfamiliar with accused's service, including traditions, customs, and
service specific regulations. The IJWG discussions have focused on the very noticeable
differences among the services, specifically the missions and environments. Each member of the
IJWG agrees that supplying judges in special circumstances to sister services does work, but the
multitude of problems that would surface in the making of a "purple" judiciary militate against
such a revolutionary change. It should be noted, too, that the judicial independence inherent in a
judge who is not a part of the service of the convening authority carries with it an estrangement
from the community, including the accused. Both the onlooking community and, in some cases,
even the accused may have less confidence in the judge of another service than in ajudge of their
own service, which may undermine confidence in the military justice process - a result that
would be thoroughly counterproductive.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS
The survey strongly supports the conclusion that the judiciary is independent. At the same time,
the survey supports establishment of fixed terms of office. This item could be expected to

•
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HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
WASHINGTON, DC
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Aug 99

\fE\10RA?\:DUM FOR THE JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERA.L OF THE AIR FORCE
THE JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERAL OF THE ARMY
THE JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERAL OF THE NA VY
THE SJA TO THE COMMANDANT OF THE MARINE CORPS
THE CHIEF COUNSEL. US COAST GUARD
FROM:

AF/JAJ

SUBJECT:

000 Joint Service Committee on Military Justice (JSC)

"I~dependent

Judiciary Study"

The 000 Joint Service Committee on Military Justice requests your support in identifying one or
more members of your organization to staffan ad hoc JSC working group to study whether the creation
of an "independent judiciary" is either feasible or desirable.
On I:! Dec 96. Chief Judge Cox. on behalf of the Code Committee. forwarded to the 000
General Counsel a letter requesting the JSC study this issue. On 3 I Jan 97. the General Counsel referred
the proposal to the JSC indicating that the issues merited study. Although. the JSC has been adequately
manned to perfonn its primary mission of reviewing the Manual for Courts-Maniat on an annual basis
under 000 Directive 5500. I 7, it has not been sufficiently staffed to undertake this large study without
sacrificing its primary role. As you all know, the JSC has also been working a number of other special
projects. We believe that with your help we should now tum our anent ion to this imponant maner. In
ordc:r to conduct the study, the JSC requests your support in identifying appropriate individuals (not
currently tasked to the JSC) who have experience as a military judge or are otherwise qualified and who
can participate in the study on a part-time basis for a one year period beginning 1 Sep 99~ A copy of the
proposed c~arter is attached.

•

JAMES R. VAN ORSDOL. Colonel, USAF
Acting Chair. 000 Joint Service Committee
on Military Justice
Attachments:
I . Proposed Charter
., DoD/GC Ltr, 31 Jan 97
3. Code Committee Ltr, I~ Dec 96

•

CHARTER
DoD Joint Sen·ice Committee Independent Judiciary \Vorking Group
A. Official Designation: 000 Joint Service Comminee Independent Judiciary Working
Group. This is a one-year ad hoc subgroup of the Joint Service Comminee established
per the gc::nc::ral authority of 000 Directive 5500.17.
B. Objecth·es and Scope of Activities: To study and provide findings and
recommendations concerning the desirability and feasibility of an independent jUdiciary.
C. Composition: The subgroup will consist of 5 voting members. Each Armed Force
shail nominate a voting member. and can nominate other non-voting members as
appropriate.
D. Chairman: The Air Force nominee shall serve as the chair.
E. Description of Duties: The Working Group shall study and prepare a comprehensive
report with findings and recommendations on the desirability and feasibility of an
independent jUdiciary. The report will include:
( 1) A review of the present state of the law;
(2) The present structures and rules pertaining to each service's trial and appellate
judiciary;
(3) The need for and desirability of an independent judiciary;
(4) The feasibility of an independent judiciary with potential solutions, if any. to
include a merit selection process; fixed terms of office; independent promotion system
based upon longevity rather than order of merit; procedures for handling grievances and
misconduct; and the feasibility of an "all service" judiciary; and
(5) Any draft proposed legislation or regulations.
F. Estimated Number and Frequency of Meetings: The Working Group shall meet at
least every month or more often as necessary. at the call of the chair.
G. Time Period: The Working Group must render its final report one-year after its
creation.
H. Report: The subgroup shall report its findings and recommendations, in writing, to
the Voting Group of the 000 loint Service Comminee on Military Justice. The Working
Group will vote on all recommendations by simple majority with each Anned Force
.having one vote.

_.
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GENERAL COUNSEl. OF" THE O£FAR TMENT OF" DEFENSE:
WASHIN(;'ON. c.c. zO.lO 1·1 '00

MEMORANDUM :OR CHAIR, JOINT SERVICE COMMITTEE ON MILITARY
Sv~J~CT:

•

JUST!C~

Code Commiccee Proposals

In the attached letter, dated December 12, 1996, Chief
Judge Cox requests that the JSC study several proposals recently
considered by the Code Committee. I have reviewed the proposals
. and agree that they merit study by the JSC.
Please study the Code Committee's proposals and report your
recommendations to me. You may include all proposals in one
report or, if you find it more convenient, you may report on each
separately. I reali:e some of these proposals will require
excensive review by JSC members and their principals. I would
appreciate periodic progress repores, so that I may keep Chie~
Judge Cox informed. If you have any questions, please call·
Colonel Tom Becker, at 695-1055.

()~. !&:!!::;
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Attachment
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DecembCl' 12. 1996

The Honorable Judith A. Yiiller
General Counsel
Department of Defense
Th: Pc:::::;::r.
Washington, D.C. 20301-]600

Dear Ms. Miller:
On September JO, 1996, the Uniform Code of Military Justice Com:nittec
met at this Court. I was asked to transmit several requests to you for consideration
by the Department of Defense Joint Service Committee OD Miliwy Justice.
Representatives from the Joint Services Committee were present and are aware of
the requests.

First. we would request that the Joint Services Committee'take a serious
look at whether the creation of an "independent judiciary" is either feasible or
desirable. We did not discuss at length what the concept of an independent
judiciary might include, but the idea would incorporate consideration of some or all
of the following: A merit selection process; fixed tenns of office; an independent
promotion system based upon longevity rather than order of merit; and procedW'Cs
for ha.'"lciling grie\an~ and misconduct.
Th: st'.:::!y might also include
consideration of whether or not the time is ripe for an "all service" judiciary rather
than a separate judiciary for each branch of service.
Second, we would request that the Joint ServiceCommittce do rcomplcte
of .4..1"!ide IS, UC-\(.!. !(l USC §" 81S. At;... in, we did roat cii.~U.4C5it len¥th
what might be ripe for consideration. but some comments pointed toward the
revision of Article 15 authority, creating a more useful -disciplinary system" for
comm;mders to supplement and complement the "judicial system."
~.;Cy

Professor Fred Lederer of the Marsball Wythe School of Law is interested
in furnishing ideas for consideration by the committee. I am certain that he is well
known by the committee membe~.
From a different source. an ad hoc study group of court law clerks and
commissioners, r have been requested to ask the military services to consider the
desirability of establishing uniform standards for the content and format of records
of trial. Enclosed is a copy of a letter I sent to the Judge Advocates General of the
services discussing the proposal. Although I received prompt and optimistic
respcnses. I do oot know if any follow-up was accomplished. On reflection, it
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•
would seem the Joint Services Commjnec would be a good forum to discuss the
relative advantages and disadvantages to uniform records of trial. I urge the
Committee to look at the Air Force instructions regarding records.
Lastly, for your information. I have asked the Honorable Andrew S. E1trOD to
chair a subcommittee to consider the role of the Code Comminee in future years. If
you or any of your staff have ideas regarding the appropriate role of the COmmittee.
please feeJ free to share them with Judge Effron. Your suppo" of the Committee has
been most appreciated.

MostSinCe~

~COXIII'

-. \~-~

E:lc:L(afS}.

Copies to;

Members. Code Committee
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I Nov 99

MEMORANDUM FOR COL MCSHANE
FROM: AFLSAlJAJT
SUBJECT:

INDEPENDENT JUDICIARY WORKING GROUP, MINUTES 25 OCT 99

1. The initial session of the Independent Judiciary Working Group (IJWG) convened at
0930 on 25 Oct 99. Members in attendance were Col McShane, USAF; Col Merck, USA; Capt
McLaughlin, USN; Lt Col Brand, USAF; and Maj Frank, USMC.

2. Col Russell, AFLSAlJAJM and Chair of the DoD Joint Service Committee (JSC) on
Military Justice, explained the tasking for this working group. The Charter, which was provided
to all attendees, was reviewed. Col McShane, as the Air Force voting member, will be the
working group chair. Each service will have one equal vote on issues. The focus of the group is
to look at the feasibility and desirability of an independent judiciary. If necessary, the group will
provide draft legislation proposals. Reporting requirements include quarterly updates provided to
Col Russell or Lt Col Jaster, AFLSAlJAJM. Final report from the Group is due 1 Nov 00'
(contrary to the date included in the tasking letter, dated 20 Aug 99).
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3. The Group discussed whether the Group was representing the individual services or
the individual experience of the members. It was detennined the Group was a filter for JSC and
that all reports go to the JSc. Differences between the services as to appointment ofjudges,
rating chains, and outlook for promotions were discussed.
4. Immediate taskings for each service representative include compiling a history of the
judiciary in each service, gathering pertinent service regulations, and defining the particular
rating chains. Additionally, Col Merck will track down a germane Law Review article from
William and Mary. Capt McLaughlin will secure the PAT report. Col McShane will review the
survey completed in 1984 and gather information for a proposed questionnaire. The
questionnaire will be distributed to sitting judges NL T JanlFeb 00, and will be discussed at the
Interservice Military Judges' Seminar.
5. The next scheduled meeting is 22 Nov 99 at 0930 in the AFLSA conference room,
Carpenter Building, Bolling AFB D.C. The meeting was adjourned at 1100.

Barbara G. Brand, Lt Col, USAF

•

22 Nov 99

MEMORANDUM FOR COL MCSHANE
FROM: AFLSAlJAJT
SUBJECT:

INDEPENDENT JUDICIARY WORKING GROUP, MINUTES 22 Nov 99

1. The second session of the Independent Judiciary Working Group (IJWG) convened at
0930 on 22 Nov 99. Members in attendance were Col McShane·, USAF; Col Merck·, USA;
Capt McLaughlin·, USN; Capt McClelland·, USCG; Col Murnane, USAF; Lt Col Naugle·,
USMC; Lt Col Brand, USAF; and Lt O'Grady, USN. (·Voting members)
2. One correction was noted in the minutes from the previous meeting. Information
concerning the first two taskings - present state of the law and service specific structures - was
provided to the group. The Coast Guard, Navy and Air Force will provide further detail at the
next meeting.
3. The main topic of this meeting was formulating a focus for future meetings and the
final report. After a very interactive and informative discussion, it was det~rmined the focus of
this group would center on the trial and appellate judges' view on the independence of the
judiciary and the correlating issues.
4. Pertinent comments from the 83-84 study were provided to the group, along with a
sample questionnaire taken from the same study. Col Murnane provided insight on possible
areas of questions to be added or tailored in the questionnaire based upon previous exposure to
the public views on the same issue (Judicial Independence) in the civilian sector. She has agreed
to provide those questions to the group prior to the next scheduled meeting.
5. Immediate taskings for each service representative include reviewing the sample
questionnaire and questions provided by Col Murnane and determine relevance and to which
group, trial or appellate judges, they apply; expanding or refining the current service system (the
Army has completed theirs); and reviewing the information provided by each service, with
special focus on the Law Review article from William and Mary.
5. The next scheduled meeting is 13 Dec 99 at 0930 in the AFLSA conference room,
Carpenter Building, Bolling AFB D.C. The meeting was adjourned at 1100.

,.

Barbara G. Brand, Lt Col, USAF

•
23 Dec 99

MEMORANDUM FOR COL MCSHANE
FROM: AFLSAlJAJT
SUBJECT:

INDEPENDENT JUDICIARY WORKING GROUP, MINUTES 13 Dec 99

1. The third session of the Independent Judiciary Working Group (IJWG) convened at
0930 on 13 Dec 99. Members in attendance were Col McShane·, USAF; Col Merck·, USA;
Capt McLaughlin·, USN; Capt McClelland·, USCG; Col Murnane, USAF; Col Casida, USA;
Col Trant, USA; Lt Col Brand, USAF; and Lt O'Grady, USN. (·Voting members)
2. The minutes from the previous meeting were adopted.
3. The main topic of this meeting was the questionnaire. Capt McLaughlin had taken
Col Murnane's questions and reworked them so they would be in questionnaire fonn. The group
then went over all the questions, those taken from the 83-84 study and Col Mumane's/Capt
McLaughlin's. A potential questionnaire was compiled.
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4. Immediate taskings for each service representative included securing the rules for
diciplining judges. These are to be discussed in Jan 00. Lt Col Brand will consolidate all the
inputs to the questionnaire.
5. The next scheduled meeting is 10 Jan 00 at 0930 in the AFLSA conference room,
Carpenter Building, Bolling AFB D.C. The meeting was adjourned at 1120.

Barbara G. Brand, Lt Col, USAF

•

10 January 2000

MEMORANDUM FOR WORKING GROUP MEMBERS
FROM: AFLSNJAJT
SUBJECT: INDEPENDENT JUDICIARY WORKING GROUP, MINUTES 10 Jan 2000
1. The fourth session of the Independent Judiciary Working Group (IJWG) convened at
0930 on 10 January 2000. Members in attendance were Col McShane·, USAF; Col Merck·,
USA; Capt McLaughlin·, USN; Capt McClelland·, USCG; and Col Trant, USA. (·Voting
members.)
.
2. The minutes from the previous meeting were adopted.
3. Each service provided rules for disciplining military judges. The rules were
discussed. Basically, R.C.M. 109 provides guidance for investigating judicial misconduct by
sitting judges; each service follows R. C.M. 109 either specifically or in practice. The consensus
was that a criminal investigation of a military judge, as opposed to an investigation ofjudicial
conduct of a military judge, would run as a parallel investigation to an R.C.M. 109 investigation.
4. The latest version of the questionnaire was passed out and each member will respond
bye-mail by COB 18 January 2000 with suggested changes. A brief discussion of whether each
service needed to contact its survey-approval office resulted in the decision to have only the Air
Force seek such approval. The Air Force is acting as executive agent for the DoD working group
and coordination with three or four other offices could result in delay or other obstacles. Air
Force repr~sentatives will contact the office that assists with proper design of survey questions.
5. Colonel Merck will look for a special instruction given to Anny promotion board
members regarding military judges.
6. Future working group activities will·include sending the finalized questionnaire out to
judges and analyzing the results.
The next scheduled meeting is 22 February 2000 at 0930 in the AFLSA conference room,
Carpenter Building, Bolling AFB D.C. The meeting was adjourned at 1030.

MICHAEL B. McSHANE, Colonel, USAF
Chair, Working Group

•
There was no meeting held in February due to conflicts in schedules.
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22 Mar 00

MEMORANDUM FOR COL MCSHANE
FROM: AFLSAlJAJT
SUBJECT:

INDEPENDENT JUDICIARY WORKING GROUP, MINUTES 20 Mar 00

1. This session of the Independent Judiciary Working Group (lJWG) convened at 0930
on 20 Mar 00. Members in attendance were Col McShane·, USAF; Col Merck·, USA; Capt
McLaughlin·, USN; Capt McClelland·, USCG; Col Murnane, USAF; Col Casida, USA; Lt Col
Brand, USAF; Lt Col Naugle·, USMC and Col Gary Smith, USA. (·Voting members)

2. The minutes from the previous meeting were adopted.
3. The main topic of this meeting was the results of the questionnaire. Lt Col Brand
provided charts that broke the results out according to branch of the service, rank, time in the
service and time on the bench. Additionally, the answers were provided to each question;
grouping the strongly agree and agree responses together and the strongly disagree and disagree
responses together.
4. After reviewing the responses, the members discussed the material. There appeared to
be major differences between responses by the active duty members and the reserve members of
each branch. There was discussion ofjustice being Job 1 and the different promotion systems.
There was a general consensus that the services usually get better judges if they are moved in
and out of the judiciary. There are exceptions. There was also a consensus that we had targeted
the correct audience with our questionnaires when reviewing our tasking sent down from the
JSC. The committee was informed that Col McShane and Capt McLaughlin would brief the
results at the Interservice Military Judges' Seminar at Maxwell AFB AL on 10 April 2000. The
members requested Lt Col Brand forward a copy of the questionnaire with the agree and
disagree answers electronically.
5. The focus of future meetings will be preparing an answer to the JSC directive, as the
data has now been collected.
6. The next scheduled meeting is 24 April 2000 at 0930 in the AFLSA conference room,
Carpenter Building, Bolling AFB D.C. The meeting was adjourned at 1100.

Barbara G. Brand, Lt Col, USAF

•
27 Apr 00

MEMORANDUM FOR COL MCSHANE
FROM: AFLSAlJAJT
SUBJECT: INDEPENDENT JUDICIARY WORKING GROUP, MINUTES 24 Apr 00
1. This session of the Independent Judiciary Working Group (IJWG) convened at 0930
on 24 Apr 00. Members in attendance were Col McShane·, USAF; Col Merck·, USA; Capt
McLaughlin·, USN; Capt McClelland·, USCG; Lt Col Brand, USAF; Lt Col Naugle·, USMC
and LT O'Grady, USN. (·Voting members)
2. The minutes from the previous meeting were adopted.
3. The main topic of this meeting was the preparation of the final report to be submitted
to the JSc. After analyzing the tasking which contains 5 paragraphs that are to be in the final
report, the Working Group divided up the initial responsibilities. Lt O'Grady will prepare a
summary reviewing the present state of the law, paragraph one. Each voting member will
prepare a synopsis of their service's present structures and rules pertaining to the trial and
appellate judiciary, including attachments, paragraph two. For the third paragraph, each voting
member will prepare a summary addressing the "need for and desirability" of an independent
judiciary. Lt Col Brand will review the questionnaires and summarize the information as it
pertains to the fourth paragraph dealing with potential solutions. The fifth paragraph "proposed
legislation or regulations" will be handled after the other four paragraphs are finalized.
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4. The next scheduled meeting is 22 May 2000 at 0930 in the AFLSA conference room,
Carpenter Building, Bolling AFB D.C. The meeting was adjourned at 1100.

Barbara G. Brand, Lt Col, USAF

•

•
26 May 00

MEMORANDUM FOR COL MCSHANE
FROM: AFLSAlJAJT
SUBJECT: INDEPENDENT JUDICIARY WORKING GROUP, MINUTES 22 May 00
1. This session of the Independent Judiciary Working Group (IJWG) convened at 0930
on 22 May 00. Members in attendance were Col McShane·, USAF; Col Merck·, USA; Capt
McLaughlin·, USN; Capt McClelland·, USCG; Col Smith, USA; Col Murnane, USAF; Lt Col
Brand, USAF; and Lt Col Naugle·, USMC. (·Voting members)
2. The minutes from the previous meeting were adopted.
3. The main topic of this meeting was the preparation of the final report to be submitted
to the JSC. The Coast Guard, Army and Air Force provided copies of input for the report to the
members. The Navy and the Marine Corps will send their input electronically and Lt Col Brand
will forward it to all the members (completed 24 May 2000). Discussion on the individual inputs
and the differences in philosophy (particularly with the Marines) was held. Questions were
asked about a judge voluntarily leaving a judge assignment and whether that 'affected the
independence of the jUdiciary. A possible fonnat for the final report was suggested by Col
McShane and tacitly accepted by the Group. Future meetings were discussed. The meeting in
June was cancelled due to scheduling conflicts. Before the next meeting in July, all Group
members will review all the inputs and provide additional comments/input to Lt Col Brand. She
will compile a very rough draft report and disperse it to the members NLT 10 July 2000 for
review prior to the next scheduled meeting, 17 July 2000. It was agreed that there would be a
need for meetings in Aug and Sep. (Those have tentatively been set up for 21 Aug and 18 Sep.)
4. The next scheduled meeting is 17 Jul2000 at 0930 in the AFLSA conference room,
Carpenter Building, Bolling AFB D.C. The meeting was adjourned at 1030.

Barbara G. Brand, Lt Col, USAF

•

•
'25 July 00

MEMORANDUM FOR COL MCSHANE
FROM: AFLSAlJAJT
SUBJECT:

INDEPENDENT JUDICIARY WORKING GROUP, MINUTES 17 July 00

1. This session of the Independent Judiciary Working Group (IJWG) convened at 0930
on 17 Jul 00. Members in attendance were Col McShane·, USAF; Col Merck·, USA; Capt
McClelland·, CG; Col Murnane, USAF; Lt Col Brand, USAF; and Lt Col Naugle·, USMC.
(·Voting members)
2. The minutes from the previous meeting were adopted.
3. The main topic of this meeting was the preparation of the final report to be submitted
to the JSC. Lt Col Brand previously sent a rough draft to all committee members for their
review. At the meeting there was a great deal of discussion on the format and content of the
report. There were inputs from all members present, to include how some services could "beef
up" their inputs. It was decided the statistical data, prepared previously by Lt, Col Brand, would
be an attachment to the final report. Each member was encouraged to "scrub" the report and send
all changes to Lt Col Brand as soon as possible.

•

4. The group discussed how to prepare recommendations and it was decided Capt
McClelland would draft the first rendition and forward it to each of the voting members for
input.
5. Additionally, Capt McClelland agreed to check the references in the history for
accuracy and forward those to Lt Col Brand.
6. The next scheduled meeting is 21 Aug 2000 at 0930 in the AFLSA conference room,
Carpenter Building, Bolling AFB D.C. The meeting was adjourned at 1030.

Barbara G. Brand, Lt Col, USAF

•

23 Aug 00

MEMORANDUM FOR COL McSHANE
FROM: AFLSAlJAJT
SUBJECT:

INDEPENDENT JUDICIARY WORKING GROUP, MINUTES 21 Aug 2000

1. This session of the Independent Judiciary Working Group (IJWG) convened at 0930
on 21 Aug 00. Members in attendance were Col McShane*, USAF; Col Merck*, USA; Capt
McClelland*, CG; Capt McLaughlin*, USN; Col Smith, USA; Lt Col Brand, USAF; and Lt Col
Naugle*, USMC. (*Voting members)

2. The minutes from the previous meeting were" adopted.

•

3. The entire meeting was spent reviewing the second draft of the report. Numerous
corrections and additions were made. Lt Col Brand will make the changes after receiving further
input from Capt McClelland, Capt McLaughlin and Lt Col Naugle. She will distribute draft #3
by the week's end.
4. The next scheduled meeting is 18 Sep 2000 at 0930 in the AFLSA conference room,
Carpenter Building, Bolling AFB D.C. The meeting was adjourned at 1145.

Barbara G. Brand, Lt Col, USAF

•

•
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QUESTIONNAIRE

DEMOGRAPHICS:

1. What is your grade?

0-4

0-5

0-6

2. How many years total active service?
11-15

8-10

16 or more

3. What is your branch of service?
Army

Air Force

Coast Guard

Marines

Navy

4. How many years have you been in your current assignment?

"

6-8

4-5

0-3

9 or more

(For Questions 5,6,9 and 13 - if you have performed functions described below as a
collateral duty or part-time, do not attempt to convert your answer to a full-time
equivalent. Simply answer the Questions as though you had performed them full-time.)

5. How many tours have you been a military judge, either trial or appellate?
1 tour

2 tours

3 tours

4 tours or more

6. How long have you been a military judge (cumulative)?

7-10 years

4-6 years

0-3 years

11 or more

7. How many years, if any, of non-judge advocate military experience do you have?
Not Applicable

1-5

6-10

over 10

8. Number of years as trial/defense counsel at any time in career?
1-3

4-6

6-9

10 or more

9. What types of courts are you authorized to preside over?
Special only

General & Special

Appellate

10. If your service has an established probationary period, are you currently
.
serving a probationary period?
Yes

Not Applicable

No

•

11. How many courts have you tried - SpCMs? GCMs? Lead Judge on Appellate
cases?
_ _ _GCMs

_ _ _SpCMs

_ _ _ _-..:Appellate

12. Do you believe you have ever been non-selected for promotion because you were
or are a judge? (If so, please explain at Question #64)
No

Yes

13. Have you ever been considered and selected for promotion while serving as a
judge?
Yes

No

USING A SCALE OF 1- 5 with - (1) strongly disagree (2) disagree (3) no opinion
(4) agree (5) strongly agree -Please answer the following

-14. Set terms of office for full-time military judges would create a more
independent and fair military judiciary.

•

15. Set terms of office for full-time military judges would contribute to a more
-professionally competent military judiciary.
_ _16. Set terms of office for full-time military judges create a significant risk of
protecting incompetent/irresponsible judges.
_ _17. Set terms of office for full-time military judges significantly increase the
potential for judges to abuse the office.
_ _18. Assignment as a military judge has a positive impact on career
progression.
_ _19. An 0-6 assignment to full-time military trial judge duty is considered the
type of duty that is career enhancing for competition for selection to flag or general
officer rank.
_ _.20. An 0-6 assignment to full-time military trial judge duty is considered the
type of duty that is detrimental for competition for selection to flag or general
officer rank.

•

21. An 0-6 assignment to duty at the Court of Criminal Appeals is considered
the type of duty that is career enhancing for competitioq for selection to flag or
general officer rank.

_ _.22. An 0-6 assignment to duty at the Court of Criminal Appeals is considered
the type of duty that is detrimental for competition for selection to flag or general
officer rank.
_ _23. Set terms of office would attract highly qualified lawyers (volunteers) to
the judiciary.
_~24.

If a set term of office provision were enacted, new judges should be

required to complete a probationary period.
_ _25. A set term of office would favorably affect your view of military judge
assignments.
_ _26. Competent service as a military judge should require selection for
promotion from the primary zone.
_~27.

A mandatory selection provision would adversely affect the general
relationship between judge advocates and other officers.

_ _28. A mandatory selection provision would adversely affect the general
relationship among the judge advocates who are judges and those lV~o are non
judges.
_ _29. A mandatory selection provision would attract highly qualified volunteers
to the judiciary.

_ _3.0. There should be a provision for set terms of office for military trial
judges.
_ _31. There should be a provision for set terms of office for Court of Criminal
Appeals judges.
_ _.32. Military trial judge appointments should be done uniformly in all
services.
_ _33. Military appellate judge appointments should be done uniformly in all
services.

_ _34. In determining who should be selected as a military judge, the JAG
should have sole discretion in appointing military judges.

-35. An independent board of line and JAG officers should make judge
appointments, similar to promotion boards.
36. If an independent board is used, the independent board should choose
from a list of candidates, compiled by the respective JAG.

•

o

- -37.

Published minimum qualifications for military judges should be available.

--"38.

Military exigencies should be an exception to the set term of office.

--39. Needs of the service should be an exception to the set term of office.
40. A judge's consent to shortening a set term should be an exception to a set
-term of office.
_ _41. An officer must always be a volunte"er to serve a set term as a military
judge.

-42. A judge's consent to extending a set term should be an exception to a set
term of office.
_ _43. The involuntary change of a judge's term should be appealable.
_ _44. The mechanism for a judge to be relieved for cause should be uniform
among all service branches.

•

*To give depth to this survey, please provide input on each of the following
questions.
45. If military judges had set terms, what should "term" mean as it applies to "set
term"? A 3 year tour of duty; 15 year appointment, unless good cause shown;
other?

46. Other than "for cause" relief, how many tours can a judge in your service
expect to serve (one tour, two tours, more?) How is that decision made? Do you, as
a judge, have some impact on the decision to either stay on the bench or be
reassigned?

•

47. Please give your opinion, if any, on whether the mechanism for a judge to be
relieved for cause should be uniform among all service branches? What mechanism
would you recommend?

48. Please give your opinion, if any, on whether there should be promotion based
upon longevity for judges? If so, should it be uniform among all service branches?

49. Do you personally believe you have ever experienced a circumstance where a
commander, staff judge advocate or conveningauthoritr, attempted. to influence you
improperly? Do you have any anecdotal information involving another judge who
may have believed this happened to them? Explain.

50. Are you aware of any instances in which a convening authority, a subordinate
commander, or staff officer acting for a commander has criticized a military judge
directly, indirectly, or through the military judge's superior for court related
decisions? How often? Did it relate to the judge's action on findings, sentencing or
other grounds? Do you think the criticism affected the judge's subsequent
decisions? Explain.

51. Have you ever been threatened with reassignment or actually been reassigned
because of a court-martial decision or appellate opinion? Explain.

•

52. Are you aware of any instances on which a military judge has ever b~en
threatened with reassignment or actually been reassigned because of a court-martial
decision? Explain.

•
53. Would a "set term of office" improve your performance as a judge?

54. Would "promotion based upon longevity" improve your performance as a
judge?

55. Would a "set term of office" make you feel that you have greater independence
as a judge?

56. Would a "promotion based upon longevity" make you feel that you have greater
independence as a judge?

•

57. Do you perceive any significant benefit that may be derived from giving military
judges set terms?

58. Do you perceive any significant benefit that may be derived from giving military
judges promotion based upon longevity?

•

•

•

59. Please give your opinion, if any, on the current military judge selection process
in your service.

60. Have you had adequate installation support? If not, is there any indication that
the hick of such support is related to any ruling by any military judge in your
district or circuit?

61. What perception related to judicial independence, if any, do you believe the
installation population has if that support comes from the installation convening
authority?

•

62. Please give your opinion, if any, whether we should have an "all service"
judiciary, trial or appellate. (If you have relevant experience, please explain.)

63. Do you believe the current system of judicial appointment within your JAG
department or Corps works? Is there a perception that it doesn't work? If so,
specifically why? If you think the system is broken what do you propose as a
solution?

64. Additional Comments:

•
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RESULTS

USING A SCALE OF 1 - 5 with -- (1) strongly disagree (2) disagree (3) no opinion
(4) agree (5) strongly agree ---Please answer the followingA 14. Set terms of office for full-time military judges would create a more
independent and fair milit~ry judiciary. ~l (A) -:- 50 (D)
_A_I5. Set terms of office for full-time military judges would contribute to a more
professionally competent military judiciary. 64 ~A) - 55 (D)
_0 _16. Set terms of office for full-time military judges create a significant risk of
protecting incompetent/irresponsible judges. 93 (D) - 29 (A)
_0_17. Set terms of office for full-time military judges significantly increase the
potential for judges to abuse the office. 113 (D) - 13 (A)
_0_18. Assignment as a military judge has a positive impact on career
progression. 61 (D) - 32 (A)
_D_I9. An 0-6 assignment to full-time military trial judge duty is considered the
type of duty that is career enhancing for competition for selection to flag or general
officer rank. 107 (D) - 5 (A)
,
_A_20. An 0-6 assignment to full-time military trial judge duty is considered the
type of duty that is detrimental for competition for selection to flag or general
officer rank. 82 (A) - 24 ( D ) '
.
_0_21. An 0-6 assignment to duty at the Court of Criminal Appeals is considered
the type of duty that is career enhancing for competition for selection to flag or
general officer rank. 92 (D) - 6 (A)
_A_22. An 0-6 assignment to duty at the Court of Criminal Appeals is considered
the type of duty that is detrimental for competition for selection to flag or general
officer rank. 78 (A) - 26 (D)
_tie_23. Set terms of office would attract highly qualified lawyers (volunteers) to the
judiciary. 35 (A) - 34 (D)
_A_24. If a set term of office provision were enacted, new judges should be
required to complete a probationary period. 96 (A) - 25 (D)
_A_25. A set term of office would favorably affect your view of military judge
assignments. 56 (A) - 45 (D)

•

D 26. Competent service as a military judge should require selection for
promotion from the primary zone. 71 (D) - 43 (A)
A 27. A mandatory selection provision would advenely affect the general
;elationship between judge advocates and other officen. 70 (A) - 49 (D)
A 28. A mandatory selection provision would advenely affect the general
;elationship among the judge advocates who are judges and those who are non
judges. 77 (A) - 34 (D)
_A_29. A mandatory selection provision would attract highly qualified volunteen
to the judiciary. 78 (A) - 33 (D)
A

30. There should be a provision for set terms of office for military trial judges.
81 (A) - 41 (D)

_A_31. There should be a provision for set terms of office for Court of Criminal
Appeals judges. 82 (A) - 36 (D)
D

32. Military trial judge appointments should be done uniformly in all services.
64 (D) - 35 (A)

•

_D_33. Military appellate judge appointments should be done uniformly in all
services. 63 (D) - 40 (A)
_A_34. In determining who should be selected as a military judge, the JAG should
have sole discretion in appointing military judges. 81 (A) - 39 (D)
_D_35. An independent board of line and JAG officen should make judge
appointments, similar to promotion boards. 100 (D) - 24 (A)
_A_36. If an independent board is used, the independent board should choose
from a list of candidates, compiled by the respective JAG. 105 (A) - 14 (D)
_A_37. Published minimum qualifications for military judges should be available.
114 (A) - 14 (D)
_A_38. Military exigencies should be an exception to the set term of office.
117 (A) -13 (D)
_A_39. Needs of the service should be an exception to the set term of office.
93 (A) - 33 (D)
_A_40. A judge's consent to shortening a set term should be an exception to a set
term of office. 124 (A) - 8 (D)

•

_A_41. An officer must always be
judge. 92 (A) - 33 (D)

~_~olunteer

to sen-e a set term as a military

A 42. A judge's consent to extending a set term should be an exception to a set
term of office. 117 (A) - 12 (D)
_A_43. The involuntary change of a judge's term should be appealable.
73 (A) - 46 (D)
_A_44. The mechanism for a judge to be relieved for cause should be uniform
among all sen-ice branches. 80 (A) - 41 (D) '.

*To give depth to this sun-ey, please provide input on each of the following
questions.
.
45. If military judges had set terms, what should "term" mean as it applies to "set
term"? A 3 year tour of duty; 15 year appointment, unless good cause shown;
other?

'"

3 YEARS (57)

5 YEARS (26)

46. Other than "for cause" relief, how many tours can a judge in your sen-ice
expect to sen-e (one tour, two tours, more?) How is that decision made? Do you, as
a judge, have some impact on the decision to either stay on the bench or be
reassigned?
2 TOURS (46)

JAIPERSONNEL

YES (53)

47. Please give your opinion, if any, on whether the mechanism for a judge to be
relieved for cause should be uniform among all sen-ice branches? What mechanism
would you recommend?
YES (58)

NO (44)

48. Please give your opinion, if any, on whether there should be promotion based
upon longevity for judges? If so, should it be uniform among all sen-ice branches?
NO (78)

YES (32)

49. Do you personally believe you have ever experienced a circumstance where a
commander, staff judge advocate or convening authority attempted to influence you
improperly? Do you have any anecdotal information involving another judge who
may have believed this happened to them? Explain.
NO (110)

•

YES (15)

50. Are you aware of any instances in which a convening authority, a subordinate
commander, or staff officer acting for a commander has criticized a military judge
directly, indirectly, or through the military judge's superior for court related
decisions? How often? Did it relate to the judge's action on findings, sentencing or
other grounds? Do you think the criticism affected the judge's subsequent
decisions? Explain.
NO (99)

YES (26)

51. Have you ever been threatened with reassignment or actually been reassigned
because of a court-martial decision or appellate opinion? Explain.
NO (123)

YES (0)

52. Are you aware of any instances on which a military judge has 'ever been
threatened with reassignment or actually been reassigned because of a court-martial
decision? Explain.
NO (118)

•

YES (7)

53. Would a "set term of office" improve your performance as a judge?
NO (101)

YES (27)

54. Would "promotion based upon longevity" improve your performance as a
judge?
NO (89)

YES (15)

55. Would a "set term of office" make you feel that you have greater independence
as a judge?
NO (76)

YES (47)

•

•

56. Would a hpromotion based upon longevity" make you feel that you have greater
independence as a judge?

YES (37)

NO (87)

57. Do you perceive any significant benefit that may be derived from giving military
judges set terms?
NO (53)

YES (73)

---

58. Do you perceive any significant benefit that may be derived from giving military
judges promotion based upon longevity?

YES (49)

NO (76)

;....

",.-.

-

•

59. Please give your opinion, if any, on the current military judge selection process
in your service.
BROKEN (23)

WORKS (91)

60. Have you had adequate installation support? If not, is there any indication that
the lack of such support is related to any ruling by any military judge in your
district or circuit?
NO (12)

YES (101)

NO (46)

YES (1)

61. What perception related to judicial independence, if any, do you believe the
installation population has if that support comes from the installation convening
authority?
POOR (15)

NO AFFECT (104)

62. Please give your opinion, if any, whether we should have an ~~all service"
judiciary, trial or appellate. (If you have relevant experience, please explain.)
NO (75)

YES (24)

63. Do you believe the current system of judicial appointment within your JAG
department or Corps works? Is there a perception that it doesn't work? Ifso,
specifically why? If you think the system is broken what do you propose as a
solution?

YES (109)

NO (13)

NO (41)

YES (12)

•

•

•

•
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I 825. Art. 25.(e)

APPENDIX 2

bis authority under tbis subsection to bis staff judge advocate or
legal officer or to any other principal assistallt.

§ 826. Art. 26. Military Judge of a general or
special court-martial
(a) .:... :niliwy judge shall be detailed to each general court
manial. Subject to regulations of the Secretary concerned. a mili
tarY judge may b~ _detailed to any special court-m.anial. The
SecretarY conc:med shall prescribe regulations providing for the
manner in which military judges are detailed for such courtS
martial 3IId for the persons wbo are authorized to detail militarY
judges for sucb couns-martial. The military judge shall preside
over each open session of :be court-manial to which be has bc:cn
detailed.
(b) A military judge shall be a. COmmWiODed officer of the
armed forces who is a member of the bill" of a Federal court or a
II1CII1ber of the bill" of the bi ghest court of a S tate and who is
certified to be qualified :or duty as 3 military judge by the Judge
Advoclte General of the armed force of Which such military
judge is a member.
(c) The: military judge of a gc:nc:r:a1 court-mania.I sball be desig
Dmd by the Judge Advoc:arc: General. or his desipc:e. of the
armed force of which the military judge is a membe:r for dc:Wl in
accordance with regulations prescribed under sublC:ction (a). VII
less the court-martial was convened by the PresicleDt or the Sc:c:re
tarV conc:med. Ileither the conveuiDg authority Ilor any member
of •bis staff shall prepare: or review any report COJlc:emiDg the:
effectiveness. timess. or :ificiency of :he military judge so de
tailed. wbicil relates to his perfonnaDce of duty as a military
judge. A colI1lI1i!sionea officer who is certified to be qualified for
dUty as a :niliwy judge of a general court-mania! may pezform
such duties oniy when he is assigned and directly responsible to
the Judge l~dvoC:lte GeneraL or hl.s designee. of the anned force
of which the :niliwy judge is a member 3IId may perform duties
of :I judicial or nonjudicial nature other than those relating to his
primary duty as a :niliwy judge or a general court-martial 'Rilen
such duties are :lSsigned to him by or with the approval of that
Judge .:"'dvocllte General or ilis designee.
(d) ~o person is eligible to act as military judge: in a C:l5e if he is
the accuser or a wimess for the prosecution or has acted as
investIgating officer or a counsel in the same c:ase.
(e) The military judge at 3 court-m.ania.I may UOt consult witb the
members or the court e:u:ept in the presence of the accused. trial
counseL and defense counseL Dor may be VOte with the members
of the court.

§ 827. Art. 27. Detail of trial counsel and defense
counsel
(ai(l) Trial counsel and defense counsel sbaD be decWed for
each general and special court-martial. AsmtaDt trial counsel and
assistallt and associate deiense counsel may be detailed for each
general and special court-martial. The Secrewy concerned shall
presaibc: regulations providing for the :%WIDer in whicb counsel
are detailed for such courtS-manial and for the persons who are
authorized to detail counsel far such courtS-martial.
(2) ~o per30n who has acted as investigating officer. military
judge. or court memDc:r in any c:IIC may act later as trial counsel.
auiswlt trial counseL or. unless expres$ly requested by the ac
cused. as defense counselor :lSsistaDt or associare deiense counsel

A2-a

i

in the same c:lSe. No persOD wbo bas acted for th~ proseCUtiOD
may act later in the same: case for the defense. Dar mav any
person who bas acted for the defense act later in the sam~ cas~
for the prosecutiOD.

I
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(b) Trial counselor defense counsel detailed for a generalcoun
martial
(1) :nust be a judge :ldvocate wbo is a ~ of an accred
ited law school or is a member of the bar of a Federal court or of
the !:!ignest cOurt of a State: or must be a II1CII1ber of :lie bar of 1
F:deral coun or of the highest court of a State: and

(2) must be cerlitied as competeDt to perform such duties by
the Judge Advocate General of the armed f~e of wbicn be is a
member.
(c) In the case of a special court-D'W'tiaJ
(1) the accused shall be Ufan1ed the opportDnity to be repre·
sented at the trial by counsel having the qua!.ific::ations prescribed
WIder section 827(b) of tIW title (article 27(b» lJIlless counsei
having such qualifications cannOt be obtained on account of pbys
ical conditiOllS or military exigencies. If counsel having sucb
qualifications C\I1DOt be obtained. the coun may be convened and
the trial held hat the convening authority shall make a detailed
written StatemCtlt. to be appended to the record. statiDg why
counsel with such quaiificatiOIll· could DOt be obrai.ac:d:
(2) if the trial counsel iJ qualified to act OIl couusel before a
general court-martial. the defense counsel lIet:liled by the conven
ing authority must be a person similarJy qualified: and

(3) if the trial counsel iJ a judge adVOClte or a member of the
bar of iI Feder.ll court or the highest court of a State. the defense
counsel detailed by the convening authority must be one of :he
foregoing.

§ 828. Art. 28. Detail or employment of reporters
and Interpreters
UDder such regulations as tbe Secretary coac:med may pre
scribe. the couveuiDg :luthority of a court-m:lftial. military com
missioD. or court of inquiry shall detail or employ qualified court
reponers. wilo shall record the proceedings of and testiraoDY
taken before that court or colIUIlimon. V nder Iilte regulations the
coaveuiDg authority of iI court-martial. military colI1lI1ission. or
court of inquiry may decul or :mploy ina:rpre=s who sbail
interpret for the court or commissioD.

§ 829. Art. 29. Absent and additional members
(a) No member or a gencnl or special court-mattial may be
3bsent or excused after the court IIaI been assembled ·for :he triill
or the accused uniess eXC".I3ed as 3 result of 3 challenge. excused
by the military judge for physical disability or other lood ~use.
or excused by order of the coaveDiIlg authority for good ~use.
(b) Whenever :I gc:ner;a1 court-martial_ other thaD a general ::aurt
manial composed of a miliary judge only. is reduced below Dve
memDers. the trial may Dot proceed unies. the CODVeuiDg author
sufficieDl in Dumber to provide IlOt less
ity details Ilew
thaD eve memben. The: :rial may proceed with the new members
preseDl :1Mr the recorded evidence previoUily intrOduced beiDre
the tnet11Den of the court has beeD read to !he court in the
presence of the military judge. the ~ aDd counsel ror ba!h
sides.
(c) Wheaever a special court-martial other thaD a special court

=meers
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ChapterS

COURT.MARTIAL COMPOSmON AND PERSONNEL.
REPORTERS. CONVENI!'IlG COURTS· MARTIAL
SectiOD A-CompositioD and Pe~DaeJ
5.1. Detail or Military Judie! (RCM SOJ[b»:
5.1.1. Chid Trial Judie. The Judge Advocate General's
designee for detail of military jUdges to couns-manial
within the Air Force is the Chief Trial Judge. USAF Trial
Judiciary (AFL.SAlJAJT).l72 Luke Avenue. Suite 343.
Bolling AFB. DC 20332·5113.
5.1.2. DetailiDC Military Juqes. The Chief Trial
Judge. USAF Trial Judiciary. details military judges to
SPCMs and oeMs. The Chief Trial Judge may delelale
this authoriry to any person assigned as an Air Force
military judge. A military judge with the authority to
detail military judges may detail himself or herself as
military judge to a coun·manial. Orders detailing military
judges may be oral. written. or in message form. Anach
written orders or messages. if any. to the record of trial
(ROn. Announce all orders detailing the military judge
at Dial.
5.1.2.1. A military judge from another Armed Force may
be detailed to Air Force couns·martial according to the
Armed Force's ~gulation applicable to military judges
and with the approval of the Chief Trial Judge. USAF
Trial Judiciary.
5.1.2.2. The Chief Trial Judge is TJAG's designee with
authoriry to make Air Force military judges available for
detail to trials convened by another Armed Force.
S.2. Detail or CouaseJ (RC!\1S0J[c)):
5.2.1. Procedure:

S.2.1.1. A Chief Circuit Defense Counsel (eeoc).
Circuit Defense Counsel (CDC). or the Chief or Deputy
Chief. Trial Defense Division (AfLSAlJAJD). 172 Luke
Avenue. Suite 343. Bolling AFB. DC 20332·5113. may
detail defense counsel. assistant defense counsel. and
associate defense counsel to any coun-awtial. The order
detailing counsel may be oral. written. or in message form.
Announce orders detailing counsel at Dial. A~h wriaen
or message orden. if any. to the ROT.
5.2.1.2. An SJA. Chief Circuit Trial Counsel (CCTC).
CiraJit Trial Counsel (CTC). or the Chief or Deputy
Chief. Government Trial and Appellate Counsel Division

(AFl.SAlJAJG) may detail· Dial counselor assistant tnal
counsel to any coun·martial. The order detailing tnal
counsel may be oral. wrinen. or in message form.
Announce orders detailinl counsel orally on the record al
Dial. Attach wrinen or message orden. if any. to the

ROT.
5.2.1.3.

ROIl S03(c)(3) and other Armed Forces'
lovern detailinl counsel from other Armed
Forces to Air Force couns-manial.
~gulations

5.2.1.4.
The Chief. Military Justice Division
(AR.SAlJAJM). is nAG's designee with authority to
make Air Force counsel. with the exception of those
assigned to AFLSAlJA1D. available for detail to trials
convened . by another Armed Force.
AFLSAlJAJD
exercises this authority over area defense counsel (ADC).
CDCs and CCDCs.
5.2.2. QuaJiftcadoas:
5.2.2.1. General Court·Martial. Anomeys detailed as .
aial counsel. defense' counsel. or associate defense
counsel for a GeM must be certified according to Article
27(b}. UCMJ. Any penon detailed as assistant Dial
counselor assistant defense counsel must be designated as
a judge advocate under 10 U.S.C. 8067(g) and AFl 51·
103. Desilaatioa aDd CertillcatioD or Judge
Advocates.
5.2.2.2. Special Court·MartiaL Anomeys detailed as
defense counsel for an SPCM must be certified according
to Article 27(b). UCMJ. Any person detailed as Dial
counsel. assistant Dial counsel. or assistant defense
counsel for a S~ mus' be designaled as a judge
advocate under 10
, U.S.C. 18067(1) and AFI 51-103. In
no even' will a coan·martial be lelally constituted unless.
before an Ani~le 39(a) session or assembly of the coun·
martial, the accused has been afforded the opponunity to
be represented by counsel qualified under Article 27(b)
unless such counsel cannot be obtained because of
physical conditions or military w,cncies. (Article
27(cJ[ I]. UCMJ.)

.

S.2.2.3. Air Foree Reserve Members. The requirements
of certification and designation set out in 5.2.2.1 and
5.2.2.2 apply to reserve judge advocates. Only those
~servists assigned as circuit Dial or defense counsel may
be certified annually. Other reservc jud,e advocates are
-certified according to AFt S 1-103.
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This manual describes the organization, function, and operation of the Judge Advocate General's Depart
ment, Directorate of the Air Force Judiciary (AFLSAlJAJ). It also enumerates certain duties of key
USAF Judiciary personnel but the list of duties is not exclusive. Refer to AFI 51-20 I, Administration of
Military Justice, for guidance on detailing judiciary personnel to courts-martial.

SUMMARY OF REVISIONS
This manual contains information on the structure of the USAF Judiciary originally contained in AFR
111-1, Military Justice Guide.

1. Organization and Personnel:
1.1. The Judge Advocate General (TJAG) exercises overall responsibility for the USAF Judiciary
through the Commander, Air Force Legal Services Agency (AFLSA). TJAG designates geographical
areas as USAF Judiciary Circuits (Circuits), and assigns military judges, counsel to circuit offices and
to AFLSA. Unless otherwise stated, all personnel mentioned hereafter are judge advocates appointed
or assigned by TJAG.
1.2. The Director, USAF Judiciary (AFLSAlJAJ) exercises overall supervisory responsibility for the
Air Force Judiciary, including the Field Judiciary. The Field Judiciary includes all members assigned
to AFLSA who are detailed to perform full-time duties as a chief circuit military judge (CCMJ), mili
tary judge (MJ), chief circuit trial counsel (CCTC), circuit trial counsel (eTC), chief circuit defense
counsel (CCDC), circuit defense counsel (CDC), area defense counsel (ADC), defense paralegal
(DP), circuit court superintendent (CtS) or assistant circuit court superintendent (ACtS). The Field
Judiciary is not an organizational element.
1.2.1. Air Force Trial Judiciary. The Trial Judiciary includes all military judges assigned to
AFLSA detailed to perform full-time duties as military judges. It is not an organizational element.

1.3. The Chief Trial Judge, USAF Trial Judiciary (AFLSAlJAJT), is a military judge designated by
TJAG under Article 26(c), Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ), whose duties include supervis
ing military judges and detailing them to courts-martial.

•

1.4. The Chief, Government Trial and Appellate Counsel Division (AFLSAlJAJG), supervises all
CCTCs and CTCs. This individual may detail CCTCs and CTCs to courts-martial and supervises all
Air Force appeals before the Air Force Court of Criminal Appeals (AFCCA), the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Armed Forces (USCAAF), and the U.S. Supreme Court. This individual may dele
gate authority to the CCTC of each circuit to detail himselflherself to courts-martial within the circuit.
1.5.' The Chief, Trial Defense Division (AFLSAlJAJD), supervises all CCDCs, CDCs and ADCs.

Duties also include detailing CCDCs, CDCs and ADCs to courts-martial, and serving as the appellate
authority on individual military defense counsel requests made under AFI 51-201, Administration of
Military Justice. This individual may delegate authority to the CCDC ofeach circuit to detail himself/
herself to courts-martial within the circuit.
1.6. The Chief, Appellate Defense Division (AFLSAlJAJA), supervises all appeals before the
AFCCA, USCAAF, and the U.S. Supreme Court made by active duty Air Force members after their
court-martial convictions.
1.7. The Chief, Military Justice Division (AFLSAlJAJM), is responsible for providing field support
of ongoing cases, development and dissemination of Air Force military justice policy, and supervision
of reviews and other UCMJ actions required of the Office of The Judge Advocate General. For all
purposes under the UCMJ, AFLSAlJAJM is considered a component of the Office of The Judge
Advocate General.
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1.8. The Chief, Clemency, Corrections and Officer Review Division (AFLSAlJAJR), recommends
Secretary of the Air Force action on court-martial sentences that include a dismissal and TJAG and
Secretary of the Air Force action on cases in which sentence clemency is appropriate.
1.9. The Chief Court Superintendent assists and advises the Director, USAF Judiciary, on all enlisted
matters affecting circuit court superintendents, assistant circuit court superintendents and all defense
paralegals.
2. Responsibilities:
2.1. Chief Circuit Military Judge. The military judge designated as the chiefjudge of a circuit and
who is the immediate supervisor of all military judges and CtSs assigned to that circuit. The CCMJ's
secondary duty is to serve as a military judge. The CCMJ is the administrative chief of the circuit and
may detail military judges to courts-martial. Except as provided elsewhere in this manual, the CCMJ
is responsible for the administrative support of all functional areas within the circuit.
2.2. Military Judge. A judge advocate designated as a military judge according to Article 26(b) or
(c), UCMJ, and assigned to a designated circuit or to the ChiefTrial Judge. Military judges may detail
themselves to courts-martial, if delegated such authority. In addition to their duties in courts-martial,
judges may perform the following duties, subject to availability as determined by the CCMJ:
2.2.1. Serve as legal advisors for administrative boards convened under AFI 36-3206, Adminis
trative Discharge Procedures; AFI 36-3207,; AFI 36-3207, Administrative Separation of Com
missioned Officers; and AFI 36-3208, Administrative Separation ofAirmen.

2
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2.2.2. Serve as Article 32, UCMl, investigating officers. Courts-Martial and administrative
boards under AFI 36-3206 take precedence.
2.2.3. Serve as legal advisors on other administrative discharge boards. Courts-Martial, boards
under AFI 36-3206 and Article 32 investigations take precedence.
2.2.4. Serve as hearing officer for contingent confinement hearings as provided for in AFI
51-201.
2.2.5. Upon the request of a convening authority, serve as pretrial confinement hearing officers.
2.2.6. With the consent of the ChiefTrialludge, conduct other investigations.
2.2.7. With the approval of the Chief Trialludge, perfonn administrative law functions, such as
presiding officer at draft environmental impact statement hearings, Superfund Amendment and
Reauthorization Act hearings, and other administrative actions.
2.3. Chief Circuit Trial Counsel. The CCTC supervises the CTCs in each circuit. The CCTC's
duties are to perfonn CTC duties and to detail CTCs to courts-martial. The CCTC may detail herself/
himself to courts-martial if delegated that authority.
2.4. Circuit Trial Counsel. A judge advocate certified under Article 27(b)(2), UCMJ, whose pri
mary duties include the following in order of priority:
2.4.1. Serve as trial counsel in general courts-martial (GCM) and administrative boards convened
under AFls 36-3206 and 36-3207 when requested.
2.4.2. Serve as trial counsel in special courts-martial (SPCM) when requested.
2.4.3. Train, advise, and assist other personnel involved in the prosecution of courts-martial. .
2.4.4. Serve as the government representative in Article 32, UCMl, investigations when
requested by a staff judge advocate (SlA) as other duties permit.
2.4.5. Serve as recorder for administrative boards convened under and AFI 36-3208, as other
duties pennit.
2.4.6. Detail other CTCs as trial counsel for courts-martial, in the CCTC's absence.
2.4.7. SlAs will use the expertise and services of the CCTC and the CTCs to the maximum extent
possible. SlAs have overall responsibility for each court-martial. Trial counsel (TC) represents
the SlA in fulfilling that responsibility on particular cases to which the TC is detailed.

2.5. Chief Circuit Defense Counsel. The CCDC supervises all defense personnel within each cir
cuit or region, as applicable, and details CDCs and ADCs to courts-martial. The CCDC's secondary
duty is to perfonn CDC duties as time allows. CCDCs may detail themselves to courts-martial if del
egated that authority.
2.6. Circuit Defense Counsel. A judge advocate certified under Article 27(b)(2), UCMl, whose
primary duties include the following:
2.6.1. Serve as defense counsel in courts-martial.
2.6.2. Train, advise, and assist other defense personnel in the circuit.
2.6.3. Assist the CCDC with the administration of defense services in the circuit, including detail
ing other CDCs and ADCs if delegated that authority.
3

2.6.4. Serve as respondent's counsel in administrative boards convened under AFIs 36-3206.
36-3207 or 36-3208.
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2.6.5. Detail defense counsel to courts-martial in the absence of the CCDC.
2.7. Area Defense Counsel. A judge advocate certified under Article 27(b)(2), UCMJ, and assigned
to a designated ADC office within a circuit. An ADC is responsible for providing all defense services
at the base where assigned, unless disqualified or another counsel is detailed to represent a particular
individual. The senior ADC is also responsible for the administration of the office. ADC duties
include the following in order of priority:
2.7.1. Serve as counsel in all actions under the UCMJ, such as:
2.7.1.1. General courts-martial.
2.7.1.2. Special courts-martial.
2.7.1.3. Article 32, UCMJ, investigations.
2.7.1.4. In interrogation situations.
2.7.1.5. Nonjudicial punislunent actions under Article IS, UCMJ.
2.7.2. Serve as counsel in administrative discharge actions; such as:
2.7.2.1. Administrative discharge boards convened under AFls 36-3206, 36-3207, and
36-3208.
2.7.2.2. Administrative discharge notification actions.
2.7.3. Serve as military legal advisor in foreign criminal jurisdiction cases.
2.7.4. Pursuant to AFI 44-109, Mental Health Evaluations, provide advice to members referred
for other than emergency mental health evaluations.
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2.7.5. Represent Air Force members in other adverse actions, such as reports of survey, adminis
trative demotions and flying evaluation boards in which counsel for an individual is required or
authorized.
2.7.6. ADCs are encouraged to perform nonconflicting duties for the base SJA's office, as work
load p.ermits.
2.8. Circuit Court Superintendent (CtS). The senior noncommissioned officer assigned to the cir
cuit, whose primary duty is to assist the CCMJ in docketing courts-martial and circuit administration.
The CtS is the immediate supervisor of all ACts assigned to a circuit. The CtS also provides training
as appropriate for defense paralegals within the circuit.
2.9. Assistant Circuit Court Superintendent (ACtS). A noncommissioned officer assigned to the
circuit, whose primary duty is to assist the CtS docket courts-martial and provide general administra
tive services for the circuit.
2.10. Defense Paralegal (DP). An airman, noncommissioned officer, or civilian employee assigned
to the ADC office, whose primary duty is to support the ADC in the management and operation of the
ADC office.
2.10.1. The active duty DP must participate in a proficiency training program in the base SJA's
office a minimum of 16 hours per month. Active duty DP's in upgrade training are required to per
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fonn 24 hours training in the SJA's office each month. The law office manager (LOM) of the base
office manages the proficiency training and fonnal on-the-job training for skill level upgrade.
The LOM prepares a semi-annual training plan for each DP assigned to the base, coordinates the
plan with the senior ADC, and ensures the training objectives are satisfied. SJAs and ADCs will
cooperate to provide the DP proficiency in all facets of base legal office operations, while arrang
ing training to avoid the fact and appearance of a conflict of interest on any particular case.

3. Assignment and Jurisdiction:
3.1. All personnel designated to perfonn Field judiciary services are assigned to AFLSA.
3.2. All personnel assigned to AFLSA are attached to the 11th Wing (11 WG), Bolling AFB DC. for
court-martial jurisdiction, actions under Article 15, UCMJ, and various administrative actions, includ
ing, but not limited to actions under AFI 36-3206 and 36-3207. The Commander, AFLSA, retains
concurrent authority with 11 WG/CC to take Article 15, UCMJ, and administrative action against per
sonnel assigned to AFLSA, with the exception of military judges. See also AFI 25-201, Nonjudicial
Punishment.

4. Administrative and Logistical Support:

•

4.1. Installation commanders where a judiciary field office is located is responsible for the adminis
trative and logistical support of Field Judiciary personnel. In particular, support of ADC offices will
be no less than the support of units assigned to the host command. Host commanders will provide
support to the Field JUdiciary, as set forth in AFI 25-201. This support includes, but is not limited, to
the following:
4.1.1. Private office space, including necessary furniture and supplies and access to law library
facilities, clearly designated an AFLSA Field judiciary or ADC office,' for each of the judiciary
functional areas--judicial, prosecution, defense, and court administration. ADC offices shall be
physically separated from the offices of the SJA and the convening authority, unless it is not pos
sible to do so. AFI 32-1024, Standard Facility ReqUirements, sets forth minimum space require
ments.
4.1.2. Class A telephone services, including direct dial capability where possible.
4.1.3. Military transportation support. Military transportation support of the Field Judiciary is a
"mission essential" function.
4.1.4. Military family housing on the same basis as other personnel of like grade, rank, and
responsibility .
4.1.5. Processing travel vouchers and leave authorizations.
4.1.6. Civilian personnel services nonnally provided by the Civilian Personnel Office (CPO).
4.1. 7. Publications support nonnally furnished tenant units.
4.1.8. Funding for necessary nonexpendable and expendable supplies.
4.1.9. Suitable office space, administrative assistance, transportation, and private quarters for
Field Judiciary members on temporary duty (TDY) to the installation.
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4.2. AFLSA furnishes travel costs and per diem. AFLSAlJAJ provides blanket travel orders to Judi
ciary personnel when necessary.
4.3. SJAs assist in obtaining appropriate support for Field Judiciary personnel performing TDY at
their bases by arranging appropriate lodging, messing, and transportation in advance to ensure TDY
Field Judiciary personnel may devote full attention to their duties.

•

5. Supervision of Personnel. Although the Field Judiciary is divided into three main divisions of
responsibility, the organizational and functional structure of each circuit office requires the CCMJ,
CCTC, and CCDC to coordinate the circuit activities with one another to manage the mission effectively
and economically.

NOLAN SKLUTE, Maj General, USAF
The Judge Advocate General

•
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on the same basis as any other JA. School assignments are not considered intervening assignme~
for purposes of determining eligibility for a subsequent assignment as a trial judge.
•
7-5.

Selection and Assignment of Appellate Militarv Judges.

a. General. Assignments of appellate military judges to the U.S. Anny Court of Criminal
Appeals are made by TJAG upon recommendation of the Chief Judge in coordination with the
Chief, PP&TO.
b. Grade Requirements. Appellate judges will nonnally be in grade of colonel.
Exceptional lieutenant colonels with at least two years time _in grade may be considered for a
waiver of the grade requirement.
.
c. Experience Requirements. Appellate judges should have at least two years of
experience as a GCM trial judge, previous service as an appellate judge, two years of experience as
an SJA of a general court-martial jurisdiction, or two years of experience as a regional defense
counsel. Appellate judges should also have at least two years of criminal law experience as a trial
counsel, chief of military justice, criminal law instructor, or trial defense counsel.
d. Military Education Requirements. Appellate judges must be a graduate of the
Command and General Staff College or its equivalent.
7-6.

Tenure for Militarv Judges.

. •

Trial Judges. Judge Advocates are certified as military judges by TJAG and assigned to
the Trial Judiciary for a minimum of three years, except under any of the following circumstances:
a.

(1) The military judge is assigned to the Sixth Judicial Circuit (Republic of Korea). or
such other area where officers are normally assigned for a short tour of one or two years: in such
cases the military judge will be appointed for a one or two year tenn;
(2) The military judge voluntarily requests to be reassigned to other duties, and TJAG
approves such reassignment;
(3) The military judge retires or otherwise separates from military service;
(4) The military judge is reassigned other duties by TJAG based on the needs of the
service in a time of war or national emergency; or
(5) The officer's certificate as a military judge is withdrawn by TJAG for good cause .

34
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AR 27-10

Headquarters
Department of the Army
Washington', DC
20 AiJgust 1999

Change 1
Effective 20 September 1999

•

Legal Services

MILITARY JUSTICE

History. AR 27·10 was published 24 June 1996. This
change publishes Change 1 to AR 27·10.
Summary. This change provides for tenure for military bial
and appellate judges. This provision was not induded at
the time of publication.

1.

AR 27-10.24 June 1996 is changed as follows:

Page 36, Add Paragraph 8-1g..
8-1g. Tenu/e for military trial judges. Judge Advocates are
certified as military judges by TJAG and assigned to the
Trial Judiciary for a minimum of three years, except under
any of the following circumstances:
(1) The military judge is assigned to the Sixth Judicial
Circuit (Republic of Korea), or such other area where
officers are normally assigned for a short tour of one or two
years; in such cases the military judge will be appointed for
a one or two year term;
(2) The military judge voluntarily requests to be
reassigned to other duties, and TJAG approves such
assignment
(3) The military judge retires or othelWise separates
from military service;
(4) The military judge is reassigned to other duties by
TJAG based on the needs of the service in a time of war or
national emergency;

Sugguted Improvements. Users are invited to send
comments and suggested improvements on OA Form 2028
(Recommended Changes to Publications and Blank Forms)
directly to the Office of The judge Advocate General.
A1TN: OAJA-CLO, 2200 Army Pentagon, Washington. DC
20310-2200.

c. The military judge is reassigned to other duties by
TJAG based on the needs of the service in a time of war or
national emergency;
. d. The officer's certification as a military judge is
withdrawn by TJAG for good cause. See Section III.
Chapter 16, Suspension of MlIitaJy Judges.

2. Post these changes per OA Pam 25-40.
3. File this change in front of the publication.

~~
() ;a;!~

•

of the Army

Distribution. Distribution of this publication is made in
accordance with the initial distribution number (ION)
092038, intended for command levels C and 0 for Adive
Army, Army National Guard, and U.S. Army Reserve.

(5) The officer's certification as a military judge is
withdrawn by TJAG for good cause. See Section III,
Chapter 16, Suspension of Military Judges.
Page 58, Add Paragraph 13-12.
13-12. Tenure for military appellate judges
Judge Advocates are certified as military judges by TJAG
and assigned to the United States Army Court of Criminal
Appeals for a minimum of three years. except under any of
the following circumstances:
a. The military judge voluntarily requests to be
reassigned to other duties. and TJAG approves such
assignment;
b. The military judge retires or othelWise separates
from military service;

•
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before courts-martial or as appellate counsel may be initialed when
other available remedial measures. including puDitive actiOD
(I) Are inappropriate.
(2) Have failed to induce proper behavior.
b. RnMdUU mea.nuu. Full CODS.idellJiOD will be given to the
appropriateness aod effectiveness of such measures u 
(1) AdmonitioD.
(2) lDsuuctiOD.

(3) Temporary suspension.
(4) Proceedings in CODtempt.
(5) Nonjudicial pIIDistnnent UDder Article 1'. UCMJ.
(6) Trial by court-martial.
(7) Relief of the persoD from duties as appointed COUDICl. asist
aDt counseL or appeDate counsel.
c. By a coun-mani4L The trial judge or court-lDU'lial without a
trial judge may determine initially ad OD his or her or ill own
motioD whether a penoD is qualified to act as couosel before the
court-martial in a particular cue. If a COUDSel is guilty of miacoD
duct. the trial judge or a c:ourt-~ without a trial. judge may
admonish him or her. If the miscoDduc:t is CODtempCUOUS, the trial
judge or court-martial may punish him or her (Article 48. UCMJ;
R.C.M. 109). If admonitioD or punishment is iDappropriate or fails
to achieve the desired staDdard of behavior. the court should adjourn
and report the fact to the supervisiDa staff or c:ommaod judge adv0
cate or Regional Defense Couosel for processing accordiDg to AR
27-1.
d. By an ap~l1I1l~ court. ActiOD to suspeud a penon ICliq as
appellate counsel will be referred to the supervising IA for proceu
ing according to AR 27-1.
1&-e. Action to IUlpend civilian coun...
The procedures and actiODS set forth above for suspeDding military
counselor civilian cOUDIel within the Judge Advoc:ale Legal Service
(IALS) will also apply insofar as practicable apinst- civilian cOUDSel
who represeDt the accused or are likely to represeDt the accused al
courts-martial or other proceedings governed by the UCMI or the

MCM.

b. V~olate the Code of Judicial Conduct., the Army Rules of
ProfesslODal Conduct for Lawyers. or other applicable standards.

mi.

~emOVllI of a mil,." Judge
a. ACUOD to suspeDd a perIOD from actiDI as military judge 0
revoke his or her cenific:aliOD u military iudrc. may be
w~en ~er available ~ measures are inappropriate or
failed to mduce proper behaVIor. AccordinpY. CODSideratioD will be
given to other measures such u 
(I) Relief from duties u military judrc.

11-11.

(2) Censure.
(3) Admonition.
(4) 1Dsuucticm.

('l Other saDCUODS. iDcludina punitive ODes, as may be war
ruted.
b. ID appropriate cues. TJAG or the Chief Judge. U.S. Armv
Judici.-y. may leWpOlaily suspeud military judges from participa"
tiOD in the trial of cases umil completion of the inquiry. ID appropri_
ate .~ ~AO ~y tempm..ily suspend military judges from
~ClpaliDg m the trial. of cases or appeIla1e judges from participal
UlI m the appellate reVIeW of cues until completiOD of the inquiry.
11-12. Procedu...
lDfcmu.atiOD OD alleged judicial miIcODduct or unfitness wiU be
reponed to the CDef Trial Judp in the cue of trial judges or the
Chief Jqe. U.s. Army Judicitry. in the cue of appeDate judges.
for pmcenin. 8CCORtiq to All 27-1.

11-13. Modlftcatlon or rwvocatIon of auapenllon or
decertIIIcatIon
TJAG may (on pelitiOD of a penoIl who has been suspended or
decertified as a military judJe (UCMJ. Article 26) aDd on good
cause shown) modify or revoke a prior order to suspeud or decer
tify. OD the advice of the Chief Judp. USACCA. TJAG may (on
petition of a pencm who has been suspeuded or decenified as a
military judge (Article 26. UCMI) aDd OD good cause shown) •
ify or revolce a prior order to suspeDd or decertify on the advi
the Chief Iudge. U.S. Army Judiciary.

16-7. Modification or revocation of IUlpenllon or
decertification
TJAG may (OD petitiOD of a persoD who has been suspended or
decertified as cOUDIel (Article 27(b). UCMJ). ad OD good cause
shown) modify or revoke a prior order to suspend or decertify.

16-8. Removal of counlel or ,..lllgnment of dutlee
Nothing in this chapter wiD preveut the military judge or other
appropriate official from removing a counsel from acting in a partic
ular court-martial. Dor prevent the permanent reassignment or as
sigDment temporarily to differeDt duties prior to. duriDg. or
subsequent to proceedings cODducted UDder the provisioDS of this
chapter.
SectIon III
SUlpenllon of Military Judg..

Chapter 17
Cu.tody Pollel.. Ov.......
17-1. General
This chapter establishes the authority aod procedures for exercise of
custody over U.s. military persODDel subject to the criminal jurisdic
tiOD of foreign couns. The authority to exerciseappropriatc forms of
eustody over such military members pending the outcOme of foreign
criminal proc:eediDgs (pumwIt to proviIiODS of StablS of Forces
Agreements (SOFAs» does Dot abrogate.. in any manner. the author
ity of the commander gnmtcd uDder the UCMI.

1.7-2. Cultody poIlcl. .
a. It is .U.S. policy to seek the release from foreign custody of

16-9. General
Action may be initialed to suspend or revoke the certificatioD to act
as military judge (Article 26. UCMI: R.C.M. 109) wbeD a person
acting or about to act as trial or appeUate judge.
a. Is or has beeD guilty of professiouaL personal. or judicial
misconduc:t of or unfitness of such a serious nature as to show that
the individual is lacking in integrity or judicial demeanor. or
b. Is otherwise UDworthy or unqualified to perform the duties of a
military judge.

16-10. Groundl
A military judge may be ceDSured. suspended from acting as mili
tary judge. or removed from the judicial role by revocation of his or
her certific:alioD (Article 26. UCMJ) for actioDS thal
a. CODStitute miscoDduct. or CODStiWte judicial misconduc:t or UD
fitness. or

soldiers pending fmal dispositiOD of their criminal charges under
foreign law. (Fmal dispositioD of foreign c:rimiDa1 charges incorpo
rates all stages of the host couuuy's c:rimi.nal proceediDgs. including
appeals. up to COlDIDeIICeIDCDt of my senleDce to coDfiDemeDt resul
tiDg from c:oovictiOD OD the foreign criminal charps.) Release from
foreign custody wiD be sought through
(l) The exercise of U.S. custody rights UDder applicable interna
tional agreements.
(2) The posting of t.il.
(3) The exercise of other rights UDder local law.
b. U.S. Army per!Oooel charpd with offenses in foreign court~
will DOl be ttaDsferred or remDved from the jurisdictioD O f .
courts without approval of the commaDding officer or country
seDrative until final dispositiOD of the c:harjes. In cases of se
offenses (for example. felonies). TJAG's approval is required if
transfer or removal including authorized leave. involves the return
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(d) Advice and assistan~ ~~garding the legal issues associated
wich ArmY counter-drug acDVlUes..
~~.
(e) Advice and assistance 011 secunty ass~tance matters and per

sonnel exchanges.

•

... .
. ' .
(8) Reporting the lI1luau~~ of~~ p~gs, p~g mves
. . e reportS concerning liupuon m which the United States has
.
ng atJv
. .:_,-- ·th d L'_:_hin
an interest. and mail1tainm~ ~" WI an .'~.""'. g ~~c:e
to U.S. attomeys in connCCUOI1 With Army actJVlUes IDvolved ID liu
garion and legal proceedings. (See AR 27-40.)
(9) Operating the-·
(a) Command's Legal Assistance Pro~ (See AR 27-3.)
(b) Command's Claims Pro~, which IDcludes sev~ ~:
the investiptiOI1 of claims and inCIdents that may result ID claims;
the settlement of claims by and against the Uni~ States within del
egated authority; and the recovery from camers, w~e~ousemeD,
and other third parties for loss of or damage to soldiers perso~al
property while transported or stored at Government expense; lDl
plementiDg the AmJy Medical Care R~ve,?, Program and the J?ro
gram for settlement and waiver of clanm ID favor of the Ul11ted
States for damage to, loss of, or destruction of Army property,
within his or her designated area. 111 conducting these programs,
heads of area claims offices will supervise claims processing offices.
(See.AR 27-20.)
.
(c) Command's Procurement Fraud Program, including ap
pointment of a procurement fraud advisor. (See AR 27-40, chap 8.)
.
(10) Supervising the(a) Operation of the Federal Magistrate Court Program within
the command. (See AR 190-29.)
(b) Training in military justice. including providing technical ad
vice and assistance for all military justice instruction.
(11) Assisting in implementing mutual support training pro
grams for RC officers and.1~GSO units d~g annual training
(AT) and inactive duty trlWWlg (lDT) that mcludes the perform
ance of legal duties as JA officers. The supervisory JA of a com
mand evaluates JA Officer Reserve training performed at his or her
installation.
(12) Advising on matters relating to the conduct of intelligence
activities.
(13) Establishing and providing overall supervision for the Vic
tim/WitDess Assistance Program. (See.AR 27-10, chap 18.)
b. Technical assisrance. The supervisory JA of any command
may communicate directly with the supervisory JA of a superior or
subordinate command or with TJAG (UCMJ, Art. 6(b) (10 USC
806(b». He or she may receive and give technical guidance through
these channels. The supervisory J A is, however, primarily a staff of
ficer, responsible to his or her commander, and is subject to his or
her command just as any other command member. Technical gui
dance is designed only to make the supervisory JA a more effective
staft' officer.
c. Miliraryjusrice. The supervisory JA of any command provides
commanders and convening authorities legal advice concerning mil
itary justice. In this capacity, the supervisory JA must balance the
Deeds of good order and discipline in the command and the rights of
the accused to ensure justice is done in every case. In performing
these duties, the supervisory JA must be vigilant to recognize, re
veal, and take steps to correct the actual occurrence or appearance
of unlawful command inftuence. Additionally, the supervisory JA
must ensure that military justice is administered fairly, without re
gard to race. color, religion, gender, or national origin. Duties of an
SJA include those prescribed by the UCMI, Art. 6, 34, and 60 (10
USC 806, 834, and 86O(d» and RCM 406 and 1106, MCM, 1984.

5-3. Preventive law
As staff officers, JAs will be aggressive and innovative in disseminat

ing information to soldiers and their families that is responsive to
potential legal problems and issues in such areas as legal assistance.
military justice, and claims. An effective preventive law effort will
enhance soldiers' morale. discipline. and effectiveness and save JAs
a great amount of time and effort that would otherwise be expended
in addressing legal problems after they occur.

Chapter 6
Agency Legal OffIcer

---

6-1. General DutI..
a. TJAG is responsible for developing policies that will be implemented by DA legal offices.
b. HQDA (DAJA-PT) is responsible for authorizing the estab
lishment of such offices.

•

6-2. Establishment, Modlftcatlon. anet Elimination of Legal

office. and PosttIOfl8
a. The responsibility ofTJAG as legal advisor (para 2-1) does
not preclude the existence of integral legal offices in DA agencies
that require such offices to carry out their responsibilities. Such au
thorized legal offices will provide legal services according to policies
developed by TJAG. Novel questions of law of far-reaching signifi
cance, such as those involving the interpretation of statutes or affect
ing other agencies, will be coordinated with TJAG.
b. Before establishing a legal office. a new position of legal advi
sor, or a civilian attorney position under the qualifying authority of
TJAG, the agency head concerned will forward to HQDA
(DAJA-PT), 2200 Army Pentagon, WASH DC 20310-2200, a re
quest for authority to establish the office or position. The request
will contain a justification for the special services the proposed office
or position would perform and a statement that TJAG carmot per
form such services.
Co As required by .AR '70-4, any proposed addition, deletion, or
modification of a TDA or MTOE authorization coded for MOS
SSA or SSB, or for civilian job series 90S or 1222. must be coordi
nated with OTJAG (DAJA-PT) prior to decring such addition,
deletion, or modilication.

6-3. Staffing
Available members of the JAGC will be placed in these legal offices
whenever practicable. Assignment of officers will be made by TJAG •
in coordination with the agency head concerned.

Chapter 7
Professional Conduct Inquiries
7-1. General
a. This chapter establishes procedures for processing alleged or
suspected violations of the Army RuJes ofProfessional Conduct for
Lawyers (app B, AR 27-26) or other applicable ethical standards by
J As. civilian attorneys subject to this regulation, or other attorneys
who are subject to the disciplinary authority of TJAG pursuant to
RCM 109, MCM, 1984. To the extent it does not confiict with the
UCMJ, the MCM, directives, regulations or rules. the 1972 ABA
Code of Judicial Conduct applies to all JAs and civilian attorneys
performing judicial functions. including all trial and appellate MIs
and military magistrates. Whenever processing alleged or suspected
violations on the part of trial or appeUate MIs, the provisions of
RCM 109, MCMo 1984, should also be considered.
b. Nothing in this chapter limits the authority ofTJAG to issue
or withdraw any certi1ication of qualification to act as a MJ or any
certi1ication of competency to act as counsel before courtS-martial.
or to suspend any JA or civilian attorney from performing duties
pending resolution of an allegation that., if substantiated, would re
flect adversely on fitness for duties as a lawyer. Further, nothing in
this chapter prevents TJAG from referring a case to command
channels for consideration of disciplinary action.
c. Chapter 8 of this regulation prescribes procedures for handling
allegations of mismanagement., unless coupled with an allegation of
a violation of professional ethical standards (See. para 8-2).
•

7-2. General Dutle.
a. TJAG and supervisory lawyers (as defined in glossary, AR
27-26) are responsible for making reasonable efforts to ensure that
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all attorneys in the JALS conform to the Army Rules of profes
sional Conduct for Lawyers, the 1972 ABA Code of 1udicial Con
duct and other applicable ethical standards.
. b. Supervisory lawyers at all levels are rc:::lpoas1ble for reviewing
all alleged or suspected violatioas of the Army Rules ofProfessional
Conduct for Lawyers, the 1972 ABA Code of 1udicial Conduct, or
other applicable ethical standards by subordinates who come to
their attention. They will report through technical channels. any
credible alleged or suspected violation that raises a substantial ques
tion as to a lawyer's honesty, trustworthiness, or fitness as a lawyer
in other respects to the Chief, Standards of Conduct OfIice (SOC,?),
OT1AG. for action under this chapter. An alleged or smpected VIO
lation is "crechble" if the information received provides a reasonable
belief that a violation occum:d. Ifa supervisory lawyer, upon initial
review, detemrines that a third party complaint of a violation is not
credJble, a copy of any response to the complainant, with all associ
ated documentation. will be retained in accordance with applicable
filing regulations.
c. Supervisory lawyers at the office or bigher level are responsible
for ensuring that all Army lawyers under their jurisdiction receive
annual training on the Army Rules of Professional Conduct for
Lawyers, the 1972 ABA Code of1udicial Conduct and other appli
cable ethical standards, as appropriate. At a minimum, a total of
three houn of training will be conducted each year. The Comman
dant, T1AGSA. will assist by making available educational materi
als on the Army Rules of Professional Conduct for Lawyers. The
Chief, U.S. Army 1udiciary, will provide training materials in sup
.port of training under the 1972 ABA Code of Judicial Co.nduct for
all MJs. Supervisory lawyers are encouraged to make maJWDum use
of my to allow Army lawyers to attend civilian e.thics training
courses.
d. Standards of Conduct OfIice, TJAG, is responsible for the
management ofTJAG's professional responsibility program. to in
clude the formulation of policy and guidance, oversight of prelimi
nary screening inquiries, professioDal responsibility advice to
TJAG. TAJAG and the AJAGs. and administrative support to the
Professiooal Responsibility Committee (PRC).
e. All members of the JALS are respoasible for knowing and
mplying with all applicable ethical standards, for meeting train
!Dg requirements imposed by their licensing authorities, and for re
porting violations of ethical standards to their superiors or to saco
in compliance with the Army Rules of ProfessioDal Conduct for
Lawyers.

7-3. Polldes
a. Credible alleged or suspected violations of the Army Rules of
Professional Conduct for Lawyers. the 1972 ABA Code of Judicial
Conduct or other applicable ethical standards that raise a substan
tial question as to a lawyer's honesty. trustworthiness, or fitness as a
lawyer in other respects will be informally investigated by means of
a preliminary screening inquiry (PSI).. Taslcing documents and
other administrative directioas related to a PSI will be issued by
sacO. OTJAG. on behalf ofTJAG.
. b. A PSI normally will not be conducted if the alleged or sus
pected violation
(1) Is being investigated as criminal misconduct by the attorney,
punishable under the UCMJ, until initial action adjudicating guilt
or administrative action tantamount thereto is completed;
(2) Involves conduct for which there exists a clear avenue of re
view that docs not interfere with TJAG's supcrvisioD of lawyers
under his or her jurisdiction. for example, appellate review of a
court-martial conviction. on-going civillitigatioD. or the contesting
of an efficiency report, until that review has occurred;
(3) ~volves purely discretionary conduct of an administrative
nature, for example. an award recommendation; or
(4) Has been thoroughly investigated under another procedure,
in which case the investigation will be provided to the Senior Super
visory JA for action under paragraph 7-5. (This will often occur in
.
falling under (I) and (2). above.)
Whenever a supervisory lawyer has credible evidence of con
which falls under b above, and believes that the facts involve a
10

matter of significaace to the military practice of law. he or she will
refer the evidence to OT1AG. A1TN: DAJA-SC. for review and
decision by T AJAG (or TJAG) as to the propriety of a PSI.
d. In arriving at their findings. PSI officers~senior supervisory
JAs. and the PRC will use a preponderance of the evidence Standard
of proof. Under this standard, findinp must be supponed by a
greater weight of the evidence than supports a CODtrary conclusion.
that is. the evidence points to a particular conclusion as being more
credible and probable than any other conclmion.
e. If an alleged or suspected violation of professional standards
involves conduct of a National Guard JA not committed while per·
forming federal duties under Title 10. US Code. it will be referred to
the Office of the Judge Advocate, Natiooal Guard Bureau. for ac
tion.

7-4. Preliminary screening Inquiry (PSI)
a. Scope. The purpose of the PSI is to assist senior supervisory
JAs in determining whether the questioned conduct occurred and. if
it did, whether it constituted a violation of the Army Rules of Pro
fessional Conduct for Lawyers.the 1972 ABA Code of Judicial Con
duct, or other applicable ethical standards. and to recomme·nd ap
propriate action in cases of substantiated violations. The PSI is not
intended to constitute an ethical investigation that most licensing
authorities normally require lawyers to report to them. Neverthe
less, it is the responsibility of the subject of the PSI to 1cnow and
comply with the reporting requiremcots of his or her licensing au
thority.
b. Senior Supervisory JA.
(1) GeneraL The senior supervisory 1A is the MACOM S1A or
other JA in an equivalcot supervisory position.
(2) RC Penonnel-Titl~ 10. Mobilizarion. or lMA StGfUS. The se
nior supervisory JA for alleged or suspected violations involving RC
personnel is the MACOM SJA or equivalent supervisory JA having
responsibility for the installatiOD or activity at which the training or
duty was conducted if the RC JA was scrving
(a) Pursuant to orders issued under Title 10. U.S. Code. during
AT. active duty for training; or extended active duty;
(b) Pursuant to mobilization orders; or
(c)' In an individual mobilization augmentee (IMA) status.
(3) RC Penonnel-TPU Memben. The senior supervisory JA for
alleged or suspected violations (except as stated in (2) above) involv-·
ing RC Troop Program Unit (TPU) members is the SjA of the ap
propriate superior hcadquarter.r-
(a) Eighth U.S. Army;
(b) U.S. Forces Command;
(c) U.S. Army Europe;
(d) U.S. Army Pacific; or
(e) U.S. Army Special Opcratioas Command.
(4) RC Penonnel-IRR Memben. The senior supervisory JA for
alleged or suspected violations (except as stated in (2) above) involv
ing members of the Individual Ready Reserve (lRR) is the C~ter
Judge Ad .'ocate, U.S. Army Reserve Personnel Center.
c. A.ppoinrment Normally. upon receipt of a taslcing memoran
dum or oral approval from OTJAG. the senior supervisory]A will
appoint a PSI officer. In unusual ascs, or cases wh~ there is no
clearly identifiable senior supervisory JA. the PSI officer will be ap
pointed by T AJAG. The PSI officer for an inquiry involving a trial
or appellate MJ will be a current MI. Unless impracticable. the PSI
officer will be senior to the subject of the inquiry.
d. Procedure.
(I) The PSI will be conducted according to the procedureS set
forth in this regulation. Where this regulation is silent, the PSI of
ficer will follow the rules governing informal investigations under
the provisioas of AR 15-6.
(2) The PSI officer will determine the facts and circumstances of
the alleged or suspected violatioD. A subordinate offic..-r may be de
tailed to gather the facts, for example. question individuals and col
lect pertinent documents. but the PSI officer must independently re
view the facts.
(3) The PSI officer will provide the senior supervisory JA with a
written repon which will summarize the facts, provide conclusions
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as to whether a violation occurred, and. as appropriate, recommend
corrective or disciplinary action. (See para 7-3d.) The PSI officer's
report may. in some instance. contain conclusions. observations, or
recOmmendations concerning a subject's conduct or performance
which is unrelated to an alleged or suspected violation which is the
focus of the inquiry. Such conclusions. observations. or·rccommen
datlons that a reasonable penon would consider to be adverse to the
subject will be included only when substantiated by a preponder
ance of the evidence. and then only insofar as such matters are rele
vant to the subject's service in the JALS. Copies ofdocumentary ev
idence and witness statements will be attached as exhibits.

7-5. Senior Supervisory JA action
a. Upon receipt of the PSI repon. the senior supervisory JA will
detennine if the report is complete. If not, he or she will return it to
the PSI officer for funher inquiry. Once satisfied that the report is
cOmplete. the senior supervisory JA will take one of the following
actions.
(1) If the report concludes that no violation has occurred. these
nior supervisory JA will coordinate with the Chief. SOCO, and close
the case (see b below). The senior supervisory JA will inform the
subject and complainant, if any, of this action in writing, and will
provide a copy of the PSI report and subsequent correspondence to
TJAG. AITN: DAJA-SC.
(2) If the report shows that only a minor or technical. violation
occurred, the senior supervisory JA may determine that counselling
is appropriate. In this case. the senior supervisory JA will coordi
nate with the Chief, SOCD. and refer a coPf of the PSI.report to the
subject for comment (see b below). Thereafter, the senior supervis
ing JA will ensure that the counselling takes place, will inform the
complainant, if any, in writing that final action under this chapter
has been taken, and will provide a copy of the PSI report and subse
quent correspondence to TIAG. AITN: DAJA-SC. The finding of
even a minor or technical violation may trigger a reporting require
ment imposed by subject's licensing authority, even ifinitiation ofa
PSI did not require a report by the subject to his or her licensing au
thority. It is the responsibility of the subject to know and comply
with the reponing requirements of his or her licensing authority.
(3) If the report shows that more than a minor or technical viola
tion occurred, the senior supervisory JA will refer the PSI report to
TJAG. ATIN: DAJA-SC. for further action.
b. At the time a case is coordinated with the Chief, SOCD, under
a(l) or (2) above. DTJAG may assume the case and take further ac
tion. as deemed appropriate under the circumstances.
7~.

Action at OTJAG
a. If action is to be taken at DTJAG. a copy of the PSI file will be
referred to the subject for comment. The subject will be given a rea
sonabie time (normally 14 to 21 days) to provide comments; the
Chief. SOCD, may grant extension(s) for good cause, for example.
for reasons beyond the subject's control Failure to provide com
ments in the time provided, or any extension thereof. will constitute
waiver of the opportunity to comment.
o. In any case in which action is to be taken at OTJAG, the
Chief. SOCD will provide the file. with a memorandum ofadvice, to
TAJAG or. in his absence, an AJAG (as designated by TAJAG).
TAlAG. or the designated AJAG, can:
(1) Return the file to the senior supervisory JA for further in
quiry or consideration;
(2) Appoint a new inquiry officer for a supplementalmquiry;
(3) Determine there was no violation and return to the Chief,
SOCD. to close and notify the subject of such action;
(4) Determine that the violation is minor or technical and either
take appropriate action or direct referral to the appropriate senior:
supervisory JA or other supervisory lawyer for specified action;
(5) Determine that a substantial violation is clearly shown, take
appropriate action on that violation. and then refer the file to TJAG
ior possible referral to a state or local bar; or.
(6) Determine that a substantial violation appears to have been
com~it.ted and ref~ the file to the PRC for opinion; upon receipt of
an OPlDlOn. take acUon, as appropriate. under (3) thru (5) above.

c. The subject lawyer will be advised by the CUef. SOCO. of the
referral to TJAG under b(S) above. or to the PRC under b(6) above.
in. order to pr.ovide the a~omey ~th the opportunity to comply •
WIth any applicable repornng reqwremcuu of his or her licensing
authority.
Upon completion of action at HQDA. the Chief, SOCO, will
adVISe the complainant, ifany, that an inquiry waS conducted.

d:

7-7. Prof...lonal R••ponsJblllty Commltt. . (PRC)
a. Mission.
(1) A PRC may be convened to advise TJAG on alleged or sus
pected violations of professional ethical standards. When perform
ing this function. the PRC has no investigative powers and will
nei~er allow appearances by, nor communicate directly with. the
subject attorney, counsel or witnesses. The PRC will report any at
tempts by such parties to communicate with it to the Chief, SOCD.
(2) A PRC may be convened to provide an advisory opinion to
TJAG or a member of the JALS. A PRC advisory opinion is not an
authoritative Army interpretation of the Army Rules (Rule 9.1(a),
app B, AR 27-26), but is binding on penoDDd under TJAG's juris
diction until an authoritative opinion is issued by the DA Profes
sional Conduct Council. Requests for advisory opinionS by a mem
ber of the JAI.S should be forwarded through technical clwmds to
OTJAG, ATI'N: DAJA-SC. Forwarding lAs will provide their
recommendations as to whether the request should be submitted to
the PRC. TAJAG (or TIAG) will make the final decision on refer
ral to the PRC and publication ofthe resulting opinion. This pr0ce
dure will be followed when an Army lawyer under TJAG's jurisdic
tion desires an authoritative interpretation of the Anny Rules by the
DA Professional Conduct Council (Rule 9.1(e)-(f), app B, AR
27-26).
b. Composition. The PRC will consist of six Npermancut" mem
bers appointed by TJAG for terms of two years and of any ad hoc
members appointed by T AJAG (or nAG) for a particular case.
(I) The permanent members will be JAs in pay gi-ades 06 or as.
Permanent members of the PRC will not be detailed to conduct a
PSI during their tenure on the PRC.
(2) Ad hoc members will be appOinted to a PRC when they pos
sess expertise: in a particular legal field or other expc:rtise relevant to
the matter being presented to the PRC normally not possessed by a
permanent member of the PRC.
(3) When a case is referred to the PRC for advice or opinion. a
panel of three members will be designated by the Chief, SOCO, from
among the permanent members. If special expertise requiring an ad
hoc member is required., the Chief, SOCO will select two permanent
members and obtain appointment of the ad hoc member by TAJAG
(or TJAG). When the conduct of a MJ is being considered, the ma
jority of the PRC will be MJs. Ifa MJ is to be placed on the PRC as
an ad hoc member, the Chief, SOCO, will request nominations from
the Chief, U.S. Army Judiciary. In the case of refusal, illness or mil
itary necessity, a member may be replaced by the authority who
.
originally placed him or her on the panel.
(4) If practicable. the members of the PRC asked to review the
alleged or suspected violation of the ethical standards by an attorney
should be senior to that attorney, for example. the officers should be
senior in rank to an officer under review and a civilian member
should be in a higher pay grade than a civilian under review.
(5) When asked for an advisory opinion, the memben do not
have to be senior to the person requesting the opinion.
(6) In unusual circumstances, TAJAG (orTJAG) may appoint a
special panel of the PRC to consider a single case.
(7) Each panel will have an executive sec:ntary, appointed from
SOCD. to ensure administrative suppon to the panel.
c. Procedures. The senior permanent member on the panel will
serve as President; two members. including the President, consti
tutes a quorum. The panel will meet at the call of the President, who
will assign responsibilities for research and writing to panel mem
bers, and establish other operating procedures necessary to ac.com
plish the panel's mission within the time prescribed.
d. Opinions.
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(1) Advisory opinions will be in memorandum form and ad
dreSsed through T AJAG to TJAG.
(2) Opinions on alleged or suspected violatic;>ns of professio~
standards will be in the format prescnbeci by the Chief,
will make speci1ic findings and recommendations, and will
addressed thru the Chief, saco, to TAJAG. A member dissent
ing from the opinion of the other two members may file a minority
opinion in any case.,
.....
.
(3) If the PRC determines.that It ~ lDSu1Ii~ent information ~n
which to base an opinion. it will so adVISC the Chief, SOCO. If avail
able. the needed information will be obtained and provided to the
PRC.

7-8. Action by The Judge Advocate General
a. GeneraL
(1) Advisory opinions prepared by the. ~RC ~ be revi~ed by
TJAG who will decide if and how the Opinions will be published.
(2) Upon receipt of an opinion re1ated.to alleged or suspected vi?"
lations of professional ethical standards and the PSI file, TJAG will
determine the appropriate action to be taken. In this regard. TJAG
is not bound by the findings or recommendations of the PSI officer,
the senior supervisory JA, a subordinate withlJ;l OTIA~ or ~e
PRC. Before reporting an attorney's conduct to his or her liceusmg
authority, or taking any action which does ':lot, under other rquJa
tions, provide for notice and the opportumty to ~ent, Tl~G
will advise the subject attorney of the contemplated actlon and SlYe
him or her DOt more than ten days to show cause why TIAG should
not take such action. Once decided, TIAG will announce his or her
decision in an appropriate form.
b. Fi1l4lity. Any action taken by TJAG is final and not subject to
appeal unless such action is under the purview ofanother regulation
which provides for an appeal.
c. Report to bar. Upon determining that a violation of profes
ethical standards has oa:urred, TIAG may cause the Chief,
to report that fact to the licensing authorities of the attorney
if warranted by the seriousness of the violation.'
7-9~

Release of Infonnatlon
a. Professional conduct files contain sensitive personnel informa
tion which is compiled for the purpose of internal management, ad
ministration. and regulation of the delivery of legal services by of
fices under the jurisdiction ofTIAG. Requests for information will
be processed according to AR 25-55 and AR 340-21; releases of in
formation will be coordinated with HQDA (DAJA--SC). The
Chief. SOCO has been delegated the initial denial authority by
TJAG for all professional conduct tiles.
b. Every substantiated allegation under this chapter, and any
other substantiated information that is determined by TAJAG (or
TJAG) to be relevant to an individual's potential u a member of the
JALS, will be documented (normally by a final action document) in
the individual's Career Management Individual File (CMIF). Such
documents will be available to assignment managers and TIAG for
all future personnel actions, subject to constraints imposed by the
Secretary with regard to HQDA selection boards.
c. The requirements of AR 600-37, paragraph ~ (for example,
referral of information to the subject, [to include notice of the in
tended location for filing of the information], and rebuttal or ac
knowledgment), Will be complied with in any case in which docu
mentation relating to professional conduct is to be tiled in the CMIF
of a member of the lALS.
7-10. Reporting requirement.
a. Any attorney governed by this regulation will promptly report
to OTJAG. A!TN: DAJA-SC, upon being notified that he or she is
. investigated by his or her licensing authority under circum
which could result in the attomey being disciplined u an at
or a judge. Reportable discipline does not include cc:nsure by
during a judicial proceeding unless made a matter of record
in
proceeding.
b. In a matter that involves the U.S. Army, prior to reporting any
alleged or suspected violation of ethical standards to the governing
12

body of an attorney, any member of the JALS will inform OTJAG.
AlTN: DAJA-SC, through normal technical channels, regardless
of whether· the attomey concerned is subject to the Army Rules of
Professional Conduct for Lawyers.

Chapter 8
Mismanagement Inquiries
8-1. General .
This chapter establishes the procedures for processing allegations of
mismanagement in Army legal offices which arc under the technical
.
supervision ofTIAG.

8-2. Scope
a. Mismanagement involves any action or omission, either inten
tional or negligent, which adversely a1f'ects the efficient and effective
delivery of legal services, any misuse of government resources (per
sonnel and material), or any activity contrary to operating princi
ples established by Army regulations or TIAG policy memoranda.
Mismanagement does not include mere disagreements over manage
ment "styles," or isolated instances of matters which have their own
clear course of appeal and resolution (for example, an OER or
NCOER appeal) or which arc purely discretionary (for example, an
award recommendation).
b. Allegations ofmislDllDAgement will only be considered if made
against a member of the lALS who. at the time of the alleged mil
manasement, wu actually serving in a supervisory capacity. It in
cludes commissioned and warrant officers, enlisted penonnel and
civilian pc:rsonnel who meet the above criteria.
c. If a complaint of mismanagement made against an attomey
subject to this regulation is coupled with an alleption of a violation
of professional ethical standards. any inquiry will be governed by
the procedures set forth in chapter 7 of this regulation.

8-3. Procedure.
a. Complaines. Supervisory lawyers at all levels arc responsible
for reviewing complaints of mismanagement to determine if they
meet the criteria of paragraph 8-2 above, and arc credible (see para
7-2b above). If so, the complaint will be reported to the Executive,
OTJAG.
b. lnqtliry. Upon receipt of a credible complaint of mismanage
ment, the Executive will refer it to the Chief, saco for inquiry.
(1) As the designee ofTJAG, the Chief, SOCO is authorized to
task one or more JAs as inquiry officer(s) to conduct (or cause to be
conducted) an inquiry into the complaint, using the informal pr0ce
dures of AR 15-6. as modified herein.
(2) Normally, complaints of mismanagement will be referred by
SOCO to the appropriate MACOM SJA for purposes ofconducting
the inquiry. The MACOM SJA may appoint a subordinate as a
fact-finder for this-inquiry.
(3) The inquiry officer should normally be senior to the subject of
the inquiry, and have had a rccc:nt assignment in a supervisory posi
tion. When the conduct of a trial or appellate M1 is being investi
gated, the inquiry officer will be a current MI.
(4) The inquiry officer will conduct a complete inquiry of the
complained activities; the statements. of witncsscs. at a minimum.
will be preserved in summ.a.rized form, signed by either the witness
or the inquiry officer. Fmdings will be based on a preponderance of
the evidence standard of proof. Under this .standard. findings must
be supported by a greater weight of the evidence than supports a
contrary conclusion, that is., the evidence points to a panicu1ar COD
clusion as being more credible and probable than any other conclu
sion.
(5) The report of the inquiry officer will be forwarded through
technical channels to TJAG, A ITN: DAJA-SC, except u provided
in c below.
c. Action below HQDA. If the iuquiry officer'S report concludes
that the complaint against a supervisor, other thaD a staff or com
mandjudge advocate or the deputy of such officer, is UDfounded or
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Chapter 1
Introduction
';

IlU'lriCguJ.atic)n prescribes the policies lind procedures pertaining to
lbei~liOzmnjstrati()li of military jilstice and implemelits the Manual for
United States;' '1984; 'hereatter referred to Is the
MCM' and the Rules' for Courts-Martial (R.C.M.) contained 'iII the

MeM:

"

"

. ;,-.,'
1.:.;.2. "References
Required and reCated publicatio~ and prescribed and referenced
forms are listed in apPendix A.

;"..-:.'

;

1-3. Explan~tlon of ~bbr.vlatlQn.' aruUe,.."na

,
Abbreviations and special ~,used in this n:gulation are ex
pJaiued in the glossaI)'. See also R.C.M. 103 for deflllitions of termS
used in the MCM.
:

1-1.

Respo!",slbllltl.~
'.
'
a. The Judge Advocate General (FJAG) is responsibie for the
overall supervision and administration of military justice within the
AImy.
.,
b. The Cliief'Trial Judge. U.S. AImy Judiciary. as designee of
TJAG. is ~p'onsibie for the 5upervisio~ andadininistration of the
U.S. AImy Tt\al Judiciary and the Military Magistrate ~gram.
c. The Chid. U.S. Amiy Trial Defense Service (USATDS). as
, designee of TJAG. is responsible for the detail. supervision, and
control of ~efellSC counsc~ services within, the AImy.

Chapter 2
"
'
Investigation and prosecution of' crimes over which'
the Department of Justice 'and the Department of
Defense have concurrent JUrisdiction
• General
a. This chapter implements a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) (August 1984) between the Department of Defense (DOD)
and the Department of Justice (DO]) delineating the areas of respon
sibility for investigating, and prosecuting offenses over which the
two departments have concurrent jurisdiction~ The text of the mem
or.mdum is quoted in paragraph 2-7 of this regulation.
b. .The MOU applies only within the United States and its posses
sions and only to those offenses that arc triabl~ in the U.s. district
courts.
c. Notwithstanding any other provisions of this chapter. para
graph 2~ of this regulation, shall apply within and omside the
United States and its possessions.

2-2. Local application
Decisions with respect to the provisions of the MOU will, whenever
possible. be made at the local level between the responsible DOJ
investigative agency and the local military commander (para 0.1. of
the MOU). If an agreement is not reach~ at the local level. the
local commander will (if he or she does not exercise general court
martial (GeM) jUrisdiction) p,romptly advise the Commander exer
Cising GO,{ jurisdiction over his or her command. If the com
mander exercisiilg GeM jurisdiction (actiilg through his or ber staff
judge advocate (SJA» is unable to effect an 'agreement, the matter
will be reponed to HeadquarterS. Department of the Army. Criminal
Law·Division. The Iudge' Advocate General. 2200' Army Pentagon.
Washington,
DC
... ..
. 20310-2200.
...
2-3. Action by convening authority
Before taking any action with a view toward court-martial. courts
convening authorities will ensure that Federal civilian au. are consulted under the MOU in cases likely to be prose
cuted Ul the U.S. disaict courts.

~

2-4. Grants of Immunity
a. GeM'!'"!. Grants. of immunity may be ~ under the Uniform
<;:odc of Military Jusuce (UCMJ). ~.C.~. 704. lAd directi\'es iSSued
~Y th~ Se~ of the AmJ,y (SA). subj~ to th~ iWdance set forth
m this paragraph.
'
' . . '
, b. Persons subject to tM UCMJ. The authority of couns-maitial
c.onvening authorities extends only to grants of immunity from ac.
u~n un~er th~ UCMI. However. even if it is determined that a
Wltn~ IS subject to the UCMJ, the convening authority should not
grant unmunity before determining under the MOU that the DOJ
has no interest in the case.
'
c. P~rsons not subject to the UCMJ. If a prospective witness is
not subject to the UCMI or if DOJ bas an interest in the case th
grant ~f immunity must be. issued tillder 18 l!.SC, 16001-:600.5. ~
those UlStances. the follow1l1g procedUres arc applicable:
(1)
a pro.posed order t~. tes,rifY for the sigila1ure of the GC~
conve~g au~o~ty (GCMCAY. Include in the requisite findings that
the witness 15 likely to refuse to testify on Fifth Amendment
grou~~ and that the testimony of the witness is necessary to the
public mterest. Forward the Wlliigned' draft to the Criminal Law
Divi5~on. The Judge Advocate Gen,era!. 2200 Army Pez:ttagon.
Washmgton. DC 20310-2100 for coordination with DOD and DOJ
and approval by the Attorney General.
•
(2) Include the following information in the request. if available:
,'(a) Name, citation, or other identifying' information of' the
proceeding in whicb the order"is ro 'be used.
(b) Name and social security number of the individual for whom
the immunity is requested.
(c) Name of the employer or company with wbich the witness is
, associated.
'
(d) Date and place of birth of the witness.
(e) F~eraI Bureau of Investigatioo'{FBI) number or local police
'
number, if any.
(f) W?ether. any State or Federal charges an: pendiDg against the
prospecnve Witness, and the nature of the charges.
(g) Whether the witness is currently incarcer.ued and if so. under
what conditions and for what length of time.
(h) Military status and organization.
'
(i) ~ther the witn~ would be likely to testify under a grant
of IDlDlUDIty thus precluding the ,use of the testimony against him or
her.
W Facmal basis supporting the finding that the witness is likely
to refuse to testify on Fifth Amendment grounds.
(k)' Genera! nature of the charges to be tried in the proceeding at
which the witness' testimony is desired.
(/) Offenses. if known. to which the witness' testimony might
tend to incriminate the- witness.
(m) The anticipated date on which the order will be issued.
(11) A SI1IDJD8l')' of the expected testimony of the witness concern
ing the particular case in issue. '
(3) If the Anomey GenCIal has authorized a grant of immunity,
furnish the following information through Criminal Law Division.
The Judge Advocate General. 2200 Army Pentagon. Washington.
DC 20310-2200. to the Witness Record Unit, CrimiDal Division.
Department of Justice. Washington. DC 20S30. after the witness has
testified. refused to testify. or the proceedings have been terminated
without the witness being called to testify:
(a) Name. citation. or other identifying information oi the
procc;eding in which the order was requested.
(b) Date of the examination of the witness.
(c) Name and address of the witness.
(d) WJ1etber the witneSs irivolced the privilege against self-incrim
ination.
(e) Whether the immunity order was issued..
if) Whether the witness testified punuant to the order.
(g) If the witness refused to comply with the order. whether
contempt proceedings were instituted.. or arc contemplated. and the
result of the contempt proceeding. if concluded.
d. Cases illvolving threau U1 U.S. fIQlional security. A proposed
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~.;): ·~Jicr;.; preside over each court-martial to

whicb they have' becD de
"- ~.ed,:,to include performance. of all judicial duties' impoSed· or
;'aftthbrized.: b¥ the. UCMl or the MCM.
.
"':.~f2)'"'Dle mil.itary judge!s judicial dUties include, but are not lim
ited to7~"U."·.\""ilUU.l'" the. court. into' session withou£ the presence of mcmhold. the maignment.
..==tbj..Recciving·pleas and resolving maners that tbe court members
"'arC not requUed to consider. tAlt.· 39(a),. UCMJ);:'"
.
.:,(t:) Entering findings; (If guilty based upon provid.ently entered
pleas ·ofguilty immediatelY' witho?t a;·vote.
.
.'
.. ,td). Ruliug· on requestS tor· conlll1uances.
c . '(:"e) G:onductlngpost.-aiaJ. sessiODSi. UDder ~.G.M. 1102. .
...(3) :The; purpose ot' an Article 39(il), UCMJ, session is to dispO~e
-of all matters noC requiring the attendance of the memberS of the
court. To achieve the maximum', usc of sUch a ScsSiOL the military
judge' must. ensure that counsel have due notice of die session and
sufficient. time to. prepare for the disposition of matters that must. or
should be considered.
...' "
.
• (4) Military- judges assigned to the U.S. Army Trial Judiciary
may
(a) 'Perform magisterial duties according to cbapter 9 of this
regulation.
".
...
(b) Issue authorizations on probable .cause underchapter'9 of-this
regulation.'" .
"
.
(c) AfierDOD approval of a requcs( for ailtho~tiou;:' receive
applications. for'lI'OnconsensuaJ wire ano'oral commWlication inter
cept authorization orders and i determiiie. whether tI? issue :sucb or
derS. accOrding'to .AlR" 190-53:;'; . '
.....'~
(d) Conduct hearings pursuiUU to AR 190-47' to ~t~e
wHetfier an inmate at· the· USDB sUffers from' a; mental disease or
ddec:t< that requires inpatient psYchiatric care or trc8Jment &eyond
that; aviiia&le at the USDB. .' .
(e) Conduct trainii1g Sessions' Jortrial and defense counsel.
if) Serve as fact fiDders in debarment and sus-pcnsio~ proceedings
involving. Govemm~nt c o n t r a c t s : . "
-". . .
(g) Conduct investigatil,lns, ~earings, or similar proceedings as
be directed by TJAG.
h. Summary courts·marliaL A military judge may be detailed' a
SCM if made available by the Chief Trial Judge or Chief Trial
Judge's designee.
c. Courts-mania! composed of a military judge only.. .
(I) A military judge who is detailed to ~ court-martial must be
satisfied that an accused's request for trialoy '-court-manial consis
ting only of a military judge has been made knowingly and volun
tarily. After a full inquiry into the accused's understan~g. of the
request. the military judge should grant the request. :wsent unusual
circumstances. If the trial counsel desires to contest the appropriate
ness of a trial by mi.lita.tJt judge: alone, the military, jucf~ should
hear, arguments from trial and defense counsel before deciding the
issue (R.C.M... 903).
.
(21 In addition to duties and"' functions performed when sitting
with members (except those reiatingtoinsuuctions), the military
judge. when' sitting.· as a court· consisting of only a military judge,
will
(aJ Rule on :ill questions of fact' arising during the proceedings.
. (b.l Determine' the guilt or innocence of the accused in the form
of general fmdiitgs (and will make special fmdings wben~ or
otherwise appropriate (Art. 51(d).
(eJ H the' accused is convicted, adjudge an appropriate senlCDce.
d. Administrative responsibilities. Each military judge is respon
sible for
(I) Maintaining an orderly trial calendar that will make efficient
use of available time and provide to the maximum extent possible
for scheduling of trials as requested by convening authorities.
(2) Submitting required reports, including the prompt. accurate,
:md complete submission of the. MiJi~"Iudge Case; Repon
·tOt·the Clerk of Court (ATTN: JALS-CC), Nassif Build·
Falls Cburch. VA 22041-5013.
(3) CoopcratinJ. closely with SIlas and military judges in· the

circuit. The military judge must exen:ise-every legitimate'~d'appro
priate. effon to assist convening authorities· in· 'the' expeditious 'hlUl
dling of court-martial cases; while taking can: to' avoid any act that
·may be a uswpation of the powen, duties, oi','prerogatives of a
convening authority or the convening authority' ~ . staff: .
(4)·.Scelcing necessary assistance ~ugh' the' judici~aQministra
tive'channels specified in paragraph !-6b in case of'coaruct in trial
dates or in any other situation when another militaijijild.e may be
required: lit addition. the military judge' wi~ primaij reSponsibility
for a' GCM· jurisdiction will detail ·a·Judge·within sucli'a'Dillitary
judge~5-'area'of'responsibility to preside over'~ases refemcHor trial
in ~h:. subordinate SPCM jUriSdiction. The' military jUdge with
primary. responsibility· for a GCM jwisdictiptr"owrn.; w~eti'Dccessary,
obtaiD tHe detail' af ~tary judges by corummg· witlr the chief
circuit military j~dge as· provided' in paragraph'~ ·tic-lo'!"..
~.;,.

.. ~-:.-.:

~'I~·

-

-j

••• _

8-5. Responsibilities of the chief circuit military fudge
The chief circuit military judge is the seniOt" milita1'y judge. in a
judicial circuit· or other judge designated by the Chief Tria1Iildge
and is responsible tor_.. .'; '.:' '.'
a.. ~eral ..a~tration of the Military· Judge..Program.within
the Judlclal··clrcwt.
_.
.:
.","- .. :1.... :.
.
b. Recommendations to the Chief Trial Iudge reTatiJif to· the
operation of t1ieo.program within· the. circuit.
:.. •
....
c. Determining which GCM jurisdictions wilI i;e~e:primary
responsibility of the GCM military j~dges witbin.thed:iri:uit.
d. 0btaining· and':'detailing a replacemcnt militaty.jJd'je·asiiz:!1ed
to the U.S. Army Trial Judiciary and loc:atcdr wit&iD;1beiciiCufE:·1f
none is available, maiing:·8D' ~cdiate requcal-'to... ~·~~t·fO
the. Chief Trial JU~~'WliCD the military judge aSsip~~tae U.S.
'~Y T~alludicilUi}"primarily respoiIsible for a c:oll;i't~.juris
dic:uon IS· temponu:ilY", unavailable.' -.' ;.... .""
'-' ,.';"',:'. ", .:.. '.:.
~- Determining-. _the .~.. imermcdi~. Eater. and senigr'. •:as
required' fmO~'C.bncer$,.mili~~~iIi~:w~~ 1ppEOpri
'ille. Jot· magisa'atcs:$i~ : the circuit. : -..; :':;:' :...:':-'., '.
.. 'f. Designating superviSing military judges for· part':'tiioe .military
magistrates (chap. 9) and Spqd military judgcs;""- .::
.
g. Ensuring that i~dividual mobilization augmentee miljtary
judges receive adequare~sistan~:' in pcrfoim,ing ~Uat: trainiDg.

8-6. Detailing' ot mllltapY

fudges

. ...

a. Authority to detail military jUdges (R.C.M. S(J.3{bl}J·The Chief
Trial Iudge is authoriZed to detail·uillitary juCfges fOl'''c:oUrl3-martfaJ.
This authority may be'delegated to· GCM' military judges'· (see: pan
5-3);
.
b. Detail of military judies. witliin GeM jurisdictions.
(1") The GeM' military judge who is dcsi~' as" ~y re
sponsible for a GeM jurisdiction (para· &-5e) will.
(aj Normally. be detaJled to pJ"e$ide over the GeM con.vened in
that jurisdiction.
..
(b) Be responsible for arranging for a replacement·or adCIitional
judge support if he. or she is unavailable or determinei ~ a need
exists for assistance in disposing of court-martial cases referred to
trUll.
.
.
(2) When the GCM military judge is unavailable u. a point of
contact. th~ convening authority or the' cODvening authority's dele
gate will reques, the chief circuit military judge'(O; ptovide 'lDd
detail a replacemenL If the chief. circuit military judge is unable' to
satisfy the request from the military judges wi~tIi!t c:iicuit. the
chief circuit military judge will request a .replacement from the
Chief Trial Iudge. The judge wbo details the replacement judge will
cause the convening authority to be. informed. immediately, aormally
through the SIA. of the name of the replacement jlidge·IDd;·the. date
of availability,
.
(3) For cases of SPCM'
fa) The GC~ military judge designated as" primarilY'responsible
for a GeM jurisdiction (para 8-Sq'will designate hiinself or hene-If
or another military judge (assigned to the tJ:S, Ann)! Trial Iudiciary
within that Ge~ military judge's area of responsibility) as' primarily
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,,~~ -'''\-~H Jun~W(;UOn Ulclu~ed.Ul Ule GOi juris
diction. The militaryjudgeSQ.~igm.t¢ \\!ill:. nC!J]Da1ly ~·dc:railed
t~prisidt. ·o~~j. the S.~ conv=ed i,n I,hc::j~iction:.
• (b)' Wb~ the design.a~ed military judge.is nOI available. the GeM
judge 'who'~~1gn~ the unav~~le military judge will.s~ect and
d~tail.~~pta~!Den~ from th~ ID}li~. judg~ assigned.to the U.S.
Anny TriIl,l:Jil~i~iary w~n .tht;.9CM Judg!='~, area,of ~POQSibility.
Jfno such "replacement io:!1ge is..avai~blC; within the area, the OCM
judg~.:tr.'ill..rcq~~s.~: lii~~.lh:e. c:~ef ..~ircui~ mili~ judge provi4:e a
r~plaee~en;.Jf .~e: .chief cucl,lW a.u~tary Ju~ge ~: unabl~. to find and
<ietaiian. av.ailable j~dge among the mili~ judg~ ~igned Ip the
.U.S..
tri~ Judi.~iat1· wi~ the chief c~ui~· military j~dge's
circuit. ·the. c:iIcui~" jiJ~l.e o,y;ill request a re(!lace~ent from· tb!;: Cbi~f
Triai' iudge: The. ~t;( Trial Judge will epc;!c:ave,t t9 Jipd ~!i ~tail a
replacement trow. ju~ges assign~ .~. ~~ U.s. Army Trial Iudiciary.
c. Processing' requests for replaconelll judges. Requests and re
sponseS IO'requesf!will be>lnnSmincd by. the."quic~ available
mc;ans, : nonnally by' telephone:.
.Ld.; ~t:keting. The GCM.. military judge ~esigna.ted as primarily
responsible for a GCM jurisdiction pursuant to para~h 8-5c
abOve wULoversec docketing and·.caIendar managemenl within that
jurisd.ictio~.··Aspan of the' doclcetiDg responsibility-,. the.GCM mili
:tary judge ~ll record an.ticipatcd leaves and othl:I.fo[eScc:able. ab
sences. of ~litary judges so as to· permit requests for replacements

Anny

as·.~OC!n ~ ~ssi~le.
e,;.l;:ro.sJ.·I{!rv;~;"g,.

,'-3.-:Jl)" NothPlg in

YU5c regJ1,tatioD

.

preclud~.. the. detail o£

a. military

ju~ge.fronr.an9!b.~F:~~!i scvice who bas been made available (or
. detail t!l.~~tbc;~~.GCM..Ol' SPQ(. pro'lideq,th~· such milituy judge·
tt~ bcell;;~cd~bY:· the Judge. .YvOClUe ~9.eraL oftbe. military
_judge::$'.~. ~ce. F9r, ~tivc cOl1ttal L .the cqDcurrcnc:e
of the Chie'. Trial Judge will be QbtaiI1ed before the judge. is de
.laJl~d.. . : !
.'
.
.
.
.(2r·~Y"'!.mU~ judg~. may~ p,resid~ at cow-~al o£ .~cher
services. under: R.C.M. 201(~)(4). for administrati","~C:Ol1trolj. the
cOQcUJTen':~_9f.~e CJij'ef Trial J~dge should be ob.~ before the
judge is detailed_

...,

8".7~ AdriiJnlstratlv~ and logIstical support

a; . DllIysiarion. Commands selected as duty stations will provide
administratiVe and' logistical SUpR9rt for milital] ju~ges ~ iDclude
•. 1:1).' p'~~~t' q\lMtets for each military judge 'and the judge's
famil)! mez;ru,er& 19: .the: same degree. as. arc provided regwarly:·.as
signed: offi~~ of like ' p e and similar re~poDSibility.
(2) Preparation of p~y vouchers :md payment of military judges.
(3) Assistance ·and maintenance of military personnel records.
oJficer"gualification rec!'fds, and~. other personnel requirements.
b. "Duiy and other stations. Comriumds selected as duty stAA~ns
and <;:~mmands at or near a l~a,tion where a military i!1dge. is to
preside over a trial will provi~ such administrative anli logistical
s!-:Ippolt for military judges as· may. be necessary ~~ the perf~ce
.o~ the judge's d\lties, includi,l;ll.-:
. - (l)Privale" office sp~ _
:
(2) Office fumicure, equfpment. and supplies.
(3) Access to legaL:~h publications. aqc$ fac:ilities;
telephoncsuyice...
.
(4) Oa,ss
("5) Stenographic, c~erica.l.,. and administrative. assistance. as re
quired· for the expeditious perf~rmll1ce of dmi~s (chief c:iD:uit
judges will be provided a ~lerk· from th~ U.S, AmJy Trial.Judiciuy).
(61. Army transportation fadlities. including aircraft. as far as is
practicable. .
, .
. t71: Issuance of such IDY orders. at the request of the militar:y
-judge;:concemed, as may be IICCessary in the exercise of the judge's
duti~;. as follows:
.fa/.: AuthoritY for commlll1ders 10 issue my orders for travel of
.milit.liy..-iudg~!~lhiD Continental United States (CONUS) and to
. issue:;1DYort!!!I'S-in:volving travel of military judges from locatiollS
.witbiJ;1·.CONUS!to.destinations outside·CONUS is govemed by AR

r.

·~IOS.

.

,

(b)

Where.. A:R 600.,.g..lOSo dees

n~ dele~atc

alllbority.

10

co~•

manders.·to ~ue TI?~ ordCo for military ~udges 'assigned to· the
U.s. Array Tnal JudiClI1')',fol'.ttavel from. totalions Within CONUS
to. areas outside CE)NU&~ orders will be· issued by HQDA wb

travel to destinations outside CONUS is necessary.
. en
(c) Orders for nvel-.Qfltside ' CONUS will direct use of m i l .
aircraft when available and authorize. use of'other modu in c 1
m.ilitar)" aircraft.is .DOt available. When a coun-manial case has
scheduled for trial on a ccrmin date, the military judge who b
~n ~etaiJ.cd ~ ~de at.. the trial must mange travel. so as :
~ve m suffiCIent ~e before commenccment of the. trial .. Military
~ generally ~ill be ~Qnsider.ed not available· whenever such
~ cannot amve 11· t!:te ~1ace of the trial ·~thin. a reasonable
time ~~ore ~e date af th~ ttW;. usnally 1, day preceding. such. date.
T.be mil~tary J1,ldge concem~ sttould ~ authorized commercial air
tr~portation under· sucb circ:up;Jst;anccs.
(d) ~e~ will ~t,ate tbat·a!,Jthoril)l- is granted .to· ~e such
changes !p: It1I1erazy and to proc;~ to such additional p'laces as may
be necessary to' accomplisbthe assigned mission..
, fe) T~vel cos~ and per diem.Jor ~ military judges assigned to
the U.S. Army Trial Judiciary will be budgeted and funded by

.

US~

c. Leaves and passes.
..,(t) R~uest for leaves and. passes by' military: jJldgcs assign"ed to
the U.S. Army Trial Judiciary will be forwarded within judicial
administrative channels as follows: . '
(a),~Y:ini!irary Judges within a ~t to che chief
military
judge or ..the chief circuit judie', .~ignee.
(b) By chief circuit military judges to HQDA (1ALS-n) Nassif
Bui!jijng, Falls CJJurcb..: .VA 22041-5013-.:
-.'
(2). In ~crgen9" situatioDSt cleann~ ~y ~. qb:taiJied by elec
.tronically ~miaed message or tclepltoDt;. It. wi1l be assumed.
unless affirmati..vely DOted, that a req1,l~ ~.CDCC will not iDter
fere with the !,im.ely administration. of military. jUstic;e,

.

cia:wi

of

1-1. Rur••
court
.. .
.
TJAG B;Uthorizes the Cbi.e~ Trial Judge tID
..dec R.~.M. 108 to prom• •
ulgatc local or general rilles' of coon. 1l1.is authority may be dele
gated by the Cbief Trial Judge 10 chief circuit judges.

Chapter 9
,..lIItary MagIstrate Program
SectIon r
General'
9-1. Scope
.
. a.. Thii' chapter establishes· the Anny-wide Military Magistrate
Program..·It authorizes. and specifies procedUres for the., appointment
and assignment of military magistrates and for t&eir use to· review
pretrial confinement (R.C.M~ ·305(c». It implements the Military
Rules of Evidence tMRE), Rules 315 IIIJd 316, Part m.. MCM' and
R.C.M. 302(e)(2). by authorizing- military judges and maJistrates to
issue DecesSary search and seizure authorizations on probable cause.
D,_ .There is DQ relationship' between Ihe Military Magistrate Pr0
gram and DA's· implementatioD of the Federal Magistrate s.ystem to
dispose'" judicially. of unifozm violation notices and' minor offeDSes
committed on military installations (AR 1~29).
c. The MiliIaIy"Magistratc Program a an Army·wt)le program for
. review of pretrial confinement and the issuance. of sbich and sei
zure authorizations, OD probable cause. by ncutnl and detached
magistralCS.
d. A mili.t.arrmagistrale· is a JA empowered to direct the release
of persons from, pretrial conflDement. or to recommend release from
confinement pending final disposition of foreign criminal charges.
00 a. determination· that continued confinement does not<meet legal •
requirementt, and to issue search and seizure, authorizations OD
probable cause.
.
.. ....
~. All assigned. military. magistrate is a IA appointed by TIAG or

AA 27-1'() • 24 June 1996
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school at Government expense under AR 27 ·1. On·the-job training
continues in the summer whcn school is not in session."

(2) Religious education.
(3) Pastor8.1 counseling.
(4)

Staff writing.

(5) Staff officer:

(6) Supef"'ision of· other chaplains and staff.
(7) Staff and parish development
.
(8) Pastoral visitation of uoops and families.
(9) . Human relations and small group ministry:
(10) Program or project management.
.
(1 ]) Administration.
.
(12) Civilian' community relations.
(13) Reserve component chaplain .coordinator.

....... r·

04) Resource management.
(IS) Unit ministry team leader.

_.
c. Pms Vb. VI. vnc. If the rated chaplain is well qualified .for
3·dvanced professional (civilian) training. identify' no more than two
3. reas for which he or she should be recommended using th~: list in
p.aragraph a above.
.
.'
";','
d. paris Vb. VI, Vile.. If appropriate. cite instances. of the chap
lain's specific performance using paragra,ph C·7.
~; Chaplains participating in the CPE or Family Life Chaplain
Tr aiDing Supervisory in Training (Sm program will ·recei.~ an
A!:R for the fust year- in· the SIT program and OERs fot' 'subsequent
evaluations duriIJg the SIT. program.

Appendix 0
. :'
.
Special Considerations for Rating JAGC.-Otflce~,
0-1. Overview.

~.

Judge Advocate..General's Corps (JAGe) officers petfOrm unique
duties within the AImy. They are officer lawyers and are subjecc to
the Same evaluation ,conceptS .as other ofjicers. When !;Icing. evalu~
ated. they should be· viewed ·under a "who~ officer"cone~ and· not
as a "lawyer only.~ JAGC officers are staff.offic~IJ.Dd.:_RCrlQrm
duties as advisors and advocates or counsel. In providing. profes.
sional legal advice or service. judge advocates must at times ad·
vance opinions that are contrary to the views of others. As lawyers,
they are bound by a strict code of professional responsibility that
pro\!ides standards' for the legal profession. Rating officials must be
mindful of these responsibilities and evaluate" JAGC officers
accordingly.

0-2. Evaluation of JAGC officers
a. Only The Judge Advocate General (TJAG). The Assistant
Judge Advocate General (TAJAG). and commissioned 'officers of
the US Army judiciary may serve as' rater•. intermediate t.uer. or
senior rater of 3 lAGe officer assigned to the US Army judie:iar-y as
a military judge or to the US Army Lega\. ServicCSI.Agenq:as a

military magistrate.
. .~
.
b. No convening authority or' any member of his or hel' suff may
evaluate a IAGe officer assigned additional duties as·· ... military
judge or as military magistrate on the performance of IriS, or her
duties in tb.lt capacity.
c. No rating official will give an adverse or less' favorable rating
or "omment regarding a rated officer because' he or she. zealously
represented as counsel any accused or respondent before court·
marti~ or admi.Disttative board proceedings:
.. .

0-3. Evaluating office, deblired to· on-the-Job training
a. Officers attending law schoat. under nAG',,' Funded Legal
Education Program must be evaluated for periods of on·the~job
training. as described in paragraph 3-49. When evaluating these
officers. consider their grade. experience. and scliooling. They must
not, ~ compared with experienced lawyers.
~~:€:~or: 'officers taiing part in the Funded Legal Education Pro
.gram;··tlie following entry· will be placed in part me of DA Fonn
67·9: "Officer is a full.time.. active~uty student attending law

D-1. initial t.our of ex:tend8d active duty (See para 3-47)
A report ~i11 be rendered upon completion of 120 duty days as a
lAO<: offi!=er. regardless of prior service in other than lAGC, in a
principal duty assignment under a single rater. This applies only if
no report has ~en made during the current period of service. This
ap'plies to· officers who complete law school under TJAO's Funded
LegaLEduc3tion P.rOgraJD (AR 27·0. Officers programmed for at.
l~ndance at an officer basic course will .not be rated under this
p:aragraph before aneeding the cours~.
~. JAGC. officers .sslgned to the.
Dei(en'se Service.
.

US

til

Army Trial

These officers are nOl· considered to be under dual supervision (para
2·22)..
, .

Appendix E
Evaluation of U.S. Army Medl~al ..Departmen~
Officers
,.
E-1. The OER has a uniquePiuP.ose when· used to evaluatc the
performance ,~d. potentia) of M~dical Corps (Me). Den~ Corps
(DE). 'Vetepuiry Corps (Ve). ·Ahny ~urse Corps' (AN). 'Medical
SpecialiSt Corps (5P). Medical Service 'COrps (MS): resident. intern,
and fellowsrup'stndents ii1 graduate health education. Therefore. it
should"bi'given primary emPhasis in the~!af~ation process. Special
inslrUctiolis for mting Me; ~ 'vc. ~. SP. audMS residents.'
intems. and fellowship students are specifiecr·beiow..
a. .The evaluation forms will be completed as prescribed in chap
ter.3 unless indicated otherWise in this appendiX.
.
b., DA' ~orm 67.;.9-1. OER Suppon Form: .
(lJ Part'! will be compreted by tbC PSB ot atUninistiative office.
The duty title should be specific (e.g.• intern. ftrSt
sUrgical
resident, dietetic iQtem. dental general practice resident, veterinary
preceptorship. clinical pathofogy).
.
(2) Pan il will be completed by the PSB' or administrative office,
The. duty AOC for this assignment will ref1~ the specialty for
. .
which the rated officer is beiDg- traiDCd.
(3) Pan
should describe the pro~ goals (to mcIlide aca·
demic and practicum requirements) and' achievements dunng the
rating period~
'(4) Pm IV will include comments by the rater and intermewate
rater (if any) for the senior rater.
c. DA Form 67·9 will be completed' in ac.~ordance w~th .Section
IV of chapter 3.
..
.
.
(1) Pm 1. item f. Designated spei:ialty. This entry will be the
specialty for whic~· the ratedofficer is beiDg uained.
(2~ Pan
Authentication. Coinpl~~in accordince ·~itb para·
graph 3·17,
.
.
.
Duty Description.
.. .
(3) Part
(a) Item a. Principal Duty title. The duty title should parallel the
.. , ,
duty title shown on the DA Form 67·9·1.
(b) Item b. Duty AOC. Enter the specialty for which the rated
officer is being trained.
..
(c) Item c. Place an "X" in the applicable box.
(d) Item d. Leave blank.
(e) Item e. Duty Description. lbis ponion al1C)W. the. rater to
describe: the rated officer's pro~ to i~clude. academic and prac:ti·
cum requirements during the rated. ~ocL MO$t raters will use Part
illa of DA Form 67-9·1. to h~lp ~~ complete this ~on. This
inform~tion is particularly impo!W1t to pA selection boards; there·
fore. raters will IeCord. it with tho~ght and detail.
(4) Pm lV. Perfo~ance Evalnation-Professionalism.
(a)··Item a. Army ValUf:S_ The rater completes this item. It lists
values. that define professionalism for the Army officer (para 3·19) .
Evaluation of each value- should ~ in the con~t of the graduate

year

•
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00502
00503
00504
0051l4Z
00505
00506

00500
(1)501

1m.

(XMBoo
004U 01
OO4B 02A
OO4B02B
OO4B 02C
(XI4B 020
004803
OO4R04

PARALI NE
OMD

NAME

TRIAL JUDICIARY
CHIEF
MIUTARY JUDGE
MII.ITARY JUDGE
CHIEF. LEGAL NCO
EXCESS (QO Day Loss)
SR LEGAL NCO.
'-EGAL ASSISTANT
GOICO. ESPERANlA

SMIlH. GARY W.
JOIINSTON. PAULI..
WIl.KINS. DONNA I..
TZUL GERALDINE M.

I~ECORDS CONmOL BRAN
SlJPV CLK COUIU EXAM
I.EGAL TECU (OA)
SILVA. NANCY M.
LEGAL TECI-I (OA)
GRAUAM. JOAN
LEGAL TECII (OA)
FOUNIAIN. MAUREEN A.
LEGAL TECH (OA)
POINTE!? PAmlCIA C.
CODING CLERK
HAS1Y. GINA M.
LEGAL CLERK
MURDOCK. BRUCE

ltiDlLE

71040
00986

71050

55800
55BOO
55BOO

00945
00986
00986
(XJ986
00986
00357
00986

MQS

Pano30124

07

E7

05
E8

06
06

0.')

07
07
07
05

07

10

AUl1::l!2R

43609900BYA
43609900BYA
43609900BYA
43609900BYA
43609900BYA
43609900BYA

NC
GS

43521200BYA
43521200BYA
43521200BYA
43521200BYA
43521200BYA
43521200BYA
43521200BYA

AMS

JA
JA
JA
NC

GS
GS
GS
GS
GS
GS
GS

DO

~
USALSATDA-FACESANDSPACES

FAJA
FAJA

FAJA
FAJA
FAJA
FAJA.

FAJA
FAJA
FAJA
FAJA
FAJA
FAJA
FAJA

MDff

2
3

5

10

4

2

11

BfQ

AUIH

5

0

7

4

~

TX

TA

TS
TA
TA
TA

TS
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX
TX

OEMABKS

14-Ocl·1999

JUD FIELD
MII.I1 ARY JUDGE
MllITARY.IIJDGE
MIlIfARY JUDGE
MilITARY JUDGE
MIlITARY JUDGE

OOSAOO

00'104

00602
00603
(OA)

SECI~ETARY

OO601Z

00601

EXAM NEW TRIAl SDIV
CHIEF EXAM NEW TRIALS
CHIEF EXAM NEW TRIALS
SENIOR EXAMINER
EXAMINER

(()600

006.

OOSA OIJ MIWARY JUDGE
OOSA OIK MllITARY.JUDGE
roSA OIL MII.lTARY JUDGE
OOSA OlM MIUTARY JUDGE
oo.'iA 01 N MII.ITARY JUDGE
(XISA 010 MlurAI~V JUDGE

(liSA 01 A
lXJSA OIB
OOSA 01 C
005A 010
£.X15A OlE
OOSAOIF MIlITARY JUDGE
005A OIG MILITARY JUDGE
OOSA OIG MII.IfARY JUDGE
OOSA OIH MIUTARY JUDGE
OOSA 011 MllIIMY JIJDGE

ImlII.E

P.ARALItJE
005A

MILLER. JOH D.
COSGROVE. CHAinES A.

HOtlAND. GARY J.
SAYNISClt SIEPIIEN v.
PARRISH. PATRICK J.
PANGBURN. KENNETH D.
HIGGINS. NANCY A.
HENLEY. SIEPIIEN It
DIXON. THEODORE E.
CLEVENGER. KENNEll-I H.
IIOLlAND. ROBERT F.
SMITH, JAMES J.
HODGES. KEITH H.
CLERVI. FERDINAND D.
GALLIGAN. JOliN P.
BARTO. WILLIAM 1.
WI·IITE. RONAlD W.
WI~IGHT. DONNA M.

NAME

55BOO
55BOO
55BOO
55800

06
06

06

14

55AOO
5SAOO
55AOO
00318
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03
06

os

06

00905

SSBOO
55800

06
06

06

.'i."iBOO

06

06

06

06

06

06

55800
55800
55800'
55800
551m
55800
55800

55BOO

06

55800

06
06

Mru

06

AUJUGR

JA
GS

GS
JA
JA

JA
JA
JA
JA
JA
JA
JA
JA
JA
JA
JA
JA
JA
JA
JA
JA

DB

43521200BYA
43521200BYA

43521200BVA
43521200BYA
43521200BVA

43609900BVA
43609900BYA
43609900BVA
43609900BYA
43609900BYA
43609900BYA
43609900BVA
43609900BVA

43609900BVA
43609900BVA
43609900BYA
43609900BYA
43609900BYA
43609900BVA
43609900BYA
. 43609900BYA

AMS

USAlSA lOA - FACES AND SPACES

FAJA
FAJA

FAJA
FAJA
FAJA

FAJA
FAJA
FAJA
FAJA
FAJA
I
FAJA
FAJA
FAJA
FAJA
FAJA
FAJA
FAJA
FAJA
FAJA
FAJA
FAJA

MDEe

0
0
1
2

1

4

1

0

15

15

AUIlf

0

~

24

BEQ

TA
TX

TS
TS
TA

TA

BEMABKS

14-Ocl·1999
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
Or-FICE

OF TIIF.: JUeGE ",eVOCATF. r.F.r~ERAL
CC 20310',2200

W .... SlllNCTON.

"lI;:r\.y ' 0
,lTTlNTION 0"

29 NovenVer i993

HEr-10RANDUH FOR coMMANDER, FORCES COMMAND I ATTN:
MCPHERSON, GA 30331-5099
~U~JECT:
MIlitary

•

f'CJA; FORT

Training, Employment, and Assignment Policy fbr
Teams

~udge

1.
with the adoption of the L seri~s TOE, the number of USAR
Trnining Program unit (TPU) Milit~ry audge Team positions ,
inc:reased from four to -45 iii sept~mber· 1993. Upon mobilization,
Military Judge Teams will be emplcy~d:as directed by the Chief
Trial Judge, u.S. Army Trial Judiciary~
During noh-mobilization
p~riodsi these units are assigneq'td an Army Reserve Command
(~RCOM) as subordinate fUhctional,t~ams of 8 Legal Support
Orqanization (LSO). The Chief Trial JUdge exercises technical
supervision over Military Judge T~~ms.

/..

The following poiicies are intended to establish clear lines
authority for administrative and bperational requirements of
Military Judge Teams!
of

a. General. Military Judge teams should be traihe~ as they
wjll be utilized tipon mobilizatiorti 'E~ery effort shouid be made
to detail Reserve Military Judges to trials when practical.

•

(1) The chief Trial. JUdge i~ delegated thE! authority to
promulgate admihistrative; trainihg, arid assi9nmen~ guidance.
As
subordinate units of an LSO, Military Judge Teams will comply
with all administrative; training and assignment policies of
their LSO/ARCOM to the extent tho!;e policies do not: conflict with
this memorahdum.
(2)

Military.Judge TeamS assigned to the contingency
(CFP) will receive priority training. Military
Judges assigned to CFP teams shOUld be detailed to preside over
cases to the grea~est: extent practidai,
- '
for.c~s Pool

(3)
Inactive butt Training (lOT) for Mili~ary Judge Teams
will be coordinated with ~he ·LSO and Chief Trial Judge,
,
(4) LSO Commanders will !dehtifY potential AHnUal
Trnining (AT) dates, locationsl afid Mi~sions for the Military
.Judge Teams assigned ~o them. The LSO Comniander# s AtU1ual
Tn!ininq recommendations will be forwarded through the ARCOM
stnff Judge Advocate to the CONUSA staff Judge Advocate who will

t

t

"

.'~ '. j
• ''',,/,. I•.. '.

..••f': :..

•

toIL'

•

.r

•

-U",1 ~ - Zl\

,r:;UAJECT: Training, Employment, a:nd Assignment Policy for Military
Judge 'reams

not be in the rating chain, and ~ilitary Judges wili hot be
Military Judges will be rated by
the Chief Trial Judge, Chief clrcuit Judge, or a circuit Judae.
Mjlita~y Judges will be senior r~ted by a Chief Circuit Judg;,
tl1e chief Trial Judge; or Chief Judge/Commander; United states
Army Legal Services Agency. The rating officer will ~onsider all
~ctive and inactive training periodsl to include oral and written
reports from Reserve Senior Military Judges, in preparing Officer
Efficiency Reports.

·pJ~ced under dual supervision.

compiiance with these policies and additional guidance
by the Chief Trial Judge ~ill enhance the
mobilization preparedness of our Military Judge Teams;
1.

~rnmulgated

".'l'lds memorandum supersedes 1etter, DAJA-P'f, 25 February
I~A7, Subject:
Training, Employment, and Assignment Policy for
11Llitary Judge Teams (JAGSO Detaqhment Team KA).

•

~v.-N~·'0
~~HAEL~. NARDOTTI, JR~

Major General, USA
The Judge Advocate General
Cf:

Chief Judge/Commander, USAL~A
Chief Trial JUdge
~
Director, Guard & Reserve Affairs
SJA, USARC
Chief Judge, ACMR, (I~, USAR)

t

J

.~

:

I

,.

I~!\.Jl\-Zl\

Training, Employment, hnd Assignment Policy for Military
J udgoa 'reams
::lm.JECT:

,....'mment and forward the packet# along with any appropriate

•

~;mments and recommendations to the Office of the Chief Triai

.hldgoa.

1\nnual training dates, locations, and missions will be
by the Chief Trial Judgej The AT schedule for
Military Judge Teams will be provided to the U.S~ Army Reserve
command Staff Judge 1\dvocate who will document the AT on the
master annual training schedule published by the command~
~etermined

b. seiection: 1\s my designee, the Chief Trial Judge, u.s.
Army Trial JudiciarYt will select officers for assignment as
Military Judges to Military JUdgeTeams~ To commence the
~~loaction process; the US1\RC Staff Judge 1\dvocate will ensure
th;:!t qualified officers, including judge advocates assigned to
tile Individual Ready Reserve (lRR); receive timely notice of
Military Judge Team position v~cartcies and procedures for'
5vbmitting applications. After comp~eting the ap~lidationi
r.~ndidates will forward the applicat~on packet for evaluation
thr.ough the LSO, ARCOM SJA, USARC SJA, FORSCOM SJA, and the
Uirector, Guard and Reserve Affairs, to the chief ~rial Judge for
final action. When a vacancy is scheduled, the application
process shOUld be initiated at least six months prior to January
the year in which the vacancy is scheduled to occur~
Unscheduled vacancies shOUld be filled as they occur.

of

c.
Certification: Reserve component judge advocates
<'lssigned to Military Judge positions must be certified by The
,Jlldge Advocate General (TJAG) ~ T.!AG certif ication requ'ires
~ntisfactory completion of the Military Judge Course with a 77
grade average and a favorable recommehda~ion by the Chief Trial
Judge. Individuals who do not sUccessfully complete the Military,
,'udge Course, or who compl"ete· the c:ourse but are not certified by
1~l\G, will be reassigned.
ordinarily Reserve component Military
,Judges will not be certified to ,tri General Courts-Hartial during
lIon-mobiliza·tion periods: however I lIpon the recommendation of the
Chief Trial ,Judge, TJAG may certify individual Reserve component
Military Judges to try General Courts-Martial during sUch

•

p~riods.

'd.
Tenure:
During non-mobilization periods, Military
Judges will be limited to a three year tenure.
e.
Enlisted support: Assignment of the legal NCO position
on each Team will be approved by the Team's Military Judge and
coordinated with the LSO Commander,
f.

Officer Evaluation Reoortst

During both hon

m~bilization and mobilization periods, Military Judges will be
r~ted strictly within judiciary channels.
LSO c:ommahders will
,

•

e.
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USALSA ORGANIZATION

Figure z-z
The
Commander.
USALSA.
commands the organization. and as
Chief. United States Army Judiciary.
directly supervises the United States
Army Court of Criminal Appeals. the
United States Army Trial judidary.· the
Military Magistrate Program. and
Examinations and New Trials Branch.
USALSA includes:
•

•

The United States Army Court of
Criminal Appeals (ACCA). (The
Commander. USALSA serves as the
ACCA's Chief Judge. There is also
an
Individual
Mobilization
Augmentee Chief judge.)
The
ACCA performs appellate review of
courts-martial pursuant to Article 66.
Uniform Code of Military Justice
(UCM).
when
the approved
sentence includes death. a punitive
discharge. or confinement for one
year or more. and considers certain
petitions for new trials pursuant to
Article 73. UCM).
The United States Army Trial
judiciary. an element of the United
States Army J udidary. prOviding

2-4

full-time military trial judges to
preside over general and special
courts-martial.
The Chief Trial
Judge supervises Military Judges and
provides judicial support throughout
the Army.
•

The military magistrate p~gram.

•

Examinations and New Trials
Branch. which examines all general
courts-martial not reviewed by
ACCA. processes petitions for new
trials and extraordinary relief. and
examines cases involving military
commissions and courts of inquiry.

•

The Utigating· Divisions, which
provide legal advice and litigation
services in contract law. procurement
fraud. environmental law. regulatory
law. intellectual property law.
dvilian and military personnel law.
torts. and other areas of law.
AlAG/ClL exercises operational
control over the Utigating Divisions.

•

The United States Army Trial
Defense Service (TDS). which
provides defense legal services for

•

•

••

_ _ _- - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Legal Support to Operations

advocates support their units' federal
mission to maintain properly trained and
equipped units that are available for
prompt mobilization. and state mission
to provide trained and disciplined forces
for domestic emergencies or as
otherwise required by the state.
The Army National Guard judge
advocate's dual status can be useful. For
example. an Army National Guard Judge
advocate in state status could be
permitted to provide assistance to
civilian authorities when a Judge
advocate in federal status might be
precluded from prOviding assistance due
to the restrictions of the Posse Comitatus
Act.

•

,

Military judges in the Army National
Guard are trained and certified by TJAG
similarly to the military judges in the
Army and Army Reserve. While in state
status. an Army National Guard military
judge may. when authorized by
applicable state law. preside over courts
martial convened under state law. Upon
mobilization and federalization of an
Army National Guard military judge. the
Chief Trial Judge will review the Army
National Guard military judge's training.
background. experience. and qualities
(demonstrated mature judgment and high
moral character) to determine the
officer's suitability to serve as a member
of the Army Trial Judiciary. Army
National Guard officers who qualify for
such service may be assigned. as needed.
to the Army Trial Judiciary.
2.1.6

U.S. Army Reserve
Organizations

Legal

judge advocate sections of Garrison
Support Units (GSUs) designed to
provide legal services to- power
projection platforms. and in Judge
Advocate
General'
Service
OrganizatioDS ljA GSOs).
JAGSOs are legal units that prOvide
legal services to troops not otherwise
provided
organic
legal
support.
Additionally. JAGSOs provide CONUS
sustaining base support for mobilization..
mobilization
sustainment,
and
demobilization operations.
JAGSOs
consist of judge advocates. warrant
officers. and enlisted legal personnel
JAGSOs consist of modular teams
that provide legal services in all core
legal disciplines. JAGSO teams are an
integral part of the Total Force and must
maintain high standards of professional
proficiency and military readiness.
TJAG is responsible for the technical
supervision. training. and assignment of
JAGSO
personnel.
Training
assodations between active component
and reserve component legal elements
ensure quality training and seamless
integration during mobilization.
Each type of JAGSO has specific
capabilities.
The Legal Support
Organization
(LSD).
which
is
commanded by a judge advocate.
provides operational control and
technical supervision for as many as four
Legal Services Teams (151'). An LSO
will be assigned primary duties as a
deploying or mobilization support unit.
Those LSOs assigned mobilization
support duties are referred to as

Mobilization Support Organizations
Legal support in the U.S. Army
Reserve consists of support embedded in
U.S. Army Reserve units.. such as in the

(MSD). MSOs retain a follow-on, post

mobilization. deployment mission. The
LSO is modularly organized. and may be
2-7
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VII. SELECTION, CERTIFICATION, AND ASSIGNMENT OF JUDGES
7-1.
Selection of Active Dutv Militarv Trial JudQes. TJAG selects and cenifies officers to
serve as military trial judges who will normally meet the following criteria:

•

(1) have at least two years of trial experience as a coun-martial trial or defense counsel;
one vear of court-martial trial experience and at least one year as chief of criminal law, regional
defe~se counsel, or criminal law instructor; or two years as a staffjudge advocate in an active
criminal law jurisdiction;
(2) are serving in the grade of colonel, lieutenant colonel or promotable major;
(3) have completed CGSC or the equivalent, or are willing to enroll and complete such
a course.
(4) have demonstrated mature judgment and high moral character;

l>

!:,

(5) have been nominated for selection by the Chief Trial Judge, USALSA, or a
desienee , in coordination with the Chief, PP&TO; and

-

(6) are able to graduate and attain at least a grade of C (77 points) in the Military Judge
Course, TJAGSA.·
7-2.

Selection ofUSAR Trial Judees.

a USAR JAs not serving on extended active duty will not be certified as military judges
unless serving in an Individual Mobilization Augmentation (IMA) judge position or on a Military
Judge Team. Applicants must meet the following criteria: (1) have demonstrated mature judgment
and high moral character; (2) serving in the grade of Colonel, Lieutenant Colonel, or Major (P);
and have (3) a minimum of one year criminal law experience as: (a) full-time civilian trial or
appellate judge, U.S. Magistrate Judge, or administrative law judge; or (b) criminal trial
practitioner, with recent extensive experience in federal, state, or military courts, or (c) full-time
criminal law instructor in a military or civilian school.
b. Applications for appointment as an IMA judge will be sent through the Director, Guard
and Reserve Affairs Division, OTJAG, ATTN: JAGS-GRA, to the Chief Trial Judge on DA Form
2976-R. Applications for appointment as a military judge assigned to a USAR Military Judge
Teams will be sent from the Commander of the Legal Support Organization of which the military
judge position is a part, through the Director, Guard and Reserve Affairs Division, OTJAG,
ATTN: JAGS-GRA, to the Chief Trial Judge for final selection. Applications must be
accompanied by the officer'S OMPF microfiche and should contain additional information

32

necessarY to demonstrate substantive crirninallaw experience, maturity ofjudgment, and
unquesti~nable moral character. Only colonels, lieutenant colonels, and promotable majors will be
selected as Military Judge Team Judges.
c. The first AT after selection is spent at the Military Judge Course, TJAGSA. A grade of
C (77 points) or higher is a prerequisite to continued assignment to the Trial Judiciary or to a
Military Judge Team.
d. Each USAR military judge will be assigned to ajudicial circuit for Annual Training
(AT). He or she will coordinate AT with the Chief Circuit Judge (or a designee) based upon
availability of courts-martial over which he or she is qualified to preside. AT will normally be
performed on a fragmented basis to maximize opportunities to perform judicial duties.
7-3.

Certification ofNational Guard (NG) Militarv Jud~es.

a. For a NG JA to be certified as a military judge by TJAG, the following criteria must be
met: (1) have demonstrated mature judgment and high moral character; (2) be serving in the Army
National Guard as a Major(P) or higher, (3) be serving as or nominated to serve as a state military
judge; (4) have a minimum of one year criminal law experience as (a) full-time civilian trial or
appellate judge, U.S. Magistrate Judge or administrative law judge, or (b) a criminal trial
practitioner, with recent extensive experience in federal, state, or military courts, or (c) full-time
criminal law instructor in a military or civilian school; and (5) are able to graduate and attain at
least a grade ofC (77 points) in the Military Judge Course, TJAGSA.
b. NG applications for certification as a military judge must be endorsed by the senior
judge advocate or state Staff Judge Advocate, as applicable, and sent through (l) National Guard
Bureau, Judge Advocate and (2) Director, Guard and Reserve Affairs, TJAGSA, AnN: JAGS
GRA fefto the (3) Chief Trial Judge, United States Anny Trial Judiciary. Applications must
contain additional information necessary to demonstrate substantive criminal law experience,
maturity ofjudgment, and high moral character.
7-4. Trial JudIciarv Assignments.
a. Assignments of military judges to the Trial Judiciary are made by TJAG upon the
recommendation of the Chief Trial Judge, USALSA, in coordination with the Chief, PP&TO. See
the -J AGC Personnel and Activity Directory for a complete list of stations where trial judges are
currently assigned.
b. As a general rule, officers below the grade of colonel will not receive consecutive trial
judge assigrunents. Upon the completion of a tour as a trial judge, the officer typically will be
reassigned to a position related to the field of criminal law such as SJA, Regional Defense
Counsel, Deputy SJA, Criminal Law Divisions at OTJAG or TJAGSA, or one of the Appellate
Divisions in USALSA. Military judges are eligible and compete for military and civil schooling
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on the same basis as ~y .0ther.J~ .. ~chool assignments are. not considere~ in~ervening aSSignments.
for purposes of determmmg ehglbllIty for a subsequent assIgnment as a mal Judge.
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7-5.

Selection and AssilmJIlent of Appellate Militarv JudlZes.

a. General. Assignments of appellate military judges to the U.S. Army Court of Criminal
Appeals ·are made by TJAG upon recommendation of the Chief Judge in coordination with the
Chief, PP&TO.
b. Grade Requirements. Appellate judges will normally be in grade of colonel.
Exceptional lieutenant colonels with at least two years time in grade may be considered for a
waiver of the grade requirement.
c. Experience Requirements. Appellate judges should have at least two years of
experience as a GCM trial judge, previous service as an appellate judge, two years of experience as
an SJA of a general court-martial jurisdiction, or two years of experience as a regional defense
counsel. Appellate judges should also have at least two years of criminal law experience as a trial
counsel, chief of military justice, criminal law instructor, or trial defense counsel.
d. Military Education Requirements. Appellate judges must be a graduate of the
Command and General Staff College or its equivalent.
7-6.

Tenure for Military JudlZes.

a. Trial Judges. Judge Advocates are certified as military judges by TJAG and assigned to
the Trial Judiciary for a minimum of three years, except under any of the following circumstances:
(1) The military judge is assigned to the Sixth Judicial Circuit (Republic of Korea), or
such other area where officers are normally assigned for a short tour of one or two years: in such
cases the military judge will be appointed for a one or two year term;
(2) The military judge voluntarily requests to be reassigned to other duties, and TJAG
approves such reassignment;
(3) The military judge retires or otherwise separates from military service;
(4) The military judge is reassigned other duties by TJAG based on the needs of the
service in a time of war or national emergency; or
(5) The officer's certificate as a military judge is withdrawn by TJAG for good cause.
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b. Appellate Military Judges. Assignments of appellate military judges to the U.S. Army
Coun of Criminal Appeals are made by TJAG upon recommendation of the Chief, Judge, the U.S.
Armv Court of Criminal Appeals, in coordination with the Chief, PP&TO. Judge Advocates are
assiined as appellate military judges for a minimum of three years, except under the following
circumstances:

'j

1
j
1

(1) The appellate military judge voluntarily requests to be reassigned to other duties,
and TJAG approves such reassignment;
(2) The appellate military judge retires or otherwise separates from military service;

j

i
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j
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(3) The appellate military judge is reassigned other duties by TJAG based On the needs
of the service in a time of war or national emergency; or
(4) The officer is removed from service as an appellate military judge by TJAG for
good cause .
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
1000 NAVY PENTAGON
WASHINGTON. DC 20350·1000
IN REPLY REFER TO

SECNAVINST 5400.40
OJAG/Code 05
27 August 1999
SECNAV INSTRUCTION 5400.40

•

From:
To:

Secretary of the Navy
All Ships and Stations

Subj:

MISSION, ORGANIZATION, FUNCTIONS, AND SUPPORT OF NAV¥MARINE
CORPS TRIAL JQDICIARY

Ref:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

U.S. Navy RegulatDns, 1990
Manual for Court&Martial, United States
Title 10, United States Code
OPNAVINST 5400.24D
SECNAVINST 5400.14A (NOTAL)

1. purpose. To specify the mission, organization, and functions, and
to provide for the administration and support to the Navy Marine Corps
Trial Judiciary under r-eference (a) and renumber the instruction in
accordance with current Standard Subject Identification Codes.
2.

Cancellation.

SECNAVINST 5813.6C.

3. Background. The Navy-Marine Corps Trial Judiciary is responsible
for providing military judges for special and general courtsrnartial
within the naval service. The Navy and Marine Corps have established
a unified trial judiciary to carry out that responsibility.
4.

Mission. To provide certified military judges for all general and
courts-martial convened within the naval service (except those
courts-martial for which the utilization of a certified military
judge, not assigned to the Trial Judiciary, is authorized under
directions of the Judge Advocate General) and to perform such other
functions as may be assigned under the direction of the Judge Advocate
General.
speci~l

5.

Organization. The Navy-Marine Corps Trial Judiciary is composed
of the Office of the Chief Judge of te Navy-Marine Corps Trial
Judiciary and such Judicial Circuits and their Branch Offices as
may be established by the Judge Advocate General.
The Judge
Advocate General may also establish Judicial Areas, each
consisting of two or more Judicial Circuits, f~ the purpose of
providing an intermediate level of supervision within the Trial
Judiciary. Manning for the NavyMarine Corps Trial "Judiciary
will corne from current manpower resources as determined by the
Chief of Naval Operations, the Commandant of the Marine Corps,
and the Judge Advocate General, acting in coordination.

•
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6.

Functions

a.
To the greatest extent possible, the NavyMarine Corps Trial
Judiciary will provide military judges for all general and special
courts-martial convened within the naval service.
b.
Except as authorized under the direction of the Judge Advocate
General, only military judges of the NavyMarine Corps Trial Judiciary
shall sit as military judges of general or special courtsmartial
convened within the naval service. When authorized by the Judge
Advocate General, however, the following exceptions are permitted:
(1) The cognizant circuit military judge, or the Chief Judge,
may authorize the detail of a certified military judge, not assigned
to the Trial Judiciary, for the trial of special courtsmartial as may
reasonably be required under the attendant circumstances. Such
circumstances may include, but are not limited to, periods of
increased frequency of special court&martial referrals and the
appointment of special court&martial to convene at remote locations
in which trials by cour~martial are relatively infrequent.
(2) The cognizant circuit military judge, or the Chief Judge,
may designate for detail as military judge of a general or special
court-martial convened within the naval service, a properly certified
military judge of another branch of the United States Armed Forces,
made available under R.C.M. 503(b) (3) of reference (b), when the
exigencies of time and place of trial so dictate, provided, however,
that only officers specifically designated by their armed forces as
general court-martial military judges may be detailed to general
courts-martial convened within the naval service.

•

7. Authority over Organization, Functions, and Administration The
Judge Advocate General is authorized to organize, administer, assign,
and reassign functions to the NavyMarine Corps Trial Judiciary and
personnel attached thereto in accordance with refer.ence (c).
8.

Conunand and Support Relationships
a.

The Navy-Marine Corps Trial Judiciary in Washington, D.C., is
assigned to the Judge Advocate General for command and primary
support. The military judges in each of the Judicial Circuits
of the Navy-Marine .Corps Trial Judiciary are assigned to the
Judge Advocate General for command. Area coordination will be
exercised in accorda~ce with references (d) and (e). The
Chief of Naval Operations or the Conunandant of the Marine
Corps, as appropriate, acting through distr~t commandants,
commanding generals, Marine Corps air station commanders,
regional commanders, or regional coordinators in whose
jurisdiction the military judges are located, will be
2

•

•

responsible for the provision of administrative support to the
maximum extent possible
SECNAVINST 5400.40
27 August 1999
within the availability of budgeted resources.
In the event a
military judge is not located at the headquarters of a district
commandant, commanding general, Marine Corps air station commander,
regional commander, or regional coordinator, the responsibility for
providing administrative support will devolve upon the regional
coordinator who exercises the authority to convene general courts
martial and whose area is served by the military judge. By mutual
agreement, the Naval Legal Service Command or one of its offices may
assume all or part of this support responsibility .
.b. Administrative support will include provision of the
following:
(1) Office spaces;
(2) Office equipment,

furni~re,

stationery, and supplies;

(3) Telephone and other communications services;

•

(4) Access to law library;
(5) Technical support to include technological upgrade; and
(6) Clerical assistance, under permanent assignment,with
competence to perform clerical duties including, but not limited to:
maintenance of court-martial dockets of the military judge(s);
representation of the latter, in their absence, in the scheduling of
cases; and provision of essential secretarial serYces for the
military judge(s).
(This support item is not required for offices of
circuit military judges that have Navy Legalmen or Marine Corps legal
service specialists assigned.)
c. Funds for the temporary additiona}duty travel and per diem
expenses incurred by military judges of the NavyMarine Corps Trial
Judiciary in carrying out its mission will be provided by the Judge
Advocate General and Commandant of the Marine Corps. Allocation of
the responsibility for such funding shall be made by mttual agreement
of the Judge Advocate General and the Commandant of the Marine Corps.
9.

Action.

The Judge Advocate General shall:

a.
Exercise command over the NavyMarine Corps Trial Judiciary
and ensure compliance with paragraphs 5, 6 and 7 of tfus instruction.

•

3

•
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b.
Provide a continuing legal education program for military
judges of the Navy-Marine Corps Trial Judiciary.

RICHARD DANZIG
Secretary of the Navy
Distribution:
SNDL Parts 1 and 2
MARCORPS PCN 710000000000 and 71000000100
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200 Stovel Street
Aleundria, VA 22332

JAG INSTRUCTION 5813.CE

From:
To:

Judge Advocate General
An Shfpa.nd St.Uona

$ubi:

NAVY~RINE

Ref:

(.)
(b)
(c)
(d)

End:

CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY

UCIIJ
MCII, 1814
SECNAVINST 5813.6C
JAGINST 58OO.7B

(1, Judicial CIrcuits

1. Purpo8e. To imptcmcnl &.he prcMsiaas of refamca
(a) lhrouab (d) u repnls the Navy.Marine Carps Trial
JudiCary (hcrciaafur referred to u tbe "Trial
J ucSiciu7").

Z. eancen.tIon. JAO IDSU\laiOD SlIUD.
A, 3. MJaIon and Functions. The Trial Judiciary &baD:

•

L Provide cat.irlcd military judaa for all cc=nJ aDd
spcciaJ couns-awtia.I. 1'bc Trial Judiciuy has lID afranDa•
live duty to auurc that cadi rcfcned ccncnJ aDd special
coun-mutiaJ Is apca.tiJy tried. to UlIcrvcDC wbcD a cue Is
A) DOl beiDa lpeedily cried. and to cate appropriate aa.ioa 10
czpc:dicc cacb cue. The Trial Judiciuy shaD coord.iDa'e
with appropriale aUlhori&ia wilb a view 10 casuriraa thas
au cases referred to trial arc received by the Trial
Judicialy U IOOD U possible arler refcmJ. RCCDrCb of
triaJ sba1J be czpcdiUousty, bul carcfuUy, authenticated
UpozI

reedpt.

b. Pro¥idc catificd military jadaa to serve as Anidc
A) 31 irsftSliptj"l officers irs au cues ill which COtDpaCftl
authoritJ rc:qucsu IUCb 1Cn'icc. But ICC An.idc 26(d).
refcrmce (a). 0cacnJ aDd Ipccialc;;;n.awtiaJ criaJa IhaII

tate prcadeacc

c. Wbm authoriud bY- circuil mililary Jud&c ill tbe
copIizaal judicial circuil. try summary eaum-mardal
A) wtUcb campctClll .UlhorilJ rcqaau lbe Tria) Judiciuy 10
try. GmcraJ aDd special c:oans-awtial ADd Anicle II ill·
vatiptioas IbalI late prec:edcncc.
A)

•
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Office of lhe Judge AdYoca1e General

IS. CaUDSd aDd traiD lrial p;uUcipams.

A)

e. Panic:ipacc iD rqioaaJ plaanina rqardina tile proYi.
sicD of IqaJ JCrYic:cs.

A)

t. Perform Olber duties u prescribed by lhe Chid
Jadac of tbc Tria) Judiciary.

•

C. Authotlty and ResponsIbIlity. ID order 10 accomptish
the mission .nd functions of lbe Trial Juc1ic:iuy, authorilY
and raponsibilit7 arc prescribed for lpecifled pcrSODDd
lbereaf u follows:
•• The ChIef Judge of the Navy-Mutne Corpa

TNt Judlclay. (hcrc:iuftcr referred to as "Cbicl

0cacnJ·.

JudlC"). u .he JudlC Advocate
rcpraClllauVe.
is lbe orracer in Cbar&c of the Trial Judiciary aDd sbalI
ucrcisc CDnUDaDd owa lhc Trial Judici&rJ. Tbc ClUef
JudIC is abo the dcsipcc of the Judp Advocate 0cucraI
u lbal IcrtD is used iD Anidc Z6 or rcfcrcncc (.) .DeI
R.C.M. 101 aDd R.C.M. S02(e) or rcfcrcac:c (b). The
aud Judac &hall admiDbter lbc Tria) Judiciary. supcnobe
aDd coordinale lbe aaivida of ... of iu pcrIOmId. casurc
lbe efrective bucrdwlp of iDformatiOD aDd aenic:a
IJDoq miliWy judacs, lAd perform IUCb otbcr duties
rapcctina the Trial Judiciuy u the Judac AdYOCaCC
0cacraJ IDAY direct. The 0Iid' Judac IDAJ rcaaip lbc
rapoasibWtics of other JudIa CD a &cmporuy bub. n.c
Orcuil Mi1iwJ Jadp for the AduWc Judicial Orad,
ahaD be &he Deputy Cbicr Judac ..... willi bb stalf, &baD
usisa w Qicf Jws,c iD tbc perfOl1lWlCC of his
rapoma"bilitia.

be The drcutt mlDtuy Judge of each judic;iaJ c:iRuit
IhaII be daipued by tile CUd Judp. Tbc ciraDt
mi1iwy judp is rapoDSl"blc
tbc admiDisualioo aDd
UucnW orpninrioa or that cjmUt &lid &baD usiSl &be

ror

Chicf Judie. as rcquilcd.

•

5. &t8bttatunent of JudIcIaJ CIrcuIts 8nd Branch Of

ta.. The judidaJ circuiu of lbe Trial Judici.uy arc

cstablisbcd 10 provide miIiwJ judaa _iLIIiD &he derIDed
~c:aJ arcu of rapoasibilit,. Tbc dc:scripciY'C IWDC,
loc:a1iOD of the priacipaJ ofra. ud tbc popapbicaJ
Iimiu of the judicial c:ircuiu arc u sboWIl ill cadosurc
(I). Tbc aeopapbicaJ Iimiu of the ICYCI"&I judicial ciraIiu
arc atablllbcd to dfca • diYisioD of wort aDd rapoa
dbililJ. 1bc1 &hall iD DO "7 affca &he jurisdic:tioa 01
UlJ CIOUlt-IlwtiaL 11Ie craUOD or ddcdoo of c:ircuiu or
ibe temporary I"ssj.1lIDC'Id of an::u of rapoasa"biIirJ
be accamplisbcd b)' lbe Jadce Adwoc:ale CiaIcraJ withoal
cbanae to this dirc:ctiwc.

IDa,

.8. DetalU", IIJDtay Judges TIO CourtHnertlal
L Section 0120 of rcrcrmce (d) lWa tbc autb0rU7 to
detail auliw, judps 10 amcra1 and spccia.I c:ouru
nwtial. To be ckta.ilcd•• NaY)' or MariDe Corl'I offk:a
IDUSI mea &be quaJifacatiOas praaibc:d iD R.CoM. SQ2(c)
or rdercDcc (b) aDd must be assiped pcrmUIC:IIIJy or
lemporuily 10 lbe Trial Jodiciuy. Tbc Odd' Jadac is
aUlhoriD:d to limit funbcr, wbicb judie IUJ be detailed to
c:ourtHDania1 aDd undu
c:irnumt • ...,., be or abc
1DA7 be dcWlcd.

'"*

l~mllm~miHmDmmD
.0693LD0035620

•

•'.
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b. 1bc circuit military judie (or

assipcd to a Icopaphic:aJ area is Ihe indiyidual .'ho
dcWIs military jwlJcs wilhin 1M' ,coara"hical area. If a

d. Noncompliance willi subparqrapbs b &ad c or ,his
parqraph IhaII in no Yo'a,. anca the juris6:don of any
coun·martial.

coun-maniaJ is 10 assemble al I ,co,r.phial location nOI
witmD lhe area or any judicial circuit. the Chief JUdie is
luthorized 10 assip 10 • circuir Ibe responsibilily ror the
dctailinl 01 a miUtary judlc 10 thai coun·m.nial. No ane
ouuide tbe Tria! Judiciary mly innuCft('C Itw dcsailill, o(
any military judae 10 any panicuw cue. wilhin each
jucUdaJ circuit. il is the rcsponsibilil, 01 Ihe circuil
military jud,c to eftSW'e adhacnc:c 10 Ihis principle.

7. Ruin ot Coun. The Chief Judrc 'may CSLIbIisb such
rula of court as arc appropriare (or cri&b cluouIboul lhe
N.,'II Scrvic.t Ind may IUlbonzc cireWI miliW')' judaes co
implcmtnl funhn those rulcs 10 aa:ommodale praai~
within Iheir circuits. The Chief Judac sbaD maiD local
rules of coun which art rCQuired 10 be forwvdcd 10 the
Judac Adyocate General by R.C.M••OS of refCfCDCr (II).

I

dniancc) .'ho is

8. Training. The Chief J~c shaD cszlbUsb a procn.m
for Ihe continuin. education aDd profcssiaDa.l dcYdop
mall of mcmbc:n o( 1M Trial Judiciary. Tbis pf'Op'UD
shall indude prolcuionaUy prcsaucd proanms or comia.
uinl IqaJ eduCition aDd pcriodie orp.niwjoaa.I mectinp.

c. It is vital that the judiciary discourqc "jud,e shop.
piq" aDd ensure the coatinuous availability or timely
aDd economic:aJ judicia.l scrvi~. CORSCquently. DO mililU)'
judie sbaJl be dct.Li1cd 10 a coun-manial lhat is to COD
vcac in a jucficiaJ circuia other lhan .be oraW 10 whicb
lbe military judp is assiped. accpt by ltw dirccUon or
lbe Oller JucSac or when lherc is a mutual qrccmcnl be1y,'C!CD lbe circuil miliwy jucl&c Mviq ~ over
the trial aDd tbe: circuil miliwy jud,e 10 wbich lhe
miliwy judlC bcUq dcWJcd is wiped. ,,, llliI IAuer
situation. me pcnniss.ioa of the Chid JudlC IDIISI be Db
uiDcd lIDless tbcrc is aD cmcrlency sjtualion out.isdc
CONUS &Ad !be Chicr Jud,C reasonably CIIUIOl be con·

-: .... ;

"

I. Field Inspeetlona. lbc Chicr JudIC shaD matc IUCb
periodic visiu 10 lhe princ:ipaJ aDd brudI orrlCa or tbe
Yatious circuiu IS arc considered approprialC.

10. Fundlng. FUDds .Vacated by tbe JudlC AdvOQlc
CimeraI for lbe opcruioo of the Trial Judiciary IbaIJ be
upended at lhe c1isacUoD or the Chid' Judic ill 1M fur.
thcranoe of his rcspollSibiliUa.

tacted (c~bolh citculu arc located overseas). In IUCh
ac:qnioDaJ circulDulnO!S. tbc CUef JudlC shaJJ be
nodracd. as IOOD IS praaicabic. or the circumsunca.

.
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JUDICIAL AREAS AND CIRCUITS

m:

NAVY-MARIHE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
NAME OF JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
Location of P;incipal Office

•

GEOGRAPHIC LIMITS
~ormal Areas of Responsibility

ATLANTIC
.Washington, D. C.

Naval District Washington: Marine
Corps Combat Development Command,
Quantico, VA; Naval Weapons
Station, Dahlgren, VA; Maryland:
Bermuda and all Atlantic Ocean
areas not otherwise assigned to a
judicial circuit

NORTHEAST
Groton, CT

Maine; New Hampshire: Vermont:
Ohio: Massachusetts: Rhode
Island; Connecticut: New York:
New Jersey; Pennsylvania:
Delaware, Iceland: Greenland and
Newfoundland

TIDEWATER
Norfolk, VA

West Virginia; Virginia (except
those places that are within the
Atlantic Judicial Circuit): the
Caribbean Sea to include Panama;
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba and Puerto
Rico

PIEDMONT
LeJeune, NC

North Carolina and South Carolina
(except those places that are
within the Southeast Judicial
Circuit)

SOUTHEAST
Jacksonville, FL

Alabama: Florida: Mississippi:
Louisiana; Georgia: and the
counties of Charleston,
Dorchester, and Berkeley in South
Carolina

MIDWEST
Great Lakes, IL

Illinois: Michigan: Minnesota:
Wisconsin; Indiana; Kentucky;
Nebraska; North Dakota;
Tennessee; South Dakota: Texas:
Oklahoma; Arkansas; Missouri and
Kansas

Camp

•

•

•
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NORTHWEST
San Francisco, CA

Alaska; Washington; Oregon;
Idaho; Montana; Wyoming; Nevada
(except Clark County) ;' Utah;
Colorado and those portions of
California not assigned to the
Southwest or Sierra Judicial
Circuits

SIERRA
Camp Pendleton,

All Marine Corps bases, air
stations, camps, depots and
logistic bases within the
Southwest Judicial Circuit

CA

SOUTHWEST
San Diego, CA 92136-5099

Arizona; New Mexico; Clark County
Nevada; San Diego, CA and
California, south of and
including the counties of Santa
Barbara, Kern, San Bern'ardino
(except those places that are
within the area of responsibility
of the Sierra Judicial Circuit)

ISLAND
Pearl Harbor, HI

Hawaii; Midway Island; New
Zealand and Australia

TRANSATLANTIC
Naples, IT

All of Europe; Africa; and the'
Middle East countries; the
Persian Gulf; the Mediterranean
and Red Seas

WESTPAC NORTH
Yokosuka, JA

Japan (except Okinawa and
Iwakuni, Japan); Korea; Asia; the
islands (including Guam and the
Philippines) and areas of the
Pacific and Indian Oceans not
included within Island,
Northwest, and Transatlantic
Circuits; and Diego Garcia

KEYSTONE
Okinawa, JA

Okinawa and Iwakuni, Japan

WESTERN PACIFIC JUDICIAL AREA

The Western Pacific Area shall
consist of the WESTPAC NORTH and
KEYSTONE JUDICIAL CIRCUITS

Enclosure (1)
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
OFFICE OF THE JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERAL
WASHINGTON NAVY YARD
1322 PATTERSON AVENUE SE SUITE 3000
WASHINGTON DC 20374-5066

.tI IIEP'L'I'IIEFEII

TO

JAGINST 5803.1B
JAG 132
" February 2000
JAG INSTRUCTION 5803.1B
From:
Subj:

Judge Advocate General
·PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT OF ATroRNEYS PRACTICING UNDER THE
COGNIZANCE AND SUPERVISION OF THE JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERAL

Ref:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ)
Manual for Courts-Martial, United States, 1998 (MCM)
10 U.S.C. § 1044
SECNAVINST 5430.27 (series)
U.'S, Navy Regulations, 1990
SECNAVINST 5211.5 (series)
SECNAVINST.5212.5 (series)

Encl:

(1) Rules of Professional Conduct
(2) Complaint Processing Procedures
(3) OUtside Part-Time Law Practice of Covered USG
Atto:z:neys
(4) Relations With Non-USG Counsel

1. Pu&pose. In furtherance of references (a) through (e), which
reqUire the Judge Advocate General of the Navy (JAG) to supervise
the performance of legal services under JAG cognizance throughout
the Department of the Navy (DON), this instruction is
promulgated:
a. to establish Rules of Professional Conduct (the Rules)
for attorneys subject to this instruction;
b. to establish procedures for receiving, processing, and
taking action on complaints of professional misconduct made
against attorneys practicing under the supervision of JAG,
whether arising from professional legal activities in DON
proceedings and matters, or arising from other, non-U.S.
Government related professional legal activities or personal

JAGINST 5803.1B
misconduct which suggests the attorney is ethically,
professionally, or morally unqualified to perform legal services
within the DONi

•

c.
to prescribe limitations on, and procedures for
processing requests to engage in, the outside practice of law by
those DON attorneys practicing under the supervision of JAG; and
d.
to ensure quality legal services at all proceedings under
the cognizance and supervision of the JAG.
2.

Cancellation.

3.

Effective Date

JAGINST 5803.1A.

a.
This instruction is effective immediate~y.
All conduct
that commenced after the effective date is governed by this
instruction.
b. Any complaint received after the effective date of this
instruction shall be processed in accordance with the procedures
set forth in enclosure (2).
4.

Applicability

a.
This instruction applies to all "covered attorneys" as
defined herein.
b.

•

"Covered attorneys" include:

(1) The following u.s. Government (USG) attorneys,
referred to, collectively, as "covered USG attorneys" throughout
this ipstruction:
(a) All active-duty Navy judge advocates (designator
2500 or 2505) or Marine Corps judge advocates (MaS 4402 or 9914) .
(b) All active-duty judge advocates of other u.S.
armed forces who practice law or provide legal services under the
cognizance and supervision of the JAG.

2
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(c) All civil service and contracted civilian
attorneys who practice law or perform legal services under the
cognizance and supervision of the JAG.
(d) All Reserve or Retired judge advocates of the
Navy or Marine Corps (and any other u.s. armed force), who, while
performing official DON duties, practice law or provide legal
services under the cognizance and supervision of the JAG.
(e) All other attorneys appointed by JAG (or the
Director, Judge Advocate (JA) Division, Headquarters Marine Corps
(HQMC), in Marine Corps matters) to serve in billets or to
provide legal services normally provided by Navy or Marine Corps
judge advocates. This policy applies to officer and enlisted
reservists, to active-duty personnel, and to any other personnel
who are licensed to practice law by any Federal or state
authorities, but who are not members of the Judge Advocate
General's Corps or who do not hold the 4402 or 9914 designation
in the Marine Corps.

•

(2) The following non-U.S. Government attorneys, referred
to, collectively, as "covered non-USG attorneys" throughout this
instruction: all civilian attorneys representing individuals in
any matter for which JAG is charged with supervising the
provision of legal services. These matters include, ,but are not
limited to, courts-martial, administrative separation boards or
hearings, and disability evaluation proceedings.
(3) The term "covered attorney" does not include those
civil service or civilian attorneys who practice law or perform
legal services under the cognizance and supervision of the
General Counsel of the Navy.
c.
Professional or personal misconduct unrelated to a
covered attorney's DON activities, while normally outside the
ambit of these rules, may be reviewed under procedures
established herein and may provide the basis for decisions by the
JAG regarding the covered attorney's continued qualification to
provide legal services in DON matters.

•

3
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d. Although the Rules do not apply to non-attorneys, they do
define the type of ethical conduct that the public and the
military community have a right to expect from DON legal
personnel. Accordingly, these Rules shall serve as models of
ethical conduct for the following personnel when involved with
the delivery of legal services under the supervision of the JAG:
(1) Navy legalmen and Marine Corps legal administrative
officers, legal service specialists, and legal services reporters
(stenotype) ;
(2) limited duty officers (LAW);
(3) legal interns; and
(4) civilian support personnel including paralegals,
legal secretaries, legal technicians, secretaries, court
reporters, and others holding similar positions.
Covered USG attorneys who supervise non-attorney DON employees
are responsible for their ethical conduct to the extent provided
for in Rule 5.3 of enclosure (1).

5.

Policy

•

a.
Covered attorneys shall maintain the highest standards of
professional ethical conduct.
Loyalty and fidelity to the United
States, to the law, to clients both institutional and individual,
and to the rules and principles of professional ethical conduct
set forth in enclosure (1) must come before private gain or
personal interest.
b. The Rules and related procedures set forth herein concern
matters solely under the purview of JAG. Whether conduct or
failure to act constitutes a violation of the professional duties
imposed by this instruction is a matter within the sole
discretion of JAG or officials authorized to act for JAG.
The
Rules are not substitutes for, and do not take the place of,
other rules and standards governing DON personnel such as the
Department of Defense Joint Ethics Regulation, the Code of
Conduct, the Uniform Code of Military Justice, and the general

4
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precepts of ethical conduct to which all DON service members and
employees are expected to adhere. Similarly, action taken per
this instruction is not supplanted or barred by, and does not,
even if the underlying misconduct is the same, supplant or bar
the following action from being taken by authorized officials:
(1) punitive or disciplinary action under reference

(a);

or
(2) administrative action under references
under other applicable authority.

(b) or (e), or

c.
Inquiries into allegations of professional misconduct
will normally be held in abeyance until any related criminal
investigation or proceeding is complete. However, a pending
criminal investigation or proceeding does not bar the initiation
or completion of a professional misconduct investigation stemming
from the same or related incidents or· prevent the· JAG from
imposing professional disciplinary sanctions as provided for in
this instruction.

•

6.

Attorney-Client Relationships

a. The executive agency to which assigned (DON in most
cases) is the client served by each covered USG attorney unless
detailed to represent another client by competent authority.
Specific guidelines are contained in enclosure (1) at Rule 1.13.
b. Covered USG attorneys will not establish attorney-client
relationships with any individual unless detailed, assigned, or
otherwise authorized to do so by competent authority.
Wrongfully
~stablishing an attorney-client relationship may subject the
attorney to discipline administered per this instruction.
See
Rule 1.2 of enclosure (1).
.
c. Employment of a non-USG attorney by an individual client
does not alter the professional responsibilities of a covered USG
attorney detailed or otherwise assigned by competent authority to
represent that client. Specific guidance is set forth in
enclosure (4).

5
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7. Judicial Conduct. To the extent that it does not conflict
with statutes, regulations, or these Rules, the American Bar
Association's Code of Judicial Conduct applies to all military
and appellate judges and to all other covered USG attorneys
performing judicial functions under JAG supervision within the
DON.
8. Conflict. To the extent that a conflict exists between these
Rules and the rules of other jurisdictions that regulate the
professional conduct of attorneys, these Rules will govern the
conduct of covered attorneys engaged in legal functions under JAG
cognizance and supervision. Specific and significant instances
of conflict between these Rules and the rules of other
jurisdictions shall be reported promptly to the Rules Counsel,
via the attorney's supervisory attorney.
9. Reporting Requirements. Covered USG attorneys shall report
promptly to the Rules Counsel (identified below) any disciplinary
or administrative action, including initiation of investigation,.
by any licensing authority or Federal, State, or local bar,
possessing the power to revoke, suspend, or in any way limit the
authority to practice law in that jurisdiction, upon himself,
herself, or another covered attorney.
Failure to report such
discipline or administrative action may subject the covered USG
attorney to discipline administered per this instruction. See
Rule 8.6 of enclosure (1).
10.

•

Professional Responsibility Committee

a. Composition. This standing committee will consist
of the Assistant Judge Advocate General (AJAG) for Military
Justice; the Vice Commander, Naval Legal Service Command (NLSC);
the Chief Judge, Navy-Marine Corps Trial Judiciary; and in cases
involving Marine Corps judge advocates, the Deputy Director, JA
Division, HQMC; and such other personnel as JAG from time-to-time
may appoint. A majority of the members constitutes a quorum.
The Chairman of the Committee shall be the AJAG for Military
Justice. The Chairman may excuse members disqualified for cause,
illness, or exigencies of military service, and may request that

6
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JAG appoint additional or alternate members on a temporary or
permanent basis.
b.

purpose

(1) When requested by JAG or by the Rules Counsel, the
Committee will provide formal advisory opinions to JAG regarding
application of the Rules to individual or hypothetical cases.
(2) On its own motion, the Committee may also issue
formal advisory opinions on ethical issues of importance to the
DON legal community.
(3) Upon written request, the Committee will also provide
formal advisory opinions to covered attorneys about the propriety
of proposed courses of action under the Rules . . If such requests
are predicated upon full disclosure of all relevant facts,· and if
the Committee advises that the proposed course of conduct is not
violative of the Rules, then no adverse action under this
instruction may be taken against a covered attorney who acts
consistent with the Committee's advice.
(4) The Chairman will forward copies of all opinions
issued by the Committee to the Rules Counsel.
c. Limitation. The Committee will not normally,provide
ethics advice or opinions concerning professional responsibility
matters (e.g., ineffective assistance of counsel, prosecutorial
misconduct, etc.) that are then the subject of litigation.
11. Rules Counsel. Appointed by JAG to act as special
assistants for the administration of the Rules, the Rules Counsel
derive authority from JAG and, as detailed in this instruction,
have "by direction" authority.
The Rules Counsel shall cause
opinions issued by the Professional Responsibility Committee of
general interest to the DON legal community to be published in
summarized, non-personal form in suitable publications.
Unless
another officer is appointed by JAG to act in individual cases,
the following officers shall act as Rules Counsel:
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From:

Judge Advocate General

subj:

JUDICIAL SCREENING BOARD

Ref:

(a) UCMJ

... a, .. I." a,rca TO

JAGINST 5817.1
JAG 20
t 8 NQ" j;;1

1. Purpose. To establish a JUdicial Screening Board for screen
ing of prospective trial and appellate military judges in the
Navy and Harine Corps.
2. Discussion. Article 26 of reference (a) requires that the
Judge Advocate General certify that all officers serving as
military judges are qualified for that duty. It further requires
that judges of general courts-martial be designated by the Judge
Advocate Ceneral. The selection of officers for the military
bench is among the most important duties of the Judge Advocate
Ceneral.
3. Hembership. A Judicial Selection Board is hereby estab
lished. It shall consist of: the Assistant Judge Advocate
Ceneral (Military Justice), Chairman; the Principal Deputy
Assistant Judge Advocate General (Operations and Management); the
Deputy Director, Judge Advocate Division, Headquarters Marine
Corps; the Chief Judge, Navy-Marine Corps Court of Hilitary
Review; the Chief Judge, Navy-Marine Corps Trial Judiciary; and
the Principal Deputy Assistant Judge Advocate Ceneral (Military
Justice). An officer from the Military Personnel Division shall
serve as Recorder for the Board.
4•

Procedure

a. Meetings. The Board shall meet formally during the
annual slating process, or at any other time dee.med necessary, at
a place designated by the Assistant Judge Advocate Ceneral
(Military Justice). A majority of the members ot the Board shall
constitute a quorum for conducting business. Business normally
shall be conducted only at meetings of the Board unless, with
prior specific approval of the Judge Advocate General, the
members consider nominations and the Chairman polls the members
individually by telephon~ or other means. In circumstances
described in paragraph 4c and 4d below, however, prior specific
approval of the Judge Advocate General is not required for a
polling of the members by means other than a formal meeting of
the Board.

•
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cate General the appointment of that officer to a judicial
billet. The Board will operate according to a selection precept
submitted by the Judge Advocate General to the Board on a period
ic basis to ensure that highly qualified officers are recommended
for assignment.
f. voting. The Board will consider each officer nominated
and will vote whether to recommend to the Judqe Advocate General
the appointment of that officer to a judicial billet. Voting
shall be by voice vote or show of hands. Voting by telephone
poll to the Chairman or his designee is authorized as prescribed
in paragraph 4C and 4d above. A favorable vote of the majority
of the members of the Board present shall constitute a recommen
dation by the Board that the Judge Advocate General assign the
officer concerned to a judicial billet.
g. Report. The Recorder shall prepare a report that
summarizes the Board's proceedings for the signature of the
Chairman. Reports and their attendant recommendations will be
forwarded to the Judge Advocate General via the Deputy Judge
Advocate General. These reports shall be maintained by date of
the report of the Board in the Office of the Judge Advocate
General, Criminal Law Division (Code 20).
5. The report of the Board is advisory in nature and does no·t
restrict whatsoever the statutory authority of the Judge Advocate
General to make judicial appointments. The Judge Advocate
Generalis certification or designation will be a separate report
also retained by Code 20.

Distribution: (one copy
JAG Special list 40
All Divisions OJAG
CMC (Code JA)
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From:

Judge Advocate Ceneral

Subj:

CERTIFICATION OF INACTIVE DUTY NAVY AND KARINE CORPS OFFICER-LA1lYERS AS
TRIAL/DEFENSE COUNSEL OR KtLITARY JUDCE

1. Purpose. To promulgate the policy of the Judge Advocate Ceneral regarding
the certification of inactive duty Naval and Harine Corps Reserve
officer-lavyers as trial/defense counscl pursuant to Article 27(b) of the
Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCKJ). certification of inactive duty
officer-lovyers as military judges pursuant to Article 26(b) of the OCKJ. and
to set forth procedures to be followed in applying "for certification.
2.

Cancellation. JAGINST 5817.SC.

3. Background. The UCKJ scts forth qualifications required for individuals
detailed to serve aa trial and defense counsel for courts-martial (pursuant to
Article 27(b) of the UCKJ) and as s general or spacial court-martial military
judge (pursuant to Article 26(b) of the UCKJ). Individuals detailed .must: be
certified competent to perform such duties by the Judge Advocate Ceneral.
4. Coverage. This instruction is applicable to inactive duty officer-Iavyera
of the Naval Dnd Horine Corps Reserves. Coast Guard Reserve officers may take
the 2-veek basic military justice course for Reserve lavyers. but the prereq
uisites set forth herein sholl not apply unless the Commandant of the Coast
Guard shall so direct.
5. Objective and PoUcy. To utilize fully the professional capabilitiea of
inactive duty officer-lsvyers upon their reporting for active duty or active
duty for ~raining (ACDUTRA). it is desirable they be certified for court-mar
tial trial/defenae counsel duties prior to reporting for duty. Accordingly. it
is the policy of the Judge Advocate Ceneral to certify as trial/defense counsel
inactive duty officer-lawyers who have met the statutory requirements and hava
achieved a vorking knowledge of military lav and court-martial procedures.
Onless they are attached or viII be attached to a judicial circuit as a mili
tary judge (Harine Corps) or to the Naval Reserve trial judiciary unit (Navy).
inactive duty judge advocates viiI not be certified as military judges.
6.
Certification Reguirements. Certifications are predicated on statutory
compliance and the folloving shall be considered:
a.

Statutory. Articles 27(b) and 26(b). UCKJ.

b. Military Experience. Inactive duty Naval Reserve officer-Iawyera
vithout previous active duty Navy service must satisfactorily complete the
correspondence course Naval Orientatlon (NAVEDTRA 16138-H).

JAGINST 5817 .5D
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c. . Academic and ACDtrrRA Training. Certification shall be based upon an
applicant IS memben:hip in the Ready Reserve and having acquired sufficient
knowledge and experience in military Isw and fitness, in the opinion of the
Judge Advocate General. for performance of the respective duties.
(1)

•

Trial/Defense Counsel:

(a) An inactive duty officer-lawyer may be certified as a
court-martial trial/defense counsel under Article 27(b) of the UCHJ upon
recommendation by his or her commanding officer after:
1 satisfactory completion of the regular 8-week Naval
Justice School lawyer's course customarily taken by active duty officer-lawyers
upon entering active duty, or the 2-week basic military justice course for
Reserve lawyers; and
2 satisfactory completion of ACDUTRA, temporary active duty
(TEMAC) or special active duty (SPECAC) of at least 2 weeka' duration, perform
ed at a Naval I.egal Service Office in the Military Justice Division (if a Naval
Reserve officer-lawyer); or in the trial section of a general court-martial
command (if a Harine Corps Reserve officer-lawyer).

(b) Prior to attending the 2-week badc military justice course
for Reserve lawyers, all inactive duty Naval and Marine Corps Reserve
officer-lawyers shall satisfactorily complete the follOWing correspondence
coursea:

1 Uniform Code of Hilitary Justice

(NAVEDTRA l0971-B2) and

Military Justice in the NavI (NAVEDTRA l0993-Cl). Ap
2
plications for ACDUTRA at the 2-week baSic military justice course for Reserve
lawyera shall affirm that the applicant haa satisfactorily completed the above
requirements.
Inactive duty Reserve officers who are certified may take the
baaic military justice courae for Reserve lawyers as a refresher, v1.thout
satiafying the prerequiaites set forth above. In such case, the ACDUTRA appl
ication shall affirm that the applicant is already certified. Theae corres
pondence courses are not prerequisites to attendance at any refresher or ad
vance course.
(2)

Military Judge:

(a) An inactive duty officer-lawyer may be certified as a military
judge under Article 26(b) of the UCKJ upon recommendation of the Chief Judse,
Navy-Marine Corp a Trial Judiciary and subject to the follOwing criteria:
1 is designated a judge advocate and certified under Article

27(b), UCKJ;
2 has satisfactorily completed a formal course of inst
ruction for military judges either at tha Naval Justice School or at The Judge
Advocate General's School within 3 years immediately preceding certification;

2
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3 has pnrcicipaced in precrinl invescigntion. trial. or
reviev of courts-martial vichin 3 yeara immediacely preceding certification
during periods of inactive ducy drills. ACDUTRA. TEKAC. or SPECAC. or has
ocherwiae demonscraced competence and experience in the field of military
juscice and judicial cemperamenc necessary for service as a military judge; and
4

ia a Lieutenant Commander/Kajor C0-4) or above.

(b) No inactive duty judge advocate viII be certified as military
judge. unleSS he or she is a member of the Karine Corps trial judiciary Reserve
augmentntion unit. the Naval Reserve trinl judiciary unit. or has been selected
for assignment thereto.
d. Time to Complece Requirements.
In the case of Article 27(b)
certifications. the maximum period for completing all requirements for
certification is 4 years after the date of commissioning or change of
designator.
There are no cime constraints upon Article 26Cb) certification
after certification under Article 27(b).

..

e. Waiver. In special circumstances. any requirements contained herein may
be vaived by the Judge Advocate Ceneral upon the shoving of those circum
stances supported by compelling reason •
7.
Procedure.
All inactive duty officer-Iavyer desiring certification as
trial7defenae counselor military judge. or both. shall submit a request for
certification to the Judge Advocate Ceneral in letter form. The letter shall
set forth a detailed description of the applicant'a profeaBional and military
background. experience. and qualifications.
In the caae of Naval Reserve
officer-lavyer8. the request shall be 8ubmitted to the Judge Advocate Ceneral
via Cl) the applicant's commnndiag officer and (2) the commander of the cogni
Z8Jlt Readiness Command CAttention: Staff Judge Advocate).
A Selected Karine
Corps Reserve officer-Ievyer's reque8t sholl be submitted to the Judge Advocate
Ceneral via (1) the applicant'8 commanding officer; (2) the Commanding Ceneral.
4th Karine Divi8ion or Aircraft Wing. as appropriate: and (3) the Commandant of
the Karine Corps (JA). A Karine Individual Ready Reservist'a request shall be
submitted to the Judge Advocate Ceneral via (I) tho Director. Karine Corps
Reserve Support Center. 10950 El Honte. Overland Park. Kanaas 66211. and (2)
the Commandnnt of the Karine Corps CJA). All requests for certification as a
military judse shall. in addition to the foregoins be submitted via the Chief
Judge ••Navy-Karine Corps Trial Judiciary.
8~

Action.
Addresaees are requested to d1e8eminate the contenta of thu
in8truction to inactive duty offieer-Iavyera under their cognizance.
In
forvardins an application for certification. addressees are requested eo
include .iDfomatloD and recommendations 08 may be appropriate to guide the
Judge Advocate Canernl in determining vbether certification of the applicane 18
varranted. Endorsements should include a statement of vhether the applicant is

3
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considered adequately trained in military
certification by the Judge Advocate General.

law

and

procedure

to

warrant

•

4It

9. Prior Certifjcation. Certifications e& trial/defense counsel and military
judge issued prior to the date of this instruction remain in effect.

Dis tribution:
~NDL
AlA (Office of the Judge Advocate) (100)
F01 COHNAVLEGSVCCOK (20)
F02 NAVLECSVCOFF (1 each)
ElB NAVHARTRtJUDIC FR9 NAVRESREDCOK REG (S)
FF62 CNAVRES (5)
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COMMANDANT INSTRUCTION M5810.1D
Subj:MILITARY JUSTICE MANUAL

Ref: (a)
(b)

I.

Uniform Code of Military Justice, 10 U.S.C. §§ 801- 946 (as amended)
Manual for Courts-Martial (MCM), United States (current edition)

PURPOSE. This Manual prescribes the Judge Advocate General of the Coast Guard
(General Counsel, Department of Transportation) and Chief Counsel (Commandant
G-L» policies, regulations, and procedures applicable to the administration of
military justice in the Coast Guard pursuant to, and in support of, references (a) and
(b).

2.

. 3.

ACTION. Coast Guard personnel shall administer the Coast Guard military justice
system in accordance with references (a), (b), and this Manual. Staff Judge Advo- •
cates [SJAs] and assistants (Coast Guard law specialists performing military justice
dilties) shall perform duties and provide military justice advice in accordance with
references (a), (b) •. and this Manual. Convening authorities $hall ensUre the ad mini- .
strati on of military justice within their chain of command consistent with references
(a), (b), and this ~ual. General and special courts-martial convening authorities
listed in section 3.A of this Manual shall make the contents of this Manual available
to all individuals involved in the administration of military justice. The policies,
regulations, and requirements of this Manual shall, insofar as is possible, be inter
preted consistently with references (a) and (b) and control the application of the
military justice system to military members of the Coast Guard except as may be
otherwise provided.
DIRECTIVES AFFECTED. Military Justice Manual, COMDTINST M581 0.1 C, of
15 January 1991, as amended by changes 1 - 4, is cancelled.
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CHAPTER 3
PRETRIAL MATIERS
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COMMANDANT INSTRUCTION MS810.ID

3.H. COURT-MARTIAL PERSONNEL
3.R.I.

Detailing Military Judges to Courts-Martial

The following procedures shall be followed for detailing military judges for general and
special courts-martial.

3.R.1.a.

Request for Detail of Military Judges to Courts-Martial

The OEGCMJ, or the convening authority, if trial counsel is on the convening authority's
staff. shall request that the Chief Trial Judge detail a military judge by submitting a letter,
3-19
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CHAPTER 3
PRETRIAL MATIERS

e-mail,ormessage request to Commandant (G-L-4),copy to Commandant (G-LMJ).This
request shall contain the following infonnation:
(1)

Convening authority and type of court;

(2)

Case name;

(3)

Trial location;

(4)

Preferred trial date, and backup date if any;

(5)

Estimated trial duration;

(6)

General nature of charges or UCMJ Article numbers;

(7)

Names, telephone numbers, facsimile numbers, and email ad
dresses of both trial and defense counsel;

(8)

State whether the accused is in pretrial confinement and date con
fined; and,

(9)

Speedy trial deadline under RCM 707.

Detail Pursuant to RCM S03(b)(I)
3.H.l.b.
The Chief Trial Judge shall detail military judges to general and special courts-martial.
During periods of unavailability due to leave or illness, the next senior general courtmartial judge may detail judges. If a next senior general court-martial judge is not as
signed, the Chief Counsel will designate a certified military judge to so act.

•

•

Docket Control
3.H.I.c.
The Chief Trial Judge, with the assistance of Commandant (G-LPD), shall maintain the
docket for all general and special court-martial military judges. The Chief Trial Judge
will forward a copy of the docket monthly to Commandant (G-LMJ). The Chief Trial
Judge (Commandant (G-L-4» may establish additional procedures for docketing couns
martial.
3.H.I.d.

Restrictions
(1) A part-time special court-martial military judge shall not be de
tailed to a special court-martial if he or she is assigned to the staff of the convening
authority or the OEGCMJ over the command of the convening authority or is in the per
fonnance evaluation or reviewing chain for any participating counsel.

(2)
tary judge detailed.

By policy, a Coast Guard special court-martial must have a mili

3.H.l.e.

Continuances
Once detailed, the military judge has sole authority to grant continuances.

3-20
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3.H.l.f.

Message Traffic

(1) Message traffic originated .by the military judge shall include the
.
phrase "JUDGE (last name] SENDS".

(2) Message traffic addressed to the military judge shall include the
phrase, "FOR JUDGE [last name]" .

•

•
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6.D. CERTIFICATION AND DESIGNAnON OF MIUTARY JUDGES

6.D.l.

Certification of Military Judges

6.D.1.a.
General
Law specialists are certified as rriilitary judges pursuant to Article 26(b), UCMJ by The
Judge Advocate General of the Coast Guard [TJAG] (General Counsel, Department of
Transportation). Law specialists are certified as counsel pursuant to Article 27(b), UCMJ,
by the Chief Counsel under authority delegated by TJAG [see. 49 CFR, Part 1, Appendix
Al. RCM 502(c) and (d) prescribe the qualifications of military judges and counsel ..
6.D.l.h.

Certification

(1) Factors to be Considered
Applicants wiU be recommended for attendance at a Military Judge Course and certifica
tion based upon the following factors:
6-3
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(a) Certification as counsel for general courts-martial is re
quired, unless waived. Requests for waiver of this requirement should include
infonnation on each requirement for certification [see, subparagraph 6.D.l.b(2) below].
(b) Military justice experience must include service as lead
counsel in at least five special or general courts-martial, including a least one members
case, at least one contested case and combined, at least three contested or members cases
(or both). Requests for waiver of this requirement should be accompanied by evidence,
such as that specified in subparagraph 6.D.l.b(2)(g). that the applicant has exhibited rea
sonable courtroom competence and knowledge.
(c) Grade must be at least 0-5, unless waived. Requests for
waiver of this requirement should be accompanied by evidence, such as that specified in
subparagraph 6.D.l.b(2)(g) that the applicant has the requisite presence and judicial
bearing.
(d) The applicant must reasonably expectto be available'to serve·
as a military judge at two to three trials per year for at least one year (and preferably two
years) following Military Judge Course attendance and certification.
(e) The applicant's Headquarters Personnel Data Record [PDR]
will b~ reviewed to ensure that there is nothing in the applicant's background that would
cast doubt on his or her fitness to serve as a military judge.
lnfonnation provided in the application package will be con
sidered, with greatest emphasis on infonnation provided pursuant to subparagraphs
6.D.l.b(2)(e)-(h).
(f)

(g) Any relevant infonnation provided from other sources, in
cluding but not limited to other military judges' comments will also be considered.
lnform~tion from other sources may be disclosed to the applicant, upon request.
(h) Diversity in the pool of certified military judges, and travel
costs associated with the applicant's billet, are additional factors that will be considered.
The number of applicants to be recommended in a given year
will depend on the projected needs of the service for replacements of military judges ex
pected to become unavailable.
(i)

(j)No.applicant will actually be recommended for certification
until successful completion of a Military Judge Course. Applicants are required to submit
a copy of their Military Judge Course completion certificate to Commandant (G-LPD)
.
immediately following completion of their course.
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(2) Procedures
Coast Guard law specialists desiring to attend a Military Judge Course and be certified as
a military judge will make letter application, via the chain of command, and the Chief
Trial Judge (Commandant (G-L-4», to Commandant (G-LPD), no later than 31 January
annually. The application will include the following infonnation:
(a)

Fonnat. [See, enclosure (26).]

(b) Education. Include all education after high school (with
names of institutions attended and year of graduation) including academic distinctions
attained and approximate (if not exactly known) place in class on graduation.
(c)
primary duties at each.

Military Experience. List all military assignments, including

(d)
for general courts-martial.

Date(s) designated a law specialist and certified as counsel

(e) Legal Experience other than military justice. Identify all
prior legal experience that did not involve military justice. This will include experience
gained prior to becoming a member of the Coast Guard, all non-legal assignments sig
nificantly law related, and all assignments in legal billets, delineating the primary,
nonmilitary justice areas of the law dealt with as required by the billet..

•

(f)
Military Justice Experience. State, in detail, all past experi':
ence with military justice, both prior and subsequent to being designated a law specialist.
Be as specific as possible in the number, forum, type, and level of review of records of
trial.

(g) Evidence of requisite knowledge and temperament to be a
military judge. Provide this infonnation in the fonn of opinion by one or more qualified
. persons having opportunity to fonn such opinion by courtroom or other observation. The
evidence may consist of extracts from one or more OERs, letter(s) or statement(s), en
dorsement on the letter application, or a combination of these. For each item, the name,
qualifications, and opportunity to observe should be stated either in the item itself or
separately. Judicial temperament includes, but is not limited to, patience, forbearance to
avoid premature decisions, calm demeanor, respect for others, and projection of an air of
authority.
(h) A statement concerning the applicant's expected availability
to serve as military judge for the two years following the next Military Judge Course. The
statement should cover both the likelihood of remaining in a billet from which the appli
cant could periodically be spared and any special restrictions on availability within the
billet (e.g., any assignment precludes military judge service during the months of July
and August).
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(i)
A PDR Review Authorization enclosure signed and dated by
the applicant [see, enclosure (26)].

(3) Selection
In consultation with the Chief Trial Judge. Commandant (G-LPD) will review the appli
cation for attendance at a Military Judge Course and certification. prepare a
recommendation. and forward it to the Chief Counsel. The Chief Counsel may select ap
plicants for attendance at a Military Judge Course who have the requisite basic
knowledge, experience. and temperament to be a military judge. Following successful
completion of a Military Judge Course the Chief Counsel will forward the application to
TJAG recommending certification. Commandant (G-LPD) will notify the applicant when
final action is taken and TJAG has signed the Military Judge Certificate of Appointment.
6.D.2.

•

Designation and Assignment of General Court-Martial Military Judges

6.D.2.8.
General
General court-martial military judges will be designated by, and located at Coast Guard
units, as determined by the Chief Counsel. General co~rt-martial military judges will at
all times be assigned to and directly responsible to the Chief Counsel for all purposes.
Administrative and logistics support, including office space, office equipment, stationery,
and office supplies, telephone and other communication services, access to law library,
and clerical assistance, will be provided by the unit where the military judge is located.·
Officer Evaluation Reports
6.D.2.b.
The Chief Counsel is the assigned supervisor, reporting officer, and reviewing officer for
the Chief Trial Judge. [See. Article 1O.A.2(f)( 1)(D), Coast Guard Personnel Manual,
COMDTINST MlOOO.6 (series).]
Assignment of Duties
6.D.2.c.
The primary duty of general court-martial military judges is to serve as military judge of
general courts-martial. No person may assign them any duties other than that of military
judge without prior authorilation of the Chief Counsel. The Chief Counsel has deter
mined that general court-martial military judges will be made available for detail as
military judge for ·special courts-martial on a not-to-interfere basis with their primary
duty.
6.D.2.d.
Leave and Temporary Additional Duty [TAD]
The Chief Counsel shall approve ·leave and TAD for general court-martial military
judges.

•
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6.D.3.

Designation of Special Court-Martial Judges

All personnel certified as qualified for duty as military judges by TJAG are designated as
part-time special court-martial military judges. Detail of individual judges to specific
cases shall be in accordance with the procedures prescribed in paragraph 3.H.I above.

6.D.4.

•

Procedure for Revocation of Certification of Military Judge or Counsel
[See, section 6. G below.]

6.E. TENURE FOR MILITARY TRIAL AND APPELLATE JUDGES
Military Trial Judges
6.E.l.
A military trial judge, including the Chief Trial Judge, is assigned for a minimum of three
years, except when he or she:
a.
Assumed the duty as trial judge on a less than three-year basis or re
quests to be reassigned to other duties, and the Chief Counsel approves such assignment;
b.

Retires or otherwise separates from military service;

c.
Is reassigned to other duties by the 'Chief Counsel based on the needs of
the service in time of war or national emergency;

•

d.
Is reassigned, as a line officer or within the legal program to another
billet, under the normal personnel assignment process based on the needs of the service
and without regard to any prior performance ofjudicial duties; or,
e.
Is temporarily, indefinitely, or permanently suspended from practice as a
military trial judge by TJAG [General Counsel, Department of Transportation] for good
cause [see, section 6.G beloW.].
6.E.2.

Appellate Judges

An appellate judge is assigned to the United States Coast Guard Court of Criminal Ap

peals for a minimum of three years, except when he or she:
a.
Assumed the duty as appellate judge on a less than three-year basis· or
requests to be reassigned to other duties, and the Chief Counsel, in consultation with
TJAG, approves such assignment;
b.

Retires or otherwise separates from military service;
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c.
Is reassigned to other duties by the Chief Counsel, in consultation with
TJAG, based on the needs of the service in time of war or national emergency;
d.
Is reassigned, as a line officer or within the legal program to another
billet outside the Washington, DC. area, under the normal personnel assignment process
based on the needs of the service and without regard to any prior perfonnance of judicial
duties; or,
e.
Is temporarily, indefinitely, or permanently suspended from practice as
an appellate judge by TJAG for good cause [see. section 6.G below.].

6.F. CERTIFICATION OF COUNSEL UNDER ARTICLE 27(b), UCMJ
General
6.F.l.
In addition to the requirements stated in RCM 502, each attorney is· expected to ,meet the
qualifications listed below in order to become certified in accordance with Article 27(b),
UCMJ.
6.F.1.a.
Designation as Law Specialist
Each attorney serving in a legal program billet is expected to obtain designation as a law
specialist. Authority to designate attorneys as law specialists has been delegated to the
Chief Counsel. Requests for designation as a law specialist shall be made to the Chief
Counsel and shall include the information required by Article 6.A.6, Coast Guard Per
sonnel Manual, COMDTINST MIOOO.6 (series). Requests may be submitted in writing
or may be made online through the Chief Counsel's web site. When requesting certifica
tion online, copies of the applicant's law degree and bar license or card must be faxed to
.
G-LPD to complete the application.

6.F.1.b.
Basic Lawyer Course
Each law specialist must successfully complete the Basic Lawyer Course conducted by
the Naval Justice School or the Basic Judge Advocate Course conducted by the U.S.
Anny or Air Force. [Note: Designation as a law specialist is not a prerequisite to attend
the Basic Lawyer Course.] Waivers of this requirement may be granted on a case-by-case
basis and must include a positive recommendation from the SJA requesting the waiver.
Waiver requests should also include a listing of all military justice on-the-job training
such as assistant counsel at courts-martial, comparable prior trial experience in civilian
courts or previous certification in one of our sister services.
6.F.2.

•

Certification

Personnel already designated as law specialists will normally receive Article 27(b),
UCMJ certification and be sworn in upon graduation from the Basic Lawyer Course at
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•

the Naval Justice School (or the U.S. Army or Air Force equivalent). Those attorneys
who are unable to obtain designation as a law specialist prior to the completion of the Ba
sic Lawyer Course shall seek designation as a law specialist and certification under
Article 27(b), UCMJ as soon as the requirements in Article 6.A.6, Coast Guard Personnel
Manual, COMDTINST MlOOO.6 (series) are met.

6.G. PROFESSIONAL SUPERVISION OF MILITARY TRIAL AND ApPELLATE
JUDGES AND A ITORNEYS PRACTICING IN PROCEEDINGS GOVERNED
BY THE

UCMJ

AND

MCM

[See. ReM 109.J

6.G.l.

General

Subject to the limitations of Article 37, UCMJ, infonnation as to alleged personal or pro
fessional misconduct by Coast Guard attorneys should be reported, together with
appropriate supporting infonnation, to the Chief Counsel. For the purpose of this section,
"misconduct" is defined as any act or omission that is a violation of an applicable stan
dard of professional responsibility [see, e.g., section 6.C above] or serves to demonstrate
the unfitness [see, RCM 109(c)(2)] of the respective Coast Guard attorney to perfonn his
or her legal duties. For the purpose of this section, "Coast Guard attorney" is defined as a
military trial or appellate judge or an attorney practicing in proceedings governed by the
UCMJ and MCM. This section does not affect any other criminal or administrative pro
cf:edings arising from the underlying alleged misconduct. This section addresses only the
authority of Coast Guard military trial and appellate judges and attorneys to practice as a
judge or attorney for the Coast Guard.

6.G.2.
6.G.2.a.

•

Investigation and Discipline of Coast Guard Attorneys
General

This section [6.G above] concerns investigation of alleged personal or professional mis
conduct by and professional supervision of Coast Guard attorneys. These procedures are
promulgated pursuant to RCM 109 and are intended to provide supplementary detail to
the process set out in that rule. To the extent these processes are detennined appropriate
by the Chief Counselor the Judge Advocate General of the Coast Guard [TJAG; General
Counsel, Department of Transportation], they may be used to investigate and resolve
other issues of Coast Guard attorney professional conduct not associated with military
justice.

6.G.2.h.

Complaints

The Chief Counsel is designated by TJAG to receive complaints under RCM 109(c)(3).
Complaints need not be in any specific form, but, if possible, should be made under oath
[see. RCM 109(c)(3). Discussion].
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. Initial Action Upon Receipt of a Complaint under ReM 109
The Chief Counsel shall take initial action upon the receipt of a complaint cognizable un
der RCM 109 as provided by RCM 109(c)(4).
(1) Screening
The process of screening a complaint cognizable under RCM 109 shall be at the discre
tion of the Chief Counsel. A decision by the Chief Counsel after screening that a
complaint does not warrant commencement of an initial inquiry is final and constitutes
final agency action.
(2) Notification to TJAG
The Chief Counsel will notify TJAG in all cases before proceeding to an initial inquiry of
a military trial or appellate judge. [See, RCM 109(c)(4).]
Suspension from Performing Legal Duties Pending Investiga
tion
Notification to TJAG that a complaint has been filed and that an initial inquiry will be
conducted shall contain a recommendation as to whether TJAG should temporarily sus
pend the subject of the complaint (respondent) from performing duties as military trial or
appellate judge, if applicable, pending the outcome of further inquiry or investigation.
With the exception of military trial or appellate judges, the Chief Counsel may temporar
ily suspend any Coast Guard. attorney from performing legal dutie~ pending further
inquiry or investigation.
(3)

•

6.G.2.d.

Initial Inquiry underRCM 109

(1) General
The initial inquiry shall follow the procedures for a ont:-officer standard informal admin
istrative investigation [see, Administrative Investigations Manual [AIM:], COMDTINST
M5830.1 (series)] to the extent practical. All matters associated with the investigation
shall be kept confidential. Investigations shall be conducted with reasonable promptness.
[See, RCM 109(c)(4)-(5).]

•

(2) Initial Inquiry Officer
The initial inquiry officer shall meet the qualifications of RCM 109(c)(5)(B). The initial
inquiry officer shall be assigned by the Chief Counsel and should be senior to the respon
dent and of similar legal experience (i.e. an officer senior to the respondent with current
or prior military trial judge experience should be assigned if reasonably available to con
duct an inquiry into allegations against a current military trial judge) [but see, Article
66(g), UCMJ limitation on appointment of a current sitting appellate judge to investigate
another appellate judge]. The initial inquiry officer's written report to the Chief Counsel
shall render an opinion as to whether a complaint has been substantiated. A complaint is
substantiated upon finding that it is shown by a preponderance of the evidence (i.e., more
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likely than not) that the respondent engaged in the alleged acts or omissions constituting
professional misconduct or demonstrating unfitness to perfonn legal duties [see. RCM
I09(c)(5)(A)]. The initial inquiry officer shall make recommendations for appropriate
action in the report to the Chief Counsel.

(3)

Due Process
[See, RCM J09(c)(5)(C).}

(a) Notice
The initial inquiry officer will notify the respondent that a professional responsibility in
quiry under this ·section is being conducted, the specific nature of the complaint, and the
date by which written material in response to the complaint may be submitted. The notice
shall advise the respondent of the rights set out in subparagraph 6.G.2.d(3)(b). Failure to
submit a written response waives the opportunity to be heard.
(b) Opportunity to be Heard
The respondent shall be accorded the following rights if he or she chooses to appear be
fore or respond to the initial inquiry officer:
i.
To ex~ne any relevant infonnation collected by the •
initial inquiry officer and to offer written rebuttal to any of that infonnation;
ii.
To present, in writing. relevant facts, statements, ex
planations, documents, and physical evidence to the initial inquiry officer; and.
iii.
6.G.2.e.

To submit a written argument on his or her behalf.

Chief Counsel's Action Following the Initial Inquiry

(1) Additional Inquiry .
The Chief Counsel may order additional inquiry.
(2), Complaint Not Substantiated
If the Chief Counsel determines a complaint against a Coast Guard attorney other than a
military trial or appellate judge is not substantiated, the complainant and respondent shall
be notified that no further action will be taken. If the Chief Counsel determines a com
plaint against a military trial or appellate judge is not substantiated, the Chief Counsel
shall infonn TJAG and recommend notification to the complainant and respondent that
no further action will be taken [see, RCM I09(c)(5)(D)].
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(3)

Complaint Substantiated Against a Coast Guard Attorney
Other Than a Military Trial or Appellate Judge
In response to a substantiated complaint against a Coast Guard attorney other than a
military trial or appellate judge, the Chief Counsel may take no action, order the Ethics
Commission [see, subparagraph 6.G.2.f below] to consider the complaint and render an
opinion and recommendation, t~~ professi~nal ~i~ciplinary a~tion. or refer the matter to
the appropriate state bar of adnusslOns for dISpOSitIon. The Chief Counsel shall assure the
respondent was afforded the rights set out in subparagraph 6.G.2.d(3) on the full record
on which the Chief Counsel takes action, if such action is adverse too the respondent. Pro
fessional disciplinary actions include: verbal counseling or a direction to supervising
officers to verbally counsel; oral or written (nonpunitive) censure; temporary, indefinite.
or pemianent suspension from practice in courts-martial; and revocation of Article 27(b)
certification.
(4)

Complaint Substantiated Against a Military Trial or Appellate
Judge
If the Chief Counsel determines a complaint against a military trial or appellate judge is
substantiated, the Chief Counsel shall inform TJAG and recommend appropriate action
from the options below [see, RCM I09(c)(5)(D)]. The Chief Counselomay take no action;
take minor professional disciplinary action; order the Ethics Commission to consider the
complaint an4 render an opinion and recommendation; or forward the report, with art en
dorseOment on the findings and recommendations to TJ AG. Minor professional
disciplinary action is defined as verbal counseling or a direction to supervising officers to
verbally counselor provide oral or written (nonpunitive) censure. The Chief Counsel may
approve, disapprove, or modify any findings and recommendations when forwarding the
report. Prior to taking action other than to dismiss the complaint, the Chief Counsel shall.
ensure the respondent was afforded the rights set out in subparagraph 6.G.2.d(3) on the
full record on which the Chief Counsel takes an action adverse to respondent or forwards
a recommendation to T1AG. [See, RCM I09(c)(6)(D).] Only TJAG may take other than
minor professional disciplinary action against a military trial or appellate judge pursuant
to RCM 109(c)(6) [see, subparagraphs 6.G.2.g below and 6.E.l above]. A copy of the
Chief Counsel's decision or recommendation to TJAG shall be provided to the respon
dent.
o

•

6.G.2.r.

•

Ethics Commission
(See, ReM l09(c)(7J.]

(I) Membership
The Ethics Commission should nonnally consist of the Deputy Chief Counsel and two
legal program Office Chiefs selected by the Chief Counsel. Members of the Ethics Com
mission should normally be senior to the respondent and of similar legal experience [but
see, Article 66(g). UCMJ limitation on appointment of a current sitting appellate judge to
investigate another appellate judge]. An initial inquiry officer may not be appointed to an
Ethics Commission in the same case. [See. RCM 109(c)(7)(A).]
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(2) Duties
Normally, the Ethics Commission considers a complaint and provides an opinion whether
the respondent's acts or omissions constitute professional misconduct or demonstrate un
fitness to perfonn legal duties. If TJAG or Chief Counsel orders the Ethics Commission
to conduct additional inquiry into the complaint, the Commission shall generally follow
the procedures for a standard informal administrative board of investigation as contained
in the Administrative Investigations Manual, COMDTINST M5830.1 (series). Before
making any finding or recommendation regarding the alleged misconduct or unfitness,
the Ethics Commission shall ensure the respondent was provided a complete copy of all
information the Ethics Commission will consider in making a finding or recommenda
tion. The Ethics Commission shall provide the Chief Counsel, or TJAG, via the Chief
Counsel written findings and opinions concerning the alleged misconduct or unfitness.
Dissenting opinions, if any, shall be included in providing a report to the Chief Counsel.
The Ethics Commission shall identify those applicable provisions of the American Bar
Association's Code of Professional Responsibility, Code of Judicial Conduct, Manual for
Courts-Martial, or other standard of conduct drawn into question, and state whether, un
der the circumstances, the applicable standards were violated, with supporting rationale.
If misconduct or unfitness to perform duties is found, the Ethics Commission shall rec
ommend an appropriate disposition to the Chief Counsel, or TJAG via the Chief Counsel.
[See. RCM 109(c)(7)(B).]

6.G.2.g.

TJAG Action
[See, ReM l09(c)(6).j

Upon receipt of a report of inquiry with the Chief Counsel's endorsement and recom
mendation, pursuant to subparagraph 6.G.2.g.(5), TJAG may: dismiss the complaint; •
order additional inquiry; return the matter to the Chief Counselor Ethics Committee for
additional consideration by the same or different members; refer the matter to the appro
priate state bar for disciplinary action; or take professional disciplinary action.
Professional disciplinary actions include: verbal counseling or a direction to supervising
officers to verbally counsel; oral or written (nonpunitive) censure; temporary, indefinite,
or permanent suspension from practice in courts-martial or assignment as a military trial
or appellate judge; and/or revocation of Article 26(b) and 27(b), UCMJ certifications.
[See. RCM 109(c)(6)(B).] Prior to taking professional disciplinary action under this sub
paragraph, TJAG shall find in writing that respondent engaged in professional
misconduct or is otherwise unfit for continued service as a military judge, and that such
misconduct or unfitness is established by clear and convincing evidence. [See, RCM
109(c)(6)(C).] Prior to taking any action other than to dismiss the complaint, TJAG shall
ensure the respondent was afforded the rights set out in subparagraph 6.G.2.d(3) above on
the full record on which TJAG makes a decision. [See, RCM l09(c)(6)(D).]

Professional Disqualification
6.G.2.h.
Notwithstanding the provisions of this section, a temporary, indefinite, or pennanent sus •
pension or withdrawal of certification of any Coast Guard attorney under Article 26(b) or
(27(b), UCMJ may be ordered by· the Chief Counsel, with notification to TJAG, if, after
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compliance with subparagraph 6.G.2.d(3) above, a Coast Guard attorney becomes profes
sionally disqualified from practice through due process of law: for example, because of
the attorney's disbarment by a state or federal court, or because of his or her suspension
by the Judge Advocate General or another armed service. TJAG notification or action is
not a prerequisite to the Chief Counsel's action because the member will, by virtue of the
loss of his or her license to practice, be unqualified for TJAG certification.

Contempt Proceedings
6.G.2.i.
Suspension or withdrawal of certification under subparagrapbs 6.G.2.e(3) above or
6.G.2.g above is separate and distinct from any matter involving contempt, as provided
by RCM 809, except to the extent that the same conduct may be relevant to both pro
ceedings .

•

•

'
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Military Justice Reform under the Uniform Code of Military Justice
Selected Bibliography

compiled for the Cox Commission on the 50th Anniversary of the UCMJ
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Appendix F: Military Justice Websites

Mili.y}ustice Web Sites

corttpiled for tht

c.ox 'Coni'irtission 'on the 50

th

Anniversary of the UCMJ

www.nimj.org (The National Institute of Military Justice)
www.aspals.com
www.court-martii\Uott\
www.IAA.org
www.militaryinitl~tic.e.org

(OfiZens Against Military Justice)
WWW.uscova.org (United StatesCO\.I.p.cil on Veterans Affairs)
http://cornmunitie$.msn.com/SA~ORSUNITEDFORSELFDEFENSE

http://www.gulfwatvets.com
www.militarycorruplion.com
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